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CHAPTER 1

Shigute, my mother’s Egyptian Mau, bore more than a 
passing resemblance to Mr. Wolfe, “The Cleaner” 
from Pulp Fiction. She spends a good percentage of 

her time grooming herself, she keeps her colon spic-and-
span by nibbling [then regurgitating] toxic plants, and makes 
sure the house remained rat-free for the price of whatever 
cattle-bit Usman - the butcher - is willing to put aside for her 
in return for  kissing him on the cheeks and putting up with 
his calling you ‘his Wifey’ since age 7. 

Alas, OCD isn’t all Shigute has going for her when com-
pared to the stray dogs in the neighborhood; the local 
“Mango” [or “Sancho” or “Bobby”] who haunts your backyard 
during holiday seasons to feast on whatever organ meat you 
have no use for. Shigute will nether growl nor mutter threats 
at your toddler because the stupid kid made the mistake of 
confusing its toys with that of hers. She will not chase you 
down the street for running home from school, bladder full 
of hot urine. More importantly, Shigute will have no busi-
ness howling all night in a way that turns any stomach inside 
out the night your dad gave up his lease on life.

So I have always been partial to cats. I have even been heard 
equating my personality to that of a cat’s; as an excuse/ex-
planation for keeping to myself and/or being a bit of a loner. 
And a cat is what he reminded me of that morning [after-
noon, or night] at Gate Z69. A tall skinny cat determined to 
get whatever of sleep he can if it meant writhing, drawing 
his knees to his chest, and stretching till boarding time on 
the neither long nor warm airport chair he was lying.

I was the sort who cannot fall asleep at new places. I was a 
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novice to �ying, and worried sick about my luggage – which 
belonged to the people who took me in and put me up the 
�rst time I came to America – ever since I heard people lose 
luggage on short layovers more than they do with long ones. 
At 3 and a half hours, this was my shortest layover since I left 
home 23 hours ago!

I was, therefore, sited on the bench across from him, stom-
ach-full with bad airline-food [due to a background that 
renders me absolutely incapable of resisting free stu�], and 
back bent with worry: a black girl in an ocean of White- trav-
elers – most of them speaking German.

When the �ight attendants started reading a list of people 
who should come to the front to have their seats switched 
- there has been a change of plane - he seems to unfurl out 
of his sleep. He got up, stretched and yawned, then walked 
over [as if totally unaware he was bare-feet] to the counter 
where the two blonde women were giggling. He must have 
been Economy class, like me, because he walked back, shoul-
ders hunched and hands deep in his Doctor Who sweat shirt 
pockets, as if he was hiding a part of himself in there.

I was watching him [envying his freedom, his lack of self-
consciousness, the swagger that would have appeared pre-
tentious on a less buoyant person] the way I was doing while 
he slept on the chair earlier. This time, however, he saw me 
and gave me a wide smile. I would have liked to say some-
thing - something that would serve as a reason as to why I 
was eye-balling him: lack of sleep, spacing out, not having 
my morning pot of Co�ee. However, when he sat and started 
putting on his socks, then his shoes, I changed my mind. He 
was obviously going somewhere else: some place where he 
would walk around as if life, the universe, and everything 
belonged to him before he caught another plane and became 
another dumb girl’s problem.

Oh what a dreary morning this is turning out to be! It makes 
one want to cut oneself just to see something interesting happen.

Then there was a cough and the clearing of a throat. I 
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looked up to �nd the guy half-towering over me, "‘Scuse me," 
he said, adjusting the straps of his backpack so it stays on his 
shoulder while he talked to me, "Are you going to Seattle?"

"Yes," I said half smiling and half nervous.
"Can you do me a favor?"
"Sure"
"I am heading for the McCafe –” he said pointing towards 

a rubber tree “need some co�ee badly. Can you tell my 
friends I would be back if they showed up before I come? My 
phone's battery is dead, so I can't even call them” He took a 
phone out of his pocket. The kind of phone with rock-like 
un-breakability, closable lid and battery you don't have to 
charge for days. The type only immigrants with no credit 
history or citizens with too much of it are lowered to carry. 
The kind I keep next to my bed and use as an alarm now-
adays.

"Your friends?!" I said, bewildered "Wh-What are they 
like?"

"They are White, kind of like me” he said, grinning, "Ryan is 
tall; and Eddy is short and round, ginger!"

"Would they ask me or do I --?"
"Just tell them Joe said he’d be back,” he said, suddenly in 

a hurry, “I don't want them going around looking for me and 
missing their �ight"

"Ok, " I said, not sure how I would broach the subject to two 
strange men but eager not to delay his departure.

"Good. Thank you," he said gratefully. "Can I get you any-
thing from the café?"

"Oh no thank you" I said, more embarrassed than necessary
"The Starbucks next door?!" he said, his eyes sparkling with 

mischief
"No, I had some co�ee on the plane"
"Alright," he said, walking away
By the time he returned with his bag of goods and a cup of 

co�ee, his "friends" weren't there.
"They didn't show up, huh?" he said, throwing his weight 
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on the seat beside me as if he doesn’t have a care in the world.
"No," I said apologetically “I have been watching, but no 

one that �ts the description came this way”
"Slackers!" he laughed, "We split this morning. I had some 

shopping to do so I told them to meet me here. Either they 
are too hungover to make it or have taken the wrong train 
into the country"

I smiled, not knowing what to say. His face was less 
smooth on close-up. His eyebrows were too thick, and 
dense, as if they were trying to de�ect the distance between 
his nose and his forehead. He doesn't look like he has shaved 
for days. Still, one can see dark spots of dead pimples that 
may have populated his teenage face like popping corns.

He put the co�ee next to him, opened the bag and took out 
a burger wrapped in a greasy yellow paper.

"Greasy I know," he said laughing. "But Starburns - me and 
my friends call it ‘Starburns’ - is all they have here and I am 
a Tully's kind of guy. Besides, at 70 euro francs on the dollar, 
you can't beat the price here. You sure you don't want to try 
the fries?"

"No. Thank you," I said smiling and trying to �nd some-
thing other than his long white teeth sinking into the buns 
to look at.

A few minutes passed while he chewed, wiping his mouth 
with a paper towel and I �ddled with the book I carried 
around for almost a month now, unable to push more than a 
paragraph at a time.

"So...” he said, after squeezing the last of the burger into the 
cave of his mouth and grabbing the co�ee cup "Where are 
you coming from, Ethiopia?"

I was surprised at this.�"Yes!!"�I said, unable to help sounding 
excited. "How did you know?"

"Oh I know 490 is coming from Addis. We have a big Ethi-
opian community in Olympia. That's where I am from," he 
added, as an explanation.

I was so used to people trying to show a polite interest 
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when mentioning I was Ethiopian that I found his noncha-
lance comforting.

He was rummaging through his bag now; looking for some-
thing I don't seem to be a part of. When he found it, he took it 
out and spread it for me to look at. It was wrapped in a cloth, 
a cotton cloth I recognized as being from my country imme-
diately. It was a brass cross covered in melted wax and dust 
to make it appear older.

"Got it at a thrift store in Venice," he said, holding it out 
like it was a small child made from glass that might break, 
"Thirteen bucks. I know you guys have been colonized by 
Italy, so it's most likely stolen. Thought I would contact the 
Ethiopian embassy in Washington and see what they have to 
say about it before putting it up on eBay"

It was a sweet but misplaced gallantry. These crosses sell 
in every antique store in Addis; and as long as you have 
the receipt, even the customs people - who have a problem 
with most anything - don't have a problem with you carry-
ing it. What is more, we were ‘occupied’ by the Italians.�Oc-
cupied, not colonized. It was a grammatical di�erence that 
brings out the psychopath in some of us almost as much as 
when idiots confuse our �ag with that of Jamaica's – after 
all we have done to help liberate that country! Alas, one has 
no time to educate the whole world of its errors; especially 
when the error comes from such a good heart and a place of 
naiveté.

"Yeah,” I said, touching the cross lightly. "It's good to �nd 
out"

"And I imagine that is Azmaric!” he said, proudly wrapping 
it again and putting it back in the inner pocket of his back-
pack.

I looked at the book in my hand he was pointing at.�"Am-
haric!"� I said, laughing. "I don't think I have come across 
many people who know about Amharic without having 
Ethiopian friends"

"Oh, I won't say ‘I know about it’" he said dubiously "there 
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was this girl, Mulu?, who used to do a... janitorial job where 
I worked" he said, hesitating on the job description. As if he 
was trying to decide if "Custodian" or "Caretaker" won't be 
a more respectful option. “Anyway, she used to be on the 
phone a lot and I used to wonder what language it was. One 
day I asked her and she said it was Amharic. Beautiful, by the 
way"

"Thanks,” I said, examining the book in my hand, "Yes. It's 
a novel I have been trying to read on the plane, but my mind 
keeps on wondering”

“Yeah, �ying does that to some people” he said, taking the 
book I was o�ering. He turned it up and down, touched the 
cover, �ipped through the pages “So what is it about?” he 
said, �nally giving it back

“It's about this girl from the country, coming to the city”
“A universal theme, I must say”
“Yes. Anyway... she... goes through stu�, bad stu�. Then 

this guy would be there for her and they ‘fall in love’”
"And the end, right?" he said smiling
"Yes,” I laughed, happy to have found someone who speaks 

my lingo
"It is funny how, in real life, falling in love is just page one. 

You are walking along, somebody pops up, and you would be 
like� 'Heyy'. It's trying to love them a year from then that is 
di�cult"

"I agree" I said, nodding at the book. If that was his biggest 
problem, �nding it hard to stay in love a year from then, he 
was lucky. Personally, I have found out the problem with 
love stories is how they don't tell you that you need to look 
like her to get the guy. "I remember in this - movie of Barbara 
Streisand's,” I continued, feeling as self-conscious as I would 
if I were trying to speak using somebody else’s mouth, “how 
she says 'we don't know if Cinderella drove the prince crazy 
with her obsessive need to clean the castle’. To show how, I 
guess, as you said, meeting the person of your dreams is only 
page one. And how the end of a fairy tale is only the begin-
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ning of the story whathaveyou"
He smiled "I haven't seen that one,” He said taking another 

sip of the co�ee and another look at me "So did you like it, 
the book I mean, as far as you got?"

"It's alright,” I said, caressing the paper-back, “I read it 
when I was a kid, mostly looking for the romantic part, you 
know. I was sure if I read it again, as a grown up, I will be 
able to appreciate it more. It is… by this really celebrated 
Ethiopian writer, Haddis Alemayehu, who is like our Shake-
speare. But it turned out to be too political and just as bor-
ing. There is romance, but only as a backdrop for whatever 
he wanted to say about the times. Goes on and on for pages 
just two men arguing about the constitution. It's like read-
ing Dostoyevsky all over again"

He chuckled at that and looked up at me. It was rather dis-
arming; this look – his honest examination of my face.

"I don’t know if this would sound stereotyping on my part, 
but you speak really good English for an Ethiopian, at least 
for a person from Africa - as far as the Africans I met go. Have 
you lived here long?"

"Here?"
"Obviously not Germany"
"Four years"
"Really? Only four years?"
I was used to and tired of this questioning. This, the cheer-

ful declaration of them having had and loving Ethiopian 
food, and asking why I don’t seem to like the sun when I was 
from East Africa. As if the places we were born in were the 
places we chose to vacation. Alas, this is the disadvantage of 
being an Immigrant: being questioned by those whom you 
never question back. "Yes, I studied English in school"

"No doubt a British school because you have this faint but 
recognizable British accent"

"It was actually a government school" I said, watching him 
aim the wrapping paper at the fancy-looking garbage cans 
like it was a basketball before landing it in. "Where you have 
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like 60 kids sitting three or four at a table. My dad used to 
be a teacher so my teachers, his colleagues, took a personal 
interest in me when he died. Telling me how more was ex-
pected from me, and making sure I came to the library and 
borrowed any work of �ction I want, except for exam sea-
son. When school closes for winter - we have a three-month 
break in the winter - I go to one of their houses, and he or 
she would take me to this library, The British Council, where 
I get audio book cassettes that I can play on the nights we 
have electricity. Classic British literature, most of them, and 
some sketch comedies"

"Like Monty Python and such?”
“Monty -what?” I asked, wondering why he would bring a 

nature show into comedy talk.
“Python” he explained “With John Cleese!”
“You mean ‘Fawlty Towers’?”
He smiled indulgently.
“I guess. So, did you like it?”
“Oh yes” I answered, feeling like an idiot at realizing I 

was being tolerated, “Although I prefer Jeeves and Wooster. 
Wodehouse is actually my favorite writer”

“Wow” he said, shaking his head in wonderment “I only 
recently discovered ‘Jeeves’ wasn’t just a search engine name 
while reading about Stephen Fry. I can’t imagine how juven-
ile American humor must sound to you"

"Actually," I said cheerfully, "My all-time favorite sitcom is 
'Everybody Loves Raymond'"

"Really?! Why?"
"It was the only one my mom liked" I answered "It spoke to 

her, even if she has to rely on me to tell her what was going 
on"

"I can see how that can be” He said thoughtfully, "it is quite 
the ideal life – despite the parents living across the street. 
So... do you like it? I mean Seattle?"

"It is alright" I said, hesitating.
"Only alright?" he said, smiling, like he knew there was 
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more to it than what I was saying.
"Well, it isn't easy being an immigrant in any country” I 

admitted, resisting the immigrant’s urge to elaborate – to 
show o� your mastery of the language, or your knack for 
poetry/cynicism. For one can barely talk about what one 
discovered without admitting what one has lived without. 
How, the day I came to Seattle, I felt transferred from a 
gray world into a world �lled with colors. Like I lived in a 
country where people and life were drawn in pencil; then I 
walked into a canvas upon which the colors have simply ex-
ploded. How I walk to the lake on my lunch break to see the 
boats, and dogs and bicycles. Side Cafes, empty bus stops, 
trees with all kinds of shades on them! People: The hip-
pie who would let his cigarette burn out so the guy in the 
wheelchair could pet his dog for as long as he wanted. The 
‘Safeway’ bum who says ‘God bless you’ no matter how often 
you walked away without giving him a penny. The guy who 
plays saxophone on 4th avenue, a very busy street, while his 
daughter [all braids and beads], did her homework on the 
steps of a big department store nearby. How this was the 
kind of thing that takes your breath away: The beauty and 
the contradiction! The whole tragedy and magic of it! How 
I feel sick to my stomach from missing the neighborhoods I 
usually walk by when I need to take a bus home in the cold 
evenings of Winter. How I sit on my bed and try to recre-
ate the route in my mind just to feel near them. How all the 
things I love seem to belong to other people, most of whom 
would rather not have me there. “But it is better being an im-
migrant in America instead of, say, Amsterdam”

“Yeah?! How?”
Uh-oh, frown. Time to split.
“I mean as a black person” I said, apologetically "A cousin 

of my friend’s almost went crazy because everywhere he 
goes people were watching him. Like following him into his 
building and such”

"Yeah, that sounds like Europe” He said, meditatively, “So 
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what do you do in Seattle?”
“I am a Medical Coder for a Dermatology group in Fre-

mont” I said
“Oooh Fremont! Nice! Do you like your job?”
“Not particularly,” I admitted, relaxing into my earlier 

mode “But the �rst thing you are told the minute you land 
in America is to go to a nursing school, because that is where 
the money is. I didn’t think I had it in me to be a nurse so 
I went as close to it as I can get. Plus, as a Coder, I am not 
required to wear scrubs. And I passionately hate scrubs; it 
made me feel like a phony when people asked me if I was a 
nurse on the bus home from school"

"What would be your ideal job if you can get it?" He asked, 
looking amused

"Where I can work 10 hours a day, 6 days a week" I said, 
being clever

He burst into laughter. "That is it?!"
"Yup. That way, I don't have to take a part time job to make 

ends meet. Been working as a parking-lot cashier near Cen-
tury-Link for 3 years now"

"I see,” he said sympathetically "Yeah. I have heard a report 
a while back how Parking lot cashiers and cab drivers are al-
most as likely to be attacked on the job as cops"

"No,” I said dismissively “This is actually my safest min-
imum wage job so far. I have worked as a Cashier at a gas sta-
tion the �rst year I came. A cart-pusher and a store person at 
Sam's Club at like below 10 degrees. Those were scary. There 
are usually two of us here, not to mention the Valet guys. It 
is just wasting your weekend waiting around for a work call 
that may or may not come, that is what I dislike about it"

"Makes sense,” he agreed, "By the way, we weren't properly 
introduced earlier. I am Joe. Joe Plaster"

"Mine is Metasebia" I said, shaking the hand he extended 
me. It was warm and softer than it appears.

“May-ta-seb-ya?”
"Yes,” I said, wincing in spirit, “Or ‘Mh’ti’ as my friends call 
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me. It is the Amharic word for something you erect as a me-
morial for something else”

"Like a statue?”
"More like a monument” I said, and because there is always 

more to it – I added “I had a di�erent name, one that my 
dad gave me - 'Abiyot’ - which means revolution. I know it 
sounds lame in English, but it was a very common name for 
kids born at that time: ‘Abiyot’, or ‘Tagel’ [�ght back] and 
‘Netsanet’ – freedom."

"Oh cool"
"But when three years later the revolution that every-

body thought would bring a positive change to the country 
claimed thousands of lives - including that of my father's, 
my mom changed it to ‘Metasebia’ – because although he left 
her, he hasn’t left her without something to remember him 
by”

“Aw”
“Yeah...” I said, smiling apologetically while trying to turn 

my mind o� my father's dead skin - the stench I pretended 
to not smell, young as I was - and the agony that led him 
to waste away. The various un- rhyming songs the neighbor-
hood kids welcomed me with, to indicate I was the daugh-
ter of a cripple, despite how often they got knocked up the 
side of the head by whatever grown up that happened to be 
by [back when it was still ok to discipline somebody else's 
child]; songs that I kept from my father, but wept about pri-
vately. His death, the funeral [after two days of watching the 
female members of my family going in and out of the wake-
tent in bare feet, beating their chest to the image of a much 
younger, airbrushed, photo of my father’s every time a new 
person walked in to ‘mourn’ with us], and the name change 
that did little to discourage relatives of my father's from fall-
ing on my neck and weeping, months after his death. And 
how running to the kitchen every time a stranger who might 
or might not know my dad walked through the living room 
door was becoming a habit with me until I got to junior high 
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and was able to show my distaste to the joy humans in gen-
eral and relatives in particular derived from the reliving of 
somebody else’s doom.

"Yeah, mine is short for Joseph," he said �nally, "my dad's 
name. I'm junior. Joe Jr. He obviously took time before com-
ing up with it"

I laughed, loving his sense of humor. The last time a man 
made me laugh was the Saturday morning before I left for my 
country, on an NPR radio news quiz, which I was listening to 
while weighing and un-weighing my travel bags on the scale 
in my bathroom.

He was still looking at me while we listened to two more 
names from the giggling hostesses.

"So-are you married?"
I looked up, surprised. Where did that come from?
"Sorry,” he said, smiling apologetically, "I have been hiking 

through Europe for weeks and am starved for a conversation 
that doesn't involve asking for direction, saving money, or 
fart jokes. I don't mean to pry"

"Oh no, it's alright" I said, looking at my �nger and realizing 
it still bears the mark of the ring Mulugeta put on it 5 years 
ago, despite the wedding band being worn by another who 
held me in bondage for three years and four months "It's a lit-
tle complicated"

"How?"
I hesitated, which seems to make him change his mind. 

"Were you married before you came to America?"
"I was. Filed for a divorce a couple of months ago, 3 weeks 

after I got my citizenship"
"Oh, it's a green card-marriage, is it?"
"It's a family member" I said, not wanting to go into it with 

somebody I met at the airport with an hour to my checking 
time. "He knows"

"Cool. How about a boyfriend, do you have a boyfriend?"
I should have taken o�ense at his directness, I guess. At his 

inability, it seems, to respect people's boundaries. However, 
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the intimacy in his voice - the urgent need to know kind of 
threw me o�. I couldn't help but look at his feverish prying 
eyes. He was asking if I was available – for him – to date.

"A boyfriend?!"
"You know... a guy, or a girl I guess, waiting for you at 

home?"
"No"
“Me neither,” he said, stretching and looking around – as if 

he did not want anybody else to hear what he has to say next 
“So how does one go about asking an Ethiopian girl out?"

"I am sorry?"
"As in a date! How does one ask an Ethiopian girl out? Is it 

like we do in the States, 'hey, I think you are cute, let's grab 
dinner'. Or do I have to get a permission from like a family 
member to date you?"

“Date me?” I said, aware I was giving an impression of being 
deaf and dumb but unable to help it.

“Yes. Why? You don’t date White guys?!”
“No but...”
“It is me”
“What?”
“It’s not that you don’t date White guys, you just don’t 

want to date me”
While I calculated which would be easier, changing the 

subject or simply switching chairs, raucous voices from two 
men interrupted us. They were tall, loud and coming to-
wards us. Dirty and shaggy-looking men with all kinds of 
tattered-ness about them - backpackers!

"Plaster!!!", they were yelling as if they have things they 
can’t wait to tell him. No doubt the friends he was talking 
about earlier.

Minutes passed with them taking turns hugging him, lift-
ing him and backslapping like they have not seen one an-
other for years. When they were done, and he able to get his 
breath, "Sorry guys,” he said “this is Meyti. She is from Ethi-
opia"
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"Hi,” I said, embarrassed at the sparkle in their eyes and 
being the center of attention of the Gate Z69 travelling com-
munity.

"Meyti is coming with us to Seattle" my friend said, his 
eyes still on mine - like he was trying to make sure I 
knew that was what was happening. Then he turned to the 
round-face red-haired one. “You won’t mind going into the 
over-head compartment to accommodate a lady, would you 
Eddy?”

I would have been uncomfortable anywhere between 
three men. Three White men at a German airport were more 
than I can handle. "Nice to meet you guys", I said, quickly 
getting up and lifting my heavy carry-on to my shoulder. "I---
will see you later"

And I walked away - runaway - before they even had time 
to protest. I took left. Then right to where I saw a rest-
room earlier; and stayed there until I was sure the plane has 
started boarding and they have no way of seeing me.
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CHAPTER 2

I don't know if it is due to the insomnia I was su�ering 
from or because I was still high from all the blood 
rushing to my head, but the restroom at Frankfurt air-

port has strike me as the strangest place I have been to. The 
stalls remind one of a cubicle, or a room on a spacecraft, 
where one gets anally probed by masked aliens. There were 
three kinds of garbage bins, but no hook for hanging purses. 
And the marked absence of splashed water underneath the 
sinks makes one wonder if the human beings that frequent 
Seattle Public Library were of the same stock as the ones 
who go into German Toilette.

After peeing with my knees an inch to my luggage, exam-
ining the gray �oor for any sign of wetness, and being helped 
by an Arab woman and her little boy on how to turn on 
the faucet to wash my hand; I stood in front of the mirror 
pretending to braid my hair but really trying to see what Joe 
saw in me that morning. Because I was not the kind of girl 
men hit on at airports. I was “Girl with a beautiful accent” 
or “Girl with the radio voice”. "Girl who knows a little some-
thing about everything, and can hold her own on general-
knowledge based games”. Not girl boys fall in love with, fol-
lowed home, harass those friends they suspect of being ‘evil 
advisers’ and threaten to hang themselves unless she was 
theirs.

I have known that even if my relatives did not work over-
time to convince me my looks would be for my protection 
just as Zinash’s were for her downfall. Indeed, before my �rst 
job as an Executive Secretary, where I asked a colleague if he 
was borrowing the A4 Size papers because he was a writer; 
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and he looked up at me, as if for the �rst time, and fall in 
love with me in a way even I found o�-putting; the only at-
tention I got from men was in the form of groping or being 
rubbed against on full-to-the-brim public buses [where I al-
ways stood covering my breasts with my binder and pushing 
forward to avoid anybody's front from meeting my back].

There is no comfort a girl would take from being sexually 
assaulted. But the fact that my attackers were not my peers 
but men in their mid-30s has convinced my young mind 
there must have been something about me which seems to 
attract the slimiest of God’s creatures, something akin to a 
dog-whistle only to whores, that I grew up mistrustful of any 
interest in me and attempting to hide all features that seem 
to attract attention by any wearable means necessary.

Stepping out of my teenage years has not turned me into a 
beautiful swan, except maybe bring more attention to what 
has gone wrong and right about me. On the plus side, it has 
been made obvious I have not inherited my mother’s back-
ache inducing long breasts, over which she has to drop out of 
school at grade 8 and started signing her name, as my father 
used to say, the way a blind person found his way around – 
from memory. On the down side, I have acquired a skin that 
never seems to clear and sideburns which used to make me 
wonder if I have perchance been born a man.

When it comes to my hair, I have yet to make up my mind 
as to it's being a blessing or a curse. On the one hand, it was 
neither short and kinky nor long and �ne; which are two cat-
egories a good hair would not like to fall under. But it was 
also thick and coarse and unmanageable; the kind that takes 
at least an hour to wash, and only looks good when braided 
by a stylist with strong arms and the patience of a Saint. A 
hair that was a source of many a tearful tantrum when Zin-
ash [God-sister to me, adopted daughter to my mom] takes a 
break from tending to her three [illegitimate] children to try 
and tame it into sections of corn-rows.

Indeed, there were times in which I have been taken aback 
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by how lovely the girl looking at me across the mirror was, 
when I had the energy and motivation to wash my hair be-
fore I go to bed, for example, braid it then get up earlier, 
unbraid and scrunch it to give it somewhat healthy look-
ing, quite manageable loose curls. I would even look beau-
tiful, I have wistfully thought oftentimes, if the world had 
operated under, not the sun, but a dim lamp light; hiding - 
like �ne makeup - all the blemishes on your face [the bags 
under your eyes that show up every time you slept badly, 
the hollow cheeks, the tiny scar on your chin from a childish 
game gone bad] and accentuating only the good features [the 
roundness of your eyes, the baby-hair framing your oval face 
before the forest overtakes the rest of your head, the size of 
your lips]. But the world doesn’t, and I have resigned myself 
to being patronized by one family member/colleague/friend 
or another until the day the man who found me the apart-
ment I now live at saw me naked and said I have a commod-
ity Western men would kill for.

Sex was the last thing on my mind when I cooked the 
"tibs" and "kitfo" to thank my Good-Samaritan neighbor for 
his kindness. For if he did not �nd me lurking outside the 
apartment building, asked if there was anything he can help 
me with, listened to my story, given me a napkin to dry my 
tears and promised to do everything he can to �nd me an 
abode there [an edi�ce located behind the gas station I used 
to work at until 1 in the morning, and across the street from 
where I can take a bus to Shoreline – where I was studying to 
become a Coder]; I won’t have dared knock on those heavy 
Victorian doors and inquired if there exists a vacancy.

Like I said, sex was the last thing on my mind, but he 
didn’t force me to do anything I didn’t want. It wasn’t a fort-
night before that Mulugeta, the man to whom I kept myself 
dented, but not ruined, proved he has no use for my [intact] 
hymen. And more than a year since Dereje, my �rst American 
kiss and the man to whom I let my guards down the way I 
never did with the men I dated back home, turned out to be 
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a liar and a cheat.
So the evening I knocked on Marco's door, with hot plates 

in my hands and the ever-present fear of giving the wrong 
impression, I was way past my ripe-by date. I was ready for 
love, for the world of sex and all the things I felt I missed out 
on while trying to avoid being my sister. I have gone in when 
he asked me to come in, sat when he asked me to sit and 
watched a little TV while he ate what I brought him. When 
he insisted upon washing the Tupperware, despite my pro-
test, I have stood beside him in the kitchen and laughed at 
the warm water he �icked on my face.

It has occurred to me, of course, this was more than a 
friendly joshing but I would have gone back to my room and 
nursed my heart to sleep if he hasn't kissed me after walking 
me to his door. "You can stick around if you want," he said, 
"You don't have a TV and I don't feel like being on my own 
yet".

So I have stuck around and been done to things that not 
only broke the scales from my eyes but made me walk 
around laughing and shivering for days; getting goosebumps, 
chills, and trembles every time I thought of it.

The next time I shyly knocked on his door to ask if I have 
done anything to upset him, he has invited me in, sat me on 
his couch and told me he was refusing to take advantage of 
me not because what we did the other day wasn’t amazing; 
but in fact because he liked me and saw himself as my bene-
factor. His wasn't a lifestyle I would want to get involved in, 
he has assured me, but I was a “hot babe”, and can get any 
man I want if I smiled a lot, splashed some colors, and used 
more tongue.

‘Cute’ was a term I have only thus far associated with pup-
pies and small delicate girls who have soft hair and velvet-
like skin that has been scrubbed clean with lukewarm water 
before having Johnson & Johnson baby powder massaged 
into it. Not one with hair so thick it reminds one of those 
grease cleaning metal sponges, and whose skin has been 
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hardened by the cold jug of water poured on her by an older 
sister while she sat on a washing basin shivering [and worry-
ing about the village boys who always manage to �nd a hole 
in the mud-wall to ogle her naked body through, despite her 
arms and underwear protecting her most valued assets].

So I wondered if Joe was horny when he said I was cute. 
Or weird, or a man who preys on single women at foreign 
airports.

It was not unheard of.
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CHAPTER 3

I have taken all precautions not to come across Joe & 
Co. upon returning to Gate Z69 and its three columned 
lines: The line for the old and the disabled, with 

young women trying to comfort a baby standing out from it. 
The one for business suits. And the line where I stood at the 
back of, with eyes averted, which had men and women from 
every age group - with a handful of colored people thrown 
in.

When I �nally got to my seat, I was glad to notice that it 
was not only an aisle seat; but nowhere near the guys that 
I thought fate may condemn me to sit across. The young 
woman with whom I share a seat was already curling into a 
warm sleep.

Dinner was served, co�ee/tea given out, alcohol o�ered 
and accepted [a little too eagerly by me, as this was one of 
the few ways I get to acquaint myself with the various de-
licious-colored alcohols the world has been churning out 
since time immemorial]. I was falling into a pleasant Irish-
cream induced stupor when I was nudged on the shoulder by 
a Hostess. I looked up and into her unsmiling pretty face.

"A young man?" she said, handing me a folded piece of 
paper "sent this for you?"

"What?!”�I said, shocked out of my chair and trying to see 
where I was spotted from.

"Back," she said, with her ugly English, "he said - give it to 
her. Good. Is there anything I can get for you?"

I thanked her and unfolded the sheet of paper. On it was 
written, in the largest most lopsided blocks of letters I have 
come across, the following: "I am sorry for my behavior earl-
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ier. I am not a creep, just stupid and horny. Please accept my 
apology and enjoy your �ight, Joe"

It was a cold ending to a feverish story. I was excited then 
sad then depressed. That was it. He tried to pick me up and I 
run away. And he, instead of coming after me, was giving up.

I picked up the book, although I knew trying to concen-
trate on it was futile. I, for the life of me, could not �gure out 
why I reacted the way I did to an attractive young man want-
ing to "date" me. Did I perceive his lack of reverence as lack 
of respect? That, maybe, I had it coming by being too forth-
coming? Too talkative?! Too eager to impress?!

"Can you-excuse me-can you tell the young man it was 
ok?" I said when the woman was about to pass me by with a 
friendly smile.

"Scuse me?" she said as if it was the �rst time she was seeing 
me

"The guy who gave you the message, can you tell him it was 
ok?"

"It was ok!?"
"You know - tell him ‘it's ok I am not mad'"
She doesn't appear to understand.�Mad? her face said
"Not angry. I am not angry at him" I repeated, gesturing for 

anger "Tell him it was alright. I don't...” I looked around "I 
don't have a pen"

"Sure!" she said and was gone.
Two hours passed; with neither a verbal nor a written 

message in return. Oh well, I thought, I guess that is it. We 
will leave the plane in di�erent doors and into our separate 
world. Me, to running away from men I would rather run to, 
and he to his much fuller much richer world where women 
do not sit at home waiting to be found. I was so nervous I 
couldn’t even bring myself to go to the restroom in the back 
to see where he is sitting. Instead, I went to the one in the 
front, mourned my re�ection in the mirror [the long face, 
the beat-up hair, the tired eyes], washed my neck and the 
back of my ears with cold water and got back to my seat. 
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Tried to go back to sleep to no avail, so decided to watch one 
of the two movies I felt my frail constitution can handle.

Then I looked up and I saw someone I faintly recognized. 
It was after the lights have been turned down and everyone 
seems to have gone to sleep. A man was walking down the 
aisle, studying faces, and seems to linger by my chair. So I 
looked up, more out of politeness than curiosity, to �nd out 
it was one of Joe’s friends: the pointy-nose cleft-chinned one.

"Sorry?" I said sitting up quickly and taking the headphone 
out of my ear.

"Hi," he said, bowing his head to my level. "I don't know if 
you remember me. I am Ryan-friend to Joe?"

“Ohh. Hi”
"Hi,” He said with an amused smile, “Anyway Joe was won-

dering if you wanted a ride when we get to SeaTac. We are 
planning to share a cab and if you want, we can give you a 
ride. He said you get to pick the cab if you want"

"Oh no thank you," I said, both embarrassed and grateful. "I 
have a friend picking me up"

"In that case, can you hitch us a ride?"
I was completely lost at what to say when he laughed. "Just 

kidding," he said, pressing my shoulder in a friendly way. "He 
was just trying to make sure he hasn’t o�ended you in any 
way"

"Oh, I am not," I said smiling.
"Yeah run like you were shot” Ryan joked, “We asked him 

what he said to you and made him send you a note of apol-
ogy. I don’t know if you got it"

"Oh but I did," I said, looking around for the stupid woman I 
sent a verbal message through. “I told the Host-the steward-
ess to tell him I was not mad”

"Great,” Ryan said, straightening up “Joe is a good guy, just 
not very tactful. Plus, he has been single for a while and that 
gets to a guy. Anyway was nice meeting you. I will tell him 
you are not holding a lasting grudge"

I have never wanted for a journey to end as bad as I did 
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this. It was like being in heaven and in hell at the same time. 
I wanted the �irtation to continue as much as I hated being 
the center of an emotional drama. Dreaded and got excited 
at the prospect of seeing Joe again. I felt both cold and warm 
at the prospect of talking to him, dizzy and alert, both shy 
and daring.

Seven hours later, we were being ushered down the hall 
into the airport in Seattle. I didn't look back but I knew Joe 
and his friends were behind me; way in the back. For a few 
minutes, I let the hubbub of the airport - lines at immigra-
tion, customs, and luggage claim overwhelm me. After grab-
bing my bags, realizing the worst that happened to them was 
having one of their handle torn and managing to �nd a cart 
to put them on; I pushed my way to where the parking lots 
were. That is when I saw three men, waving to get my atten-
tion.

The one with the bare feet and rolled up pants was head-
ing towards me, gesturing for his friends to wait for him. I 
stopped. It was the end of a trip. It was an airport. And he was 
a friend.

He was smiling embarrassedly when he got to me "Hey" he 
said, extending his arm as if about to hug me "So glad I found 
you. Didn't want to leave without saying goodbye after the 
way I acted"

"Oh no," I laughed while walking into his arms. I was both 
happy that he hang around the airport,�with his friends, to 
wait for me; and a little curious as to the reason why. Surely 
he could not have failed to hit it o� with at least one of the 
pretty girls who were in line with us.

He tore me from his shoulder and looked at my face. "Ryan 
said you have got a ride," he said, like we knew each other 
from Adam.

"Yes my cousin is coming to pick me up"
"Oh good, so goodbye and good luck?!"
It was not a statement; it was a proposition. He was asking 

if this was going to be the end of the road for us, or if I were 
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going to throw him some kind of a bone.
"I guess" I said, �nding out - one more time - how di�cult it 

was to smile when you aren't feeling like it; to say ‘no’ when 
you mean yes. To be honest, when you know honesty is a fall 
down a rabbit hole with nothing to block your descent.

"It was nice meeting you Meyti” he said, still towering over 
me, still looking closely at my face

"You too" I said, unable to brave his eyes.
"I would have liked to take you out for a co�ee or some-

thing," he said, jokingly "But I guess I blew it"
I smiled hesitatingly, not knowing how to respond: No you 

didn't?! Yes, you did. But I am interested anyway? I have been 
single my whole damn life and I am tired of it: tired of going 
home after work, of not having anything to look forward to 
when the weekend or Summer rolls in, of standing naked in 
front of a full-length mirror and grieving because there was 
no one to see me the way I am so he could someday look back 
at the way I used to be?

"How about...” he said digging out his claim ticket and 
scratching a number at the back of it, "you give me a call 
if you ever had a chance to come to Olympia? I will take 
you around, show you the sights. And next time I am in 
Seattle,�you�will take me out for co�ee! I come here at least 
once a week, got an actual dog in the �ght. And … I promise I 
will try not to hit on you"

"Ok" I said, smiling and taking the number from him.
Whew!
“Is that ‘ok I'll call you’ or ‘ok I am gonna lose your number 

the minute you turned your back?’”
“Ok I will call you” I said laughing.
“Pinky swear?!"
"Yes" I laughed entwining my little �nger to his
"You know you can't break it without dire consequences" 

he warned, while our hands were still suspended in the air
"I do", I said embarrassed at both how giggly I have become 

and the encouraging smiles we were being given by passers-
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by
"Good,” he said, hesitating before turning to go, “good. I 

look forward to it"
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CHAPTER 4

Between getting a goodbye hug from Joe, and the 
time I staggered up the three �ights of stairs to my 
studio apartment, so much has happened.

I have walked into the gray American sky; bizarre and 
oddly familiar at the same time. Got driven to Beacon Av-
enue; through highways where strangers [man or donkey] 
don't jump on to cross over, through industrial complexes 
whose appearance isn't as much of an eyesore as every build-
ing in Addis seems to be. Recognized the old streets; how 
"White" America really was [gone are the days in which only 
brown eyes from black faces would be staring back at you 
every time you looked over into the car besides the one you 
are riding in - beltless and su�ocating from the multitude 
packed in the small space available. Black people who, un-
like the black folk in America, can be rich, poor, educated 
or illiterate]. Heard Fana curse two drivers, an Asian woman 
and a Middle-Eastern man, for not letting her cut in front 
of them like White people invariably seem to, and mused 
how none of them - neither the one giving Fana the bad look 
back nor the one pretending not to hear her frantic honking 
- would know where I was 30 hours earlier, and who I yelled 
at for crying when I entered the ‘Passengers only’ zone at 
Bole Airport. How I have been helped by a gorgeous young 
Pilot, the kind we say looks like he is a member of the ‘royal 
family’ in my country, when trying to dodge the escalator 
- a method of transportation I only take when having no 
other option; then lectured at the airport's waiting room on 
the evils of associating with divorced women by an older 
man holding a Gideon bible and a carry-on I was almost sure 
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won't �t into the overhead compartment. Then made a few 
wrong turns at Frankfurt airport before locating the new 
Gate I was supposed to get my Seattle plane from; where I 
sat and locked eyes a couple of times with a shy young man 
who came o� the plane that I did and probably grew up in 
a neighborhood like mine [judging by the arm-patch on his 
jacket - the same one my teachers used to wear when I was 
in high-school] who seems to have disappeared into thin air 
when I got back from buying an olive-oil bread for myself, 
a bag of liquor-�lled chocolates and a ‘Flughafen Frankfurt 
Main’ postcard for Donna [to show that I have really been 
there; to bleeping Germany - the land of Kafka, Volkswagen, 
and Deutsche Welle Amharic - without even needing a visa] 
and a bottle of Jägermeister for Mulugeta from a duty-free 
shop run by an old German woman who turned out not to be 
racist at all.

I have then walked up the stairs of Fana's house, still loopy 
and confused, sorted out what was for who, force fed all 
the food I have had enough of back home. Then I have in-
sisted upon being driven to my apartment, no I cannot spend 
the night there however tired and sleep-deprived I maybe. 
Walked into my apartment, scanned around and noticed 
nothing seems to have gone amiss. Sat on my bed, dialed *86, 
asked the Sprint lady to reconnect my phone, dug out the 
piece of paper Joe gave me, and dialed the numbers.

I would not recall any of it afterward. For, until that time, 
I was in a state of feverish exhaustion; something akin to a 
drunken sleep. Like I have been slapped for hours and the 
�ngers were still printed on my cheeks. When the phone 
started ringing, however, I woke up; eyes red, and burning a 
little.

"Is this Joe?" I said when he picked it up on the 6th or 7th 
ring.

"Speaking?" he sounds both disturbed and annoyed.
"This is Metasebia – from the airport"
"Who?"
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"Mh’ti. The girl from Ethiopia"
"Oh!" Doesn’t sound like he recognized me. Maybe he has 

already forgotten all about me. Maybe all that drama was in 
my head.

"You said I should call you"
"Oh yeah...” I can feel him stirring up. "I didn't expect you 

to call so soon. Sorry Meyti. Hi?"
"Hi, did I bother you?" I said, embarrassed.
"No no. I was asleep."
Then I have disturbed him. Too bloody soon!
"Anyway I called you so you could save my number"
"Does that mean I can call you?" he said, sounding happy 

and very awake.
"Yes"
"So I didn't blow it?"
"No" I said and laughed. I can feel the warmth re-entering 

our friendship. Like a match thrown on the thin trail of a 
gas line: hot, bright and wild; an electric going through the 
veins.

"Thank God," he said, laughing quietly, "I wouldn't have 
forgiven myself if I were never to see you again"

I kept quiet in a contented happiness, �attered to know 
that he was still interested.

"Where are you at?" he asked suddenly "I mean- your place 
or somebody else's?"

"My cousin dropped me home. I am in my apartment"
"Did you get any sleep?"
"Not a chance," I said, and laughed, "Not even in the car. I'm 

very tired but unable to sleep."
"Jet lag!" he said, "it is worse on the way back. So do you 

want me to come over or something?"
What?�I can't believe it!
"Come over?"
"Yeah... I mean... I am already up and got nothing to do. And 

as I am here I thought we could hang out at your place. You 
don't have roommates or anything, do you?"
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"No... but?" I said curiously, am I wrong about this guy? "I 
thought you live outside Seattle?"

"Oh no... I am at my buddy's. Ryan? Remember him? I am 
crushing here for today. He is too tired to drive out and I am 
too sleepy to take a bus. So what part of Seattle do you live 
at?"

Before I know what was happening, and against my better 
judgment, I gave him my address.

He told me he'll take a quick shower and be there in less 
than an hour. With regards to my request not to tell his 
friends where he was going, he laughed. "You mean not tell 
them how I managed to land the girl after all? You don't 
know men, do you?!"

"No," I said, making him laugh.
"Ok I will see you in a ji�y" he said and hung up.
An hour and seven minutes later, my phone rang.
"I am here" he said when I picked it up.
Feverish and shaking, I went down and opened the outside 

door for him. He was wearing a gray sweater and darker 
colored jeans. He looked shorter than he did this morn-
ing; shorter, cleaner, and shrouded in desirability. His hair, 
which almost fall on his eyes earlier, was darker and sleeked 
back.

I was shaking when he gave me a quick hug, when we 
quietly and quickly walked up the stairs and walked into my 
apartment. I was shaking when he toured my studio apart-
ment- unaided, sat on my bed and asked me to sit beside 
him.

"Are you ok?" he said, when I sat next to him, both hot and 
cold at the same time.

I looked up and smiled. Breathe, I told myself, breath 
through your nose, in and out. Think. Think.

"You are not scared of me, are you?" he said drawing nearer, 
while his eyes consumed my face.

I don't know if his image in my head has been screwed up 
by the intensity of my desire since I saw him last. But this 
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was not the pale-skinned tall guy I said goodbye to at the air-
port. This Joe was more self-aware, less hurried, more in con-
trol. The only sign of anxiety was the gum he was chewing 
like his life depended on it. A very strong cinnamon �avored 
gum – Big Red unless I was mistaken.

"I don't know" I said, honestly. All I know is that for once, 
I have acted on my impulse and have a stranger in my apart-
ment. My hair was still wet and my things were strewn about 
like little islands in the sea of a beige carpet. And it was ex-
hilarating.

“What if I told you my intention was to please you?” he 
asked, holding my hand to his chest, “to serve you in any way 
you asked me to, not to hurt you?"

I cleared my throat. Running, when your hands were ar-
rested, was not an easy thing to do.

"I want you,” he said kissing the tips of my �ngers – all 
the nail-bit lot of them “I want you so bad that I took pains 
to shave my balls; and you won't believe how much that is 
gonna itch – for weeks! I don't know if it is because nothing is 
hotter than a shy girl being into you before you even noticed 
her; or because you look both mature and vulnerable at the 
same time. Maturity excites and intimidates me. Like I am a 
kid trying to win a grown-up’s approval. As if by fucking you, 
I will be scoring one for the team. Make you more like me, 
so I can be more like you. It is a savage need to possess some-
body. But it won't be fun if you weren't enjoying it. So if you 
would rather we just make out today then-”

"I don't do this" I said, after mumbling something about 
this not being unwillingness but just nerves.

"I know!" he said, shrugging his shoulder while removing 
my wet hair from my neck.

Was he just saying that or does he really mean it, after 
everything I have done to the contrary?

"No, seriously”
“I believe you”
“I have never had a man in my apartment – except those 
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people who helped me when I moved...”
"Shh...” he said, kissing my neck before proceeding to nib-

ble my ears.
Was he shushing me because he is worried I would reveal 

something that would turn him o� [the insecurity that ruins 
good things by over-analyzing them, the urge that explains a 
joke and then apologizes for it not being very funny, “Sileshi 
would have told it better; he is a natural, that kid!”, the self-
hatred that oozes out of my every pour and contaminates all 
the good others saw in me]?! Or is it because he was the sort 
of person who lives in the here and now? A man who walks 
bare feet at airports; sleeps on chairs not caring who might 
see and be tempted by his backpack; believes he can change 
the world, restore dignity and honor to the natives, perhaps 
even stand up for the little man, through one phone call to 
an embassy at a time? In short, the very things that attracted 
me to him at �rst.

So, I let all the facts I would have liked to be known go 
untold:

How I have never slept with a man I haven't pinned over 
for months.

How I haven't had sex in the day time.
How I have always been cautious of other people's opinion 

of me. And never... ever... have allowed for my bed to make as 
much noise as it did that afternoon.
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CHAPTER 5

Hours later, maybe even a night, I woke up to a cold 
weather that has dried my sweat and froze my 
bones. There was a man next to me: a tall man 

whose feet were hanging outside my bed, and who was ab-
solutely naked. He has squeezed the pillow into the crane of 
his neck and was snoring like there was no tomorrow.

I grabbed a sheet and covered my breasts, and sat there 
watching the various scales his breathing climbed before 
it reached to the note where his snore became the loud-
est; how absolutely white the part of his body that was not 
covered was and the many hairs on his body: his chest, his 
arms, the length of his leg and like lines of �u�y ants on his 
thighs.

My watchfulness must have communicated itself to him. 
He opened his eyes, saw me and smiled.

"Hey…"
"Hi" I said embarrassedly. There was a side of me that both 

feared and revered beautiful people. A side that felt it would 
be mocked and jeered at in their presence so held its head 
high in a pre-defense tactic that only succeeded in alienating 
itself.

"Holy Hell and Damn!"
"What?" I said, laughing - pleased by the warm rays from his 

eyes
"Where do I start? I feel like I hit the jackpot!"
"Really?"
"Oh my God, the last time I came this fast was when I broke 

my leg in a motorcycle accident and have to lay in bed for a 
month before I could go out and �nd a woman I can lay upon. 
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Would never have forgiven myself if you had not given me 
a second chance to prove I was no pre-mature ejaculator. In 
fact, I have been told I can maintain an erection longer than 
most men. Which reminds me, what were you saying when 
you were about to come? It was such a turn on but I wasn't in 
a place where I can stop and ask"

"It’s nothing” I said, avoiding his eyes “Plus, people should 
not discuss what they did in the dark after the sun came out 
– or don’t, according to the Bible"

“Interesting” he said, watching me intently "Is that why 
you cried afterwards because you think sex is bad?"

"I am not a child" I protested
"Maybe not a child but obviously not grown-up enough to 

know you can't get AIDS from being licked"
"You can't?!"�I said, in mock surprise "See what I was taught 

in school, and believed so far, was any bodily �uid from 
an HIV-Positive person was something you would want to 
avoid going anywhere near to. But of course-" I was about to 
add “But of course it all depends upon your priority”.

"Even if that was the case" He said dismissively, as if he did 
not care what his eagerness to go down there and do some-
thing I haven't had done to me before revealed about him 
"The risk would be more to me than you. And you made the 
risk well worth taking. Before this evening, I was sure I pre-
ferred women with experience: makes life much easier for 
the guy when she doesn't have to be convinced what and 
how to do it. But I am making exceptions even as we speak"

"Why thank you" I said sarcastically
"What?�I did not ask you to return the favor, did I?"
"I may not have said yes"
"I know that, which is why I did not ask it"
We both laughed.
"Still curious though" he said, putting his head on his hand 

and leaning on his left arm. “How you can be so intimate 
with a stranger yet so – eager to run away when a guy shows 
you he was into you. And how many guys you have slept 
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with"
"I am not going to tell you that" I said, sitting on the edge of 

the bed. I have found my bra and was feeling equal to face the 
world.

"Why not?!"
"Because it is none of your business"
His eyes studied my face for a second. I was being meas-

ured, evaluated, decided-upon. It was a clash of wills. And 
I knew, as the uninterested party - the party that liked all 
signs of its transgression to be scrubbed down and buried 10 
feet deep, I was holding all the cards.

"What if I tried to make it my business?" he said, break-
ing into a wide-eyed smile, "What if I say I want to see you 
again?"

That was something I didn't expect - although it knocked 
the breath out of me. Ever since I was young and was led to 
believe sex was this curious animal that boys want to grab 
o� girls and run; I have viewed men who wanted to stick 
around after having sex with suspicion. My grown-up life 
hasn't done much to make me change that deep suspicion 
as both of mine - if not all three, have walked away because 
of something that has to do with sex: My instructor had a 
problem we would rather break up than addressing, my co-
worker was a pain I gotta put up with. And the 3rd, the 
neighbor and man who still refers to me as "chica" and whose 
eyes twinkle every time I came across him in the building, 
as if he wanted to ask if I were in the mood for a round 2, has 
decided I would be better o� with someone who wasn't as - 
shall we say - worldly as him?

"I would say no"
"Why?"
"Because you would only want me for sex and that is some-

thing I can never tolerate"
He got up and dragged me to him with an embrace. "I want 

to know about you exactly because I don't want this to be 
just about sex"
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It must have been obvious that I didn't believe him. "Let 
me put it this way." He said, putting his head in the crane of 
my neck "I want to know more about you because if I knew 
what your likes and dislikes are, I can keep you happy, and 
the happier you are, the more sex you are likely to allow me 
to have with you. I don't know what you call that over there 
in Africa but here we call that ‘being in a relationship’"

Being in a relationship?�But we just met!
"Or was that what you had in mind when calling me?" he 

asked, amused by my confused look "To fuck me and show 
me the door?"

"I didn't know you would o�er to come over" I admitted, "I 
don't know how that happened"

"Which means" he said meditatively "what I am trying to 
do now is what you actually hoped would happen before 
you were over whelmed by your desire for me. So now you 
want to make up for the right thing you didn't do earlier by 
denying me the ability to see you again and punishing� the 
both of us�for the sin of having had sex without knowing one 
another �rst. And I am saying 'no'. I am saying I want to fuck-
ing see you again, go out on dates and come home and fuck 
more. Or do a puzzle. I don't care. Like I said, I have been 
around. I have had women, perhaps not as tight as you, who 
still made me want to jump their bones after coming twice. 
But none of them made me play ‘Good Vibrations’ for like 20 
minutes before I decided to �nd a �ight-attendant to plead 
my case. Is that romantic enough for you? That you made me 
fall in love with ‘The Beach Boys’ all over again?”

And so I told him about Mulugeta - the neighborhood 
kid who came to hang out with my pretty God sister [the 
daughter my mother was given by a childhood friend back 
when everyone assumed she was barren and long before the 
“happy accident" that I was came along]. A man who claimed 
to owe his life to my dad - who took him in when he was 
being haunted by the village militia for papering his neigh-
borhood with anti-government lea�ets and made sure found 
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a safe passage out of the city at the time of "Red terror" [the 3-
year military campaign that lost our country half a million 
of her best and brightest kids - the “golden generation” Ethi-
opia was never able to recover from]. A kindness that landed 
my father in jail and torture that would result in gangrene 
and an excruciating death a few years later! How Mulugeta 
came back to Ethiopia 22 years later, after making it to 
America through the wastelands of Sudan and Kenya, and 
married me to keep a promise he made my mom years ago 
– that time she spent the whole afternoon at his mother’s 
place to wait for a phone call that won’t come until 2 hours 
after midnight.

How falling in love with him, even if the phone calls and 
the gift packages were really only meant to be evidence for 
the embassy, didn't help. How miserable Fana, the woman 
he was engaged to years before but couldn't marry until he 
kept his promise for my family, made me for the three years I 
lived with them after I came to America. How I felt like I was 
repeatedly being hit on the head, like a snake, every time I 
came in and went out. How I would have rather slept in the 
street if it wasn’t for those illusive immigration authorities 
who might drop in to see if we were indeed sharing the mar-
riage bed or just pretending to be husband and wife. And 
how Mulugeta watched, listened, and did nothing while the 
woman who ought to be his wife made my life a living hell 
for fear things would be far worse for me if he interfered.

And how, when I �nally moved out of their house after my 
citizenship ceremony, he came to my place and told me how 
he felt about me. How he has felt about me ever since he 
spied me at the back of the gathering that received him at 
Bole airport, where I was dragged by my mother and Zinash 
to welcome my fake husband-to-be. That it killed him: pre-
tending not to notice my blushes when he is around; feigning 
ignorance as to how good we would be together; how I was 
his soul-mate, if ever there was such a thing. How the mem-
ory of how I cried the afternoon we applied for a divorce, so 
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bitterly he has to delay going to work in an attempt to quiet 
my sobs and tell him what was wrong, turns him on more 
than looking at his wife’s prenatal breasts does nowadays. 
How he can't do this [the corrupting of an innocent daugh-
ter]: to my mother, who trusted him with her only child. To 
my father, who was not only his teacher but a father �gure 
for the father-less neighborhood kids. To me, the little girl 
he bounced on his knee when she was less than three years 
old. How calling Ethiopia after midnight and hearing my 
voice was the one thing that made the toil of the day worth 
it for the 2 years between marrying me in Ethiopia and my 
joining his family in America.

How knowing he was as into me as I was in him did not do 
much in helping me move on with my life. How every new 
step in his life [a marriage, a second child, a third child] has 
all seemed to prolong my torture and pain; another indica-
tor that he will never divorce her - or that she won't drop 
dead. How meaningless my life felt until, a month ago, I de-
cided to go back home and put all my savings into opening 
a hair-saloon for the woman who has been an arm and a leg 
to my mother, and an elder sister to me, for as long as I can 
remember. The sister who not only did my hair, washed my 
clothes and saw the patches on my school bag; but bought 
me my �rst �ction book, a translated work of�Jane Eyre, after 
taking the eggs of her chicks to the market and selling them 
at half their price when I passed my national mid-school 
exam with good grade. The sister who carried - on her head - 
the tray full of Injera my mother baked to the various hotels 
that contracted it out; yet never complained about play-
ing second �ddle to the ‘real’ daughter of the house, or the 
mother who gave her up, or the men who whispered sweet 
nothings into her ears before they got what they wanted. 
The girl whose lost childhood makes me weep throughout 
the night when I think of it.

About growing up poor: how I have been determined to 
make my own future and never stoop to ask for tithe ever 
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since I watched my ailing father weep - after I run in to show 
him a dress given to me by a relative: a hand-me-down that 
looked good and smelled funny. How I refused to visit that 
relative again, despite not catching the skin disease who-
ever wore the dress before I did, and refused to take charity 
from anybody else even when my cousins said I should get a 
beating for refusing to take the ones they grow out of. And 
if it wasn’t for Mulugeta’s mother buying me a new dress for 
"TimQet" every year, a religious holiday that is the closest 
we have to a Fair, using the money she said her son sent us 
[which Zinash always suspected wasn’t all of it], I would have 
been stuck with the one dress I had until I �nished high-
school.

Of course the older I got, the less excited I became at the 
prospect of being given a dress that looked more suited to a 
china doll than a girl who wore �ip-�op slippers to school. 
But I have kissed his mother’s knees, acted as grateful as my 
mom would have me be, and worn them silently [as a scarlet 
letter, as an insult] while the neighborhood kids kept them-
selves busy with trying to feel the frills and/or detach the 
ribbons. And how the "cousin" who dropped me outside the 
building just before he came, the very person over whose 
"care luggage. Is that the word?!" I lost sleep, was no other 
than Mulugeta's wife: the other woman with a tainted char-
ity that I can't help but put up with so my mother would 
keep believing I was among "family".

How �nding a man I can spend an hour with, let alone 
a life time, felt next to impossible after parting ways with 
my �rst boyfriend, a legendary Oral Literature and Poetry 
101 instructor at the Addis Ababa University, to whom I 
sent an “I have always loved you” letter after graduation, 
on the assumption he did not know I existed, only to learn 
he not only knew me but where me and my friends sat at 
lunch time and during the various breaks we had between 
"classes". He has been interested in me, he said, ever since 
my hand jutted up every time he asked his students if they 
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have read this book or knew of that �ctional character. Even 
gone through my year-book, not realizing I was one of those 
who can barely a�ord their photos let alone to have expen-
sive quotes to be written under them, hoping to �nd some-
thing less quintessential than "There is nothing impossible 
to God". He just didn't envision me, he said, as the kind of 
person who would view graduating with a Bachelor of Arts 
Degree in International Relations from an Ethiopian Univer-
sity as an evidence to the height of God's omnipotence.

And how the one guy I felt I could to talk in America, the 
cute bus driver who stopped for me at an illegal intersection 
near Rainier Valley and asked "You think I would leave my 
sister behind?" when I showered him with “Amesegnalehu”s 
while actively �ghting forehead sweat, lied to me and then 
deserted me for no good reason.

I was living with Mulugeta’s family back then and still 
elated at coming home to �nd him bouncing little ‘Betsu’ on 
his knee - a child who wailed the few times he saw me crying 
then refused to eat for a day after I moved out years later. 
And Dereje has mentioned how long it took to petition his 
�ancée when we discussed my resident status the �rst day. 
So I did not entertain anything funny happening between us 
despite enjoying each other’s company every time I got on 
his bus and he asked me to sit in the front so I could talk to 
him [he loved listening to my unadulterated view of Amer-
ica, he said. Not to mention how it delighted him to annoy 
some of his older patrons who did not like hearing foreigners 
talk in their own language].

When we met in downtown Seattle months after I changed 
a job and could �nd my way around, however, he seemed 
more than pleasantly surprised to see me. "You have lost so 
much weight", he said, as if he has discovered a gem that has 
thus far gone unnoticed "You look so di�erent".

It didn't take long for me to realize the change has nothing 
to do with me or the 22 extra pounds I brought from home - 
along with my dignity and sense of self - that my new life in 
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America in general and the living situation I was placed in in 
particular, whittled o� my bone. Most of the compliments 
I got from my class-mates and co-workers, when I got them, 
were on how “girlie” I would look if only I wore the right 
kind of clothes - instead of the gray sweater and black slacks 
I frequented. Even Fana - on one of her generous days - has 
warned me not to lose any more weight so I do not lose my 
curves. What she wouldn't do to have a body that packs its 
pounds at "all the right places" instead of the shoulder and 
stomach, like hers, and has to be kept thin at any cost.

The di�erence appears to be in Dereje. He looked more ex-
citable and �irtious: bugging me to give him my telephone 
number all the way to work, then asking to and picking me 
up after school. A quite ride to the terminal followed by 
a walk to his car: where the jazz songs from my childhood 
played while I was being French kissed by somebody who 
knew how, and cried from an emotion I can only imagine 
was my instinct pre-grieving the impending heart-ache.

While tossing and turning on my bed the night he paid me 
the ultimate compliment by parking outside my "cousin's 
place" after 10 pm, texting me to come out - he was going 
mad from missing me over the weekend so he has to do it, 
and we spent hours kissing and talking, until Fana gave up 
spying through the [window] shutters and went to sleep, I 
thought I understood why I was kept unhappy for so long; 
why God brought me all the way to America. Even told Fana 
I have met a man according to my heart when he said he 
wasn’t going anywhere after I made it clear I was opposed to 
jumping into bed before knowing a guy. Oh yes he is Habe-
sha, I a�rmed, when she worriedly asked if he was a country 
man and not one of them ‘blacks’ [who would bring jealousy, 
violence, and his - ghetto - friends into her abode]: an Habe-
sha-man who was not only cute and smart but spoke English 
well. For I never made it a secret how I associated men who 
spoke English with a strong accent with men not well-read, 
and not being well-read with the nauseating company of the 
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men she has been trying to set me up with since day one. 
Went on dreaming foolish dreams and made silly plans until 
I noticed a pattern to his texts and phone calls.

Between the hours of 11 am and 8 pm, it seems, I was the 
center of his world. He would call, he would text, and even 
meetup for a make-out session [where our hands are kept 
busy with stimulating each other’s genitalia] if I am any-
where near the route he is supposed to take his break. If I 
texted to ask a question or give an answer any time before 
or after those hours, however, a response will not come until 
he has to go to work the next day.

On the �rst afternoon we were to spend together, there-
fore, I decided to try and �nd out why that was. "You know 
how men are like" I said, when he asked how it was never I 
who initiates a text or a phone call, but him, "they give you 
their number, and ask you to call them but the one time you 
did, it is either their wife or �ancée who picks up the phone".

It was his afternoon o� and we were sitting in an Ethiopian 
restaurant, discussing logistics for the night we will spend 
together. "Let us go someplace special", he has said earlier, 
"like a hotel - Best-Western?". It was the hotel he spent his 
�rst American night in DC at when his sister failed to pick 
him up due to winter storm closing all entrance and exists 
to the city. He remembers the soap smell even now, the lux-
urious bed, the �u�ness of the towels and the free breakfast. 
Oh the free breakfast! It embarrasses him now to think what 
the waiters must have thought of him, the fact that he was 
�rst in and last out. All the trips he made to the bu�et table 
and the kind of crap he ate; inexcusable even if it was his 
only meal of the day! After breakfast, he went for a walk in 
and around the hotel grounds. Then got hopped up on com-
plimentary co�ee and spent the rest of the day in his room 
either channel sur�ng or sleeping.

How about that? We will order pizza, get a bottle of wine, 
make a night of it? A much better option, right, than his 
house where his mother, who came all the way from Ethi-
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opia years ago to help raise his niece and nephew, was taking 
hiatus from DC and her daughter. “You know how lonely and 
depressing life in America becomes for old women used to 
the social life back home”?! He doesn't know about me but 
he could do without such distractions on our �rst night to-
gether where I will not only be giving him myself after such a 
long time, but he has to make sure he out-performed the two 
other Habesha men who came before him and muddled the 
waters for him.

My “joke”, said in my liveliest of voices and sunniest of 
attitudes, however, turned everything sour. He didn't even 
pretend to �nd it amusing. Chewed the food half-heartedly, 
avoiding my eyes, saying "yes or no" to the various questions 
I directed his way. Then gave me a cold kiss on my cheek be-
fore I got o� his car and he drove away.

The next time I heard from him was almost a year later, 
in the form of a honk from his bus. I would have ignored the 
honk – as a matter of fact I did ignore it until I was nudged 
by a passer-by to take notice of it. When I climbed the steps 
into his bus, with the sweetest smile I can pull o�, he has 
looked pleased to see me and asked what he did to make me 
disappear the way I did.

Did I remind him how it was he who disappeared without 
an explanation? And how I have searched diligently for him 
[my heart skipping a beat every time I saw anything that 
resembles a bus] until his replacement driver smiled sadly 
and said he wouldn't wonder if "Djay" was on some kind of 
paternal-leave, seeing his wife was pretty near her due date 
the last time he saw her?! Nope. I swiped my card, said I have 
been busy, good seeing him and walked to the side of the bus 
where he cannot talk to me if he tried. Oh yeah, called out 
"driver, back door!" when he tried to make me come through 
the front door by closing the back.

When his call came that night, at 9 minutes to 8, I hung 
up and turned my phone o�. I knew how that would appear: 
that I was a woman scorned, or at least a woman who has 
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herself signed-up for a relationship without reading the �ne 
lines [where he has clearly stated the presence of a �ancée/
wife months before the commencement of said romantic-
liaison]. But I did not respect him enough to care what he 
thought or what he said to which Ethiopian he may come 
across in his day to day life.

And how, unfortunately or fortunately, Mulugeta has 
pretty much been the only man in my life for the last 7 years 
or so. Not just back home - when I refused to get involved 
with colleagues and clientele for fear of "starting anything I 
might not be able to �nish". But now – when the absence of 
suitors feels less like a choice and more like a punishment 
for turning down this guy who claimed to have seen visions 
of me [then went on to tie my lack of enthusiasm to displeas-
ing God and eternal damnation] after giving me a ride home 
one evening outside church.

How the more country-men I came across at Fana’s house 
or standing in groups [discussing one another or passers by 
outside their respective cabs] the stronger I cherished the 
time I spent with Mulugeta. His maturity, his dry sense of 
humor, the warmth in his eyes that he rarely turns to me - 
unless I said something that made him laugh. How the dis-
cussions we have on world politics and 'stupid Americans', 
while his wife tends to her chores, was something that gave 
meaning to my otherwise dull and uneventful life. How the 
last time I was so aroused by a man that my body quivered 
all the way home was the day, after a few glasses of alcohol, 
he followed me out, grabbed my hand and asked why I say 
‘no’ every time he o�ered to drop me at the bus stop. If being 
kissed is what I am afraid of, there is nothing to stop him 
from kissing me right there – in view of his “wife” and her 
friends – other than a concern for my safety and the fear of 
making me an outcast in the community.

“Is that wrong?” I said, looking up “I mean he is married, 
and I totally despise men who cheat on their wives. But 
when it comes to him, I don’t think it would even feel like 
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cheating. Just a physical continuation of this prolonged se-
duction he had going on with me for close to a decade”

"I don’t know” Joe said, bouncing his shoulder "But, as an 
impartial observer entrusted with your secret, I must tell 
you: a woman marrying somebody for visa - to change the 
lives of those around her, so long as both know what's going 
on – cool! Her pinning after another guy, especially one who 
would neither have her nor can stand having her had by 
somebody else, not very attractive!"

Oh wow. Ok. If that was how he would see it, maybe he 
wasn’t the man I thought he was.

"I am not a particularly jealous guy" Joe continued, seem-
ing unsettled by my resigned smile, "Which doesn’t mean 
I don’t expect my girl to be mine, body and soul, just as 
I would be to her. I have made out with two girls when a 
woman wearing the engagement ring I gave her �irted with 
a guy right in my face to get a rise out of me. But I have never 
cheated on somebody I love. Why?! Because I want my kids 
to look back on my life some day and say 'whatever his prob-
lems were, our dad was neither a coward nor a liar'. So if I am 
to pursue this, I want to know you won't run to this guy the 
�rst chance you got"

"I will not," I said timidly "The whole point of telling you 
the story was so you could understand how I have missed 
out on my youth and four more years in America waiting 
around to be his; saving myself like a trophy; a woman worth 
his kindness. All I want now is to be happy - think for myself 
for a change"

"So you are willing to give us a chance?" he said, putting on 
his pants and sweater. "I mean it's gonna be hard, practically 
a long-distance relationship from here to Olympia. And, as I 
said, I don't drive"

"Me neither" I said gratefully, for this was a subject I have 
been given too much grief over by almost every Ethiopian I 
came across: How a smart girl like me doesn't know how to 
drive even when illiterate immigrants seem to. "Got into an 
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accident when my - when Mulugeta - tried to teach me how 
to drive the �rst month I came. He thought I won't learn 
until I was allowed to make a mistake; and refrained from 
hitting the thing - the break - when I screamed I couldn't stop 
the car. He didn't know who he was dealing with, obviously! 
Started freaking out for months every time I sat in the front, 
imagining myself paralyzed from the neck-down, and de-
cided it wasn't for me"

He smiled. "Yeah car accidents are the main source of PTSD 
in this country, even more than combat experience, from 
what I heard. I should know, I guess, being a veteran of both. 
Anyway, yeah, so if you are willing to take a train to Olympia 
from time to time and won't mind seeing me once a week or 
so I am willing to give it a try"

"Aren't you supposed to tell me about yourself?" I said 
smiling "So I can decide as well?"

"Oh you mean if I have a woman pinning over me?" he said 
sarcastically, "Nope. I was engaged once, to my high-school 
girlfriend, two enlistments and six deployments later, I 
found out that she has aborted my kid without even con-
sulting me. She was going to school, studying to become a 
Financial Analyst, paid mostly by me if I may add. Said since 
I decided to re-enlist, in spite of her objection and warn-
ing, and she wasn't sure I would make it back this time, 
she decided she would rather have it when the timing was 
right. I kindda ... sorta understood. Neither a single mother, 
nor a dad with PTSD was something I wished on a child. 
Not to mention how she was under so much pressure, as 
the oldest daughter of her family, to marry in this big trad-
itional ceremony where the groom has to wear like 5 kinds 
of attires. But I couldn't help thinking what a calculated de-
cision it was every time I thought about it. That her instinct 
was not to keep whatever is mine, in case I died, but pre-
purging herself of the inconvenience that may come with 
it. Neither could I stop thinking how I would have had a 3-
year-old kid by then. So - I end it. Just went to my mom's 
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and had Eddy pick my stu� - he was couch-sur�ng too, back 
then. Then met my current ex-girlfriend, Gina, who maybe 
the most grown-up relationship I ever had. Based on deci-
sion more than emotion, although I later understood it was 
di�erent for her. We lived together for three years and I can 
say I almost convinced everyone I have turned a leaf before 
she found some porn on my laptop and threw me out. I did 
not seem to want to 'grow up', as she put it, or interested in 
moving things along; loved playing video-games all night, 
and jacking o� while she slept in the next room. In case you 
are wondering if I am a Sexaholic, I �rst came across the 
video when she took a 45 days’ unpaid leave to Portland to 
organize some Union stu�. Besides, spontaneity was not in 
Gina’s vocabulary. She was energetic, but sort of anal-reten-
tive as well. Like she can't focus on the sex if the curtains 
were parted the wrong way or there was unequal distance 
between them. So while I liked the order and sanity she 
brought into my life, especially after the chaos my earlier 
relationship was, I was bored as hell too. So left my dog Max 
with her and lived out of my car for a while. Was so deter-
mined not to go back home and live with my mom, not to 
mention how all my jobs and life was in Seattle.

After I found the job I have now, Ryan - who is this guy 
I saved from a beat down at a bar I was drinking with my 
buddies; because they can tell I used to be in the military 
by my hair cut - even bought us a round of drink afterwards; 
let me sleep on his couch. It was no longer feasible to take 
a shower at the school gym - where I am giving free com-
puter classes, and going to work in a shirt I hang at the back 
to avoid wrinkle. Was hoping to save enough for a �rst, last 
and down payment on a studio apartment - I have a shitty 
credit history - when I heard one of my colleagues talking 
about how one of their housemates quit on them without 
notice. That is where I have been living for the last two years. 
A �ve bedroom, four-bathroom town-house in downtown 
Olympia with a couple and three other guys - one of whom 
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you saw this morning. I have my own bedroom and share a 
bathroom with Eddy. We have a big kitchen, a washer/drier, 
not to mention a kick ass set up for all our gaming needs at 
a price much cheaper than what it would have been if the 
price wasn't split 5 ways.

My folks - at least my mom, her sister, and my uncle-in-
law - live in Kent at the house left to them by my grandpar-
ents. My brother Marty - with his family - lives in Edmonds, 
I see him a couple of times a year. My dad and his second 
wife live at Bremerton, making wine and �shing for muscles. 
It is a very neat life, spent a summer there a couple of years 
back. Got two married step-sisters on his side and count-
less adopted kids who come over for thanksgiving that mom 
took in from all over the country. I love swimming, �shing, 
and hiking; music, cooking and eating. I can eat up to two 
boxes of pizza when I am high. I bicycle to and from work; 
which is a publishing house. I am a junior programmer there, 
very junior. I use marijuana for medicinal purposes. But I 
have given up hard-liquor, except for the occasional cock-
tail at a party, �re arm and driving [both automobile and 
motor cycle] as part of my 'healing process'.

When it comes to relationships, I don’t know if I would go 
so far as saying I have ‘a thing’ for foreign women as I have 
only been in a real relationship with one girl who wasn’t 
born in America. But I have never let a girl’s color or ethni-
city stop me from asking her out. As a result, I have slept 
with and/or been rejected by a bunch of women who weren't 
originally from here, including Mulu – the girl I told you 
about the other day. She was very pretty but not the bright-
est bulb in the janitor closet, I am afraid. Just laughed when 
I tried to sit her down and ask her about her-your-country. 
How did I grow up so ‘liberal’ with a conspiracy theorist lib-
ertarian douche-bag for a father? I don’t know. But I remem-
ber even when I was in Junior High, long before I started dat-
ing Florde, who is Cambodian, I used to wonder [you know 
how you wonder about nothingness and in�nity when you 
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were a kid] how one can explain racism to an Alien. Was into 
aliens a lot back then! And I thought if anybody can convince 
him why a girl who has everything another girl has is sup-
posed to be inferior or superior to her, then I would have my 
answer. It may sound juvenile, but it shut most people up. 
Sometimes it was about demand and supply, there would be 
like two of them in a party and I would want to know every 
one of their stories. Other times it is pure ego. Sort of built 
a reputation for myself on being that guy who isn't afraid to 
break racial boundaries, the "o�cial delegate" for all White 
guys in the room who want but don't have the guts to talk 
to ethnic women. And when you don't have much else going 
for you – and are a praise junkie the way I am – you may feel 
pressured to keep acting ‘the clown’ you are expected to be. 
I don't know" he chuckled "That is why I asked you to tell my 
friends I was coming back earlier. I was trying to see if you 
were the type who could easily be charmed into switching 
seats with one of the guys and help a fellow-traveler out - say 
a hand-job in mid-�ight, or the kind who has gotta be wined 
and dined before putting out"

I smiled, amused - as always - by how mercenary a man's 
mind is: even at its most-vulnerable, at its absolute bare-
feetest.

"And?"
"You made me want to win you" he said smiling "Great 

move, by the way, running away. Before that, I must admit, I 
was interested in only one part of you. It maybe the way you 
were looking at me when I �rst saw you; that sexy confusion 
- that 'oh my God, I looked at his crotch again’ look from that 
movie with Helen Hunt. I always say sexual attraction is a 
curiosity that needs to be satis�ed. That is what I was at �rst, 
attracted and curious. New girl. New pussy. Wouldn't have 
cared what you were saying as long as you were going to give 
it to me; would have taken it home and gone crazy over it. 
After I scared you away, of course, I was like 'I would have 
been just as happy at being friends'. I guess that explains why 
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I am still single at 33, huh? Never knew a good thing until I 
have let it down and lost it"

"I guess"
"I don't know if it would make me sound arrogant" he said, 

in conclusion "assuming you would be interested in being in 
a relationship with me just because you let me get into your 
panties. I mean I have nothing. Not even a place of my own. 
I can be self-involved and -distant sometimes. Can't stand 
being ignored. And would rather receive a beating than have 
a girl give me the silent treatment. I can't stand it! I hate holi-
days and am not good with romantic gestures, so I have been 
told. Got some stu� to work through: Fear of abandonment 
and being kept in the dark - thanks to my father who fucked 
his family over because he felt the pursuit of his happiness 
trumps the rights of his children to have a secure house-hold 
to live in. That is Libertarian fatherhood for ya! But if you are 
willing to work at it, text me and we will take it from there"

"Text you?" I said, confused. Why text? More importantly, 
from what time to what time?

"Or call, whatever"
"I can tell you now" I told him bravely. And despite his look 

of being taken aback, I said "Yes. I want to be in a relationship 
with you, if --- we ----got along"

That made him smile. "Just like that?"
"Yes" I said, unapologetically, "I have told myself I would 

do anything to keep you if I could see you again this morn-
ing"

"Was that before or after you embarrassed me by running 
away like I was some psycho you couldn’t wait to get away 
from?"

"Even while I was doing it" I admitted.
“Wow" He breathed, mysti�ed “What if I have said 'fuck 

her’ instead of insisting I know what I saw when Ryan and 
Eddy told me to back o�?”

“You would be this guy I once met at the airport”
“Wow” he repeated, shaking his head “Men don’t even 
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stand a chance!”
“Now you know�why�I am still single at 31”
"Fortunately for you” He said walking to where I was “I 

have had some experience in crazy. In fact, I can work with 
many things as long I am not being lied to and the sex is good. 
You said you don't have to go to work today, right?" I shook 
my head. "And you don't have anywhere else to be?"

"Nope"
"Let us get back into the sheets?" he begged, as we both slid 

on the bed; with him on top of me "I have one condom left 
and I want to hold-o� wearing it for as long as I can"
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CHAPTER 6

Upon looking back, Joe is almost certain dad 
wanted children because there was no one else he 
could share his toys with: his hiking hacks and 

knick-knacks, his 50’s movies, his Patrick F. McManus books 
[with their humorous look at the outdoors which dad swore 
they would do more of whenever he can pull himself out of 
his chair].

Dad also felt more: he “hated” needles, passed out at the 
sight of blood, and woke up the whole house because he has 
to pee or because he couldn’t wait until morning to execute 
whatever he set his mind to. He was really the oldest kid 
in the house save for the grudge he held and the bitter and 
snarky remarks that came out of his mouth when his in-laws 
were concerned. Which sound poetic and clever to the un-
discerning ears of his boys; especially his youngest.

Joe was such his father's son, unlike Marty who was shy, 
lefty, and dyslexic; that he would sit with his dad's friends 
�nishing dad's sentences until ma called him into the kit-
chen and sent him on an errand.

He thinks it must have cracked-up the grownups, his desire 
to be "one of the boys"; Marty certainly thought he was a 
"show-o�", but all he was was eager to be found worth his 
salt. [Do I know where that expression came from, by the 
way, Joe interrupted his narration to ask. "No," I answered, 
"Where?". "It is from the Greek - or the Romans. They bought 
and sold slaves, using salt as a medium. So when you say 'He 
isn't worth his salt', you are basically saying 'he isn't worth 
the money I spent on him". I can see he expected me to have 
a vested interest in this tidbit. This, and all things that have 
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to do with the black in America. I sighed and shook my head, 
not willing to disappoint him the way I did Tony when ad-
mitting I have no desire to read the Malcolm X biography he 
o�ered me, nor plan to go out of my way to watch "The Color 
Purple". Why would I when it is neither part of my history, 
nor my culture?!]

Joe was at that age in which dad knew the answers to 
all questions ever conceived and whatever dad got excited 
about was something Joe wanted to excel at. Even now, the 
few things he did well [hockey, strategy puzzle games, swim-
ming] were things his father gave him a small encourage-
ment on.

Dad had a window-washing business and Joe was more 
than happy to help after school and in the summer; knowing 
that was where he was destined to. Places like Home Depot 
and Lowes were, therefore, like home away from home. He 
run, skid his shoe and he helped dad pick wetting chemicals 
and stain removers. He still has nightmares, sometimes, 
where he lost his dad in a maze of shelves of building mater-
ials.

On one of these days, his dad left him at the barber shop 
next door to the Prairie Market, which was where they 
did most of their shopping. Joe has assumed dad must be 
meeting one of his friends at the tavern in the corner, and 
was studying the posters on the wall from the faux leather 
bench, surrounded by the smell of sweat, old spice and to-
bacco that seems to perpetually hang in the air, when – out 
of the corner of his eye – he noticed dad, and the outline of 
what appeared to be a woman walking towards the latter's 
car.

A curiosity pushed him out the door and behind a shed 
where he spied upon them until he was discovered. His heart 
skipped a beat – anticipating a punishment. What he got was 
an anxious look from dad, then a hesitant smile. "This must 
be Junior", the lady in a folded blouse and pair of pants said, 
when dad beckoned him to her, "You don't remember me, do 
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you Joe? Your mom used to drop you at my place so I could 
watch over you when you were really little".

She then asked if he still gets ear-infections and dad said 
something incoherent while massaging the back of Joe's 
neck.

From the safety of where he stood, nestled against dad's 
leg, Joe studied the woman. He noticed how strong her arms 
were. That she has the long and noble face of a horse. And a 
jaw so pronounced it seems to amplify the masculine look 
created by the faint mustache on her lips.

"Well I will let you boys go" the lady said, when dad started 
the car, "Bye Joe, I hope to see you soon"

Joe hoped he would never see that woman again.
As a child, all Joe remembers of his parents’ relationship 

is how they stood by the right and left side of his bed [“the 
sickie” was a name he went by for 6 months out of a year]; the 
man sni�ng or weeping quietly as the woman gave the man 
a look that would stop the bravest man dead in his track. 
When he wasn't worried about his little boy’s ailments, fum-
ing over some perceived injury at the hands of his wife’s fam-
ily or prophesying a national doom that never seem to tran-
spire, dad was as sel�sh, impulsive and impatient as many 
an only-child before and after him. And Mom… Mom simply 
pretended he was not there. When he refused to be ignored 
or failed to read her silence, she cut her eyes at him. If he 
didn't heed to that warning either, dismissed it, she gave 
him a cold shoulder. The problem was, dad forgot things 
and mom didn’t; not even his reaction [which was worrying 
about his job and his job’s reputation rather than the embar-
rassment she would bring upon her family was she to have a 
baby out of wedlock] when she �rst told him she was preg-
nant.

So she would make sure he went through the 5 stages of 
grief in a space of an hour before she replied. Even then, there 
was a tenseness about her shoulder, a quite rage that made 
the boys very uncomfortable. If there wasn't the hope of a 
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miracle to witness in the morning, their lives would be more 
miserable than it was. But something did happen through-
out the night… some kind of magic; and it was all birds and 
butter�ies for dad in the morning. Joe doesn't know how she 
does it. But however angry dad went to bed, he was a lamb 
in the morning. Happy, playful, most obliging to anything 
mom asked. Joe loved Mom for that, although he burned 
with curiosity and fascination what exactly she says to him 
when they go in their bedroom that transforms him so.

And then mom said something Joe isn’t sure he has for-
given her for even now, decades after all was forgiven and 
forgotten. She said: "Oh yeah, is that what you think hap-
pened? That I was ‘attracted’ to him?!" when a friend teased 
her over a photo of dad's looking weathered and debonair on 
a �shing boat. So handsome "that must be when he attracted 
her".

Of course mothers say things. And of course dad could 
be nicer to mom. But after watching his father play cards 
for hours while happily smoking a cigar, Joe has gone to 
his room, held his stomach and wept for him. Because dad 
looked happy, totally unaware that mom did not love him, 
perhaps didn't even like him [or why would she say that to a 
complete stranger?]. And because Joe doesn't think he could 
make up for that [lost] love no matter what he did.

But, boy, did he try! Did he love his dad with a jealous pro-
tectiveness of a faithful pup; refusing to talk to mom when 
mom seems angry at dad. And quietly grieving every unkind 
word and gesture dad directed against mom!

Joe did not think about the woman until he was driven to 
the mall for his birthday and they came across her standing 
behind a Hickory Farms station, wearing a red and white 
checked shirt and denim skirt. She has looked �ush at seeing 
them and directed Joe's attention to a basket of cheese, saus-
age, mustard and jam while she and dad whispered among 
themselves. But Joe's heart wasn't on the beef-stick, it was 
on the "accident" that brought them to the storefront and 
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dad's friend. "She is the cheese lady" dad said, laughing riot-
ously when Joe asked what she was doing there [on a day that 
was supposed to be his!!]. Joe didn't understand what that 
means: does she make them as well as sell them? "She gives 
out samples when you go into the kiosk. It you stuck around, 
she will tell you where the cheese came from and what good 
which cheese would be with what kind of food and wine. 
She knows a lot about wine because her daddy used to own a 
Vineyard in Idaho. You know what that is?”

Joe pretended he did. Imagining that woman as a kid, that 
was the tough part.

“Yeah maybe I will take you to her house someday and she 
will let you try her wine"

"Really?!" Joe asked eagerly. Marty has been allowed a cup of 
wine on Sunday dinner for some time now. Joe can't wait to 
be 10 and go beyond a sip to full-�edged drinking it.

“I don’t see why not” dad said generously “as long as we can 
keep it a secret from your mother”

It was weeks before they were headed that way. Joe was 
looking for her, suspiciously scanning the horizon, wanting 
to dodge it if he can help it when they suddenly seem to hap-
pen on her booth. "You remember Grace?" dad asked, after 
giving her cheek a peck. Joe quietly looked her up and shook 
his head. When the cheese lady gave him samples of cheese 
ball, Joe took them, said ‘thank you’ and ate them. Dad has 
stopped by the cheese booth before they left and there was 
such an ease to the way they talked, to how dad kept playing 
with the side-swept bangs of her long shag hair, Joe felt the 
�rst stab of the twisted knife he would later recognize as the 
fear of loss.

The stomach ache didn't go away even after Joe plain re-
fused to go anywhere near that cheese; nor the store in which 
that woman owns a booth; �rst apologetically then with 
plain hostility. He stayed in the car while Dad went into the 
store and came out with bags of goods they usually did not 
have around the house. The day mom asked where on earth 
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is he getting these stu�, dad has been quite casual about it; 
and Joe has become �ush, realizing what dad did was lying, 
despite no falsehood being spoken. A lie has been told by a 
grown up, that grown up has looked at him while telling it 
and Joe has realized he was supposed to keep the stu� he 
knew to himself.

That wasn't the only change Joe noticed in dad. Dad has 
stopped hassling mom the way he used to. He doesn’t seem 
to look at her, and rarely responds to her questions. He 
showed little interest in doing the things they did together: 
barbecues, camping, taking the boys to shooting ranges. 
What he did was come home late and leave as early as he can. 
If it is a weekend, he will sleep until the wee hours of dusk, 
get up, take a shower, change into his Sunday best and go out 
never to return before the boys were asleep. Mom seemed 
mildly amused by this change; even when the phone started 
being hung up so much on her that she made the kids pick 
it up, and tell her who called. The one time she asked him if 
dad has taken him to meet Grace [she guesses Marty would 
remember her better than Joe, she used to baby-sit them 
when mom was taking care of grand-dad at the hospital] 
Joe turned red and worked at his project furiously, too busy 
to answer questions. And mom, after taking a longer-than-
usual look of his face, said it was ok and told him to go wash 
his hands and get the boysenberry Uncle Je� has sent them.

Of course there were days in which Joe didn't have to lie 
and almost became hopeful: dad was home all the time, 
sleeping longer and becoming quieter around the table. 
And Mom seemed perpetually interested, if not excited and 
amused, by what was going on with her “menfolk” – a name 
she called her sons and husband with when in a playful 
mood.

Then dad went missing. Just like that! His clothes were 
there one day. And a couple of days later, they were not. 
His mother [who�Joe heard growling�“Not again!”�a few days 
earlier, she will bring up his children, cook and clean for him. 
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But she won't allow him to make her a laughing-stock again 
while he was living under these roofs]� didn't look as wor-
ried as Joe did. She didn't even seem willing to talk about it, 
although Joe could sense the heavy cloud hanging over the 
room every time he walked in; like things were being dis-
cussed and stopped when he came in. The grownups seem 
to know something he didn't know. Even Marty, who wasn't 
much at reading people, has looked world-wise when Joe 
asked what he thought happened to dad, �rst ignoring him 
or telling him never to mind.

Has dad gone and died? Did it have something to do with 
that lady? Was he ever going to �nd out or was dad supposed 
to fade from everyone's memory? He wasn't scared enough 
to cry but he was scared enough to lay awake at night then 
falling asleep at day break and feeling lousy at school. He 
spent the day tense and jumpy, his stomach tied in knots. 
He had wanted to tell somebody that he thinks that woman 
may have something to do with dad's disappearance. Maybe, 
if they go search in her house, they would �nd something. 
He drew maps. He went out at night and studied the skies, 
in case there was any sign from an Unidenti�ed Flying Ob-
ject. Even went to the funeral home and looked around for a 
freshly dug burial place.

Then... one afternoon, their mom dressed them up, 
trimmed their hair and Uncle Frank, who is really dad's 
friend, came to pick them up to drive them out of town. 
When they approached a little gate with �owers climbing 
over it and Joe saw his dad behind it, he couldn't wait until 
the car stopped.

"Dad" Joe said, jumping out and running to his dad; tears 
and laughter mixed in his voice. "Dad!�Where have you been, 
dad? I missed you, dad". His dad picked him up, threw him in 
the air like a ball - calling him 'my son', 'my boy', 'my beauti-
ful boy', and walked him into the house. Joe would never for-
get Marty's face when his dad ru�ed the latter's hair. It was 
a big question mark, like Marty thought Joe was a sell-out. 
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Marty has acted, all afternoon, like he was neither interested 
nor cared much for his dad. But that was later. Right then 
came that woman, looking less like a mare and more like a 
girl – in a dress, her hair tied behind her and readily smiling. 
Joe looked at dad. Dad smiled at Joe. "I know you will be-
have" the smile said. Joe felt betrayed. And with that he felt 
his own weight on his dad's arm. Heavy and old, like he has 
no business being carried into a room. He slowly slid down. 
"Hello Joe, good to see you again" the woman said, shaking 
his hand with strong hairy arms. Joe wanted to hide behind 
his dad and tell him to make the bad lady go away. He was 
so confused and unhappy. He held onto his dad's hand, but 
the person he really wanted to hold on to was his brother 
Marty. Marty seems to know what was going on. Marty was 
on his side. Marty was the only family he has in that room. 
He was exhausted and his head was hurting when they got 
home that night. Days went by. Soon Joe learned Grace was 
pregnant. Dad wasn't coming home. And mom was walking 
around with her head held high, not discussing much with 
the boys and crying only after throwing a �t over something 
she would have only frowned at before; like somebody pick-
ing out the younger green beans instead of the ripe ones.

Joe wanted to be there for her. Tell her all the things he had 
noticed, about dad and Grace, hoping it would show he was 
on her side; that they were in it together; that this could be 
the one passion they shared – a mutual-project. There were, 
after all, changes that need to be made if dad decided to 
come back. Mom should try to look happier when dad walks 
in – whatever mood he maybe in. She should let him know 
that he was unconditionally loved. Keep the freezer stocked 
so he doesn’t need to go out looking for di�erent vendors. 
But his main obsession was his father. He was beginning to 
feel his dad was no longer his dad. Or that he wasn't as much 
of a son to his father as Grace's twin girls, who get up and 
went into their bedroom every time the boys showed up. 
Joe didn't mind sitting there watching TV, as long as dad 
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was nearby, even when Marty no longer wanted to go with 
him and asked him interchangeably what was wrong with 
him and why does he want to go there so much. Joe knew 
something Marty doesn't seem to: he knew he has gotta be 
present in his dad's life, somebody has to and as Joe was the 
�rst allowed to meet Grace, he was obviously the one dad 
trusted. He has gotta go and keep an eye on them. Make sure 
dad doesn't forget them. That they still love him. That they 
still want him to come home, despite Grace. He has gotta go 
there, lounge on her couch and represent. And when dad was 
willing to listen, he would tell him to come home. If he loves 
him, he would. They were his real family, not these strangers 
with unpleasant faces.

He didn't give up the hope even after the divorce was 
�nalized and the child was born. Joe has assumed surely dad 
would come home now that he has stood by Grace through 
her pregnancy. The decent thing to do, he has learned, when 
a man puts a woman "in a situation". He liked and even 
played with the little girl before one fateful afternoon he 
heard his step-mom yell at his dad to take "that boy" out of 
that room. He was shocked and embarrassed since he wasn't 
sure what he did to merit the lash-out. He has been snap-
ping his �ngers for and peek-a-booing with his little sister, 
quieting her bitter cries brie�y with a confused and shocked 
laughter. If it was a girl dad wanted, and a girl dad has got, 
Joe was �ne with the girl. But forgot the yell by and by when 
his dad suggested they go for ice-cream. Joe was happy to 
be left alone with his dad, and told him how his mother has 
been going to the Casino with Aunt Jane and Uncle Philip. 
How she was using make up now and curls her hair before 
she leaves the house; and how positively pretty she looked. 
His dad didn't seem to hear him. He looked preoccupied and 
not really there, because Grace has yelled at Joe and dad was 
seeing her true colors - Joe has assumed. When Joe �nally 
pushed the envelope by joking now that Grace had her baby, 
his dad can �nally come back home or somebody would take 
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mommy away from them; the old man exploded with anger. 
He grabbed Joe by the shoulders and violently shook him. 
Stop talking nonsense, he said, he has no intention of coming 
back; did that once, and look at the thanks he go. It is about 
time Joe knew the truth: Dad doesn't love mom anymore. He 
sure as heck knows she had grander plans for herself until she 
made the mistake of looking out the window one hot after-
noon and found him spying on her. Maybe they have been 
around each other too long, familiarity breeds contempt 
after all. But there was nothing about her that excites or in-
spires him. With Grace, he feels he has been given a second 
chance. A new-beginning. And he means to go out and �nd 
his fortune - no matter what the price.

Joe was shaken. But he pretended not to look too upset 
when they come back into the house. His mother would 
want him to be a brave little boy. But he noticed things. 
That his step-sisters weren't being "just girls" but how they 
genuinely didn't seem to like him [which made him wonder 
why. He isn't the one who took their father away from them]. 
That his step-mother was unusually irritable, crying and 
laughing within splits of seconds. Worrying, �dgeting, anx-
ious. And that his little sister was not well. When she died a 
couple of months later, after a prolonged hospital stay, and 
they were taken to church in suit and tie, Joe forgave both 
Grace and Dad for the way they behaved that hot July after-
noon - a day whose confusion still makes him cry when he re-
members it.

Alas something has broken. He has lost faith in humanity. 
Even when his father came to stay with them for a week, 
and they sat around the table talking and eating like noth-
ing happened; he knew his was a home-put asunder. If he was 
nice to his dad, it was because he didn't want to show him 
how much he was hurting. He has realized however much he 
resembled his dad and however much his dad loved him, he 
didn't love them enough to come back to them. And when 
somebody no longer loves you, there is no point in trying to 
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show them you cared - unless you want them to mock you 
or, worse, feel sorry for you.

So he started keeping things to himself. Mostly because 
he did not have much to say. He couldn't �gure out how 
life can go on for others after the ground under his feet has 
shook, so he assumed they were all living in denial. Smiling 
in denial, partying in denial, putting on shows: Scarecrows 
and clowns at children's parties. The only "grown up" who 
wasn't a clown was his mom - because she wasn't smiling as 
much. And Marty, who looked utterly miserable and wept 
long after they went to sleep. Joe didn't cry as much. But 
has noticed a change in himself that worried him. He seems 
to no longer care much about the things he was passionate 
about. And whenever he was called to join in, he found him-
self unable to do it with enthusiasm. It started to take longer 
and more to get him excited about anything. Until he dis-
covered girls, he was walking around - an inch taller than 
most of his classmates and a world wiser. When girls started 
to make sense, their bodies coming into the view-�nder of 
his inner camera and stayed in focus; he discovered there 
was a whole world behind the one he walked amongst. Not 
a world populated by the dumb, smelly, hairy, loud adoles-
cents he hung out with but a more gentle, quieter, prettier 
and petit universe populated by a slow-moving, laughing, 
secretive �ock of geese - the world of women. Soon, girls 
were the only thing that interested him. There was noth-
ing dull or uninteresting about girls. They were this new 
thing, full of mystery and desirability. He couldn't �gure 
them out puzzle as he may until his puzzler was sore. But 
this time, it wasn't the kind of puzzling that gave him 
headaches and sucked the desire to breath out of him. This 
was a happy, giggling, dreaming puzzle. The "I-can't-wait-to-
go-to-school-tomorrow-and-�nd-out-if-she-will-still-look-
at-me-like-that" kind of puzzle. Joe couldn't get enough of it.

Saying Joe liked girls was an understatement. He liked 
them all. He liked big girls, skinny girls, girls with big boobs, 
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thin girls with braces and jet black hair, mixed girls with 
brown eyes and reddish…blackish hair. And if they went fur-
ther than just being girls and gave him the time of day, or 
acknowledged his existence in any way, he fall completely 
head-over heels in love with them. Until they no longer do 
and he has gotta walk around, sick to the stomach - not 
knowing what he did to be found undeserving. Until he 
opened his locker one afternoon and found a note written 
with dainty �ngers and a heart at the end of it, girls were the 
source of both elation and depression.

The writer said she was sorry he has to leave school be-
cause his nose won't stop bleeding. She has been so bothered 
when that happened last time she has gone to the library 
and read on it. From what she could gather, a diet rich in 
cod liver oil and dry air can cause chronic-nose bleeding. He 
should also stop forceful nose-blowing and use a saltwater 
mix three times a day to reduce irritation. She hopes this in-
formation would prove helpful and she will see him soon.

It took a while to read the name. It was scribbled with a 
fountain pen that has splotched around a bit. When he did, 
and he realized it was “the pacemaker girl” [the pale-skinned 
raven-haired beauty who just transferred to their school 
with half a dozen siblings and a medical jewelry she wore 
on her throat with colorful ribbons] he could not believe 
his luck. He went home, with dance in his steps, his mind 
being yanked around by a tide of emotions: fear, wonder-
ment, laughter. Asking himself how she noticed him out of 
all the boys who sneered at her fragility while secretly wish-
ing they could take care of her; where she got the courage 
to leave him a note from and what his next move should be. 
Make her a mix-tape? Write her a love letter? Thank her for 
the note and ask if she would like to be his girlfriend?

Neither can he eat, nor can his heart be content with just 
sitting there – day dreaming about her. So called around 
until he came across a classmate who knew where 'whatwas-
hername’ lived. Then got on his bicycle, rode all the way to 
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her street and walked up and down until her dad's car drove 
in and it was too dark to �nd his way back. He spent a fever-
ish night, with his brain over-heating and his heart pound-
ing so much he worried it would explode before he had a 
chance to see her again, over-sleeping in the process. When 
taking his chair the next morning, sweaty and apologetic, he 
has looked over where she sat - almost unwillingly - and she 
has turned her laughing eyes away from him. Not a mocking 
laughter, he soon learned, but a magical laughter that said 
she knew what he has been through ever since he found her 
note. How it has transformed her in front of his eyes. The 
dreams and desires he has been burning from for the last 14 
plus hours. The 4-plus hour erection.

That afternoon Joe did two things he hasn't done before: 
he approached a bunch of girls and asked if he can talk to 
her. Then walked her home, while her young siblings �oated 
by; sometimes walking fast to pass them, other times lag-
ging behind as if they were ceased by a collective madness 
that can neither stand being ignored, nor knew what to do 
with being noticed. He said little, in that walk, and she said 
less; mostly looking embarrassed or rolling her eyes at how 
weirdly the kids were behaving. But she squeezed his �nger 
before he kissed her cheek after his hesitant goodbye. That 
squeeze made him realize no amount of tongue-tiedness 
would have him written o� as an awkward �rst-date. That 
that girl held him dear to her heart, and if he was to come 
across her tomorrow, she would still be happy to see him.

But with having a girlfriend, a man joins the illicit world 
of couples. Her friends. Their boyfriends. His friends.�Their�
girlfriends. Who did what to whom and where. More import-
antly he learned how the whole politics of dating was run, 
as most institutions, by �nance. Joe got a summer job and 
made friends that he hung out after work with. The friend-
ship lasted even after the job was over and he went back to 
school. Only it took more than swapping cards and a game at 
the arcades to sustain it.
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Marty was the �rst to notice it, then his mother. She cried 
bitterly the day he graduated from shoplifting to assisting 
a friend with removing a car radio, not realizing the owner 
has just run in to pick up his take-out. Asked him if what she 
has been through wasn't enough. Does she have to lose her 
baby-boy as well?

Joe didn’t reply. But quietly did his time and took meas-
ures to balance his home life with the life he has outside. 
He would have probably eased into it, too, if his mother 
hasn't suddenly become thin-skinned. As if she felt gravely 
insulted by his not reforming over-night, she begun to give 
me the cold shoulder every time he was late for dinner or a 
trace of what he smoked was found on him.

Joe doesn't remember the exact minute when he transi-
tioned from an unmanageable kid to his old man in his 
mother’s eyes. He tried to laugh it o�, then to plead and 
reason with it. Begged her, kissed her, promised to reform 
for her sake. When she seems to demand a complete submis-
sion of will, a 360 degree turn-around, he said fuck it and 
did whatever it takes to avoid coming home to her. It wasn't 
been lost on him, of course, how hard it must have been on 
his father; dealing with a woman who held – quietly – onto 
her anger! But it didn't make his rage any less explosive when 
the �nal show-down took place after his aunt pleaded with 
Joe Senior to chide his son.

She couldn’t have picked a worse time! Not a fortnight 
ago, his father has told Joe they have other plans when Jun-
ior called from the ferry-terminal to ask his dad come pick 
him up. And Joe was going through a stage in his relationship 
where his girlfriend seems to want to punish him for all the 
frustration her broken body forced her through – accusing 
him of losing interest then violently opposing to his hand 
going anywhere below the waist.

Before Joe was done telling his father the later has no right 
to tell him what to do, he has broken every crockery in the 
glass case and knocked the TV out of its sockets. "He hates 
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me", a terri�ed Joe Senior broke down on the phone that 
night. "I don’t even know who he is anymore”.

Uncle Phillip, the only member of the family willing to 
patronize him, gave him his version of “He doesn’t hate you. 
He is angry at you. Give him time. He will come around".

But Jr didn't come around. Instead he dropped out of 
school, got himself a car washing job at a dealership in town, 
and adopted a repose from which he studied all those who 
tried to lecture him on the error of his ways. The only per-
son he said two words together to was Florde, this girl who 
worked as a cashier for a photography studio across the 
street. They hang out when business was slow and in the 
three hours between the dark-room guy going home and her 
father coming to pick her up. She laughed at his idiosyncra-
sies while he learned being a victim was a matter of choice 
and not the result of what you or your family went through 
before they get where they were. Her own parents have sur-
vived not just the Cambodian killing �elds but the unwel-
come publicity that followed the murder/suicide of Florde’s 
uncle who cut his own mother’s throat because he thought 
she was a chicken. Alas, Joe could not help being plagued 
by anger even after liberating himself from his “toxic” re-
lationship and started dating the 2-year older Khmer chick 
who used to tell him he’d be lucky if she allowed him to 
be a member of her wedding party. A 21 year old virgin 
who would not only buy him alcohol using her ID but snuck 
him in through the window of her bedroom so he can wrap 
himself on her, like a vine missing a tree, and �nd the kind 
of comfort and belonging his soul craved at the side of a 
woman.

In the end, it was Trudy Whelan, nee Plaster who put her 
feet down. Shape up, she said, or ship out. Joe shrugged his 
shoulder and said he didn't have to do shit. That they have 
brought him into this world, without his asking, and now 
that he is here, he intends to stay here. Then he kept �nd-
ing himself locked out, and calling for Marty to come down 
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open the door for him; or he was going to fucking wake the 
whole neighborhood. There was, after all, a limit to how 
often he can crush on his girl's bed - and at his friends’ par-
ents’ couch. And on the days he made it home a little before 
the curfew and long after dinner, the fridge would be locked 
- actually fucking locked - and he would have to choose be-
tween either a bowl of apples or Captain Crunch without 
milk. Days go by without seeing his mom, who always looks 
pissed o� and resentful when he comes in, even if he was his 
sober well-behaved charming self. He wasn't used to miss-
ing his mom, and he was missing her now. So he tried to do 
better. Even stayed home some days, helping her with the 
garden and having her cook him his favorite dish - which she 
watched him eat, brushing his hair like he was a little kid.

The morning after Marty took a towel, wiped down his 
sick and got milk from the neighbors, because mom has 
locked the fridge and gone to bed [despite hearing Joe wretch 
and moan]; he yelled with the agony of migraine and hang-
over that he understood why dad left her, that she was a 
bitter old witch, and he hoped she dies. When he actually 
carried out his threat by going to stay with his dad, how-
ever, the altercation became so violent Grace has to call the 
cops. So he shipped out. He was going to die a hero's death, 
make the world regret his loss while also seeing the world 
and meeting foreign women. Getting to 3rd base in a room 
where his girlfriend's sisters were sleeping maybe as hot and 
confusing as it can get. But going all the way on a proper bed 
would be nice too. If he survived, he would use his GI bill to 
go to school and make a life for himself. Maybe study some-
thing that has gotta do with computers.

Before he was able to do that, however, he had an accident. 
He hurt himself, not in combat, but on a basketball court 
at Camp Lejeune. Fall on his shoulder, he said. It hurt at �rst 
but he shrugged it o�. Then it became worse, and red, and in-
�amed; making men and boy jump at its sight every time Joe 
took o� his shirt. It was a clavicle bone, the Medic told Joe 
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the afternoon Joe wept like a baby from having his wound 
probed, and it was broken, and unlikely to mend. However, 
seeing how eager Joe was to enlist, he would bench him on a 
two month “light or no duty” and see what happens. When 
the third month rolled in and he was still not feeling bet-
ter, Joe decided to swallow some pain meds and lie about 
being in pain around the clock. An inability to mend may 
bring another six month of healing period, not to mention 
the threat of actually being dropped. And at that time, he 
was too far gone to not become a Marine. The doctor didn't 
fall for it. However, he allowed Joe to sign a waiver and made 
him promise he would keep him up-to-date on his condi-
tion. Soon, Joe was dealing with so much pain nothing short 
of a shot of Cortisol could help him sleep. His shoulder didn't 
hurt as much as it did at �rst. But his back... his back was 
killing him. In fact, the only time he forgot his back pain was 
when he was in a real danger zone, facing death or the loss of 
a Brother Marine. But he was determined to make it. He was 
going to use his GI bill and go to school. He was going to get 
a place of his own, a place where you can hear nothing but 
children laughing, and has a little garden to grow tomatoes 
on.

When he wasn't dealing with pain, he wrote letters to his 
girlfriend, played joy-stick hockey and watched ‘Oprah'. It 
may sound ridiculous for those who have not been to the 
military. But no other show brought the home-�avor in the 
mess-hall than The Oprah Show did. Two months prior to 
being discharged, he admitted he was addicted to pain medi-
cation and was put into a 3-week rehab. He was coming back 
a new man, he decided, a whole new man; a whole new Joe Jr. 
Not a song sung a second time, but a master of his destiny.

Getting a part time job and going to school was the �rst 
thing he did when back. Being busy helped keep him fo-
cused; plus, his life had a purpose then. He was trying to 
make a life for himself and his girlfriend. He was gonna get 
married, be a father. Then he graduated. Then he couldn't 
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�nd a job. He was so depressed and stressed out he couldn't 
get out of bed in the morning, which made the pain in his 
back worse. He began to use a cocktail of drugs, and drink-
ing to numb the pain. His girlfriend put up with it for as 
long as she can. She tried to be as loving and supportive as 
she can, while he slept for a few minutes in the day time and 
spent the whole night playing violent war games. Finally, 
she broke down. The frustration gave way to anger, and the 
anger to lashing out. She told him she has aborted his child 
because she didn't think he was capable of being a father. He 
was, like all his friends in the military, under the impression 
that having a kid would give a new meaning to his life. He 
took it hard. The relationship was dead on arrival, as they 
say, but they kept at it until it had no leg to stand on.

When they �nally broke up, it was like a mercy-killing. 
Everybody, from his family to her friends said they were 
worried that relationship would come to no good end. That 
they were scared for him, and her, that they didn't think he 
could make it alone, that they were proud of him.

That, he said, scared the crap out of him. That people 
would think he was capable of not just violence but hurt-
ing the woman he loved, and made himself live for. That 
they would think he would raise a hand against a woman 
when the worst thing he did was beat her umbrella on the 
back side of her car until there was no wing left unbroken. 
That was a wake-up call. It made him re-analyze his life and 
get help. Therapy. Esoteric Spirituality. Books. Lots of ex-
ercise and detoxing. Yoga. His next relationship, set-up by 
his friends, was to Gina - a Teacher and a union activist. It 
didn't have a happy ending. However, there was no illusion 
either, nor much of a pain really. The minute she showed him 
the door, he picked up his bags and walked into the night - 
a free man. Neither losing the apartment, nor the material 
things that tied people to their old life, could convince him 
to walk back into it. He slept in his car; taking a shower at 
a friend's house. When he could a�ord it, he shared a room 
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with people he neither knew, nor cared about. After getting 
his current job, he moved into the house he is living in now 
through one of the guys he met at work. He spent his leisure 
time hiking and bicycling around Washington State. He was 
planning to get a place of his own someday, a place with a 
little garden that he can tend to - just as he dreamed while he 
was in the military; when this chance to go on a three-week 
backpack trip through Europe materialized - he couldn't 
resist.

He sleeps better nowadays. At least, the nightmares aren't 
as often and violent as they used to be. He is more aware of 
his impulses and his back pain- although he has been told it 
was something he has got to live with for the rest of his life 
- doesn't bother him as much. He is poor, or at least would 
be after he got time to calculate just how much this trip 
costed, 6 grand at least. But he is happier than he has been 
for a while. He hasn't got much, but he gets to do the things 
he loves – do what he wanted, eat what he wanted, hang out 
with who he liked. He visits his mom when he misses her, or 
when she calls to tell him his jam is ready for the picking. He 
isn't a big fan of goat cheese or Chinese food, for that matter. 
But that is to be expected, he guesses.
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CHAPTER 7

"How about you?" he asked, while lying on his 
stomach watching me braid my hair in prep-
aration of a possible evening shift at the Park-

ing Lot that weekend. "What other than walking and carry-
ing books you aren’t gonna �nish do you like?”

“Not much” I admitted “The �rst month I came, Mulugeta 
gave me an ORCA card so I can ride the bus everywhere to fa-
miliarize myself with the city and its suburbs”

“Aha” Joe said, feigning an interest, “And did you?”
“If by familiarizing you mean getting o� at the transit 

center, waiting around for the driver to use the restroom and 
getting back in, yeah” I chuckled, “Then I found out it was 
much more interesting to just sit in the transit tunnel and 
watch the men when a pretty girl comes down”

“Really?” Joe smiled in disbelief. “You did that?”
“Oh yeah…” I said wistfully, “It was like magic, a phys-

ical presence. One minute, there was nothing. And the next, 
everything is electric. Beauty and horror - I think those two 
bring people together more than anything else”

“Except maybe fear” he added dubiously “Only we call 
that ‘patriotism’ in America”

"Yes. Then I started school, discovered NPR, and it’s been 
my only friend for 3 years or so"

"Hmm" he said thoughtfully, "I don't think I have come 
across many women who listen to NPR"

"I came across it when looking for BBC Radio" I admitted, 
"That is how we learned English back home, by listening to 
BBC News and wanting to be like them news casters. So when 
I stumbled upon it, I was so overwhelmed by nostalgia that I 
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cried. Later I learned it was just one of the programs on NPR 
and I have been a pledged member even when I worked 2 
days a week and could barely a�ord it"

"Crazy girl" he said and kissed my nose. "I have lived on less 
but it bothers me your only form of entertainment is the 
radio and a DVD player"

"I have a laptop" I pleaded, which I still hide under my bed, 
along with my passport and social security card "But I try 
to avoid using it unless I have to. The �rst time I had unlim-
ited access to the internet, I was going online to google how 
I was feeling. It is scary how dependent on easy-access you 
become after you discovered microwave ovens and rice-
cookers. Not to mention how it screws up your vocabulary. 
So I only use it to Skype with my nieces and nephew"

"Ah Skype! I’d have paid o� half my credit card debt if 
Skype existed when I was in Iraq" he said wistfully. "Two 
grand! That is how much I spent just on one call once. Four 
hours of her accusing me of not telling her what I was going 
through. And me trying to reassure her I wasn't hiding any-
thing from her"

"Oh" I said. Isn’t she lucky? "Where is she now?"
"Married to this guy she used to say creeps the hell out of 

her. They worked together and she thought he was obsessed 
with Asian girls. I used to call him ‘SpongeBob’ because his 
name was Robert and he had sweaty-palm. Married him like 
six months after we broke up. Got a house, two kids and all 
that jazz"

"Oh" I said, feeling sorry rather than envious for her.
"Yeah. Gestures meant a lot to her and he was the kind who 

could provide her with lots of them - and some cold hard 
cash. Used to bring like four �ve drinks for her friends from 
Starbucks on the way to work, even before she started dat-
ing him. Bought �owers or cake on birthdays and threw ran-
dom parties over weekends. Got quickly sick of all the Face-
book posts about ‘her sweetie’ doing this and that. I think it 
is one of the reasons why I deactivated my Facebook account 
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and got myself a phone that can only send and receive email. 
I couldn't stop making smart-ass comments every time I saw 
a stupid post and coming o� as an insensitive jerk. Makes for 
a very unpleasant work place! So anyway" he said grabbing 
a pillow and sticking it under his neck" if you are the type 
of person who takes good care of other people's stu�, I can 
bring along a couple of my movies when I come next time 
and you don't have to go to the library for a while"

"I don't mind going to the library" I protested, looking up 
at him. "In fact it is one of those things that made me fall in 
love with America at �rst: the library, the parks and the tran-
sit system. It is friend to a single girl who doesn't have a so-
cial life to speak of"

"Maybe you don't but I do" he added, "I have spent more 
time than I care to think about at that library; �lling pages 
after pages of application questioners while some homeless 
dude watches a woman getting banged by half a dozen men. 
Porn, when you aren't in the mood for it, is like looking at 
a plate of spaghetti after you got full from eating spaghetti. 
Makes you wonder how on earth you found that appetizing"

"So your lending me your movies is your way of protecting 
my innocence?" I smiled

"And to keep you from some book-worm who’d comment 
on a movie or book you are holding while trying to skunk his 
way into your panties. I know I won't stand a chance with an 
asshole like that"

I laughed.
"What is more, if you are going to be my girl you gotta 

watch my movies, even if you have to kick and scream while 
doing it. It is the one requirement I have. Love me; watch 
my movies – preferably while I am around. Because my 
movies and my music are the essence of me; my childhood, 
my adulthood, my holidays and every miserable day I spent 
abroad put together. Pieces of my heart, so to say"

"Oh yeah?" I said, punching the pillow for not providing 
the comfort he was seeking.
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"Oh yeah... I know it is a cliché but my music is what liter-
ally kept me alive"

"Hmm… I don't want you to think I have no soul now” I 
said, hesitatingly "But most of the songs from my childhood 
were about the revolution or our patriotic duties, or how 
magni�cent and unique our country was. How everybody 
knew of us and envied us. So I grew up avoiding music when I 
can. After I came here though, this guy Tony - my co-worker- 
got me a t-shirt from a Santana concert and I realized why 
I have always hated 'synthesizers'. It is because I liked hear-
ing individual instruments play the way Jazz musicians do 
in my country. Just never bothered �nding out that is what 
genre it was"

"Unfortunately we have become too lazy for Jazz in this 
country" Joe said "Remind me to get you ‘Kind of Blue’. It 
is a Miles Davis’ album, he is fantastic. As for my movies, I 
will start you out slowly, then depending on how fast you 
watched them and in what condition you returned them, 
you will be given more. They are precious to me because 
those movies are all I have left from my dad. They were all 
VHS back then and it took me close to three months to �nd 
them all and burn them on CD; except for 'Mister Roberts’ 
which took close to a year. Got a whole treasure-chest full of 
them now; alphabetized and categorized by genres, decade, 
and leading-man"

He has had enough of punching pillows and was examining 
my dresser now: reading the cards, smelling the candle, wav-
ing the �ag.

"I see someone forgot to take down her ugly Christmas 
lions this year” he said, �nally settling on Eli, “You must 
really like the guy who won it for you, or have a problem 
with getting rid of stu�”

"Actually, it was a gift from myself to myself " I said, nuz-
zling Eli's chin a�ectionately "They were selling them for 
up to 70% o� at Walmart the �rst month I moved into this 
apartment, it was the end of December. I have never had a 
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stu�ed animal so I decided to buy him"
"Never?!"
"Nope, not even dolls” I said, happy at the prospect of 

introducing another dose of shock and awe, “Every house 
has a whip hanging inside the door to remind every kid what 
would happen if he/she misbehaved. Because children are 
like elves in my culture; little helpers to send on errands and 
feed so they can take care of you in your old age. When it 
comes to the ‘fun’ part of our childhood, we were left to our 
own devises. Once a girl in my neighborhood found a Barbie 
with missing arms in a dumpster behind some foreigners’ 
house, and all the village girls had to take turns to brush her 
hair. Even that was a privilege that could be taken away from 
you if you displeased the owner"

"Aww" said Joe, rubbing my back, "Sorry baby"
"It is alright" I said "You don't miss a place you haven't 

been to, as we say in my country. Anyway... bought him and 
carried him all the way from Renton, feeling very silly but 
determined not to care and he has become my Eli ever since. 
Eli was this Samoan guy who used to work at a T-Mobile 
store across from us when I was working at Ross as a Cashier" 
I said, gathering Eli in my arms. "The �rst day I was told to 
come; I did not know I was going to be trained all day so I 
didn't bring lunch. And I was too shy to go into the McDon-
alds or any of the joints alone. So I went and sat outside on 
my lunch break. There was this - crazy girl or at least this girl 
who acted crazy when she comes across people who don't 
know her. Very weird looking girl, lips chopped, grimy-�n-
gernails, involuntary shakes. She kept following me and har-
assing me to give her money for cigarettes. All I had was my 
bus fare and she won't leave me alone. Anyway he worked 
in there, �xing cell phones, electronics, blah-blah, and saw 
us when he came out to smoke. I must have presented a 
very pathetic picture, being chased around by this menacing 
creature, because he crossed over and stood there watching 
us. I don't know if he has done that before, or because he was 
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this huge guy she was scared of but the minute she saw him, 
she became normal. Called me 'doll', wished me a good day, 
and just walked away"

"And?"
"That was it. She went somewhere to harass somebody else 

and he went back to his work"
"He doesn't even know you named a stu�ed lion after 

him?"
"Oh no, we never talked. I did plan to buy something 

and take it to him when I got my �rst check. But when it 
came around to doing it, I couldn’t face him. There was a 
big chance he won't remember it. And you got to know the 
gravity of who I was and where I came from and all the 
scary movies I watched with violent drug-addicted people 
to understand just what he did meant to me. Plus, he was 
like this gentle giant. Had a very spotty - uneven skin, lots 
of acne that makes you wanna grab a needle and pop them 
all. Huge neck and shoulder but narrow hips, like he was 
put together from two di�erent sized people. But everybody 
loved him. Used to walk some of the girls to the bus stop if 
they were scared at night, help them lock up, etc., just an all-
around good guy. Anyway when I got him, this Eli, I was not 
used to living alone. So I’d ask him to watch over me. Be-
cause he was my friend and he never goes to sleep"

"Sort of like a security blanket?" he said rolling to Eli side
"I guess - kind of"
"It keeps you from cracking up. It may be regarded as a spir-

itual tourniquet. Without it, you'd be nothing, a ship with-
out a rudder'"

"Huh?" I said laughing
"Linus" he said "A movie. Pray continue"
"There is really nothing to continue” I said, checking the 

split ends on my hair “I left soon after because my cousin 
found me a job at Sam's club, where she works, and got pissed 
o� when I said I would rather stay at Ross, because they hired 
me as a favor for her. It was a horrible job, despite not having 
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to deal with customers and not needing to commute – she 
gave me a ride there as our schedules were almost the same. 
But if it wasn't for that job, I won't have insisted on going to 
school and would have probably been a Cashier at Ross still. 
I used to come home and go straight to bed and cry for like 
half an hour because the inside of my feet hurt so much from 
all the standing the �rst few days. Eight hours of standing on 
your feet after six years of sitting on a swivel chair and get-
ting paid to surf the internet was a little too much, even for 
me"

"It is good to have a career, huh?" He said smiling. "I have 
done some really shitty jobs too: as an environmental ser-
vice worker, a maintenance guy and a facilities Engineer. All 
fancy words for cleaning gutters and �xing toilets. Of course 
there is no shame in working with your hands, as my dad 
used to say. But you can't be doing the job you had at 16 and 
feel like a grown ass man. Every time a kid half my age got 
hired, or I sensed I was considered a threat to a man who has 
been doing this for 35 years, I keep thinking 'I gotta get out, I 
gotta get out'. Once I graduated, I said�'�nally - fuck!'"

"I agree" I said, bouncing Eli on my knee "Nobody came 
to my graduation because I didn't tell anyone. But when I 
walked out, although my gown was in my bag, I was walking 
with my head held high"

He smiled a�ectionately "Well I am proud of you, too" he 
said "and if Ryan wasn't on his way, I would have gotten you 
back in that bed and showed you how much"

“You are just using every opportunity to imply sex, aren’t 
you?” I said, smiling.

"Is that bad?” he said, eyes twinkling.
“No” I laughed “I used to think it would be, but it doesn’t 

feel that way. Maybe because it is in English. Bad words in 
English don't have half the gravity bad words do in Amharic, 
it maybe psychological"

“Or ... you are learning to like it” he said, tickling me, “wait 
till I unleashed my Tantric powers on you. You would be 
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calling me on lunch time and say�get here now and give it to me”
I giggled and bounced o� the bed because being-tickled 

gave me the same mildly painful and slightly pleasant sensa-
tion an Ethiopian burn did; like I was �oating in the air be-
fore a sure fall to the ground.

“So?” he said, putting on his shoe “now that you got a man, 
are you going to retire Eli or keep him on board just in case?"

"Retire him?!" I said, surprised. "Why would I want to do 
that?"

"Because what you need is a reminder of how happy you 
can be made, not how sad you used to be"

"But...” I said, lost at what to say. “He is so cute, look at him"
"I will get you something cuter” he said picking Eli up "And 

I will give this to Max. He has chewed through all his toys; 
I am sure Eli would present the sort of mental challenge he 
could use"

"What?"�I said, jumping up "You can't be serious"
"Why not?!” He said, holding Eli so high I couldn't reach 

him. "C’mon. Allow me to do this for you. Let me get you 
your �rst stu�ed animal, say a teddy bear with a giant red 
heart?! I will even bring it to your work, so all your friends 
can see it and say how romantic it was"

"I don't have any friends" I said, dismissively.
"Your co-workers!"
I cared for them less than I cared for teddy-bears. More im-

portantly, though, I was curious why he would want to sep-
arate me and Eli less than a week after he met me?!

"Can I decline?" I said, smiling apologetically. "I mean I ap-
preciate your o�er but if I let Eli go, it would be like losing 
my one good friend. I refused to let even Babi keep it when 
he came over one day and won't stop crying until he was al-
lowed to take Eli with him. I said sure but when Fana said I 
could take him next time I was at their house, I grabbed him 
and almost run out of there before the kid woke up. Didn't 
even care how they saw it. I mean nothing you get me will 
ever take his place"
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"Ok" he said, getting up. "I tried"
"Are you mad?"
"Nope" He said. He looked at his phone. "I thought it would 

be nice to get you something, something you can look at 
when I am not here. If you insist on holding onto your Eli and 
your pain, I guess that is ok too"

Alright, so we were not only having our �rst �ght, but he 
was suggesting that I was somebody who likes to hold onto 
her pain. Shouldn't a guy know you a little bit before he can 
pass judgement on you?

"Why can't I have them both?" I said, following him to the 
door

He looked up at me, distracted then looked around my 
room. "Nah” he said, smiling "It is alright. We will get there. 
Ok. Ryan said he is like 5 minutes away. Will you walk me 
out? I don't want your Manager to think I am some weirdo 
creeping around"

"Sure" I said; imaging the girl he would be meeting while 
hanging out with Ryan who Joe said was engaged but not 
engaged enough to not have his cake and eat it too after a 
Dutch-pancake lunch on the Rhine. A pretty girl who isn't 
afraid to wear her sexuality on her sleeve - or on the lack of 
it. The type who laughs a lot, isn’t afraid to get personal, and 
knows not to turn down a romantic gesture.

While we were walking down the stairs, all I could think 
of was how heavy his arm was feeling on my shoulder. Or 
maybe that was my own guilt and the fear that I may have 
provided him with a reason not to plan a future with me. 
Stubborn though I maybe; was I willing to let a reduced-
priced stu�ed lion come between me and a chance to hap-
piness with a real human being?! Or have I already forgot-
ten how lonely this life was; how cold the city; how, not a 
year ago, I was nursing a rage so intense that I wanted to go 
out and stab random strangers to �nd relief [stabbings that 
would make America stop, think and take a long hard look at 
itself]?!
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"You ok?" Joe said, �nally, when we reached the door and 
we stopped for our goodbye kisses

"I was thinking" I said, half smiling
"Yeah?" he said, stretching my bottom lip down with his 

�nger. It was the �rst thing he noticed after sitting next to 
me, he has said, how plump and kissable it looked "About 
what?"

"Eli"
"Geez, I told you not to worry about it" He said, looking out 

the door for Ryan's car "I seriously am not o�ended. You are 
right. It is too early"

"What if...” I said, "You keep him at your place instead of 
giving him to your dog?"

"I wasn't going to give him to Max" He said laughing "I 
meant that as a joke. I would have probably donated it to a 
homeless shelter or the Salvation Army"

"If you keep him at your place and I can play with him 
when and if I came over" I said "I will let you take him"

"When and if!?� Does that mean there is a possibility that 
you might not come to my place or...?"

"It means if we have a �ght before that, you will promise to 
bring him back"

"If we have a �ght!? Don't tell me you are one of those girls 
who returns gifts when she �ghts with her boyfriend! Be-
cause that is seriously lame"

"Not gifts, just Eli"
"So why not keep him?" He said, typing something on his 

phone "I am serious. He obviously means a lot to you"
"Because...” I have to know it wasn’t I who drove them 

away when men decide to leave me? That it was neither my 
fault nor in my power to keep them?! "Because you were 
right! What I associated with Eli is mostly pain. And when I 
am keeping him, I am keeping him because I anticipate pain 
from this relationship too and he would be my fall back 
plan. That isn't a good place to start"

"No it is not" he said, looking at me with amusement "Tell 
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you what - you keep him until February 13 and tell me if you 
can imagine a world beyond him?"

"What happens on February 13?"
"It is the eve of Valentine's day, dummy" He said and kissed 

me "If you think you can do it, I will get you a giant bear 
and you can 'play with him', as you called it, when you come 
over. If not, I will get you �ower and candy, like everybody 
else"

"Good" I said, noticing Ryan's car revving its engine and 
pu�ng smoke like a bull digging its heel into the ground 
while looking for a place to park "Thank you"

"You can thank me then" he said while kissing me "And, yes, 
you can call or text from now to morning. But in case I didn't 
respond immediately, it doesn't mean I am ignoring you. Or 
got a �ancée on the side. It means I have fallen asleep, am 
playing a game, or running to the restroom so I can take care 
of the hard-on I get every time I hear your voice"

"C'mon"
"I am serious" he said, "You are all I can think of nowadays. 

It is like you have put some kind of voodoo on me"
"Right, because I am African" I said, waving back at Ryan
"Damn right" he said and laughed "Do you know Abraca-

dabra?"
"What - the spell?"
"No the song! It goes 'I heat up; I can't cool down. You got 

me spinning, round and round. Round and round and round 
it goes, where it stops nobody knows'. That is how I’ve been 
feeling all day long, like a 'burning �ame full of desire’ that 
wants to consume every bit of your body until I got totally 
sick of you"

I smiled, embarrassed as I always do, when I have to face 
people singing a line from a song "That is good, right?"

"Not when you have commitments" he sighed, then kissed 
me "Ok" he said, pressing his phone to his ear and waiting 
for whoever it was he is calling to answer "Get some sleep, 
yeah?"
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"I will try" I said, feeling like hanging around just because 
something feels un�nished "Have fun, ok?"

The person at the other end must have picked up, "Hey…" 
Joe said after waving his hand at me. "It is me. Where you at?"
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CHAPTER 8

It was a long night made longer by the call-in that 
didn’t come, the Joe that could have been here and an 
inability to fall asleep, despite nodding o� every time 

I turned on “East Lynn” [an audio book to one of the handful 
non-Russian novels translated into my language that I have 
loved as both a kid and a grown up]. I did not dare text Joe, 
afraid my devil will tempt me to ask who the person he 
talked to before we parted was, and all would be lost. Seeing 
other people, even thinking about other people while dating 
me, was not something I will tolerate. But what if the person 
he was talking turned out to be his drug dealer? Do I want 
to appear suspicious at this early stage? On the other hand, 
wasn’t there a note of proprietorship in his voice?! One that 
almost convinced me if it wasn’t a child he birthed, then it 
must be a woman he intimately knew?! Was he, perhaps, see-
ing somebody before I met him, a casual thing?! Is he likely 
to end it or would the Mulugeta-chapter make him want to 
continue doing it? Why do people ask you to be honest with 
them if they mean to turn their face away when you are bar-
ing your soul, anyway?! Wasn’t honesty supposed to be the 
best policy?!

So it was a relief when he called, not text but call, to ask 
how my evening was because his has been good, in case any-
body wanted to know. "I was trying not to bother you” I 
laughed, choosing to lie than confess how I spent the whole 
night sick to the stomach over what he might be doing and 
to whom. “But it was ok, yours?"

"Just got back from the dog park" he said, "Went to see Max, 
it's been like two months and Gina said she would be too 
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busy to drop him on Wednesday, when I come to see you. 
Afterwards, we hang out at the Olympic Sculpture Park until 
it was too dark to see anything. Then I walked her back to 
her place and she dropped me at Ryan’s. She lives in Ballard; 
did I mention that?"

"No"
"Yeah, it is your kind of place; very green and pretty with 

all the Christmas lights still up. Now I am preparing to eat 
dinner and getting ready to rumble"

"You are going to wrestle?" I asked, confused
"Nah, video game" he said after telling Ryan what I said and 

both of them laughed "It is one I have been kicking Ryan’s ass 
on but I doubt I can tonight, so worn-out. On the other hand, 
I know I am gonna sleep like a baby"

I smiled "Oh good"
"Told Gina about you, by the way" he said after thanking 

Ryan for what must be food by how fast he started chewing
"Really?" I said, slightly taken aback but not completely 

surprised. It seems like the kind of thing Joe would do.
"Yes" he said chomping "She was very surprised, said she 

thought Ethiopian women only dated within their culture"
"Yeah... I have heard that too"
"Obviously you don't think so"
"Well... I have not dated outside my culture so far, but it's 

not because - I thought I 'shouldn't'"
"Oh yeah?" He said, encouragingly, "So why is it?"
"Well... I don't know. I guess the opportunity never pre-

sented itself"
"Never?" he said, surprised. "I mean, I’m �attered and all 

but I �nd it really hard to believe you never met a White guy 
you thought you could get along with!"

"Well... you have never dated a black girl" I said defensively 
"Is that because you never found any that attracted you?"

"Trust me it is not for lack of trying" He said, "There was 
this one girl, Zamzam. Pretty, great knockers. She was born 
here but her folks were from Somalia. So she covered her 
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head, pretended to be all docile, but was doing everything 
in the book when mom and dad were not looking. Anyway 
I kept telling her about David Bowie and Iman, brought her 
a couple of CDS. When she admitted she hasn't watched any 
of them, I thought I was wasting my time. It is after I started 
dating her co-worker that she - Xiamora - told me they were 
not sure who I was after but Zam was de�nitely interested. 
I should have gone ahead and asked her out than beating 
around the bush. I think that is what made me come after 
you the way I did. Because when it comes to foreign women, 
something always gets lost in the translation"

"I don't know...” I said, "I guess because I worked at mostly 
minimum-wage jobs where most of the guys were either 
dumb or bitter, I just never encouraged myself to dream. 
As for the people I come across outside work, what are the 
chances of a complete stranger being single, not gay, not a 
psychopath, have everything I want in a man, interested in 
black girls and me in particular, and willing to go the dis-
tance?! Half the time I would have no clue what this person 
is thinking of me and my kind behind his obligatory... polite 
smile. If he was Ethiopian, I would not only know how his 
mind works but ...” I stopped – suddenly aware I was talking 
about one particular person. The shockingly-vivid mem-
ory of walking by a warm bar [with neon signs advertising 
Miller Light and Budweiser] on a dusky Winter night; where 
a �at screen TV is the center of attention for the community 
of eating, drinking, talking men who are sitting, standing 
or aimlessly moving around has rendered me temporarily 
breathless. How on earth could I have forgotten?

"What?!"
"I just remembered something" I said, with a chuckle 

"There is ... was this sports bar by where I walk, and in the 
evening there are these guys who would stand outside it 
smoking. I used to see them sometimes for days in a row, 
other times once a week or so"

"Frat boys?" he said suspiciously
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"No... they weren't that young, or that loud. I think it was 
on half time or whatever, they would come out and discuss 
the game, while smoking cigarettes. Anyway they used to 
kind of stop talking when I pass, sometimes clear out of my 
way, bow dramatically, you know? I used to feel the hair 
on the back of my neck stand because I thought they were 
mocking me, and would make fun of me the minute I was 
out of ear-shot. I was more paranoid then than I am now. Of 
course I always walked with my head held high, like I didn't 
care. But my heart starts pounding when I get near them. 
You think stupid young guys are bad. But there is something 
deeply unsettling about older White guys. Unlike the young 
kids, they can hide their hatred and pretend to be nice to 
you. And while there is hope for young guys, these men, they 
are dead set in their ways. Anyway... one day, I looked up for 
some reason, and I noticed one of the guys was looking at 
me. Like really - looking at me, with a ... settled-ness that 
made me feel like I was on stage and he was my only audi-
ence. Have you ever felt that before?"

"I don't know" Joe said impatiently "go on"
"Anyway... he sort of nodded for me, like he has been wait-

ing for me to notice him. Like I was neither black nor White, 
but�a woman�for him. After that, I knew he would be looking 
at me even as I crossed the street to the opposite side when I 
got near them. It was like being taunted: You wait all day, get 
excited for a minute, and you go home to an empty apart-
ment while he says 'hey... there is that girl again’ and goes 
back to his game; hoping, at most, he will see you again to-
morrow. So I changed my route"

"Wow" Joe said "'If you can't beat them, run away from 
them', huh? The Meyti rule!"

"Pretty much" I laughed "But I had a good reason that time, 
at least. This guy was in his, I think, early 40's, family-man 
kind. The type who would have grown up kids and a fat 
happy 'high-school’ sweetheart wife who thinks he is just 
'out with the boys'. I don't know if it was even a physical at-
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traction. It was more like – simpatico – is that the word?"
“Sure” Joe said, carelessly "you said you don't go by there, 

right?"
"Nope. I decided if it was meant to be, it will be. If not, no 

one would eat the bread God baked for me, as we say"
"Good" Joe said, "anyway ... Gina said she was happy for 

me although she teased me a bit �rst. Said she was surprised 
I lasted this long without a girlfriend. It was either she or 
Eddy that I have been howling along whenever I was invited 
to a party. I hate going alone! But she has worked with a lot of 
Ethiopians from the Union and said you were good people. 
One of them even brought her a scarf or something from 
home"

"Yeah job security is big with immigrants" I said, mentally 
going through my bags to see if there was anything in it he 
can use to show friends and foes he has this thing going on 
with a girl from Africa.

"And oh yeah she was telling me how much she loves Ethi-
opian food, she and Camy both, I told her maybe someday 
you will cook some and have them over. You told me you 
know how to cook, right?"

I have told him how Zinash joked I was trying to be a Cock 
among chicken, i.e. showing o� in the company of those who 
don’t know better, when I told her how I was getting com-
pliments on my cooking skill in America. How, as far as the 
village-women are concerned, it was lucky I can hire a maid 
to do my chores because I might as well be born a man when 
it comes to feminine accomplishments.

"Of course" I said, looking around at the chairs I didn't have 
and the table I won't be hosting his ex-girlfriend and Ryan's 
�ancée at.

"And you don't mind having them over!?" he asked, pausing 
the crunching sound for a second

"Not at all"
"Oh good, because I was wondering if I should have asked 

for your permission before dishing out promises! Then I re-
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membered you saying how small your social-circle was and 
I thought 'what better way to make friends than have mine?'"

What a sweetheart! What a clueless absolutely gullible 
sweetheart!

"Indeed"
"Oh yeah" he continued "I have got a lot of activities 

planned for us. There is a winter party coming up at work by 
the end of February, lots of free food and booze. We usually 
shut down the whole place just for that night. And you will 
be my plus-one there. Then Izzy's birthday, we take her to 
a bowling alley - I think you would love it. St. Paddy's day 
is right around the corner after that. We will get you some-
thing green, your boy is Part-Irish after all, and take you to 'A 
Terrible Beauty'. It is this Irish pub in Tukwila we go to every 
year, with live-band, etc. And when summer comes ...”

After hanging up with Joe and tucking my cold feet in the 
bottom of my three blankets, I wondered - not without a 
smile - over the fast pace with which things were happening 
in my life. They weren't the kind of changes I mind. In fact, 
they were changes I could only dream of in the best scenario. 
However, it was obvious there was more to Joe's eagerness to 
incorporate me in his life as fast as he can than just his liking 
seeing me naked. That, maybe he was a junkie. A love addict. 
A person to whom "the object of his passion was only an ac-
cessory to the passion itself". Man most likely to get tired of 
a girl when the �re dies. A red �ag? Sure. An emotional fragil-
ity that may cause a problem someday? Perhaps. But was I in 
a position, or do I even have the desire, to turn away a guy 
whose only fault seems to be driving around with his lights 
on so he could settle with the �rst girl he picked up? No I was 
not. I was the kind who would keep her eyes peeled and her 
head out of the clouds. So, by the time Joe decided to break 
up with me, I would be the most civil, the most accommo-
dating, the most genteel of all the genteel women he ever 
met. That way, no one would say I did not represent my kind 
well or was the reason for one more White man to say “once 
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you go black, you don’t”.
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CHAPTER 9

M y life was hectic for the �rst two weeks. It was 
�lled with visits to hair salons, last-minute 
shopping sprees, showers before and after work 

all while battling sleep deprivation [that is dozing o� at 
7pm and waking up in the middle of the night to stay up for 
hours reliving each and every sentiment that became a part 
of my life for the 27 days I stayed back home], loss of appetite 
and a survivor's guilt [that no immigrant can stay true to his/
her roots without] as if my days were rivers of wild waters 
that has to crush violently to be �tted together.

I have gone out into the streets, streets with signs - zip 
codes - and well-kept lawns no one has peed into, like a day 
hasn't passed between December 21st and January 19, wear-
ing the apologetic smile of somebody let in by mistake. A 
shy and bewildered foreigner trying to re-pretend to belong 
here, to be just another working girl standing in line, order-
ing a Latte - smiling her thankyou at the nice motorist 
who stopped for her even though he didn't have to, another 
Seattleite who knows her way about - keeping the fact [to 
herself-myself] that home was the place where your mom is 
never too tired to heat you up a 'wot’ [with lots of butter - 
to show her love] while retelling the tales you have heard a 
dozen times over a serving tray full of co�ee - with Queen of 
Sheba-themed cups. [Where your sister tries to �x your emo-
tional problems by o�ering to lend you from the money you 
gave her; where your young nieces never tire to go on an er-
rand with you and your nephew is only a door away to check 
on.]

In those �rst two weeks, while I wobbled around between 
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sleep and wakefulness; Joe has come 7 times to Seattle, and 
spent 5 of those 7 nights in my bed [having Ryan pick him 
up after we were done shagging - Oh the embarrassment! Oh 
the humility! - so they could stay up all night playing a game 
and sleep all day for the other two]. I have cooked both 
meat-based and vegetarian Ethiopian dishes for him and he 
has brought two bottles of wine - one bitter, one semi-sweet 
["because wine is like classical music; if you love it, you will 
love it forever. If you don't, you will at least learn to respect 
it"] and taken me out to his “favorite” restaurant: An Indian 
bu�et where I fought against the urge to make fun of the 
girl’s accent [“I am dirty, and my wife is dirty two”]. Then he 
has pulled my window shutter out of its socket - the one in 
the kitchen which I always keep closed so as not to see into 
the bedroom across from there, when trying to open it. Fix-
ing that, while I cringe and gasp, praying this not be the cause 
for my eviction [it was too good to last anyway] seems to 
make him want to do more for me. That came in the form of 
a rented Rug-Doctor and him spending an afternoon steam-
cleaning my carpet. An act, he said, not only makes him feel 
good about himself [doing something in your girlfriend’s 
apartment is like a dog peeing on the ground to mark its ter-
ritory] but would also solve the ‘bed’ problem; i.e. it being 
too loud for me and too small for him. "Now you will have 
no excuse not to take down the mattress" he added, while we 
sprint around on our toes to avoid the wet areas, "And we can 
do it for as long and often as we want without your neigh-
bors starting the counting game, or me having to sleep with 
my feet hanging out and getting a back pain that would last 
me a whole day"

Then he has teased me for being ungrateful when I refused 
to allow him to take a photo of me in an underwear and bra. 
Upon relenting, for guilt was a weapon that rarely fails to 
work on me, he has joked now that he has those, he probably 
won't need me as much. I have smiled, as if I found the idea as 
comically far-fetched as he did. But I didn’t. For in those �rst 
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few dates, I have not only learned Joe wasn't all �delity and 
promises, but that he can be as unpredictable as they come. 
There was rootlessness to his nature, an absence of a fully 
formed personality. As if his convictions were seeds sown on 
stony place that spring up quickly but wither away when the 
sun comes out because there was no depth to them.

He was also a person in whom insecurity and entitlement; 
as well as romanticism and hedonism seem to reside in 
equal measures. The only things he likes doing were things 
he himself was inspired to do; like paying close to hundreds 
of dollars to make me watch a Hockey game, but looking like 
he was being dragged to the Guillotine if I were to suggest we 
go to the Bookstore to sit by the cafe and talk for hours. The 
only time he becomes excessively interested in my where-
abouts is when I either did not respond within the hour of 
his text, or when he was heading to Seattle. He will text and 
then call to ask where I was [he was hoping he would get to 
see me before he goes back, he would say. “The kind of seeing 
that always ends up in bed”, I would say to myself]. Unfortu-
nately, as I would be working on the times he got inspired to 
come to Seattle; I gotta either call back on my lunch, or hear 
his frustrated voice on my voicemail after work. Frustration 
is something he has a lot of. He is frustrated I couldn’t make 
it to some function he wanted me to accompany him to or 
get called in on the days I told him I will be o� - even if he said 
he respects the fact that I am considered reliable [courtesy 
of having no life for 4 years]. He is frustrated I was a big fan of 
neither his living arrangements nor his housemates when-
ever I come to Olympia, and he has excitedly picked me up 
from the transit center. And is frustrated that I like the walk; 
and the various berries we pick, more than the romp he tries 
to get me involved in in the park, where I always refuse to do 
what he has been seeing us do all week long. He can't under-
stand how I am unable to show it in a meaningful way, in a 
way�he��nds meaningful anyway, after saying I loved him [a 
“You know I do, right?” that was forced out of me after he be-
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came quarrelsome the week he got it into his head my avoid-
ing those words like the plague was due to having “un�n-
ished business” with somebody else and not because I felt 
saying “I love you too” would make me party to his delusion 
that he was in love with me]. Does he not do all that is re-
quired of a loving man: Call/text me at least once a day to 
show I was on his mind? Cook for me when I come over? Try 
to be there when I call crying because of something that hap-
pened at work? And more importantly, has he ever cheated 
on me - even when I drive him nuts by refusing/disliking/
being too coy to do what he wanted?! He would walk away 
when he is done with a woman - not cheat on her. It was 
something he decided at a young age, that he won't be a Joe Jr 
in that front. That, he believes, is the reason why I shouldn't 
complain when he says he's gotta go back to his game now 
[those brain-hungry Zombies won't kill themselves] or when 
he can't be bothered to spend the night at my apartment 
only to get up before 5 am and hop the bus to Olympia when 
I am on my period. Sorry he doesn’t like sitting around 
watching me writhe and wretch in pain [as if cramps and mi-
graine were nature’s way of compensating for the irregular-
periods I enjoyed since age 13]. At least I know he was spend-
ing the night alone. Right?!

The day I mentioned the only time I feel valued was when 
he is in the mood for sex; which he is pretty much all the 
time on the days we see each other [after he feverishly kissed 
me at the transit center and his tense body rubbed against 
mine - to the point of dry-humping]; he became sad and 
gloomy. Later, after I made it up to him - through lots of 
kisses and a tearful apology, he sighed and asked me if what 
I wanted was for him not to be interested in me sexually. "I 
see you for fucking a day, two days, a week – three at most" he 
said "do you know how often Izzy and Matt fuck? And they 
live together!"

He has then explained, gently and compassionately, that 
he admits my lack of interest in mingling and the fact that 
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I can't go into a restaurant without wondering if a Waiter 
would spit in my food, has proved discouraging to him when 
it comes to wanting to take me to places and do things. And, 
yes, he admits he has always hated texting [unless it leads 
to cybersex]. And if he isn't calling as much as he used to, 
it is not because he has started taking me for granted, but 
because - really - what is there to talk about? Sorry he has 
a life outside us. Sorry he has no real anchor as to how a 
relationship should be conducted with a girl like me. Sorry 
my �rst real boyfriend, my American boyfriend, has to be a 
veteran. But this was the guy I fall in love with, he would 
remind me, and I have gotta accept him the way he is. Then, 
of course, he will try to do better. Will accompany me when 
I go shopping, and not ask why I buy things if I don't intend 
to keep them. Remember to text me something sweet and 
short during the day. ["Have a good day, sweetheart" "Enjoy 
your day at work, babe" "Can't wait to see my girl”] Rarely can 
he, however, hide the fact that the gesture he makes were 
burdens he should not have to carry considering the return 
he is getting for it.

"Hm. You know, men are weird when it comes to money", 
Donna said, when I confusedly asked why American men re-
fuse to let a girl chip-in when they go out, yet become all 
sullen afterwards. "I personally have stopped even thinking 
about it because if I thought about it, I doubt I would �nd 
one guy I want to be in a relationship with. It is better to 
treat money like politics and religion. Don't go there unless 
you have to, and if you have to – you better make sure you 
don’t come o� as a gold digger; because other than going 
bald and their dick-size; dating a gold-digger is the one thing 
all men fear; even those who don’t have the gold to begin 
with". And I have insisted it was not because he is a cheap-
skate that he seems to resent spending money on me. He 
is the kind of guy who would give the cloth o� his back to 
help a person in need - or to get them out of trouble. How-
ever, his generosity – at least when it comes to me - was 
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tinged with envy. Like asking me if I have seen what they are 
charging for pop-corn nowadays the day I mentioned how 
romantic it would be, if we can go to the movies now and 
then. And shutting down, as in giving me a cold shoulder, the 
few days I fumed over some request I considered inappropri-
ate from home. Surely, he can’t have mistaken my attempt 
to let steam o� for a precursor to borrow money from him?! 
Should I never mention my family or any of their needs in 
front of him?! But what is the point of having a boyfriend if 
you were to carry all your burden on your own?!

In fact, the only thing Joe does without a grudge or regret is 
cooking. He would sometimes come home, from an exercise 
or a run, and feel like putting on some music and cooking. 
That is the kind of evening his friends like to come home 
to. He would cook two types of dishes to share with every-
one. Pasta and meat balls with a side of huge salad; Grilled 
cheese with tomato soup: Steak with mashed potatoes; Bur-
gers with a buttery corn on the cob. If he isn't feeling like 
cooking, he would order a pizza, get beer for the boys with 
Ginger-Ale for Izzy, and watch them enjoy it – just as he did 
when he was in the military. He has been told, and realizes, 
that some of his housemates may be leeching o� him some-
times. [Many are the nights he is told to get something on the 
way home and nobody, except for Izzy, o�ers to pay their 
half]. However, that is the thing. He knows what he is doing 
and why he does it. Until the friend/friends think he/they 
are getting away with it, he won't mind buying or doing the 
deed. When they do, when they treat him like he is stupid; 
that is when he snaps. He would trash his place, like he did 
twice in the last two years; or go into hiding: where anger 
gives way to depression and depression to all kinds of bad 
thoughts. "It's like there is a gaseous cloud in my head," he 
told me once. "I can neither spit it out nor vomit it. Some-
times I just get up and walk for hours. Other times, I take my 
bicycle into the woods. Because I know I would end up say-
ing something I might regret".
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He used to not be like that, so he kind of takes pride in 
being able to take a hit. It's better to play the martyr than 
be the aggressor, trust him - he knows. He has caused enough 
pain to last a life time. No regret in being done wrong. How-
ever, sometimes he wishes he doesn't have to. That people 
don't push him so he no longer trusts them. He really wishes 
they don't turn him into that kind of guy. But at least he is 
dealing with the world in a grownup way, right?

The other grown up thing he knows he is doing was being 
in a relationship with a good woman – me; the best thing 
that happened to him in the last three years, next to his 
job. He was proud of me, and what we have. He liked that 
we can be honest with one another. That we love the time 
we spend together. And that being away from one another 
so much leaves no room to be bored. Yes, he can't deny that 
he likes what we have right here. He has never gone for 
drama queens. For some reason though, the women he gave 
his heart to have all been high-maintenance. What a relief 
it was, meeting a girl who likes being herself and don't need 
guidelines as to how she should and should not live her life.

I listen to all of this and smile back. I do not tell him how 
I no longer feel the need to �ght the words back, words that 
want to burst out of my mouth, like happy birds too eager 
to �y, to declare to the whole world that I, too, have a boy-
friend now [a cute guy who looks gorgeous, almost painfully 
so, in turtleneck sweater, sandals and jackets too sizes too 
big for him] for I was almost convinced we may not be a pair 
by the time they asked I bring him around. That I sometimes 
wonder how di�erent my life would have been if I have given 
as much liberty to the other men who happened in my life as 
I did him. However much I try not to make demands, how-
ever "understanding" I tried to be, however hard I played at a 
grownup - that it hurts me when his fuse seems so short with 
me. That I hate myself for agreeing to and not complaining 
about some of the things he does or doesn't do. How the lack 
of love and good advice has lowered me to this person who 
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smiles through her pain for the sake of peace. That I would 
take feeling alone and being bored any time over the self-
doubt and anger that plagues me after each wrongly placed 
word and careless gesture. As if I have become a wife taken 
by her abusive husband somewhere far from civilization 
where her only option was to take it.

Of course there is a limit to it all. There is a �ghter in all of 
us that gets dragged out one day. And that day, for me, was 
the day I agreed to watch Mulugeta's kids.
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CHAPTER 10

Despite having all the markings of a modern-day 
witch, if Dona’s list was to be believed, I do not 
hate kids. Sure, I was born on the 31st of October 

[albeit in a country where the dead are mourned, and not 
celebrated, neither always go to heaven nor look down on us 
with approving smiles - while waiting - hand in hand with 
other dead relatives - for truth and justice to reign on human 
kind]. I’ve got a mole on the side of my nose that many mis-
take for a spot left by a nose-ring [or so I keep reminding my-
self every time I came across an American freaking out at the 
question “what is that on your face?”. Wanna take a count of 
what hasn't�gone wrong on my face? Well, do ya, punk?!], and 
I prefer cats to dogs.

I don’t hate kids, I just know the curly-princess look that 
made your daughter adorable and the butter�y tie that 
brought the little prince look to your son weren't born with 
them. That it takes a million diapers to wash, hours of sleeps 
to lose, and many a back to bend before they get to that age. 
And the less you let them jerk you around, the better they re-
spect you.

In fact, "Do you want me to call Metasebia?" was a threat 
second only to "I will call Qorit" [the armless, legless crea-
ture of the deep sea who comes out to cut o� children's 
ears where he found them disobeying] in my neighborhood. 
Many were the evenings in which a child who has been 
kicking and screaming, and showing all manners of being 
the Lord and Master of the place, would wear a stunned 
look upon being transferred into my arms and promptly 
fall asleep after shoving his/her hand in his/her mouth and 
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studying my face with a wide-eyed innocence that makes 
not laughing almost impossible.

It was supposed to be my day o� and Joe has promised to 
drop by if he got time. When he called around 2 pm to ask 
where I was, I told him I have a bad news.

"I thought you said you got Fridays o� with the new sched-
ule!" he said, sounding bored.

"Yes but my cousin - you know Fana - she called to ask if 
I could watch the kids for her. The kindergarten is closed 
because of health concerns and she doesn't have anybody to 
watch her little ones till 6:30. But you can come!" I protested 
before he said anything "it's just gonna be hard because I got 
an infant and a 3-year-old here"

He graciously agreed to come. By the time he arrived, 
the girl was watching TV and the baby was playing with 
my phone [the only paci�er he seems willing to put in his 
mouth]. Joe walked in, looking like he was expecting the 
father, instead of the children of that family. Upon realizing 
the only male in the room other than him was barely one; he 
kissed me, �st-bumped with the little girl and stretched on 
my bed to watch whatever was playing on the DVD player.

This was supposed to be our afternoon, despite how he 
may not have shown up if he wasn't done with the pro-
ject he was supposed to work on that morning. So I didn't 
mind much when he yawned, looked bored and refused to 
get involved when the youngest started crying and won't 
be consoled. It was obvious he felt I should be punished for 
agreeing to take a responsibility I have no business agreeing 
to. And that he should not help since he didn't.

So when my cousin showed up to take her kids and he 
not only seemed uninterested to make polite conversation 
with her but asked why I gave her a key to my apartment, I 
snapped. "Because somebody has gotta be able to come and 
check on me if I died in an empty room" I yelled.

He looked both irritated and confused at that. Like he 
couldn't understand why I made that sound his fault. "What 
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is that supposed to mean?" he asked following me into the 
kitchen.

Running away, that was what I did. I was afraid what Fana 
would see on my face if I stayed and retaliated to her snarky 
comments.

"It means they are the only family I have in America" I 
said "If I didn't have them and I died in this country, nobody 
would know"

"Ok... easy" he said smiling half-heartedly "All I said is that 
if you don't like her and she doesn't like you - the way you 
said - I won't let her know where I live, let alone have your 
key. You don't know what people are capable of."

"I am sorry I don't have that privilege, like you" I said 
tartly, "I can't a�ord to cut people I don't like out of my life. I 
don't have many of them"

"What are you trying to say?" he asked, his eyes narrowing 
"That I have no value for my family"

"I don't know, do you?"
"What the-"
"Because if you did, you won't treat my cousin the way you 

did"
"Treat your cousin the way I did? And how is that?" he 

seems to �nd this more amusing than maddening.
"Like you have no respect for me!"
"What?" he said, kind of mysti�ed "I have no respect for 

you?"
"If you did, you won't have embarrassed me in front of her 

like that" I thundered and run into the restroom, the only 
place in my apartment I can close the door on him. My heart 
was beating hard and my ears were ringing. I wanted him 
out of my apartment and nothing I told myself [the fact that 
I loved this guy, that he made me laugh most of the time, 
that I would be going back to my single life if I sent him 
away] could make me feel otherwise. When he, especially, 
reasoned that I won't have mind what she thought of me as 
much as I mind what "her husband" would think; that what 
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I was mad at was at the fact that "what was his name" would 
think less of me, I rushed out and asked him to leave. First he 
tried to laugh it o�. Then he tried to beg. When I �nally made 
it clear I was neither listening nor interested in what he has 
to say; he told me if I let him go now, I will never see him 
again.

"You are seriously throwing me out because I wasn't par-
ticularly nice to a woman who treated you like shit?!" He 
said incredulously, on the way out.

All I could think was how he lay there, with his face long 
and looking annoyed, after snoring so loud he woke the baby 
up, when even the little girl was trying to play "peek-a-boo" 
to make her two-year younger infant brother stop crying.

"Seriously?" he said, "I came all the way from Olympia try-
ing to see you. You have other commitments. And I am the 
bad guy?"

"Please. I have nothing more to say" I said, too angry to 
look him in the eye

"Ok" he said, half laughing, half chocking with anger, 
"Good. Goodbye Meyti. I wish you a nice life"

I quickly closed the door behind him and locked it. A sec-
ond or so later, I heard the door to the way down slamming 
with a bang that reverberated the building.

My anger, however, didn't subside until days later. And 
when it did, it was replaced not by the fear of losing a loved 
one but the depression that comes from self-hatred.
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CHAPTER 11

I was sure I was done with him. More importantly, that 
he was done with me. So I was trying to resettle into 
my life; to nights where nobody cares how I was and 

weeks that won't be splashed with a visit from a guy who 
brought me more anguish and self-doubt than Mulugeta did. 
And to days where walking in the cold and listening to the 
radio was all I had to look forward to.

It is a testament to my dedication to NPR, therefore, to 
learn it was that very radio that brought Joe and I back to-
gether.

It was a particularly bad radio season: pledge drive week. 
Seeing, as always, pledging won't stop the drive; I have cut 
my walks short and started coming home to watch movies 
instead. This has worried Donna, my most out-spoken 
grandmother-at-35 co-worker at the Parking Lot.

Despite our temparament and di�erence in age, she being 
in her late 40s now, she was the closest thing I have to a 
friend ever since the youngest of her three children Toto [or 
“her Mexican son", as she called him] attempted suicide after 
having his face “smashed in” by a bunch of White kids [that 
he refused to name] who didn’t like him skate-boarding in 
their turf; and got mercilessly teased by his uncles for being 
gay [he grew his hair, loved comic books and spent the little 
money he made in the worship of street-artists than the pur-
suit of pussy].

I was sitting across her booth the afternoon he called to 
say he can't take it anymore. I have seen her agitation grew 
until she run out, crying and begging her son not to do 
anything stupid. I have followed her out, entreated her to 
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consider the perils of driving in such a state, summoned a 
cab and waited with her until it came. Then I have counted 
her register out, called to make sure Toto was ok and �lled 
the necessary forms for her while she sat by her son's bed, 
waiting for him to wake up. These were all things that are 
expected of one where I came from. For Donna, though, it has 
felt like a lot.

The day she showed up for work, looking old and signi�-
cantly humbled, she has forced the cab-fare on me, thanked 
me for my kindness and said how Toto's  older brother has 
arrived from Iowa and has promised to take him home and 
keep an eye on him. Our "friendship" [although I feared the 
word and she despised it] has endured the various stages 
Toto's hair went through and the bright-eyed girlfriend he 
settled with who Donna worries would be the death of him 
someday. I have a feeling that was because, what with her 
two jobs and grandchildren taking the lion's share of her 
time, we haven't had a chance to hang out and lose interest 
in one another. I have of course been over at her house for 
one of her "baby's" birthday, upon her daughter's invitation, 
after I brought them both a traditional scarf from Ethiopia, 
and Donna gave me one too many rides when the game over-
stayed its welcome. But our communication was con�ned 
to our twice a week shift of working together across glass-
house booths, and taking our break together.

"You know what you are like when you aren't doing your 
walks" she said that afternoon, while we stood outside - she 
smoking, I �ipping through a Spanish tract given to me by a 
customer. "Your jokes become bitter and you get worked-up 
over little things"

"What I need is a third job" I said, throwing the tract in the 
dumpster, where �ies seem to always busy around in winter 
summer and all the seasons in between, "I am at my happiest 
when I don't have time to sit at home and wait till it is time 
for me to go to bed. Especially when it gets dark at 4"

"SAD," Donna said, "that is what it is. Many people are 
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a�ected by it in the winter; which is why I am telling you not 
to go home directly. Go do your walks. Or smoke a doobie. 
Or get a hobby. Anything other than sitting at home feeling 
sorry for yourself"

"Don't you know anyone who needs being cared for?" I said, 
because that was really the point of this whole conversation 
for me - networking "Somebody I can go to after work. Baby-
sitting or -you know- the kind of job you do with your lady. 
I have worked with nurses in my extern, and I can get an NA 
certi�cate if they want. It takes what - 6 weeks?"

"I think you are working enough for your single self" Donna 
said, �icking something o� the cigarette, "You don't have to 
work until you drop unless you have a kid in this country. 
I won't if my Good-for-nothing daughter had the brains to 
use birth-control pills. Or get a guy who can keep a job for 
a change. I love my babies, don't get me wrong. But they 
are not my fucking responsibility and no amount of ‘abue-
lita’ would convince me otherwise. Even that old hag has 
stopped asking if I were planning to leave her, which I used to 
threaten every other day when I �rst started and she got on 
my nerves more than she does nowadays"

"You say that now, but the minute she is sick, you will be 
driving like crazy to get to her. You love that old woman as 
much as you like to hate her, don't deny it" I said "You won't 
have been with her this long if you hadn't loved her"

She rolled her eyes, making the top of her skull move much 
higher. I laughed. There was something weird, almost Drag-
Queen-like, about Donna; a quality that neither her tummy 
tuck, nor the fake-looking boobs could hide. She was big 
on top, progressively narrowing down. has manly shoulders, 
feminine jaws and strong calf. Alas, despite being in her early 
40s, the tightness of her skin and the makeup she cakes on 
it makes her look older; more desperate, like her skin would 
have markers on it from where she was to be cut and sawn.

"You don't know what you are talking about sister" she 
said, using her ‘black voice’ and scratching the back of her 
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head with long �nger nails. She had cropped bowl hair that 
gave her the appearance of a church dignitary. When she 
scratches, the whole top of her skull seems to move; as if her 
head was attached to her neck by invisible strings. "I would 
have killed her by now if I wasn't getting two hundred �fty 
dollars a week for keeping her alive. You think it is fun to 
clean somebody's ole butt 5 times a day for a decade and 
having nothing but� this� to show for it?" She said, showing 
me the bracelet she has been wearing ever since I knew her 
"Fucking conservative assholes. They preach family values 
everywhere you went but when it comes to taking care of 
one of their own, they won't lift a �nger. And they go nick 
your wages for 'taxes’ while dodging theirs every which way 
they can"

"Or I can start smoking" I said, thoughtfully looking at her 
lighting up another one "Mulugeta has once told me he won't 
have survived life in America without cigarettes"

"Yeah good luck quitting afterwards" Donna joked "I have 
been trying to quit almost every other year for 17 years 
now; and almost succeeded a couple of years ago. And then 
my dick-wad boyfriend left me with a ton of debt and no 
money to pay my rent. Gotta put my stu� in storage and 
move back with my daughter, becoming the uno�cial baby-
sitter for her damn kids. Funny thing is, though, I hate cigar-
ettes. Hate the way they smell on other people. Hate the way 
they make my �ngers look. Hate what I spend on them. But 
when I am stressed out it's like I can't wait to get home to my 
babies." She held the cigarettes between her �ngers, "Ugly 
expensive babies, but babies nonetheless"

“That was how I felt about Eli” I said mournfully, “Joe took 
him and gave me a teddy bear. But there is really no history 
to this teddy bear. Wanted to ask him to bring Eli back but 
it felt really juvenile although he promised to return it if we 
were to break up”

“Maybe he is still holding out hope you will end up back 
together” she said contemplatively.
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I didn’t reply that was one of the reasons why I didn’t de-
mand for the return of my buddy. In case Joe was still willing 
to get back together when I was done with being indignant 
and start to miss him. "Why won't you walk with me?" I 
asked, instead "To the library at least - you can park your 
car here. We can go there and come walking back. It won't 
take more than 30 minutes. I would rather listen to you than 
NPR's news casters trying to sound hip. It is agonizing"

Donna laughed. She has been listening to NPR, 'against her 
will', ever since she has started working with me. Now it was 
the one radio she turns on, even when she is working alone - 
or when she is driving and runs out of interesting music sta-
tions. It makes her feel good, she had mentioned once, how 
she seems to be knowing about things she wasn't even aware 
she knew when watching TV with her daughter's dead-beat 
boyfriend. It must have been the one compliment I got from 
Donna, who usually tells me to stop staring at her with those 
eyes when I stand there watching her the way I am. "Her lit-
tle brown mouse", as she calls me.

"I will think about it" she said, shaking the cigarette-ash o� 
her.

That evening, we walked to the public library; which was 
closed - disappointing Donna, but not surprising me, with 
the speed of our walks and it being Sunday. On our way 
back, she let me treat her to a Donut and we laughed about 
all the men who tried to hit on us or made fun of what an 
'odd couple’ we make. Most were black men hanging around 
bus stops and outside fast-food joints waiting for God knows 
what. When I commented how I haven't been called 'Baby’ 
this much by strangers ever since I moved to America, she 
laughed and said it was because of her. She was a loser mag-
net, has been even before she became a desperate middle 
aged woman who had to put boobs in her boobs to keep 
walking straight. "They probably think you will give them a 
good tongue lashing if they hit upon you"

"Yeah an 'angry black woman'. What else is new?" I said 
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cheerfully. "People look surprised when I say hi back, or 
smile. Even kids keep looking back at me to make sure I 
wasn't following them, or won't attack their family. That is 
why I think I walk so fast - to show I was running away not 
to"

"Kids are freaks," Donna concluded, destroying the cigar-
ette butt under her feet "If they aren't scared of you, they are 
scared of something else. You remember that age? But yours 
has nothing to do with being an 'angry black woman'. I am 
more-black and more-angry in that regard than you, trust 
me. This has to do more with the way you hold your head. It 
is like you are looking at everyone from up above, like you 
are on one of those circus stilts. Or a giant or something. I 
don't know if it has to do with your neck being long or your 
boot-ay making your legs appear short. The �rst day you 
showed up, when Roberto introduced you, I was like 'uh-huh 
bitch alert". You give this o�-putting 'don't you dare’ vibe. 
Not to mention how you wear black, like you are a Goth girl. 
I didn't think I would like working with you, let alone be-
come friends"

"That makes me sad" I said, suddenly depressed, "I don't 
know if I should sometimes wear a sign that says 'I am not 
evil, just scared'. I think that is why I loved Joe so much. 
He was the one guy who wasn't afraid of me, or thought I 
was evil. Saw through me, he said, even before we talked at 
the airport. It was so - so - it was like being found out, dis-
covered in a way you despaired nobody in this planet would. 
He said he didn't think I looked mean. Just shy. A scared girl 
hiding behind her frowns who decided to open up to him. Or 
at least whose brave - talkative side he dragged out into the 
light"

"Jesus, are you going to go on and on about that guy again?" 
she said, cutting my Joe reverie "You are a pretty young 
woman who have men, perfectly acceptable men from your 
own country wanting to date you and you are crying about 
a jerk you broke up with because he was treating you like 
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crap?"
I did not think Joe treated me like 'crap'; I wanted to state 

that for the record. He did all kinds of jerky things - some-
times - but I knew the core of the man to be pretty decent. 
But how do you defend love when it is being pooh-poohed 
by well-wishers without appearing desperate or living in de-
nial. Have I not given up a lover, a writer - at that, after a 
colleague told him o� as not being good enough for me? How 
can one explain love? How it wasn't about gestures, futures, 
or possibilities but a look, a playfulness, the way he reaches 
for you in his sleep - and holds you in such a way you would 
remain chained to your bed all throughout the night, unable 
to move?! More importantly, how can I explain to Donna -a 
foreigner- how I can read these 'acceptable countrymen’ like 
a book and how they weren't what I was looking for without 
sounding like I was betraying my people to a White woman 
whose race-�lter has been dulled by the amount of black 
men she slept with.

Even when I could not [read them and �nd them lacking], 
or they appear to possess many a quality I liked in a man, 
as in the case of Tony, the fellow East-African she seems to 
still confuse as being from my country; despite a repeated 
reminder from me that Africa was a continent, not a coun-
try; who Valeted at the garage two summers ago until he 
got a job as a trainer in one of those �nancial institutions 
that the government sets up to help immigrant women start 
small businesses [or, "equip low-income business owners 
with business training, support, �nancial education and ac-
cess to capital to improve their lives through small business 
ownership", according to the website]; I have refused to get 
involved with them.

The problem wasn't a lack of attraction. I could, if I tried, 
�nd a couple of things I could love about Tony: his integrity, 
his kindness, the grace with which he holds his height – to 
a point where people are surprised to �nd him taller than 
he appears at �rst - almost clearing the roof of their car half 
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the time. His passion for reading, his multilingualism, his ac-
cent and vocabulary [his "I appreciate you" and "Thank you 
kindly"]. His muscle - that opened and closed like a mini-
van door or a train track, every time he �exed his arms. His 
full lips, his gap tooth, and the way his small eyes scrunched 
when he laughs. The fact that he has almost as imperfect skin 
as mine. [His gospel background. His love for BBC Africa. His 
devotion to his boy].

I furrowed my brow, and gave all indication of disinterest 
every time he stopped by my booth to drop a key and linger 
[while the rest of the guys poked one another in the rib and 
talked with their eyes]; for fear of allowing�that�attraction to 
land me into territories I was either too much of a realist or 
insecure to contemplate. Say we fall in love, decided to get 
married, and have kids. How long am I going to keep those 
children in America before taking them home to meet their 
grand-mother? What reaction can I expect from that meet-
ing except:

- Pity from my friends,
- Embarrassment from my relatives
- Mockery and name-calling from the neighborhood chil-

dren?!
I am sure if I told Tony that on one of his infrequent “drop-

ping by”s to see his old buds, that I worry his dark-skin and 
‘West African’ features would not win our kids beauty con-
tests back home, he would accuse me of being shallow and 
undeserving. Of self-hatred, Colorism, and black-on-black 
racism. I would say I was sorry and walk away, not willing to 
hurt him further by reminding him how his �rst words upon 
meeting me were to note how Ethiopian women were the 
most beautiful women in Africa. What was that supposed to 
refer to, I would say, if not for the lighter skin and softer hair 
[than the rest of Africa] most of us are supposed to be en-
dowed with?! Really, I don't make the rules. I just try to avoid 
being tangled in them.

"Learn from me" she said savagely, taking a cigarette out of 
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her purse "Don't waste your time crying over the wrong guy. 
One day you would wake up and you won't know what hap-
pened to your life"
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CHAPTER 12

That was exactly what I was doing, wondering what 
happened to my life, when, two evenings later, my 
phone chimed with the tone I assigned for Joe Jr. - 

despite not having many to text me.
I sprang from my pillow and grabbed my phone; both ex-

cited and sick to my stomach at the prospect of hearing from 
him. The text was in the form of a question.

"Are you doing your share to keep public radio on the air?" 
It read. I couldn't understand it. Almost got confused on who 
did the sending. When I re-read the question and saw the 
smiley face at the end of it, I decided to reply.

"What? Who is this?" I asked. I have told him I delete the 
phone numbers of lovers after breaking up since I seem al-
ways willing to work on it, while they would rather not hear 
from me. His, I have memorized so have resaved it just in 
case I was found shot through the head and the cops wanted 
to know which veteran ex-lover did it.

"Joe from Olympia" the text read with a wink, "was test-
driving Cisco’s car and he had NPR on"

"Oh" I said, to show I neither found the news interesting 
nor exciting. But my heart was still in my mouth, beating 
until it burst.

"Was going to pledge but I remembered how you said they 
didn't say your name even when you pledged 100 bucks 
while working two days a week”

"Yes" I wrote with a smile "Years of disappointment has 
taught me to say 'no thank you’ when they ask if I mind my 
name being read on air”

"If it matters" he wrote, after making a sad face "I have been 
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saying your name quite a lot lately, like you are a part of me 
that has gone missing that I don't know how to get back"

Tears were gushing out of my eyes that I couldn't even read 
the next lines. I was touched, touched and pried… broken 
heart and completely... absolutely in love.

"Are you there?" he �nally asked.
"Yes"
“Will you believe me if I said I was so sorry for the way I 

behaved last time?"
"I do" I wrote "I will"
"And that I will do whatever it takes to make it up to you if 

you gave me a chance?"
I fall quite at that.
"Meyti…" he wrote "Sweetheart... Don’t punish me because 

I am not as good as you at washing my hands o� people and 
walking away"

“I have not washed you o�" I typed "I just know if we 
picked up where we left o�, it would be like nothing has 
changed. You would continue to hurt me and I will never 
be able to break away unless I swallowed hard and said ‘no’ 
right now"

It was his turn to keep quiet. Then the phone rang. I picked 
it up. "Sorry I called” he said, sounding ill “But I … need to 
hear you say it. Was I really that bad?"

"I don't know" I said, confused "Maybe not for America. But 
I came from a country where people believe if a guy asked 
you out then he must be in love with you and is dying to 
marry you. And that is just to have co�ee or tea with him. 
I came from a culture of courting, not dating: trying people 
out like a shirt to see if they �t. And when a guy courts 
you, he puts all your needs before his because he means to 
have you. I mean I try to be as understanding as I can. And 
I certainly don't want you to put all my needs before yours. 
But you�do�put yours before mine most of the time and I am 
the kind of person who notices things other peoples don't 
then keep it to herself and get hurt by it. Unfortunately, it 
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won't just be a temporary hurt, but a conviction – that I have 
allowed my integrity, at least my idealistic self, to be com-
promised. Or must have become as desperate and pathetic 
as my sister"

"Ok" He said, after taking a deep breath "So how do I go 
about this ‘courting’ business? I mean I would have thought 
introducing you to my friends and letting you pick out my 
bed covers was a good place to start. If none of that has con-
vinced you that I was serious about you, that you are ‘the 
one’ for me, I am willing to work at it. You just tell me how"

I almost said he can start by not calling me ‘the one’, 
for starters. Because those phony-baloney expressions were 
part of the reason why I feel he was emotionally dishonest 
with me half the time. Instead, I prayed for strength. Help 
me, I said, so I do not lash out.

"I know you have a good reason for thinking it is just lust" 
he begun again "And I won’t deny I have been doused by a 
desire for you since day one and the way you can't even face 
me when you are turned on is downright addictive. I also 
know I said I love you when I meant to say ‘goodnight’ that 
�rst time and that I ignored you for days afterwards; because 
I thought you would be freaked out by my saying it too 
early. Spent nights kicking myself over it; even wanted to 
break up with you just so I don’t have to face you again. But 
after we broke up, all I can think of were things that I didn't 
even know I noticed; as if your very essence has seeped into 
my system. Like this twinkle you have in your eyes when 
you come across things you want to make fun of but can't 
because it would either sound mean, racist or homophobic. 
How you open up like a �ower after we did something you 
think loving or sel�ess on my part - how I know I will hit a 
home-run that night. The weird places you burst into tears 
when you are watching a movie and how deeply you felt 
other people’s pain. And how you are the only girl who truly 
absolutely belonged to me; the one girl I can call 'my own'. 
The problem … you remember how you told me you feel like 
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you test people even before you start dating, without even 
knowing it, because you don't really believe their interest 
in you is genuine? And when you end breaking up, it is like 
a self-ful�lling prophesy? I think I do the opposite of that. I 
get too comfortable in a relationship way too early and not 
treat people as sensitively as I should - except for Gina; who 
I doubt I ever was in love with. Because really... I am a ro-
mantic at heart. When a girl tells me she loves me, or at least 
makes me feel unconditionally loved - the way you do, I see 
it as a done deal. Got that covered! She ain't going anywhere! 
Move on to the rest of your stu�! That is why I am always 
taken by surprise when �nding out the women were not 
exactly seeing eye-to-eye with me. Maybe I still see myself as 
a soldier; out there �ghting wars to come back to his woman 
to �nd her steadfast to him: writing love letters, crying into 
napkins with his name on it and smelling salts. Now I am like 
that dog who kept going to the station to wait for a master 
who never came back. I keep thinking ‘this doesn't make 
sense. She loves me. She can't live without me. She can't not 
come for me'. I feel lost when I think you are gone for good"

"I am sure you do now" I said, weeping audibly, "but people 
don't change. You can only give as much as it is in your na-
ture to give”

“In my nature to give, huh?” he said, discouraged. "That 
doesn’t make me feel good about myself, I assure you”

I shrugged my shoulder, unable to help.
"How about" he continued discontentedly "you give me a 

list of things you like to see �xed. Like the car problem, for 
example. I know you hated having to wait the bus at down-
town Seattle when it is windy and rainy. That it really de-
presses you. So I will come pick you up on the evenings you 
are o� unless Cisco or one of the guys badly needs it. That 
is how the subject of car-sharing even came up. I said com-
muting may have been part of the problem and Cisco was 
like ‘how come you didn’t tell me. You could have borrowed 
mine anytime and maybe �ll up the tank, etcetera’"
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"But it wasn’t" I protested, “I mean of course it sucks having 
people watching you from the comfort of their cars when 
you are standing in the rain waiting for the light to change. 
But I knew at the end of the journey I was coming to you. 
That is what mattered”

"And now you don’t even have to” he announced happily 
“not when it comes to coming to me anyway. And when I can 
save enough, I will get an apartment by myself. That should 
take care of the roommate's problem"

"I don't really mind your roommates" I started, knowing 
the attempt to explain was futile. He needs people as much 
as I want to get away from them. "It is their being part of the 
little time we spend together that bothers me"

"Noted, what else?" He said "Oh yeah whatever I do, don't 
mention Muligita?"

"I didn't mind you mentioning him" I said cautiously, this 
wasn’t a conversation I want to have sometime in the future 
"What I minded was your using him to hurt me after all I told 
you"

"I mind" he corrected me, as if he can't help himself. Then 
laughed out loud "Sorry", he apologized. "I know it irks you". 
Oh how much I liked this Joe. How I wished he was always 
like this - sensitive and self-correcting at every turn. "But I 
wasn't really trying to hurt you. Or at least I didn't think 
so. I am always jealous of that guy. Not just because it is not 
exactly esteem-building for a man to know he won't have 
had you if that other guy was willing to leave his wife for 
you. But because he neither has to work hard to keep your 
love nor can lose it by messing up. Like I would always 
be competing with a man who has a fucking diplomatic-
immunity: has never been with you, so he will never disap-
point you the way I do! Anyway” He breathed “I guess see-
ing his kids and you treating his wife like you owe her your 
life,�that�made me lash out"

"I do owe her my life" I retorted bitterly "If she didn't make 
it easy for him to come marry me, it would have taken 
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longer for him to bring me over. She registered her address 
somewhere else and �led her taxes alone for four years so 
my process wouldn't be messed up. Not to mention all the 
questions and comments from other people she has to put 
up with. It is a lot of sacri�ce for a girl she doesn't know how-
ever much she feels sorry for us"

"And look at what that did for you!" he said, making me 
want to re-retaliate. "I guess I should be grateful," he �nally 
concluded "because if it wasn't for her, I won't have met you. 
So how are we gonna make that happen: see each other again 
I mean?"

"We can meet for a co�ee” I suggested, “or go to the 
movies"

"You mean...?"
“Yes go to our own separate houses afterwards”
"Wow!”
“You don't want that?"
"No no" he protested, "I can do co�ee, and movies. It's pre-

tending that I haven't held you in my arms and seen you 
naked that would be hard. Do you know what I use your 
photo for nowadays? As a book-marker! Because trying to 
masturbate thinking about you actually makes me lose my 
hard-on. I put Eli next to me and hope we were connecting 
telepathically through our miseries, like he was a medium 
or something. How pathetic is that?"

"It's not pathetic" I said "It is human"
“You mean silly!”
“No touching. Even romantic”
"Yet you would still be willing to give up on our love un-

less your demands are met, right? The take-no-prisoner ap-
proach?!"

"You asked me to tell you what I really want and that is 
what I want" I said, "I let you have all the say in our relation-
ship last time. I feel I should have some say in what happens 
this time"

"Fair enough" was his resigned response. "So----"
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CHAPTER 13

Working on weekends was once a blessing, a 
place to go when the rest of the world seems 
busy going out on dates and/or watching 

games with loved ones wearing matching jerseys. After I met 
Joe and Sunday turned out to be the only day he does not 
have to stop by work; wasting my morning by waiting for a 
call-out that may never come has proved quite frustrating. 
Be that as it may, I chose Sunday for our �rst date because I 
�gured I could use "work" as an excuse to get out of spending 
the night together even if I don't get called in.

My plan was to meet at Barnes & Noble; where he gra-
ciously agreed to come and have a co�ee at - although he 
hates spending good money on a co�ee that tasted like the 
bottom of a burnt frying pan. "Hey!" he yelled when I started 
to say if he doesn't like it - "I didn't say I don't want to come. 
Just stating my stand - against corporate America as repre-
sented by the Starbucks enterprise"

I half smiled but my heart fell. He doesn't sound like a guy 
freshly-forgiven. Not as apologetic and eager to please as he 
should be. He sounds like a guy entitled; a man with an opin-
ion, always standing his ground, whether or not the situ-
ation called for it.

"I have been to Tully's and you can't really sit much after 
you drink your co�ee" I added. "Not to mention they don't 
have a book store"

"You and your books" he joked.
However, when Sunday came; he texted me saying he has 

a surprise for me and to catch the number 2 bus to Capitol 
Hill and wait outside the "Silver Cloud" hotel. I wasn't sure 
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what he had in mind, but I took the bus and walked up the 
hill to the hotel; ready to stand outside the deserted street 
and wait for him to come. To my surprise, although I was 
more than 30 minutes early; he was there sitting on the 
stone chairs outside the hotel's fountain waiting for me. He 
was wearing the sweater he wore the �rst afternoon he came 
to see me. This time, however, he has added a heavy jacket 
on it. A gray jacket that has made his face appear thinner and 
his ears bigger. I realized why that was immediately. He has 
cut his hair short. And when cut short, the hair looks more 
brown than blonde. He walked towards me, laughing and 
with his arms stretched out in front of him. I walked into it, 
with my heart leaping in my chest. He was chewing a gum 
with a strong �avor; but it could neither hide the smell of 
the cigarettes from his body, nor how tense he was. He held 
me away from his body to take a good look at me. Then, as if 
by a force of habit, he put his lips on mine and I realized I was 
kissing him back.

"My sweetheart" he whispered in my ears, when I shook so 
bad that even he can feel it "I missed you so much"

"I miss you too" I said shyly holding the hand he was ex-
tending me. The surprise, apparently, was at the Ihop down 
the street. I have told him how Ihop was the �rst American 
restaurant where I had food in. That �rst morning after I 
was driven to South Seattle in the dark, that time - year, in 
fact - when life felt like being dropped on a movie set and 
told to act without knowing what your lines were and who 
the people bustling about were supposed to be. How it felt 
- parking outside then walking in - this strange American 
eatery - full of strangers with unfamiliar faces; with covered 
knives and forks, napkin dispensers, packets of free sugar 
and syrups. The sunlight coming through the window. How 
glorious the orange juice was. How beautiful and accommo-
dating the waitress, while Mulugeta did all the ordering for 
me. How embarrassed, nervous and anxious I was. Oh the 
bacon. Oh the eggs. Oh the pancake. Oh the co�ee that tasted 
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good - you never �nd that taste again - that I refused to get a 
re�ll of, not knowing it came free. I remember the face of the 
family that was sitting across us: a Hispanic family - whose 
features reminded of many people from my neighborhood; 
a quite father, a talkative mother, a daughter who looked 
annoyed at every little thing her boyfriend did, despite his 
carrying their infant on his chest all the while he was there, 
and her little sister who seem to be in charge of the stroller 
and with keeping the baby entertained from time to time.

I can still see the parking lot and what it felt like, looking 
across it into the world. The American weather! Ameri-
can cars! All the White people! And the brown people! And 
people so tanned I can't tell what were. All the weird ac-
cents that took me years to understand. The cobblestone we 
walked on when returning to the car. The "Here in America" 
experience after the "Coming to America" 16 hours before it, 
when your plane makes a stop in Rome to refuel. You look 
out the window, and you see [like in a dream - nay a movie] 
Engineers running about, under the pouring rain, in a yellow 
& orange re�ective safety vest. White men with shaggy hair 
and some kind of hard-hat - stu� you didn't know existed 
outside the silver screen.

Then SeaTac airport, cold and distant like a dream. A 
strange thrill courses in your veins while you walk down 
the ladder, into the bus, past a lot of terminals, past stairs 
and side-ways into a hallway before o�cially, and �nally, 
landing on American soil. Where you feel like an imposter, 
vulnerable to be found out and kicked back any time. A gig-
gling breathless look out the window, the �rst glimpse into 
the new world, reveals [airport] workers - black, wide and 
curly-haired - mulling about. But these aren't the kinds of 
black people you are used to. Not the skinny brown men and 
women with skinny legs you would recognize anywhere, 
standing in line with you. These are creamy-color skinned 
black people of the movies; black people who remind you of 
Shaft [in Africa], dark shades of glasses and the word "He is so 
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good looking, he looks like a negro" from yesteryears. Black 
people with broad shoulders and an attitude! ["Avoid mak-
ing eye-contact lest the animal perceived you as a threat!"]

Then you go from room to room, from chair to chair, 
listening for your name, answering questions, giving �nger 
prints. Dealing with men in uniforms, and unreadable faces, 
who like the order of things. You feel like apologizing for 
not understanding the question, not knowing where the line 
was, for tripping on your luggage. [You feel like apologizing 
for everything those �rst weeks, grateful to have been let 
in]. But you haven't found your voice, or courage, yet. Then 
you walk out, with your luggage, into a world like you have 
never seen before; you would hear your name. It is Mulugeta, 
your beloved, with Fana? at his side and Betsu? in her arms, 
plucking the petals o� the �ower he was given to carry. You 
would cry when they give you a hug, because the last two 
months have been terrible for you and you were scared and 
relieved. They will drive you home, through miles of high-
ways with those green signs on them, into an apartment 
[were those kids Somali? were they playing soccer?!] into 
a house �lled with the smell of "Doro Wot"; the �avors of 
home.

You would get used to the accents, the suspiciously cheap 
food - and how it's ok to throw what you can't eat [and that 
plastic bags are like pain, or East Indians, there is simply an 
endless supply of them without half the demand]. You get to 
tell apart tans from skin colors. And genuine smiles from the 
overly-friendly ones of those fearful to anger you and bring 
down a wrath of 400 years on their head. You even get used 
to the sinking feeling at recognizing that you and da brother 
from the airport aren't really that di�erent to the white-
eye. You get used to the disillusion. Then the anger. Then the 
feeling of uselessness [which, coupled with self-doubt and 
anxiety, robs you of the ability to speak your mind without 
the fear of not making much sense or being mocked by your 
audience]. To knowing that you probably will never belong 
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[or become more than what your mother amounted to]. To 
knowing how you were just a big �sh in a small pond back 
home, a used-to-be big �sh stuck in a much bigger pond with 
much bigger - meaner - �shes. And, �nally, to being ok with 
that. You will get used to it all. But not before you had a 
morning-after breakfast at Ihop.
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CHAPTER 14
J oe wasn't crazy about Ihop, or any chain-restaurant 

for that matter. Chain restaurants were things he as-
pired to when he was a kid and their mom couldn't 

a�ord to take them out the way dad used to once a month or 
so. When store-bought cookie, Oreos and Chips-Ahoy were a 
holiday treat at his parent's home. Still he said he was happy 
I get to enjoy myself and even donated a dollar for a Children 
charity where we put down both our names to hang, along 
fellow donors, on a string from the roof. After we were done, 
we took the bus to downtown Seattle and walked to West-
lake Park. There we found ourselves a bench and sat watch-
ing those who hassled, those who stood in line outside food 
trucks and those playing chess on the ground. We kissed 
more than we talked. We laughed, and I shed a few tears. 
Then he asked me if there was anywhere else I wanted to go.

“Nope” I said satisfactorily “We can hang out here and walk 
home”

"C'mon" he said laughing nervously, "we have got at least 2 
hours before you gotta be on call"

"Yes but didn't you say you have never been to that Sunday 
basketball game from work and would like to go at least 
once before the summer was over?"

"Beach volley-ball" he said smiling "but that is fun only if 
you have somebody to come along with you and cheer you 
on. We go swimming after, skip rocks, walk on the beach. It is 
a very much couple's thing. Even Sanjeet brings his sister"

I smiled. He has told me how he made out with Sanjeet's 
sister on a New Year o�ce party and went as far as going 
out on a date; where she laid her cards on the table for him: 
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she was a vegan. Not her brother's kind of vegan who eat 
chicken, �sh and eggs. But the kind of vegan who does not 
give blow-jobs; because Semen was an animal product, and a 
live one at that.

"I think you should go," I insisted, feeling sad he was miss-
ing out on this world because of me. Swim suits and long 
conversations with White women were just not my thing 
"even without me. Go. Have fun. Then text me all about it 
when you get home in the evening."

"What if you did not get called in?" he asked, looking 
stressed out. "I would rather go to your apartment and wait 
with you. I can always join the guys afterwards for beer, or go 
to Alan's place for the barbecue on Friday"

I smiled. Even if I have not decided not to allow him into 
my apartment that morning, going to work after having sex 
was something that never made me feel good about myself. 
It does seem to have a good e�ect on my skin, or so it has 
been observed to me. I look relaxed and my skin seems to 
clear in a way I can't explain. However, and despite the pres-
ence of a condom between us, it made me feel like I was 
walking around with a vile secret between my legs; like a 
pregnant belly or a baby-diaper that badly needs changing.

"What?" Joe said, addressing my smile
"You know what happens if we go home"
"Not necessarily" he said laughing then squeezing my butt
"Yes necessarily" I said adamantly. He can't look more like 

the �rst day we met if he tried.
"You can say no" he smiled, kissing me in a way that made 

it clear saying no was going to be almost impossible "I know 
your will-power. You won't let me touch you when you are 
on your period, despite that being the one day a week I will 
see you. And I have no doubt you can say no and be heard if 
you really meant it"

My fear wasn't saying no in an ambivalent way. It was say-
ing no after all he did to make this morning a romantic one. 
"I just" I started uncomfortably, "I was hoping to end the day 
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with the same note we started it; without having to argue 
on whether or not we should have sex. Remember all those 
times when I would plan an afternoon where we could do 
things outside and, no matter how much fun we had, we will 
end up having sex in my apartment? Like you were just going 
through the motions until we get there?! I want, for once, for 
a guy to kiss me and go home hugging polls and singing ‘To 
be loved'. That is the one thing I always wanted, to be loved 
and cherished; not to be married, or have kids. If we end up in 
bed, everything we have done so far would feel like a sham - 
like it wasn't as pure or innocent as I thought"

"Wait" he said, in shock, "You don't think I took you to Ihop 
so you won't be able to say no, do you? I know Ihop is a big 
deal to you because – well because you are not used to going 
out. And I know that is partly my fault. But it isn't exactly 
Geraldine?!"

I sighed. "You know what I mean"
"Ok" he said, giving up "Fine. Can I walk you home, at least?"
I said I would like that and we walked home; hand in 

hand, quietly then getting more-chatty by the hour. When 
we reached the bus-stop before my apartment block, he 
stopped; and without releasing my hand, he said "I know I 
should be all strong and reserved. But I think it would kill 
me seeing your building and not be able to come in if you 
aren't gonna ask me in".

"Ok," I said weakly, barely being able to hear it myself. "I 
will see you soon"

"I will do anything if I can come in" he whispered in my ear, 
when I tried to give him a goodbye kiss "Anything... I will 
worship you to the end of my days"

"Have a good day Joe" I said, shivering a little before prying 
my hand out. He has a gorgeous penis and I miss seeing him 
naked. But if I let him come up this time, I would continue to 
be the woman he comes to stick it into twice a week.

"Meyti" he said, refusing to let go, "Sweetheart it's been two 
months!"
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"C'mon Joe"
"I miss sex so bad I try to avoid going anywhere near a 

woman for fear of making an exhibition of myself"
"I am sorry" I said, walking away. "But I should be on the 

clock soon. Go to the -game and text me you have got home 
safe. That would make me really happy, knowing you have 
gone out and had fun. Not to mention, let your colleagues 
know I am not the one always holding you back"

The walk back to my apartment was like the �rst time I 
got drunk; sickly happy and delirious at the same time. I was 
well aware Joe was standing there watching me; defeated, 
just as much as I was feeling on top of the world.

To my surprise, I didn't hear from him until the late hours 
of the evening; after I have gotten home, taken a bath to help 
me go to sleep and begun wondering if I have misjudged Joe. 
Was he so entitled, so immature that he would be too mad 
to say he got home alright just because I refused to let him 
into my apartment? Or was he out, hooking up with random 
strangers, just to get back at me? What do I do when I hear 
from him next? Be casual with him, too?! Start seeing other 
people? [although I do not know how one goes about doing 
that]. Get a hobby? Start a project? Volunteer wherever it 
was people volunteered at - anything to prove that I have 
places to go and things to do too?!

All this �ew out the window, of course, when my phone 
buzzed with the sound of an incoming text at around 2 am. 
"Just got home," it said "Was out with the guys from work, 
just as you wanted me to. Sorry I forgot to tell you I loved 
you earlier. Can't wait to see you again. Will try to behave 
this time".

I texted a smiley face back in the morning. No girl wants 
for a guy to know she's been awake half the night wondering 
if he was ok.
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CHAPTER 15

He was much better behaved when I saw him next. 
"I was going to take you to Alki beach and make a 
whole afternoon of it" he said, after he picked me 

from the train station using Cisco's car [the only non-stoner 
member of the group, who wasn't too keen on driving and 
only needs his car when his black boyfriend isn't in town to 
haul him around] "But Jared said he needs the car by 4, so 
I decided to bring the picnic here instead. I have got some 
chicken for sandwich, some French bread - sour-dough, your 
favorite; some baby bell cheese to go with it. Fruits, a veggie 
tray and --- an apple hard-cider. If we get bored, I have set up 
my laptop on the living room TV so we can watch a movie 
there. Even asked Eddy to check on us from time to time so 
there won't be a chance of sleeping together"

"What?!" I said surprised "you didn't have to do that!"
"Oh no it's �ne" he said, lying what looked like a table cloth 

on the ground under a big tree near the entrance "You know 
Eddy. If I am not taking him somewhere, he doesn't have any-
where to go"

"Oh ok" I said, sitting on the blanket with my feet outside 
it and purposefully ignoring the subject of Eddy. There was 
something in me that didn't trust the guy, despite his re-
assuring appearance; something slightly-o� and unpleasant. 
Like he was the sort who could mesh well with murderers, 
as well as nuns. At home in a prison-cell as much as a King's 
court. The fact that I did not know what he spent his time 
doing while getting disability for being hurt on the job while 
working as a pizza delivery guy; and his being a serial-mas-
turbator ["Woody" was his nick name among his friends] did 
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not add to his charm. "I like the colors. Reminds me of those 
aprons the wives wear in those old color movies"

"Yeah" he said straightening the ru�es "I got it from Ross, 
or "Rose" - as your cousin calls it" he gave me a tired smile 
"This, however, was unnecessarily expensive so went to my 
mom's to borrow it" he said, shaking the picnic basket vic-
toriously "She said it has been with her for close to 20 years 
and if I broke it, I am going to replace it if I have to go back 
to Macy's two decades earlier and buy it back. She is the one 
who sent you the Plums"

After we talked of this and that, interrupted only by the 
sound of a train passing and ate as much as we could; we 
decided to go back into the house and watch some movies. 
While I helped him carry the stu� we didn't eat, he gave me a 
quick tour of his room. And I was pleasantly surprised to see 
change has indeed come into his life. In place of the futon he 
used as a bed so far, he has got an actual bed; small but new. 
The futon he has started using as a chair and a place where he 
keeps his clean laundry.

Not only his room, but his attitude seems to have changed 
too. He was loving and respectful. However, he felt a little 
distant - too. Like something has shifted between us and I 
have become, instead of the "hot" girl he always wanted to 
sleep with, to a wife who was visiting.

When I told him I liked the new look of his place, he smiled 
in a patronizing way and said "Well I thought ‘getting one's 
act together’ should start with putting one's place together".

I smiled and took a long look at him. It was not something 
I could put my �nger upon, this new thing about him that 
left me a little uneasy. But it was a change so palpable, so 
de�nite, that I would have hissed at him if I were a cat. Like a 
murder-death-kill has been committed against the original 
Joe and here stands one who was a child no more.

Maybe this is what it means, having your prayers an-
swered. Maybe this is the price of growing-up.

Soon Eddy came out, wearing one of those stained super-
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hero shirts he never seems to run out of, and joined us in the 
living room. He seems, as always, to be hungry and didn't 
hesitate to gobble whatever was available after making sure 
none of us had any spot left in our stomach for it. It was a hot 
afternoon, with a mugginess that made everything in the 
room - despite the fans - sizzle. The apple-cider hasn't taken 
long to warm into my system and give me a mild buzz when 
Eddy pointed to a Joe whose head was doing various sleeping 
dances, like a tree being tossed by a wind.

"Sweetheart" I said, shaking him gently.
"What?" He said, opening his eyes, and looking as if he was 

asking for a repeat to the part of the conversation he missed.
"Do you want to go to your room and take a nap? I will 

watch the rest of the movie with Eddy and wake you up 
when whatwashisname comes back"

"Nah" he said, rubbing his eyes with the back of his hand. 
"I am ok" he yawned and stretched "It's been like this for the 
past week or so. I fall asleep when I am watching TV or try 
to read something. But the minute I hit the sack, it takes me 
hours to fall asleep"

"Speaking of not sleeping" Eddy said, suddenly chuckling 
out of his quite reverie "Did he tell you - did you tell her how 
you kept us up almost all night last Sunday? This guy," he 
continued laughing and pointing a wet �nger at Joe, "He was 
so wasted we gotta scrape his pieces o� the �oor"

"Wasted?" I looked up at Joe questioningly. Is that drunk or 
drugged?

"Yeah he said he had shots or Fireball.� Fireball!! That shit 
has so much anti-freeze almost all countries in the EU have 
banned it"

"Really?" I said to Joe, I thought he didn't drink alcohol.
"That was me saying goodbye to my old self" he joked, after 

giving Eddy a look of impatience that said this wasn't a sub-
ject he liked discussed this afternoon. "A sort of mourning"

"He kept trying to make us take him to your place. Kept 
saying he's gotta apologize to you"
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"Apologize to me?!" I said to Joe "For what?"
"Just ignore him" Joe said, waving Eddy away, "I had some-

thing on my mind from work and the alcohol sort of brought 
everything out in the open"

"First thing the next morning" Eddy continued happily "he 
was up and scrubbing the whole place. I was like ‘dude, you 
might want to take it easy on that. If you threw up, there is 
nobody else that can clean up your puke but yourself"

"Hey…." Joe admonished him. "People are eating here!!".
Eddy looked around confusedly. His look seems to say as 

far as he can tell, he was the only ‘people’ eating there. And 
he wasn't the kind of people who would get put o� by the 
talk of vomit.

When Eddy stepped into the restroom to wash his hand "Is 
that true?" I asked "Did I drive you to drinking?"

"Nah." He dismissed it, picking the plates o� the table "It 
was … stu� at work. Somebody said something. I said some-
thing back. Then somebody interfered saying that person 
didn't mean any harm. I walked away because I didn't want 
to make a scene. Later, we decided to be grownups about it 
and decided to get a drink. A peace o�ering, sort of. They 
were buying, me being the injured party. One thing led to 
another and we were having a shot contest. I guess I thought 
the more I drunk, the more cheerful I would become and 
everybody would relax - knowing things were ok now. Be-
sides, you know I can be kind of a show o� sometimes, espe-
cially when I am trying to show o�"

I did know that. What was new to me was his seeming ex-
haustion of it.

"So you went out to drink after texting me or did you text 
me after you got home?"

"I texted you from the bar" he said thoughtfully, "We didn't 
leave until we closed it down, there was Karaoke and all 
that. When they throw us out, I tried to make them bring me 
to you. Wasn't happening"

"I don't understand why you would want me to forgive you 
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again" I said, feeling a cramp-like pain in my stomach. I knew 
it was all too good to be true! Maybe all this reconciliation 
thing is in my head as well. "I thought I showed I forgave you 
when I came that morning"

"I was being melodramatic" he said, and as if that was the 
only way to avoid the subject, he started trying to braid my 
hair between his �ngers. "I know you think straight hair is 
cool, because you don't need to spend so much time wash-
ing it and trying to make sure it dried before you leave the 
house" he said, absent-mindedly, "For me, though, your hair 
– just like your freckles – it is a part of your identity, that you 
are the way nature intended you to be: unapologetic and un-
compromisingly connected to your roots. Like Lucy: being 
from earth and going back into the earth. Tough, durable, 
earth-colored hair. Real. Truth and beauty. Beauty and truth. 
That is what you know on earth and all you need to know, 
right?"

I broke into a smile and looked up at him, convinced he 
was trying to make a joke. He wasn’t smiling. In fact, tears 
were �oating in his eyes.

"Are you ok, sweetheart?" I asked, because it was obvious 
something has happened and I did not care how grave it was 
as long as he told me the truth

"Yeah" he said, swallowing hard.
“Is… is everybody ok at home?”
“No they are �ne” he said, dragging himself up, "Maybe you 

are right. I should try to get some sleep before Jared comes 
back and I took you back to Seattle. Do you mind cuddling 
with me? I know it is hot but I fall asleep easily when I am 
sleeping next to you"

"Of course" I said, wrapping my arms around his waist "Hey 
Eddy, Joe is going to get some sleep" I called out to Eddy; 
whose tinkling pee stopped just for a second. "You can log 
out when you are done"

After we entered his room, and left the window open, he 
took o� his shirt and we lay on top of his bed "I won't try to 
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have sex with you, I promise" he said; tucking his knees be-
hind my knees. "I just...” he put his nose in my hair and took a 
deep breath, "miss the smell of your shampoo"

I laughed. I have argued it was really the shampoo men 
miss when they say they missed the smell of a woman's hair. 
And what a cliché that expression has become in movies, 
just as much as "she is smart and funny" and "My grandma 
used to say". I can understand why in a country where how 
the mass sees you determines what sort of resources would 
be made available to you, giving them what they want 
would be the rule of the day. But the stories about matri-
archs who hand-down life lessons around crackling wood 
�re were as �ctitious and annoying to me as stories of di�-
cult childhoods and brutal 3rd world governments who 
prosecute angelic social workers or journalists.

Less than an hour later, I was woken up from my sleep with 
a sudden chilling of the air and rain beating against the win-
dow. It was raining, big round sticky pebbles of water, that 
look and feel like a spit from the sky. The whole room was 
�lled with the smell of a scorched earth �nally breathing.

"Oh my God" I said, trying to lift my body out of Joe's arm 
and not succeeding "It's raining"

"Hmm?" Joe said, woken by my chuckle and looking at me 
with glazed eyes, like he couldn't decide who I was

"It's raining" I said, laughing "Finally. I was so scared my 
room would be an oven again tonight and I won't get any 
sleep"

He looked at the window then turned his face towards me. 
There was a smile in his eyes, a smile that made me feel over-
whelmingly liked "Do you wanna fuck?" he asked.

"Yes please"
"Without a condom?"
"Joe!"�I said, pausing from preparing to receive his weight. "I 

told you. I can't take such risks now"
"But I love you” he said, looking as destitute as he looked 

earlier “I will never cheat on you, you know that. Gina went 
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to Portland for almost two months and I went directly home 
after work, despite there being two girls who would fuck me 
in the storage room if I asked. And you know how it was be-
tween us”

"I am not talking about AIDS” I said, put-o� by the image 
of his marathon-running ex whose bedroom mannerisms he 
once described as a mixture of a Ninja and a wild-beast; leav-
ing me quite self-conscious about my passivity.

“I would marry you the next day if you got pregnant” He 
said “I fantasize about it sometimes. My sperm swimming in 
your cervix, my semen fertilizing your egg, something that 
is mine deep inside you. You don't know how erotic that is 
for a man; being connected on that level to a woman... leav-
ing a mark. What I do not like is the idea of wearing rubber 
after �ve months of dating. It is a sign of mistrust"

"It is a sign that you respect my wishes” I said, "Please don't 
ruin this. Especially when I want it as bad as you"

"Ok" he sighed "But we gotta do it on the �oor. It is not fun 
when you are worrying about the noise; although nothing is 
hotter for me than having everybody hear how often I make 
my girl come"

And so, for the second time that day, we lay the picnic 
blanket on the ground and got on top of it; but this time to 
make a quite... slow ... and intense love; which turned out 
to be not as silent as I would have liked. Sleep followed, 
interrupted by mu�ed sounds from drumming from Jared’s 
room. Joe was awake; he said he has been awake by his hun-
ger for some time now. A hunger that seems to be devouring 
the inside of his stomach; after what he ate earlier. It was 
like his body was trying to make up for almost a week of 
lost appetite. But he has ignored it, as he was feeling too 
comfortable, too "jet-lagged", to leave his bed. Not to men-
tion how he was in no mood to come across some of his 
housemates right at that moment. So I went into the kit-
chen and grabbed all the items in the fridge and cabinets 
marked "Junior": a yogurt, two Mozzarella sticks, a bottle of 
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water and half a bag of Ethiopian beef jerky he said he liked 
munching on while working on his PC that my mom made 
me before leaving home. Afterwards we sat on the couch and 
went through his 440 CD iTunes collection, where he found 
me solo guitar acts I said I have always loved [having grown 
up listening to Tracey Chapman, UB40 and bits and pieces of 
Simon & Garfunkel]. Then we went to YouTube and listened 
to few of my favorite Ethiopian songs; which made me weep, 
because I miss home, was either in love or recovering from a 
heart-break when I �rst heard them. Then he read me, in his 
attempt to make me catch up on all those things I missed 
as a kid, two children’s books. Truman Capote's "A Christmas 
Memory", a book that his dad used to read him, and never 
fails to make him cry – even now. And "Where the Wild 
Things Are" which was a favorite of his when he was a kid. He 
also read me a poem by Dr. Seuss "Oh, The Places You’ll Go!”. 
It was a promise, he said, to the world he plans to introduce 
me and/or make me comfortable at.
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CHAPTER 16

A  woman always knows. She knows when a guy has 
something to hide from her, and when that thing 
has to do with another woman. His very back tells 

her. Joe was trying to hide something from me. It wasn't 
something I noticed o� hand. Just something that got me 
curious I would have quickly forgot, until it happened again 
- and again. Like that time I felt I saw something scurry be-
hind my dresser while I was watching a movie, something 
fast and small. I have thought it was my imagination. That 
nothing could be scurrying so fast that I won't be able to 
see it. This was America, after all. Fat rats and mice only 
belong on either the feeding center behind Swedish Hospital 
or Capitol Hill where only the homeless and gay people live. 
Then I woke up in the middle of the night by something 
chewing against the bamboo basket I use for my laundry. 
I have turned the light on, grabbed a shoe and kicked the 
bamboo with my sandal; then yelped at the site of the little 
critter that looked both surprised and confused at having 
her meal-time interrupted. When she ran around looking for 
a place to hide; I have screamed, jumped around and break-
danced despite a strict building policy of keeping as quite as 
a mouse after 11.

After running out into the landing, looking around, �nding 
no one; I have been left with no option but to calm myself 
and spy as to the recent whereabouts of the mouse. When 
none of my surprise unveilings paid o�, I decided to give up 
the search and go to bed and lie on top of it - so the little crea-
ture can't sneak into my sheets and scare the living day lights 
out of me. Sleep, however, was far from coming, not even 
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after I summoned enough courage to turn the lights o�. 
There was a mouse in my apartment and I was both fright-
ened and ashamed of it. I have made a point of keeping my 
apartment spic and span: You don't know where your day 
might end you, we say - where I came from - so you would 
want to leave a good impression on all those who would 
need to come into your room. [Car accidents are pretty com-
mon in my country!]. So I couldn't �gure out how I managed 
to produce it, unless I brought little eggs of it with me all the 
way from Africa - where I was found screaming for hours 
after going into the door-less mud hut kitchen my mom did 
her baking to fetch some charcoal and had the little crea-
tures slither out of the sack, looking very confused and 
covered in soot. Little dark creatures with eyes, tails and 
tiny feet that I felt were crawling on my body for many a 
night. I learned later this American mouse may have 
climbed through my window in one of those hot 80+ degree 
days in Seattle. Back then, though, I had to live with my 
‘dirty’ little secret, certain that I would be perceived as an-
other slum-dwelling African who went to school with lice in 
her hair, untrimmed nails and something or other that 
makes her hand itch and the sole of her feet swell. Afraid it 
would have me kicked out of my precious apartment with 
its lush green surroundings. For, however tough I considered 
myself compared to my American mates, the closest I came 
to being homeless other than abandoning the house every 
time I had a �ght with my mother and not coming back until 
I was either sleepy, hungry or cold was the night I spent on a 
chair at the o�ce of the Gas Station. When I called Mike, in 
tears, to ask for a permission to spend the night there [by vir-
tue of having locked myself out of my apartment by leaving 
the key in it]; he has said he doesn't care as long as I made sure 
everything was locked down before I went to my other job 
tomorrow morning. The fact that he didn't even o�er me his 
couch, although my pride won't have let me take it, was 
probably why I never end up becoming friends with Mike 
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despite the many days I come across him trudging blindly to 
work, carrying some greasy food he got from one of the 
Asian-stores in Chinatown in a tightly closed styrephome 
box, pre-maturely graying and full bellied as a pregnant 
woman.

I was getting used to coming home to my mouse-friend, 
falling to sleep hearing it chewing at my basket, keeping 
my distance from it, as far as it did it's; somewhat com-
forted by the thought of sharing a room with a fellow liv-
ing thing, until one day a customer walked in and asked 
Mike if we have anything for rodents. And Mike, God bless 
him, told him where to get and what to get: a glue-trap, he 
said, would catch anything from house-�ies to Mice. And 
so I have traveled to Walmart, bought the trap that caught 
my mouse ["Sorry baby", I have said to her, while spreading 
chopped onion on it, "I know it is sel�sh but I can't have you 
run around ruining my life. I can't get another apartment 
like this at this price and you are not even paying"]. When 
I came that night, after a tough day of computing data, I 
have found the creature mewling and trying to set itself free 
and jumped around like a cute guy on an Irish music video. 
A shoe box has helped me avoid the scene of su�ering. And 
when, two days later, the sound of scratching was no longer 
heard, I have found the courage to sweep the box and throw 
it out. Alas I have carried the shame of it for weeks, until the 
Manager came around on the morning of the yearly inspec-
tion and asked if there has always not been a screen on the 
window. When I admitted to not knowing what a window 
screen was, he said it was this thing that goes on the out-
side of the window, with a mesh on it, to keep insects and 
bugs out. "How did you survive the summer without a bug 
screen?" He asked "I mean anything can come in through the 
open window. Dust, fruit �ies, cockroaches. Even mice. We 
had a mice problem a couple of years back from the restaur-
ant across the street. They were not disposing of their left-
overs properly and the garbage area was crawling with them 
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for months. We have to call the Health department on them 
to make them behave"

There was a mouse in Joe's quarters. I have noticed a ner-
vous look pass on his face every time the phone made a rain-
drop sound, which was what he assigned for texts, and seen 
him interrupt incoming calls after checking who the caller 
was. He has become too attentive afterwards and I have 
known, whatever it was, had to do with a woman.

I put up with it for as long as I can. Then one afternoon, 
after he got up to check his phone, while we were watching 
a movie I have been bugging him to watch with me, typed a 
quick reply, turned it o� and come back to sit next to me, I 
looked up and said "Who was that?"

"Huh?" he said, half smiling, half preoccupied
"The text! Who was that from?"
"Oh a friend"
"What kind of friend?"
"How many kinds of friends are there?" He said, trying to be 

cute
"I don't know, you tell me"
He looked at me, with mild surprise. "What is wrong?"
"Nothing wrong, just wondering what kind of a friend it is 

that you need to keep them a secret"
"I wasn't keeping them a secret" he said, defensively "I was 

trying to make sure we can watch the movie undisturbed"
"It is a woman, isn't it?!" I said, a tremor passing through my 

body
"So?"
I got up. My cheeks were burning and there was a shiver 

running in my frame.
"What, I can't have female friends?" he said, laughing.
"No. And that is not me, it is you who said you can never be 

friends with women because one of you end up wanting to 
sleep together"

"Well there is Gina" he said, looking up at me from where he 
was sitting, "She is my friend and I have no intention of sleep-
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ing with her, even when I could - more than once"
It was stupid. It was all stupid. So stupid it was insulting. I 

started looking for my purse.
"What are you doing?" he said, rising up
"I think I will go home" I said, "Can you drive me to the train 

station?"
"Oh God" he groaned, rubbing his face. "You can't be ser-

ious"
"I am serious" I said, looking for my purse and, in my agi-

tation, not �nding it "I just want to go home. If it is ok with 
you?"

"Meyti...”
"Let go of my hand please"
It was cold, even to my ears. There was a warning behind it. 

An ‘I would scream if you don't stop'. It was the voice I used 
for most of my dealings with men I did not like after an after-
noon when a man, standing behind me on the bus I used to 
take to school, followed me around with his thighs. I turned 
around and said "Can you stop pushing against me, sir? There 
is plenty of space behind you?". He has chuckled nervously, 
said he was a paying customer and can stand wherever he 
wants; then added I should stay home if I didn't want to be 
touched [getting few laughs from those trying not to step on 
the foot of the person next to them, as a result] then moved 
when the ticket seller, who has thus far been quietly con-
�ned to her glass case, warned to have the driver throw him 
out if he didn't behave - she knows what he comes in here to 
do and she won't put up with it anymore. He has given her a 
bad look and stared at me, all the way to school, muttering 
threats.

"Can you calm the fuck down �rst?"
"No" I said, snatching my hand "I don't want to see you. I 

don't ever want to talk to you"
"I didn't do anything" he pleaded calmly
"I can't believe it"�I said, bursting into tears "You told me you 

never cheat on your girlfriends and, like a fool, I believed 
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you"
"And I didn't" he said, trying to hug me "I just texted her 

when you and I broke up. She said she was with a guy now but 
we can be friends if I wanted to. I was embarrassed so I said 
sure. She is this person I went to once or twice when I got out 
of a relationship. It is not somebody I sleep with on a regular 
basis"

"Please just take me home" I said struggling up after break-
ing free from his embrace

"Hold on" he begged me. "I am telling you the truth. I 
texted her; she told me that shipped has sailed. I said sure. 
The next day she texted back and said she has thought about 
it and we can be friends. I said ok because I was sure it won't 
be long before she asked me over for an over-night cuddle 
and we end up screwing. But we end up with her telling 
me about how messed up the guy was and I giving her ‘the 
male's’ perspective. When you and I got back together, I told 
her we were back. She said that should not matter because 
we were friends. So she texts when she is bored and I reply. 
There is really nothing going on"

While I wept quietly, he told me the story of the girl he 
spent a night with after meeting her on Craigslist. A chubby 
girl with a pretty face who can type faster than the wind. She 
had posted a question about douche-bags and he has re-
sponded with a funny remark, after which they started talk-
ing. Just discussions, about relationships and life. He has 
told her why he was there and she has said she never trusted 
men from Craigslist. They were losers, liars or perverts. He 
has said he was more of a hobo than a loser. But he will take 
that over the other two. When she sent him a photo of her-
self, with her dog - love of dogs was something they shared, 
he has told her he thought she was pretty and her �aming red 
hair was the kind a man wants to put his �ngers through. She 
has been �attered, but he was still going by what she said 
about not wanting to hook up with men from Craigslist. 
Then came the weekend her kid was spending with her dad. 
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She has felt lonely and has asked him if he wants to drop by. 
He has been surprised, wondered where that came from, but 
said 'hell yeah'. She has joked there would be no funny busi-
ness. Only movies and popcorn. He was still sleeping in his 
car those days, and the laptop was the only source of light 
and company he had [a laptop he charged outside 7/11s and 
at the library; surrounded by men whose feet jittered, who 
grind their teeth and su�ered from maladies that made 
them say the vilest thing at the quietest hour of late after-
noon]. A warm bed and the scent of a woman wasn't some-
thing he could resist. He said ‘sure whatever’ to the cuddle 
and o�ered to buy the pop-corn; also got a box of ‘Bee Sweet’ 
tangerine which was on sale for like 1.99. Of course he has 
noticed she was wearing all cream when he got there, that 
she looked nervous, and smelled sweet. They have watched 
the movie, ate the pop-corn [and the Mandarin] and spent 
the night together; �rst, cuddling then kissing. He has 
wanted to go further, but she has said not today and he has 
respected that. In the middle of the night, when he lay awake 
toasting in his own desire, worrying he would jump her if 
she so much as went near his boxer, she has pulled it down 
and touched something of his and he has�jumped her down. 
They have done it over and over again, even sat on her bed-
room's window ledge and smoked afterwards. In the morn-
ing, when he thanked her for a great night and kissed her a 
good day, he had a �eeting fantasy that maybe there was a 
potential here. But there were two girls he was �irting with 
the idea of: Cassidy, a Jew-fro sporting White girl who didn't 
know how to hold a broom when she �rst started – despite 
majoring in Performance Arts. And Xiamora, his supervisor 
and the woman who made him give up crack-cocaine after 
she told him how everyone of the girls used to have a crush 
on him when he �rst started, before he broke up with his �-
ancée and started reeking of marijuana �rst thing in the 
morning. Besides, she neither texted, nor emailed, so he has 
written it o� as a 'one-night stand'. A very good one-night 
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stand that he would want to relive with a girl of his own. 
But…

He was working at Starbucks back then, a ‘brown soldier’ 
in a black shirt and green apron. He loved the smell of the 
pastries �rst thing in the morning, making quick friends 
with happy people eager to start their day with a fresh cup 
of co�ee and loved the noise of the co�ee machine - and how 
easy it was to clean - unlike everything else in life. When Cas-
sie said some lady has called asking for him earlier.

"She asked for me, by name?" he has said, assuming it was 
an unhappy customer

"Yes. She asked if we have a Joseph Junior working for us 
and I told her we didn't. Completely spaced out on your 
name. It was Zee who heard me and said it may be for you, 
she has heard you mention you were a Junior. When I asked 
the lady if she wanted to talk to you she said it was �ne. Just 
wanted to know you were ok"

"What?" he has said, too shocked to swallow half the 
mu�n in his mouth

"Yes, like she thought you have gone and died or some-
thing"

He has told the girls he was gonna take his last break, went 
out and called her "Did you call my work?" he said, before an-
swering her greeting.

"Well hello to you too"
"Answer the question: Did you call my work?"
"Your work?" she has said "How would I call your work 

when I don't know where you work?"
"Don't fuck with me, Mariah" he has said, panicked. "This is 

a totally unacceptable behavior"
She has joked then that she was worried about him. He 

hasn't called, emailed or texted for 2 days. How would she 
know a gang of gun-toting hicks, hillbillies and rednecks 
haven't told him to drop his pants, did what they will with 
him, beat him up and left him for dead?

"Yes but I thought we had an understanding" he said, still 
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pissed o� "That you knew where I was coming from and you 
wanted just a one-night stand?"

She has sighed and said it was actually supposed to be a 
one-night cuddle. But her call wasn't even about that. She 
was worried, with his living situation, something might 
have happened to him. They were becoming good friends 
and that was what she was missing.

"If I was your friend, why didn't you call me directly in-
stead of calling my work?" He has raged. "I mean...�my work. 
Jesus!"

She said something about not wanting to bother him in 
case he was avoiding her on purpose.

He has thanked her for caring, said he was ok and hung up 
the phone. Which, he thought, would be the end of it. But 
of course it wasn't. She started sarcastically. Then begging. 
Then threatening to call his work again and tell the girls 
how he was fantasizing about them, sometimes alone, other 
times together. Said he was another traitor, another back-
stabber, another Craigslist asshole. The day he asked her to 
tell him what she wanted, really wanted, she has started cry-
ing and said all she needed was his love. When he said he 
can't give it to her she has text bombed him; rendering his 
phone useless for a few hours. That is when he called back 
and said if she ever contacted him again, he has no option 
but to alert the authorities. He didn't think she wants to do 
that, what with her custody drama and all that. As for the 
rape charges, he has all the emails and texts she sent after-
wards to prove everything was consensual. She should seek 
help, he has advised, the kind you get from a professional, 
not men looking for a No String Attached sex on Craigslist. 
She hasn't contacted him after hanging up that evening. Just 
in case, though, he has changed his number. "Women can be 
insane, man" he has joked and avoided CL altogether until - 
well - the time we broke up. He has made a post, with the 
photo of his penis, to �nd a woman he could have a ‘casual 
encounter’ with. The responses were either bots or from gay 
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men. After deleting it, he has thought long and hard about 
it, felt very desperate and texted her. She has asked who it 
was and made him grovel like he hasn't groveled since high-
school. When the groveling was done, she has made fun of 
him, she has a guy now and no longer wants to ‘do the dirties’ 
with him, but if what he wanted was a friend, a friend he 
will have. She wasn't him. She doesn't think people were dis-
posable. She forgives and forgets, manages to always �nd a 
reason to laugh. And he has been ok with that. Even when 
she started becoming hysterical and abusive and emotion-
ally manipulative, he has put up with it; feeling it was a just 
punishment for his sins. But more importantly, he was afraid 
displeasing her would bring her psycho out. That she would 
manage to �nd me and tell me things that were not true. 
Things that would make me look at him in a light unpleas-
ant. She has sensed that, and toyed with him like a cat with 
a mouse. Calling, if he so much as ignored her text for 30 
minutes.

"And you didn't do anything?"
"Not after I met you, Meyti. I swear on everything I hold 

dear"
"So why were you hiding it from me?" I asked, "Why didn't 

you just tell me?"
"I guess I was embarrassed. Here I was, wanting to get back 

with you; but going to great length to get pussy as well. 
She was right. I am a scumbag. But I never pretended to feel 
things I didn’t feel for her. I never lied! She said all these 
things, but the minute we slept together, she completely 
crushed on me"

"And you never saw her after that?"
"Once, a month or so to the �rst night we spent together. 

She called drunk and was crying on the phone. I felt bad so I 
told her I would come over but only if she promises to stop 
acting crazy. She said she will but keeps saying these things 
all throughout the night 'Oh I know why you are here', ‘I 
know you don't want me', ‘I disgust you', etc. Verbally abus-
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ing me, and making me feel like a loser by reminding me I 
was technically homeless. But it was all a test. She says those 
things so you would feel indignant, protest and decide to 
step up to the plate. Reverse psychology, but only pathet-
ically and painfully executed. For example, she accused me 
of not having the decency to break up with her in person. I 
said we haven't dated so there was no dumping. She said, all 
the while when she was telling me she doesn't trust men on 
Craigslist, she was really hoping I would prove her wrong. 
Studying me to see if I was who I said I was and the night we 
spend together - apparently she thought she found the guy 
she has been looking for. If I knew how little respect she had 
for herself, I wouldn't have gone in the �rst place"

"But you went for a round two"
"Yes but this time I asked her does she know what's going 

on, was she sure? She said she has learned her lesson. No fan-
tasizing about men on Craigslist. So we have fucked and gone 
our separate ways. But when I gave her a call the next day, to 
know if everything was �ne now, she was all twisted and bit-
ter. So I stopped responding and that was when she texted-
bombed my phone. Like I said, I doubt she would have 
stopped if she didn't think I was really going to call the cops. 
And until you and I broke up, I was happy to be rid of her"

"Can I ask you a question?" I said, in control of my senses 
now

"Of course, sweetheart"
"Did you -- you know -- go down on her?"
"What?!" he said disgusted
"The �rst night?"
"You want me to tell you?!"
"See?" I wailed "I knew it. I had a feeling about it the �rst 

day I met you. That it wasn't a �rst time thing. That you did - 
did that stu� to other women too. That you can't wait to do 
it - however dirty or disgusting they maybe"

"Ok. Maybe you are right" he said, looking glum. "You 
should probably go"
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"Good" I said, snatching my purse up and walking to the 
door

"God damn it!"� he said, kicking the bed with his shoe. "I 
don't have to defend my actions to you!"

"No you don't. But if you don't take me to the train station, 
I will walk there"

"You hate me, huh? I disgust you because I went down on a 
fat girl?"

"Please" I said coldly "I just want to go home"
He stood there, watching me. Then grabbed Cisco's key 

from where he tossed it earlier and walked out of the room. 
But not for long. He came back, pushed me in and slammed 
the door behind.

"I am not fucking letting you go before you hear me out" he 
said passionately, "We are fucking grownups. We should be 
able to talk without kicking each other around town"

"I have nothing to say to you" I said, crying bitterly. "You 
are an imposter, and I don't want to be with an imposter. To 
think I thought you were a catch when I met you in Frank-
furt. You are the worst human being in the planet"

"Wow" He whistled "I can't imagine what you would say 
when you�actually�have something to say"

I laughed, but it was a hysterical laugh. I was laughing, and 
crying, and shaking until he gave up trying to comfort me, 
grabbed his phone and dialed a number.

"Mariah?" he said, when the person at the other end mum-
bled something "Talk to her"

"What?"�I said, jumping back like I was shot.
"There! Talk to her! Ask her if I fucked her in the last year"
"Hello?�Hellllllloooo?" I can hear the woman sing.
"Go on" he said, pressing the phone on me. "Let her say we 

did and you can fucking break up with me right now. I will 
drive you to Seattle myself and you will never... ever... hear 
from me again"

I took the phone and hung up. "What is wrong with you?" 
I said and sat on his bed. "I don't want to talk to her". And 
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it was true. I am the type who runs from her problems, not 
confront them. Not when it is a woman who was in his life 
before me and not when my insides were going to pieces at 
the thought of him having shared his body with another per-
son.

"You should have. She would have told you the truth and 
you will know I have never lied to you"

Of course he has. Lying is an important part of a relation-
ship. I pluck the "peach fuzz" on top of my lips the days I 
have to meet him, suck my stomach and pretend I was a lit-
tle bird incapable of eating more when he puts a portion half 
his size on my plate. And he pretends he was on board with 
the whole movement towards a more inclusive gender-role 
while his idea of chivalry and what it means to be a man 
seems taken right out of a "How to tell he is an Alpha Male" 
guide book. The phone rang again. He picked it up.

"Hi" he said, looking bored. "Yes. Yes. My girlfriend. Yes. 
Sorry you felt that way. She wanted... She said... If you gave 
me a minute... Yes!! She wanted to ask you if we slept to-
gether in the last year. No I didn't. She wouldn't believe me. 
No. I know, for Fucksake" he stretched impatiently. I can 
hear the girl going on and on "Yes. Awkay. Whatever, dude. 
Whatever. Bye"

"She said how dare I get her mixed up in my dramas and for 
you to not call her ever again. She has a growing up kid"

I sat there, breathing heavily, like the wounded animal 
that I was

"She sounds scared though" he said looking amused "Like 
she thought you were a stereotypical black woman who 
would kick her butt if she messed with your man. So", he put 
the phone down "Do you still want to go to Seattle?"

Something has happened. He was the injured party and I 
was the bad guy. I felt my passion dissipating and my heart 
beating less fast. There was sweat on my brow. I was still 
shaking but my cheeks weren't burning indignantly.

"You know what is disappointing?" he said, after he sat on 
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the couch across from me and watched me "That I expected 
better from you. That is what is disappointing"

"What does that mean?" I said, suddenly angry. That I am 
fat? That I am ugly? That I let him do that to me the �rst day, 
too?

"After all your talk about inner beauty and all that crap, I 
would have thought you would be less judgmental?"

"Judgmental?!"
"As to who I should and shouldn't go down on"
"I did not say that. All I said was I knew I should not have 

trusted a guy who does that to a woman the �rst time she 
met him"

"Well I am glad to have proved you right" He said, now 
walking to the door with the key "Trust your instinct. Al-
ways"

Oh Boy. This wasn't going the way I wanted it to.
"I have no problem with fat girls" I yelled, "In fact they are 

the one class of people I sympathize with most in Amer-
ica. We are minorities: Fat Americans, Africans and Gay guys. 
Anybody can make fun of us, and it is ok. Like we haven't 
managed to make it to this country yet and won't hear all 
the jokes. But we both know you didn't contact her the sec-
ond time because of her inner beauty, and that it didn't stop 
you from not wanting to be with her"

"You are right" he said "I contacted her so I could fuck her 
brains out. I am not a girl; my dick is not always connected to 
my heart. But wanting to get together with her just for sex, 
or not wanting to be with her, doesn't make everything else 
about her false. Just like it didn't make you. She was great: 
she was funny, sarcastic and warm. Loves almost all those 
things you love; has the softest skin I have come across. So 
she eats her feelings and has a problem with being a fuck-
buddy! Big deal!! I enjoyed every minute of it and if she didn't 
turn out to be crazy, maybe, or at least cooled her heels long 
enough to convince me she wasn't so needy, I would have 
kept at it maybe for months"
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"Good for you" I said, wanting to change the subject more 
than leaving now. I was relieved from saying my piece - the 
one piece that has been weighing on my mind for months; 
the one sin I needed to confess - and electri�ed at how things 
turned out. He has not cheated on me. Not even when we 
were ‘on a break'. And I am kind of happy the little fat girl 
got a night of solace, at least. But I was not ‘down’ with the 
secrecy, the whole attempt at covering up something that 
happened way before I came into the picture. "I just don't 
want you to hide things from me" I grumbled "I hate feeling 
I was in the dark in my own relationship. It is the one thing 
that I don't know what to do with"

"Of course" he said, after grunting impatiently "because 
you never hide anything from me, right?"

"What do you mean?" I said surprised "What have I kept 
from you?"

"Never mind" he said "Anything else?"
"Is it ok if I don't want to do that ... thing, for a while?"
"What thing? Oh that thing. Ok"
"I would be thinking about her, and I can't respond favor-

ably when I am thinking things"
"No worries" he said, smiling bitterly "It is actually a win-

win for the both of us. I don't have to end up with hair in my 
throat and you won't have to gag every time you came near 
my penis. And if you felt another batch of abstinence was in 
order too, bring it on"

"I don't mean it that way" I said, when he got up and said he 
was feeling like walking - alone - if I don't mind.

"I am sure you don't" he said "I’m sure you don't �nd me dis-
gusting too right now. But it feels that way"

"Listen ...” I said, getting up and holding his arm "Listen...”
It was his turn not to want to listen.
"It is alright"
"No it is not" I kissed his cold cheeks "I like what you 

do when you ... when you do that to me" I said, carefully 
choosing my words, so they don't fall out of my mouth like 
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false teeth; like they never belonged there. "I like seeing you 
down there. It makes me feel very powerful. Very - desired. 
It is the only thing that I can masturbate to, if I wanted. By 
thinking about it. It is a form of worship isn't it? Like kissing 
a holy relic? Pressing your lips to it? Like the waters of life? 
'Sweet waters of life'. Like in the bible. Lapping the water 
with your tongue, as if your whole life depended on it. But...” 
His eyes were becoming more and more glazed, like they did 
that �rst day I met him, I felt weak in the knee "But if you 
don't want to do it...”

"And there she goes and ruins it" He said smiling.
"Or if you want me to shave…”
"No I don't, actually" he said, toying with my hand, "Hair 

doesn't grow on the important parts. Besides, you still taste 
yummy, no matter what you think. It is your pheromones, 
and I get turned on just being near it. As for the occasional 
‘pube’ that gets stuck in my teeth, that is what �ossing is for"

"But you just implied...”
"You hurt me when you said not to touch you" he said 

quietly "like I have brought some disease on my tongue from 
a far-away place. Like I need to be exorcised until the sick-
ness has left our village. So I retaliated"

"I am sorry" I said, pressing myself on him "But if you want 
to - to do it - I won't say 'no'"

"It is alright" he said, smiling graciously
"No" I said tugging at his hand "I want to. I feel like if you do 

it today, I will climb that bridge and no longer have to worry 
about having to face it"

"Yes well" he said, examining my ear-bud, as if he has not 
seen it before "If I do it now, I won't like myself much after-
wards. Promise me you will hear me out when we have a 
�ght next time and not to run away, I will consider all of this 
well worth it"

"You sure?"
"I am certain"
"Ok I promise. But you gotta promise to tell me when 
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something I need to know happens to you too" I said "My 
mom bore a lot of things in silence. I bore a lot of things in 
silence. Silence drives me crazy nowadays because there is 
a world of pain in silence nobody else can get to help you 
with. It may be the reason why I hate loneliness although I 
am not crazy about people. Not to mention how omission 
can be a lie"

He was looking so amused that I couldn't help feel naked 
"What?" I said, irritated

"Nothing" he said, avoiding my eyes
"What is it?"
"I would rather not go into it. We have had enough drama 

for an evening"
"I have a feeling you think I have lied to you about some-

thing" I said. I�have�told him about Mulugeta the �rst day I 
met him "Am I right?"

"If omission is lying" he said after throwing himself on the 
couch and looking up at me, "Yeah. I would say you have"

"How? I mean when?"
"When you omitted telling me you had a lover in your 

building" He said, carelessly
"A lover?!"
"This Mexican guy" he said, as if Marco - who was actually 

Cuban - was standing right in front of him, "I couldn't �nd 
my key the other day. And he saw me when coming down 
to check his mail. So opened the door for me saying he has 
seen me with you. Like I said, he was checking his box and 
I thought it only courteous to stop for a chit-chat. Besides, 
there was something that bothered me about his familiar-
ity. That he knew your name and what apartment you were 
in. But it wasn't until he said he hasn't seen me around for a 
while and that you were a good girl that I understood your 
acquaintance was a little more than, shall we say, neigh-
borly. The most fucked up thing was he seems to think I 
knew all about him"

Ok. Damage control. Deny. Deny. Deny. Or at least - bend 
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the truth. Say he used to get your mail. That he was a cus-
tomer while you worked at the gas-station. That he was a 
stalker.

"Well...?"
"I have told you how a guy who found me crying outside 

helped me get the apartment, right?"
"Yes, the gay guy”
“Or bisexual. I don’t know. I see him with all kinds of 

women but his Facebook is full of all these weird photos of 
him wearing eye-liners and plucking his brows and painting 
his nails. He also wears these really short-shorts in the sum-
mer. Like he goes out of his way to show he is gay or piss o� 
someone”

He sighed like he was a wolf trying to blow my ill-con-
structed straw house down. As if I was stalling.

"Anyway after I bought cooking utensils, I made some 
Ethiopian food for him as a ‘thankyou', and because he said 
he has never had it, and went to his apartment"

"Go on"
"And... you know...”
"Wow" He said, like he couldn't believe what he feared has 

happened was what actually happened. "And then - what 
happened afterwards?"

"He said he wasn't in the place where he could date any-
body but I had a lot of things going for me and should never 
short-change myself"

"Because you felt worthless for wanting more while he was 
only looking for a one-night stand!?"

I wasn’t sure if I should apologize for feeling worthless; or 
for wanting a life with a man who was kind to me when he 
could have simply quickened his step away from me. A man 
who called me "mamacita" even before I discovered what it 
means [that the guy not only �nds you attractive, but wants 
to get in bed with you and turn you into the mother of his 
children] months before I was able to snatch the pieces of 
my sanity from the jaws of self-hatred and depression. “Yes 
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but...”
"You don't need to explain yourself to me" Joe interrupted 

me by raising his hand "It would have been nice to know 
there was yet another guy you wanted to have a relationship 
with who, for one reason or another, couldn't be with you in 
your own building. But why you were with him that night is 
your own business"

"I am sorry" I said, genuinely touched "I didn't tell you be-
cause it was a onetime thing and I had a feeling you won't 
like hearing it - judging by how even telling you I used to be 
in love with Mulugeta upsets you"

"Used to"�he chuckled. "That is charming! Anyway all I am 
saying is - not even the most doe-eyed of us are innocent 
when it comes to these things"

"What if I told you I won't have let you come that �rst day 
if it wasn't for him?" I said in despair

"What do you mean?" he said, stopping from his walk to 
the laptop

"That he is the one who opened my eyes to the world of 
sex. He made me realize that not all no-string attached sex is 
bad. That it can be enjoyed even when it isn't a means to an 
end; on its own merit?"

"Oh you are telling me he is the guy I thought I was! Your - 
more or less - �rst?"

I rubbed my eyes. There was no winning with this guy.
"Why are you upset?" he said, watching me sideways. "You 

were not hoping I would send the guy a fruit basket for fuck-
ing my girlfriend in a way no one has fucked her before, do 
you?"

"I wasn't your girlfriend then"
"No but when you became one, I was made to believe this 

was all you had going for you” he said picking up Eli and 
holding him by the neck “That was what I based my little 
vanity on, that you were like a virgin in many respects"

"And I was!" I said, almost certain he would tear Eli’s head 
o� unless I interfered. “We didn’t do any of the things you 
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and I did. Only when I told him I've never had an orgasm, 
other than through a man using his �ngers, and how I feel 
deformed because of it, he said women weren't supposed to 
orgasm through missionary anyway. That was news to me! 
Then we tried a couple of positions before we found out 
sideways was the only---" he looked daggers at me "It was 
just new to me, very American - very Hollywood, if you will, 
ending up in bed with someone when none of us expected it. 
That is what I meant by him being the reason that led to you, 
not ... not him being anywhere near what you made me real-
ize about my sexuality"

"You should go to sleep" he interrupted me after shoving 
Eli behind the door and walking to his laptop "You gotta 
take the train �rst thing tomorrow morning. Remember?"

No kiss. No hug. Not even a ‘goodnight'. I may have had that 
coming, but it still felt lonely. Like a child that cries harder 
because his mother forgot to make the pain go away by kiss-
ing the grazed knee. Like an important ingredient was miss-
ing from my sleep diet.
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CHAPTER 17

I don't know if the somber mood that I went to sleep 
with made my throat muscles a little less �rm, but I 
was jerked out of my sleep with something blocking 

my air pipes a couple of minutes or hours later.
Joe must have come back to bed because the minute I 

could get my breath back, he switched the light on and asked 
me what was wrong.

"I don't know" I said coughing and beating my chest "This 
is the third time this month I choked on my saliva in the 
middle of the night. It so freaked me out I couldn't even go to 
sleep last time. I tried googling it and it said it is either too 
much alcohol or consuming starch near bed time. I have cut 
on my dinner pop-corn ever since. But it seems to keep on 
coming. I don't know what to do"

I was �shing for sympathy, or at least the compassion that 
makes him reach a hand across the bed, making us friends 
again. Joe didn't seem bothered. Nothing illness related 
seems to bother him. As if he thinks, compared to what he 
saw 'over there', we were all whiny bitches.

"How about sleeping on your back?" he said going back to 
his phone and whatever game he was playing on it "That 
could cause chocking"

"It said that too. But you sleep on your back" I said, raising 
myself by my elbow "You snore, but I have never heard you 
choke"

"Well sleep-apnea isn't a laughing matter" he said "But you 
might want to try sleeping on your side. My old man was al-
ways choking on his saliva when taking a nap before he was 
told to sleep on his side"
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"But...”
"What? You have an objection to sleeping on your side?"
"No. It’s just...” I hesitated. “My back is the position I slept 

in ever since I was a kid and found out I don’t have to stare 
into the darkness or the wiggly things inside my eye-lids all 
night long. I don’t know if you saw that movie Kramer Vs. 
Kramer. There is this scene where the kid wakes up from 
sleep in a background that looks like the outdoors but is 
really his bedroom wall painted like the sky. That was what 
the inside of my bed was for me: an entrance to a world I 
constructed using my imagination. Like saying “let there be 
life” and a whole world springing out of the darkness. They 
were mostly romantic stories, with roles I played myself – 
quietly, like reading without moving your lips. On those oc-
casions where Zinash or my mom heard me cry or laugh, I 
would pretend to be asleep and they assumed I was having 
a nightmare. My mom actually made me wear ‘kitab’ – this 
charm made from animal skin people believed would ward 
o� evil spirits – because my eyes were found sealed shut 
after some woman commented on how big they were when 
I was little. Anyway, from that, I guess I have always associ-
ated sleeping on my back as a position to dream. You can’t 
see much of the world from a side-sleeping position. It is nar-
row and limiting - even for one's imagination. In fact, when I 
sleep on my side, the only thing I can think of was how a part 
of my back was exposed - to someone or something. Makes 
concentration hard. Not to mention how I have heard your 
breasts would sag if you keep on sleeping on your side. Even 
now...” I said touching them "They are not exactly 'twin gaz-
elles grazing among the lilies'"

Joe laughed so hard that it was him who was soon choking. 
"What on earth are you talking about?!" he said afterwards 
"You have gorgeous breasts and the biggest nipples I have yet 
to see on another woman. Besides ... I have told you how all 
natural breasts are supposed to fall to the side when you lie 
on your back. If you saw a woman sleeping and her breasts 
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are perky, either she didn't have much of a breast to begin 
with or they are implants. And I�have�cupped a feel of fake 
boobs. They looked great and felt real enough. For some 
reason though, I kept expecting somebody to hit the back of 
my hand and tell me to stop it. Like honking a clown’s nose. 
And if the choice is between your breasts sagging, or you 
worrying you’ll die from choking on your saliva in an empty 
room, I’d have them sag till kingdom come"

"Of course� you� would say that" I grumbled, play-�ght-
ing, because I was happier he has forgiven and forgotten 
the "Marco incident" "You have nothing that falls to the 
ground the day you hit 40. Donna was saying how her early 
40's weren't so much ‘things fall apart’ rather ‘things take 
longer’. Now it is like she is an old car, an endless trouble-
shooting job until she stops moving"

"Yeah but the woman had a kid before she was even 18; and 
probably was on all kinds of prescription drug all her life. 
You have had a very active life. You are healthy and could 
pass for a 25-year-old, if you want. So I doubt you would 
have falling parts any time soon. Besides, aging is a part of 
life. And it is not only on women that the laws of physics 
work. Men have stu� that won't work as well too. At least 
girls can always �nd somebody interested in sleeping with 
them" Then he chuckled "You know what is funny?" He said 
"It is the language you use when you are making fun of your-
self. The creativity of it! I don't know if it is because you 
are mashing up two languages in this beautiful and awkward 
way, like a kid learning how to use Grammar, to say what you 
mean. Or because some of the expressions are old and Brit-
ish. But it makes me laugh as much as it makes me sad every 
time I thought of it"

"That was actually from the bible" I said
"And it says that about breasts?"
"Oh it says more than that" I said, pleased. "It is a very - 

erotic part of the bible"
"Hm" he said, doubtfully "I mean I know the bible had some 
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quotable verses but I never had the impression it can be so - 
pornographic. I thought, when it comes to sex, "the whore of 
Babylon" was as far as its vocabulary went"

"You obviously haven't read 'The Song of Solomon'" I said, 
propping myself up on a pillow "What is your religion any-
way?"

"The religion of I don't know" he said philosophically "And 
I don't think I would give a shit if I did. Do they have a name 
for that?"

"Agnostic, I think" I smiled "I would have probably said the 
same if it didn't feel like I was betraying a friend every time I 
said it. Jesus and I were pretty close when I was a kid"

"Yeah” Joe said, looking out into world through the dingy 
shuttered window "I have thought Jesus would be a cool 
dude to hang out with, too; kind of like Bob Marley. They 
were both black, both stoners. Besides, he told the people 
not to pay tax; which makes him a good guy in my book"

"Is that right?" I said, not wanting to correct him and ruin 
his ideals of Jesus. "What else?"

"I think that was it" he said, "My parents used to take us to 
a Methodist church when I was a kid. But I didn't have a par-
ticular impression that they cared for - or even listened to 
- the stu� going there. My dad was busy sweating in his suit 
while my mom did a cross-word puzzle. I loved the story of 
Joseph, though, the kid with the coat of many colors. I may 
have even fantasized about Marty selling me to Egyptian 
merchants someday. He never hid the fact that he was jeal-
ous I was my dad's favorite, and took the name that was his 
birth right"

"I am assuming you fantasized about slavery before you 
watched 'Roots', right?" I asked, wanting to add how I used to 
fantasize about being raped too - or at least being found so 
irresistible by a man that he would lose reason and sanity to 
force himself upon me; until a shadow inside my door - that 
turned out to be a garbage bag I hung on the knob - almost 
gave me a heart-attack one night.
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"Oh yeah" he said smiling "Way before that. In fact, if I 
thought any beating was involved, I would have given the 
fantasy a second thought. It was more having stars worship 
you, corns standing in awe of you, the young wife of the 
master coming on to you [especially the young wife of the 
master coming on to you] that was a turn on. Even then I had 
a thing for black women, you see?"

"You are just horrible" I laughed, "I used to feel guilty for 
even thinking about boys when I used to go to church. I 
started going there because a classmate of mine used to 
bring these really beautiful books from the library at her 
church. With colors and drawings on the cover, like those 
tracts Jehovah witnesses give out. So I started going to the 
bible study, and then the Protestant church the library be-
longed to. It was so welcoming – almost opposite to the 
scary and impersonal God I came to know in the Orthodox 
church I grew up. And nothing like the ‘hate-group’ Evangel-
ical churches turned out to be here. Anyway, started reading 
the bible, and kneeling next to my bed after everybody has 
gone to sleep. Avoided secular songs, secular books, and 
killed my little children: the poems and short stories I was 
inspired with almost every day, until I can't put a sentence 
together to save my life! The words 'father to the fatherless’ 
and ‘defender of the poor and oppressed’ held a much close 
to home meaning to me than it did anybody. Read for the 
blind, tutored students after class. Shared from what I didn't 
have. Cried for the souls of all those I knew, for the beasts of 
the �eld and the birds of the air and the �sh of the sea that 
were dying because of my - our - iniquity" I wiped my tears, 
while Joe pouted to show he was on board with my pain 
"After I graduated, though, all the phoniness caught up with 
me. There were thousands of good people in that church. 
Good, God-fearing, God-loving people. But there were those 
who brought all their ill-will to the church and used the 
bible against everyone they did not like or liked them. And 
there were the stupid ones who rolled their eyes at you if 
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you didn't pray before you eat, if they caught you humming 
a secular song or didn't call one another ‘brother and sister'. 
It used to bug me, the fact that I can't be as unquestioning 
and undemanding as everyone was. Making me think it must 
mean I was not a good enough Christian. Or I didn't have a 
real change of heart; that I was either extra bad or among 
those called but not chosen. After I grew up, I kind of under-
stood the problem was not with me, but with everybody 
else's need to conform. Once the scale falls o� my eyes, I 
started having a hard time reconciling the stu� I hear at 
church and the life I came across outside. Then something 
happened that literally drove me out of church – this 
weirdo. Anyway there isn't a word in the English language I 
hate more than ‘my sister’ now" I laughed "Not to mention 
how it is never people who you wish to be brothers and sis-
ters with who call you ‘my sister'. It is people who want 
some kind of a favor from you, or are trying to lower you to 
their ignorant level. I am not his damn sister! I don't even 
know where he is from!"

"Meyti" Joe said, after squeezing my cheeks a�ectionately 
and kissing me on the lips, "My evil little lamb, I worry about 
you, sometimes. I really do. Ever heard the expression ‘don't 
sweat the small stu�'?"

"Yes. And I still don't know how to do that"
"Just be a little more positive" he begged "a little more 

forgiving of the weakness in others. Otherwise you will go 
crazy. Save the �ghtin'-spirit to the things worth �ghting 
for"

"There is a word in the bible about that too" I smiled 
"About there being a time for a �ght and the time to rest from 
�ghting"

"How about a place for fucking?" he asked
"Naw" I laughed
"See? Don't covet your neighbor's ass. If you gotta covet it 

though, there shall be no restriction to where you can hit it"
"It is actually ‘all is allowed, but not all is bene�ting'"
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"He obviously hasn't nailed a girl against a tree at the Bo-
tanical Garden" he joked "Maybe I should start reading the 
bible, huh? It sounds pretty interesting"

"Oh it is" I said eagerly "And we can go to church together, 
an Orthodox church. Because it is the more traditional one, 
despite their theology needing a little dusting - or so I think. 
They can baptize you, and you would be given an Ethiopian 
name"

"You mean Yoseph?!"
"No... Yoseph is the Ge’ez version of your name in the bible; 

not necessarily a name you would be given at your bap-
tism. Baptismal names are supposed to pay tribute to God, 
the angels, or the Saints. Like ‘God's handiwork’ or ‘Gabriel’s 
servant’. ‘Child to Mary’ – that is the name I was given and 
no one, except my mother, my God-mother, and presumably 
God knows it. At your baptism, you will be given a name, 
made to wear all-White, and become o�cially Ethiopian. 
White Ethiopian, like Richard Pankhurst's kids, but Ethiop-
ian nonetheless”

“Is there a way I can go there, enjoy it and not make any 
kind of commitment?" he asked thoughtfully

"Of course" I said, suddenly terri�ed at realizing I have 
once more committed the "Greek" sin: of assuming whoever 
isn't us is either fascinated by us or wishing he/she was us. 
Joe has all but forgotten his fascination with Ethiopia and 
its rich history by the time Fekade Azeze’s poetry book was 
delivered.

"I don't mean I don't �nd your culture fascinating" he said, 
patting my arm "And if you agreed to take my name when 
we get married, I would de�nitely consider raising our child 
in an Ethiopian Orthodox church. But me and the Christian 
God - we have parted ways long time ago."

"Oh yeah?"
"Yup. I told him I won't ask him for any favor as long as he 

didn't interfere with my life"
I smiled. It was the same commitment I made long time 
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ago; and went back on time and again. "Has it worked?"
"He broke it once" he said smiling "to save my life; for 

which I have yet to decide if I am grateful or not. Otherwise 
he has done pretty much what my dad did, stay out of the 
picture while taking care of other people's children"

"Aw"
"No it is �ne" he said, "I mean I could have grown up with-

out a father, right? Like you?"
"Well... I did miss my dad because I haven't had time to get 

to know him; he died when I was nine. But judging by the 
fathers of those I grew up with, imagining how amazing your 
dad would have been had he lived is probably better than 
one who screws you up in such a way that you spend the rest 
of your life trying to undo the damages. In fact, I am con-
vinced the world would have been spared of most of its ills if 
it wasn't for the fathers who decided to stick around"

"Except for me, of course" he said smiling
"Of course not you" I agreed, gently mocking "You would 

spoil your kids so much the mother would have to be the 
bad cop all the time"

"That is the idea" he said, helping me out of my pajama, 
"And if you were nice” he continued, “I will let you play the 
part of the mother"
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CHAPTER 18

One of Ryan's girlfriend's co-workers was hosting/
performing in a one-man show on Broadway, not 
the one in New York but Seattle. It was entitled 

"El Ultimato Coconut" [a solo extravaganza, a Latino cyber-
nerd gets caught between his family and his World of War-
craft Addiction], with an obese Hispanic male carrying a 
coconut on one shoulder, while trying to type on a keyboard 
with the other. Camy and friends were trying to raise his 
morale by inviting as many friends as they can for a ticket 
that cost 10 dollars; and promises to come with free snacks 
donated by Trader Joe and a cash bar which charged 6 dollars 
for cold Ale. Otherwise, it was a 2-hour one-man show with 
the performer dashing behind the curtain to go in and out of 
costumes aided by clever manipulations of sound and light. 
When Joe �rst asked me to go - as a favor to Camy, and sup-
port for her co-worker, I have plain refused. Thinking this 
was one of those a�airs where poets would sit in half-circle 
on stage, giving dramatic readings and then receive feed-
backs from members of the equally expressive and abstract 
audience.

The next day, however, I have got a call from a number I 
didn't recognize. "This is Camellia, Ryan's �ancée. How are 
you?" she has said in a voice as sweet as it was syrupy, and 
asked me to come to the function as a favor to her. The boys 
are never interested in culture and she has been looking for-
ward to meeting me these past few months. That conver-
sation, however awkward and unpleasant it was, has forced 
me to agree. Ryan was Joe's best friend, the only one who is 
neither scared of me nor seems to hate me. What is more two 
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years ago, I have made a promise to myself never to reject an 
invitation to a place I have never been to: to go where I was 
asked, and to eat what I was given. Not to mention how Gina 
and Camy were supposed to be friends. And they probably 
hate my guts for coming between Joe and her when I did, 
without me giving them a good reason.

When we got there, me in an argyle women's sweater I 
thought I would never get to wear that I got as a gift from 
Fana; and was unable to return for want of a receipt com-
ing with it; while Joe kept hitting my hand to stop it from 
stretching the arm, we found Camy by the bar; sucking a col-
orful drink with a straw while she chatted with the tattooed 
and pierced girl behind the bar. Ryan was hanging about 
her; seeming unable to focus on the conversation due to the 
game on the big screen. When Camy turned her luxurious 
brown hair and saw us, I have been pleasantly surprised. She 
was not the blonde skinny girl of my imagination. She was 
not much taller than me, with a plainness made beautiful 
by the integrity and self-ease it was worn with. She has all 
the classic �xings of course. Her skin was smooth, and would 
have passed for pretty, if it wasn't for a paleness that made it 
look almost unearthly. Her dimples, which were pleasant to 
look at, were �ghting for attention with the mark they left 
when her cheeks bounced back. She was wearing something 
dark and droopy, giving the impression of a wet cat wad-
dling in her own skin. For a man with a reputation of chan-
ging girls like yesterday's shirt, Ryan seems to have taken the 
minimalist approach to dating. Why, he could do so much 
better than that, I thought. I must say even� Joe� may have 
done better than that, if it wasn't for the dark spots on the 
skin and the corresponding lack of warmth in his girlfriend's 
eyes.

After plopping o� her bar-stool and exclaiming "Hey 
guys!"; she hugged me from hands that were barely visible 
through her crotched long shawl, while Joe watched us smil-
ing like a fool. After we sat by the bar, me pretending sitting 
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on a bar stool was something I was ‘totally’ comfortable 
with [and not something that was frowned upon where I 
came from] she prattled about how happy she was to have 
�nally met me. Her sister, apparently, was in the process of 
adopting a little boy from Ethiopia. Oh all of them are ex-
cited. She, for one, can't wait to have a nephew, her two 
nieces being girls. His name was "Malaku" she said, digging 
for his photo from her phone. "It means Angel" I faithfully 
contributed. [Oh good then his American name should be 
‘angel’ - although he has asked to be called "Kyle" the last 
time they talked to him - through an interpreter, isn't that 
like really cute? I have agreed it was cute and grown an im-
mediate dislike to the little shit].

When Joe and Ryan went to check out the foosball table 
they have heard so much about, leaving us girls to ‘bond’ [a 
suggestion that brought a violent reaction from me, forcing 
me to administer an Ethiopian burn to Joe's hand under the 
table - a squeeze of his skin between my index �nger and 
thumb. Who - not being Ethiopian - winced and outed me as 
having hurt him, "stung him like a bee" as he called it; mak-
ing Camy look surprised and me laugh - and say it was for 
something he did earlier]; she continued showing me all the 
photos in her gallery. That of ‘her baby'; a bug-eyed cat that 
looks spoilt and unfriendly even on photo. Like it was trying 
to scratch the eyes out of the camera. [Was so abused when 
she met him at the shelter I won't have believed it is the 
same cat. Violent and scared of everything. Had to drive all 
the way to California twice because her cat has been found 
paralyzed with fear the �rst time they �ied]. Then her pretty 
sister. The husband. And his two kids; the sweetest things 
she made the mistake of telling they were going to be her 
�ower girls who now won't stop asking her when every time 
she went around. Should probably let them ask Ryan, right? 
She hopes it won't be any later than next year, Insh Allah, or 
she would have to start issuing ultimatums.

Just when I was feeling she might have thought I was Mus-
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lim [I have come across people who thought all Ethiopians 
were either Oromo, Muslim or don't eat pork] she said she 
hoped we would go on a ‘girl's night out’ someday and party.

"Yes of course" I said, becoming my pleasant self. "I would 
love to do that"

Of course dances were one of the things Joe hated as much 
as I ridiculed them every time I heard that song "because I 
am still in love with you, I want to see you dance again" - not 
being able to see the correlation between being in love and 
dancing again.

"And maybe go for some Sushi afterwards. You like Sushi, 
right? I know people from Ethiopia love them their raw 
meat!"

There was a grammatical and factual error in that state-
ment. But before I could have the heart to explain how I 
have shied away from raw meat, as well as took a year-long 
sabbatical from eggs and chicken, after I saw "BeQu", Zinash's 
head-hen, pecking at something white and wiggly out of a 
feces "gift" somebody left behind our house one morning, 
and how I would prefer my �sh fried, poison less and perhaps 
with a slice of lemon on the side, a sound from her phone 
interrupted us.

She whipped it out of her pocket, read the text and looked 
up "I hope you don't mind" she said, apologetically, "but Gina 
would be joining us"

"Oh no... it's �ne" I protested, hoping my face won't give me 
out by turning red

"She was technically supposed to be my date in case the 
boys bailed out on me" continued Camy, "But she hasn't got 
any plans, and said she would totally sit somewhere else if it 
would make you uncomfortable. This being our �rst get to-
gether and all"

"Oh no" I said, looking around for a Joe to punish. "It is quite 
alright."

"There is a taco place around the corner" Camy said after a 
quick tapping of the keyboard on her phone "We love it, so 
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she stopped by there to get us some while we wait"
"Cool" I said, relieved we no longer have to go to an Ethi-

opian restaurant as Joe was planning. My main concern was 
who would foot the bill. Inviting someone out and making 
them pay was out of the question in my culture. However, 
making Joe pay for all the meals may strike them as unfair as 
me [perhaps the least paid member of the group] o�ering to 
pay it.

"I can text her to get you something too- if you want"
I did not have cash on me so I lied and said I was not hungry.
Gina joined us soon. She was the girl with the pixie hair 

and a not-unattractive but distracted-looking face outside 
whose apartment I once waited while Joe went in to get�
their�dog so we can take Max for a walk. She has come out 
to say hi, almost as restless as the dog, wearing the same 
kind of ensemble she seems to be wearing now [sleeveless 
snow jacket, faded-looking caprice and tennis shoes]. I have 
thought her nice, despite the hurried smile that comes and 
goes on her face like a �ickering bulb [she was almost late 
for a yoga class in one of the buildings across from there], 
and Joe has said she has liked me. Found it cute, how I was 
attempting to hide behind an electric pole before she saw 
me. “Watch out”, he has joked, “Gina has experimented with 
girls when she was in college. She will come after you if 
she thought she has got a shot”. We shook hands, while she 
apologized for the unexpectedly long line at the taco-place 
and I felt over-dressed. Then we found a sit by the window 
and we sat. Soon napkins were mated out and wrappings 
undone. I sat there, nursing the glass of sweet Dakari with 
a minty/salty garnish that Joe ordered for me, while Camy 
talked with her mouth full: about the guy about to perform 
[how he took all of them by surprise the last time they were 
there; polite very talented, she was sure he was destined for 
greatness] and Gina avoided my eyes like a criminal until 
she was sure I wasn't looking her way. Fortunately, the men 
came back [Joe asking Gina what she did with his dog while 
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he gave her a warm hug where she sat] and we were headed 
for the performance hall.

The ‘theater', as it is called, was a dingy little place with 
aging chairs and too many lights. The audience mostly 
composed of gay and French-looking men and women who 
appear under-dressed for the weather; seem to know one 
another well. Soon, I was trying to kill time by reading �iers 
and wall-postings while Camy shook hands with and whis-
pered bits of information about the people we were meet-
ing; while Gina mumbled clever and sardonic remarks about 
everything.

When the lights �nally dimmed, I found myself sited next 
to Joe and a shy young man who seems to be trying to 
protect himself from germs by hiding his hands between his 
tightly closed knees. The show, if a little slow at the start, 
was better than I expected. The ethnically-ambiguous per-
former was funny, self-depreciating and talented. He played 
roles of a self-hating half-white half-Hispanic kid, a lov-
ing albeit patronizing 1st generation Guatemalan mother, a 
handle-bar mustached stereotypical uncle, and a gay-bash-
ing gang-banger older brother, a lustful Hispanic exotic dan-
cer, a gun-toting Texan and a man who would �nally come to 
terms with being a second generation American kid.

Before last curtain call, Joe has asked me if I needed some-
thing, and I have said I was �ne hoping to bring a non-garlic 
smelling mouth to a conversation later. A decision I soon re-
gretted after noticing how Gina seems to be going out and 
getting her-self and Camy snacks and alcohol; while Joe and 
Ryan have easily gone through a bucket of beer within the 
space of an hour.

When the show was over, and everyone has paid their trib-
ute to the actor; an all-round, hearty "Hip-hip, hooray"; the 
girls have asked if we would like to join the get-together pre-
pared for the actor by his friends. He was moving to Holly-
wood, next month. This would be a �nal show and a send-o� 
by all those who love him. Joe would not have hesitated to 
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leave me in the custody of his friends, before heading home 
and �nishing an assignment he was “honor bound” to �nish 
that night, if it wasn't for my �erce objection. I gotta go to 
work in the morning, I lied, and do my laundry in prepar-
ation of that. My building has so many rules that, etc etc.

The goodbyes were cheerful. And the company was 
friendly, albeit resigned - Gina more than the rest - it seems. 
She said it was good seeing me again, as did Ryan. He hopes 
we will get to do this sooner than later. While Camy begged 
me not to judge them too harshly by what I was forced to 
witness this evening - obviously, my reputation as a stern-
critique has preceded me. She even put her hand in my arm 
while they walked us out, as a gesture of friendship and be-
cause - I suspect - she was slightly boozed. She was a cheap 
date, she giggled for the nth time. Ryan said he preferred the 
term "light weight"; for which she replied there was noth-
ing "light" about her. Joe would know that. He used to come 
around every Saturday for like two months, to accompany 
her while she jogged, until her lack of motivation - and love 
of "the sweet things in life" - one named pie - made him give 
up.
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CHAPTER 19

The minute we left the building, however, it was as 
if the air was sucked out of our evening and we 
were two little kids alone in the dark. The warmth 

of the place we left, and the riotousness of the company we 
put behind, seems to dawn on us both. The rain and the fact 
that Capitol Hill was a meet-and-greet hub-hub on Friday 
nights didn't help. After walking around for a while to �nd 
a place we can sit and talk at; with my mood souring by 
each passing minute, I said maybe we should call it a night. I 
would take the bus, and he can start his long ride to Olympia 
much earlier. "I am sorry" I said, feeling inferior "that I am 
not such a fun date. It never occurred to me this is what you 
are leaving when you come to me"

"Are you kidding?" Joe said, zipping up his sweater to his 
chin so he can take my hand. It was something that melts 
my heart as much as it makes me feel silly, the [proprietor] 
way with which he holds my hand when we are taking a 
rendezvous - as if my feet will be stepped on by cruel and 
insensitive feet unless he was there to guide them "There is 
nothing I would have loved to do more than go to your place 
and watch you roast corn on top of the oven. This is the best 
weather in Seattle. A cuddling weather; the kind that makes 
me love being in a relationship. Where you go home, stick 
your feet in your blanket and watch a movie or make love 
while rain beats out the window"

I squeezed his hand with delight, sucking in the cold air 
and the whole surrounding area in. It, indeed, was a beauti-
ful weather. The rain was coming very lightly, like it was a 
dusty blanket trying to cover the world. Street lights spar-
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kled o� trees and the wet road.
"And this isn’t something you can �nish tomorrow?" I 

asked, still curious as to said endeavor. Unless he is involved 
in the buying and selling of shares, illegal drugs, or �re-arms 
- none of which I will put past Joe - I can’t imagine why he 
needs to be at home right then to “see it through”, "You are 
o�, after all?"

"Nah," He said, after brooding for a moment, “No. I gotta 
use this window or the opporuntiy may never present itself. 
You will be �ne, though, right? You will call me when you get 
home?"

"I will" I said, rubbing my shoulder against his chest to par-
take of its warmth

"So?" Joe said squeezing me to himself, while we tried to 
walk side by side and not trip one another "What is the ver-
dict? How did you �nd Camy?"

"I love her" I said, "She is a sweetheart. So much more 
down-to-earth than I expected her to be"

"She is, isn't she?" Joe said delightfully "That is what Ryan 
said attracted him to her. They used to work together, when 
she was a busser at Hilton. He was the event organizer there. 
You know the front guy; the one who meets with the big-
wigs, goes out for a drink and smiles for the camera? So 
when he comes around, she would always make an excuse 
and leave. After it happened one too many times, he asked a 
friend why she doesn’t like him. The friend told him it was 
because she thinks he was a narcissist who has no respect 
for women; don’t know if she heard of women whose heart 
he broke. So Ryan decided he was going to be so nice to her, 
she would regret having said those things about him. Kill her 
with kindness, so to say. Started with hi then stopping by 
to talk to her while she waited on tables; cracking her up at 
o�ce functions, etc. I don't think he saw it as anything more 
than a game until she went to some Godawful place accom-
panying her grandmother and he realized he has been falling 
for her all along. She just drowns you in her personality, that 
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is the kind of girl she is. I remember how freaked out he was 
the �rst time they "o�cially" went out. It was just a drink 
after work for her. She was even wearing her work shirt 
under a jacket and smelled of food. But for him - he was going 
out with a girl he wants to spend the rest of his life with. 
In fact, she didn't believe he was in love with her, or even 
thought he was the kind of guy she would want to be with, 
until the guys who used to walk her to her car at night were 
making fun of him for being hit so hard. Would come on the 
days he is o� and wait in the parking lot long after midnight 
just to make sure she got home safe, etc."

"Aww” I said, touched and prodded. Romance! Oh how 
unbearable life would have been without romantic stories? 
Even when told using ridiculous and clichéd terms like “Fall-
ing for her”. “Why did he cheat on her if he loves her so much 
then?”

“Jesus!” said Joe, as if I was ruining the ending for him “You 
never forgive, do you?”

“I do not forget” I reminded him, “there is a di�erence”
“I told you that story to prove how girls seem to prefer him 

over me, even when I am the single guy there, because they 
think I am a jerk. Not so you could hold it against him”

“I am not holding it against him” I said, in my paci�st voice 
“I was just trying to understand why he would...”

“You are trying to�spy�why he would because you are wor-
ried I will follow suit” Joe said, taking his hand out of my 
arm. “I am not my fucking friend, ok?”

“Ok” I said, bowing my head. I knew when I was defeated.
“No seriously!” he said “I may fantasize about it, even 

tempted to do it. But before I made a phone call, or arranged 
for a place to meet, or went ahead with it I’ll come and force 
myself on you. No pussy is worth that headache and I actu-
ally think it is fucking romantic – resisting the urge to cheat 
on your girl”

“You do, huh?” I said smiling.
“Even when I know I would have an easier time getting 
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what I want from that other person!”
“So” I started, almost certain he had a particular woman in 

mind when saying that “You want me to be more like Camy, 
is that it?!”

"Nah...” he said smiling dreamily "I like being challenged; 
can't you tell?"

I smiled. Even if "Oh you are horrible" wasn’t his response 
to most of my whispered comments; I have stood by Gina 
and heard her snarky little comments. Joe was one of those 
guys who prefers the road less traveled, as if a love that isn’t 
di�cult wasn’t a love worth having. On the other hand,

"Besides... although you may not always be politically cor-
rect, you are always involved” he added “always trying to 
�gure out the why of things. You don’t just shrug your shoul-
der and walk away because it doesn’t concern you. You care. 
You want the world to make sense, for someone to put 
things right. And when you are like that, it is hard to always 
act nice. I had a girlfriend – I won’t name names – who cut 
her eyes at me every time I came short on rent; despite the 
money I poured into subsidizing her life style while she does 
whatever she wanted with her money. I remember this one 
time I was lying on the couch, just thrashing from trying to 
detox. And she went in and out of the room without even 
looking at me; taking her sweet time over her hair, makeup, 
and wearing the kind of dress I always wondered why she 
never wears for me, then went out to meet her friends. I 
mean I am a grown-ass man, so I should suck it up – espe-
cially when I brought the pain on myself. But it is the kind 
of emotional cruelty I can con�dently say you aren’t cap-
able of. What is more, being Camy may not always be a good 
thing. Once she got to know you, Camy gets wrapped up in 
your life. She will stay up nights worrying about stu� you 
are going through. That is how they became close with Gina, 
too, by the way; helped her grieve through the whole break-
up thing, etc. Speaking of...” he said, squeezing my hand 
“thank you for not running away when Gina showed up. I 
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know you weren't expecting to see her there. She said she al-
most didn’t come but it is the guy's �nal show"

"Oh no it's quite alright" I said, "She looks like a good per-
son, too. Kind of quiet around people she doesn't know, so 
gives the impression that she is not very friendly, maybe 
kind of like I do. But she is quite funny when making an 
observation about them" In fact, I have thought to myself, 
I little too funny. Like she was seeking my approval for the 
amount of cynicism we shared. "She was killing with Camy, 
anyway. Is she seeing anyone, by any chance?"

"Not sure" he said, shrugging his shoulder.
"I thought you talked about everything" I said - trying not 

to sound as curious as I was to know he wasn't being lusted-
after by his ex. The sex couldn't have been bad if they kept at 
it for three years.

"I don't know. I mean there was this guy, Lawrence? He 
came to her birthday party at this Karaoke bar at Pike Place 
last year. And they said he got drunk and cursed at some 
girls after I left. One of those ‘Nice person, mean drunk’ guys 
who becomes more hostile as the night progresses. I haven't 
heard about him after that. I don't know. She doesn't talk 
much about her relationships. Not to me, anyway"

"I think" I said, feeling generous, "In another world, another 
life, we could have probably become friends, even good 
friends. From what you told me and seeing her up-close, I felt 
we may have more in common than she and Camy would - 
Camy being of the bright-and-cheerful stock"

"And you can't be one now - because?"
I laughed and looked at him. I was grateful for having been 

a part of that evening; that it was over and I didn't make a 
particular ass of myself. But being friends with his ex - that 
was something my constitution would not allow; for a long 
time to come, perhaps.

"I guess we can give it a try" I said, determined to show my 
boyfriend I did not �nd his ex in anyway threatening, espe-
cially after Donna looked displeased when I mentioned how 
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Joe spends an afternoon with his ex when going to pick up 
his dog - and was even one of the few people who owns the 
door key to her apartment "Granted I have something as nice 
to wear. I am sure Camy would defend me if Gina wanted 
to say something nasty about me. She looks like the kind of 
person who might do that"

Unfortunately, God had other plans for the both of us. 
Three days later, he gave me the phone call he was too busy 
to make that night.
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CHAPTER 20

I was at work, so found the voice mail when I got on 
my �rst break. Despite the pleasant surprise, however, 
the phone didn't seem to hold good news. He wanted 

to come over, he said, if I don't mind. He has got the key so I 
don't even have to be there. Had a �ght with one of the boys, 
he said, and needed a place to rest. Would that be alright?

I called back and left a message saying it was ok; I would 
grab some food on the way home, to please get some sleep. 
When I got home, I found that not only was he sleeping but 
that he had received a beating. There was a big dark circle 
around his eyes and his nose was cut. Not to mention the 
bruises all over his face. I shook him gently. He mumbled 
something and went back to sleep. He was usually a light-
sleeper, must have been a bad night. So I sat there, waiting 
for him to wake up so I can ask him what happened.

It was morning before he woke up. This time, he shook me 
instead and when I opened my eyes he told me to go back to 
sleep. Just wanted to tell me he has gotta leave now if he was 
to get to work on time.

"But...” I said, trying to get up and make him some kind of 
breakfast.

"I will get something from work" he said then he kissed me 
on my forehead. He grabbed his jacket, his phone and keys. "I 
will call you later, ok? I love you"

The call didn't come back by 6. So I called again. His voice-
mail picked up. I told him I was worried about him and was 
wondering what happened. When there was no response by 
10 pm, I called Eddy's number.

"Hi Eddy, this is Mh’ti” I said "I am sorry to bother you but 
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Joe doesn't seem to answer any of my calls. Can I please talk 
to him?"

"Joe...?" said Eddy, sounding confused and worried. "I don't 
know if he has come from work. I checked his room earlier 
and he wasn't there. Matt isn't back either. Maybe they are 
held up at work; a meeting, or something"

"He said he had a �ght with one of his friends", I said near to 
tears "I -- was wondering if he was ok"

"Yeah...” Eddy said, sounding preoccupied, "I will ask 
around and give you a call"

A couple of minutes later, the phone rang. "Hey... Meyti. 
This is Ryan" said Ryan. "Eddy just gave me a call. Joe is with 
me. He is kind of tired so went to bed early. If you have a mes-
sage, I can give it to him in the morning"

I didn't believe the story – Joe coming to Seattle and not 
trying to see me?

"Are you sure?" I asked, unable to disguise my suspicion. I 
was sure they were hiding from me the fact that he has been 
either really hurt or dead. I was sure that evil girl, or her boy-
friend, has done something to him.

"Yeah... he had a �ght with one of his roommates and felt he 
needed to not be in the same room with the guy, you know - 
not to make things worse. He -- didn't want to worry you so 
I told him I would pick him up after work. He said he has a 
headache, took some Tylenol PM and went to sleep. You can 
call him in the morning if you want"

"So he is alright?" I said, near to tears. "You are not hiding 
anything from me?"

"Hiding from you?" Ryan said, sounding alarmed "What 
would I be hiding from you?"

"I just want to talk to him" I cried. I couldn't help think that 
God must be punishing me by taking away my boyfriend 
when I no longer feel his "love" was a wishful-thinking on his 
part [the way I was convinced most of the "loves" - even the 
ones that evaded lie-detector machines – were while binge 
watching "The Maury Show" while waiting for my social se-
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curity card to come through the mail]; when I could, hesi-
tantly, envision a bright future for us. "Just want to know he 
is ok"

"But I am telling you...” then there was a whispering. It was 
a woman's voice, must be Camy. "Ok, hold on...” he said and 
I heard him shu�e around. Doors were opened and closed. I 
heard him trying to wake Joe up and telling him he should 
talk to me because I don't seem to believe he was alive.

"Hello?" said a heavily sedated Joe. "Who is this?"
"Is that you?" I asked laughing through my tears "Are you 

ok?"
"Hello?"
"I thought something has happened to you"
"Oh no... I am �ne" he said and his voice trailed o�. "Is this 

Meyti?"
"It's alright, go to sleep" I said. And the last thing I heard 

was him telling Ryan that the person at the other end has 
told him to go to sleep.
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CHAPTER 21

He called the next morning and told me the �ght 
was with Matt. "Matt, your co-worker?" I said, 
"The one who lives with the girl?"

"Yes," he said painfully. "Sauerkraut, Izzy's boyfriend"
"Why-what happened?" I said surprised. Jared - the so 

called "musician" with the blue colored-hair, the lip ring and 
douche-baggy Rock-Star attitude - was the one that none of 
them seem to be that crazy about.

"Oh ... nothing important... gaming-related"
I couldn't believe he would sound so blasé about a guy who 

beat him up.
"What do you mean nothing important? You had a �ght!!"
"Yes but it was kind of my fault" he said - continuing dis-

missively.
"Still it can't be that unimportant if you let him beat you 

up and you don't want to go back there"
"I told you it's nothing you should be worried about" he 

snapped. "Please" he begged afterwards "I have a horrible 
headache and I have no doobie on me. Are you o� this even-
ing?"

"No!" I said, bitterly, "but if you want to come...”
"No it's alright" he interrupted me, "I am gonna crush here 

for now, and go check if the coast is clear in the afternoon"
"So you aren't going to work today?"
"Nope" he said, "I went in yesterday and Brian told me to go 

home. Gonne take the day o�"
I still couldn't believe it.
"You sure you don't want to come here?" I asked, before I 

hung up.
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"Am sure," he said yawning "I need to get some rest and 
doubt I’ll get it if you kept on interrogating me"

I agreed and hung up the phone.
It wasn’t until the decision to ask him to �nd himself an-

other apartment was passed that he told me the truth. This 
was two days after he spent the day in Seattle and we agreed 
that I would take a quick shower after work and take a bus 
to Federal Way so we can visit the Bonsai Museum there. 
However, he seemed preoccupied at both the prospect of the 
dinner and the sleep over that is being promised afterwards 
when he called a little after lunch.

“We have sort of a meeting with my roommates this after-
noon, sweetheart” he said “You know... the problem with 
Matt. Will call you when we are done and I am heading your 
way”

This afternoon turned into tomorrow. For my text “What 
time are you coming?”, he texted back “Soon. Hope I can stay 
over because I don’t want to come to this place again if I can 
help it”

To my question “What happened?” he promised to tell me 
in his time but to please not bug him for an answer.

When he came over, it was clear this wasn’t going to be 
a pleasant dinner and movie night which ends with me at-
tempting to �nish Joe's movie while he snored the roof 
down when he wasn't insisting he was up. Before we were 
done eating, he has taken three calls. One of them was from 
Eddy; apologizing for something he has done or has not done 
to/for him, which Joe "yesyesyes"ed impatiently and hung 
up. The second was from Ryan, telling him where he keeps 
his spare key in case Joe was heading that way. The third was 
from somebody returning his call and promising to show 
him the place tomorrow after work.

"You are leaving the house?" I said, unable to believe what I 
am hearing.

"Yeah... I mean I was planning to get a place of my own any-
way and things don't seem they would resolve so...” he said 
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chopping the spaghetti with his fork and seeming to play 
with it rather than eat it.

I hesitated before asking "Is he leaving too, or are you the 
only one?"

"If he goes, Izzy goes as well... and they have the big bed-
room... thus the lion's share of the rent so I was kind of voted 
out"

"Voted out?"
"I know" he said bitterly. "Even Eddy, my bunk-mate Eddy 

who I thought would give his life for me and I him!! That 
spineless maggot, that fucking shitbird, leeches o� me for 
years then goes and disappears when it is time to vote for 
me. Cisco is the only one who so much showed any emotion 
when I said ‘thank you’ and walked out. It just shows you"

I didn't know what it was showing me but I wanted to 
make sure. "I don't understand." I said "How can they vote 
you out? Aren't you all included in the lease? You pay in sep-
arate cheques, right?"

"We do but it is a communal home. If they all told the 
owner that things are not working out, he would not hesi-
tate to throw me out. They have told me I can take all the 
time I need, at least" he added laughing sarcastically. "Hey it 
could have been worse"

"And you aren't gonna tell me what the �ght was about?" I 
asked - to make sure.

"I would rather not"
"But...”
"I know I promised to tell you everything" he said, almost 

hysterical "But I am asking you to please... please trust me on 
this"

"Ok" I breathed, because I did not grow up with a man and 
get embarrassed every time I am yelled at "Just one question. 
It is not over the girl?"

"Izzy?" he said surprised. "What do you mean ‘over’ Izzy?"
"I don't know...” I said, shrugging my shoulder, "I just never 

felt like she liked me much. I thought maybe...”
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"That I fucked her?" he said and laughed loudly. It was not 
until he shook his head and got up that I realized the laugh-
ter wasn't of mirth.

"I swear" he said "I could do without that right now"
Without what, nagging?! I wasn't aware I was nagging him. 

More importantly, what has happened to him to turn him 
into this world weary person in whose heart I seem to have 
no place.

"I am sorry" I said, getting up with him. Ready to detain 
him, if I must, to close the door on him, cry... beg... threaten 
so he doesn't leave - leave me without telling me what hap-
pened: whether or not he has fucked the girl with the am-
biguous ethnicity and child-like complexion "I was not try-
ing to accuse you"

"You just implied I fucked my co-worker, scratch that, my 
roommate's girlfriend and you are not accusing me?"

"What I mean was...” I said entreatingly "you were saying 
how much you missed having sex when we broke up and... 
and... how you even tried to contact what was her name"

"I did not fuck Izzy" he said bitterly, giving me the briefest 
of glances "and the reason I am being kicked out has nothing 
to do with your withholding sex from me - or me trying to 
fuck Izzy. Would that be enough?"

"Yes" I said, submissively. Something in me - a superstition 
perhaps - has made me feel if I encouraged this �ght and he 
walked out at this time of night, something bad would hap-
pen to him and I will not be able to live with myself

So I quickly grabbed the plates and put them in the sink. 
Then poured hot water and started scrubbing them, hoping 
my keeping myself busy would stop him from trying to pick 
up a �ght with me and/or asking me to turn around; and see 
the hot tears burning the side of my nose. I don't know how 
long it was before he went back into the bedroom and sat on 
the couch, with his eyes �xed on the screen. When I was done 
with the dishes, I dried my face and went to sit next to him.

Soon his body seems to lose its tenseness. He showed his 
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relaxation by turning around to look at me, putting his arm 
on my shoulder and raising my face with my chin to look 
into my eyes. Then he kissed me, �rst laughing - saying he 
didn't know what he was gonna do with me; then more pas-
sionately. "I didn't miss sex as much as I missed you" he said 
after he took time to smell my neck and caress my ears with 
the tip of his tongue. "And I never want to fuck another 
woman if I can have you"

Well. This was the kind of compliment that deserved a re-
ward. Coupled with the relief of his having not walked out 
on me on my most vulnerable state; the knowledge that he 
not only loved me still but has not cheated upon me with 
that bitch, made me willing to do things I normally won't 
without half a bottle of alcohol leaping in my stomach. I 
pushed him back on the chair, undid his zipper and, while he 
was protesting his having not taken a shower or washed his 
penis in a way that would meet my standard; I sucked him. It 
was not just my doing it without him bugging me for half a 
night, he told me later, that made him come quick and hard. 
But how I took to it with gusto, allowing neither hair nor a 
mouth full of saliva that I normally stop and spit a couple 
of times, to stand in my way. While he sat sprawled on my 
chair, groaning with pleasure and exhaustion, I got up and - 
with smile on my face - quietly went into the restroom.

When I came out, after scrubbing my tongue and using a 
mouth wash to numb the inside of my mouth, he was still 
sitting on the couch, holding a wash towel over his penis. 
"Thank you" he said, looking up with what looked like both 
pleasure and sadness "I am sorry I almost come in your 
mouth. I wasn't expecting it to be so soon. I must be more 
tired than I thought"

"It is alright" I said, sitting next to him and patting his knee 
"as long as you enjoyed it"

"Enjoyed it?" He said, laughing "if I enjoyed it more, I would 
have orgasmed to my death. I know how you feel about blow 
jobs, sweetheart, but thank you. This means a lot to me"
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I don't know what "this" was supposed to refer to: the 
stress-relieving blow job or my taking a risk I usually do not 
take to make him happy. But I smiled and said it was my 
pleasure. I even laughed when he said maybe we should �ght 
more often if it means making up this way. He must have 
not been fooled by my cheerful exterior, however, because 
he said he wanted to cuddle and took me to the bed by the 
hand. While we waited, arm in arm, for sleep to come take us 
to separate lands; he apologized for being a little out of it. He 
would make it up to me, he said, the minute he has got some 
sleep in him. After the time we haven't done it, and what I 
just did, fudging it was not something he will forgive himself 
for. He would like to serve me the way I should be served. 
Like the queen that I was. Like the... the ...

Then he was asleep.
My sleep did not come as soon. But it was both heavy and 

dreamless: the kind I have when I am really tired or content. 
I might have gone on sleeping throughout the day, perhaps, if 
Joe has not woken me up a little before dawn. "What? What?" 
I said, terri�ed out of my slumber. I can't recognize my apart-
ment, when I am like this. I am back home in Ethiopia, with 
my bed across from where my mother lay, facing the door. 
And I don't know what this place is.

"Shh...” he said, covering my mouth with his "I wanted to 
wish you a good day before I go to work"

I tried to focus my eyes on his face. Despite the bruises 
and swelling, his face was �lled with the smile of the old 
and mischievous Joe, the man I met and fall in love with at 
Gate Z69. The Joe whose biggest bi� in the world was with 
people who referred to Frankenstein’s Monster as "Franken-
stein" and/or confused the title of CSI New York's theme-
song ['Baba O'Riley'] with "Teenage Wasteland" [a repeated 
lyric in the song]. He was kissing me while running his hand 
on my thighs

"You are going to work at this hour?" I said, trying to look 
out the window. It felt real dark outside, like the earth was 
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struggling to wake up from a heavy sleep - like mine
"Soon! Gotta get ready and make some breakfast. I feel like 

I have not eaten for days"
I tried to get up, feeling it was my responsibility to make 

him breakfast, but he pushed me back on the bed, saying 
that was not why he woke me up. "I want to fuck you be-
fore I leave" he said in my ear, while his hand pulled down 
my underwear so far I can no longer feel it on my leg "I feel 
so pumped up. It is like... I am so full of jizz I know I would 
come on the bus or something unless I came in you. Oh yeah" 
he said, after he threw my underwear and got on top of me "I 
want to fuck you without a condom too"

"Sweetheart?!" I protested, covering myself with my hand 
"No"

"Yes"
"No"
"Yes!�If you have ever loved me, you will do this one thing 

for me today"
"What if...?" I said, my mind going around crazy, trying to 

calculate days and months. The idea of ditching a condom 
and going on the pills was something I have refused to even 
discuss, however much he bugged me; making it clear acci-
dental pregnancies and pill-induced weight gain on a body 
that seems only too eager to retain water every chance it got 
were things I was not willing to risk even for him.

"I knock you up?"
"Uh-huh"
"I would go down on my knees and weep for joy. Because 

then I would know I was forgiven for the life that was lost 
because of me. Clarity Joseph Plaster, that is what we’d call 
her. And she would be the love of both our lives. You do want 
to have my baby, don't you?” He asked “All my friends tell me 
what a cute baby we would have the day we decided to have 
one"

I wasn't sure what kind of madness has taken hold of him; 
nor if I wanted a baby, his or any one's. Babies were a bur-
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den in my family, all the three of them. They got sick more 
easily than the chicken Zinash sold the eggs of from time 
to time, they hungered for the food we didn't have much 
of, and whined insistently throughout the night with vacant 
eyes for no particular reason. Not to mention how the last 
time I baby sat Mulugeta's children, we broke up and I had 
a nightmare throughout the night. But I was enthralled by 
the promises in his words, by the positive energy coursing 
his body, by his return that I said yes. There was a Wal-
greens with a Plan B only two blocks, or was it a mile, from 
my building. Then got up when - a couple of minutes after 
he took a shower singing bubbly songs - he made a break-
fast and forced me to have it with him. "If we are going to 
be a family" he said pushing more eggs and oatmeal on my 
plate than I can handle, "we gotta eat together. You know 
what they say about the family that eats together staying to-
gether, right?!"

I said I did, then pretended to listen to what he was saying, 
trying to cram as much food in my mouth as I can chew. 
When he was done ranting about this being a good thing, his 
being voted out of his living quarters; how he was going to 
start this and that project; make this and that change in his 
life he washed the dishes in a way he washes them before 
putting them in the washing machine, and got dressed up. 
Then he said he wanted me to walk down to the outside door 
with him, where he will get the bus to downtown Seattle, 
before catching the train that would take him to Olympia. 
He wanted to spend as much of our morning together as he 
can. Did I know how much he loved me? How absolutely and 
insanely he was in love with me, his Nubian princess?! That 
was going to be my name from then on Princess or Nube or 
Newbee because I was new to the country and we were start-
ing things anew.

There was a dream quality to the whole thing. The early 
morning sex, the bizarre breakfast, the walk down the stairs 
and the look out the door at his cold and dark �gure as he 
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pushed his frozen bike to the bus stop. I was sure, by the 
time I closed the door behind me, and fall on my bed; that 
my premonitions were right: that the day a person was too 
happy before setting out on a journey was the day he will 
come back in a body bag; that his excessive excitement was 
the foretelling of doom. I cried myself to sleep, hugging my 
stomach with my arms and trying to trace every bit of his 
face with my imagination. Maybe, I decided before falling 
asleep, I won't buy the Plan B this morning. It would still be 
potent if I took it later in the day, or even tomorrow, when I 
was sure he was alright. If my old instincts were right and he 
wasn't coming back to me, I will have that baby. I will call 
it Joe Junior and love it till the day I die. As a single mother, 
too, just like my mom did – unless Mulugeta divorced Fana 
and asked me to marry him - for real this time. In that case, 
my son would have a mother, a father, and three half siblings.
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CHAPTER 22

A las no call came through bearing bad news, nor were 
there any ambulances outside my apartment when I 
get home. Joe was on my couch, sleeping. There was 

dry drool on his chin and his hands were tucked between his 
thighs, as if he was guarding them from the cold. The win-
dow was open, and cold draft seems to have frozen the room. 
I closed the window and sat quietly next to him; watching 
him wrestle with restlessness. The swelling on his forehead 
seems to have grown dark and moody, instead of light and 
shrinking. I can tell it had puss in it even before touching it 
and feeling the hotness. I shook him gently, "Sweetheart" I 
said "get up, you will hurt your neck this way. Go sleep on the 
bed"
To my surprise, and despite the drool covering his chin, he 
bounced up as if he has been awake all along. While he was 
discovering his surrounding and acquainting himself to my 
face, I said "Are you ok? I thought you were gonna check out 
the apartment after work?"
He rubbed his eyes and his chin. "Hm. Yeah...” he said and 
stretched up "I thought maybe I should �nd an apartment 
near here"
That was something I liked hearing, but there was a side of it 
that did not make sense. "How about work?"
He looked quickly up at me. "Why? What about my work?"
"I thought you wanted to live in Olympia so you can be near 
your work"
"It is �ne" he said, looking for what I know not what on and 
around my bed "I may not be there for long anyway…"
The shock stuck my tongue to the roof of my mouth. It 
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would upset him, I know, he was emanating this disagree-
able energy that I both disliked and dreaded. Like the devil 
was hiding in his shadow. But his job was his life. The only 
sane thing about him, he has said repeatedly. It was his pride 
and glory.
"Yup" he sprang his lips in response to my silent inquiry. 
"I am apparently suspended for a week, while they decide 
what to do with me"
Oh my God.
"Whatever happens, though, don't worry. I won't be a burden 
on you"
"What happened?" I said, ignoring the jab for what it was: a 
childish attempt to get relief from pain by causing pain
"Oh a bunch of blah-blah. Anyway I may walk before they �re 
me. That way I will at least get a letter of recommendation"
I wanted him to talk to me, to tell me what happened, what 
he did to Matt that seems to outrage everybody. And what 
I can do to help. However, I know him enough to realize 
whatever I asked would turn into him accusing me of worry-
ing about myself, and I feeling punished for something that 
wasn’t my fault.
"Anyway...” he said, after �nally managing to �nd what he 
was looking for; a key. No doubt for Ryan's apartment. He 
put it in his pocket, said "I don't know what time I will be 
back. Don't wait up" and walked out without so much as a 
goodbye.
He was avoiding me, it was clear. The fact that he was on 
top of the world �rst thing in that morning, and how he 
was refusing to even look at me, proved the problem wasn't 
with me. He has done something that has upset not just Matt 
but his bosses at work. Something he was embarrassed by. 
Something that he worried would make me think he was 
less liked by those around him than the impressions I had 
so far. As long as it wasn't about a woman, or anything that 
would land him in prison, I was �ne with it. But I couldn't fall 
asleep, despite the hot shower and the bone aching with ex-
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haustion because, like I said before, I don't like being kept in 
the dark and I was not sure where he was and/or with whom 
he was spending his evening.
Give it time, I told myself. Be patient until he got an apart-
ment. And ... maybe ... another job. After that, I can yell and 
scream at him for giving me a cold shoulder when I o�ered to 
help.
That night, I dreamt I went to my childhood home again. It 
seems dusk, and we were playing the Ethiopian version of 
hide-and-seek. I am counting, skinny and wearing a white 
dress; just like in my birthday photos; with my hair done up 
with a blue ribbon - that I never had as a kid. There seems 
to be life teeming around me. My village �eld, where we 
played mostly with dust, seems to have transformed to a 
farming �eld. There were haystack huts here and there, chil-
dren laughing from behind them. Children and mice. I would 
sense the mice although I can't really see them. I know I am 
bare feet although I didn't look down and seem to worry, at 
the back of my mind, what would happen if I stepped on one 
of the mice. But it is the laughs that bother me. I keep trying 
to sneak a look between my �ngers to see where who is. Fana 
is the one I seem to be looking for. Not a young Fana, but 
an old Fana, with the same face; but the kid version of her. 
She would be laughing behind a tree trunk, or a bush. I walk 
around and then Elias, who was an older brother to my child-
hood friend Fitsum, and a kid who my mother once slapped 
after �nding him watching Zinash wash through a hole on 
the wall, would ask me to give him my hand. "I will show 
you my collection of glass pebbles" he would say. I would 
sense a frightening energy coming from him, an energy that 
made me dread going near him in real life, even a decade 
past the late afternoon I threw all cautions and followed 
him into their dog house. But I would follow him. Making 
a scene, I know, only ends up involving outsiders. Outsiders 
who would tell other outsiders until the whole village heard 
about it. They won't understand, may even blame me for it.
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Then I would hear laughs and my heart would start beating 
fast.� They are laughing at me. They know. I am ruined.� But I 
would soon realize it was not�that�kind of laughing. This was 
the kind of jeering and laughter that I was the center of the 
�rst time I drunk a jug of the ‘�lter tela’ my mom brewed for 
‘Ghenna’ [Christmas] with my cousin Senait to, as we called 
it, ‘see how it feels to get drunk’ then spent the whole night 
- according to Zinash- crying for an assortment of people I 
didn't cry for when they died. "I didn't think I was drunk" I 
would say for the nth time in my life, "I was actually mostly 
pretending to be drunk; because Senni was out of it. But the 
more I pleaded, the more they called me “sekaram” and sang 
‘sekaram bett ayseram'. I am not a drunk and I�will�build a 
house. One for my mom and one for Zinash: big houses with 
electric fences and a lemon tree in their midst.
My humiliation won't last long. I would see Mulugeta's 
mother, bright as the day, walking towards me, hugging a 
television set in her arm. A black and white TV set just like 
they used to have. She used to tell me to sit on the chair, sep-
arate from all the kids rubbing the waxed �oor with their 
pants. I was treated like a grownup guest in their house. "She 
is special" I would be told, made to sit on the sofa that was 
covered in plastic and given food that my peers devoured 
with their eyes. I would try to go to her, to receive the televi-
sion set that Zinash run all the way to school to tell me we 
have been given by ‘Etye Kebebu'. The same TV set that made 
us the richest of the poor people in my neighborhood, before 
my uncle declared himself an authority over it and polluted 
our innocence by calling everything “a camera trick” [to a 
point where my mother was unable to believe even the most 
mundane activity without thinking she was being duped]. 
The Kebebu of my dream is talking to me now. She would say 
‘look what I got you’ ‘Look at what I bought using the money 
my son sent your family". But Elias has got my hand and is 
dragging me away from her. I would start crying and strug-
gling to free myself. Then Mulugeta would come out of the 
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dusk, like a giant falling forward. Upon seeing him, Elias 
would run away. Alas... Mulugeta wasn't heading to me, but 
past me. He was running, or at least trying to, in his grown up 
body and grown up clothes. There seems to be a wet patch of 
blood on his back. Still he struggles to get away from who-
ever was chasing him. I stand aside and look at them, the big 
haired, shorts wearing, scarfed soldiers of my teenage years; 
the guerrilla �ghters who took arms and threw down the 
government that killed my dad and drove Mulugeta away. 
Rebels who inspired many a poem in my young self, but the 
country end up hating more than those who killed its chil-
dren at will. "Thief, thief" they say and run after him, at the 
same time �ring bullets at him. "He has been hit" I would 
think, worriedly. "He is gonna fall, and they would catch 
him". Before I �nish my thoughts, however, Zinash jumps out 
of a haystack hut grab my hand and run into the kitchen my 
mother used to bake her Injera at when I was a kid. Joe was 
there, half sitting, half lying. I would wonder where he came 
from. He was a foreigner. Surely, they would leave�him�alone. 
Joe would smile up at me. He was sweating and holding his 
side with a scarf my mother used to wear on her head while 
working in front of open �re. There was blood behind the 
scarf. My mother pushes by us and goes onto tending to his 
wound, burning a cotton cloth, putting out the �ame and 
covering the wound with the hot rug. Making the bleeding 
stop, it seems, but not for long. While I stood there, watch-
ing him, what I notice is his feet. His feet were bare. His pants 
were folded. His hair was almost falling in his eyes, just the 
way I saw him at Gate Z69. My heart, my grown up heart, for 
I was my grown up size now; would reach out to him, eager 
to hug him and take care of him. Then I would hear a voice I 
recognize so well from behind me. I turn and see a �gure 
sited in a wheel-chair that he never had. It was my dad. "Read 
it to me" he would say, trying to hand me a book "Come on, 
read it to me. It is too dark for me to see the words". But I 
won't be able to reach it. I stretch out my hand, trying to 
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grab it, but something seems to drag me back into a hole in 
the wall. I would start struggling against whatever was pull-
ing me back, until I wake myself up in terror.
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CHAPTER 23

A lthough it was never my intention to sit idly by 
while the rest of word is making money and pay-
ing its credit card debts; I am grateful we got to 

live in Joe’s world for a day and a night before all hell broke 
loose. We have… driven to the entrance of Lake Annette; 
he playing his road mixes and I alternating between sleep 
and admiring the lush mountains en-route. Left our change 
of shoes at “base camp” [which I couldn't help but think 
was a really bad idea; what of thieves and robbers, homeless 
people, who lived in the woods and wait for naive campers 
to leave their goods behind?! Where I came from - you leave 
your car at the entrance of the village and your engine would 
have made it across town in less time than it took you to 
ask directions from the shifty grocery boy as to how to get 
to the house you were here to visit], carried our individual 
back-packs and trekked for three hours, he telling me stor-
ies he felt would occupy my mind, and me feeling dizzy and 
nauseated every time I looked down on the luscious trail we 
have covered thus far. Joe has been gentle with me, not teas-
ing me for bragging I was the fastest walker I knew; stopping 
or reaching down with his hand every time I felt I don't have 
what it takes to go on. Encouraging me over every boulder 
I climbed by myself. Then putting my head on his shoulder 
while I wept, attacked by a panic of untold dimension, when 
�nding myself looking down at the milky waters leaping be-
neath my feet after straying behind to take a photo over a 
bridge fed by streams from all around. There has been the 
setting up of tents, salty snacks and cold ale from a freezer 
box Joe carried with him. Afterwards, we have gone down to 
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the lake and I sat on a big rock by the edge with my feet in the 
cold water, while Joe took various skinny dips.

Before dinner approached, Joe has taken me a-�shing 
[showed me how to set up the bait, sinker, hook and all], 
given it up when all the �sh we caught seem not bigger than 
our �ngers, then cooked the Souvlaki he kept in the ice box 
over an open �re, where I was able to exhibit my [lone] abil-
ity to build a bigger �re using a rectangular construction of 
wood and the clever use of wind-direction. In the evening, 
we have sat “around camp” roasting marshmallows and eat-
ing them on crackers, while listening to “my” radio. Then we 
have gone into the tent and played strip poker where I end 
up completely naked and pleasantly drunk on Rum. Joe, who 
had to do most of the heavy lifting of the day, on top of hav-
ing got no sleep the previous night due to being too excited 
to take me on my �rst camping-trip, has fallen asleep imme-
diately – leaving me with only static sound from the radio 
for company.

This trip wasn’t my idea. In fact, when Joe told me he 
was planning to spend two of his forced leave days on a 
camping trip for one, I have wept and gnash my teeth that 
he has to drop the subject. I did not doubt spending some 
time away from all this toxicity surrounding his work life, 
and his ex-roommates, was something he could use right 
then. Joe loved camping, not just because between him and 
his brother they have all the camping gear anybody could 
ever need; but because survival was something he excelled 
at. Not to mention how Lake Annette reminded me one of 
those nature postcards I used to see – and doubt ever existed 
outside Switzerland – when I was a kid. However, I was so 
sure something bad would befall him while camping alone 
that I kept throwing a �t every time he brought the subject 
up. When, in the end, he found out that I have called Ryan's 
number and left a message, he wondered why I wanted to 
talk to Ryan. “You aren’t gonna tell me you’ve got a crush on 
Ryan too”, he has teased me “Almost all of my girlfriends had 
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at one time or another. He is like the Anti-Joe. One look at 
him and their eyes would be open to the world and its possi-
bilities”. I have laughed and said I wasn’t into men who think 
going to Europe gives them the right to cheat on the women 
they claim to love, thankyouverymuch. And admitted I was 
planning to ask him to go with Joe as a personal favor for me. 
That made Joe take a long look at me. "You are�that�worried 
I would do something stupid while there, aren’t you?” he 
asked �nally.

“No”� I said frowning. The fact that I have been worrying 
he would follow in the footsteps of many a depressed vet-
eran before him if things were to go South wasn’t something 
I wanted known. If he thinks I see suicide as out of the ques-
tion, I have imagined, suicide would feel less of an option to 
him. Like the e�ect Donna’s "don't be silly" has on me every 
time I tried to split the bill equally, despite not drinking as 
much cocktails as her. “I am afraid somebody would try to 
mug you or…”

“Kill me? Do you know how often I have gone hiking 
alone?”

“Maybe you didn’t have anybody to live for then” I said, 
shrugging “Someone who not just loves you but can’t live 
without you.�Doesn’t�want to live without you. Besides, you 
know what they say about danger. The one time you relax is 
the one time it pops up. They won’t even �nd your body for 
days”

“So come with me" he said, after contemplating me for 
some time “If somebody tried to attack us, I would make 
sure you got away to tell the world what happened”

“I am serious”
“So am I” he said, "Why not? It is not like you have taken a 

day o� ever since I met you and I think it would do me good 
to take care of you instead of having you to always look after 
me"

Later he teased me by asking if I was so used to this Ameri-
can life that I didn't want to give up my warm bed? After all 
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that talk about spending half my grown up life on a mattress 
�lled with dry grass, and harder to the back than a rock; was 
I, after all, a wimp? A spoiled city girl? A Jewish princess?!

I have laughed and told him shaming me wasn't the route 
he wants to take if he wanted me to be his camping buddy. 
We all know this was about him, and not I, so he should 
try to show me the perks of taking two days o� from work, 
both my works, instead of trying to guilt me. And 2 days 
later, I have found myself the sole guardian of a tent erected 
on a small clearing surrounded by wilderness and a body of 
water I have no hope of surviving if I tried.

Annette Lake wasn't a secluded park. It was one of the 
few camping grounds frequented by families and day-hikers 
alike. There were, indeed, voices coming from the other side 
of the lake. Voice of men mostly, and of children falling into 
the lake with a thud and calling each other in whiny voices. 
But there must have been enough room in it for each family 
as we have not seen another soul despite having explored 
the part of the beach twice and visiting the out-house once. 
That, while making the day much private and enjoyable for 
Joe, was a scary thought for me when evening came and I 
realized we were separated, by a body of water, from any-
body who could help us in time of emergency [say a horde of 
mischievous ghosts who stalk lone campers at night, serial 
killers roaming the woods for easy-targets, and man-eating 
lions and bears who drag campers out of their tent while 
they are – literally – kicking and screaming for dear life]. But 
I must have fallen asleep sometime through the night be-
cause I woke up to a dark and cold world. Water, or some-
thing like it, seems to have slipped into the sleeping bag that 
I half zipped myself into. Joe, who was the occupant of the 
sleeping bed next to mine, seems to also have slipped out of 
it sometime during the night or morning.

Shivering, I sat up. The world appears to have been trans-
formed into a forest of glum trees, looking resentfully down 
at me. Under the gray sky, the tent feels alone and vulner-
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able. Joe must be somewhere nearby, as the tent was zipped 
down, instead of ripped open.

"Joe?" I said, grabbing his wind-breaker jacket and walking 
out. I was ill-dressed, despite getting the basics. "Joe?"

Cooking utensils and various food items were still on top 
of tree trunks where we left them last night - to protect 
from nightly marauders. The two folding chairs were sitting 
at each side of the dead camp�re, looking down at its ashy 
demise.

"Joe?" I said, when he made me jump by walking out of a 
bush I didn't even notice rustle, saying "What's up bubble-
butt?" "Where did you go?"

"I was washing the plates so we can have some breakfast 
before we head out" he said, shaking water o� two plates and 
a frying pan he was holding in his armpit. "We could have 
energy bars, but I didn't want you to leave without your �rst 
camping breakfast experience"

I stretched, feeling a dull pain on my back. It was a com-
forting thought, having one more day before I have to go to 
work.

"So?" he said, after giving me a kiss. The swelling and 
scratches on his face has given him a dark-ish look. But his 
smile was his. "How was your �rst camping night? After the 
excitement you had, I would have thought you would go out 
like a lamp the minute I got o� you. But I noticed the battery 
on your radio was dead so I assumed you didn't"

"No" I said, watching him sit on one of the folding chairs 
and getting ready to boil water for a co�ee and an oatmeal 
breakfast. "The minute you started snoring, I started think-
ing about all those crazy movies I saw about people getting 
killed while camping. My excuse back then was 'but this is 
happening in America, it won't get to me'. This time I�was�in 
America and --- Anyway... when I could no longer hear the 
radio, I reminded myself how I used to be scared to go to 
sleep, or even take a shower, the �rst few days I moved into 
my apartment. How I could not stop thinking of all the scary 
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movies about single women being watched, stalked and 
killed. And how I lived even through that. I must have con-
vinced myself because I don't remember when I fall asleep"

"Yeah I almost woke you up for a round two this morning 
but you looked so uncomfortable I left you alone. Speaking 
of - how was it - last night? Pretty intense, huh?!"

I laughed. "Yes it was"
"Kind of like saying bad words in Amharic when you are 

coming, right, like a forbidden fruit?"
"You know" I said, sitting across from him and the jet-fuel 

tank that was spouting �re like a burp, "I don't think I should 
tell you anything that I consider remotely secret. You al-
ways end up making me regret telling you"

"Why are you so embarrassed about that?" he said, handing 
me a co�ee that seems to have its milk and sugar pre-mixed 
in it. "It is us, just the way we were last night, just the way we 
are this morning and we will be in your apartment this after-
noon. You knew there were no other campers at this side of 
the lake. You knew we were miles from civilization. But you 
didn't relax until like half-way through and I was convinced 
I was going to come alone. I am not complaining. It was 
pretty damn hot, trying twice as hard to keep myself from 
ejaculating. But I couldn't �gure out why you would be so 
self-conscious, despite being surrounded by nothing other 
than blank darkness?"

"I don't know" I laughed "it felt like we were defying na-
ture, like all the trees have eyes"

"And no vagina?" he said, opening an energy drink for him-
self, "I feel like you would always be standing outside the 
door afraid your mother would walk in on your sister and 
her boyfriend making out, or doing whatever you fear they 
were doing. In truth, camping sex is the safest kind of sex. 
You do it out in the open. And it is still something nobody 
really frowns upon, like peeing in the shower. Do you think 
the shower-head judges you after you peed in the shower?”

“What?”� I said revolted. “Are you – what is wrong with 
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you?”
“Oh I forgot. You don’t do bodily functions. Anyway I love 

you and am glad you get to see me in my natural habitat. But 
I gotta admit I didn’t drag you all the way up here just so you 
can experience camping. I hoped to get laid too”

“Hm and here I was thinking you brought me here so I 
could watch you withhold life's luxuries and conveniences 
from yourself, so when you get back to it you can appreciate 
it more"

"Here we go" he teased, stirring the oatmeal in "Kill all the 
romance out of it with the old ‘ye spoiled Americans’ rou-
tine"

"Actually, I don’t think most Americans are so much 
spoiled as greedy" I said, "They want to be implicated in 
everything: the luxury as well as the sob-story. If it isn’t a 
slap, it is yelling. If it isn’t yelling, it is a father not making 
it to the junior league game. If it isn’t them, it is a cousin 
of their wife. Like that proverb in my country, a kid whose 
mother went to the river to fetch water cries as much as a 
kid whose mom died. Anyway this wasn’t even that. I just 
observed how you guys go out of your way, literally, to con-
struct the kind of life we are trying to dig ourselves out of. 
And how that is a luxury the rest of the world would love to 
have"

"What is so bad about living o� nature anyway?" he asked, 
"planting your food, irrigating your land using water from 
your own wells and living under God's big roof. It beats pay-
ing thousands of dollars a year in rent and the IRS"

"What is this about taxes anyway” I said, remembering 
how his father gave up a pretty successful Window-washing 
business saying he would rather go broke than give the gov-
ernment a dime. “I thought you were a socialist, like me”

“Well you were saying how Ethiopians would be willing 
to pay more in taxes if they could get half the bene�t we do 
here with public transportation, the radio, and the library. 
Of course I would be guilted into saying ‘you are right’. You 
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can be quite intense when you are on one of your rants. I 
mean look at Europe: Universal health care, quality educa-
tion, better social services.�That�is the kind of stu� I would 
love to see my taxes go for, not to invade countries who 
didn’t do us any harm to keep the real bad guys happy”

“Anyway” I said, changing the subject “Anyway the point I 
was trying to make earlier was living o� nature is good when 
it is by choice, when you could a�ord to make them. When 
it is a life you were given and you have no other option, it 
sucks, like everything else"

"Having the freedom to choose isn't all it's cracked up to 
be, trust me" he said, bitterly. "Anyway” he said, handing me 
a plate full of oatmeal with a chunk of butter and brown 
sugar in its midst, "You �nish your breakfast while I �ll up 
our bottle and sterilize it. Then we will pack our stu� and 
try to hit camp by noon. Marty has told me I can keep the 
truck for as long as I need but I have a feeling he could use 
it more than I do – what with having to shuttle between my 
relatives’ place and his to do all the chores my father used 
to”
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CHAPTER 24

When I was done eating breakfast, after throw-
ing most of the brown sugar in the dead 
camp �re and covering mud on the evidence, I 

headed down to the lake, where we lay on top a rock looking 
at the stars before heading back to our tent last night. To my 
surprise, he wasn't pumping water into his bottle and stir-
ring it with the pen. He was sitting by the rock I was sitting 
on yesterday and smoking.

"Hi" I said when he looked up.
"No...” he said, waving his hands around to crop-dust the 

smell from getting to me. "Stay there"
"C'mon" I said, sitting next to him.
"You know you can get contact-high from this right?" he 

said, shifting his position.
"Yes...” I said bravely "Maybe it would not be that bad if it is 

just from smelling"
"Oh no...” he said laughing. "Florde has tried to call the cops 

on herself for using an illegal substance the �rst time I gave 
her a marijuana brownie. She got so freaked out I gotta call 
her sister to come do something. I have promised I won't do 
that to anybody I love, least of all you"

"Why least of all me?" I said, trying to put myself in the way 
of the smell. I was having that mad desire to show him how 
grateful I was for the trip, please him for the way he tried to 
please me - by getting everything necessary and doing all the 
heavy lifting.

"Because you are so guarded" he said, smiling at my at-
tempt to direct the smell my way "You don't know how to 
relax and have fun. You won't even leave your apartment 
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without making your bed, for Christ sakes, afraid the people 
who would come to go through your things would think you 
were a slob. If you got high, you would end up with a bad 
high and worry you will be deported"

"You don't know how far I have come" I said, making myself 
comfortable on the rock, "I am the �rst Ethiopian I know 
who has gone on a camping trip. Plus, haven't you told me if 
I gotta do it once, I gotta do it with somebody I trust? Well... 
I trust you"

He smiled and looked into my eyes dreamily. “You do 
huh?”

“Of course”
“But not enough to let me say hi to your mom when she 

called Friday night"
“What?” I said, completely thrown o� "But I have already 

told you why"
"Because you don't want her to be disappointed if and 

when we break up! There is apparently an expiry date to our 
relationship the details of which only you know about"

"But I am the only child she has" I said resentfully "and 
she is getting old. I don't want her thinking I am here, cry-
ing alone in a foreign country, because somebody broke my 
heart"

"Instead, you would rather she think you are here all alone 
in a foreign country, breaking your heart over having no-
body to love you?"

I sighed. "I have been a single girl all the time I was back 
home. I can manage being alone, she knows that. When it 
comes to having actually found somebody and not ending 
up with them, however...”

"Admit it" he said when I hesitated "It is not really your 
mother you are worried about. It is yourself. You worry if 
we broke up, people would see you as more of a failure than 
somebody waiting to meet the right one and have a stable 
relationship someday. The standards you hold yourself to 
are sometimes ridiculous, not to mention seeming to work 
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against your self-interest"
I was going to defend myself with how my sister would go 

crazy over a guy she just met, giggling all night over all the 
things he said to her; and how quickly the change comes: 
where her face would darken when asked about him and 
wouldn't want to talk about it. How I was too bruised, at 
a young age, too weary emotionally to grow optimistic on 
the subjects of men and happily-ever-afters. But it wasn’t 
exactly something he hasn’t heard before. Plus, there were 
other reasons too, reasons that have to do with him, and 
ones I won’t have brought up if he hasn’t gone about accusing 
me of not trusting him.

“I guess...” I said “I assumed we were both waiting until we 
knew each other better to make this – “o�cial”. I have yet to 
meet your mom or Marty. And even your Facebook, it says 
just ‘in a relationship’ and you have not even added with 
whom. You comment on all your military friends’ photo - 
with their kids and their pregnant girlfriends – but when it 
comes to us ...”

"But you have deactivated your Facebook account" he 
interrupted me defensively "How do I link you to my status 
when you have no Facebook pro�le?"

"I took it down because I was tired of all the questions: 
'How come you are still single? How come you don't have 
kids? How come you haven’t found somebody to marry and 
petition your nephews and nieces yet?" I said tartly "What 
is�your�excuse?"

"Well... I never knew I needed an excuse" he said, mildly 
amused "For your information, those people whose photo 
you see, the ones who are honey-bunny-ing one another on 
every post, most of them end up either separating or divor-
cing before the week was out"

"Yes but" I shook myself all over. I was experiencing fear. 
My thigh muscles were feeling loose - like I was getting 
weaker by the hour "it will be good to know you aren't 
ashamed of me"
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"Ashamed of you?" he said, looking at my face with wonder 
"What is there to be ashamed of you?"

"I don't know" I said, laughing. Because I was feeling a little 
like myself, and a little weirded out.

"You said it so there must be a reason you thought I may be 
ashamed of you for"

"Being black, I guess"
He sighed "This country is getting to you, too, is it?"
"No. This marijuana is getting to me. Oh my God, I think I 

am high" I said, grabbing him by the hand "It's like… cruising 
in my system... I can feel myself getting higher and higher by 
the minute"

"You will be �ne" He said, gathering the plates into the 
box they came in "Try to focus on something. On like why I 
would date you if I were ashamed of you, for example?"

"Well… you do have whatwashername's photo from years 
ago?"

"Yes because it is lame to delete people’s photos from your 
pro�le just because you broke up with them. What's more, 
she wasn't White either"

"Yes but White people don't look down on Asians as much 
as they do black people. Asians come wearing tiny dresses, 
showing o� their pretty legs, shopping at Nordstrom and 
driving cars their parents bought them. Black people come 
with angry faces and unattractive attitudes because of all 
the things you guys put them through; refusing to have any-
thing to do with you guys however overweight, poor and un-
desirable they were. Don't think I don't notice it because it 
isn't part of my history. It is the kind of injustice that makes 
me wanna hurt somebody sometimes"

He was looking at me with his mouth agape before I real-
ized I was crying. Tears: wet, big, alien tears were rushing 
down my cheeks.

"Is that why you told me not to come to the clinic to pick 
you up even if you were pretending to be sick yesterday?" He 
said after a long sigh, "Because you think I would �nd one of 
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your Asian co-workers attractive or that they would come 
after me?"

"Or give me a stink eye" I added quickly "or worse, laugh 
behind my back and say I was trying to reach above my sta-
tion: the servant girl trying to hook up with ‘Massa’ instead 
of what is proper - the House slave! Because it is a caste sys-
tem, isn't it? If goes White, Yellow, Brown, black. It is either 
Barbie, or Madam Butter�y walking around in her kimono 
and bound-feet, pointing out which vase should be polished 
and what �ower to put in the drawing room, while untouch-
ables like me take her order and bear children for whichever 
“darkie” “Master” decided would sleep with me that night! 
Why else do you think I avoid looking at African-American 
men when we are walking in downtown Seattle?! Every time 
I went into a store and there is a black guy with a White 
woman, I get a hostile or a fearful look from her and pitying 
ones from those around. Like he has gone to her after reject-
ing me; even if he looked like an ape or was a complete loser. 
Even Donna, Donna says we would not have been friends if 
I were African-American because black women were jealous 
of her. Have you seen Donna?" I asked "She looks like a dude"

"And this is your friend, right?"
"So was Amy" I said, "I love the girl. But that doesn't mean 

I don’t think women from her continent could use a little 
more self-respect"

"Wow" He said shaking his head in disappointment
"Don't do that" I said disappointed "Don’t act like you think 

I am an evil bitch with an ugly heart. I know that look. It is a 
look that drove me away from my country men every time I 
voiced an opinion di�erent from the herd. But I am not being 
mean. It is a truth you would witness if you took a walk 
on 4th Avenue and saw how many pretty Asian girls walk 
around with White guys who look like real losers"

He sighed. "First of all" he said "I will never use terms like 
‘ugly on the inside’ and ‘evil’ to describe you; even when 
some of your expressions can use re�nement. And I am not 
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even going to say there is no truth in what you are saying. 
I work and game with so called ‘nerds', after all, with self-
proclaimed ‘geeks’ and ‘hard-core gamers’ who go online to 
spout against White Women; their shallowness, ‘Femi-Naz-
ism’, and the loss of traditional values. Men who would 
sooner murder women than risk being laughed at. But the 
problem with stereotypes is exactly what you just said you 
have a problem with: not taking the individual's right to 
be di�erent into consideration. Let there be a million Asian 
women who would go for whatever type of White guy who 
gave them the time of day. The one girl who didn't, that is 
who you are being unfair to. Do you know the Blackstone's 
ratio? It says ‘it is better to let 10 guilty people get away than 
letting one innocent person su�er'? When you are stereo-
typing, you are convicting that one person trying to stand 
out. We are convicting you, basically"

"Sorry" I said laughing embarrassedly "Do you hate me?"
"No I don't hate you, silly goose" He said, giving me a com-

passionate kiss on the forehead. "But I feel sorry for you. 
No wonder you keep getting anxiety attacks, with all this 
confusion and pain knocking about in your head. One more 
thing: Do you remember how when I �rst asked you why 
you do not date African-American men you said it was be-
cause they don't treat their women right?! I almost said you 
might want to ask my mom how well White men treat their 
women. And why I grew up feeling like White trash with-
out even systematic racism to blame for it. I do not think 
you have lived, or traveled, enough in this country to realize 
what you come across is just an impression, not a complete 
representation of what makes the United States of America; 
or human-kind, for that matter. As for Florde, I didn't start 
dating her because she was Asian. I have come across count-
less Asians before and after her that I have no intention of 
dating. I maybe into foreign women, but being ‘foreign’ is 
not the only criteria. Just as there would be plenty of Ethi-
opian women I would meet who I may not be inclined to 
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date. Also, I do not ask women out because I think they 
are superior to others, whether those others are from their 
own culture or a di�erent one. I ask them, mostly, because 
I thought they were cute and the opportunity presented it-
self. If things worked out, the attraction grows into love 
and the love to commitment - marriage, kids, etcetera. Her 
photo I posted because I was still in the military and wanted 
to�show�all that I have somebody waiting at home for me, a 
reason to live for. Now that I am here, I would rather work on 
trying to�keep�the ‘someone’ I have than showing her o� like 
she was a prize I won at the fair. Just the way I kept my White 
girlfriend private, and would the person I date after you - if it 
comes to that. It is not shame. It is maturity".

"Still...” I said, trailing o� to a restless sleep while he 
walked me to his tent. "It would make me feel good if you 
said something about me - even if it is just a name. That way 
I can say 'there, you see? He isn't trying to hide me'. You are, 
after all, the only real relationship I had in America"

"So this is about other people, not you?"
"It is always about other people in my culture" I said "Why 

else do you think I went to school and worked up to 56 hours 
a week to send things that mean nothing to me for my family 
back home? It is because unless my nieces and nephew are 
wearing name-brand cloth from America, and carry the lat-
est cellphones, people would start asking them if their aunt 
wasn't sending money from America. I have already failed as 
a wife, and mother- to-be. I can't fail as a provider as well"

"I didn't know you felt that way" he has said quietly "Or 
that such things mattered to you"

"I am a woman" I said, gurgling out a nauseated laughter, "I 
have vanities too, and I don't think I should spend the rest of 
my life apologizing for them for fear of falling short of some-
body else's expectation of who I should be"

"Here" he said, handing me puri�ed water while pulling the 
tent apart, and rolling up the beds into their own pockets 
"keep yourself hydrated, even if you don't feel like it. I will 
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carry everything; you just be careful that you don't fall. The 
climb down should be much easier than up"

"Ok" I said, trying to go down to his level, but feeling my 
knees buckle.

"And I will add you on my Facebook" he assured me "take 
a bunch of photos of you and post it with ‘This is the girl in 
whom I am well pleased'. Would that be loving enough?"

"Just one would do" I said, laughing while feeling my neck 
too weak to carry my shoulder. "Otherwise it would look 
like I forced you to do it"

He looked up at me and smiled. Even in my state, I knew 
what that smile meant.

"Maybe I should let you do it when you feel like it" I said, 
taking hold of his hand "Like with our 3-month anniver-
sary?! Remember how you went to your mother's place and 
picked those �owers for me?"

"Yes?"
"That meant a lot more to me than any of the gifts you gave 

me"
"I actually got them because my mom insisted I get you 

something when I mentioned it. She said I should use every 
opportunity to remind you just how much I appreciate you 
being in my life; whether it is picking you �owers, leaving 
love notes on your fridge or sending you postcards. So I have 
to do it even if I was sure you’d think it lame"

"No I loved it" I said, "I love things like that, heartfelt 
things"

"Heartfelt" he sighed. "See, my version of ‘heartfelt’ would 
have been this whole trip: You being embarrassed for wear-
ing slacks and carrying a hiking-pole without which you 
won't have made it to the top. How excited you were when 
you put your feet in the lake and saw the �shes moving 
around it. Then pulling me so hard towards yourself, as if 
you were trying to cover your body with my body when we 
were having sex, that I almost dislocated my shoulder. That 
is the kind of stu� I want to remember and can't be squeezed 
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in a frame. How about" he said, "one of these days I take a 
photo of you, when you least expect it - at your most natural 
- and post it on Facebook; with a description of where you 
are or what it was about. No pretentious posing. No fake bla-
bla. Just 'Meyti at such and such place'?"

"That would be good" I said smiling. "I like that"
"In return" he added “you have to promise to try and be a 

little less Debbie-downer sometimes. You seem to be hold-
ing a grudge against everyone and anyone who had a better 
life than you. If a writer won a Booker Prize at 19, you would 
say it was because her father was a professor at Oxford. If a 6-
year-old became a prodigy, you would say you haven't seen a 
piano until you were in your mid 20s; and even that at some 
posh Hotel in Addis where only foreigners and rich people 
hang out at. If a painter is producing amazing art, you talk 
about how kids were told not to waste good charcoal when 
found drawing in the streets of Addis. Ok. Life is fucking un-
fair. Some people are given their future, while others have to 
work for it. But you are here, God damn it. It could have been 
so much worse and there are millions - if not billions, having 
a harder time than you right this moment. Maybe you can't 
be the writer, composer or artist you could have been if you 
were born in a family or artists. Maybe you have to work 
extra hard to get where you are more than your American 
or White compatriot needed to. Maybe you are being dis-
advantaged by your background: by your color; by the fact 
that you are a woman and maybe all three. I get it. It fucking 
blows. Starting anew with high-school drop outs who may 
look down on you or make fun of your accent, when you 
have put in the work back in Africa, it blows!! Trust me,� I 
know. But who is to bene�t from your spending the rest of 
your life looking back? What good would it do? Is it going 
to change the past or help you push forward to the future?! 
I don't think so. You can �ght it. In fact, I would love to see 
you �ghting it. You throwing away the good you are given for 
what you have not -- I don't think it is a very wise decision. 
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Not to mention a painful thing to watch for all those who 
love you”

“I will” I said experiencing a mild headache from the 
length of the speech and the self-hatred I was coming down 
with. “No one who criticized me has ever made me feel 
loved in spite of it. If you do, I will do anything to be found 
deserving of your love”
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CHAPTER 25

The sad thing about camps, as well as trips, is coming 
back home to your old life. Where your boyfriend's 
job was in jeopardy and his worst fear seems 

to be having you in the ring-side seat to what he perceives 
as his "humiliation". The rest of the week went as a whirl-
wind. Despite a continuous threat on the phone with fam-
ily and friends, he didn't quit his job before he was told he 
could come back now. I knew he was both scared and excited 
on the morning he was to start work. He didn't want to eat 
breakfast, and badgered me for killing time by trying to feed 
him. He was not back by the time I got home, and texted to 
say he was still working on catching up so would be late. So 
I was sure things must have gone good. When he came that 
night, however, his face has lost all the hope and luster of the 
morning. He has gotten his job, alright. Is even allowed to 
keep his salary, but in a department below his expertise; and 
only because he was a veteran.

"Can you believe this shit?" he asked me, disgusted. "They 
told me they would have let me go if it wasn't for the service 
I rendered our country. I am walking on thin roof. And that I 
should consider this my last warning"

"Well" I said, fast-forwarding the DVD manual of the cro-
chet package I bought, after Donna recommended it as a 
great way to relax while waiting on the in�rm. "I am just glad 
you get to go to work in the morning. With your restless-
ness, you would have been really bummed out if you gotta 
stay at home for more than a week"

He gave me a severe look, as if he wanted to protest. Then, 
as if he can sense I was in no mood to �ght, he said he would 
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have still managed to �nd something even if they had �red 
him. In fact, �ring him would have been a great favor as it 
would make him free to explore other venues. He was a cat; I 
must know that by now. has got 9 lives and has always man-
aged to land on his feet. He plans to give them the �nger the 
minute he got call-backs from some of the places he has ap-
plied to. If it wasn't for me, and my need for stability holding 
him back, he would have done it already.

This surprised me. If I have the guts, I would have men-
tioned if memory serves, He was the one taking space in my 
apartment, not the other way around. But I knew massaging 
Joe's ego worked much better than trying to make Joe see 
sense.

"Well if being with me is all it takes to help you keep your 
job then I am glad" I said smiling, "We have a saying in my 
country, ‘�rst my bum, said the monkey'. It is a monkey that 
got brambles all over her body. When they asked her which 
she would rather have removed, she said her butt comes �rst 
because it is what she sits with - and can do everything else 
from"

"I bet she did" he said then smiled suddenly, as if he has 
changed his mind about being angry. "What are you doing 
anyway?" he asked, drawing a string out and following it 
with his eyes

"Crochet" I said smiling up at him. "Donna said it was what 
helped her with her depression when she worked at the old 
lady's home. She took me to Michaels to buy it before giving 
me a ride and said I gotta make a coaster for her using these 
very colors. We have taken a crochet class in Home Econom-
ics when I was a kid, girls were given crocheting needles 
and the boys worked with bull and sheep horns. But I have 
avoided them fearing they were one more attempt by soci-
ety to turn me into my sister. I am really looking forward to 
learning it so I can make you a sweater"

"I hate to be a party-pooper" He said, after grabbing a pil-
low, laying it across from me and watching me from it. "but 
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this feels like another fad you will get bored with quickly 
before you look for something else to occupy your time. Do 
you want to know what I think you are really craving for, 
deep down?"

"A personal relationship with God?"
"No" He laughed. "A kid! You are like a lady-bird, getting her 

nest ready to receive a baby. And get this, having a baby - the 
making of it as well as the carrying it - won't just keep you 
busy but it will help with your depression too. I have heard 
people become so much less self-involved when they have 
kids"

Self-involved? Me. Right!
"I know" he said, when I wouldn't answer "on the surface, 

this feels like the least ideal time to have a baby. But that is 
part of the reason why people have kids. Because kids make 
you forget the nastiness outside and give meaning to your 
life the way work never can. Besides, being pregnant would 
�nally give you an excuse to petition your mom over for a 
visit. Or your sister - Zeenash? - to come as a baby sitter. She 
will get a job and you wouldn't have to send so much money 
a month to help them. Till then, we can split our schedules 
so one of us would always be here. And if it comes to the 
worst, we can get a place in Kent, and leave it at my mom's in 
the day time while we work"

"Yeah maybe" I said, opened the bag that came with the 
manual and took out all the items I needed.

"I mean look at you" he said smiling and moving to my 
side of the bed "You are so ready to be a mother it isn't even 
funny"

What I really wanted to talk about was why he was so 
obsessed with kids all of a sudden. What happened to the 
apartment he was going to rent? And when was I going to 
have my place all for myself? I love him, but I didn't like 
him much when he was like this. Unpredictable, easy to take 
o�ense and a little nuts. I would have continued to smile and 
play along if he hasn't wrestled my new bought project out 
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of my hand and pinned me to the bed. "Why don't you want 
to have my baby?" he asked, prodding my thighs with his 
knee. "Is it because you are afraid if you have a baby it means 
you and whatwashisname are done for good?"

I tried to lift myself. He pushed me down by my shoulder 
and held my hands to my side, causing a painful strain on my 
arms and helplessness in my muscle. "C'mon" I said, strug-
gling to get up

"Not until you tell me"
"I won't tell you until you let go of my arm"
"One word"
"Joe!!"� I said, violently slamming my body against his. 

"Let.Me.Go"
He let go of my arm, and sat watching me, while I sat rub-

bing my arms
"What?"�he said, laughing "You aren't gonna tell me I hurt 

you?"
"I thought I was gonna su�ocate" I said, both angry and 

tearful from the fear that suddenly seized me when my head 
was pinned between his thighs.

"You are crying?" He said, in disbelief
"You really gotta know when to stop, Jesus"
"I know what this is about" he said and climbed down the 

bed. "It's about you becoming tired of me already. Oh Joe, I 
am going to die alone, I am the perpetual single girl whether 
I have a boyfriend or not. One day a week won't a relation-
ship make, etcetera.�Bullshit! When I �nally needed a place to 
crush no… you can't stand the sight of me"

"What are you talking about?" I said, surprised at how he 
seems to turn everything, even his mistakes, against me.

"I am saying I can see it in your eyes" he said, facing me like 
I was a fellow soldier who shot his leg to spite his face. "You 
have started to dislike me. I have become a burden to you in 
less than two weeks"

"Are you sure that isn't you mirroring your own fear in 
me?" I said calmly. Because I was happy I was coming home 
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to him. It was just his restlessness and his acting like there 
was no place to breath in my apartment that I have gotten 
tired of.

"Whatever" he said and went into the rest room. "You 
know what kills me?" he said, coming out immediately. 
"What kills me is how I did all these for you. Because of you! 
I jeopardized my career and my living arrangements for you 
and how do you repay me?"

My gaping mouth must have showed I didn't understand 
what he was talking about; because he cursed and went back 
into the rest room. When he came out after what felt like for-
ever, he found me standing outside the door.

"What?" he said, trying to pass me by but unable due to my 
blocking the way. He must have been smoking or snorting 
something because his nose looked like it has taken a punch.

"What happened at work?"
"Nothing happened at work" he said, pushing past me. 

"Nothing you need to worry about, anyway. I will �nd an 
apartment and get out of your hair. That is what you want 
isn't it?"

"I want to know what happened, Joe" I pressed, following 
him.

"Why?" he said, turning on me.
"Because it can't be worse than what I think"
"What do you think it is?" he said, suddenly interested. He 

has plopped himself on the couch and was making himself 
comfortable when he asked this.

"I don't know" I said tearfully. "But I know you and I know 
how impulsive you can be and you seem to regret it so I am 
thinking it must be something bad"

He smiled, as if he was both bitter and sorry for me. "I 
didn't know you have such low opinions of my judgement" 
he said sadly.

"It's not low opinion" I said, "I just know you"
"Well maybe you have a point there. By how this shit blow 

up"
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"I love you" I said "But you can't keep me in the dark over 
things everybody else seems to know about"

"I am not in love with everybody else" He said bitterly "I 
am in love with you and it matters to me what you think of 
me"

"But can't you see what it is doing to us?"
"Ok stop crying, Jesus" He said. "I don't know what makes 

women think men like tears. There is nothing sexy about a 
woman crying, unless you are making her come; even then it 
is mixed with guilt"

Then he sighed and told me what happened.
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CHAPTER 26

It started with a grudge. A grudge fueled by casual com-
ments from Matt and his colleagues.

"You know I spent all my adult life in the military, 
right?" He asked, interrupting his story. "I was a whiz with 
computers when in high school but I didn't spend years 
studying java script, C++s and hacking websites like they 
did"

And so Matt and his friends have been saying stu� behind 
his back; lovingly at �rst, admiring his determination and 
thirst for knowledge. Then with a hint of boredom, com-
menting on how the longer it took him to �nish a project, 
the more delay it creates on their performance. And when he 
started resenting the snide and showing it, they started ex-
changing looks and blocking him out - like he was no longer 
part of the ‘cool kids’ club. The problem with people who 
worked with IT was, when the cool kids locked out you, you 
are really left out. Remaining connected and the exchange 
of information is a vital part of the business. He knew he 
was no nerd; he didn't lack the social skills most of his col-
leagues did, or su�ered from only having one type of women 
being interested in him. But he was a fast learner. He was a 
hard-worker. And he was cool with not being the best and 
the brightest for once. His bosses loved him and encouraged 
him, through his mistakes. Still felt he was being treated like 
the muscle guy, the man with the looks, the [brainless] jock. 
A man walking among strangers who didn't really like him 
and on land-mines that may go o� any minute. He felt lonely, 
vulnerable and a little alien.

But he has been through worse. He has survived that; he 
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would survive this. With time and determination at his 
disposal, he went above and beyond; and was almost com-
fortable enough to feel he belonged there. That was when 
the very person who he felt was turning people against him, 
maybe because their living proximity made them more ir-
ritable to one another, made a joke at the beach Volley-ball 
party and got some awkward laughs. He tried to let it go, 
he really did. He went out, got shit faced drunk, told Matt 
he loved him, that they were brothers. But he woke up an-
grier the next day. In fact, the nicer Matt became, the less 
Joe could stand being around that guy. So he bid his time, 
smiling when they smiled, laughing when they joked, while 
his stress signal [the back pain] got to a point where he can't 
breathe without wincing. And when, a couple of weeks later, 
Izzy and Matt went o� to baby-sit her boss’s sick dog, he 
waited until everyone has gone to sleep and slid into their 
room.

What he wanted was some fetish [spanking, feet, scat play] 
he can taunt and torture the man with. What he found were 
a bunch of naked pictures of Camy and two amateur sex vid-
eos, one of which was with Matt joking his penis was camera-
shy while Izzy groans with frustration and used her own �n-
ger to get there – quietly mewling like a sick cat. He was way 
too excited at unearthing this gem, at how bad it made Matt 
look, not even the knowledge it would be grossly unfair to 
Izzy would stop him from uploading it on a porn site. He 
has then posted a link to the video at a gaming forum they 
were both members of, then sat back and waited for the ul-
timate show-down. By the time the forum administrators 
took down the link, the video has been watched a couple of 
hundreds of times.

"Look, I know it was stupid, right?" he said defensively "But 
this guy has been disrespecting me for a long time, like get-
ting me in the house gave him entitlement. And he does it in 
a way I can't really defend myself, but have to either call him 
out or laugh it o�. If I called him out, what would that make 
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me? Somebody who isn't a team player. Or worse, downright 
liability. It is like what you said about everybody expecting 
a black woman to be angry. So I let it go, wanting to start 
cutting myself. I told myself to keep my head down and just 
prove myself. It can't be worse than having a bunch of kids 
pelt you with rocks when you tell them to get o� the road 
for their own safety. Although it felt like that sometimes, 
like I was an ant under a microscope; like I was being hunted, 
ambushed when I least expect it. Thought about fucking 
breaking his skull! If I do that, though, that is what I would 
amount to: Bamm-bamm the muscle guy. So I used his own 
medicine to get back at him. That way, it would �nally be 
out in the open and we would settle it between us - like men. 
I never imagined he would go tell Izzy someone posted a 
video of her on a porn site because of something he did. She 
was talking about pressing charges, and all this shit, until I 
mentioned what he said at the game. She asked me if I cared 
if she got raped or killed and I said of course I do. I just never 
imagined there would be someone out there with nothing 
better to do than troll Matt's online pro�les until they �g-
ured out what zip-code he was from"

"So what did he say?" I said, after listening to the story 
and not being surprised by it. In fact, I have worried it 
might have been a lot worse than that. Like selling illegal 
substance on eBay, or trading his co-worker's social secur-
ity number with Russian gangs. He loved the thrill. And 
now that he was neither drinking and driving, or running to 
his death on a motorcycle; anything that gives him a kick 
maybe welcome. "- Matt"

"He didn't say anything. When I got home, Izzy lunged at 
me, kicking and screaming. The whole house was up in a 
minute and the guys dragged her away, just bowling her eyes 
out. I was in such a shock I didn't even try to cover my face 
when he came out of his room and started pummeling me 
with his �st. I mean... this was a girl I thought had a thing for 
me and would have hooked up with me if she wasn't already 
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engaged to the guy"
"I mean what did he say to make you snap?" I said ignoring 

the subject of Izzy wanting to fuck my boyfriend. Of course, 
I have known it all along. I have seen it in her disinterest to 
come out of her room when I was around. And why she refers 
to her being small every chance she got; in case all the noises 
she makes while having sex with her boyfriend has failed to 
get the message across; that she has got what they need "You 
said you snapped. It must have been something - bad"

"Oh that...” he looked up at me almost unwillingly "It was a 
stupid comment"

"About me"
"What makes you say that?" He said, not too surprised
"Because you said you did it for me"
"I didn't do it for you" he said, resignedly "I did it because 

I was made to feel stupid and besieged. I knew I was doing 
something that would get me into trouble. But I didn't care. 
It was the same sensation I got when I went out on patrol 
with 'grunts'. An excitement coming from a near-death ex-
perience, an intoxicating desire to be shot at, to be blown to 
pieces than go back home and try to make it as a civilian. It 
is easier to face a �ring squad than face life, sometimes. Any-
way I didn't care. All I wanted was the high. And I got what I 
deserved"

"But he said something about me"
"Not about you… just in general about black women. I 

don't know if he thought I would think he has my back be-
cause I was saying how you were holding out on me the �rst 
week we got back together. That I was so sexually frustrated 
I would hump a leg not to be caught cheating. That is when 
he said it, like he had this perfect racist joke churning in him 
for years and couldn't wait to get it out. I mean where I come 
from, a guy can insult you or your mother and get away with 
it. But he can't disrespect your woman, however impersonal 
it maybe. The minute he went after your girl, or your dad 
for that matter, it is on. I have been put in detention because 
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I beat up a classmate who said my step-mom looked like 
a guy, so my dad must be gay. You don't mess with a guy's 
father, and with his woman. Those are the rules. Don't ask 
me who came up with them"

"And you don't want to tell me what he said"
"Why?" he said looking up "What purpose would it serve? 

That is exactly what I told my bosses: I don't want what he 
said repeated because it is insulting a whole class of people 
twice. I have a feeling that is why they haven't canned my 
ass, because standing by him would mean standing by the 
bigotry. My room-mates, on the other hand, thought it was a 
big invasion of privacy that I actually went into their room 
and hacked their laptop. Should have called a meeting and 
addressed it or found another way to get back at him. Said 
they have started not just password locking their computer 
but their stu� as well, that I have messed up the room's equi-
librium. Equilibrium my ass! Apparently equilibrium won't 
be maintained unless Joe Jr. is forking good money or his san-
ity for it. I said as much, actually. Told them I would do it all 
over again if given a chance. I just wish" he looked up at me, 
tears making his eyes wobble "that I did a better job of pro-
tecting you. That is why I wanted to come apologize to you 
the night I got drunk. I should have never complained about 
you. And should have spent all my waking hours with you 
instead of trying to be one of them; which I knew I can never 
be – being incapable of such arrogance, the arrogance of the 
modern-day jocks, or "geeks" as they like to call themselves"

"Ok" I said, walking to where he sat. I held his hand and 
kissed his forehead "I am glad you hacked into his computer 
and put those �les online" I said

"Really?" he said, looking up with complete surprise
"Really"
"You don't think it was a little immature and I should have 

addressed it di�erently - like they said?"
"It is immature" I admitted, "But he disrespected me and 

you showed him how having somebody you love disres-
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pected felt. If you have killed him, I would have still stood 
by your side and come to visit you in prison till the day I die"

"So kill the motherfucker?" he said, laughing like he was 
intoxicated

"No” I said thoughtfully, “If he has any conscience, this is 
even better"

He laughed, got up and stood there watching me. "Some-
times I wonder" he said "if you aren't as crazy as I"

I wasn't as crazy as he was. I just knew when a �ghting 
needs to be done and when it wasn't. This was a �ght that 
needed to be done. I was willing to pay the full price of it.
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CHAPTER 27

A nd pay the price I did. First, when he failed to get 
an apartment that could satisfy the both of us: I 
would not have him move into a place whose car-

pet smelled of pee, or which seems to be populated by either 
drug dealers or hookers. And he was not willing to move into 
a place where he has gotta pay more than 1/3rd of his in-
come. He had school debts and credit card debts he has been 
accumulating while making expensive phone calls to his ex-
girlfriend from abroad, with the belief he wouldn't make it 
back alive to say the things to her in person.

In fact, most of the places at which his eyes brighten up 
seem to be places that do not meet the most basic of ne-
cessities [like working boilers or locks of bedroom doors]; 
rooms where he has to tip-top to keep his personal life pri-
vate and/or has gotta get involved with the family's cooking 
and cleaning duties. Oh yeah... there was one more place in 
Mt. Baker whose living room served as a sleeping quarter 
for nocturnal rodents, who seem to be snoozing, even in the 
light of day underneath a hot tent, their wet stomachs mov-
ing up and down with every deformed breath.

In the end, I decided to ask the Manager of my apartment 
if my boyfriend can stay with me for more than the 2-week 
maximum we are allowed to have company. The Super can't 
see any problem with that; as long as my boyfriend knows 
the building hours and is willing to sign a waiver from hold-
ing the owners responsible in case something happened to 
him while on that property. It would be my duty, therefore, 
to make sure he got a duplicate of the various keys and in-
cluding him on my insurance. Joe did not like that I talked to 
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my manager without asking him �rst. Said it feels he wasn't 
in control of his life anymore. That unless he left when he 
can, he won't be able to feel like a man any longer. However, 
he thanked me grudgingly for caring. Gave me a kiss on the 
cheeks and said he would like to contribute in the upkeep of 
my apartment for as long as he is there. Would half the rent, 
which is equivalent to what he used to pay at his old place, 
be enough?

The second incident came the day he gave me a call while 
I was at work. "Hey it's me" the message started from a very 
stressed-out sounding Joe. "I ... was ... hoping to hear your 
voice. Things have become unbearable here. I am... I am 
afraid I may do something I would regret. I don't want to but 
I feel my hand is being forced. Please call me back. It's Joe, by 
the way"

I gestured to Lupe, a quite woman who sits across from 
me on my week-day Cashiering shifts and seem to have the 
uncanny ability to have something wrong go with her long-
su�ering legs on the evenings we needed help the most, that 
I have an emergency and walked out of the booth into the 
parking lot.

"Sweetheart?" I said, when the phone got picked up on the 
third ring, "Are you ok?"

"Hey" laughed Joe, from the other end. He was somewhere 
noisy and, no doubt, surrounded by friends. I can hear pool 
balls being kicked around "Wife. It's my wife, guys. How are 
you, wife?"

"Are you ok?" I said both relieved he was ok and discouraged 
at how little things seem to be changing, "Is everything al-
right at work?"

"Depends upon your de�nition of 'alright'" he said. "I tried 
to talk to Alan yesterday about feeling unfairly treated. That 
I was basically the o�ce boy and my potential wasn't being 
tapped into. I have been punished enough, I said, and should 
get more assignments; at least on basic programming. I may 
have done something wrong, but at least I didn't do it using 
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work computer or time, etc. Today, they called me in for 
a ‘meeting', said they have considered my plight and they 
were sorry this job was proving dissatisfactory to me, and 
they can o�er me a severance pay package I cannot resist if I 
were to walk"

"And?" I said clearing out of the way for a car trying to �nd a 
parking in the sparsely populated garage.

"I walked" He said, laughing and asking Eddy to get him 
another shot "Why, you think I would cry and beg for my 
job back after knowing it was a done deal? What kind of a 
husband would that make me? What is more, it was obvi-
ous it has been in the works for weeks now. They have been 
planning to lay somebody o�, and I have just given them the 
ammunition. Besides, that was the point of my conversation 
with Alan: Give me a real assignment or lemme explore my 
options. So I said sure no probs. I gathered my stu� and got 
out of there before they were done writing the cheque. Got 
at least a year's rent worth in my pocket right now. How do 
you like that?"

"I called to know you were ok" I said, sick to the stomach 
at the prospect of his having nowhere to go to when I am 
at work "You sound upset earlier and I thought you had an-
other �ght with --- your colleagues"

"I sound upset because everybody was avoiding me like the 
plague. Apparently all of them knew I was getting the ax, so 
that is why they were tip-toeing around me. I didn't know so 
became paranoid"

"And you didn't - do anything - stupid -- to Matt?"
"Don't be like that" he said, sounding disappointed "Don't 

treat me like I am a fucking kid who can't control his tem-
per. They were all sitting around a table with the Human 
Resources lady, smiling like a fool. Being super-patronizing 
and shit; like I am a narcissistic psychopath who would go 
Columbine on their ass. They said they admire my hard work 
and determination, that I have come a long way. Said if I 
needed a reference or a recommendation, all I gotta do is 
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ask. That I am well-liked by everyone, have even got a get-
together later, with Pizza and cupcakes, if things came to 
that. But the publishing business has been going downhill 
and they gotta let some people go. I was one of the unfortu-
nate dicks to �rst get the ax"

"Why won't you go home now?" I said, after taking a deep 
breath and walking back to my work station "Go home and 
we will talk when I come"

He laughed. "What made you think I was ready to come 
home?" he asked �nally. "I am in the mood to celebrate. Got 
my buddies here. Gonna sing some songs. Maybe throw up on 
stage" a loud burp and laughter "Why won't�you�come over, 
wife? You are always saying we don't go anywhere. We are 
at Samba Sie on Norton Avenue and 2nd. Get a cab and tell 
him to take you there. Your� White� husband would pay for 
it, yeah? My new friends were saying they want to see what 
this tigress looked like; when I told them what you said 
about the big computer Heist. They said you are the kind 
of woman who makes a man stand on his two feet. A real 
mother of the earth. And that is why I should have asked you 
to marry me the very �rst day I met you. Yeah?"
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CHAPTER 28

A fter going home and waiting for two hours; I 
walked out, got a cab and gave him the address Joe 
gave me. When I got there, I texted Joe who came 

out, drunk out of his ass, and refused to go with me until he 
has introduced me to his new friends. I begged the driver, 
who looked sorry for me, to wait for us and entered the bar. 
After waving for Ryan and Eddy, and shaking hands with his 
two new friends who looked mildly amused at the position 
they found themselves in than seriously drunk, I convinced 
him to go home with me. While Joe sang the wedding march 
all the way home, with his head in my lap, I massaged his 
skull. "Did I tell you?" he asked me, after we went to bed and 
waking from his sleep with the terror of going to be sick and 
ruining my mattress; "Matt talked to me?"

"No you didn't" I said, holding his head like that of a child's.
"Yes" he said, wiping a tear from his eye. "He came out and 

shook my hand and wished me good luck. I know what you 
are thinking" he said after coughing for a while "That he is 
scared I would kick his ass. But the truth is I was trying so 
hard to convince everyone that I wasn't a cliché ... a failure... 
while everybody else was seeing me as a cliché who was try-
ing to out-do himself. So they weren't surprised that I would 
be the �rst to go when push came to shove. What they didn't 
expect was that I would be around and kicking for as long as 
I did. Good job, Joe. We didn't expect this from you, Joe. You 
have out-lived our expectations and managed to surprise us, 
Joe. Now you can go back to the ditch you came out of and 
die in it knowing you have given it the best you got"

"Please stop saying things like that" I said, tears streaming 
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down the side of my nose. "I can't be here watching over you 
so I have to know you don't really believe what you are say-
ing"

He smiled bitterly and tilted his head back to avoid chok-
ing on his own vomit, which he has told me was something 
that has happened before. "Are you afraid I would kill my-
self?" he said �nally.

I didn't give an answer. I haven't been through half the stu� 
he has but the only reason I didn't drink rat's poison when 
I was a kid, when boys in my school did for failing an exam 
or losing money they were sent to the market to buy some-
thing for the family with, was because I knew by trying to 
make my pain go away, I would only be transferring it to 
my mother. It was something I couldn't do. So I have walked 
around, rocking myself in my desire to die, stewing in the 
gravy of self-hatred ...

"What if I told you I have tried to kill myself through her-
oin over-dose already?!” He asked.

“You mean the time the guy robbed you before putting you 
in a recovering position?!”

“Nah. That was an accident” He said trying to burp but 
seeming unable to let his neck stay in a position to do so 
“And it wasn’t just a guy, it was Parker, my adopted brother. 
We were shooting up before he realized I was unable to 
breath and called 911. He is still scared to show his face be-
cause he worries my mom is mad at him – and I didn’t even 
tell her how he robbed me. No... this was after I graduated. 
I couldn’t �nd a job, and was �ghting with Florde night and 
day. So waited until everybody left and did it. Would have 
succeeded, too, if Ryan had not dropped by to pick-up a 
cheque he forgot to take in the morning. None of the stu� 
that followed, being in ICU for 5 hours, needing an actual 
breathing machine and a 2-week outpatient treatment for 
pneumothorax, scared me as much as that feeling of help-
lessness did. Trying but unable to pull out of the darkness 
that covered me. After an experience like that, killing your-
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self that way doesn’t feel like an option"
"You promise?" I asked smiling tearfully.
"Cross my heart and hope to die" he chuckled, trying to 

cross his heart then waving as if I was standing by a shore 
somewhere and fall back sleep.
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CHAPTER 29

M aybe I have been made sensitive by the pain 
around me. But I couldn't go to sleep even after he 
stuck his �nger in his throat and got everything 

out then complained of being hungry - which I refused to 
give in to, knowing whatever he ate would be something 
he would have to throw up later. Pain was something I rec-
ognized. I have felt stuck and lost not long time ago; after 
Fana started looking surprised and rolling her eyes at �nd-
ing me still there when she came home from work after I 
was awarded my citizenship. I was still going to school back 
then and having a hard time making it to class on time from 
Renton - where Sam's Club, the job she got me, was located. 
So she said she has heard SEATAC airport was hiring luggage-
handlers, and that I should apply there. I have, and even got 
an interview, when Mulugeta said I wouldn't work that job 
as long as there was breath in his body and had his old boss 
hire me as Cashier at a Columbia City gas station.

I have looked for apartments in Seattle: among people she 
knew, among people he knew, and from advertisements on 
Craigslist. I have gone so far as walking the streets of Seattle 
desperately, knocking on doors to ask if they were Leasing 
and being turned away by my lack of credit history and ten-
dency to break down and cry. I have asked to be rent apart-
ments that were more than half my salary, that I would have 
to walk into after walking for blocks after midnight - from 
my airport job, and even at places I knew I would either be 
murdered, or raped; or both. Apartments with plastic bag 
for windows. Apartments with the stink of marijuana in the 
air. Places that take the kind of pets, snakes and guinea-pigs, 
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that made the bone jump out of my skin. The day I walked 
from Downtown Seattle all the way Othello Station, be-
cause I couldn't stop crying at the bus stop [something was 
telling me this was going to be the end of me; that I couldn't 
get out of this one alive. And desperately wanting to live: 
like I was saying goodbye to myself] and a classmate sug-
gested I see the school's shrink, I only laughed it o�. I was 
Ethiopian. We don't do shrinks. We hold on to our troubles 
and �ght them until we won the battle, or they become part 
of our lives.

"I just don't think it is normal" she has said, almost inaud-
ibly, "you crying like that"

"But tears are all we had when growing up" I have answered, 
"You guys riot, we cry. Because the minute we decided to do 
something other than crying, we end up getting killed. Hell 
we even end up getting killed for singing about our woes"

Then came the panic attack. I was supposed to begin my 
externship that morning. I have taken a day o� from work 
and worn scrubs: black top and blue pants that I got from 
Ross. I have taken a long shower, careful to turn the water 
o� while soaping [due to Fana repeatedly implying how she 
found my need to take a shower every day as un-Ethiopian 
and pretentious as my accent] and taken the bus to Virginia 
Mason where I would meet my fellow would-be-graduates. 
At a point in the bus ride, I have looked up and suddenly 
felt light headed. Like my braids were coming loose on their 
own and being pulled up gently, without pain, like a-bub-
bling water in a tonic bottle. Or a gentle head massage. As if 
my body was �oating in the space between the roof of the 
bus and the chairs. I have wondered what was happening 
to me. Was I tired? Sunlight coming through the window 
making my blood boil? Too much recycled air? Then have 
climbed down, feeling like my body wasn't really mine. It 
was a funny feeling, relaxing and pleasant. It wasn't some-
thing I have ever experienced.

I knew everything I was saying and why I was saying it. But 
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the awareness was even more keen and exaggerated. Like I 
was high and keeping it a secret from everyone. I was also 
laughing more because it was a ridiculous feeling, saying 
what you think and feel without inhibition. I keep thinking 
"I am going crazy. I am going to have a heart-attack. I think 
I am gonna die". But I wasn't worried about it. I wasn't wor-
ried about anything. Not even when my classmate asked if 
I was Ok after I stretched my hand and studied it. I told 
her I have been feeling funny all morning. She told me to 
drink some water and relax, maybe I was coming down with 
something. I did well at the interview, I was not my usual 
stressed-out self. However, upon leaving, I felt the need to sit 
somewhere. My heart was beating and I was having a head-
rush. Like I was going to wobble and pass out. I was feeling 
very weak, very tired, and sweating. I remember sitting, and 
my classmates telling me to lie down, lie on my side, breath 
in and out. I remember them pouring water on me. Loos-
ening my buttons. Tugging at my hand and asking if I can 
hear them. I woke up minutes later, covered in cold sweat. 
I was surrounded by at least 5 worried-looking nurses. I 
asked what happened, did I have a heart-attack. I was told 
maybe not. Probably just an anxiety attack. My blood works 
cleared in a day. I seem to be �ne, except a little on the an-
emic side.

"You gotta treat yourself better" Amy – short for Amelita, 
who was a Filipina version of my sister Zinash and the clos-
est I had to a friend, until we started working together at 
the clinic [with her recommendation] where I met the two 
women from her continent out of whose bowl she ate using 
a chopstick while discussing merchandise and lifestyles that 
were out of my reach, said "you are the only one you got. You 
gotta be there for her"

And so I decided to ask for the ultimate-help. Called and 
made an appointment with one of the Union's shrinks. She 
was a big woman with the biggest thighs I have seen, almost 
�lling her chair. She had a gentle voice and seem to imme-
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diately get taken by me - although did not hesitate to cut 
me o� and say our time was over in all the two counseling 
sessions we had. She asked, the way I have been asked on 
the phone, if I were sleeping well. If I were suicidal, if I were 
having any life altering incidents in my life, if I was hav-
ing any problems with family/friends/co-workers. Then the 
diagnosis. I was clinically depressed; have been ever since I 
was a child, apparently. Have a very low count of serotonin. 
I seem to be exhibiting all signs of somebody who has been 
assaulted sexually as a kid, or at least been a close witness 
to an abuse and su�ered trauma. The kind of trauma that I 
would have been heavily sedated at all times for if I were in 
America. She told me she would like to see me regularly. And 
if I can't a�ord that, she would like to prescribe me some 
pills. If I can't a�ord those either, she would like to recom-
mend some medical trials for me. Nothing sinister. Just go to 
these places, �ll some forms and go home with the drugs. I 
have had a tough childhood. Depression may have run in my 
genes. Not to mention how all immigrants go through one 
form or another of this - nervous breakdowns. Nothing to be 
ashamed of, she's added repeatedly. She just wants me to be 
able to get out of bed every morning; although getting out 
of bed was not really the problem. It was where to go. What 
to do. And how to face the world yet another day when life 
seems to be a long and extended journey to death - and not a 
pleasant one. I told her I wasn't going on drugs, have seen too 
many movies with people addicted to prescription drugs 
having their lives spiraling out of control - not to mention 
how half my ex-colleagues at Sam's Club were walking hu�-
snu�ng zombies. "The other option", she has said, after try-
ing to sell "clinical trials" for me to no avail "is working out 
for an hour every day. And you said you can't a�ord to join a 
gym"

"How about walking?" I asked eagerly. "What if I walk for 
an hour - two hours - everyday? I liked walking in the parks 
when we took Betsu out"
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"It is possible - theoretically", she said, "but it will take you 
years and you gotta be able to keep it up. And, like I said, un-
less you removed yourself outside the hostile environment 
you are living in, it won't be as e�ective. Like I said, it's nei-
ther your sponsor nor his girlfriend who is making you put 
yourself in these agonies. It's your depression - this sadness 
you felt ever since you were a kid. They, of course, aren't 
helping but you aren't in the emotional place where you can 
look above and over that so -"

I didn't hear her after that. I was stubborn to get better. 
First, I removed myself from the hostile environment I had 
lived in for years. It cost money that I didn't have, and de-
manded getting two jobs for the one I would be quitting. But 
whenever I could make it, I walked the streets of Seattle for 
two hours a day: In summer, in winter, and in the two sea-
sons in between. On hot afternoons where my shirts would 
be marked by wet patches of sweat, and on evenings when 
thunderstorm threatened to rip the sky into two and a tree 
may fall to send me to an early grave. I went from depressed, 
to depressed and knowing it. To less depressed and feeling 
encouraged by it. And then to being light-headed and lik-
ing it. Not even walking in the shortest hours of the season, 
not even walking in the scariest neighborhoods of the urban 
center, not even knowing I was putting myself in danger 
would make me give up walking. I was walking. And I wasn't 
angry. I was listening to the radio and being mildly amused 
by whatever of the world I can see when the transition song 
plays. I was thinking about buildings, cars and trees: happy 
thoughts!

Then I came to the apartment with the textured ceilings 
and o�-white painted walls that I never tire running my 
hands along [so, like the �ower trees and Azalea shrubs that 
remind me of my bridesmaids’ dresses, I could be a part of it] 
that I didn't even own a bed when I moved into it �rst.

I was going to move out and never look back, that was the 
plan. I have paid the down-payment and told I could move 
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in on the 23rd of December; which I thought was a neat idea: 
both as a Christmas-gift to myself and starting the New Year 
in a new place. Bought the bric-a-brac that I needed and kept 
it under my bed for a few days. The morning before I was to 
move, I walked out to where the delivery boxes get crushed 
and recycled. Ali, the opener guy - who was also a distant 
relative of the owner, was there cutting them and laying 
them out. He saw me hesitating, asked if I needed something 
and I wondered if he can keep some aside for me. I was mov-
ing out, I said, and need some boxes. Ali said he would do 
even better: select the good boxes and put it in my car before 
he left for the day. That is when I broke down and cried for 
the second time that week. I told him I haven't got a car or 
anybody I know who can give me a ride. I didn't know how 
to drive, and this place I would be moving into - it is literally 
across from here. And as I am so desperate not to let my rela-
tives know where I was going, just to say "Adios" and walk 
out; I have planned to rent a cab. Didn't have much, only the 
things I brought from home with me.

"Tell you what" Ali has said - "My brother-in-law owns a 
truck. If he can spare it, I will come help you move myself. 
If not, we will �gure out something. You may have to wait 
until the evening when I leave work but it can be done"

I have thanked him profusely - kindness was a gift I took 
with the humility of the down-trodden; for I am not used 
to asking for it. And have walked back into the building 
sni�ng. Next day, I told Fana I got some business to attend 
to and stayed home. I did all the laundries in my room. I 
scrubbed it clean. Packed my boxes and sat waiting for Ali's 
call. By the time Mulugeta came to take a 3-hour nap before 
he went to his second job, I told him I was moving out that 
day. So sorry I couldn't tell them earlier, wasn't sure I would 
get the apartment. He didn't ask why or how. He just hung 
his head and walked into his bedroom. Then, I heard a cough. 
The kind men cough while they are crying. I don't know 
what I did or how my pain communicated itself. But I cried 
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along with it, rocking myself on my bed. Ali was helping me 
put my box on the back of his friend's truck when Fana's car 
pulled in, with Betsu in the front. She was coming to grab a 
card, so she could buy some Injera before heading to pick up 
Hagere. It was not a happy day for me, that day. But the look 
on her face was priceless. She couldn't believe I hid the fact 
that I have gotten an apartment and was moving out until 
the last minute. "What have we done to you that is so bad 
that you would treat us like strangers?" she asked, more than 
once. I said they have only been goodness to me. Kissed her. 
Thanked her. And said I will call them when I was settled. 
Then, I got into the truck and got driven into the darkness of 
Columbia city.

Until I got my pay cheque, I slept on the �oor, on an air-
mattress, with only a pillow under my head. The air-mat-
tress was new and noisy - giving me a headache when being 
woken from sleep by some strange dream, or a noise, or a 
premonition of doom. The ground wasn't comfortable. And 
none of the blankets I put on myself seem to drive away the 
fear and loneliness. I was waking out of nightmares for days. 
Waking up in the middle of the night and wondering why 
the roof looked funny. Why the door was in the wrong place. 
What that shape by the wall was. Who was standing behind 
the window. Heart beating in my ears, sweat glands busily 
producing moisture, knees weak from fear. Then I would re-
member where I was; realize what I have gotten away from, 
what I will come to when I leave work. And oh the joy! Oh 
the relief! Never having to see Fana's face and hear her ‘joke’ 
when she walked in: "I see you are still here!" "I sometimes 
wonder if you ever want to leave!" "We have all done that 
job/ lived in that kind of apartment. What makes her spe-
cial?" or, the classic, "Don't you think you should save the 
money to pay your rent instead of buying the kids all this 
crap? All we want is for you to be able to stand on your two 
feet"

There was enough to occupy me those �rst few weeks, 
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friends to make, neighbors to know, customers to be aware 
of/and avoid. There was a man who parked his car outside 
the Mani/Pedi store opposite from us and read books using 
the light from his car long after the streets have become 
deserted. Mike used to wonder what his story was, while I 
romanticized his loneliness and nursed a crush over a face I 
won't be able to recognize in the day time. There was 
"Street"; the black guy who lived in one of the homeless shel-
ters behind the gas-station. A guy who can "sing the birds o� 
the trees" - as we say in my country – when he hasn’t started 
the day on a left foot. has o�ered me a piece of chicken with 
his wet hand once, making me shake and shiver before pro-
testing I was full, convinced this was the day in which I 
would be found stabbed outside my door, when Mike came 
to the rescue by saying the store has a strict no outside food 
in-doors policy so to please leave and "Street" has limped out 
grumbling all he did was o�er a "sistah" some thighs, what 
was wrong with that, huh? And, of course, "Mama": the 
owner of the grocery/soul-food place a block from us. An im-
maculately-dressed African-American woman who can't be 
older than 40; but whom everybody gave di�erence to be-
cause her store was where they went when they were hun-
gry, needed a cigarette, or advices; which she, I heard, dolls 
out in abundance whether it was asked for or not. I myself 
have seen her rocking a handful girls howling with a broken 
heart, save a guy from a pregnant girlfriend kicking and 
screaming at him [a good-looking African-American man 
who used to come to the store for the sole purpose of "mess-
ing" with me, as he told Mike, and gave up after warning my 
attitude was going to get me into trouble someday]. I have 
even come across her settling a �ght cops were refusing to 
get involved in before back-up arrived, by just standing out-
side her door and yelling at one of the guys to walk away. 
Then she has looked over her shoulder to where I was cower-
ing behind a "We Are Now Open" sign, trying to avoid arrest 
and/or stray bullets then said "Hey babe". I have grumbled 
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my ‘Hi’ back and crossed the street, having taken her Zen at-
titude as a signal it was safe to walk home. A woman who 
would sell her business to pay for a lawyer a year after being 
arrested over either buying stolen goods, or selling beer on 
food stamps. There was a protest outside her store when the 
cops came, Mike has told me, not from the gang who became 
lambs in her hands, it was way too early for them, thank God 
- but the "lesbians" from the book store. They have brought 
signs Mike wasn't sure when they made, verbally assaulted 
the o�cers and demanded why she was being put in cu�s, 
while the cops quietly led her into an armored car. It was the 
last resistance before Columbia city lost the battle to gentri-
�cation. For a couple of days afterwards, the African-Ameri-
can men and women coming into the gas station to buy the 
goods they used to get from "Mama", have looked at us - espe-
cially me - grudgingly, as if we represented corporate Amer-
ica - corporate� White� America - to help push honest hard-
working beloved black people under the bus. The next time 
I saw her was at Walmart. I was sitting on a bench by the 
McDonalds, eating fries and watching those who came in and 
walked out. I have heard she was planning on reopening the 
restaurant and I have said I would do it, walk in and get her 
famous fried chicken that always put water in my mouth 
every time I passed by it. A smell that hung around weeks 
after it was closed. She was standing there; tapping her hand 
on her purse, looking old and deep in thought, when I walked 
up and said, not realizing that I may not have the "street 
cred" to make it �y, "Hi Mama!". She has looked up, still 
sharply dressed and wearing a red bandana to cover her hair; 
which has taken a beating, and said "Hey babe". I have been so 
embarrassed by the weird looks those in line with her were 
giving me, due to my over-excitement opposite her noncha-
lance – perhaps, that I have hung about until her turn came 
and she waved a bright-nail polished hand at me. It was the 
last time I would see her and she won't recognize me. Works 
as a hair-stylist, I have heard, in one of those Asian-owned 
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businesses on Je�erson and 23rd.
Then there would be nothing more to learn/beware of/

avoid, and I would start missing my �rst American home and 
the man in it. I will text him my gratefulness and apologize 
I have left in such a hurry. He would thank me. Say he knew 
all along what I was going through. That he didn't have the 
guts to do more than tell her to stop - for fear she would do 
something to mess up my application. And was sick of how 
bad she was treating me. Just wished I have told him I was 
leaving so he can help me with the packing. He fears I have 
started seeing him as the enemy too. And that he hopes I 
would forgive him someday. It was the kind of goodbye that 
crushed me, more than being torn from my family, friends 
and home to come to a strange-land four years previously. 
And then I would add nothing could be further from the 
truth. That there was nobody like him for me in this planet. 
That I loved him. Have been�in love�with him ever since I can 
remember. And what kills me wasn't the past three years but 
that I have made him sad that afternoon.

And I would go to visit them 4 months later. My mom has 
wept on the phone when I called that morning to say "Happy 
Easter"; saying Fana has given her a call and told her how I 
no longer lived with them, nor visit them. That they don't 
know what they did to me [that I won't even answer their 
call nowadays]; nor where I live and who my emergency con-
tact was, in case something happened to me etcetera. So I 
have promised to go visit Fana and her family on one con-
dition: that my mother only fasts those seasons meant for 
lay people, and not priests, the way she has been doing for a 
couple of years then. And assigning Wajo, the youngest of my 
nieces and the only person in that family whose testimony I 
trust, as my point person in that regard.

That holiday afternoon has, therefore, seen me walking 
arm-full down Beacon Avenue with a box of Panettone bread 
[for her], a bottle of Whiskey [for him] and various Gelatiamo 
desserts for the kids, as a peace o�ering. Upon �nding me 
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standing outside on her way back from Church, Fana look-
ing very pregnant in her Sunday best [white, the traditional 
dress representing the attires of angels], would pursue her 
lips; then kiss me back, after I laughed and said I was sorry. 
We would walk in, and I would say the house looked more 
spacious than I remembered it. She would say they did noth-
ing other than taking down the Christmas tree. I would then 
go into the kitchen to ask if there was anything I can help 
her with, plus Betsu has suddenly become shy of me, and I 
would �nd her wiping hot tears from her eyes. I would ask if 
she was ok, and she would try to answer and start crying. I 
would give her a hug, trying to comfort her then we will cry 
together. Words won't pass our lips, but I would understand 
and forgive. Then Betsu would come in, start wailing upon 
seeing us and I will carry him into the living room - washed 
o� all grudges and reconciled to my family, while he held 
onto my neck tight.

Then a day later, Mulugeta would knock on my door, drunk 
from all the Easter ‘tela’ and hot in the face. He would tell me 
he heard I came the other day but wouldn't wait for him to 
come home, despite Fana begging me to. She is afraid to even 
mention my name these days; she thinks he would blow up. 
And then confess to me that he has loved me ever since he 
saw me �rst. Knows it was useless because she is pregnant 
for the third time. But that he wants me to know, that it was 
love and not indi�erence that stopped him from standing 
for me. Then I would beg to call one of his cab-driver friends 
to come take him. He can't drive in this state - remem-
ber what happened the last time he drunk and drove? That 
I wouldn't forgive myself if anything happened to him. He 
would then joke he would rather drive into a wall than have 
any of his friends see where I lived. They have a thing for me, 
all the idiot bunch of them; despite a silent treatment from 
him every time they tried to learn more about me in the 
guise of being concerned for my wellbeing. Saying I looked 
like a good girl, if a little too aloof, would probably make 
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a good [house] wife for someone someday. "She is going to 
school", he would say. "She is going to be someone". "She isn't 
like that". And he means every word. He knows someday I 
would get the kind of education that can be put to use back 
home, go there and make the di�erence he and his friends 
couldn't. That nothing short of my unwillingness would 
stop me from doing and being that. But it haunts him how 
one of them may one day send his other friends as an Elder to 
ask for "his little sister's hand" in marriage and he - Mulugeta 
- would have to face the fact that one of those fuckers have 
gone behind his back and done things to me he can't bear to 
think about.
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CHAPTER 30
J oe was sick the next morning, both at himself and from 

the hangover. "I am sorry", he kept saying, every time I 
passed by him to get ready for work. I said it was quite 

ok and told him to get some sleep. When I came in the even-
ing, carrying tomato, green peppers, onion and lime/lemon 
to make him a traditional hang-over salad, I found him 
sited by the window in the bedroom watching "The Prin-
cess Bride" for the Nth time. The house looked vacuumed 
and aired [no smell of vomit wafting through the restroom 
the way it did this morning], the laundry was done, not to 
mention folded - the way I like it, and the plates in the sink 
were washed. He, on the other hand, still looked beat up and 
small.

"What are you watching?" I said, sitting beside him. It was 
something that used to make him laugh: My constant "So 
how are you?"s and asking questions I don't need answers for.

He shrugged his shoulder.
Minutes passed, with me trying to think of something that 

won't upset him, and he breathing heavily.
"Look I am sorry about last night" he said �nally, "For mak-

ing all that noise while we were climbing the stairs. I know 
how you feel about following the rules here etcetera. It was 
stupid of me. But you won't have to deal with it for long be-
cause I have found a place"

I looked sideways at him, tired, and got up. So what is new?
He, obviously, wasn't done.
"I have actually paid the down-payment" he called out, 

"just so I can't get out of it, even if I wanted to. And I don't. It 
is in Queen Anne. Two minutes’ walk from Safeway and less 
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than a block to the bus stop"
I walked into the restroom and sat on the toilet for a couple 

of minutes. When I was done thinking, I �ushed the toilet, 
washed my hands and came out. He was standing outside 
waiting for me.

"That is it?" he said smiling "You won't talk to me?"
"What do you want me to say?" I asked
"Anything other than what you are saying right now" he 

said smiling. "That you are tired of my drama"
"I am tired of your drama" I said. "I am tired of worrying 

about you. I am tired of even looking at you"
"I know" he said bitterly "That is why I am leaving"
"Of course, let us blame it all on me, shall we?"
Suddenly, the image of a woman who �ew to the river be-

fore she threw herself in it came to me. A deaf woman, not 
given to much smiling yet never said ‘no’ to anyone needing 
help with a chore, a woman with rough hands and strong 
arms, who washed cloths for a living and gave her hearing-
daughter the best life she can; until the girl, who was the 
bridge between her mother and the rest of the world, with 
all kinds of scars on her face to show for all the times she 
tried to defend the integrity of her small family, was ab-
ducted at 15 years old and given as a wife to a man twice 
her age while accompanying a neighbor to a wedding in the 
country. A neighbor who wept and beat her chest like the 
child has died upon return but, people say, has been paid 
good money by the farmer to get him a bride from a hum-
ble background; a girl who was too young to �ght nightly-
visits and too poor to be missed, or has a family [of one] 
with no means of going to look for her. The mother has 
wept for months in a mute-agony that was heart-breaking 
to watch; she has become quite sick and utterly inconsol-
able, until the day the neighbor went back to the country, 
begged the farmer and brought the girl to visit her ‘ailing’ 
mother. The girl who was now pregnant and looks as docile 
and ignorant as the people around her, has carried a plate on 
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her head with a baked bread cut in the middle on it, as is 
proper for a newlywed, newly disvirginized young-woman; 
walked bare-feet, as is the tradition of wives of poor farmers 
who can't a�ord shoes, and cried when seeing her mother. 
Then has looked frightened and confused by those around 
her, only making signs for her mother not to let her out of 
the dark-corner she took a refuge at. The mother has kissed 
her, wept over her, signed her thanks to God and all those 
who came in to visit and looked pretty healthy for a day. In 
the morning, she has sent her daughter back to her husband. 
Then she has come home, swept the �oor, put her things in 
order and run all the way to "Qebena" river and threw herself 
in. This, I decided, must be what she thought before deciding 
to do away with herself: "I wish I can go somewhere where I 
can be left alone".

"I didn't say I was blaming you for it. Only that you don't 
have to be punished for my mistakes anymore"

"And that is gonna solve my problem, is it?" I asked "Going 
where I can't keep an eye on you? That is gonna make me 
worry less about you!"

"Well" he said, acknowledging my frustration "I guess you 
would have to let me go and hope for the best"

"What is that?" I asked, annoyed; yanking the vegetables 
out of the bag, "Let someone go!�What happens if something 
happened to them because you let them go? What if they 
never come back?"

"Fuck em" he said smiling
"See? That is the kind of mentality I can never have. Where 

I come from, we believe in following up, and going after and 
caring till the end. That is how you keep your loved ones 
around, by insisting on being part of their lives even when 
they don't want you there"

"It is unfortunate you are in America" he said, looking very 
satis�ed with his smart-ass comment "Here not letting go 
and refusing to give up can land you in jail. Trust me, I know. 
I have stalked a dozen girls when I was in high-school think-
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ing that was how I would prove my love"
I sighed. Maybe there was really nothing more I can do.
"So this place...” I said, sni�ng back the tears, "What is this? 

How come you found it so quickly?"
"It's something that was on my radar" he said, standing with 

his back to the window, while gently knocking his heels to 
my kitchen drawers which were full to the brim with things 
I hide from sane people but can still not bring myself to 
throw away; old issues of Reader’s digest magazine, bags of 
all kind [tote bags, paper bags, plastic bags] mailing boxes, 
wrapping papers and gift sta�ers and at least twenty Tup-
perware that came with the various deli meats I used to buy 
when I couldn't get enough of sandwiches - at least the ‘won-
der bread sandwich’ Tula mentioned on "My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding". "I turned it down because I saw it immediately 
after it got vacated and it was - not very pleasant. But now I 
thought ‘you know ... whatever it takes’. I am going to go out 
on a limb because if I don't do it now, I may never. Besides, 
the Manager has told me he could �x it up nice for me if I gave 
him a down payment and a week to work with"

"Good" I said, not hiding my disappointment "I hope it 
works out for you"

"What?" Joe groaned, "What? Talk to me, will you?"
Tears rushed into my eyes. I love him. I will miss him. I had 

this plan to split my apartment into two - with a curtain - 
so he can work on his computer when I go to sleep. I was 
already looking into things that work as a section: blinders, 
beads. I was even planning to invite Donna up on one of the 
days she gave me a ride and introduce her to "our" apartment 
and my boyfriend. It was going to be a reward for putting my 
photo up on his Facebook, and because he said I never intro-
duced him to any of my friends. Now that he has no job and 
won't be living with me, however, I couldn't see the point.

I wiped my tears
"I just... I will miss you that’s all" I said
"I will be here, silly girl" he said, kissing me "Even closer 
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now that I am in Seattle and unemployed"
I sighed, washed and started chopping the vegetables in si-

lence, with Joe watching me. Finally, he smiled broadly then 
looked sad "I am gonna miss this" he said, making my eyes �ll 
up with tears again

"Well you are the one who no longer want to live with me" 
I said, "Maybe I am�that�dislikable, even those who say they 
love me can't stand being around me"

"Heyyy" he said, rubbing my shoulder "Stop saying that. If 
anything, I am the one who failed you: coming home drunk 
and throwing up all over your toilet. You have been noth-
ing but patience with me and I won't forget that. Besides, I 
don't think it is a bad idea to miss one another at this point. 
I would rather not see you every day than break up with you 
because I can't stop being a douche-bag"

"You aren't a douche-bag" I defended him, allowing him to 
kiss me "It is what you do. And even that you don't do it 
as often as you used to. As for the other argument, absence 
making the heart grow fonder… isn’t there another that goes 
"out of sight, out of mind"?! People should make up their 
minds about their metaphors, seriously! We have some too, 
in my country. There is one that goes 'an angel gives a child 
its name’ - when a person's behavior �ts their name; and an-
other that goes ‘they compensate for an ugly person with a 
pretty name’. Seriously, take a side. It can only be one or the 
other"

"Maybe" he said, dismissively, "The point of the story is you 
can't produce the out-come you want by trying to control 
a relationship from a place of fear unless the outcome you 
want is breaking-up. That fear and suspicion only pushes 
people away"

I sighed. Wondering, as usual, if what people hear when I 
speak is English or some other language. I grabbed some In-
jera, and handed him the bowl of "selata". "Let's eat", I said. 
Food, as we say in my culture, doesn’t talk back.
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CHAPTER 31

The apartment was in a row of re-innovated motel 
rooms at the bottom of Queen Anne. The Manager, 
a self-important Egyptian guy in his mid or late 

50s, who immediately knew which part of the world I came 
from; then completely dismissed me; said he would be able 
to do everything Joe asked by the time he moved in. He 
would change the carpet. He would �x the hole in the wall. 
And patch where the roof seems to leak. The window that 
faces the back of a concrete wall that I have a problem with, 
he said, he was unable to do anything about. However, he 
would make sure the room stopped smelling like a damp dog 
and he would change the key. My face must have told the 
whole story when the man went out to tend to a couple who 
were moving out, that Joe came quickly on the defensive.

"What?" he said
"Nothing" I replied, walking to the window and looking out 

into the concrete right in its nose.
"It's not ‘nothing’ when you are avoiding looking at my 

eyes. What is it?"
"What di�erence does it make?" I continued stubbornly. 

"You have already given them the down payment. You 
would have to move by the 13th even if he hasn't done any of 
the things he said he will"

Joe sighed dramatically. "For your information, I won't 
move in if he isn't done with everything. That is the deal. 
Besides, I have met a guy who lives here. This place has some 
perks, believe it or not. I can come and go whenever I want, 
unlike your place, without disturbing anyone. Can make any 
noise I want after 10. Can smoke a doobie. It is close to every-
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thing you can think of; lake Washington, Elliot bay, Queen 
Anne Hill and all the parks in Ballard. Not to mention how I 
am actually living in the same town as you, if that still mat-
ters"

"Why are you turning this against me?" I said, turning on 
him. "Why am I responsible for this? Did I pressure you to 
leave? Did I do anything to make you feel you weren't wel-
come at my place?"

"You don't have to pressure me for me to feel the pressure. I 
am a fucking grown man crushing on my girlfriend's couch. I 
have done this before and seen where it got me. You were al-
ready feeling the stress. I can see that, don't think I can't. We 
were beginning to hate seeing one another. If we are gonna 
break up for good, I would rather it be over something that 
is out of my control. Not because I played music loudly one 
night and your Super gave you a hard time"

"Ok" I said shrugging my shoulder and heading to the door 
when I noticed the door was already welcoming another 
guest. A man, a good looking old man with a harsh face and 
a thin blonde hair was trying to push his wheel-chair on 
the wrinkled carpet that was refusing to budge. "Hi" he said, 
looking up and smiling at me. For his age, or at least for what 
I felt was his age, he doesn't seem to have many wrinkles. 
He has strong upper body and muscular arms covered in hair 
and a scar that barely shows under his Hawaiian shirt; mark 
of a man who had had a couple of surgeries done to him. "You 
must be a friend of my new neighbor. I am Carl, my friends 
call me ‘Rooster'. Nice to meet you"

I inclined my head in greeting and walked out into the cold 
air. A thin young lady, Native American by the look of her, 
wearing boots, beads and jingles, was standing a little fur-
ther, smoking a cigarette.

"Well if it isn't Joe Junior" the man said, when Joe rushed to 
help him by straightening the damp carpet "I see you have 
brought up a friend. You must be considering being part of 
our community"
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"Oh sorry. This is Meyti, my girlfriend" Joe said, looking up 
at me with the entreaties of somebody eager to please. Then 
he poked his head out as if he has expected to see the tat-
tooed, bare-bellied girl standing outside. "Hello"

I was standing there, amused at this glimpse of a well-be-
haved Joe I was getting – of what a bore he would have grown 
into had his father stuck around, when he returned into the 
room, "Carl used to live at 303" he said to me "Now he has 
moved to 207. He is a veteran too"

"Please" Carl said, waving the �nal introduction away and 
extending me a hand with an expensive-looking ring on it. A 
tight scar stretched from his temple into his Tommy Baha-
mas shirt.

"Nice to meet you" I said, as pleasantly as I can and walked 
back into the room. The smell of whatever she was smoking 
was perfume-y and nauseating.

"How did she �nd it?" Carl asked, turning his wheelchair to 
me "How did you �nd our living quarters?"

"She isn't that impressed I am afraid" Joe laughed.
"Oh yeah?" Carl said thoughtfully. I can sense a reservation 

in the question, like I was trying to come between what-
ever dynamic was going on between these two. I thought I 
wouldn't be surprised if Carl was the reason why Joe decided 
to settle in this dump. "What can we do to convince her then, 
Joe?"

Joe laughed and looked up at me. I smiled, to show I won't 
be di�cult this time. "I don't know clean around? Mansoor 
has said he would make sure everything is in order by the 
13th. That is when I have planned to move. Start the new 
season in a new place"

"Well then we would have to work harder to make that hap-
pen, don't we?" Carl asked both him and I. "You won't want 
your young lady not to come visit you now, do we?"

"No we don't" Joe laughed, taking a step towards me and 
locking his hand in mine.

"I will see what I can do" Carl promised him, twirling his 
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wheel chair around. "Use my in�uence with the owner, as 
they say"

It was a joke, so we both made a laughing sound. The 
girl, who seemed neither friendly nor unfriendly, appear to 
be done smoking. She put out the cigarette under her thin 
boots and grumbled something. Carl seems to make sense of 
it. "Well" he said "I gotta go on my walk now. Nice to meet 
you Mayti. Joe, I hope I will see you soon"

We watched them roll down the rows of motel rooms, over 
the ramp then to the side of the street. "Can you believe it?" 
Joe asked me, after they disappeared from our eyes. "This 
guy used to own a whole building apartment and did all the 
maintenance work himself, not to mention being a cancer 
survivor too. But the minute he got into the accident, and 
couldn't pay his bills, they took everything from him. That 
is why I want to move to Canada someday, this country is 
cruel to the unfortunate"

"That is too bad. He looks like a nice guy" I said
"Yeah he used to have like half a dozen people working 

under him. Now he is left with only half of a deli in Bell-
town. That is where he spends most of his time. Sitting out-
side, playing cards with friends and reading the newspaper. 
He does the Sunday puzzle and knows about Haile Selassie. 
That is the �rst thing he said to me when I told him my girl-
friend was Ethiopian. A very deep guy. I think you would 
love him"

A sudden surge of a�ection �ooded me for Joe. I have forgot-
ten how easily impressionable he was and how easy it was 
to make him happy. "I love you" I said and kissed him on the 
lips. It was a kiss full of desire, a bashful indication that I was 
willing to take on the world [fool around in a place that has 
yet to belong to him even if we have to do it against the wall] 
if only he took my hand and led the way. But Joe seems to 
have more important things on his mind than looking into 
eyes and decoding subtle sexual signals. “I love you too” he 
answered, almost mechanically, as if the word “I love you” 
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won’t be a complete sentence without an “I love you too” 
following it then run his hand against the wall. “Damaged 
plaster” he observed, with a bitter smile, “How appropriate, 
right?”
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CHAPTER 32

The next few days passed the way that afternoon did, 
with loving kindness borne from a fear of separ-
ation. We took walks. We cooked foods. We made 

plans. I even had him meet Donna on one of the evenings he 
came to walk me home; after I swore on all that I hold dear 
Donna did not know he has lost his job. And she has said "He 
is a cutie" the next time I met her "A little on the skinny side, 
but cute"

"I know" I said, remembering how we both said we liked 
cuddly men before I met Joe, "he has lost a lot of weight in 
the last few weeks, work problem. He is one of those people 
who can't eat when he is stressed out"

"Lucky!" she said enviously "I raid the fridge when I am 
upset. That is the only way I can climb the bridge, with food. 
I was just thinking" she said, looking at her cigarette and 
chuckling "for a girl who doesn't like 'bad boy types'; you 
have a funny way of choosing boyfriends"

"Bad boy types?" I said, immediately alarmed by the de-
scription "What is that, like an asshole?"

"Not necessarily. Just a guy who looks like he has issues 
with the world when you look at him. Pissed-o�. Careless. 
Kind of self-centered?!"

"But Joe isn't like that" I said, terri�ed "In fact, he is one 
of those people who wants everybody to like him. He just 
gives that impression because he was in the military and got 
issues. But is actually very down to earth"

"Maybe he knows he can get any girl he wants" she said, teas-
ing me with her eyes. "Does he have a big dick?"

I burst out laughing. It was not a question I expected; al-
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though I have heard worse from Donna.
"You know I don't care about those things" I said, shiver-

ing with excitement. It hasn't occurred to me before how I 
would be called in as the owner of Joe's penis.

"You would if he has a little wee-wee" she said �icking 
her cigarette "Obviously he is endowed, or you won't have 
blushed like that"

I felt my cheeks, they were burning. Blushing, that is an-
other thing I feel has no right to appear on my face, and 
makes me feel as phony as I do when people comment on my 
accent making me sound British or Canadian.

"Look at you" Donna said, laughing. "So cute"
"It is never about the sex, you know that" I said, feeling like 

con�ding but making sure none of the valet guys dropped in 
on us "Plus, I had a boyfriend, or at least a man-friend back 
home with a - you know - a bigger one. It was kind of pain-
ful and I did not even like the look of it - despite him telling 
me how lucky I was. This guy had to wear a platform shoe 
because he had a shorter-leg, right? He was good looking, 
but in a very sti� "old school" kind of way - which I thought 
was a very stuck up look. Plus, he was very rude every time 
we went to a restaurant, like he can't stop being an Auditor. 
Either sarcastic or overly-courteous on every little mistake 
they do. And he was telling me other women would envy me 
if they knew how big his was. I mean my �rst boyfriend, I 
knew his was too small even if I was a virgin when I met him 
and didn't care about sizes. But this guy, it was very unpleas-
ant. Joe is average, I think. But he is very relaxed about sex - 
like it is fun and not something to be stressed out about or 
something he needs to prove so I think that is why it would 
be enjoyable no matter what size, I think. 'He is secure in his 
sexuality’; I believe the expression is"

"Well as long as he is keeping you satis�ed" she said, "You 
can't imagine the power that thing can have on you when it 
is really good. There is nothing we haven't told my daughter 
about her bum-boyfriend. He is ugly as shit. Always trying 
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to cheat on her, with her own friends sometimes! And the 
minute he got money, instead of buying something for his 
kids he goes out and blows it o� on his friends. There are days 
in which she would call me to say the electricity has been 
cut because he isn't paid yet or has maxed out their card. 
She would say yeahyeahyeah to you and you are like 'maybe 
she would listen this time'. But the minute he said he would 
leave her, she threatens to kill herself. He has got the juju on 
her and she won't leave him unless he fucking died or went 
to jail"

On the morning we went down to check if Joe's future 
apartment was done, I found myself pleasantly surprised. 
The room has not just been furnished with a new carpet, but 
it has all its holes patched and was covered in fresh paint of 
not a bad color. There also was a wooden bed frame with a 
bow on it that I wasn't sure if came with the room. "I men-
tioned to Carl that I only took my mattress and futon out of 
my old place the other day" Joe said, looking embarrassed. 
"He asked me if I needed anything as a house-warming gift 
and I told him bed frame. I have assumed he would have an 
old one lying around, as he has moved out of a big place to 
here. Didn't assume he will be getting me a new one"

"Oh ok" I said, a little surprised but trying not to show it
"I mean the guy looks at me like I am his own son" he said, as 

if answering my doubt. "He is a cripple, and doesn't have any 
kids. I don't want to make him feel bad by saying no"

"No it is good; I like it"
"It's from Sharma" he said, running his hand around the 

frame. "He is this Native American guy who Carl has dealings 
with in the past. He is a craftsman, makes him canes and 
stu�. I will meet him one of these days so I can judge if his 
pipes are good for selling on eBay - or etsy. Carl talks about 
him like he was the wisest dude he has ever met"

"I am sure he is" I said, satis�ed.
"You are mocking me" he said, discouraged
"No. I am serious. You love exotic stu� and I am sure his 
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pipes would be cute. I have told you I like wood colors, 
didn't I? Even back home, when everybody went for �ashy 
golden rimmed furniture - I got my mom tables and kitchen 
cabinets that are made from complete wood and need like 
20 guys to move. I have told you the only time I liked going 
to Goodwill was to look at their antique furniture?"

"Yes" he said, after studying my face and seeming to decide 
my admiration was genuine. "Their antiques, music boxes 
and bric-a-bracs; everything you didn't have around when 
growing up" suddenly he shivered with anticipation. "It 
looks di�erent, huh? The whole place?!" he asked

I hugged him back and smiled "Yes. It is much better than 
what I thought it would be"

"Oh I am so excited, honey" he said, with a burst of energy. "I 
know I always say I have a plan. But I do have a real plan this 
time. I’m gonna turn my life around and be the kind of guy 
you will be proud of"

"I am always proud of you" I said, meaning it.
"That is not what I mean" He said, suddenly irritated "I 

don't want you to be proud of me the way Americans say 
they believe in you. Or that you are special. They might as 
well say 'I am gonna pay you a lip service of supporting you, 
because that is expected of me. But really I am waiting for 
you to fail'"

"I don't think you are a failure" I said quietly "If you haven't 
told me, I wouldn't have known you have been in the mili-
tary the �rst time I met you. Even if most of your friends 
have not become either homeless or worse, I listen to the 
radio and I know how horrible that life was for you"

"Which is why I loved you" he said, "You didn't ask me if 
I have killed anyone the �rst time I mentioned I was in the 
military. That is the one down side to dating women who 
aren't familiar with American culture. They think being in 
the military is like being in an action movie, where you look 
like a hard-ass by the number of bad guys you killed. The 
last time a woman asked me if I have been through anything 
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traumatic, I got up and left. We were at Hurricane. This bar 
that used to be real big when I was a kid", he chuckled, "We 
decided to meet there to see if we 'clicked', and perhaps go to 
dinner afterwards. Didn't even say ‘it is ok’ when she sent an 
email apologizing for being insensitive"

"Yes” I said, heading back to my point, "And as I was saying, 
you haven't just stayed on track but gone to school, got a de-
gree in a �eld of your choice and you have been a happy man 
when you still had a job. Soon, you would �nd another job 
and would get back to being your happy self. Till then I will 
try to love you and be there for you as much as I can"

"And maybe carry my baby in your belly?" He said holding 
my stomach. "I will go out and get the �rst job I can �nd. And 
I won’t regret it"

"I know you would" I said
"Yeah... when I was in high-school my mom used to tell 

my aunts she worries I would get some girl pregnant and be 
forced to marry her even if I am never as popular with the la-
dies as everybody seems to think” he said, chuckling “Then 
I went into the military and I realized having a kid was the 
one good thing you can have happening to you. The one 
thing no one can take away from you. Your wife can leave 
you. Your girlfriend can cheat on you. But your kid would al-
ways look at you like you are the world to him. He is the one 
person on whose life you have God-like powers and whom 
you will still a�ect long after you are gone. Take it from a kid 
who has been fucked in the head by his dad"

Uh-huh. And what was in it for me, I wanted to pray ask 
when he sighed with frustration. “I wish you had a little 
faith" he said, “You are like my dad. You think as long as you 
aren’t outwardly critical, I won’t know you were disapprov-
ing. The truth is, what you are not saying will �nd a way to 
pour out of you. It is negative energy, and our body has to 
get rid of it one way or the other. That is why I sometimes 
wish you were more like Gina. She never let what people 
may think of her get in the way of what needs to be said. 
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I never wondered if there was another person behind Gina’s 
eyes that I will never get to if I tried”

“What?” I said, quietly feeling unmasked for the hateful 
witch that I was. “I didn’t know you felt that"

“Well I do and I am not trying to make you feel bad about 
yourself here” he said “I had a girlfriend who looked at me 
with death in her eyes every time she got angry with me; 
like she was planning my funeral. Yours is like an abused 
kid, watching everybody cautiously as if you are expecting 
a beating. I know it wasn’t easy for you back home. That you 
got into trouble for having opinions and voicing them. But 
that is what love is, deciding to let go of the past because you 
are learning to trust the person you are with”

“But we talked about this already” I said, frustrated, “I told 
you that I trusted you”

“Not with the important things” He said “Not with your 
future and insecurity. That is why I sometimes wonder what 
your mom thinks of me from what she gets from you. If she 
knew, although her daughter is an unbeliever, I will keep 
�ghting the good �ght for both our sakes, that I have her back 
and mean to make her proud”

“I am sorry” I said, not caring what psychedelic mushroom 
he was on as long as he hasn’t �gured out all that my mother 
knows of him was that he was this crazy [“married”] co-
worker who happens to always be about when I call her.

"You don’t need to apologize” he said “You just have to like 
yourself a little more. You are like that salt merchant from 
your proverb who went around saying his salt was no good, 
that he wouldn't touch it if he was them, that he hates his 
salt; and still expected for people to want to buy his salt. You 
seem always willing to accept the worst version of yourself 
while trying to explain the good things away. Humility is a 
virtue, but not actively campaigning against yourself. For-
tunately," he said, lifting my chin up as if sensing the heavi-
ness of my heart "I am one of those guys who don't always 
take girls on their words. And the more people try to keep 
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me away, the more I want to dig in"
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CHAPTER 33

I have seen it coming before it even happened. First, 
I have thought it was cute: the blossoming friendship 
between Joe and his neighbor Carl - the "Rooster". It 

wasn’t the kind of friendship I would object to, however. 
Whatever takes his mind o� not getting an interview back 
for all the applications he has been �lling online, and that he 
would have to settle for being a minimum-wage earner after 
having been a man with a career, was good for me. I was �ne 
with it even when I couldn't see him as often as I wanted. 
It was good to miss one another after the summer we had. 
However, like everything Joe put his mind [and energy] in 
the friendship proved to be a little less exciting when time 
goes by.

It started with the optimism. The "can do" attitude. The 
positivity with nothing really to support it. Joe begins to see 
a potential in his youth he has thus far been unaware of. All 
coming from a man who has not lived out his potential. That 
the world was his for the taking. That it was a bull he should 
hold by the horn. That he was 'in there', got what he needs al-
ready, he just didn't know it before.

He started feeling he has no reason to be upset or be down 
as long as he was young and has got his health. An intoxica-
tion to a one time wonder success on eBay, where he sold 9-
dollar Louis Vuitton he found at Value Village for 274 dollar 
made him the believer and follower of eBay. It was the ideal 
job, he said, he can spend the days hunting deals, bidding on 
items, packaging and selling them. When I said be that as 
it may, he might still want to call potential recruiters and 
ask after the resumes he submitted, he became very angry. 
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He felt he was discriminated against because of his military 
service and inability to keep down a job. And, pardon him 
but he thinks he has worked hard enough to have a career. If, 
however, it came down to choosing between eBay and work-
ing some shitty job so he can pay the bills, he would rather 
put his faith on eBay.

His anger, like his passion, was becoming short-lived. I 
don’t know how many people are earning their living on 
eBay, he would tell me, a ton. "There is this woman who 
makes custom jewelry from stu� she �nds in thrift stores. 
We were in line outside Goodwill to open; so we can hunt for 
deals. She said she get a net worth of 1000 dollars a month. 
That is on top of her job teaching piano to rich people's kids. 
She also gets sale items at Toys-r-us and been clearing hun-
dreds of dollars"

I have then asked what Carl thinks about this. "You know 
Carl" he has said, "He doesn't believe in technology. He has 
one of those prepaid phones that only makes and receives 
calls. He says if he wants to see his friends, he would go see 
them. All he has is time in his hand. Sometimes he tells me 
to take his wallet out of his pocket and tell him how much 
money he has. He doesn't know half the time. He says all he 
needs for then is the cloth on his back and the few dollars he 
has in his pocket."

I have grumbled saying if Carl has gotta wait for a pay-
cheque to pay his rent or risk homelessness, he would have 
showed more keenness as to the contents of his pocket.

The second incident arose when he got the brilliant idea of 
getting his dog back years after Gina made Max part of her 
abode.

This was a dog who "never abandoned him"; even saving his 
life when he was attacked by two men who asked him for a 
cigarette then tried to beat him up after he gave them the 
last one he had. The dog has jumped and grabbed the man 
closest to Joe by the throat and refused to let go until blood 
�ew like a river and the cops were called in.
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The man barely survived with a throat complication to 
last him a life and Joe was told to take his terrier home. All 
the dog did was preventing assault from happening. It was 
a matter of self-defense by a dog. It would have otherwise 
been Joe instead of the other guy.

Joe has loved the dog more than he loved his family mem-
bers or his ex-bunk mates. But didn't really see him for more 
than once every month or so since I came into the picture. 
In fact, his attitude towards Max has impressed me as the 
attitude of an absent father, whose love is out there �oating 
about only to be jealously reclaimed when it was threatened 
by loss. So when he said he was gonna bring back Max into his 
life, I was curious. Why now, I wondered, aren't there things 
he should focus on more than the feeding and taking care of 
an aging dog. Was he perhaps trying to make sure I came over 
less than I did - knowing how people from my country feel 
about dogs?

The mere suggestion of it made him openly weep - like he 
has been looking for a reason to cry for all the stu� that has 
been going wrong in his life. Said Gina has told him his dog 
has been depressed for the last couple of months, he has been 
howling when she leaves the house and has started tearing 
the place apart when left alone for long. So she has taken 
him to a veterinarian, who gave her some pills and told her 
to make sure the dog went out more. After a few months of 
tranquil living, she has found him stuck between the garbage 
can and the water source; seeming unable to turn his body 
around and �nd the way out. He has stopped howling; but he 
was disinterested in most things that he found leisure in. He 
no longer does his trick when o�ered treats, doesn't want to 
play with his toys and just sits on his front legs and watches 
all of her moves when she comes home.

Max, the dog who used to lay on the �oor on his front paws 
and yelp when he sensed they were �ghting; a dog who was 
able to hold his pee for 14 hours when Joe goes on his hik-
ing trip and Gina spends the night at her friend's in Seattle; 
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the one creature around whom food should never be left un-
attended however full he may have been made and who used 
to bring his master back to life when Joe �nds himself unable 
to pull out of a hangover; was going slowly senile.

I would not have protested after seeing him weep and tell-
ing me all these heart-breaking things. But he continued say-
ing "I won't. I won't. I won't give up my dog like my family 
gave up on me. I will bring him and nurse him back to health. 
I am not gonna put him down just because he isn't giving me 
everything I wanted from him"

“Shh" I said, forcefully hugging him and laying his head on 
my stomach like he was a baby. I did, after all, play some 
part in his not visiting Max as much as he used to when he 
was single – for seeing Max always meant walking to the park 
with Gina and chewing the fat over all the stu� they liked 
as a couple [Twilight Zone, grunge bands and the latest epic 
fantasy/science �ction movie based on a book they have 
read]. "You said yourself he is not like other dogs. With you 
around, I’m sure he will pull through"

He looked up at me wiping his tears with the arm of his 
sweater. I couldn't help notice how di�erent this Joe was 
looking from the man I met at Gate Z69.

"Will you go with me?" he asked eagerly, "When I go to pick 
him up? There would be a lot of stu� to carry, his bed, his 
toys, his food and medication"

"Of course I will" I said brushing his hair with my hand. 
His hair strands look unhealthy. They were �akey and a less-
than healthy looking shade of brown "I will just have to call 
work and tell them I won't be on call this afternoon"

He looked relieved, "She o�ered to bring him to my apart-
ment but I didn't want her to see where I live so I told her I 
will come pick him up."

"Oh yeah?" I said, thoughtfully, "Why won't you let her 
bring him to my apartment?"

"But your building doesn't allow pets" he said, looking up 
from where he put his head on the couch.
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"I know... but she doesn't know that. Just tell her to bring 
him there and you can come out and take it"

"Really?"
"Of course. Then we would transport everything one by 

one"
"Oh babe" he said and kissed me "my sweetheart. I would 

like that very much. I respect Gina. I hate for her to think 
I am a loser, although she probably already does" he added, 
yawning. "She found some girl-on-girl porn on my laptop be-
fore she kicked me out and said she would be surprised if I 
don't end up either in prison or on a segment of 'To Catch a 
Predator'. She said she has put up with my drinking and reck-
less driving but when it comes to a little harmless ...”

"What do you mean?" I said, suddenly aware it was some-
thing I should pay attention to "What girl-on-girl porn?"

He was laughing "You know – the kind two lesbians have? 
I have asked and been denied threesomes for two birthdays 
so have assumed she would at least be ok with my watching 
it. No she started yelling and screaming that the girls on the 
video look like they were teenagers. I told her -- well, it is 
kind of hard to �nd a woman in her 40s who looks like that. 
She wouldn't get it that the girls won't be on the video unless 
they were 18"

"Oh" I said, suddenly Gina's look at the one-man-show mak-
ing sense. So that is why she was looking at me like she felt 
sorry for me?! Because she thought he was this sexual devi-
ant who went out and found himself a girl who won't know 
better

He seems to suddenly realize I wasn't laughing.
He sat up quickly. "You don't have a problem with me 

watching porn, do you? I have told you, right? The �rst time 
you tried to give me a blow-job, how you reminded me of 
this girl from this amateur sex video that was comparing 
professional and an amateur giving a blow-job ...”

"I know" I said impatiently "I am not a child"
"I know you are not. That is why I tried to tell you this story 
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- which I thought was funny - but looks to me like you didn't 
think it funny”

"I am ok with you watching porn" I said "I am not American, 
I wasn't brought up to believe in fairy tales and expect a man 
to treat me like a princess, or it means he doesn't love me. 
But if the girls look like teenagers ... I think it would creep 
me out"

"Oh Jesus" he said, sighing heavily "Would I tell you this 
story if I was into teenage girls, seriously?"

"No I just" I don't know what I just felt. I knew he loved 
sex and that he probably jerks himself to sleep on the days 
he wasn't sleeping with a woman. But if he was watching a 
porn-video of girls who looked like they were in their teens, 
I don't know if I can even look at him, let alone be with him.

"What?"�he said, getting up "What? You think I am a pervert 
too?"

"I didn't say that" I said. The truth of the matter is, however, 
I would believe anything about White guys. And Joe was un-
predictable, in a disturbing sort of way sometimes.

"Or that just because I love you, I should only fantasize 
about you or people who look like you? Do you know what 
used to turn Gina on when we were doing it?"

I didn't. Wasn't sure I wanted to know either.
"Gay sex" he declared. "That is how she took care of busi-

ness when I wasn't around. But was she into gay guys? Nope. 
She had plenty of gay friends and never mentioned having a 
crush on any of them. She also swore that wasn't something 
she wanted when I told her she would have to �nd somebody 
else if she plans to wear a strap-on someday and peg a guy"

"I know how fantasies work" I said, disgusted at the image 
"Like I said, I was not born yesterday. But I can't help won-
dering -- why you would want to watch a video of women 
who obviously look under-age even if they were 17 or 18 
years old" I was feeling pretty Zen; knowing this was prob-
ably the end of our relationship, almost relieved by the fact 
that there was a way I could be rid of this man that doesn't 
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involve him cheating on me or me just drop kicking him to 
the curb when he needs me.

"Because, as I said earlier, it is hard to �nd women in their 
30s or 40s with a body like that. It is not like I set out to �nd 
women who look young. Came across it on a legally regis-
tered website, and it was more erotic than the rest of the 
stu� out there. I enjoyed it and kept it on my laptop to jerk-
o� of it from time to time. It doesn't mean I was planning to 
go out and have sex with a teenage girl"

"Because it is against the law?"
"Yes. And because I have found out sex is much more enjoy-

able when you know what you are doing and who you are 
doing it with. It is not very stimulating, forcing my creepy 
old self on a young girl"

"Ok" I said, yielding some ground "I guess Gina can't help 
think how these girls on the video may have gone through 
bad things, and that maybe why they are doing what they are 
doing"

"If I think that," he said "I won't �nd one decent woman to 
sleep with. We all have our demons and our sexual behavior 
sometimes re�ects that. Gina's is watching men being de-
meaned. She has told me once how people used to call one 
of her ex-boyfriend’s “Mr. Gina” because she can be bossy and 
patronizing if you let her. I didn’t; which is probably why 
we still respect one another. Florde liked to be called things 
when she is being fucked, bad things. You...” I raised a hand in 
protest "have your own demons too. The idea is, as a grown-
up, you have every right to exercise those demons within 
the boundaries of the law, with people who are of age, not 
blood-relations and consenting. I mean you won't believe 
the stu� I have witnessed when it comes to sexual perver-
sion" He said, suddenly bursting into a laughter "Even�I�had 
a hard time believing it and I am the kind of guy who fanta-
sizes about a girl slowly riding my cock while I am sitting by 
the bar drinking beer. I have seen men pierced through their 
arm with a meat hanger and howled up on crosses. I have 
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seen guys who tied all kind of stu� they dragged around on 
their balls, stu� that would make mine turn black and blue 
and fall o� immediately. People being su�ocated and almost 
chocked to death while they come. People being cut and tor-
tured and asking for more. The kind of thing that made me 
think 'no wonder people say Seattleites are fucked up'. And it 
is all under-ground and all legal"

I was rolling my eyes, wondering why he would go to a 
place like that when he continued "It was Ryan's sister Sam, 
the one who later introduced me to Gina, by virtue of being 
much more Vanilla than she thought, who took me there. 
Said I should channel my pain in a healthy way and she 
knows this place. When I run out holding my dick as if some-
one would chop it o�, she said she didn't know I was such 
a prude. I was not a prude. I just never associated sex with 
pain. I mean squeezing a girl's butt and maybe slapping it as 
I doggy her is as far as I go. Even when I was having sex with 
this girl who wanted me to pull her hair, I had a hard time 
keeping my hard on because I worried it may come out of the 
roots"

"Yeah but doing the legal thing doesn't mean you aren't 
doing anything immoral"

"I think the word immoral is a very relative word" He said, 
philosophically "Before you met me,�you�thought anything 
other than missionary position was immoral. Besides, porn 
is all about immorality. Like I said, I am not the kind of per-
son who associated sex with pain. But do I enjoy the occa-
sional scene where a guy is roughing up a girl? I do. Would 
I sit there jerking o� when a woman is being roughed up by 
two or more guys while she is moaning in pain in real life? 
Hell no. Sometimes porn excites you because it makes you 
place yourself in it. At other times, it excites you for the 
very reason it repulses you. My dick would probably react 
the same way if I were willing to sit by Gina and watch her 
gay-porn. My duty is to pick and choose which would work 
for me and which won't. And having sex with another man 
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and/or a teenage girl is one of those things I chose not to do. 
Not that I haven't had an o�er from teenage girls or gay-guys, 
been even kissed by a bouncer after he threw me out once. I 
said ‘not today, buddy’ and walked home. You give me girls: 
the seven or eight women that are right for me and my wan-
dering days are over"

"Ok" I said, coming around.
"Are you gonna bring this up when we have a �ght next 

time?" he said, looking at me worriedly
"No" I smiled "But I would wonder if you would like my 

body when I am in my 40s. Where I come from, youth is an 
annoying burden on its way to making something of itself. 
Here it is something everybody aspires to. Like once you hit 
30, it's all down-hill for you. Rather strange for a country 
where 60 is the new 40"

"That said" he added, looking me up and down "you aren't 
in your teenage years. And I am still crazy about your body. 
Watching that porn, which I have deleted since - I may add, 
is the equivalent of watching two chimpanzees, or horses, 
doing it and getting turned on. Which I usually do"

"Whatever" I said, smiling, as he tried to kiss me
"I am not a bad guy" he said, sighing heavily, like his heart 

would break. "I am actually a decent guy. But people seem 
willing to assume the worst of me despite my attempt to do 
what is right"

"Because you are cute, impulsive and White" I joked "It is 
easier to believe the worst of people who seem capable of 
getting everything they want by nature. It is the rest of us’ 
way of punishing you for being perfect"

"Perfect!" he groaned
"Well with all your imperfections, of course"
“Imperfections, huh?” he looked up with a smile "Like 

what, for example?"
"Are you serious?" I said stunned, "You don't think you are 

perfect do you?"
"No I don't. But I do believe we should be perfect for each 
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other"
Ok. Wow.
"I mean you are perfect for me" he continued defensively 

"As in having everything I want and some that I need in a 
woman. Could do less of the negative self-talk; and your de-
termination to say no when you could easily say yes can get 
frustrating. Otherwise there isn't a thing I would change on 
you"

"Right, that is why you asked what was wrong with big 
breasts when I said my mom used to worry I would inherit 
her breasts when I was young?"

"I did, because I was trying to understand why a culture 
would put premium on a woman having a big nose but not 
big boobs. I mean what am I supposed to do with her nose? I 
don't get it. So go on ... tell me what my imperfections are, as 
you see them”

“Well…” I said, determined not to let my eyes wonder any-
where near his lips. I used to dream of full lips on a man; 
big, pouty, medium-rare lips that I can tug at with my teeth. 
Joe's weren't exactly thin; I certainly do not have to position 
my chin diagonally to get to them. But they were not lips 
to dream of, either. The things to dream of were around his 
eyes, in the bushy eyebrows that were arched in such a way 
they gave his face a much thinner, not unattractive haunted 
look. And that was the one thing I would have liked to 
change. A shorter Joe with more �esh on his bones would be 
less conspicuous, less likely to attract the attention of those 
White chicks who look amused at seeing us together some-
times, as if they were certain they can take him away from 
his un-made up, unsophisticated, insecure black girl friend if 
they wanted. "Your tongue” I said. “You do use your tongue 
a lot when you kiss and I always like kissing with the mouth 
closed, just rubbing with lips and kind of slid into it instead 
of just jumping the tongue before we even warmed up. I feel 
violated sometimes because even when I don't respond to 
your tongue, you keep on poking at me"
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"Oh I know that" he said dismissively. "I know you are 
tongue-shy. But the best thing to do is to let you get over 
your fear, not encourage you to keep hiding in the dark"

"It can be distracting though" I said
"Whatever. What else?"
"That is it. Less- tongue, and more lips"
"How about when I shave?" he said, surveying his cheeks 

with his hand "you hate smooth-skin so much you let me 
have more sex with you when I was growing a beard for Mo-
vember than you did the �rst 10 months put together"

"But I have told you the reason why" I said following him 
into the bathroom "people from my country perceive black 
men without mustaches as feminine, even gay, while we rec-
ognize it as being a natural look on White men. Plus, your lip 
won’t resemble a monkey’s ass as would a dark skin not used 
to having it shaved. Still you look so Zen and mature when 
you grow your beard that I can't help feel so - I don't know - 
feminine around you. But I am ok with you not growing it if 
it itches and bothers you as much as you said it does"

"Right, because any man in his right mind would refuse to 
put up with a little cha�ng when it means his girlfriend 
would want to bone him every time he grew his whiskers" he 
said stepping in with a shudder, "Besides ... I have heard that 
is how Abe Lincoln got in o�ce, by growing his beard. Maybe 
it would bring me good luck, too, if I tried it, seeing how 
nothing else seems to work nowadays"
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CHAPTER 34

The area in Kent where Joe's mother lives, with her 
sister and brother-in-law, was not accessible for 
buses or even cabs. It was a climb up a hill sur-

rounded by little forests and grassy lands. Single family 
houses, old and beautiful, with their garage door-parking 
spaces, roof-climbing plants and basketball courts that have 
not been put to use for years have populated the right side of 
the street. The left was mostly densely populated trees and 
bridges with no river running under them.

She has been having a problem with her arthritis for the 
last few years, Joe has said, and her doctor has recommended 
a hip-replacement surgery. Which she had done a few days 
ago, without telling anyone but her sister and her brother-
in-law. Afterwards, she has called and casually mentioned 
how she had had "a little surgery done", leaving Joe both 
guilty and angry. So he has decided to go see her that after-
noon. I didn't expect he would ask me to tag along; as every 
time his mother asked why he wasn't bringing me, he has 
sound irritated; saying it's not like he can just walk me up to 
the door, is it? He has gotta borrow a car and drive up there. 
Plus, why does she need to meet me? She has seen my photo 
and talked to me on the phone. Isn't that enough?!

However, when he excitedly said he was going there to 
visit her tomorrow and even bring Carl along; I was more 
than a little surprised.

"Really?" I said, focusing my attention on stirring what I 
have on the pan "Is that a good idea?"

"Yeah her Mazda has been sitting in the garage for years and 
he wants to check it out, to see if it can be salvaged or have 
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his partner sell it for parts. You know how Carl is like the 
Federal Government?! He has his �nger in all kinds of pies"

Yes, I know, I wanted to say; I know where you are getting 
these brilliant ideas from as well. But it is not Carl the in-
vestment consultant that you need, it is Carl the father; the 
man who’d give you enough tokens to keep you around so 
he can pollute your youth with his rickety old self-serving 
ideas while you wheel him around town. A father who’d al-
ways need you and can't walk away from you if he wanted. 
Instead, I asked "This is the car your mother said you can 
have �xed and use for yourself, right?!"

"Otherwise known as the car I refused to take for free from 
my mother"

"But don't you think it would be good to keep things with 
in the family. Use it now and pay it later?"

"I refuse to be tied to earthly goods" he said stretching 
"That is what the military teaches you; and the one thing 
you, my friend, don't seem to realize. No one can take from 
you what you don't have. So the best thing to do is carry only 
what you need"

"I could use a car" I grumbled "It is the one embarrassing 
question next to my age I come across nowadays. "You look 
good for your age" and�"Really, you can't drive?"�As if the whole 
world has got parents who could teach it how to drive at 16"

"So what is stopping you?" He said, looking up at me
"Well - didn't you say if you used the car I bought to go any-

where, you won't feel good about yourself"
"Hm. How shall one put it? Chau�euring my girlfriend 

around town in my car? Yes. Driving her to the store 
using�her�car, so I can wait outside while she buys things for 
the sole purpose of returning them, not so much"

"What if I buy it so you can teach me how to drive for the 
purpose of going to the store on my own?!"

"What you need is a driving instructor" he said stubbornly 
"Somebody unattached and to whom your messing up is a 
source of income, not irritation. Having a boyfriend teach 
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you how to drive, or even somebody you have the hots for, 
like whatwashisname, not a good idea. The one time I tried 
to teach Florde how to ride a bicycle, we almost broke up. 
How about that? It is cheaper to maintain, environmentally 
friendly and you don’t need to pay for parking"

"It's alright" I lied. It wasn't. But there has already been 
mentions of Mulugeta and Florde. That is never good. "If any-
body is gonna have it, I guess it is better for it to be Carl. He’s 
been a good friend to you"

"Besides, I am borrowing his car to go see my mom. It feels 
only fair to take him along with me"

"Yup" I said, unable to help feeling hurt by this other real-
ization: he doesn't mind taking a complete stranger to see 
his mother, but not his girlfriend of more than a year. If 
this was back home, his action would have been commend-
able. For a mother-in-law stands only an inch shorter to ex-
wives and their bloody kids when it comes to the people a 
new bride is supposed to consider "the enemy". For in the 
eternal battle for the a�ection and resources a man has to 
spread around, a mother can be as �ercely competitive and 
cut-throat as "the other woman". Here though … Suddenly I 
felt nauseous; like I wanted to get out of this apartment, this 
relationship, this life. I was trying to think up a reason that 
would allow me to go down the stairs and out the door when 
he asked "Wanna come with?"

I looked up. He was watching me with laughing eyes.
"Really?"
"Of course. She would love to see you. You are taking care 

of her boy, not to mention how you would be the mother of 
her beautiful grand-kids when they are born. She was really 
disappointed when I told her you won't be calling her ‘mom’ 
even if we got married because you don't have that in your 
culture. But that you would still be a daughter to her"

"Aww"
And so I bought some Sambussas - half beef, half lentil - 

from a restaurant in the Central District that I was deter-
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mined to pass o� as my own making, and he has driven us, in 
Carl's noisy car, to Kent. The ride was not as long as I thought. 
But it was not a particularly pleasant one. The city of Kent 
feels like a city on the brink of death. It was old, the city 
equivalent of a pale gray-haired woman, with her glorious 
days in the 1920s. Like a city civilization has started to �irt 
with and abandoned as a lost cause.

Somehow, this was not the kind of place I expected Joe to 
be born in. I have imagined something like Ballard, where 
graceful edi�ces topped by bell-towers and trimmed green 
lawns would be a common phenomenon; with lots of pri-
vately owned co�ee shops, independent books-stores, mom 
and pop businesses. Not this barren land with gray indus-
trial stores and shapeless buildings. A station one stops at to 
get gas and water and gets out of at his earliest convenience. 
So I felt a little sorry for him, like he has drawn the short 
straw when it comes to places to grow up in. That he was, 
somewhat, made a little less privileged - a little less White - 
for it. He, however, doesn't seem to see anything wrong with 
it. He kept telling us how he has gone to this school until this 
grade, and been moved to that one after he got into trouble 
with some kid. This was the church they used to be taken to 
Sunday mornings and that was the drive-through that had 
the only AW with the best ginger ale-ice cream in the state of 
Washington, etcetera. Before we got to his mother's, we had 
to make a stop at two places.

The �rst place was Fred Meyer, which his mother has asked 
him to stop by and get a brand of Co�ee Creamer that only 
comes once a year; it was the only one she liked. The sec-
ond was at a Greek restaurant that Joe has told Carl a lot 
about and wanted us to try the food of. While Joe helped Carl 
out of the car and into his wheelchair, I stood watching the 
area near and around the restaurant. There were large stor-
age-house looking shops with old black and white Coca-Cola 
signs on them. A couple of cars, with their engines seeming 
to hit ground and a handful of bickers. O'Reilly's, the spare-
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parts shop that I recognized as a marker of small city Down-
town areas, shows all its goods to passersby through clear 
windows. Next door was an obscure bar, where a half-naked 
tattooed man and a girl in �sh-net stockings were arguing. 
The sort of bar youth comes to fade.

The restaurant itself looked more like a run-down fast-
food place than a place where serious people went with their 
families to dine. This impression I was only too happy to 
amend the minute I took a bite out of the freshly-caught and 
tenderly cooked �sh that made eating out during fasting sea-
son fun back home. By the time we walked out, full and satis-
�ed, I told Joe this would be the one place my mother would 
not mind being taken to lunch; if and when I could convince 
her to visit.

Joe's family-house turned out to be much bigger than it 
looks from the outside. Trudy, for that was his mother's 
name, was not working in the garden when we pulled in. She 
wasn't even there when Joe helped Carl in the wheelchair 
and rolled-in, while I held the door [which happened to be 
unlocked - hello?!] open. A walk on the old carpet and we 
were immediately met by a brown dwar�sh dog with a very 
skinny face. "Riley...” Joe said, giving the dog a pat "How are 
you buddy? Where is mommy?"

Riley sni�ed around Carl's wheelchair- looking him up and 
down while doing it. Then sni�ed around my feet. Not �nd-
ing anything of interest there, he ran in front of us wanting to 
lead the way. Joe's mother was sitting on a living room chair 
with a handkerchief in her hand, quite asleep. An adjustable 
lamp, brightly lit, has cocked its head over her short blonde 
locks and the book she must have been reading before fall-
ing asleep. Her legs were propped up on a rolled-up blanket 
at the end of the chair, looking quite fragile. When she heard 
us walk in, she looked up and broke into a smile. This wak-
ing immediately and recognizing one's surrounding must be 
a family thing. "Hello you two" she said, supporting herself 
on the arm of the chair and standing up before noticing I 
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was making a third. The �rst thing that strikes one upon 
seeing her is the, almost arti�cial, wrinkles caused by her 
sunken cheeks that even I can tell was from some tooth-ex-
traction related bone loss. She was wearing an over-sized big 
momma's-jeans of a faded blue color and a belt that looks 
bigger and more severely tied than it needs be. She shook 
hands with Carl and refused to take my hand, instead giving 
me a hug. She was happy to see me, she said, looking closely 
at my face. She is sorry she fall asleep, one of the e�ects of the 
medicine she is taking for the swelling.

Despite the arthritis in her joints and the various maladies 
she su�ered from [maladies that left young Joe prone to al-
lergies of all kinds until he hit puberty and seemed to snap 
out of it] she was the most active 63 years old I have come 
across. On our tour to the backyard, with its various wind 
chimes and bird houses, she has proved how she still has got 
the passion and the energy to run things around here. She 
makes sure there is food for her birds every day. Mows her 
own lawn and plants her fruits and vegetables seasonally; 
sending the various bounties to her friends and family. Joe 
was excited at bringing us to his childhood home. While Carl 
and his mom looked into the garage and discussed prices, 
he took me around the house, telling me who the people on 
the wall were and the places the photos were taken at. Then 
he snuck me into his old bedroom [which now belongs to a 
very athletic, very well behaved kid of a girl who grew up 
with them and lost her ways]. "My mom is scared of you" he 
observed, after we went out again and he threw himself on a 
hammock.

"Really? Am I scary?" I asked, straining my eyes to see 
the golden creatures swimming underneath the dark blue 
waters of the �sh-pond. Years of watching the village boys 
catching and breeding tad-poles hoping they would turn 
into a �sh has turned me into a lover of anything with �n. 
Joe knows that, so he has incorporated a �sh pond into the 
master-plan of the house we would own someday. A small 
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suburban home with a bicycle trail and a bakery nearby; 
where he would tend to his garden, raise chicken and plant a 
fruit-tree so I would have all the apples, plums and peaches 
America lets go to waste on my people's behalf.

"Of course, you are a black woman"
"C’mon…"
"No she is just nervous because she wants you to like her. 

Marty's wife is polite but not the warmest person in the 
world. I have a brother - adopted - Dave - you remember 
him? The guy we came across at MacDonald's who stole all 
that money from my mom a few years ago? He always asks 
who the hell the stuck-up bitch was every time he came 
across Marianne. She is like a picture on the wall, quiet, 
pretty, and always bringing the shiniest Christmas orna-
ment everybody trades o� instead of keeping. Never seem-
ing to get what we are about. Anyway... Marty is crazy about 
her - he thinks she is out of his league, appearance wise - and 
everyone loves Marty so...”

"Here you are" Trudy said, approaching the grassy-patch 
with cautious feet. I was used to not being o�ered food in 
White people's houses - unless I was invited to a party - 
so was surprised when I noticed the plate full of biscuits/
cookies in her hand. "Greg brought them last night". She said, 
"Said ‘auntie I know you can't resist your raspberry Fisher 
scones so I have got you a Baker's dozen'. I can't eat more than 
a few, with my diabetes, but thought you guys would like 
some"

"Oh yeah" Joe said, getting up and taking the hot plate from 
her "The Puyallup Fair scone. Completely forgot it was in 
September"

"You should take" Trudy looked up at me, as if she dared 
not assume that was my name "Meyti--?"

"That’s it!" Joe said, giving her a big hug. "Unfortunately she 
has seen it on TV and is scared of all the rides even if she 
hasn't been on any of them. And without the rides, what is 
the point right?"
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"All of them?" his mother said, looking up
"Except for a swing-set and they don't have those"
While his mother looked at me with a hesitant smile, he 

held her by the waist, at least a foot taller, and asked us if we 
have seen a more beautiful ole lady. Which made her laugh 
and her eyes �ll with tears; while I, from the �sh pond, and 
Carl, from the cobblestone by the door, looked and smiled at 
them approvingly. Afterwards, he told me she has said I look 
like a nice girl, from a big family - she can tell, and have the 
most beautiful skin color she has seen; which was so sudden 
and pleasant that it brought a coughing �t

"Really?" I said laughing "She said that?"
"Yup. Remember how she took me aside to give me my 

100-dollar birthday gift she has been calling about? She said 
you have this beautiful skin and that you look like a family 
person"

"Of course she won't say that if she had taken a closer look 
or seen how beautiful other Ethiopian women were" I joked

"Yeah let us gang up against my girlfriend and beat her up, 
shall we?" said Joe, pouting. His usual response when I poke 
fun at myself and tried to make him party to it

"Whatever" I laughed, because the sentiment made me 
happy and I liked hearing him refer to me as his girlfriend. 
It was an expression I got hooked on ever since hearing the 
song ‘My girl’ and wished if I could convince somebody to 
call me "my girlfriend" with the same passion. When people 
introduce their sweethearts to others, they say ‘this is my 
friend’ or ‘this is my lover’ where I came from. Not my girl-
friend, not back then anyway! ‘Girlfriend’ is a friend who is 
a girl, my high-school class-mates would tell you. Or a girl 
who is a friend. Not a lover. A lover is the girlfriend who 
is the only recipient of the word ‘I love you'. For it de-
notes a carnal love. For others: your friends, family members 
and celebrities; you use the Amharic equivalent of ‘I like 
you'; which really means "I have a�ection for you". Not that 
you have to. Showing emotions is one of those things that 
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make you weak: emotions, sweets and Western medication. 
Which is why Ethiopians giggle and spread out when they 
hear the term ‘I love you’ in Amharic thinking there were 
places for that kind of talking, and it is called a bedroom.

"I like her too. And I like what she said about going to the 
Fair. I know I said I won't get on the rides. But I don't mean I 
don't want to go there at all. I have seen those circle-thing-
ies with the horses. They were always romantic. Plus, I like 
doing things, even if I may not enjoy them or maybe afraid 
of them. Remember how I told you my culture prefers an 
‘I don't like it’ approach when the real response is ‘I don't 
know it’? Ever since I moved out of Fana's house, I have been 
determined to say ‘I don't know it’ instead of ‘I don't like it’"

"Except when it comes to the things Joe Plaster - the sec-
ond - likes" he said, looking up from where he sat on the 
ground, brushing Max's hair out. "anal sex and threesomes"

I have told him none of them would happen, so smiled and 
said nothing.

"Anyway get ready to fork some good money for that" he 
said "Fairs are expensive and I won't even pretend to be able 
to pay for more than my entrance fee"

"It is alright" I said, watching Max slowly lifting his legs in 
the air, as if he was enjoying the brush, "It will be my treat for 
all the times you wouldn't let me pay for anything"

He looked up at me quickly. It was a cold look, almost hos-
tile. "I am paying for my ticket" he said curtly, "Or you can go 
by yourself"

What?�Where did that come from?
"Did I... are you mad at me?" I said, a little surprised and 

hurt
"I just want to have what is left of my dignity intact" he said 

in a quarrelsome tone. "It is one thing to eat what you cook 
every time I came when I could barely a�ord to take you 
anywhere. But the day I let you pay for my entrance fee, the 
little respect I have for myself would be gone. I will be a kept 
man; you know what that means?"
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I knew what it means. I just didn't know how that applies 
to him.

"I don't understand" I said, "You are living in your own 
apartment, paying your own rent. How does that make you a 
kept man?"

"Because it is not really my money, is it?" He said, looking 
up at me "Not while I am collecting unemployment! Like 
that girl - your co-worker from the restaurant, who you said 
was the kind of immigrant who makes you all hard-working 
ones look bad; almost as bad as those phony asylum seekers 
who feed the "Savage-Africa" bias by claiming false mistreat-
ments from their governments"

Oh Jesus. It is like living with your personal scribe - or 
the accusing side of your brain - which is gathering evidence 
against you, to one day stand you in court and destroy you 
till you can't raise yourself.

"Yes but I said that because she has registered herself as 
a single mother, despite having a husband, and uses food 
stamp to pay for grocery while shopping at expensive stores 
for her kids' clothing" I said "You aren't taking food stump 
yet - and even if you were, you have served your country. 
Shouldn’t your country be there for you when you need it?

He grunted, as if I was like all those people who have 
bought into this hero bullshit. Like Marty, who - when he 
�rst came to visit after his deployment - gave him a hug and 
thanked him for 'protecting our country'. It was such a funny 
thing, such a fucking hilarious joke, that Joe was weeping 
with laughter when he told me that.

"Does it matter that I love you?" I said, tears �lling up my 
eyes "that I am not your enemy. Or somebody who goes 
around trying to play a judge on you? Just somebody who is 
trying to love you and be there for you as much as she can?"

He looked up quickly then seems to decide to be kinder 
to me. "I didn't say you can't pay for anything" he said "You 
can still pay for the rides that�you�want to go on and for the 
food�you�want to eat. I want to pay for my entrance fee. That 
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is all"
A silence followed, only interrupted by Max's quite groan-

ing and the grating sound of the brush going through his fur. 
Joe, a gentler, not grudging, Joe seems to have come back 
into the room and seems now to be talking to Max, saying 
how no wonder he has chewed out part of his leg; there were 
so many �eas on him. "Must have gotten it from Eddy the 
other day"

I didn't say anything, despite knowing he was addressing 
me, did not even look up. An alarm has gone o� in my head 
but another argument was not something I was interested in 
"Said things have been feeling weird after I left" he added, in 
a conversational tone "as I was the one who brought him in. 
Asked if he can crush here and I said yes"

"Oh" I said, trying to produce the necessary cheerfulness 
while smoothing the blanket on the bed "Good"

"No it wasn't" he said dismissively "But it was that or his 
hitching a ride to my mom's. She has more than enough to 
deal with without having to host his hairy ass, but of course 
she will never say no to him. I keep telling her to stop drag-
ging kids o� the street. And allow for somebody else to do 
the lawn, like that so called ‘friend’ of hers she has been hid-
ing for the last �fteen years or so; like we are idiots and don't 
know he practically lives there when we aren't around"

I smiled. For the only times I saw a jealous Joe was on the 
rare occasions when we take a cab and the cab driver, who 
usually turns out to be from my country, seems to be �irting 
with me. He wonders, he has told me once, who I fantasize 
saying them to me when I say those dirty Amharic words I do 
when about to come. It can't be him, obviously.

"Oh that is nice" I said.
He gave me a look. "All I am saying is walking Riley in 

the morning, and chasing after him throughout the day is 
enough exercise for a woman her age. Otherwise I have to go 
and help her out, at least for a few months"

Before he mentioned moving to Kent, I was about to say – 
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in fact, she looked pretty good for her age - although I would 
not call her old in the American standard. My mom was less 
than 6 years her senior but was so inactive nowadays that 
she looks at least 10 years older. Being spared from working 
for a living, in front of an open �ame, has helped clear her 
skin but not with strengthening her bone. But when he men-
tioned the move, my mind went so blank all I could come up 
with was “Oh?”

“Oh yeah” he said, avoiding my eyes “ever since I saw how 
you are for your mom, I have been wondering if I couldn’t 
do better. I mean my mom has always been self-su�cient. 
Won’t even go stay with Marty’s family for more than 2 days 
before itching to get back to her routine. Not even for those 
boys who love her to death and drag her around like she was 
their toy cart. But if there ever was a time in which she needs 
me, it is now. I know you imagine this would be the end of 
us. But I think we can work it out. You can take a bus there 
and I will stay over for the weekend. It would actually be fun 
spending a night with you in my childhood bed”

“Yeah huh?”
"Of course, I mean I have always been at my most-happiest 

when I am away from the city. Gina used to say there was 
a Country-Bob �ghting for a claim in me. I did not see the 
country as a distraction to city life, as many do. It is the city 
that I use for distraction from who I really am. Someday I 
may pack my bag and move to the country for good"

Before I can come up with a better response, than "Isn't 
that nice" there was a knock on the door. It was Carl calling 
Joe out, which he does when he can't be bothered with try-
ing to navigate his way through the door - or has something 
for Joe he doesn't think I will be interested in. Joe later told 
me Carl has o�ered to buy the car from Joe’s mom, and let Joe 
drive it in a rental agreement to be paid back when Joe has 
got a job. And Joe has refused the o�er on the grounds that 
he has turned mine down. When I protested that I wouldn’t 
have mind, he has told me that wasn't really it. One, I should 
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know by now he won’t take kindly to charities either. And, 
more importantly, he has a feeling the kind of “ventures” 
Carl wants to involve him in may not be as wholesome as I 
think. "That is the reason why I told Eddy he would have to 
�nd somewhere else to crush soon" he added "It may take me 
a while to learn something. But I usually don't forget what I 
learned"
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CHAPTER 35

Three days later, a much-happier looking Joe gave 
me a stamped-envelope addressed to me, care of 
Joseph Plaster Jr, and lay on my bed watching me 

open it. It was a white postcard with a single �ower on it, not 
the kind you get from Hallmark - but a rougher - more gen-
eric version. Trudy has written to thank me for the delicious 
Samosas I brought her and for visiting. It was good, �nally 
meeting me, and she hoped she would see me soon.

"Oh my God" I said, turning the envelope up and down, "I 
have not gotten one of these for like 20 years. Our English 
teacher used to give us addresses to write to pen pals in Eur-
ope, Sweden and Finland mostly. And I used to stay up for 
nights until mine responded - it was the only bright light in 
the dark tunnel of my life I had to look forward to. That and 
the Saturday/Sunday afternoon radio dramas - which some-
times get cancelled to transmit soccer matches [I think that 
is why I grew up hating soccer]. They picked the mail from 
the post-o�ce on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and every kid 
who had a letter was like a celebrity: petted and envied by 
all. In the end, she did send me a letter. It was in a beautiful 
pink envelope with �owers on it; and stamps, and matching 
writing paper and stickers. Highlighters! I still remember 
the smell. It was so crazy delicious smelling. She said she had 
her hands full with all the pen pals writing her from Africa 
and she hasn't got time for more. She will try to give my ad-
dress to friends who might be willing to communicate with 
me. But she feels most of them had more than their shares 
of pen pals as well. I was devastated! Got a girl from Ireland 
who wrote me like three times when I was in high school but 
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it didn't feel as good as getting that �rst small envelope did. 
Kept it until like I graduated from college, I think. At least 
she rejected me nicely. Plus, the envelope was still very cute"

"Yeah my mom sends thank you cards all the time" he said, 
"Which makes her old and weird, I guess"

"And White" I said.
"That too" he laughed.
That was probably the only time I would see him laughing 

in weeks because the itching cream didn't appear to im-
prove Max's situation. In fact, it seems to make the scratch-
ing, chewing, licking and whining worse - even after he bit 
through his fur and the skin became raw. Joe tried to do any-
thing he felt would help: washed Max every day and covered 
the exposed skin with bitter product Max isn't likely to for-
get the taste of, put him in a heavy argyle dog-coat, making 
it hard for him to reach his side. Even putting a muzzle on 
him. When Max seems to get worse, even barking at Joe two 
days later, he was forced to go online and read all he can 
about possible diagnosis for the persistent behavior; only to 
�nd out that one of the reasons why dogs behave that way 
was due to a fragile mental state and obsessive-compulsive 
disorder.

This was the afternoon we spent at the Fair, with Joe trying 
to convince me not to buy all the food we came across. After-
wards we sat under the many tents eating greasy food out of 
the same paper-bag, box or bucket [while being smiled at by 
almost everyone around] then went on the Scooter, where I 
was rolled-eyes at and got sighs from children who found my 
inability to drive or get out of the way quite annoying. Then 
the Merry-go-rounds that Joe was unwilling to get on, afraid 
it would look weird on a grownup man without a child with 
him, but was willing to do for me when I talked about all the 
movies I have seen where this very act was the most memor-
able. I have end up enjoying myself so much that I massaged 
Joe's cock, to show I was grateful, while we were in the Ghost 
Mansion - Thrill ride.
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Joe didn't seem willing to accept the fact that Max was sick 
and dying. I myself have noticed what a hard time he was 
having with locating the little kibbits that would drop out 
of his bowl; which he seems to smell but goes crazy before 
being able to locate it. He was much nicer than the dogs I 
came across when a child, dogs who spend days in chains be-
hind doors with warning signs on them and go crazy when 
let out at night to protect the household. He neither barked, 
nor growled, nor even did anything really than sit there, 
sadly watching those who come in and go out. The few days 
I took him out, it was tragic watching his blurred eyes look-
ing up with confusion and stress; as if he was scared to move 
a muscle and see how he goes around and around on his leash 
like he couldn't �gure out where he was.

Joe, who repeatedly said Max's mental state has been de-
teriorating ever since that fateful night where he almost 
killed a human being to defend him, refused to give up even 
after he growled at him when Joe got woken up by his bark, 
went into the restroom to �nd Max wet and scared in the 
dark because the door has closed behind him. He knew only 
too well what a visit to the Vet would be, and refused to go, 
even if he can't really a�ord it.

So... he cut his hair, washed him, put ointment everywhere 
the dog seems to bite at and took him walking and in his 
arms every time he went to give Carl a ride. After weeks of 
seeing his mood going up and down by how well Max's san-
ity was able to hold, I appealed to Ryan, as the only friend 
he listens to, to interfere. That afternoon, Ryan called and 
said he would come around to pick Joe up. Joe would have 
liked me to stay behind with Max. Ryan said he actually 
would like Max to tag along too, he has a treat for him at 
home. When they came back two hours later, Max looked 
more relaxed, while Joe's eyes were swollen like he has been 
crying for days. I did not ask what happened, and he didn't 
tell me. However, Ryan called a couple of hours later, asked 
if Joe was sleep and told me he has convinced Joe to take 
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Max to a Vet, and they have been given the same informa-
tion everybody knew was coming. Max was su�ering from 
Dog-Alzheimer. The only two options left for him, therefore, 
were to either make him as comfortable as they can until the 
end that was inevitable claims him, or put him down before 
he su�ers more. And Joe has decided, after crying and weep-
ing his eyes out, to let his little buddy go. An appointment 
has been made for 3 pm the next day; for that was the only 
time Gina could get away from work before the clinic closed. 
Ryan would be there, to make sure Joe was ok. My duty was 
to make sure he didn't go back home till, at least, the end of 
the week.
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CHAPTER 36

A fter spending a �tful night on Joe's bed, I got up 
early and cleaned the apartment. When Joe got up, 
I told him I was gonna take Max out. When I came 

back, after giving Max's stomach a rub and holding his little 
face against my wet cheeks, he seems to sense my sadness. 
"Did Ryan tell you?" he said, looking at me like he has aged 
years while he slept. "About Max?"

"Yes" I said, "I called Roberto and he said I can take the day 
o�"

"Nah" he said, drawing air up his nose and getting up. "It is 
better to make as little a fuss as possible, treat it like any 
other day"

"But I want to come" I protested, almost near to tears "I 
mean... I know I don't know him for long but... I would like to 
be there for you"

He has shrugged his shoulder and then we have taken Max 
to the park; then through downtown Seattle, where he was 
admired and petted by homeless as well as common folk 
alike. Joe seems almost calm until the time came when he 
has to give his dog his last treat and hold him goodbye. He 
quietly wept in his dog's hair, making me and Gina follow 
suit, saying he was sorry he has gotta put him down. That he 
hoped he forgave him. That he was a good soldier, a real sol-
dier, and he would see him soon.

If he hasn't told us he wanted to be left alone for the night, 
I would have gone home with him and spent another �tful 
night on his bed. However, and before I can attempt to sleep, 
I got a call from a number I did not recognize. It was Carl. He 
said he has gone in to talk to Joe and Joe has told him what 
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happened. He couldn't believe he was unable to attend the 
goodbye ceremony; an old soldier like him and Max should 
watch out for one another. So he has brought him out.

"Really? He said yes to you?"
"Of course he did, because I won't have taken ‘no’ for an 

answer" he bragged "He said he would like me to take him to 
your place afterwards and I suggested we take you out on the 
town too. Is that an idea you would be interested in?"

"Yes of course" I said, jumping out of bed and looking for 
something to wear.

"How soon can you get ready?" Carl asked, "I am sending my 
friend Gerald to get you"

The place was, to my surprise, a Red Robin. Other than 
Gerald, there were Carl's girlfriend, Joe and Carl; who seem to 
be known by all the sta� and was �irting with the waitress, 
even as she bent her way around his wheelchair to line up the 
mugs of beer for the men and a Ginger ale for the lady.

"Hey" Joe said, looking up at me with glazed eyes when I 
rolled into the booth he was sitting alone. He didn't look 
drunk, only cold.

"Hi...” I said, sitting next to him and kissing him only be-
cause I was suddenly embarrassed at being there.

The next hour passed with Carl's girlfriend, who was high 
as a kite opening her mouth for the �rst time since I knew 
her to compliment me, in her more than usual throaty-voice 
on: my complexion, my hair ("Oooh girl look at that, are you 
sure you don't have Indian in you?") and my heart-shaped 
gold ear-rings, which I have been wearing for at least 10 
years, for fear someone would notice the big scar Zinash and 
her friends gave me - while trying to pierce it with a thorn 
when I was 9.

While Joe studied my face like he was meeting me for the 
�rst time [he has later observed how weird it was, watch-
ing me try to appear happy and out-going in a company he 
knows "freaking scares" me] and Maima showed me how to 
drink tequila, Carl told us where he got the nick name from. 
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It was taken from the song "Here comes the rooster" by a 
band called "Alice in Chains", he said, which was written 
by somebody whose father was a Vietnam War veteran like 
himself. That "the roosters" were �ghter jets that brought 
food and relief for the US soldiers in Vietnam. Bad news to 
the Vietcong army, but bearers of good news to the Ameri-
cans. Killing machines with muzzled jaws; gentle giants 
with the power to kill, and save. The song meant so much to 
him he chose it every time he went in for the various can-
cer treatments he was going through while at the hospital. 
It told him this bird wasn't coming to �y him home; that he 
will survive and live to tell the tale. The fact that it annoyed 
the nurses, whose gentility and patronization he intensely 
disliked that was a bonus!

Joe, who must have heard the story hundreds of times, just 
smiled and nodded his head throughout. His quietness, even 
as Maima toyed with my hair and I started forgetting phrases 
I use in my day-to-day activity, was both worrying and eerie. 
Like he was a ghost at the background, here to observe how 
humans lived.

When the eating was done, and after only three glasses of 
beer, Joe said it is time to call it a night as I have to get up 
to go to work tomorrow, and fears I may have had enough to 
drink for my light weight.

Rob, who was hoping we will take the party somewhere 
else after his royal dinning - Corn beef and cabbage with a 
side of soda bread - Irish like himself, was more than dis-
appointed. He said Joe was making him look bad, by �nally 
bringing his girlfriend around to hang out with them, but 
not allowing her to stay long enough for Carl and company 
to get to know her.

Joe simply smiled. Said I wasn't going anywhere. Thanked 
Carl for taking us out and shook hands with the girl.

"You are cold" he said, when we walked out, followed by 
the driver who has been walking in and out with his phone 
for the last two hours or so.
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I laughed, because I was boozed, and because I liked the 
feel of his arm on my shoulder.

"It is the contradiction" I said pointing to the place we just 
left. "Hot in there, cold out here"

"Do you think you can walk?"
"Of course I can walk" I said, suddenly feeling really sad 

that Max was dead and he has gotta say goodbye to him. "I am 
just a little tired"

"You should have told him not to send the car" he said, irri-
tated, "I keep telling him no because I know you but he kept 
bugging me to give him your number"

"Why?" I said, surprised "Why didn't you want me to 
come?"

"Because I don't want you to associate with people like 
that" He said savagely.

"But I thought you liked Carl - and his friend - what was her 
name?"

"Maima. Yeah. But they are my kind of people. Not yours"
"Does that mean I am not your kind of people either?" I 

said, sadly.
"No" he said thoughtfully, "I can't say you are"
"Is that why you didn't want me to come to the clinic; be-

cause you and Gina and Ryan has got a little White-people 
club of your own and I am an outsider?"

He sighed deeply.
"Why do you always try to make me feel bad about my-

self?" I said, over-acting and knowing it but feeling justi�ed 
for once. "Why do you always try to show me that I don't 
belong with you?"

"Trust me" he said, helping me tie the seat-belt. "Not be-
longing with me is a compliment to you. Neither does Gina 
or Ryan, for that matter. You guys are a cut above me, but 
have chosen to be with me, and put up with me; which is 
why I always try to be found worth your trust. While I have 
no other choice but to hang out with people like Carl"

"But you only mind me coming along, not Gina and Ryan?"
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"Yes because they have a history with Max" he said cruelly, 
"You don’t even like dogs”

“You don’t think I liked Max?” I said, near to tears. Why, 
I wondered one more time, do people assume the worst of 
me? Even when I was a kid, they seem to jump to the worst 
conclusion before words have gotten a chance to come out 
of my mouth. I remember how this guy, Johnny (short for 
Yohannes), who was part older brother part soccer coach 
to the village boys - punishing that one boy whose mother 
complained she could no longer control by making him 
work extra hard at practice - or kick his ass if he so much 
as utter a word back; chased me around town [until my 
tongue hang from my mouth like Wuti's did when watching 
food being cooked on TV] when he looked up at the same 
time I was spitting a gum I have been chewing for two days 
straight - sticking it to the bottom of my bed when I go to 
sleep and behind the desk when I was in class. Zinash has 
told me he probably thought I was insulting him; some take 
o�ense when people spit in front of them, others when you 
stick your tongue at them, still others when shown the sole 
of one's feet. While I was in the act of running for my life, 
however, I could not - for the life of me - understand what I 
did wrong. What am I doing wrong, exactly? Not smiling as 
much as everybody else - although even Donna admits I have 
come a long way from who I used to be when I �rst started 
working there? Because I do not pretend to feel things I am 
not feeling? Dress and behave in such a way that makes me 
hard for people to �gure out? Or because I really do look like 
a witch?!

He sighed. “The point is you won’t have been there if it was 
not to comfort me, to show you were a good girlfriend, and 
what I needed wasn't comfort. It was punishment"

"But why?!"
"Because it was I who should have been put to death" he 

said bitterly. "Not Max"
"What did you do?" I asked, trying to focus on his face from 
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whatever was dragging my body to the left side.
He looked up at me with blood-shot eyes. Of course, he 

must have killed some people while he was over there, 
mustn’t he? He must have aimed, shot at and saw somebody 
fall – never to rise again.

“But that was self-defense” I said, shoving my hand be-
tween the gaps in the sit in a futile attempt to smooth them 
out “Not even the bible says turn the other cheek when 
people come to kill you”

“Just...” He said as if disgusted by the both of us “You don’t 
know what you are talking about, ok?!”

“I do too” I said stubbornly, “As for Max… I am gonna tell 
you something - something I saw when working at the gas 
station behind us, ok? There was this lady who used to come 
in to buy lottery after walking her dog, ok? Almost every 
night, she would walk in say hi, buy a lottery ticket and 
walk out. This guy Mike, who was the night-manager, used 
to fancy she had a thing for him because she doesn't even say 
hi to the rest of us on the nights he wasn't there. I am the only 
one who knew she was using him. See I always know these 
things. That is my problem. I never fall for the romanticized 
version that people blindly subscribe to, not even to make 
women feel better. What happens is, on the nights Mike was 
there, she would stop by the register. Mike would go out, pet 
her dog and give it this Oscar Meyer rotisserie chicken that 
is left from the sandwiches the morning crew packs before 
they leave. You know those, right?"

Joe nodded.
"He would put it aside and gives it to the dog when he 

comes in. So the dog used to go crazy every time he entered 
the building, even before Mike brought out the chicken, in 
anticipation of it. He would levitate, and stick his tongue 
out and just goes nuts, wagging his tail, trying to run to Mike 
and all that. People would say ‘oh look how he much loves 
him’ and what a good friend a dog was. Mike is in his 40s 
and doesn't have a family and lives with his father, whom 
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he takes care of. So he used to love how the dog acts when 
he sees him, and even opens a new package to give the dog 
the chicken. On the days Mike is o� and I am alone, the lady 
would come in and when her dog acts crazy, she would say 
something like ‘oh poor babe. Look at him. He misses his 
Mike. What can I do? He isn't here’ blah-blah, trying to make 
me feel guilty. I could do it. I mean we can grab dinner from 
there, as long as we put it in the transfer or crush list, which 
are lists you �ll when you take a product o� a shelf to use 
it in the store - like liquid soap for our hands, for example, 
or when it has expired and you need to throw it out. No one 
was gonna keep track of everything unless you over-did it 
or they were really mean. But I used to be turned o� by how 
crazy the dog goes every time he came in and saw Mike. I felt 
he was a mercenary; you know? Very ... gold-digger-ish. So I 
just smiled and ignored her. One day, there was some meat 
near its expiry date so I thought I would give it to the dog 
and I gave it to him like two days in a row. Do you what hap-
pened the next day?"

"What?" he said, helping me out of the car. I can tell it was a 
cold night, even though I seem immune to it.

"He started acting the same way when he sees me, to a 
point where Mike was completely turned-o� by it. There is 
this book I read by this Seattle comedy writer in which he 
sometimes uses the dog's perspective to forward a story. Do 
you know what the dog calls his master?"

"What?" Joe said, smiling.
"‘The Food Guy'. To most dogs, humans are food guys. It 

is the same with children. You have heard why children are 
born cute, right?"

"So we can take care of them?"
"Yes!!" I said, looking up at him. "To make us their slave. 

That is what parenting is, a life of servitude! But how do they 
do it, by being cute. They use their cuteness to their advan-
tage - like a femme fatale. A wolf in a sheep’s clothing"

"You don’t suppose" he said, displeased "it can be because 
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they don't have a clue how the world works and they be-
come less self-interested when they grow up and are more 
aware of these things?"

"They do. But that is only an arti�cial change, a change 
brought about by fear of punishment. Because that winning 
and entitlement pops back up when they get old. That is 
why I hate old people, they’re not just the most unpleasant 
but racist people in the world. You won't believe the stories 
Donna tells me"

"Hmm" he said, digesting it. "Maybe there is no such thing 
as unconditional love and maybe we live and die with the 
same malice we were born with. I guess thank you for giv-
ing me something to think about other than the death of my 
dog"

"Are you mad at me?" I said, suddenly realizing I have done 
more damage than good.

"No" he said, squeezing me to his body. "You have just 
con�rmed my belief that we were not rend from the same 
garment. I am a romantic at heart. I believe, despite life and 
experience telling me otherwise, that everyone wants to do 
good if they were raised right, and all things would work out 
in the end. Your cynicism helps me stay grounded, or so I be-
lieve, giving me a dose of realism. And I hope there is a grain 
of foolishness about me that keeps you balanced as well"

Hmm. Didn’t sound much like a compliment.
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CHAPTER 37
J oe may not have wanted me to hang out with Carl and 

Co. more than is necessary. However, he soon threw 
himself in the mix and even rare became the days in 

which I see him, despite his having not gotten a job yet.
The few days I went to check on him, I �nd him sitting on 

his �oor, surrounded by vinyl albums he came across during 
his walks on Capitol Hill. These walks are the only positive 
parts to his being laid-o�, he says, as they not only pump 
him with the Serotonin he needs to get out of bed in the 
morning, but show him an endless possibility of being. The 
rest of the week, he is busy with either trying to remain 
competitive in the e-seller world, or working on the vari-
ous programs he hopes to develop apps from. The smell of 
cigarette, coupled with the stink from all this junk, soon be-
came the room's identity one can trace on Joe if one only 
sni�ed closer. With regards to food, he has become a big 
fan of the microwave oven. Packaged foods and things that 
only need the adding of water to cook were the only items 
in his cabinet. In fact, unless I cooked it, he doesn't seem to 
care much whether he eats or not. Love, he usually jokes, is 
what he needs to survive. Love and energy drinks. And love 
and energy drinks were making him look like those home-
less guys at the library he warned me against, unkempt, 
weird smelling and anemic. Walking Carl to the Deli, sitting 
outside cafes with Carl reading newspapers or playing Chess 
at the Pike Place Park constituted his day-to-day leisurely 
activities. His favorite real life game was Hockey. He was a 
big fan of the Colorado Avalanches, who he refers to as ‘us’ 
or ‘our team’, with emails addresses bearing some version of 
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"former Nordiques" in them. However, after I casually men-
tioned how I have developed an a�ection for table tennis 
after watching my teachers spend hours playing it during 
their Winter breaks; he has borrowed rackets from Ryan and 
taken me to a Community Center on Madison Avenue where 
I run after balls before a bunch of Asian kids showed up and I 
became too self-conscious to enjoy not being able to return 
his serves.

His personality, like his choices, became like a ship with-
out a rudder, tossed in the wind. The afternoons he had one 
of those "deep" conversations with Carl, he would be raging 
against big government, the "disappearing" middle-class 
while playing songs from 1960s and 70s punk rock, metal 
and electronics bands ["You don't know what it is like; Being 
male, middle class and White"] as if he was the last man 
on earth who still remembers White America had a music 
culture too. After nights out with his veteran friends, he is 
all about hip-hop, turn-tables and stand-up comedies. How 
the government isn't doing enough to address the homeless 
problem in the city. How the VA o�ce is the most incompe-
tent branch of government and how giving his earthly pos-
sessions to the poor and driving around the country would 
give him the clarity he needs to The Ultimate Question of 
Life, The Universe and Everything.

It was becoming di�cult to know which Joe I would be 
meeting when heading that way for he is becoming less and 
less interested in spending time over at my place - by virtue 
of having nothing but silent TV to watch when he wakes up 
two hours after midnight. I would smile, nod my head and 
let him have sex with me whichever way he wanted it that 
night. Because it won't be long before he burned to crisp 
with the intensity of his feelings and crushed like a child on 
sugar-high would. That is when I would �nd him in my bed, 
curled like a fetus and snoring uncomfortably while �ghting 
unseen demons. He would be dead tired when he wakes up, 
and hungry. He would say he missed me, take a shower while 
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I cooked, then we would have dinner while watching one of 
those movies from his childhood where the men tap-danced 
or broke into songs in their unwrinkled 2-piece suit; and the 
women were made-up, �irtious and a little on the silly side.

Our sex life, like everything else, has become a hot and 
cold thing. On the days he neither has the energy nor the 
self-interest to achieve orgasm he will try to convince me 
that men in their mid-30s shouldn't be expected to have sex 
every day. That, perhaps, having sex once in a while wasn't 
such a bad thing. He would show me these studies he has 
added on his favorite list, by obscure researchers or even in-
dividual bloggers, where arguments of "less [sex] is more" are 
extensively made. I would not tell him my real anxiety: that 
someday someone who excites him or awakens his curios-
ity would come along. And then I would start having phones 
being hung up on me. After all, this still was the man who 
o�ered to ‘go down’ on me the �rst day we met, and asked 
me to be his girlfriend before the night was over. Even Fana, 
being the silent tomb on the subject of intimacy in her 
marriage as she is, has once or twice hinted how Mulugeta's 
nightly job was casting a dark shadow on the harmonious-
ness of their relationship. She certainly has asked him, and 
his friends, why he still seems to insist upon working more 
than 14 hours a day, putting his health and safety in jeop-
ardy, when they were at that stage in their life they can 
a�ord to work less and spend more time with their ‘grow-
ing’ kids.

The only part of sex Joe gets excited over nowadays is 
sex as an instrument to siring an o�spring. Especially after 
an NPR piece revealed to him a way to make this lemon 
into lemonade, every minute not spent on procreating be-
came time stolen from the days he could spend with his son. 
What if he put this "break" to good use by becoming a stay-
at-home dad? Have I thought of that? He can take care of 
our baby and do his eBay transactions online. When I come 
home in the evening, he will go out and have a beer with 
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the boys or stretch his legs. I don't even have to �nd an-
other apartment. He can come in the morning, take care of 
the baby, and go back to his place in the evening. Or he can 
take it to his place in the morning, and bring it back in the 
afternoon. He doesn't mind! In fact, he would love it. Stay-
at-home dads are like a puppy in a school-yard. Everybody 
wants to pet them. More importantly, he thinks having a 
child would give him a reason to live and thrive. Am I at least 
going to think about it?

I would say of course I will. Then recall the smell that 
welcomed one upon entering my father's house for about 
a year after Zinash gave birth. The smell of incense mixed 
with un-suckled milk and wet diapers. The woman behind 
the curtain that separated the living room from the "bed-
room"; oily, arti�cially fattened [before lack of appetite and 
insomnia peeled it o� her], begging her little runt to please 
stop crying and get some sleep because he was driving her 
crazy. The dog-house I wanted to avoid going to throughout 
my teenage years, but couldn't due to not having the heart 
to let my mom carry all the burden by herself. The anger 
I seethed with, the bitterness I felt and the [carefree] child-
hood I missed out on while my age-mates played "abarosh" 
and "etemete" outside.

Keep smiling at all the pictures of mixed-kids he shows 
you and keep promising to think about it. He will wear him-
self out soon enough. That is when you go out and adopt 
the ugliest black girl you can �nd. One of the countless 3 – 
4 years old black-children pushed aside while prospective-
parents reached for Chinese babies. You will bring her home, 
give her all the love and attention no one else in the world 
would. That way, you will enjoy being a parent without hav-
ing to potty-train anyone. And she, she will have a future 
di�erent from her dead-beat mother's and a kindred spirit in 
me.
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CHAPTER 38

Ever since I watched "Lethal Weapon" and a young 
woman riding a bicycle wishing the lead actors a 
"Merry Christmas" while passing them by, Christ-

mas has been the one holiday I wished I could be a part of 
in a European way. We didn't have snow in my country. Or 
Christmas songs. Or bicycle-riding women. What we have 
were sneers, lots and lots of it. The minute one walked out 
the door, holiday or no holiday, one was met was either ver-
bal abuse for something that has gone wrong with one [I may 
not be as pretty, or skinny, or well-dressed as the girl walk-
ing next to me or she I] or a sexual-harassment over what has 
gone right. In fact, I was so known for crossing streets from 
men and not acknowledging friends and families in my at-
tempt not to hear anything anybody said to me, my mother 
was getting complaints from people who feared they may 
have o�ended us unknowingly. "I have too many demons to 
run away from" I would say even after I have become the pro-
verbial village spinster who can stand her ground and make 
a man regret saying way-words to her.

Even now, after waiting for buses in the dark streets of 
Tukwila and Renton, with bags and bags full of gift for my 
relatives, has lowered my Christmas-morale; I still see De-
cember as a 'season of joy'. I love the madness, the lights, and 
the songs [except for “Santa Babe” – because it is gross; “Mrs. 
Santa Claus” – because, like my Jesus, I like my Santas single 
and “Rudolph” – the red-nosed reindeer who got the valid-
ation he needed after hitting it o� with a popular guy].

However late I have worked, I get all my shopping done 
and wrap all the gifts I got for Mulugeta's family on Christ-
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mas Eve. On the morning of, I wake up early, take a shower, 
wear my festive red sweater on whatever I have underneath; 
and carry the bag full of presents to the bus stop. It would be 
cold and deserted like nobody's business. But it will not put 
a dent to my delight. When the number 14 bus stops in front 
of me, with the driver, who knows me by sight and is always 
friendly, and probably two more people in the back - in a 
deep sleep or trying to warm themselves up; I would swipe 
my ORCA card and say "Good Morning". "Good Morning" he 
will say "Merry Christmas". "Merry Christmas" I will reply, 
and take my sit.

Upon reaching downtown Seattle, I will take the #36 bus 
to Othello Station, receiving another Christmas wish from a 
second driver. When I get to Fana's house in Beacon Avenue, 
there would be nobody getting o� other than me. I will walk 
the few blocks to her house, the gift bag knocking against my 
leg, and gently tap the door before hearing Betsu and Hagere 
run down yelling my name. Christmas was the one Holi-
day Fana won't allow the head of the house to cut the "difo 
dabbo" [traditional sour-dough bread] she baked the previ-
ous night until I come - so we can have an Ethiopian holiday 
breakfast together - just the way we used to back home.

Thanksgiving I can take or leave. True, it was the one holi-
day I have been getting a whole day o� ever since I came to 
America. Alas nobody in my family celebrated it and as long 
as I got a piece of turkey and a slice of a Pumpkin-pie from 
somewhere [The Manager of the Gas station, while I worked 
as a Cashier; from the hotel across the street at the parking 
place. And sometimes on a left-over pot-luck at the clinic] I 
was happy to be spared the burden and drama of the thanks-
giving table. The one thing I liked, and mind not being a 
part of the Thanksgiving celebration was the Black-Friday 
shopping. I am, as Joe sometimes jokes, the sort of person 
who would take up smoking because she found a good deal 
on lighters. "Have 6 families with children to buy Christmas 
gifts for and talk to me", I have said bitterly to that. But I 
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liked Sale Prices and couldn't help feeling left out when I go 
to the store Friday morning to �nd out everything has been 
picked out and the only items invariably left behind are the 
towels whose material comes out and the long-legged �eece 
pajamas with Walt Disney characters on them.

Which is why I told Joe, begged him, to make sure I was a 
part of the black Friday shopping crowd, or "IKEA's Zombies" 
as he calls us, weeks ahead. And he has agreed, since he has 
promised not to set a foot in a Walmart long time ago; he 
would drop me there using Carl's car and come to pick me up 
when I was done shopping hours later. Of course that won't 
happen until he stopped by his uncle's place for a "meet 
and greet" at the thanksgiving dinner - it means a lot to his 
mom to see him there although he really didn't care for any 
of it. When people ask him how his Thanksgiving was, his 
usual response was “I don’t celebrate genocide. But thanks 
for asking”. This year, however, he has been given an extra 
motivation to show up as he would be meeting a girl from 
Ethiopia who his uncle works with. When the uncle asked 
if they were going to meet me this year and Joe replied des-
pite being an American now, Thanksgiving wasn't really my 
holiday and that I have been around more than my share of 
Ethiopians to want to go all the way to Tacoma to meet one 
more; I have smiled and shook my head. Being compared to 
another Ethiopian woman, who may be pretty, well-dressed 
or talkative; was not my cup of tea at any time of the day. 
Doing it while meeting his family for the �rst time? I did not 
think so.

So I was not entirely surprised when he texted me, at 10 
minutes after 10, asking if I mind taking the bus to Renton 
- there seems to be plenty of cars on the road, he knows I 
would be �ne. He is just worried he may not be able to get 
away soon enough for me to make the door-opening, but 
there he would be when I am done. Not surprised, I mean 
to say, but not completely Zen. This was a guy who used to 
look stressed out and remind me repeatedly to text him the 
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minute I reached home when I was taking the train, in the 
day time, from Olympia to Seattle. I gave him a call imme-
diately, in a well-deserved righteous anger, to yell at him for 
dumping me when he knows how important this evening 
was for me.

The phone was picked up, not by him but Eddy, on the nth 
ring. "Hey Meyti” Eddy said, his voice thick, as if he was ad-
dressing me through his beard, "Joe isn't here. He is" stop "in 
the restroom" stop "Do you have a message that I can give 
him?"

"But he just texted me not a minute ago" I said, my voice 
higher in pitch than its usual monotone level.

"Yes... then he went into the restroom. He said" stop "to 
text you" stop "when you are done and he would come? 
come? Pick you up"

"I know he is there" I said in a threatening voice. The 
mu�ed phone wasn't taken over by Joe. "Tell him I am very 
disappointed with him" I continued "Very disappointed. I 
expected better from him"

Eddy chuckled embarrassedly. But Joe was still refusing to 
take the phone. So I hung up.

My pre-Joe instinct would have been to throw myself on 
the bed, cry, and go to sleep a single woman: if a guy can't do 
this for you - knowing how important ‘this’ was, it means he 
doesn't love you, right? And if he doesn't love you, what was 
the point? But I have learned things do not work that way 
in America. Guys can love you and do all types of things you 
usually don't associate with love. They can:

 enjoy other things as well as they enjoy you; their 
friends, their game, their sense of self; when all the joy you 
have in this planet was contained in and around them.

 insist upon paying for everything then resent the 
money they spend on you.

 And, heart-breaking of all, tell you how they would 
pout and be mad at everybody if you were to die - when you 
expect devastation and promise of eternal �delity. If not 
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taking a refuge at a monastery somewhere - at least perman-
ent hiatus from love and happiness.

Even if that wasn't true to every relationship, putting the 
love-value tag on everything in a relationship appears to be 
a quick way to make sure you end up single and childless at 
68 - my scary age. Why Amy's husband has left her gradu-
ation ceremony, before they took a family picture together, 
after her brother asked him if he couldn’t have laid-o� the 
grass till some other day. He is getting a speeding ticket al-
most every week, while driving with her three boys in the 
back. Not to mention how he broke her heart when she told 
him she was taking the last month o� work for their fourth 
child -a child who turned out not to be the girl she hoped, 
despite holding o� knowing for 9 months - because she was 
in constant pain. His response was a cold "make sure you 
have enough money before taking a month o�". Alas she was 
still with the guy and still putting up with his verbal and 
emotional abuse in front of her very family - where the chil-
dren spend the day while the parents work - for the sake of 
the small sweet morsels he throws her way when he isn't 
feeling like himself. And because he was not Asian [but that 
is only my theory].

So I grabbed the thickest sweater that I have, the one with 
fur on the inside, held my umbrella like a weapon on my 
side, put my pepper-spray and whistle in my left pocket and 
walked out into the rainy November night. When I get to 
the tunnel station at Westlake, it was almost as deserted as 
the whole street has been. Near the escalator was standing a 
young black man, homeless, by the look of him, wobbling on 
his feet like he was either drunk or autistic. A little further, 
a young couple; with multi-colored hairs, lots of rings and 
tattoos; were sitting on the stone bench with their earthly-
possessions [a du�e bags with pots and pans tied to it and a 
dog who looks better taken care of than its masters] in front 
of them. The kind of kids who spend most of their nights at 
a bus-stop or a homeless center. The girl was sitting on the 
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boy's lap when I skulked by their chair, trying to put as much 
a distant from the wobbly-guy as I can by pretending to go 
look at the transit information on the wall. She looked up 
and smiled mutely at me. "Hey how you doing?" the shaggy-
haired young man said, looking up at me with a hazy smile - 
like he was sleepy, horny, or high. Or all three.

"Good. How are you?" I said, obliged to take a sit on the 
edge of the chair due to their clearing their clothing items 
o� it for me. Having made racism a part of my life the �rst 
year I came (Racism, the Jerry Springer show and an obses-
sion with winning free money - wherever it was being given 
out), thanks to Mulugeta and his experiences of two decades 
ago, I am always taken aback when White kids are nice to 
me instead of yelling abuses at me when they �nd my single 
black female self alone. But happy people are barely abusive, 
that was one more thing I learned after coming to America. 
And these two look happy; happy and in love, or at least in 
lust.

"Cool. Happy thanksgiving" He said and was about to re-
turn to his girlfriend when she pointed to my purse and said 
"I love your purse"

"Oh" I looked at it. It was an American Rag messenger-bag 
I bought the one time I went into a Macy's with Fana's little 
sister, Selam. She loves high-end products and dragging me 
around town, as the youngest and most relatable member of 
that family, not to mention the one woman who seems to 
always be available every time she came to Seattle. I would 
not have looked at the purse and asked for the price if I had 
not been greeted and asked what they can do for me by three 
elegantly dressed and immaculately made-up manikin-col-
ored young ladies. Selam has given the two that approached 
us a beat-down with her eyes, making them walk away with 
hurt looks. But Selam was in the �tting room trying some-
thing then. And I was standing outside it, making sure my 
hands were where everyone can see them, waiting for her. 
So I have passed my hand on the one that attracted my at-
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tention, a canvas bag with native designs and dull colors, 
and asked how much it was; told there may be a price tag 
somewhere on it in a cheerful voice then been surprised at 
discovering how a�ordable that price was.�"I will take it!!"�I 
have declared, and the snotty cashier has looked pleased.

Joe has never understood why I can't leave the house with-
out my ‘borsa', another word I learned we share with Span-
ish after I came from my country (borsa, bagno, �esta). Why 
I feel naked without it. How, for a long time, it was the only 
friend I had in America. How, despite the various buckles 
that dance and jingle when I quietly tread my way up to my 
room after 10 pm, it made me feel less lonely when I was by 
myself and gave me something to �ddle with when I don't 
know what to do with my hand. How it has been and is my 
shield, my armor, the one protection I had against a world 
full of strangers and strange things. But he has said he liked 
it. It was me: unpretentious, "of the earth" with lots of quite 
colors on it. And if I could bring myself to use it the proper 
way, cross body, and cut my hair shorter [“rock rough and 
stu� with my Afro pu�s” - as he puts it] and maybe wear 
hoop ear-rings, he thinks I can pull o� that image he has al-
ways liked in a black girl: a woman who is both hip and con-
servative, educated and a free-spirit; the kind you meet at a 
poetry-reading or while shopping at Trader Joes.

"Thanks" I said, and looked away; not wanting to get 
into conversations with them but trying not to appear un-
friendly. That is when I noticed a young man I recognized 
as belonging to my side of the globe standing by the wall 
a little further from where I sat. He was in his early twen-
ties, mid-at most, wearing the kind of heavy jacket with 
hoodies I know Ethiopian kids buy [and wear in season and 
out of season] the �rst month they come, hoping it would 
make them blend easily or pass o� for an African-American. 
Before learning passing o� as an African-American was the 
last thing they need. The two scar-marks above his eyebrow 
showed not only that he was a man from the North, but may 
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have come to America by winning a Diversity Visa Lottery. 
That he was, perhaps, a young man with no skills and poor 
English trying to survive in a foreign land whose culture and 
values were foreign to him. And that he was probably going 
to Walmart to buy stu� to send home. I smiled when I no-
ticed he was looking shyly at me, almost entreatingly, un-
sure if I was going to be a friendly Habesha or the kind who 
gives him a dirty look, like he was another dog coming to 
�ght over that last bone, before rudely walking away.

"Endet neh?" I said, getting up and walking to where he 
stood

His face burst into a happy smile. We shook hands, with 
him appearing to want to give me a kiss on my cheeks and/
or a quick hug of the shoulders - the way he does with his 
American colleagues.

His Amharic wasn't as good as those of us born in the city. 
But he told me his name was Girmai. He was going to the 
Renton Walmart to buy a laptop for his brother back home 
- who was studying to become a civil engineer and been get-
ting low grades while �ghting to use the handful computers 
the school's library has. He has been in America a little over 
a year, he said, with the relative of a woman who found him 
crying outside the post o�ce upon being told he won't be 
able to go to America, despite winning the lottery, unless 
he found somebody willing to sponsor him. Works as a dish-
washer at the space-needle, which is where he is coming 
from. Yes, they are open all 365 days. He has not been to Wal-
mart before, but has been told by his colleagues it was�the�
place to get a cheap laptop at if he made it in before anybody 
else did. He was hoping to meet someone who can show him 
the way, despite an assurance from his colleagues he would 
�nd it, as his English was not very good.
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CHAPTER 39

A las, a woman rarely spends the day where she 
thought she would; as my mother would say. We 
got on the bus, with Girmai o�ering to pay my 

fare - as a thanking gesture for willing to help out, and being 
nice - sat by a window and talked all the way to Renton 
about life in America and what we left back home. After get-
ting o�, we were pleasantly surprised there were lots of cars 
in the street, and that our walk would not be fraught with 
peril as it would have been under street lights surrounded 
by darkness. We were crossing the street outside Pop-Eyes, 
discussing spots to meet afterwards - so I can have my boy-
friend give him a ride, when a car materialized out of the 
darkness, driving at full speed, and heading our way. There 
was a panicked scream, an� "In Jesus name!!"� by somebody 
who sound like me. Then a bang followed by a mouth-full of 
bitter tasting sand. By the time I dragged myself up, found 
my purse and dusted the sand o� my side; my fellow-traveler 
was still in the middle of the street, trying to lift himself o� 
the ground and seeming to �nd it hard. I run to where he lay 
and tried to help him up. There was a car parked in front of 
me, in a way cars aren't supposed to, with a pregnant woman 
standing outside it, crying on the phone. While the driver of 
the other car standing near us was out in the middle of the 
street waving incoming cars to turn around.

Despite being in full possession of my wits, I did not under-
stand what was happening until someone told me to sit 
down, put my head between my legs, and assured me an am-
bulance was in the way. I have seen Girmai being carried by 
two men, like he was a bag of cloths, to the side street, where 
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he sat, leaning on his left arm, saying incoherent things be-
tween shivers and chuckles. What I mostly remember was 
how I seem unable to control my wailing, however hard I 
tried to shut myself up. It was the same wailing I experi-
enced after standing with pursed lips at a bible study meet-
ing while I was in college, deeply cynical about the tongues 
and the hallelujahs coming from around me, when the young 
man leading the prayer came and touched my forehead, 
whereby I passed out and came to with the kind of intimate 
knowledge of sinfulness and the need for redemption that 
took almost an hour of weeping to wash away. "I am sorry" 
I remember thinking all through the tears that time, while 
hands made of light, and love, and mercy - of a lamb who 
wept at every pain I was forced to endure - scrubbed my 
insides clean, from pain, rebellion, and fatherlessness; pene-
trating my soul in a way I can never put in words. "I am sorry. 
So sorry. Please please forgive me?"

I was wailing even after the ambulance guys showed up 
and asked if I could translate what they were saying to him. 
I keep thinking "He is new" "He was coming to buy a laptop 
for his brother" "I told him no cars came this way". Soon, 
my wailing would become a source of mild irritation to 
all those around me. Especially when the kid wept quietly 
upon seeing how hurt I thought he was; and begged me not 
to leave him, even if I would not have, when they put him on 
the stretcher and drove to the nearest emergency room.

By the time Joe called back to ask where I was, 3 hours 
later, I have calmed down, Girmai had had a cat-scan and 
told there seems to be no permanent damage on his leg and 
was even telling his "uncle" - who, like mine, was a cab-driver 
- how he could use a sick-leave for it has been pretty busy at 
work - they were short-sta�ed - and this was probably meant 
to be.

"Are you ok?" Joe said, after I walked out of the emergency 
room and called back to tell him where I was

"I mean nothing happened to me" I said, my voice shaking 
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from a fresh-bout of tears "Just a graze on my leg. He was 
nearer to the car and she hit him �rst. It was like she drove 
on his foot and before he even knew what was happening he 
got up and tried to walk. I have to stop him and make him sit 
down. When the shock left him, he started crying, just tears 
�owing from his eyes. He was so disoriented he didn't even 
realize he was in pain until he sat down"

"Hey....” Joe said, trying to calm me down "Just tell me 
where it is, I will come get you"

"He was shaking" I continued, "Even after he got to the hos-
pital, he was shaking. He has this small piece of paper in his 
pocket with the name of the laptop he was going to get. He 
was coming after working for twelve hours. Twelve hours 
of washing dishes in a boiling hot water. In a work station 
that is �lled with people who make fun of his English and his 
stupidity. He laughs, just laughs, like he wasn't hurt. Like he 
didn't understand they were insulting him. He is just grate-
ful he was allowed to come here... just... just...”

"Sweetheart" Joe said "Is there anybody near you that you 
can give the phone to? Do me a favor. Give the phone to 
someone who knows the area. I gotta know where you are 
before I can come get you"

I walked back into the reception and gave the phone to 
the security guard who seemed neither surprised nor wor-
ried upon meeting another frantic visitor. About 20 minutes 
later, Joe walked into the room. Girmai was quite asleep. But 
his uncle was awake. He told Joe he has been trying to make 
me go for the last hour or so; even o�ered to drive me home. 
But I have refused. He felt the least I could do after all we 
have been through was go have my shopping done. He will 
up-to-date us on Girmai's situation. But he has seen enough 
car accidents to know this was probably no more than a �esh 
wound. It is just Americans like fussing over sick people, he 
joked. Where he came from, even when car accident fatal-
ities were found in the street, which is at least once or twice 
a week, no cop would show up for hours. And if it isn't for 
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some poor God-fearing woman casting her scarf on him, the 
poor guy would be lying there, having his insides exposed 
for all to see and being eaten by �ies.

"This is why I hate going anywhere this fucking evening, 
mayn" Joe's friend was saying, a man with a broken nose I 
have never seen before, after Joe told Eddy to go to the back 
so he can sit me next to him in the front, "Nothing good ever 
comes from it"

Eddy has said he was happy to see I was ok; that they have 
got some Thanksgiving food for me in the back. And he was 
totally to blame for their inability to get to me earlier.

I was too sick and tired to care. Even when Joe asked me, 
when I lay my head on the car sit, if I still wanted to go to 
Walmart and pick up the few things I can't do without; I said 
all I wanted to do was go home and go to sleep. Which I did; 
after thanking Joe for helping me up the stairs, my leg was 
starting to hurt, and begging him to turn the electric blanket 
on for I was shivering from a cold that seems to come from 
my stomach and not the outside world. When Joe left, after 
kissing me on my forehead and said he would be back after 
giving his friends a ride back to their place; I almost opened 
my mouth and begged him not to leave me. That this night 
has felt so bizarre it may end with my demise; that death 
- the boogey-man - was hiding behind the shutters, waiting 
for him to leave to snu� the breath out of me. That my body 
would be there when he returned, but not I.
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CHAPTER 40

When I woke up from a deep sleep sometime 
around noon the next day, with a killer head-
ache and a hunger I only experienced when I 

was a kid; Joe was sitting on the couch next to my bed read-
ing another one of those biography books he starts but never 
�nishes.

"Hey you" he said, kissing me.
"Hey" I dragged myself up, still feeling drowsy. "What time 

is it?"
"I have called work and told them what happened" he said, 

pushing me back on the bed. "They said you never call out 
anyway and to get well soon. Amelita? called back to say in 
case you didn't feel better by Monday, she would �ll a shift-
change form and work for you, so you can work for her some 
other day. She knows you would be worried"

I smiled weakly and lay my head on the pillow. He was still 
wearing the long face of a repentant man. Like he was wor-
ried I would either brake up with him or give him a good 
tongue lashing.

"Do you want something to eat?" he said, pointing to two 
plates covered in aluminum foil on the drawer.

"No I am craving some co�ee though"
Joe walked out and came back with a cup. "It has gone a 

little cold" he said, "But it's your favorite - a Venti Latte, with 
an extra shot of espresso"

I pulled myself up and sat against the wall. "When did you 
get out?" I asked, stirring the sugar

"Earlier" He said "Was talking to Girmai’s uncle about in-
surance claims, etc., and found out that the cops haven’t 
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even bothered to take the driver’s details. Found the pre-
cinct and got into a yelling match at the station before I was 
told I should go home now"

"Do you think it is because it was our fault?" I said, trying to 
drag myself on the pillow.

"No, it is because they �gured they would save themselves 
the paper-work because not many immigrants dare com-
plain that the cops were not doing their job"

"Oh ok" I said, dispirited. "So they took all that informa-
tion to throw it in the garbage afterwards?"

"More or less” he said, “Your tax money at work, in a nut 
shell. Was she White by any chance, the lady that run you 
over?"

All I could remember was a black hair in bun and a very 
pregnant stomach. Long white top. She was crying.

"What if she has really hurt him?" I said, suddenly tearful, 
"I mean invisible wound, something that comes back years 
from now?"

"That was what pissed me o�. Anyway" Joe said, suddenly 
aware the e�ect the news had on me. "Girma said all he 
wanted was to be better enough to go back to work. But 
I told his uncle that they should get a lawyer and fucking 
take the precinct to court. The good news is they were dis-
charging him by the time I was leaving. His uncle said all he 
needed was help getting into the car. And the doctor has told 
them he would be up and running soon"

"Good" I said, wiping the tears o� my eyes. "Thank God"
"And I have given him that laptop I bought o� craigslist, 

sweetheart" he said "All it needed was �xing the internal fan 
and an extra memory card, which I have added. Was going 
to sell it or keep it in case mine crushed. But it is for a good 
cause. Would save him a couple of hundred bucks, if nothing 
else"

"What did he say?" I said, tearfully. Of course, this was Joe 
– the original Samaritan: the guy who would give the cloth 
o� his back and walk home; especially if it means living in 
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peace with his neighbors.
"He o�ered to pay me then cried. You seem to have that in 

common" then he hugged his shoulders, shivering a little.
"You are cold" I said, rubbing the back of his knees, "Did you 

even sleep last night?"
"A little" He said, tucking his hands under the blanket "I 

couldn't stop thinking how you might have been killed, and 
how it will all be my fault. As if I need more blood in my 
hands" there were tears in his eyes, dry tears. Tears that 
turned them blood red.

"C'mon sweetheart" I said, putting my hand on his. “You 
gotta �nd a way of dealing with this. It must be - what - 8 
years, at least?"

“What on earth are you talking about?” He said, looking 
annoyed.

“The people you - you shot at in Iraq ... or Afghanistan 
wherever it was”

“The people I shot!” he sighed an exasperated sigh, “I don’t 
know where you are getting your information from, dude, 
but it wasn’t my job to shoot at people over there”

Huh?
“But you were in the military” I said, doubting myself 

“Weren’t you?”
“That doesn't mean all of us were involved in ground 

combat” he said in a dismissive voice “I got basic ‘ri�eman’ 
training and if I wasn't injured, I'd have been sent for an infan-
try training battalion and become another dumb-fuck door-
kicker. But I did so my options were to either reclassify, drop 
out or re-enlist. I was hoping I will get Tank Crew Man or Lo-
gistic O�cer, but ‘the needs of the Marine corps comes �rst’. 
So they changed my MO to Food Service Specialist then to 
Food Service O�cer. What did you think I meant when I said 
the Marine Corps is where I learned how to cook?”

“That you cooked at a barbecue or something when you 
were out together. Like you do with camping”

“No. That was my assignment: budgeting and coordinating 
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the food service and subsistence program. It is mostly lo-
gistics but I peel the occasional potato if an extra hand is 
needed. That is how I became buddies with Eddy. He was the 
Warehouse Clerk”

“Oh ok” I said, trying to be ok with that. But I couldn’t 
fathom where the trauma came from.

“You are disappointed” he said, looking amused.
“Oh no…” I lied, my cheeks burning with embarrassment “I 

am actually happy you were never in battle”
“I�was�in battle” Joe groaned “Not being a ri�eman doesn’t 

mean your convoy won't be attacked or you won't get blown 
to pieces if you stepped on a grenade. That is why we all 
train in marksmanship, because just as there are 03 Marines 
who never get to step outside the wire, there are POGS who 
have been involved in combat and earned their ribbons. I 
myself have gone on IED �nding mission and manned check-
points more than once. If my back wasn’t messed up, I could 
do everything they do, and do it smartly too. The problem 
is ‘grunts’ are treated like royalty and feel so entitled for 
being at the frontline you gotta do all kinds of favors and 
kiss major ass just to go out on patrol with them. They know 
they are nothing without us and POGs sustain the most cas-
ualty in any war. Yet we are the ones who are treated like 
step-children. Sometimes" he said wistfully "I wonder if that 
is meant to be my lot in life; to always be the groomsman and 
never the groom”

Despite not intending to drag out old grudges, I could not 
help feeling relieved I was not completely wrong about him. 
He has been through trauma! It wasn’t all a show!

“I am sorry” I said, reaching a hand to him. I may be the 
one hit by a car. But this was one territory I was unwilling 
to tread lightly on “I wasn’t trying to make you feel bad. No 
matter what your title was over there; you are a survivor 
and that makes you my hero. What was it ... 'the few... the 
brave… the -'?"

"The few, the proud, the Marines" he said, smiling sadly
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"Yes! I am proud of that, even if you -- don't seem to. But 
when you said you have blood in your hands my mind natur-
ally went to ...”

“The military, I know” He said gently “Everybody thinks 
the military messed me up. Truth be told, the military is the 
�rst place where I was treated like a grown up. If you sucked 
it up and did what you were told, you would be one of the 
guys. Not just Joe Jr - angry teenager - but Plaster, an upstand-
ing guy. That is what I felt when I was promoted: we trust 
you... you have earned our respect... you are good enough. 
Not to mention, people stopping you in the street, espe-
cially teenagers, and thanking you for your service ... that 
used to bring tears to my eyes"

I pressed his hand to comfort him. He sighed. "As for the 
other thing… I was talking about Clarity, my little sister"

“Min?!”�I said, lapsing to my mother-tongue in my terror, 
“W-What of her? Didn’t you say she died of pneumonia?”

“Yes. But before that, it was �u and I had it. I had chest 
pain and was still coughing. But it was Mina’s birthday and I 
threw a �t when my mom said maybe I should stay home”

“Go on”
“So I gave it to her” he said, tears wetting his eye-lids “I 

knew I was not supposed to go to her room, but I didn’t feel 
like going out and watching the princesses lording it over 
everyone. So I snuck in, played with her a bit and snuck out. 
A couple of days later, we heard they took her to the hos-
pital. It did not even occur to me that might be it until I 
asked my mom what was wrong with Clarity and she said it 
was �u turned into pneumonia – like the one I had. The last 
time I saw her, they have shaved her hair and stuck a needle 
on her head.�In her head!!�Can you imagine watching a 1-year-
old kid struggling to breath and you worrying they would 
�nd out it was your fault?”

“Oh my God” I said putting my hand on my mouth “Have 
you talked to anyone about this?”

“Marty” he said “I was drunk and crying and it came out. 
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I told him I killed Clarity because I was jealous of her. You 
know what he said?”

“What?”
“He said it was dad’s fault. If he hasn’t left mom, I won’t 

have felt I was missing out every time I couldn’t go there. 
That I didn’t know. The truth is, I knew. The minute I 
touched her �ngers, her �ngers looked like cooked oat meal 
- so transparent - I knew I have done something I should not 
have. She has this habit of shoving her whole �rst into her 
mouth and looking at you with these eyes. And she loved 
me, maybe because I was the youngest person around and 
kids are naturally drawn to kids. So I knew she would prob-
ably get it too. But being sick, when you are that age, is stay-
ing home from school and people fussing over you. Maybe 
something she and I would share because, unlike Mina and 
Star, she was actually related to me. I was a dumb kid, how 
would I know?”

“You did not know. Yet you are punishing yourself over it”
“So what if I do?" He said, challenging me "what is my guilt 

compared to what I took from her? She isn't coming back 
you know? My dad won't unbury his daughter and she won't 
un-su�er all the pain she went through because of me. Some-
times I see a kid she would look like if she grew up and I just 
want to break down and cry”

“But we all do something like that when we were kids, 
right?” I said, holding his head to my chest. “We all have 
gotta live with something we regret”

“Being lured into a dog-house where you got molested by 
somebody who you continue to defend as not knowing bet-
ter is hardly the same thing” he said

“It is not that” I said, squeezing my eyes shut to block the 
image “It is Sileshi, my nephew. I was going in and out of 
the living-room, where the mirror is, from the bedroom – 
where we changed. It was my �rst month at my �rst job and I 
was anxious and almost suicidal from all the negativity sur-
rounding me. The women were vicious to each other and the 
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men tried to put down anybody they thought was smarter 
than them. I have had more than one colleague imply I was 
pretending to be someone I am not by speaking English in 
that accent. Anyway, when I came out after changing for the 
3rd or 4th time, he looked up at me and said� ‘again?!’. And 
I screamed at him, like took out all my frustration on an 8-
year-old kid. And instead of pouting or running out or cry-
ing, he said ‘you are not angry, are you?’ It just stabbed me 
in the heart, that bewilderment, that absolute submission. 
It bugged me all the way to work, and I cried when one of 
the typists started yelling at me for making some mistake. 
Anyway I have been saying sorry for years and he says he 
doesn’t even remember it. All they remembered was how 
empty the house felt when I went to bed early, and how they 
were afraid to grow up because I looked miserable all the 
time. But knowing I have scared an innocent child who only 
meant well, it still makes me sad”

“Silly girl” Joe said, smiling for the �rst time that morning 
“I tell you how I contributed to the death of my little sister 
and you tell me you yelled at a kid?”

“But I was a grown-up” I protested “and, unlike you, I knew 
better. When his sisters say Sileshi is a kiss-ass and how he is 
afraid of confrontation, I wonder if I did that to him. I think 
that is partly why I feel like I would be a bad parent”

“The fact that you fear you would be a bad parent is the 
very reason why you won’t” he said “Bad parents only care 
about themselves. Besides... all our behaviors are formed be-
cause of something that happened to us. Your nephew not 
wanting to be confrontational may not always be a bad 
thing”

We were both cozily listening to the noises outside, the 
dumpster being picked by a noisy truck and the wailing am-
bulance sounds that are more rampant at night but do make 
an appearance once in a while when I remembered him text-
ing he has met the Ethiopian girl and even talked about me

"So how was she?" I asked "The girl from Harar?"
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"She is alright" he said, trying to tuck in his feet back in the 
blanket "Had a very weird looking gum - all black. Wanted to 
ask about it but felt it may sound rude. She asked me to show 
her your photo and said you were cute"

I pursed my lips, not believing it. Songs have been written 
about the beauty of Harar women, tattooed gum or not. I 
wanted to know if this one has given him second thoughts as 
to the girl he chose to date.

"You said she speaks good English?"
"Oh yeah, American accent and all. She said her parents 

were merchants, often travelling between Addis and Harar. 
Said she used to work as a Hostess before deciding to settle 
in Washington after she met her husband; who, I have a feel-
ing, has a very low opinion of hostesses"

"A Hostess, huh?" I said, not trying to hide my envy, "She 
must have the perfect skin"

"I can’t tell" Joe said yawning, "She was wearing makeup 
which felt weird after getting used to you, I guess. But check 
this out. She said the guy, although born and raised in Addis, 
tells people he was from somewhere in East-Africa. He nei-
ther likes being called Ethiopian nor speaks Amharic. She 
said both their families were unhappy when they started 
dating. Apparently, her family looks down on his tribe and 
his tribe thinks her tribe has held them in bondage for cen-
turies and wants compensation, like A�rmative Action and 
shit. Oddly enough, they don’t seem that concerned with 
her being Catholic and he - Muslim"

"He must be Oromo" I said, calming down his excitement, 
"yeah they believe they’ve been purposefully held back by 
members of the ruling party; who were mostly from the 
same tribe. The common folk don't care about the politics 
part of it but the intellectuals say the ‘Habesha’ rulers, from 
which she may have come, has held a big part of their land 
and been oppressing them for hundreds of years. Even got 
di�erent names for the cities they claim to belong to them - 
like Native Americans do here"
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"She said you look like you belong to the Amhara tribe, like 
her?" he asked suspiciously "is that true?"

"Through my dad" I said dismissively “But it isn’t anything 
like White-Privilege, if that is what you're thinking. True, 
I did not have to go whisper my grandfather’s name in my 
teacher’s ear so my class mates wouldn’t laugh at me. Still, 
the name calling waited for me at home, because my mother 
was from a tribe considered even more inferior than his and 
the village kids knew that. Despite all that, people inter-
married and we all saw one another as brother and sister 
until some �gured ethnic-politics would be to their advan-
tage and start sowing division among us"

"How come...” he said in a gentle-accusative note "You have 
never told me about this? I was wondering if you even knew 
about it"

"I did not tell you because thinking about it makes me 
angry and depressed. It is also one of the reasons why I avoid 
fellow-shipping with Ethiopians here. It is all doom and 
gloom when they get together. What the government did 
this time and to whom. Talking shit on the radio, spreading 
hatred and fear, as if it is them and not the poor suckers over 
there that would bear the brunt when the government de-
cided to come down on its own people. As if anything good 
came out of �ghting for Democracy in Africa"

“Yeah but that doesn’t mean they should give up” he said 
“those who trade liberty for safety end up with neither, you 
know that right?”

“Yeah, so did my dad. So did millions of Ethiopians who 
fought for a freedom that only managed to liberate them 
from their life”

“Maybe they know it is better to die �ghting than live 
under oppression”

“Is it?” I said wearily “I can’t tell because I haven’t tried 
dying”

He was preparing to �ing me another quote when I felt 
it best to change the subject "So that is what you’ve been 
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doing, interrogating her about her life history, when I was 
being hit by cars?"

"Nah" he said "actually I was trying to talk Je� out of killing 
himself. His family left him a couple of weeks ago and he 
wasn't doing that well to begin with. You know how Thanks-
giving aggravates these situations. Called Eddy, he is his ‘bat-
tle buddy’ - like an AA sponsor but for suicides; to say he is 
worried he might do it this time. So we went to pick him up, 
drove around until we found a bar that was actually open. 
Then sat him down and tried to talk sense into him. Left 
Eddy at his place to keep an eye on him"

"And because Eddy needs a place to crush" I said tartly "It 
bugs me that you’re still friends with that guy"

Joe laughed "He isn't that bad" he said "he is just unlucky; 
none of his family gives a shit about him. And his friends 
manage to get girlfriends who hate his guts"

"Because.he.is.an.asshole" I sang the words
"Some would say the same thing about me" Joe said sadly. 

"In fact some did. Camy used to dislike my guts until she 
knew me better. Used to tell Ryan I was cocky and a show-
o�; despite his repeatedly telling her it was really insecur-
ity that makes me act like a jerk, and not real malice. That 
is why I used to wonder if Ryan was supposed to be my soul-
mate, just in the wrong body, before I met you"

I smiled, not just because I �nd the idea of a soul-mate 
laughable, which I did. But also because the love between 
two men or “bromance” as it is called, has held a long fas-
cination for me. Most of my female friends, even when they 
were best friends, were not the kind of people I would like 
to spend more than 3 hours with. Women were annoying 
and brain-dead, from most of my interactions. Even when 
they weren't, there was no sense of humor in them - except 
for Donna, but she was more like Lisa Lampenelli than any 
of the male comedians I love and revered. Which is why I 
can understand two men falling in love; because we do fall 
in love, at least a little, don't we, with those who make us 
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laugh?! At no time have I seen Joe happier and mesmerized 
as he does while laughing at some idiosyncrasy of Stephen 
Colbert's. When it comes to Lesbian relationships, however, 
I was completely lost.

"Anyway that is why I have always tried to be kind to Eddy. 
Nobody liked him, even when we were at Camp Lejeune, des-
pite doing all he is supposed to do. He was always writing 
letters and talking about this girl like they have been to-
gether for years before we found out she has been in prison 
all along for like plotting to kill her husband with a guy who 
turned out to be an undercover cop. I didn't even confront 
him despite being the closest to him - after sort of taking 
him under my wing. Why? Because I knew we all could use 
somebody who would over-look our faults and see the good 
in us from time to time"

"I agree with that" I said, "But I don't remember Eddy ever 
exhibiting good sides, unless he is hoping you would buy 
him a drink. I mean you are the one who told me he won’t 
even vote for you, even if it won’t make any di�erence"

"Yes I remember that", Joe said bitterly "He is a chameleon: 
an imitator of real people - and real values. Because that is 
the only way he knows how to survive. But he has this burst 
of goodness that comes out of nowhere sometimes. Say you 
want to move, and you call around for somebody to help, all 
your friends are busy. And Eddy would come around carry-
ing your stu� on his shoulder like you are paying him. You 
get sick and nobody comes to visit you, and Eddy - who 
maybe this guy you barely knew - would spend days in the 
hospital with you, happy as Larry. True, he probably could 
use the bed. But... I mean I told you how I won't have gone 
to that Euro trip if it wasn't for Eddy? If he hasn't won those 
frequent �yer miles by eating crap for 6 months, I won't have 
been able to a�ord it. All I needed was to pay for room and 
board, split two ways with Ryan?"

"Hm I had the feeling he gave you the ticket so he can free-
load his way across Europe"
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"Well of course we shared a room and I picked up the 
cheque. I can't let him pay for my ticket, as well as his food! 
But remember, he could have made money o� these tickets. 
Instead he brought them to me. Said, 'here, thank you for 
everything you have done for me; take it and enjoy'. He did 
it knowing I may take Ryan with me instead of him, and I 
almost did. He still has some projects that nobody knows 
about and we may be in for a treat soon. The man has mad 
skills when it comes to fudging the rules. Helped us sneak all 
kinds of stu� when he was working as a book-keeper at boot-
camp - yet managed to get an honorable discharge. You think 
saving on a pair of socks at Walmart is gaining? Try never 
paying for anything at face value! He is a genius in the regard; 
spends half his day sitting on the �oor of his apartment – 
cutting coupons. I know you look down on that kind of stu� 
and avoided his room because he is kind of a slob. But if you 
have taken a look in his closet, all you see would have been 
lines after lines of cans of soup, tuna, dry goods and bottles 
of water that he gets a dime a dozen from discount stores 
and practically lives o� of. It is like he is a shopping Ninja, 
and the store is his domain"

"And you respect that?" I said, a little mysti�ed at the en-
vious tone in his voice "But surely this is America. He can 
a�ord to be a little less frugal"

"He doesn't think that" Joe protested, "He thinks himself 
pretty smart for making the system work for him, instead of 
being worked by the system. Not to mention, come Arma-
geddon, he is probably the one guy who would remain stand-
ing. Dude used to go dumpster diving when he was a kid. 
Whatever you think is wrong with him, it isn't physical"

"That is my worry" I sighed before deciding to let the sub-
ject go. "That he would do something weird and you would 
be implicated in it"

"Yeah because I am a fool who can't tell the di�erence be-
tween what is fun and what is stupid?"

"I don't mean that" I said, suddenly feeling very tired and 
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sleepy
"Besides, he knows he would have to answer to you if he 

did anything that would remotely hurt me" Joe laughed, giv-
ing my shoulder a squeeze "He is the one who is always ‘let us 
get you home’ if I so much as tried to take one more drink. He 
is afraid of you, not just as somebody who doesn't like him 
but as somebody who might put a stopper to our friendship. 
Not just him, everyone. That is why I sometimes joke as long 
as you are with me, I shall fear no evil. For thou wilt brow-
beat my friends and keep them keep me on the straight-and-
narrow path"

"Not all your friends" I yawned, before falling asleep. "I 
like Ryan and Carl... sometimes. And that Rasta guy from the 
Carnival with the dread. White Rasta" I said and chuckled 
"Sometimes I wonder why people won't read on a movement 
before deciding to become a part of it. A white person be-
coming Rasta is like a black person becoming a skin-head or 
having ‘stupid’ stamped on your forehead"

"So says the girl who gets pissed o� every time Africa be-
came the butt of a joke" he said "If you haven't got it already, 
this is what we are capable of, alright? Scraps of information 
garnered from here and there, shallow exhibitions of cama-
raderie and short-lived fake outrages. But we mean well. At 
least give us some credit for trying, will you?"
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CHAPTER 41

F or the �ve years I have worked at the garage, I have 
always "closed" on New Year's Eve. "Closing" on holi-
days was not an idea anybody liked, despite the 

time and a half pay. Parties can go late and rowdy. People for-
get where they parked their cars and drunk-men and women 
without designated drivers tend to not take kindly to Valets 
refusing to give them keys. On holidays, like New Year, val-
ets take the place of bar tenders. They settle �ghts, comfort 
drunken tears call cabs and - sometimes cops; which is why 
holiday bids end up being �lled from least seniority, because 
nobody wants to work them. And as the least senior Valet 
Cashier, this New Year eve has, like the last three, seen me 
and two valet guys running around the garage trying to ac-
commodate as many people as we can.

Joe, who was never into �reworks and loud booming 
noises, has decided to make an exception this year due to Je� 
needing company. His wife has told him he can't take their 
kids to watch the �reworks to the space needle and this was 
a long-standing tradition for Je� and his two kids. Thus Joe 
has invited both Je� and Eddy to spend the afternoon at his 
place instead; it was close to Queen Anne Hill, which over-
looks both Lake Washington and Elliot Bay - which is where 
the real action is, not to mention he can be trusted to be 
the designated driver in case they wanted to go get drunk 
afterwards. He has told me the only reason he was putting 
up with these two that evening was so he can come pick me; 
hand over the keys to Je� who has agreed to take Eddy to 
his place so he can crush there for that night then walk me 
to his place. His apartment being nearer my work than my 
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own place, he said it makes sense to spend the night there. 
We will check out the New Year scene, not to mention sleep 
late tomorrow before I have to leave for work. I have be-
lieved him, but have also asked Valery, the Night Manager, 
if he can give me a ride to the bus stop in case my plan falls 
through. I was, therefore, cozily sited in my booth, listening 
to ‘The Swing Years’ [popular music of the 1920s] on NPR 
and reading a Happy New year message from Fana, who has 
made a habit to texting me a few minutes before she changed 
her mind about watching the �reworks on TV, "alone in an 
empty house", when Valery knocked on my window and said 
there was a guy he found loitering by the entrance who told 
him he was waiting for me.

"Hey" I said, upon walking out of the garage, and its low 
ceiling, to �nd the loiterer to be none other than Joseph Plas-
ter Jr.

"Hey" Joe said, after giving Valery a look that was both hos-
tile and demeaning. He took a step towards me and kissed 
me

"I thought you were going to text me when you get here" 
I said, looking around for Je�'s car while �xing his jacket, 
which was made from a thin material, "Wanna come in and 
wait for me in the break area?"

"Nah I am �ne" he said dismissively "Just come out when 
you are done. I will wait for you here"

"Ok" I said, giving him another kiss "We have a couple of 
cars. Give me 30 minutes" I said, and walked back to my 
booth with Valery, who was the only team member who can 
walk as fast as I

"Wow. He really your boyfriend" Valery said, as more of a 
statement than a question

"Yes, why?" I said slightly o�ended at the tone his voice 
took.

"I geeyes I did not expect to be white. You said he will 
come on car"

"Well I am sure he has a good reason for it" I said in my 
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snotty voice, and slam the door on him after entering my 
booth.

20 minutes later, I have counted out my register, locked 
my booth and said good night to Valery. Joe was still stand-
ing at the same spot, de�antly smoking, despite the sign that 
warns not to smoke within 25 feet of the property. "You 
ready?" I said, approaching him with a smile.

"Just a minute" He said, with his eyes still on the inside of 
the garage. He was waiting for Valery to come out, see him 
and give him a good reason for a Fight-club worth punch 
down. This was a Joe I did not like. Fear and anxiety sud-
denly surged through my veins.

"Are you ok, sweetheart?" I asked, facing him. Look at me, I 
meant to say. "Look here, not there"

"Yup" he sprang his lips, avoiding my eyes
"Did Valery say anything?"
"Nope", right at that moment, I saw Gere who is a cop, as 

well as a neighborhood watcher, turn a corner towards us. 
He was his usual amiable self. "Good evening" He said, smil-
ing in a friendly way. Joe never liked cops or trusted them; 
too many unprovoked harassments from when he was al-
most homeless and it felt like they were after him. "You 
won't know the black-experience unless you been homeless 
in this country" he has said more than once. And every time 
we came across them getting co�ee at Barnes & Noble; or 
standing in line for donuts at "Top Pot" he has made his dis-
taste obvious. Right now, though, he seems to �nd it extra 
annoying; as if the cop was summoned by Valery who I know 
has already regretted the earlier altercation. He gave Gere a 
look while I, who fear and worship cops and their uniforms 
- as friends to the immigrant and the lonely, smiled and said 
‘hi’ back.

"Beautiful evening" Gere said, looking up at the sky like it 
was inspiring him to write poetry

Joe sneered at him, while I agreed it was. "C'mon" I said, tug-
ging at Joe's hand; trying to make sure he wasn't there when 
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Valery come out. "Let's move. I am cold"
"You folks have a goodnight now" Gere said, in a typical cop 

response, while he walked away
"Fucker" Joe said, before Gere was even out of ear-shot
"Joe" I said, upset
"He was sni�ng for trouble"
"No, he wasn't" I said bitterly "He walks around here at 

night making sure nobody gave us a hard-time. I feel so much 
better with him around than when he is not. Especially on 
those days nobody can give me a ride. He is a good guy"

"Whatever"
Valery's car was passing by us. He waved before making a 

turning signal and taking the road to White Center where 
he lives among family and friends who still refer to him as 
'Comrade'.

"Sweetheart" I said, when Joe's eyes followed the car in re-
sentment. "In case Valery said anything it was more my fault, 
than his. I should have told him you may come on foot too. 
He was actually asking if I needed a ride before you showed 
up. Plus, we had some guy taking a dump over there - not to 
mention all the prostitutes coming here to squat and pee or 
seek shelter from the cold"

Joe said it was just the guy's attitude, the fact that he seems 
to think he can tell anybody he didn't like o� public prop-
erty. "I have done more for this country than he could ever 
do, asshole" he added, throwing the cigarette into a sewer 
grate where I hoped it would die out and not start an under-
ground �re. I avoid walking on top of a grate when I can help 
it, so I don’t fall into them or have my soul sucked through 
them. "Respecting me like a fellow human being is the least 
he can do"

"I am sorry" I said, and gave him a side hug. "I have told him 
my boyfriend was coming and to watch out for Je�'s car. He 
said he was expecting a black guy and thought you were...”

"A bum?"
Oh Jesus.
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"You don't have to answer that" Joe said, lighting up an-
other cigarette "I know how I appear to people and how men 
look at you, like 'what the fuck is she doing with this White 
Trash'? It is as if you have become one of those Asian girls 
you despise for going around with losers. If women look my 
way nowadays, it is because they are trying to avoid step-
ping on my feet!!"

On a less in�amed time, I would have asked why that 
seems to bother him. Because I have been taught, from 
young age, when a man loves you –�really�loves you - he won’t 
hesitate to go out and convert the city into “frightful ruins, 
inhabited only by wolves, owls and ravens” preferring to 
have you [his “black” paramour] before him to the empire of 
the universe.

"It is just his attitude even after I told him I was waiting 
for you that pissed me o�, like I have memorized one of the 
Cashier's names and was coming here to jack a car. I have 
had a cop put his shoe on my neck, and I have not felt more 
like a dog. Somebody is gonna smash his face in for him one 
of these days if he didn't behave. Anyway" he sighed "let us 
change the subject"

"Can I say something though?" I begged, so the self-pity 
doesn't stay with us all the way home, "Valery is not a bad 
guy, just not very smooth. Used to be like a commandant 
of some village in the Soviet Republic. Real high class! Then 
he came here and has gotta learn humility and being treated 
like nobody. Now every chance he got, he holds onto power 
like his life depended on it because being ‘tough’ and bossing 
everybody around is his version of wearing a shirt that says 
who he used to be. They say he has made huge improve-
ments, despite the other guys still pretending to respect him 
but laughing behind his back. I used to think he hates black 
people until we started talking and I realized he was as con-
fused as the rest of us. With the added burden of having a girl-
sounding name and an accent that feels like he is hitting you 
with a blunt instrument every time he spoke"
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"Well he should go back to his fucking Country if he doesn't 
like it" Joe said, unsympathetic. "They go through hell to 
come here then act like they did it because we threatened to 
cut our wrist. Fucking tired of it all"

I didn't have the courage to look up at him. This wasn’t 
Joe talking. It was Joe Senior: the man whose youngest son 
didn’t know the reason why dad called the Mexicans who 
worked under him “Wet backs” wasn’t because they were 
soaked by the end of their work shifts. Drove all the way to 
Kent to give Joe's mother a warning over the one black kid 
she gave a transitional home to [a kid who got quickly fade 
up with being treated like an alien every time he stepped 
out and run away before Joe could choose sides between his 
loyalty to his father and Marty's argument that it was really 
none of dad's business who mom decided to take in]. A man 
Joe hopes won’t kick the bucket before �nding out one of his 
grandkids was going to be a mixed-race child.

And Joe senior was talking about me and people like me.
"Fuck" he said again, kicking a rock "See? This is why I hate 

assholes like that! They make you say things you don't want 
to say"

"It is alright" I said, wondering if he would have reacted the 
same way if Valery was an Arab guy, or Mexican, "I am like 
Chris Rock. I try not to judge a man by his bad day".
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CHAPTER 42

Despite the half smile and change of subject, Joe 
seemed more depressed and cold by the encoun-
ter. Like he wishes he has gone to his mother's 

place for New Year - with store-bought barbeque pork to 
keep old traditions, and not hung around Seattle with Eddy 
and Je�. Said they have walked up the hill and were settling 
at a nice spot at the top of Queen Anne, smoking and watch-
ing the hordes of people coming up when Eddy suddenly de-
cided he was hungry. "You know how he becomes when he 
is hungry, like he has fucking diabetes". So they gotta climb 
down and go to Dicks. He wanted to join them, he certainly 
was hungry enough. But there was a big line of people out-
side and he has worried standing in line would bring about 
a repeat of the thanksgiving night episode. He never really 
cared for the �reworks, anyway. So he has walked to the 
garage, alone, and not wanting to distract me, has just hang 
around outside saying hi to passersby and not smoking the 
cigarette he has been craving for hours.

The pavement was much more bright and cheerful than 
the inside of the garage I worked quietly at for the last 8 
hours. A sudden surge of tra�c has �lled 3rd avenue with 
noise and action. There were plenty of people who were 
drunk and rowdy; a lot of cars stuck in tra�c with their 
honks blaring and their music seeming to make the very 
ground the tallest buildings in downtown Seattle stood on 
vibrate, shake, shudder. But most of those heading our way 
seem to be families making the long way home back from 
watching the �rework at the Space Needle. There were chil-
dren: Well-dressed, hatted, mu�ed, and gloved; who look 
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happy to be alive. Fathers leading little sleepy boys by the 
hand; mothers trying to keep up with the little bouncy girl 
walking in front of them; young boys trying to avoid looking 
at those in front of them, even in that light, while girls carry-
ing folded chairs in their arms like a baby navigated the walk 
way like an experienced ambidextrous.

There were the party goers and party comers who resem-
bled the people whose car I have been taking care of all even-
ing: Men with colorful tattoos on their faces. Girls wearing 
a Lady Liberty hat along with their party-horn ready for the 
blow. Lots of make ups, beads and glitters.

By the time we cut through the Seattle Center Park and 
round the post-o�ce to see Dick's burger, the noise and 
tra�c seems to have doubled in size. Dick's Burger was the 
one place in, probably, the whole town that opened its door 
until 2 am and served burgers and fries for drunks and late-
night snackers alike. And young men and women loved their 
Dicks when they poured out of the various bars into the 
streets, like refugees - looking for something to eat.

Although the line seem contained in the building, there 
were still a lot of people standing near the registers waiting 
to order, or get the food they ordered. The younger kids, the 
ones with all forms of cloth disarray, were sitting or stand-
ing by a window facing one another: short shinny dresses 
that women wear for weddings in my country; long tight 
dresses like those from proms; both topped with big jackets 
from male dates/partners/friends with disheveled hair and 
an inability to feel cold. Bouncy curls and weird hair-cuts. 
Bare feet and long lines. Howls ... screams. Kids too young to 
earn their meal, so alike they seem to have a family resem-
blance, busy imitating grownups.

Despite all this, Joe and I lingered outside. He seemed more 
hungry for the warmth in the restaurant, than the food he 
went without all evening. And the smell of fresh-cut fries 
wafting through the cold night has remind me of my days as 
a student and how long it took me before I found the cour-
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age to stand in line and get the �rst burger that I ate while 
I walked - painfully aware of how harshly I would be judged 
for eating on the street was I to be seen by a fellow country 
woman or man.

"If you don't mind eating at this late hour, we can give it a 
try" Joe said, �nally, "We don't have to sit to get service"

"I know but the line is long” I said, examining the face of 
the people sitting outside on the steps; smoking, eating, beg-
ging and talking about those around them to someone who 
wasn't there.

"You don't have to go to work tomorrow morning, right?" 
He said, reaching into his pocket and counting the cash he 
has "C'mon. Live a little. I will go in and get us some burgers 
and you can �nd a sit for us here. If not, we will eat it at 
home. What say you?"

I was not comfortable at the idea of sitting outside a 
building and eating like a beggar. But it was better than 
standing around watching drunk teenagers act as if life, the 
universe, and everything bends backward to accommodate 
their needs.

I looked around for a seat near the bushes, away from the 
garbage can and the homeless guy who seems busy picking 
out stu� from his sweater. There was an opening near the 
end, next to a girl - clearly drunk - lazily eating fries out of 
a bag while her young boyfriend massaged her feet. At the 
other side sat an older woman smoking a cigarette, with her 
swollen legs stretched out before her.

"Joe!" I whispered, still holding to his hand when she patted 
the seat next to her as an invitation for me to sit. Joe turned 
to look at the woman, scrunched his face like there was 
something undesirable about her, and said he was gonna try 
to go in and see if he can get us a counter if not a chair.

A man with a cardboard sign, the kind that makes me want 
to yell at him for either not earning his living, or not being 
ashamed of himself, was zeroing in on me from the left. I 
thanked the woman and sat down next to her. The woman, 
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who was smoking some kind of menthol, has said "Hi" in a 
dry voice and asked me if I liked Chinese. I said ‘sure’, not 
sure what she was referring to, before noticing a styrephome 
box royally placed on top a Safeway cart on her right. Being 
o�ered food by homeless people wasn't new to me. Comes 
with the territory of being black, I imagine. But her attempt 
to pass the food o� on me, despite my protest, has made me 
wish I didn't take the seat next to her when Joe came out 
of the restaurant and gave me his hand "Found some people 
I know" he said, helping me up "They said we can sit with 
them. Fuck me, its cold out here"

"Got one for me?" the woman asked, cackling with laughter
"Sorry hon, private party" Joe said, dragging me in and 

grumbling how this woman has taken 20 bucks o� of him 
with a sob story of having had her wallet stolen on the bus 
before he saw her on �fth avenue telling the same sob-story 
with the same tears pouring down her face.

"I mean being poor is one thing, but being a lying poor is 
another. She didn't smell like pee back then and was actually 
much better dressed. Here we are" he said, leading me into a 
chair where a woman, who looks way over-dressed for a De-
cember night; in a name brand jacket with shoulder pads and 
fresh lipstick; was sited with a shy smile that made her look 
more frightened than friendly "Hi again"

"Hhhi" she said, waving a very white, very delicate hand 
while she squeezed herself out of the portion of the seat she 
was occupying

"My girlfriend Meyti” Joe said pointing at me as if to show 
who he precisely mean

"Nice to meet you" the woman said, still keeping her hands 
to herself "Please make yourself comfortable. Bruce may be 
able to order for you if you ask him, he has been standing 
there for hours"

I looked up at Joe who doesn't seem to have noticed the 
snub. He squeezed my shoulder and headed to the line by the 
register and whispered something to a man in a Seahawks 
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jersey and a cowboy hat. The man turned to look at me, 
touched the hat with a big smile, and waved Joe away from 
slipping him the money. Joe hesitated, put the money in his 
pocket and headed back to our chair. That is when I noticed, 
with embarrassment, how his sweat pant does not seem to 
be doing a good job of hiding his junk. There was Joe’s man-
hood, behind the outline of the drawstrings, alive and eager 
to be paid heed to.

"Will go help him when his turn comes" he said, throwing 
himself in the sit across from me "How lucky is that, huh?"

"Aydel?" I said, mixing Amharic with my English the way I 
do when my mind isn't on the subject. Joe’s junk has revealed 
an unsettling truth – that he wasn’t the type of guy I would 
have agreed to go out with had I met him at this point in his 
life "I am glad we didn't pass it by"

"Me too, it won't have been fun going to bed hungry - or 
angry for that matter" Joe said, laughing.

It was not a very funny joke. But it did deserve acknow-
ledgement. I looked at the woman. She seems determined to 
look out the window. What is going on here? I asked Joe with 
my brow. He laughed and avoided my eyes.

"So" Joe �nally said, seeming to �nd the quietness unbear-
able "How was work today? Any accidents?"

"No" I said dispirited. There was a tenseness in his shoul-
der, an eagerness to intuit my thoughts and to please, that I 
know to be a sign of guilt "Jan wasn't there so…"

"Oh yeah" Joe laughed boisterously "The guy who run over 
that other guy’s leg? How is he?" I shrugged my shoulder. 
There was a brief silence before Joe continued "There was a 
�re down by the house-boats" he said, looking conversation-
ally at both the woman and I "I actually saw it �rst and told 
Eddy. He said it can't be �re because it looked so small. Soon 
the �re trucks were running like crazy around it. Not sure 
how many houses it took - did you see it - Leia? It was Leia, 
wasn't it?"

"No. I didn't" the woman said, almost jumping out of her 
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chair at the sudden turn of questions "And yes Leia - as in Star 
Wars"

Joe smiled, as if he considered it a victory to have dragged�
this�turtle out of the shell "Yeah" he continued "there is al-
ways some sort of �re at the house-boats, especially on New 
Year’s Eve. The problem is, on top of having a lot of �am-
mable material lying around, these houseboats are wooden 
structures, built to the same building codes as a land-based 
house. But with the space between them being so tight, it is 
di�cult for �re�ghters to get access to one in an emer..."

The woman, who has looked more eager to �nd an excuse 
to leave her chair once Joe started addressing her, made an 
almost chocking "Oh" sound and pointed a �nger at her hus-
band. The man's turn seems to, indeed, have come and he 
was trying to juggle two trays loaded with drinks, fries and 
burgers alone with napkins stu�ed under his chin. Joe got 
up quickly to go help him and soon the items were rationed 
out in front of their respective owners. The man, unlike the 
woman, stretched his hand and shook mine "Lee" he intro-
duced himself. I said I was 'Metasebia', "Means ‘Monument’ in 
Amharic, Ethiopian language".

"Nice to meet you" he said then, sat, and started talking 
with Joe about their respective experiences at the Space 
Needle, completely ignoring the woman who looks like she 
wanted nothing more than being curled up in his arm.

Bruce's mother was, apparently, pregnant with her �rst 
child when they built the famous land-mark and even had 
plans to come visit so she could see ‘The King’ in person. 
Unfortunately, she has gone in labor like a day before and 
has missed out on it. It has taken her, he said, three decades 
before she made her �rst trip and by then Elvis has left not 
just the building but the planet the building stood on. "How 
about you?" he asked me, when we were done with our polite 
smiles "Have you been at the Space Needle yet?"

"I am afraid of heights" I answered, trying not to be dis-
tracted by his lazy eye.
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“Just heights?!” Joe asked, and I smiled agreeably. The last 
time he tried to drag me onto the escalator - so I can ride 
it down instead of going around looking for the stairs that 
seem to always be wrongly placed, two black men have hang 
around us giving Joe a suspicious look. "They must have 
thought I was hassling you", Joe has observed when they 
walked away after I allowed myself to jump on board "Wow 
I would have probably had my ass kicked if you haven’t 
started laughing”. I have felt grateful, then repentant, at the 
haughty looks I would have given them if I sensed they were 
checking me out. And made a mental note to never �ght my 
White boyfriend in public, be it in seriousness or jest.

After we were done eating, with me and the woman smil-
ing at one another, while ‘Jake’ - that was Joe's name, appar-
ently - stu�ed my mouth with way too many French fries for 
my good, in an attempt to do the American version of ‘mag-
uressing’ me - to show his love - we got up. Joe thanked the 
man, said to the wife it was nice seeing her again; and we 
walked out after shaking hands with Bruce. But not before 
Joe stopped by the chain smoking woman and handed her a 
couple of dollars, surprising both she and I.
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CHAPTER 43

"Who are those guys?" I said, the minute we 
stepped o� the curb

"Oh you know" Joe said carelessly. 
"People from my past"

"And he calls you ‘Jake’?"
"Didn't give them my real name” he said “I knew his last 

name wasn’t Lee either. Bruce Lee was...”
"I know who Bruce Lee was" I said, a little haughty, "Ka-

rate movies were very famous when I was a kid. Everybody 
wanted to kick like Bruce Lee, while wearing a ‘Beatles’ shirt 
and sporting a ‘punk’ hair-style”

Some of us even dreamt of living in a Chinese country side, 
eating �sh out of a bowl and calling everybody ‘Master’ be-
fore we were hit by famine and our mothers put us o� rice 
by mixing it with Injera to make it last longer. "So where did 
you meet them?"

Joe looked at me, hesitated and said "You are not gonna 
like it"

"Why?"
"Because it is people I had dealings with from Craigslist"
"Like selling them stu� or...?"
"No" he burped, said excuse him and added "The ‘Personals’ 

section of Craigslist"
"Oh I didn't know you met couples there" I said, removing 

my hand out of his in a knee-jerk reaction
"A couple" he said, grabbing my hand again, "one couple, 

long time ago. Way before Gina. I was there to look for sex 
and saw her post. She was 420 friendly, clean-apartment, 
STD and drama free, neither ugly nor crazy. When I joked 
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'what is the catch', she said funny I mentioned that because 
her husband likes to watch - you know - while we do it and I 
can come over on that condition"

"Oh my God" I said, realizing why the woman found it im-
possible to be civil to us. She was embarrassed, outed, come 
face to face with a secret she hoped no one would know 
about, a secret that moved, breathed, and sat in front of her 
eating hamburger and drinking a root-beer �oat. And the 
man, come to think of it, has seemed too cheerful, almost 
grateful, to be friendly to us. Like he was trying to prove Joe 
hasn’t gone and done what Joe was good at doing: start a �re 
that was proving hard to put out.

"I wouldn't have seen them if I had not almost fallen on 
her chair and she looked spooked. I said ‘Hi’ and was about 
to pass when he waved at me and said 'hey Jake'. That is 
the name I used for my Craigslist maneuvers, except Mariah, 
who started out more as a friend. He was sitting in the dark 
so I guess it makes sense he remembers me more than I re-
membered him"

"I guess"
"It is a power thing" he said suddenly dissatis�ed by the 

lack of interest in details I seem to be exhibiting "You spend 
your whole life wishing other men's women lusted after 
you, that they thought about you when they are fucking 
their boyfriends or husbands; making you the Alpha male. 
And this guy literally wanted to make you one. And not just 
that, make you the guest star of the show, with them will-
ing to accommodate you no matter what you asked - I said 
I would rather he didn't say anything while I was there and 
she should be positioned in such a way that he is looking 
at her, and not my butt. Before I head there, to show we 
were both serious and for safety reasons, we swapped phone 
numbers. She didn't sound particularly keen on it. But they 
gave me their address anyway. Went there, got a few drinks, 
turned the lights low and the music high and -- you know 
-- we had sex while he sat there doing God knows what. 
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Afterwards, I said thank you and left, not feeling that great 
about myself. But again I never did after these 'encounters'. 
I realized, one, that I was a very unhappy person as a single 
man. That need for stability must be what led me to Gina. 
And two, that I may not be as much an exhibitionist as some-
body who just �nds the thrill of having sex where I am not 
supposed to, or a girl who �nds me so irresistible she would 
be willing to throw all cautions out the window to do that 
with me - exciting"

"I don't know if you can tell how much a woman loves you 
by her willingness to have sex in public with you" I said hesi-
tatingly "I mean a movie theatre, I can understand, but in a 
park where they can get caught and sent to prison...”

"But the idea is" said Joe "if she loved you that much, she 
won't care about the consequences"

"You don't seriously believe that do you?" I said, laughing 
to show how ridiculous I found the idea

"Why not?" he said "Haven't you gone crazy and lost all 
reason because you wanted somebody so bad?"

"No" I said, sick to the stomach at the thought of a woman, 
who wasn't me, making him lose his head like that "I have 
allowed you to have sex with me the �rst day I met you. But 
that is it. I am sorry but I am a woman. The kind of woman 
who goes into each booth to make sure all the toilets are 
clean, because she doesn't want the next person to think it 
was she who made the mess. I go through hell not to give 
people the wrong impression. Hell! I can't… I won't know 
how to let my guard down if I tried, especially when it in-
volves dealing with law enforcement"

"Hey…" Joe said rubbing my back when tears started 
chocking me and making my cheeks �ush. "I don't mean 
do something that would put you in danger. One lunatic is 
more than enough for a relationship. But things that are not 
extreme. Like... �irting, for example, the way we did earlier. 
Showing me signs that you want me, that you want to do 
things to me when we get home instead of just saying yes 
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when you are asked like you are afraid I would dump you un-
less you kept me happy"

"But I do enjoy it, don't I? You know I love having sex with 
you"

"I know you want to make sure I got as much orgasm as I 
can and what positions do it for you. But� I� would enjoy it 
more if I was not the one to always initiate sex. I miss being 
wanted, and toyed with. Having a girlfriend who whispers 
stu� in my ears or grabs my crouch in public, just to see the 
power she has on me"

"I am sorry that I am not an exciting girlfriend" I said, feel-
ing cold despite the hand I stuck in his toasty arm, like I was 
wearing an ill-�tting mask.

"Of course" Joe said, giving up "That is the kind of lesson 
you would take from this conversation, right, poor you?!"

"Not poor me but if you are missing other people that you 
have been with despite my e�orts then it means I am never 
going to be good enough"

If he has said "maybe you are right", I would not know what 
to do. Maybe grab a knife and threaten to slash my arm if he 
left me.

"Or it means you can step out of your comfort zone from 
time to time. I mean it can't have been easy for her, doing 
that for him. But that is what love means... taking risk"

Right! as long as the risk is con�ned to a man’s satisfaction 
and a woman’s degradation.

"It must be weird meeting them like this" I said, trying 
to change the subject while keeping my fascination on the 
woman.

"Yeah I know he said they were at the Space Needle, watch-
ing the �reworks from within, but I am almost sure they 
would cruise around before heading home. Unfortunately, 
this is what not having kids does to you. These so called ‘suc-
cessful’ business men get a procedure done, just so they can 
have ‘wild sex’ without having to worry about getting their 
wives pregnant. Then spend the rest of their lives trying to 
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�ll the hole and boredom created by not having a kid. Soon 
they are either cheating on their spouse, adopting kids from 
China or spending money on cruises with people like them"

"Unless they never wanted kids to begin with" I protested 
"or enjoy going on cruises. I have heard of people who have 
been in relationships that lasted for decades without even 
living together. They just meet up certain days of the week, 
enjoy one another and go home to each of their houses where 
they get to do the things they like and never get bored with 
the other person. Not everybody has to �t in to a traditional 
role to be happy"

Joe smiled, looking down at my face while unlocking his 
door "I know you aren't exactly the ignorant savage that we 
expect you to be. But, just to make sure, that isn't what you 
want, right? So I can kill myself right now?"

"No" I said, smiling "I like coming home to somebody. And 
keeping my options open, as in not doing anything stupid 
I might regret someday- like having my tubes tied. But it 
would be nice to have a little time for yourself too; and going 
on a trip to Europe, especially Italy. There is this chapter in 
one of Robert Ludlum or Ken Follet's books about the beauty 
of Venice in the morning that makes me want to �y there 
every time I think about it: feeding the birds by the canal; 
using boats to go from one end of the town to another; Olive 
trees and wine. The smell of freshly-baked bread and pasta, 
music and food, laughter and love. 'The beauty of idleness'”

“I am hoping your ancestors aren’t listening to this” Joe 
joked, while we walked into the darkness of his room “Be-
cause it sounds to me like although the Italians lost the bat-
tle, they haven’t really lost the war”
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CHAPTER 44

It all started with Grandma B predicting her own 
death. If Joe has told me before that day Camy had a 
grandmother, I would have said she was lucky as only 

about a 3rd of my twenty something cousins had both their 
parents living, let alone sport a grandparent in their late 
20's, and whatever ails the old woman was something that 
comes with age and should be treated as such. Alas Camy's 
family being one of those well-adjusted Americans who 
enjoy each other’s company [and put excessive value on the 
need to cheer one's kid, and all the other "winners" at the 
little-league baseball game]; a fuss has been made. They have 
decided to "get through this together as a family"; by "mak-
ing her �nal months comfortable"; which starts with meet-
ing her bucket-list head-on and bringing to reality her 'dying 
wishes'.

One of those wishes was to have her cremains [cremated 
remains] spread on and around her �rst husband's grave 
so she can ‘tree herself’ and guard his spirit. He has died, 
it should be noted, an unbeliever. After which incident 
Grandma B has moved her pottery shop to Portland and 
lived in a polygamous relationship with a man considered 
quite spiritual until he passed on in an accident he was un-
able to foresee.

"You mean like plant a tree on her ashes?" I asked, while sit-
ting nauseated from menstrual cramps, with Ryan at the cafe 
near my building. It was a brunch invitation I turned down, 
due to having no appetite, when Ryan called last night and 
said he would like to talk to me about something he didn’t 
want Joe to hear about.
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"More like spread her ashes on and around it" Ryan said, 
looking around as if he didn't want anybody to hear what 
he was saying. "If she got actually buried in the ground, she 
would have a harder time getting reincarnated. She has al-
ready chosen her vessel" he said, smiling and stirring the 
sugar into his drink "One of her nieces has been trying to get 
pregnant, and apparently she would after Grandma B died, 
and that is the child she has chosen to be born through"

"Wow"
"I know" Ryan laughed, "When I heard that I thought 'well 

that is one way to kill a guy's hard on'. But of course they 
don't see it that way. The rest of her family is quite reason-
able, although all of them prescribe to some form of spiritu-
ality. But she has�predicted some weird stu� that happened 
and everybody is scared to tell to her to shut up"

I smiled.
"So anyway why I brought it up is...” Ryan said, still look-

ing sideways at the baristas who were discussing a rude cus-
tomer rather loudly “One of her ‘dying wishes’ has always 
been to see Camy getting married"

"Oh yeah?"
"I don't know if Joe told you" Ryan said, hugging his jacket 

around his thin - but muscular - frame "but we have been 
living together for a while now and we would have seen no 
hurry to hitch if it wasn't...”

I nodded my head. So he wants to marry his longtime girl-
friend/�ancée. What has that gotta do with calling me down 
and asking to meet me outside my apartment on a cold 
morning like this?!

"So we have decided on a March wedding" he said weakly 
"In Maui" he added, �ushing an impatient smile to my con-
gratulations. "And I don't know if you have ever been to Maui 
but it is kind of pricey"

"I can imagine"
"And you know... the plan has always been to make Joe my 

best man. I mean, he is my oldest friend and I can't imagine 
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anybody else I would want to stand beside me on this - jour-
ney"

"I see"
"I mean...” Ryan rubbed his face uncomfortably. He always 

had a skin one hears being referred to as "as smooth as a 
baby's bottom"; that - coupled with his sharp chin - seems 
to make people who have never met him want to beat him 
up. According to Joe, most of the �ghts he has been involved 
in after he came from the military have been with men 
annoyed by Ryan's look. But there were promises of hairs 
breaking out underneath it now. His eyes were looking hag-
gard, like this whole thing was too much for his sensitive 
countenance. Like he can't wait to cast his burden on some-
body with a stronger back "But weddings cost money and I 
know Joe is strapped for cash right now"

I nodded my head in agreement.
"We did discuss it with Camy" he said, apologetically "Even 

thought about just - telling him it was going to be a small 
family a�air and telling everyone we know not to say any-
thing around Joe etcetera. He would have probably bought 
it. He hates people but loves gathering, or so he says. But he 
would �nd out someday and I know not having been a part of 
it would kill him"

"Oh no" I said, "That is not good"
"Plus" he continued, after seeming to space out while 

watching two old couple sitting in front of us and making 
a lot of fuss about the rain outside and their umbrella. "It 
won't be fair for her. I mean Camy loves Joe and she has been 
there for me through the thick and thin I and Joe have been 
together. Never complained – not once! But I can't really ask 
her to do this, you know? Hide photos from him. Pretend it 
was just another day. Not when it is the one day in a life time 
it should be all about her?"

“Makes sense”
"Not to mention" Ryan continued, his eyes suddenly �lling 

with tears "I can't be doing this to my best friend. He may 
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forgive me but I don't think I can live with myself with that 
knowledge"

We both fail silent, Ryan stirring his Lemonade; I waiting 
for my Chai Latte to cool down.

"Anyway" he said, "That is why I thought I would tell you 
and ask for your advice. He says you know him better than 
anybody and, frankly, because I am lost for options. We both 
know he won't take it or I would have o�ered to lend him 
some money"

"No" I said, shaking my head, "He would just tell you to �nd 
somebody else and not show up"

"Thus my dilemma" Ryan said, smiling bitterly. "He is just 
not in that place where I can tell him to stop being a brat and 
take the money. Or show him I will try to do, make whatever 
deal with the groomsmen, to make sure we do whatever it 
takes for him to be there. Anything short of making him feel 
like a charity case which, with Joe, is never fun to be around"

"You want me to talk to him instead?"
"Or you can tie him down so he won't throw a �t and leave 

when I tell him" Ryan joked.
I was serious "I have a feeling he would be more hurt by my 

knowing about it than you o�ering to help him so he could 
be there" I said "He has this tendency to tie his self-respect 
with the way I see him"

"I didn't know that" Ryan said, looking ambivalent. "The 
way he talks about you, it is like you are the one person 
who can put him straight, like he would have been more of a 
wreck without you"

I sighed. Obviously, the Meyti Joe shows the world and the 
way he acts around this Meyti were two di�erent things.

"So I tell him" he said, looking strained "But what do I say? 
I am buying your ticket all you need to do is buy your shoes? 
Or we got the hotel room covered, wear whatever you want 
and bring yourself?! No matter how you look at it - it ain't 
gonna be pleasant. He would see it as something he is unable 
to do, not as something I want to do for myself, which is 
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what it really is. He is my best friend. My supposedly ‘happi-
est day’ won't feel that happy without him"

"And you don’t think you can tell him that" I asked; from 
the way Joe was talking about�him�I have assumed they could 
talk about anything.

"Not unless I wanted him to watch him feel sorry for him-
self. I mean...” he sighed “You know Joe. When he is on top 
of his stu�, nothing could go wrong. When he is down, he 
is down in the gutter. There is no ‘this too shall pass’ with 
him. I remember when” Ryan looked at me hesitantly before 
continuing “he would bug me all night long to call some girl 
he had a �ght with because he worried unless she forgave 
him then she would wipe him o� her face like makeup and 
start anew tomorrow. He used to get literally ill because 
she looked a certain way or said something. Like I said, he 
has come a long way and he isn’t as guarded or closed up 
with you as he was with Gina. But he is still Joe, the one 
man on whose unpredictability you can rely on. That is why 
I reached out for you. I can’t plan my wedding around the 
fear of choosing between hurting my future-wife or my best 
friend"

"Maybe I will buy the ticket and tell Eddy to tell him he 
used his �yer mile things to buy him the ticket" I asked, my 
mind running around like a Guinea pig in a maze "How much 
is it?"

"Five hundred right now, six something in March - seven at 
most" he said carelessly. "Like I said, money isn’t the issue. 
But Camy is adamant not to have Eddy involved in anyway. 
She had heard enough of him from Gina to even consider 
having him anywhere near the wedding"

"How about we bid on his items on eBay?" I said, hit by 
another inspiration, "We can buy something of his for a very 
expensive price and he would have to sell it to us, however 
weird he thought the money we were willing to pay for it is"

Ryan smiled as if I was a sweet little girl with no clue how 
the real world operates "You think that would work?"
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"Of course it will. People bid crazy amount of money for 
the items they �nd on eBay. It is a crap-shoot, is that the 
word?" Ryan nodded his head, still looking amused "You 
never know how much something is gonna go for until it 
sold. We can choose an obscure item and you and I can bid 
on it. He has told me he can only see the information on the 
person who bought it, not who bid for it. And you will �nd 
someone he can mail it too"

"That seems like something you have thought about" Ryan 
observed, looking both happy and cozy

"Oh I have thought about doing it once or twice, just so he 
would have something to be excited about. A few months 
back, he bought these baby snuggies that were on sale be-
cause some woman was saying she wished they sold them 
individually. When he put them on eBay, each piece was sell-
ing like crazy for twice the price. It kept him busy and very 
happy for weeks; couldn’t stop talking about it. Anyway I 
was hoping to do something like that for him, but I did not 
know anybody he can send it to who lives outside Washing-
ton so I have to let it go"

"Hmm that can be tricky"
"Or we can stick a cash-�lled envelop under one of those 

furniture he buys and pretend it was found money" I de-
clared "He was telling me how he heard somebody buying a 
mattress from Salvation Army that turned out to have thou-
sands of dollars hidden in it. Or call his mom and tell him 
some long lost uncle has left him some money in his will"

"Well" Ryan said, wrapping his scarf around his neck, as if 
ready to get up "you have certainly given me things to think 
about. I will �gure out what to do and get back to you, yeah? 
And oh by the way” Ryan remembered, when we were walk-
ing out “Camy has asked me for your mailing address. She has 
some invitation for you and wants to formally mail it”

It was an embarrassed me that afternoon saw, walking 
back to my building. Despite Ryan's apology for putting me 
in this position and �rm promise not to let Joe know this 
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conversation ever took place, I felt the way I did back when 
I was a kid and woke up from sleep from an inspiration for a 
story that I was sure would blow the mind of all those who 
read it, only to �nd it erased from my memory, save for last 
night's feverish conviction as to its greatness, or was more 
silly than a woman with less brain 'than a cuckoo clock', as 
Bertie Wooster would say, would come up with.
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CHAPTER 45

R yan didn't call before Joe's return two afternoons 
later. However, Joe called to say I can drop by if 
I want but he won't be able to see me that week-

end because he would be holding a garage sale outside his 
apartment. When I tried to sound surprised and asked why 
he was going to sell his valuables, he said it was about time 
he got rid of all that crap. He has been too tied to mater-
ial things; not to mention how he didn't even have a place 
for some of it - like his home entertainment center and the 
turn table. What he needs was to start with a clean slate, he 
added, and although he did say playing video games helps 
him cope with PTSD, by helping him �nd ways out, instead 
of panicking and wringing his arms the way people tend to 
do in real life situations; he thinks he can use some time o� it 
right now. He has got all these books he needs to �nish. Not 
to mention all the board games he planned to teach me but 
never get around to doing so. They were coming up with all 
kind of new gadgets anyway. Makes you dizzy just trying to 
cope up with. "I mean there was a time in which I donated 
my plasma to have some money in my pocket" he added "los-
ing an Xbox won't kill me"

"Your plasma?" I said "I wasn't aware you can get paid for 
donating plasma"

"You don't" he answered "At least they don't call it that. It is 
a 50 dollar per plasma ‘compensation’ for your time and any 
pain involved in the process of having protein-rich plasma 
extracted from your blood. I used to donate up to 10 times 
a year, and all I needed was a protein shake. Why else do 
you think I look anemic all the time? I gave out all my good 
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stu� to anyone that asked, sometimes through a tube, other 
time through my penis. Gina used to joke it is lucky that I 
didn’t have a �at butt, as well as being skinny, because all her 
life she has avoided men with �at butt. Thought they were 
womanizers"

"Fifty?" I said ignoring Gina and her obsession with men's 
behind. "That is not much"

"Or twenty if you are unlucky. Anyway the real money 
would have been in sperm donation. But I couldn't bear the 
thought of having a kid I won't know anything about. Not 
to mention sperm-donation isn't just coming in a cup any-
more. It involves a lot of criteria and one of them is not 
lowering your sperm count through the use of marijuana. Oh 
yeah you can't have PTSD either"

"So this is something you actually thought of?" I said sad 
but not too disappointed.

"For a minute" he said, sounding more relaxed than I ex-
pected, "Back when I still had little champs who can get stu� 
done"

"There is nothing wrong with your sperm" I said "So you 
are not coming Saturday morning, how about Sunday?"

"I am going to see Marty on Sunday" He said "He has some-
thing of mine and I gotta go pick it up"

"Ok" I said, not interested to dig deeper
"Yeah Ryan is getting married in March, can you believe it. 

And I thought if there ever was a time to bring out the big 
guns this would be it"

"Ryan is getting married?" I asked, because it would be ex-
pected of me

"Yup, in Hawaii! He called and asked me if there were any 
deals �oating about in the travel industry that Eddy knows 
about. You know... ticket and hotel accommodation, deals 
on bundles, etc. But not to tell Eddy who it was for. I was like 
'what's up'. Apparently, Camy's grandma thinks she will die 
in 6 months and doesn't want to go without seeing her ‘fa-
vorite grand-kid’ walking down the aisle. Said they aren't on 
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terra-�rma yet but the best man job has always been mine if 
I was willing to take it"

"Oh good" I said, almost clapping my hands with approval. 
Sweet wonderful Ryan "You love the sun so Hawaii should be 
a perfect place for you. Amy has a family there and she is al-
ways excited about going there in the winter"

"And if you can get away from work for two days, the role of 
the best man's girlfriend would be yours?"

"What?" I said, frowning at the phone. "Why? Do I have to 
come?"

"You don't�have�to" He said "But if you want to actually see 
the country outside Seattle before I won that lottery and 
take you on an around-the-world cruise, this is your chance. 
I will buy the ticket and you can get the dress. If you play 
your cards right, I may even get inspired to propose to you"

"You have already done that" I said, smiling
"Really?" he said, laughing "When? What did you say?"
"Try not to throw up on the carpet"
"Oh that!" he chuckled "I guess it didn't count then, huh?"
"Nope"
"I will try not to be quite drunk this time" He said "And �nd 

a job before I do it. Have already called Goodwill and made 
an appointment for Wednesday with the girl in the 'em-
ployment center'" He continued, like he had the whole day 
cleared for phone conversations with me

"Oh?" I said, slightly ba�ed "To use their data-base to look 
for a job?"

"Nope" He said, glumly "For an interview. They are hiring a 
job-coach and I thought I might give it a try"

"Job Coach as in..?"
"You know answer phones. Sign in people. Organize their 

documents. Help them with using the computer, the fax and 
photocopy machine. Write letters to parole o�cers or con-
tact various agencies to take hires"

A Receptionist, basically.
"Don't you think it is better to do something - in line with 
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your previous experience?" I asked cautiously, cringing from 
the wrath that usually follows such questions

"I would do that if any one of those I applied to called 
me for an interview" He said casually, as if he has already 
resigned himself "But I am as good as black-listed in the IT 
community so it is either this or going to Alaska and work 
for two years to help me stand on my feet. Is that what you 
want?”

Sure, when things don’t go your way, threaten Metasebia 
with leaving town. So what is new?

“I did not say I don’t want you to do this job” I started, after 
sighing to myself “But I know you and how easily people can 
get on your nerves”

“Why would they get on my nerve?” he asked stubbornly 
“It’s not like I do not know what it means to be unemployed, 
or homeless, or a veteran. Most of those people they �nd jobs 
for there are either Veterans, ex-cons or disabled people"

"Don’t forget immigrants" I added
"Yes and immigrants, one of whom I am dating despite 

being a pain in my butt for two years now. I can design tem-
plates for them and help out in any way I can. Working with 
people who are going through things I actually have gone 
through, I think will be good for me"

"I agree" I said, although I prayed he doesn't get the job; for 
his sake. "I am sure it will be easier to them to talk to you 
than the girl in the front desk. She doesn't appear to know 
much about anything when I went to apply there the �rst 
month I came"

"You got that right. But in case that plan fell through, I have 
to make sure I am all set for the wedding. And by that I don't 
mean robbing a bank or borrowing money from anyone. 
This is actually something that belongs to me. Something 
my dad gave me before I went into the military, my heritage 
- in fact. I left it with Marty because he was the only one I can 
trust it with. I will sell that and pay for our trip. The garage 
sell is just for tux rentals and stu�"
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If this was some other day, I would have asked what the 
hurry was for. If it was wise to get rid of everything, things 
he depends on for his day-to-day functioning, in exchange 
of what would amount to a mere change when compared to 
how much he spent on them originally. With a reminder as 
to how he still regrets taking his grandfather's Swiss watch, 
the watch he bugged his grandpa to take o� and give him 
every time he came to visit, to a pawn shop to get it back on 
pay-day and being told o� however many times he went to 
the store and threatened to blow up the place. If, perhaps, I 
couldn't lend it to him, fair and square. Even give him a dead-
line as to when he should pay it back; so he knows I trust 
him? But this was a vulnerable Joe, a Scared-Joe. A Joe realiz-
ing the life he had, and the friend he made in that life, were 
passing him by.

After I hung up the phone, I pondered over the use of the 
term 'big guns'. How he has meant it quite literally. For I 
remember him telling me, when talking about the time he 
broke up with Florde, how he got rid of everything that may 
prompt him to do violence to himself and/or others. The 
car he threatened to drive into a wall on a verbally abusive 
ride to Florde's parents’ house’; the motorcycle that almost 
killed him; and the antique handgun his father gave him for 
his 18th birthday that he hopes to put in a glass-case some-
day. "Really?! He gave you a handgun for your birthday?" I 
have asked, shocked at the thoughtlessness of the man. I 
mean giving your 10-year-old a glass of wine was one thing 
but giving him a gun while he was an angry and depressed 
teenager?

"It is a red-neck tradition" he has laughed. "Show your boy 
how to kill a deer and give him a handgun as a gift"

"Oh c'mon, that doesn't make him a red-neck" I have said, 
trying to be more cheerful to the photo he has showed me 
on a boat somewhere with Marty and his dad. Little beauti-
ful Joe; chubby, blonde and in a life-jacket, smiling up at the 
camera, while a non-balding eye-glass sporting Marty held 
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on to his side of the boat for dear life.
"Maybe not, he said to tell my mom it is for when I go hik-

ing or camping alone. But it was clearly meant for something 
more. Fortunately, he has showed me from young age the 
only thing of his that I should take was my last name. Even 
then I wished for a more dashing one than Joseph, something 
like 'Tristan’. I bet you would wanna take my last name if it 
was ‘Tristan’”

“My refusal to take your last name – if and when we get 
married – has nothing to do with my disliking it” I have pro-
tested “You know that very well”

“Yeah... I remember you saying if you took my name, as 
your dad’s only biological child, his name would die with 
him. In fact, your exact words were 'it's like he never ex-
isted'”

“Exactly”
“First of, people do not live through their names when they 

die, they live through their work and in the hearts of those 
they love”

I have always been confused at this bit of wisdom. If it 
is supposed to refer to the fondness we continue feeling for 
loved ones who are no longer here? Or for the unreliable and 
severely subjective memory of who they were and how they 
lived their lives we retained?!

“Besides, I thought that is why you have kids, so your par-
ents’ legacy can continue uninterrupted”

Before I could ask so why was he so adamant I take his last 
name if we were going to have kids sometime down the line, 
my phone has rung and I have told Joe I have an incoming call 
from back home.

“Cool” he has said, “Say hi to mom for me”
I have laughed, then, because my mother responding to Joe 

calling her ‘mom’ was almost as pretentious and comical 
as me going by the name ‘Plaster’. The fact that Joe doesn’t 
seem to see anything weird about it – that was the more bi-
zarre thing. But I have said “sure” as I always do and called my 
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mother back; avoiding telling her about this guy I have been 
seeing for a while now.
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CHAPTER 46

Things were starting to look up. The job-coach posi-
tion in Seattle was �lled by somebody with a pre-
vious experience in Human Resources; code word 

for hiring a woman, a minority or an LGBT person. "That is 
politics for ya". Fortunately, Mansoor - who apparently was 
good friends with Carl - and all White people - had a friend 
who was looking for a person to tend to his wine & liquor 
store for three nights a week and told Joe where to go talk 
to the guy. The job, which paid 10 dollars an hour and was 
located on second avenue, near Pioneer square, constituted 
mostly of helping the quite young man who works there 
cope with the weekend tra�c, and playing, more or less, an 
all-round muscle guy; with occasional duties of stocking up 
and upgrading the database at the back room. Joe has ac-
cepted the job on the condition that he is allowed to keep 
a baseball bat next to the register and only deals with the 
credit card end of the transaction for the 7 hours he would be 
in there.

Two weeks later, he asked me if I would have said yes to a 
dinner invitation at a Persian restaurant. This was two days 
after I had a girl's night out with Amy, her question about the 
guy who picked my phone the morning after my accident 
bringing the closeness that only happens when two women 
were in love. By the time I got o� the bus, mildly buzzed 
and with dance in my steps, I have found a certain Joe Plas-
ter walking up and down the street waiting for me. He has 
been, he said, out in the street for an hour - at least - because 
the house has felt so empty without me. No. I do not have to 
report to him every time I went out with friends if it was, 
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indeed, friends I was going out with. But I should pick my 
phone or text back, rather than leave him hanging, knowing 
how worried he gets when I do not respond; especially after 
the Thanksgiving incident. Yes, maybe he takes o� and I do 
not hear from him for a day. But does that mean I have to do 
it too?! What is this, a competition?!

Despite our back and forth, I have felt good about worry-
ing him for once and was planning to do more of it when I re-
ceived a call from Je� asking for my permission to allow Joe 
take him on a three-day camping trip at Mount St. Helen's as 
a way of avoiding his life. Joe did not have much to do these 
days. Therefore, despite the trip being on the nights we were 
supposed to spend together, I did not mind his going much. 
What I mind was his new friend taking more of his time than 
his old friend did and the three of them spending much more 
time at Je�'s place than their own. I have asked Joe, after giv-
ing the blessing, if that was why he came over, so he would 
be there to fake innocence when Je� called?! And he has said 
he had no idea Je� was going to call that night although they 
have, indeed, discussed the hike. He has started disliking his 
apartment when he comes into it at the end of the day, he 
has added. He isn't sure if it is Carl or the wailing sounds of 
ambulance buzzing by all night long giving him the kind of 
nightmares he thought were in his past. And I have told him 
to save his breath: if going means so much to him that he has 
to make all this elaborate planning to break it to me then go 
he must. I saw him less nowadays than I did when he lived in 
Olympia anyway. But at least if he is going on a hike, I would 
know where he was.

"Persian restaurant?!" I said, changing the bag for my trash 
can "What Persian restaurant?"

"Oh you know... the kind Middle-Eastern people eat at?"
"I don't know. Why?"
"Well... Abe told Gypsum/Gibson how I walked him home 

last week, because his dad was - who knows - getting shit 
faced somewhere - and wouldn't pick up the phone" he said 
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"Anyway Gypsum/Gibson called to say thank you. That kid 
is like a son to him - he has been working for him for 7 
years now, ever since he left high school, etc., and we started 
talking. You know how I always thought Gypsum/Gibson 
was from North-Africa, like Mansoor? Apparently he is from 
Iran. Said he has heard I have been to that part of the world 
and asked if I have missed Middle-Eastern food. I said sure. 
They have this Thursday get-together thingy at a restaurant 
owned by a relative, where they eat, smoke hookah and dis-
cuss current a�airs before the Friday 'Jumah'. So he invited 
me over. I tried to get out of it. Even told him my brother 
was coming to town but he said to bring Marty along too"

"Marty is coming to Seattle?" I said, slightly surprised. 
Marty's hate for the Seattle-tra�c was as legendary as his 
love for Borracchini's treats. Which, I was told, he will make 
any excuse to drive to town to get.

"Yeah, he has a doctor's appointment here and said we 
should meet up"

"Is he ok?"
"Yearly exam! His wife is very strict about his heart and his 

diet. We can stop by to say hi if you want"
"No. It's alright" I said, embarrassed. "Netsa would drop me 

at the bus stop and I will take 101 to Seattle”
"Be that as it may...” he said, giving me a farewell kiss – 

and then a long hard one after noticing the occupant of the 
apartment across was rolling his shutters down; trying, it 
seems, not to be caught watching whatever he feared we 
were about to do. "Make sure you text me when you leave 
and when you get home. There are some fucking creeps who 
take buses for the sole purpose of following girls home”

Three hours later, while I sat balancing a plate-full of Ethi-
opian food that the girl who just took my money pressed on 
me, while she and the second woman having her hair done 
discussed the Dr. Phil show that was on TV [using words 
like "parry", "arburbiew" and "geenator"; ‘kilo’ for pound, 
‘meters’ for miles, ‘taxi’ for cab and ‘lift’ for elevator] he 
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called to ask where I was.
"I am at Netsa's place" I said, "Netsanet, the girl I told you 

about"
"I told Marty you didn't have a ride and he said we will 

come and get you before he has gotta head home"
I haven't �nished protesting when he said they were al-

ready on their way, so to please make sure I was there to be 
picked up by the time they got to Renton.

I have just gotten to the bus stop when a strange car ma-
terialized in front of us, with Joe craning his neck out, trying 
to distinguish me out of half a dozen black faces waiting to 
go to Seattle. Faces of men and women who looked back at 
me resentfully, as if I betrayed the darkness we all belonged 
to.

"Hello hello...” said the man who I assumed must be Marty, 
after Joe got out, thanked Netsanet [who insisted on walking 
me to the bus stop] and let me get in the back of the car.

"Hi" I said, extending my hand without thinking and for-
cing Marty make an awkward turn to shake it. “Oh my God, I 
can't believe you guys drove all the way here. It is so far”

"She is nervous" said Joe to Marty "She gets chatty when she 
is nervous" and to me he said "Relax, it's not like driving all 
the way to Ethiopia”

"Yeah... imagine how much wear and tear that would put 
on my car"

"So this is her!" observed Marty, after I was done messing 
around with the belt.

"Yup, Meyti Marty, Marty Meyti"
"I am his brother" Marty said, smiling at me through the 

inside mirror. A much chubbier face than I remember seeing 
on his photos. Wiry glasses. Thinning hair.

"Hey Marty" I said, happy I just had my hair done and he 
can't see how uneven my skin was in this light. “Thank you 
so much for doing this"

"You didn't wait long, did you?" he asked, scanning the 
heavy-tra�c in front of him
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"No... I left Netsa's house like 10 minutes ago"
"Good" Marty said, starting the engine "You hungry?"
"Oh no, I am stu�ed"
"How about beer?"
"She doesn't drink beer" Joe interrupted before I could say 

no "Hates the taste of it"
"How about you?" Marty asked Joe "Fancy some beer?"
"Sure" Joe said, smiling at me from the front seat, "I could 

go for some beer"
And so we went into a bar near my building and took a 

booth, where Marty - with his legs crossed [which he said he 
did to spite his younger brother - who used to torture him 
with his ability to Whistle] sat opposite us and asked what 
my intentions to his brother were, making me laugh ner-
vously even after I realized he was joking [a look which Joe 
said only few can tell apart from his serious face. This guy... 
he has told this guy repeatedly that he should tell jokes at 
amateur comedy clubs. He is fucking hilarious]. Then he has 
pointed a �nger at me and said "She is pretty", which made 
Joe take a close look at me and smile. Then about my coun-
try, what I did before I came here and how he would love 
for me to join them at his place for the 4th of July; which 
brought about a discussion of all the holiday specials they 
enjoyed as kids. The ornament exchange on the Saturday 
before Christmas; the egg-crush competition on Easter Sun-
day; the pies, the hot chocolate and all the puzzles they did 
in the winter. How about the summer barbecues that were 
dad's specialty?! That time Joe brought these siblings from 
East India who were quite the talkers, but didn't eat meat so 
his wife has to scramble to put together some chicken based 
meal on what was supposed to be a 100% grass-fed barbe-
cue day. How, in his old age, he was becoming more like dad 
when Joe seems to have more of mom in him than previously 
thought. About beer gut, man boobs, and being a father for 
twin boys who remind him of himself and his brother. How 
he tells people he wasn't really losing his hair, but gaining 
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forehead. How I should come along at the Brother's hike this 
year. He would bring all three boys along and we would car-
camp just for me.

Before getting back into his 4WD and driving o�, he asked 
for a permission to hug me and given me a big hug where I de-
tected the smell of marijuana mixed with beer mixed with 
after-shave on him.

It was an exciting evening. All I wanted to talk about was 
Marty, how mature, funny and fatherly I found him [after all 
the talk of him being a socially-awkward young�old�man who 
cried easily], and Joe seems high from the transforming ex-
perience he had at the restaurant: the carpets, the curtains, 
the [wall] decor. How they had to take their shoes o� before 
sitting on the bolster pillows with these fantastic cushions 
next to them. How he cracked everybody up by making the 
same joke he made the �rst time I cooked for him [“We have 
things we use to pick up food o� the plate, too, in my cul-
ture. Only we call them forks and they are kind of hard to 
chew"]. How he met this guy afterwards.

"You know I speak a little Farsi right?" he interrupted, 
enthusiastically. He has told me he knows how to ask for dir-
ection and if there were any grown-ups around. "Yeah... any-
way, the guy sitting next to me - he told me he used to live in 
France and was a Persian tattoo artist. He does other things 
too. Anyway started showing me all these Facebook posts 
where people tagged his tats and I was saying how beautiful 
Arabic was - do you know it is the like the most computer 
programming-friendly languages in the planet? And he told 
me if I want, I can come one of these days and he can ink 
me for free. Said it was the least he could do, considering 
my service and how welcoming America has been. Maybe I’ll 
ask him to join us for Ryan's Bachelor camping the 1st week 
of March, or treat him to a ‘happy ending’ massage in China-
town afterwards. I don't know" He smiled "Anyway we were 
talking about European education, because this guy speaks 
English, French and Dari; and the subject of going back to 
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school came up"
Oh?
"Yeah �rst Marty asked me if I want to come over and help 

him with his pet projects. I said it is alright because I know 
he does most of them because he loves doing them, not be-
cause he makes a lot of money o� them. Then he asked why I 
won't go to school: I still have a few months left before my GI 
Bill expires and got nothing else to do. Which is when I said�
why not? Even better, why not go with you?! That way, you 
don’t have to worry about losing your boyfriend because 
you are going to school while working two jobs. And I would 
have someone to write my thesis for me"

"That sounds like a good idea" I said laying my head on his 
arms "What were you planning to study?"

"Some technical or mechanical course" He said, "But what-
ever it is, it has to get me a job and fast. I’ve already studied 
something I am passionate about and found out the tech-
nology has left me far behind. Now I’m going to get a profes-
sional certi�cate of some sort, nine months to a year tops"

"Sounds good" I said, guardedly, hoping this wasn’t another 
bright idea whose �re dies by the morrow.

"I mean I thought studying something that pays means 
giving up on becoming who I thought I could be - who I was 
on the way of becoming, even. I know you are doing a job you 
are not passionate about either. But I feel maybe it is easier 
for you because you came from a country where people ex-
pect things not to work for them, and are more comfortable 
with short-comings than achievements. I came from a cul-
ture that measures your worth by how successful you were 
in achieving your dreams. Not to mention I am the kind 
of guy who will go crazy if he has gotta do something he 
doesn't like for the rest of his life. I mean I went and fought 
a war so I can go to school. Then came here, went to school, 
worked upto two jobs at a time and put in the work. Thought 
I should be rewarded by doing something that I love. Not 
something that I can get. It's like marrying somebody you 
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are not in love with because you can't have the person you 
want; and that just wasn't me. You know what I mean?"

"Of course I do" I said, embracing him wholeheartedly. I 
still was not sure if this was an explanation or something 
that might devolve into anger and bitterness "And you were 
right. You have done more than could be asked of you, and if 
anybody has any right to demand for more, it should be you. 
Plus, not all of us have to give up on our dreams. Especially 
after holding o� for it for as long as you did"

"Right?" he said, eagerly, "If you were back home, wouldn't 
you do whatever it takes to become an Editor; so kids in 
Ethiopia would have the kind of books you did when grow-
ing up? Instead of this person you have become who doesn't 
have the patience to read manuals?"

"I think that is something I was born with" I said smiling "I 
am starting to believe there are two kinds of people in this 
world: those who copy recipes and follow them faithfully. 
And those who tear the box, throw away the manual, try 
to put everything together on their own and cry when they 
can't"

"And then put it together the way it came and return it" he 
said, chuckling

"Yup"
"How is that for irony, huh?" He asked, squeezing his pillow 

under his head, "I am the exact opposite. I would rather walk 
to the end of the world than waiting for the bus for three 
hours. But when it comes to putting things in order, I have 
the patience of a Saint"

"Which is why you are good at puzzles, and I am not" I said. 
"The only thing I was ever good at even as a kid was judging 
people's motives. I remember how once I heard Zinash tell a 
friend not to tell me anything because I have a black tongue, 
anything bad I predicted happens. What I did, of course, was 
look at the signs they were either too in love or too trusting 
to see. Until I got the wisdom to shut up, I have got kicked 
around for saying things nobody wanted to hear"
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"You know people, no doubt about that" Joe said, "But I 
wouldn't say that was all you were good at"

I laughed, because he was purring in a way that made my 
senses tingle. Then I fall quiet. Because Joe was on the move, 
and when Joe was on the move [like Whoville's bangers of 
tong-tinglers, blowers of foo-�ounders, crashers of jang-jin-
glers and bouncers of boing-bounders], he did not care what 
noise was made and if the blanket stayed on us or not. He 
would start from my toe and slowly make his way to my 
lips; researching, feeling and taking time to enjoy the e�ect 
his exploratory journey has on me. I cared. I cared about the 
noise, the blanket, the how and the why: if it was my reassur-
ance or this promise of a bright future, or getting away from 
the toxic environment that has become his life in Queen 
Anne, that we end up making the kind of love we haven't 
made for months. Then, if it mattered. There comes a time, 
doesn’t it, in one's relationship where any kind of Band-Aid 
is welcome, and "whatever works" becomes the name of the 
game?! Doesn't a woman surrender her will and buck to the 
needs of the man she loves, even unto doing things she didn't 
want, just for a little peace? A bit of hush! hasn't that been 
the way of the world ever since she ate of the fruit and was 
told he shall rule over her?

Afterwards, while he lay next to me pu�ng at the electric 
cigarette he smokes when he comes to my apartment, he 
said maybe his not getting the Goodwill job was "for the 
best". Not to mention how, after all these months of being 
unemployed, he wasn't sure that he would be good for any-
thing really. But he would let it play out. Something is bound 
to come. Something must come. There is no way nothing 
would come along. Right? If not... he would redo his re-
sume,� without� his Computer Science Degree, and apply for 
a Store Manager or Driver position at a fast-food joint or a 
pizza place. They seem to always be hiring, those two.
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CHAPTER 47

The one time I had my “taxi” �ght [if you lived in 
Ethiopia and traveled 12-17 in a van supposed to 
hold 10, you are bound to get into one of them] was 

with a man sporting a little girl who looked about 6 years 
old.

I have just sat down and was immersing myself in the 
contents of “Addis Neger” [a weekly paper I can't wait for 
Saturday to come to read] when interrupted (and disturbed) 
by the row that was taking place next to me. He was what 
Bertie Wooster would call “the dotting uncle type”, making 
the best of the journey by pointing to things, initiating ques-
tions and giving answers while taking almost all the empty 
space on the chair. The whole petting process was so loud, 
so arti�cial and so audience-targeted that I couldn’t help get 
tired of it quickly.

If this was your usual average-sized minibus endowed 
with enough space to pack a stocky man, a little girl, and a 
woman with newspaper without any problem, I would have 
held onto the seat in front of me and patiently waited for 
journey’s end. That not being the case, however, I took it for 
as long as I could and �nally asked the man if he could put 
the little girl on his knee.

This displeased him, as can be seen from the wounded look 
he gave me. He asked if they were bothering me. I concurred 
and added that, in fact, they’ve been bothering me ever since 
they got on near Piassa [we were fast approaching the out-
skirts of the city by now]

My answer seems to have come as a surprise to him, and in 
a �t of rage, he half raised himself, the child by the armpit 
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and blurted “ok! We will go somewhere else!”. I had my reser-
vations about the wisdom of moving around while a mini-
bus is still in full speed. But cleared my knees out of the way.

That made him mad! He sat back fuming and after a silent 
brooding, he turned to me and asked what it was about them 
that bothered me.

I showed him how much space he was supposed to take 
and how much he has taken.

He declared he was holding a child [exclamation mark] and 
looked around him with what looked like approval-seeking 
eyes. “Yes”, said I, but his child was his choice and not mine, 
so I don’t see why I have to su�er because he decided to bring 
her along.

This not only stirred all those present, but over-excited 
the man. If he was white, this would be the time he’d start 
turning pale. If, on the other hand, he was playing a detect-
ive in a Sherlockian drama, it would be the moment he’d 
scream “AHA!” and gone on, I imagine, to tell me what I had 
for breakfast, what my job is likely to be, what the dirt in my 
heel is supposed to tell the observant bystander and when 
I was supposed to die, and of what. But this being neither, 
he simply tried to shame me with a victorious “Ayy… if you 
have a problem with kids, just say so!”.

A smart reply would have been “No, I would rather keep 
that information to myself because I have such a high-opin-
ion for what a person like you thinks of me”. But smart 
replies only occur to you long after you left the scene and 
had ample time to chew on it. Instead, I replied that I didn’t 
give a damn what he thinks and to just keep it down. Nor-
mally, a back and forth like these won't come to an end 
without somebody getting slapped, somebody screaming 
for the Justice of the Peace to be summoned and the driver 
hitting the break and refusing to move until everyone was 
out [whereupon he would turn to his “Woyala” – the guy 
who collects the fare for him – and ask if it isn't wiser to 
call it a day and go chew the cud over a bundle of “Cha’at” – 
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Cab-drivers can be a superstitious bunch]. But the guy, being 
the amiable type mentioned above, simply took his bewil-
dered-looking kid by the hand and vacated the place, and 
yours truly returned to her newspaper.

Now if somebody has told me back then the same thing 
would happen to me in America, in the home of the brave 
and land of the free; that I would be put through the same 
agony to celebrate somebody else's decision to populate an 
over-populated planet [by giving up chairs on buses, cover-
ing shifts when a mother-to-be has to go see a doctor over 
something baby-related, by worshipping her rocket-shaped 
stomach and going “ooh and aa” over the adorability of her 
child], I would have been hard-pressed to believe it.

Alas, it was into this “ooh” and “aa” that I walked in, bare 
feet, after Ryan dropped me outside Camy's sister's house 
and I found the courage to walk up the luxurious steps of all 
the houses I passed by on my daily walks and press the bell.

“Hi” I said when a little girl with eyes as big as the yellow 
ribbon on her hair opened the door, looked at me, and run 
back to her game.

The mother came out, looked hesitant until I stretched my 
hand and introduced myself as Joe's girlfriend.

“Oh my God, you are our guest of honor!” she yelped. Then 
Camy came out and gave me another hug before I let my-
self get dragged towards the room where the faithful have 
gathered to eat snacks, go through albums and make appro-
priate noises.

It was Joe who guilted me into agreeing to come while I 
would have been quite content at throwing the invitation in 
the dumpster and go about my day. Camy’s sister’s adopted 
kid has been �nally shipped to her and she was determined 
to play the mother she wasn’t allowed to be by nature by 
throwing a belated baby-shower for herself where family 
and friends get to welcome the little boy and drown him 
with gifts. And Camy, "the Queen We” herself, has come up 
with the bright idea of inviting me as well. “Especially her” 
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she has told Joe, “because Kyle can use all the familiarity he 
can get”

“Are you seriously expecting me to tell her you don’t want 
to meet a four-year-old kid who came all the way from your 
own country?” he said in disbelief, when I asked why I have 
go.

“But why can’t Camy just bring him around” I whined 
“Why must I go and be a part of something I despise just to 
meet him. You know how much I dislike the fellowship of 
women!”

“It won’t be just the fellowship of women you dislike” he 
said, trying to give me his version of a relaxing back rub, 
“You like Camy, she’d be there. And Gina ... you said you 
might like hanging out with Gina...”

“Yes but that was ‘if I must’. And only if you were around”
“Unfortunately this is a baby-shower” He said, prodding 

my back bone in a way that induces pain “And men aren’t al-
lowed in these functions. You can sit next to Gina and make 
fun of all the stupid women and their stupid babies. When 
people ask her if she wants to have kids, she said dealing with 
another child is the last thing she wants after spending 8 
hours a day with other people’s children”

“Yes but she doesn’t even like me” I said, in my most nas-
ally voice.

“What on earth are you talking about?” He said, turning 
me to face him "She is always asking about you"

I shrugged my shoulder. It was a feeling, just a feeling, that 
her obsession with me comes not from love but a desire to 
pry into my soul to �nd out what Joe found so fascinating in 
there.

“I don’t want to go. That is what I am talking about”
“C’mon” He said desperately “Camy is as good a sister to me 

as any. It would make me really sad if I sensed she doesn’t like 
my girlfriend because you are determined to push people 
away”

I sighed and asked when he could take me to Baby’s R Us, 
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then, so I could pay - my own money - to get one more thing 
the stupid brat can feel entitled about.
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CHAPTER 48

“Hi...” I said, to the collective hand waves; 
added my gift-bag to the shrine before shak-
ing hands with Sam, her girlfriend and Gina. 

Shown the bu�et and told to make myself comfortable 
while Camy's sister went to check up on little “Kyle” whose 
sleep pattern is still out of whack.

Then four-year-old Melaku made a frowned-face appear-
ance and threw a tearful tantrum upon �nding himself in the 
company of unfamiliar women. Not that the women would 
have taken anything personally. They sucked their teeth, 
shook their heads, and gave, like an expert sports-announ-
cer, running commentaries on what he must be feeling when 
he refused to let go of his mother’s neck, hid his head in her 
luxurious hair and refused to come down until he has slowly 
acquainted himself with all our faces - his eyes lingering on 
mine a tad longer. By the time he slithered down and started 
poking at the bows and ribbons like they might attack back 
["don't look at him now. He is exploring"]; his “mother” ex-
plained how there was a translator who comes three times a 
week but they think it better to encourage him to learn the 
language on his own. Oh no, he is �ne with her, "his familiar", 
the �rst person around whose neck he threw his arms at the 
airport ["the way he was told to do", I grumbled to myself]. 
And his dad, whose cunning ability to do the exact opposite 
of what he was told not to do, kids always �nd reassuring. 
But seem to be having a harder time adjusting to the fact that 
there were other people in the house who need her attention 
just as much. Sometimes being overly active, like a kid who 
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found himself alone in a Toy store, until he exhausted him-
self. At other times, being hyper vigilant – especially when 
he feels the 'g-i-r-l-s’ are hogging all the attention.

After little Kyle allowed his mother to help him with 
opening all the gifts, and we diverted our collective atten-
tion to the private conversations we had before he was ush-
ered in, he slowly found his way across the room to my side 
and stood there watching me, as if he wasn’t sure I was the 
sort of animal who would pet him or bite him ["oh look at 
the way he looks at her". "Look at those eyes"] ["he knows 
she isn't from around here"]. He then pointed to my plate, 
asked [in Amharic, like it was the most natural thing to do] 
what each food item was called, then o�ered to give me a 
�re-truck because he has got another one. After I put him on 
my knees, read him the story of "Mammo the fool" from the 
Ethiopian children's book I brought him and received vari-
ous compliments on how good I was with kids [you guys are 
trying, right?, "Queen We" interrupted to ask - to a terri�ed 
smile from me and a sympathetic pat from Gina] another 
bell announced the arrival of another guest.

When owner and guest came back in, the new-bee made 
a whole show of waving at everyone, apologizing for being 
late [but her GPS has been giving her the run-arounds] and 
pouted at having missed the gift-opening ceremony. Then 
she asked for Kyle to be brought to her where she tried 
to produce enthusiasm in him by forcing him to open the 
gift�she�brought him. When his mother detected cha�ng and 
correctly predicted he was near to tears, Nicole allowed him 
to be lulled away and sat there looking bored. That is when 
she noticed I was sitting there giving her a bad look.

“Don’t I know you from somewhere?” she said, �oating to 
where I was after grabbing herself some food and wiping the 
sweat o� her forehead using the napkins provided

“Me?” I said, before turning my face back to Sam’s girlfriend 
– who has confessed to having been in the market for sperm 
for some time now.�How about Joe's sperm,�I have wanted to 
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ask,�you can have it as long as you allowed him to be a part of the 
kid's life [and maybe let him watch you guys doing it from time to 
time?], “I don’t think so, no”

“Your face is awfully familiar” she said, refusing to be ig-
nored “Hasn’t she worked with us at Hilton?”

“No” Camy laughed “Maati is Joe’s girlfriend”
“Oh” she said, as if Joe’s name was one of those whom we do 

not speak of. “Well it is nice to meet you”
The minute I got home, after being accompanied to the 

door by Camy, Kyle and Kyle's mother who begged me to tell 
her where and when to come so we could �nd her materials 
to help raise an Ethiopian kid the way he would have been 
raised back home; I asked Joe where he knew Nicole from.

“Nicole?” He said frowning “Nicole who?”
“Nicole. Red hair, super-fake tan. She is friends with Camy”
“You mean Nikki. Oh yeah. How is she?”
“Bitchy and fat” I said vehemently “When Camy told her I 

was your girlfriend she was like uh-huh”
“We went out once” he said dismissively “It was right after 

she got her boobs done. I thought we had a great time, made 
out in her car, etc. When she wouldn’t return my call, I 
asked Camy what was up. Camy said she was probably too 
busy to socialize. Later I heard she has said she didn’t spend 
ten thousand dollars on those babies to end up with a loser. 
Why? What did she say?”

“She didn’t say anything” I said, more aggravated by his 
lack of attention than the fact that I was dating a man Ni-
cole has thrown out as being not good enough for her “I just 
wanted to know where you knew her because I hate that 
bitch”

Joe looked at me, as if he thought this was a little much. 
“We’re hating people we don't even know now?"

"We are not hating people we don't even know" I said, 
pissed o� "I am hating a bitch who made my life miserable 
because I won’t let her get away with parking her car where 
she wasn’t supposed to. Do you know she told Katie that I 
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was the one who last used to stall after someone put a sani-
tary pad in the toilet; and that they believed it because I was 
some savage from Africa?!”

“That sounds like Nikki alright.” Joe said, going back to his 
laptop "On the bright side, she is still bussing dishes in her 
forties while you are - what - a Coding Specialist now?”

“That is not the point” I said, “I was accused and never had 
a chance to clear my name”

“Yeah well” he said, “You can be accused of worse things, 
trust me. All you can do is hope somebody knows you 
enough to know you didn't do it, and that the truth would 
come out in the end”

“Worse things like what, murder?” I said, determined to be 
di�cult

"Or messing with a kid” He said, continuing to work on his 
laptop, “Now that you have met him, I guess I can tell you. 
Marty's wife once threatened to falsely accuse him of touch-
ing his step-daughter unless he agreed to give her custody of 
the boys”

“What?!” I said in disbelief “But why?”
“Because she is a cunt” he said simply “I mean she has al-

ways been a cunt but it didn't hit home until she shacked up 
with this guy and decided to ask him for a divorce. When 
they start dating, he was working at Boeing as a mechanic, a 
very well-paying job. And she was a single mother of two 
shopping for a husband. I only saw her once. But even I knew 
he was getting the short end of the stick because she had 
‘trouble’ written all over her. But he won’t have it. Moved in 
with her immediately afterwards and said if anybody has a 
problem with that, they can feel free not to show their faces 
around. Of course she is drop-dead-gorgeous, not to mention 
the �rst woman who probably gave him the time of day. I 
mean Marty has always been afraid of women. He told me 
once how our half-sisters used to mess with him. They 
would make him strip naked and make fun of his penis, or 
tag at it. Married her less than 6 months after meeting her 
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because Dylan - her youngest - has started calling him "dad". 
And Lena - who was like 12 at the time - was always �ghting 
with her mom, or trying to run away from home. Said ‘yes 
dear’ when Marianne told him she didn’t want to have any 
more kids so to get a vasectomy, then to have it reversed be-
cause she got bored with just sitting at home doing nothing, 
then refused to have him touch her until the twins were like 
2. I was in the military back then and didn't know any of this. 
When I came for my �rst visit, they said I can stay there be-
cause I have just reconnected with Florde who was living 
with her folks in Des Moines. Everybody wants to take care 
of you the �rst time you come. They are at your beck-n-call. 
Introducing you wherever you go, showing you o�, toasting 
for your health. My father even told me he was proud of me 
once. The only thing he was proud of when it came to me be-
fore that was that I haven't gone to jail. So this girl, Lena, she 
was a funny little thing. Some days she would bring her class-
mates over to watch movies and what not and she would be 
all loving and complimenting them - almost excessively. 
Then she would turn around just like that and be really jeal-
ous and abusive. I have seen at least two girls, girls she 
claimed were her best friends, leave in tears due to her taunt-
ing. She would follow me around, just interrogating me 
about things, spiritual things – like tarots, and your good 
and bad angels, spiritual war fare – all kind of creepy weird 
shit. So I asked him, Marty, why on earth Marianne would say 
that. I won't lie to you, for a second there I have thought 
'what the fuck have you done’ until he told me to keep it be-
tween us because he has promised Dylan it will be their se-
cret. Apparently, an ex-boyfriend of Marianne's has mo-
lested the little girl for months, while her baby-brother 
slept next door. And when the mother �nally found out, in-
stead of getting her daughter the help she needs, she has told 
her not to tell anyone. Didn't want the next boyfriend to get 
any 'ideas', as it were. I was like 'why would you stay with a 
woman who can’t trust you with something so important?’ I 
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did not imagine she would go psycho on him when he told 
her he knew. Or that she would go out and �nd herself an-
other guy for the sole purpose of punishing him. Of course I 
wanted to kill her. Just put a bullet in her head and go back to 
where I came from. Never forgave her even after they 
patched things up, you know, “for the kids”. And because - 
surprise, surprise - the guy turned out to be another douche-
bag. Everybody says how she has settled now, cleaned up her 
act, learned her lesson; how having the twins has mellowed 
her out. I am the only one who knows what she put my 
brother through. Of course having Lena for a daughter is 
punishment enough for any parent. She is a wrecking-ball, 
that girl. Was into ‘the vampire life style’ the last time I saw 
her. Like cutting her boyfriends and licking their blood, ac-
tual blood. She even looks Whiter than she was before and 
everybody says how she is actually turning into one; vam-
pires are supposed to be paler than human beings. I think she 
does it by avoiding the sun and staying mostly in doors"

“Wow” I said, falling absolutely in love with Marty “Poor 
Marty”

“I know. He is always trying to reassure me she is good to 
him now. What she put him through has made him grow and 
that she knows it. How she is always asking why I don't come 
spend the night there instead of waiting for ‘the brother's 
camping trip’ to hang out with him, etc. I am sure, if she met 
you, she would try to use you to get to me”

"You think so?" I said, sadly
"Oh I know so. She has tried it with Florde. And she has 

tried it with Gina"
"Maybe she really has learned her lessons" I said "Aren't you 

the one who always tell me to give people the bene�t of the 
doubt?"

"You give people the bene�t of the doubt when you aren't 
sure about their motives" He said "Not when their intension 
is to insult and humiliate you or those you love. That I can 
never forgive"
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"Not even if it means you would be hurting those you love 
in the process?" I asked. At which point he has asked me to 
change the subject. He would like to go back to what he was 
doing, if I don't mind. Maybe I should think about forgiving 
Nicole in the meantime.
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CHAPTER 49

If you asked me how we went from that to where we 
got in less than two weeks, I have no answer for you. 
Except the day before it, I have had that deceptively 

perfect evening you usually have after a long walk in an un-
expectedly pleasant weather – where it feels like the wind 
was making love to you [teasing the umbrella out of your 
hand, blowing your dress about you, gently push-tumbling 
you against a building or behind a pole]. When your body is 
pumping the right kind of hormone [an endorphin, a sero-
tonin or dopamine] and you get the sort of clarity you do 
not always experience in your muddled life. When life feels 
like a piece of heaven put aside just for you, when you won’t 
change anything about yourself [your family, your job], 
when you fall in love with the world and the world seems 
to love you back. You get fooled into thinking that this was 
a lasting state; that youth, health and beauty are forever. If 
you grabbed it, and never let go, yours would be one life well 
lived. Then you would get a call from your boyfriend asking 
if he can drop by that afternoon to do his laundry. He has got 
an interview tomorrow, he would add, and he was on his last 
underwear. And you say “yes. Of course”; not realizing how 
in a relationship, as in life, a woman rarely spends the day 
where she thought she would.

Before Joe asked if he can help himself to my quarters and 
washing liquid, I have planned to go to the Seattle Central 
Community College and look for a non-credited Spring-class 
I can attend. ‘Letting my brain go to waste’ was something 
Mulugeta reproached me for when I went to visit them for 
“Ghenna” [Ethiopian Christmas] after breaking with trad-
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ition to spend December 25 with Joe and Eli Jr – the real life 
puppy Gina got him for Christmas. Then I have planned to 
walk to downtown Seattle to cruise the stores for a "deep 
discount" "post-Christmas" sale where I would see if I can 
�nd out�ts and chew-toys for the above mentioned mon-
grel.

This rendezvous I have canceled, in part because Joe com-
ing over was a perfect excuse to postpone having to go to 
school. What is more, between his weekend work and the 
holiday madness, it has felt like I have not spent more than a 
few hours with him for some time.

Before heading home, I took a bus to East Cherry Street and 
bought some Injera and raw meat from one of the Ethiopian 
markets located there. Then I patiently waited in the dusk, 
next to a roadside memorial for a kid on a bicycle or a young 
man dead from a drive-by-shooting, for the bus that would 
take me home. When I get there, he was in the bathroom, 
soaking his "tired bones" in hot water.

"Hey you" I said, when I entered after knocking on the door
"Hey Shorty" he said, struggling to sit up to kiss me "You 

are home early. I wasn't expecting you for at least two more 
hours and was actually waiting for my other girl to show up 
with her best friend and join me in the tub"

"Yeah. Thought I would make sure you guys got everything 
you need"

He laughed, like anything - even a joke I have made every 
time he mentioned me, him and another woman - would 
make him laugh this evening. He was happy. I wasn't sure 
that was because of the bath or excitement over the inter-
view tomorrow.

"Are you hungry?" I said, stretching up. He was watching 
me, where I sat on my thighs next to the tub, with that in-
tensity that barely moved his eye-lids. Like he was trying 
to reassess my face, and �nd out what was where. The kind 
of look that makes me uncomfortable, in case it made him 
see something he has not thus far and wouldn't like "I have 
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bought some meat to make you 'tibs'"
"Oh yeah?" another chuckle "'Make�me�tibs then eat it all o� 

my plate like you did last time, right?"
"Stop it" I said, feeling my collar bones, which I can't seem 

to stop touching nowadays, worrying they weren't as visible 
as they used to be. "You know how we feel about food in my 
culture"

"Yes unfortunately I do. You are supposed to pretend it 
is something you can do without; except when you have a 
guest and take o�ense if he/she refused to eat at your place, 
no matter how full he or she may have been. But this wasn't 
even that. I was referring to how cute it is that you make me 
something, refuse to �x a plate for yourself because it's after 
7 or you had a big lunch then start picking it o� my plate like 
a bird. We used to joke about it at work all the time. It is - one 
of the things you have in common with Western women. Be-
sides, it is not only ‘brothers’ who like a junk in the trunk”

"Ew" I said, laughed and walked out of the room.
When he came out half an hour or so later, humming a tune 

I still can't �gure out, he looked more scrubbed clean and re-
freshed that I couldn't help but ask if he was alright

"I don't know. You look di�erent” I said, looking up from 
the frying pan "Happy... excited?"

"I was going to tell you after we ate" he said, after shivering, 
as if trying to shake o� something "But it's about the inter-
view"

"Oh yeah... where is it?"
"At Goodwill"
"Oh?" I frowned, "For the last one or a di�erent position?"
"No, a di�erent one. Remember how I told you they asked 

me what I thought about Goodwill and its missions, bla bla?"
He did not, but I shook my head. "Anyway... I said I was a 

regular there, my eBay activities, you know? And apparently 
they’ve been thinking about launching an online store for 
their Mount Vernon branch. They get really good donations 
from there and been sending it to the Seattle store, so it 
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could be posted and mailed by the online sales specialist 
here. It is a costly and unnecessary process. But they have 
been putting it o� until after talking to me. Called the Man-
ager and asked him what he thought of the idea and if he can 
�nd me a spot in his o�ce; which he said he could. The do-
nation center will do the sorting, bring me whatever item 
they thought is top-shelf and I would research how much it 
is, how much it should go for, take a photo, post it online, do 
the packaging and mailing"

"No way"
"Yeah they were so excited about it. Said they want me 

to meet the guy tomorrow, when he comes to Seattle for a 
meeting, because I would be working under him. But it is just 
a formality and the job is mine if I want it. It is pretty much 
like being paid to treasure hunt, sweetheart".

"Oh my God Joe" I said, throwing my hands around his neck 
"This is good news! Really wonderful news! Why didn't you 
tell me on the phone?"

He smiled hesitantly and stepped back, as if putting a dis-
tance between our bodies in preparation of a much bigger 
announcement

"It is the store" He said, "Where I would be stationed at. It is 
in Mount Vernon"

"Mount Vernon?" I said, almost sure he said Montlake Ter-
race earlier, "Where is that?"

"Skagit County" he said eagerly "Like 60 miles from here"
"How far is 60 miles by bus?" I said, releasing his neck
"2 and a-half hours, 3 - max"
"In total?"
"No just to get there" he said, anxiously "Anyway I will �nd 

out more tomorrow. Maybe we will come up with some kind 
of arrangement. Worst case, I will get a place there and come 
visit over the weekend. Right? I mean…" he stopped, maybe 
because there was no way of making this sound good or per-
haps because I have started crying. Like we realized we were 
breaking up - without anyone of us meaning to. First he tried 
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to comfort me. Then beg me to try and understand. That he 
can't possibly turn this down. Not in this economy, not after 
all he has been through. Surely, I must know that.

"Of course" I said, �nally, drying my tears on my sweater 
"You gotta do what you gotta do, right? It is not like my need 
has ever stopped you from doing what you wanted"

He sighed, a long exasperated sigh "See? This is why I didn't 
tell you on the phone. Because I was afraid this is the kind of 
reaction I would get"

"I am sorry my desire to be with you is inconveniencing 
you" I said, hysterical "But it was a matter of time, right? I 
knew someday you would go somewhere where I will never 
see you again and the best I could hope is a text. At least this 
time you told me"

"What on earth are you talking about?" Joe said, crushing 
his back against the wall "Why would I go somewhere where 
you will never see me again?"

"Because you have been trying to get away from me, these 
last two years" I wept "That is why our relationship has been 
the easiest drug to give up on. And why you spend as little 
of your time as you can with me and won't willingly come 
to see me unless you missed me or thought I no longer loved 
you. You just didn't have a good reason to dump me because 
I have not given you a good reason. But now that somebody 
came along and told you you gotta dump your girlfriend be-
fore you can accomplish that, you gotta do it, right? You are 
a man and a man has to do what a man has gotta do"

"You really think I would leave town to get away from 
you?" He asked, exasperated. "Seriously?!"

"No but you would because you need to create some drama 
around you. Some inconvenience that makes you feel alive. 
God forbid for you to be content with being contented. God 
forbid for you to settle for the average and the everyday. 
You gotta be special, a rebel, a rule breaker; despite having 
the most average of needs I have come across. Like insisting 
that you don't want to be tied to material goods when you 
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have a box full of DVDs from your childhood. Sticking with 
Eddy, when you know he won't be there for you when you 
need him. Like saying you would have saved money by being 
homeless if it wasn't for me. Like being friends with Carl 
and people you don't really like. Like hiking. You feel you 
won't ful�l your duty unless you gave up something that is 
dear to you. That everything that is good should come at a 
price. And since I am all you got, it has come with the price 
of losing me now. That is why you are excited. Because this 
is a new beginning, a beginning where you can avoid dealing 
with me and maybe even meet somebody over there. You 
are probably already dreaming how you would tell her you 
can’t be with her because you have a girlfriend in Seattle 
while you are falling in love with her more and more. I know 
the story. I have watched it a dozen times"

"Ok" Joe said, walking away "There is no point in trying to 
talk to you when you are like this. Can we change the subject, 
please?"

"No we can't"� I yelled, chasing him into the living room "I 
want to talk about it now. I want you to decide between hav-
ing a relationship with me or going there. I have put up with 
you doing whatever you want for two years. I won't let you 
waste anymore of my time"

"I wasted your time?" he said, incredulous. "I wasted your 
time while you go in and out, getting your shit done, paying 
your credit card debts and sending money to your fucking 
relatives?"

"What stopped you from doing that?" I asked, in�amed, 
"Me? I don't think so"

"Oh my God you are an evil bitch" he said, almost ecstatic 
in his frenzy "You are a fucking heartless bitch. I hate you"

“Ok” I said walking back to the kitchen to �nd something I 
could defend myself with while the man from across me saw 
what was going on and called the cops. No love is worth get-
ting killed over.

"So all this time you were resenting me for losing my job 
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and not marrying you?" he said coming back
"I never asked you to marry me" I said, suddenly giving up. 

Let him kill me. It is better to die than live another day with 
all this pain. "I never asked you to get me pregnant, or give 
me a penny or defend my honor. Those were things you de-
cided I wanted. All I asked for was the one thing you never 
thought I had the right to: your love"

"What are you talking about?" he said, looking both con-
fused and defeated "When did I not love you?"

"I don't remember you ever loving me, except maybe the 
�rst time we break up. The rest of the time, I was either your 
safety net or somebody you took your frustration out on. 
When I stopped acting like your deciding to be with me was 
a reward enough, and demanded more - you started looking 
for a way out. Isn't that why you were so excited before going 
to your mom's for thanksgiving, because of that girl from 
Harar?!"

"What?" he said, in disbelief "You are kidding me!"
"Don't think I don't think things just because I don't say 

them" I said grudgingly. "You couldn't wait to leave - you 
were so excited"

"You felt that and yet you let me go!"
"What other choice do I have?" I asked
“Well… you could have asked me why and I’d have told you 

I was excited because I was meeting another person from 
your country – someone from your side of the family, so to 
say. The fact that she maybe a hottie was a bonus. You are the 
one who always say how prettier Ethiopian women were to 
you”

"Yes, but how do you suppose it made me feel? Your leav-
ing me at home to go meet another woman? And knowing 
how she would interpret your eagerness, and what it says 
about our relationship?”

“I am sorry I don’t bend my life to �t other people’s opin-
ion of me” he declared, “She can fucking-think what she 
wants. I am only responsible for my actions, and my con-
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scious is clear”
“How about me” I asked, “do you care how I feel?”
He rolled his eyes.
“Ok then … what I felt that day is how I feel every time you 

make me choose between allowing you to be with me, or do 
something you really want. I like being around you, despite 
everything that comes with you – your friends, your apart-
ment, your drama. It is the one thing I have to look forward 
to the whole week.�You�can't wait to have a day o� of me, 
despite saying you love me, like I was some job, or a rent you 
gotta pay so they don’t kick you out"

"Well if you had friends or a hobby, you won’t have to de-
pend on me for …"

"Lemme �nish. Can I �nish?" I said, glaring at him
"I thought I was being asked a question" he grumbled
"And this is your way of addressing it? By saying my feel-

ings are my problem?!" he sighed, so I continued, "I don't ask 
much” I said, “I don’t care women who went to school with 
me are buying houses because they got men who share their 
burdens. I don't plan for us to go to this place this year, and 
to that the year after. All I ask is for you to behave in such 
a way that doesn't make me dread a future with you just so 
you can have your needs met then. To make me feel we can 
plan for things together a month - two months from now 
without worrying where you would be emotionally. Donna 
is always asking me why I still think like a single girl instead 
of somebody in a relationship. Why I fear to use the word 
‘us’ and why neither of us have met each other's family yet. 
I don't tell her how you refused to go to my cousin's for my 
New Year, even after I told you how important it was for me. 
How my mom worries I would meet the wrong guy, and this 
way at least Fana can tell her they’ve met you and you were a 
good guy. She assumed you were like one of those foreigners 
who can't wait to be a part of the girl's family and culture. In-
stead you embarrassed me in front of she and her friends by 
saying no"
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"Well I am sorry I wasn’t there to be paraded in front of 
people you neither love, nor respect" He said tersely “But I 
have promised myself when I was young that I will never go 
where I know I am not liked"

“You said 'paraded'?” I said, lifting my hand, “‘Paraded'. 
What is that supposed to mean?!”

“Shown o�, I believe” he said philosophically “Exhibited. 
Because, whatever the individual merit, dating black men or 
Ethiopian men even, would be a step-down once you prom-
ised them a White guy, right?”

"What?!"�I said, too shocked for a comeback. "How can you 
say that to me?"

"Because you are not the only one who pays attention to 
what people say” He answered, “I have heard you make fun 
of people who say and do the things that I do. I refused to 
react to it, because the day I looked to you to validate my 
worth for me would be the day I am less so. But I have won-
dered why you are with me when I am clearly not the guy 
for you. And you know what conclusion I came up with? 
That it wasn't about me. It is about you and whatever grudge 
you are holding against your kind. Because you can’t stick it 
to the man, or show your self-disgust, unless you �aunted a 
man who is the most-further from them, right? That is why 
you feel insulted when African-American men check you 
out, why you are jealous of Asian women who walk around 
with White men and why you put up with my shit”

“Me jealous of those – those – those two bit whores who 
have no respect for themselves?!”

“You heard me!”
“Has it occurred to you” I asked, genuinely interested “that 

maybe I put up ‘with your shit’ because I feel sorry for you?”
“Sorry for me?” he said as if trying to understand the term
“Yes. Sorry for you! That maybe the reason why I didn’t 

break up with you the dozen times I wanted to?! Because 
we don’t desert people in their hour of need, where I came 
from, even though I knew we won't have stayed together if 
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it wasn't for all the bad stu� that happened. If you want to 
know the truth - I think losing a job is the best thing that 
happened to you. It took you from this – guy who felt en-
titled to everything and was absolutely certain he has more 
to give than receive to a more emotionally honest, more 
vulnerable person. And I will take this infant that you have 
become, this needy child who mistakes memorizing conver-
sations for being a part of someone’s life, any day"

“Is that right?”
Of course it wasn’t. Even in my wounded, melodramatic 

state, I knew I was saying things the quite meditative side 
of my brain was disagreeing with. I knew he loved me in his 
own way - and sometimes in mine. I knew he was trying to 
be the best Joe he can be. And he was a much genteel Joe 
than the one I met at Gate Z69. But there were things I have 
neglected saying this past year and a half: things that went 
to sleep with me and got out of bed in the morning with 
me: Things that I read in the air every time I stood naked in 
front of my mirror. Fears I gotta face every time I pulled my 
lips down to examine my teeth whose gums seem to be re-
ceding a tiny bit further from too much twig brushing with 
a mix of salt and charcoal when young. Bags that show up 
under my eyes every morning I slept badly, making me - in 
the word of Drew 'look tired'; which Donna said was another 
way of saying 'you look like shit'. That I was fast approaching 
that fateful number 35; where I will transition from one age 
group [young, 18-34] to another [Middle-age, 35-death]. An 
age-group I would become the target audience of age-defy-
ing skin-care creams, under-eye �rming serums and AARP 
junk-mails. Where my doctor would use words like "women 
in your age group" before she suggests that I start thinking 
of mammograms, yearly examinations and my 401K plans. 
That these were the few precious years before I hit meno-
pause where my skin is still tight, my breasts still perky and 
my sexuality supposedly reaches its highest peak. An age 
where I can at least freeze my eggs, even if no one would take 
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them if I donated them [29 is the cutting point]. If I should 
[like that Charlie Brown Movie he got me for my birthday] 
show my loyalty by missing out on all the candy while wait-
ing for a miracle that may never come. Or if I wasn't at that 
age where I should be out trick-or-treating; for 33 comes 
even less often than Halloween!

Those�were things I wanted to talk about. Things I needed 
to be understood as being pretty sel�ess on my part to 
those who may think I was a little too particular for my 
humble beginning. Alas, I end up saying something else. 
And that thing made Joe look up with amusement. Maybe I 
was right in my diagnosis. Maybe we all have a relationship 
death wish, we are all walking around, waiting and hop-
ing somebody would give us a good reason to breakup; to 
let this complication, this sticky unpleasantness holding us 
back and sideways, to die; so we can start afresh. Because 
he smiled quietly, like it was a response that deeply satis-
�ed him, opened the door to my apartment and walked out. 
A second later, I heard the door to my landing opening and 
closing quietly. Joe was gone, as respectfully and quietly as 
if this was another interview he doubts he would get a call 
back from.
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CHAPTER 50

I don't know what time I went to sleep. Or for how 
long I cried, angry at �rst - both at myself and him. 
Then regretful. Then sad. It was less than a month ago 

that he got me a Warm Fuzzy Toys Magnetic Fish Bowl which 
held "two magically swimming �sh that'll swim around 
their bowl all day long, adding a cool, colorful, fun touch" 
to my desk. On the "Nemo" DVD he attached to it, he wrote 
what got him hooked was that this ‘special’ brand of �sh re-
quired neither feeding, nor training, nor cleaning up. And he 
hopes they would serve as my pets until he and I, together, 
can make a few of our own; or he can a�ord to get me the real 
thing, whichever came �rst.

When I got woken up from my sleep by a number I saved as 
"Carl", I was sure my worst fears must have come true. He has 
gone home and killed himself. I have �nally done it. I have 
pushed the man I love too far.

"Is this... Meyti?" the girl said, as if she was reading my 
name o� a list

"Yes?" I said, almost tearful. "Who is this?"
"This is Maima. Carl's friend?" she said sounding irritated 

already "I was calling to ask what time you would be at 
home. Joe said he left his laundry at your place and he needs 
it for an interview this afternoon"

"Oh my God" I said, put on a sandal and started running 
to the laundry room with my phone still on my ear. Relief 
aside, I was sure this was the day I would get a wag of the 
�nger, or discover somebody has thrown out the clothes [or 
donated them to charity as the rules state] when I reached 
there and realized the laundry was still there; along with its 
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carry-on bag. It was cold and feels a little dusty. But every-
thing seems to be accounted for. "It is here" I said, laughing, 
before putting the laundry in the bag and walking up the 
three �ights of stairs "Do you want me to bring it around 
or…?"

"No... I will come and git it" she said dismissively. "Just text 
me what time is good for you and I will drop by. Can you 
bring it out? I hate the parking at that area"

I was telling her I have gotta be at work at 12 but anything 
before that would be good for me when I reached the landing 
to my apartment. I was not done talking when I tried to push 
my way through. Even before doing that, it has occurred to 
me my door rarely opens without a key; that I should be try-
ing to unlock it with a key and not my hand. And that key 
was something I don't seem to have in my other hand. I tried, 
and tried a second time before I realized the door has locked 
behind me after I run out.

"Oh my God", I said, frozen into place.
"What?" Maima said
"Oh my God… I forgot my key. The door is locked"
"What are you talking about?" the woman asked, "What 

key?"
"My door key... when you called, I run down to the rest-

room"
"Restroom?"
"The laundry room, Oh my God"
"Aww" she said, realizing my mistake. "Your locked your-

self out? I have done that. It sucks"
"The Manager doesn't even live here" I said near to tears 

and struggling with the door, begging it to open please open 
pleasepleaseplease open.

"Call a handyman. They would break it for you"
"Oh no" I was saying after she told me to call her back after 

I �gured out what to do and hung up.
I didn't need to get locked out of my apartment with a bag 

full of dry clothes of Joe's to stir me to tears. I sat on the 
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landing, wept shamelessly for almost half an hour and called 
her back. "So?" she said, sounding wary at my mu�ed voice... 
"Did you �nd the key?"

"No... I ... there is nobody here who can help me. Everybody 
seems to have gone to work"

"Are you crying?" she said suspiciously
"I just...” I said then swallowed the tear that has made it 

half way across my throat. "the only duplicate I have is with 
Joe"

"Joe?" she said, as if the name was a secret she was hoping to 
hide "You have a spare key with Joe?"

"Yes... can you please ask him to send it to me? I can't get 
into my apartment, let alone go to work and I have only 
got…" I looked at my phone "three hours before I have to 
leave. I work in Fremont"

"Ok I will call him" she sighed and hung up the phone be-
fore I had a chance to thank her.

A couple of minutes later, my phone's text sound chimed. 
It was from ‘Carl’. It says "Ok. Got it! Will be there in a few"

"Thank you" I texted-back, only too eagerly, "Did he give 
you both the outside door key and the inside key. Otherwise 
I won't be able to come back in after giving you the laundry?"

The message that came back was short and precise. "Got 
both. Stay put. Will be there in a few"

Less than half an hour later, I heard fast feet coming up the 
stairs. Even before the feet reached the landing, I knew who 
it was. I used to hear him coming up before I had the dupli-
cates made and gave it to him.

"Hi" I said, when Joe, my love, my sexy beautiful Joe; dis-
tant like a forgotten dream, pale and wearing the face of 
an angry bee walked up in the same shirt and pants he was 
wearing last night.

"Is that it?" he said, staring me down while actively ignor-
ing my greeting

"Yes" I said, taking the key from his hands, which he handed 
me, careful not to touch my �ngers "Thank you"
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"Yeah whatever" he said, grabbing the bag "Can you let me 
in?" he said impatiently. "I have left some stu� here last 
night"

"Some stu�?" I said, willing to do anything that would 
delay him but slightly lost as to what he was talking about. 
Other than the books and movies he occasionally leaves, the 
only things of his I have in my possession were: one of a 
pair of tempur-pedic pillow I got him for Christmas that he 
uses to help his back when he has to sleep over, sandals he 
rarely wore, a couple of shirts he liked seeing me in (nothing 
more sexy than have your girlfriend wear your baggy shirts 
when you go out, you are saying "that is mine, that is mine 
too") and a few board games from his childhood he brought 
around on various occasions that I either did not understand 
(Dungeons and Dragons, Axis and Allies, Munchkin) or he 
didn't have the patience for (Scrabble).

"Yes, as in something that belongs to me?" he said groaning 
"Please… I have an interview to go to"

"I am sorry" I said quietly, feeling very hated, and opened 
the door after a temporary inability to locate which one of 
the two keys opens my door.

Joe whizzed by me and went into the living room. Bent 
over the couch and dug out a sheet of paper that seems to 
have been placed there on purpose.

"Thanks" he said, walked to my garbage bag and tore the 
paper into so many pieces there was no chance of stitching 
them together. Then he turned to me, said "Have a nice life" 
and walked out.

In hindsight, I should have probably said "good luck" or "I 
love you", instead of standing there as dumb as an ox. "I am 
sorry" would have worked too. A reminder as to how the last 
time he made a mistake, I forgave him. And if he loved me, if 
he ever cared for me, if he wasn't sel�sh and self-centered, he 
would take me back, if not as a lover then at least as a friend. 
But this was me when feeling disliked. I either become extra 
unpleasant to show I did not care. Or - if they were people I 
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actually cared about - I try to spare them the pain of having 
to look at me, my ugly mug, by going where they can't �nd 
me. It can be crossing to the other side. It can be refusing to 
look up when cars honk around me. And sometimes it can be 
coming all the way to America.
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CHAPTER 51

H e had his clothes in my drier.
He was taking a bath in my shower.
He was supposed to eat what I cooked him. Spend an anx-

ious night tossing and turning on my bed. Then leave for his 
interview with a good luck kiss from me. A good luck kiss he 
would wipe o� his cheeks with "Ew Girl germs" before smil-
ing and walking out - sleek-haired, neatly pressed and ner-
vous as hell.

That was the plan.
Instead, he has gone home hungry and upset; has spent the 

night in his cold bed, a bed that faced a brick-wall. Then gone 
to an interview feeling less like a man because a girl he loved 
told him so.

In the immediate relief of having gotten rid of the source 
of my pain and tears, in the fever of �nding things to do to �ll 
my time, in the quite lonely moments while I was waiting 
to fall asleep; listening to the familiar sounds on the radio, 
watching a movie I have to rewind over and over again be-
cause I couldn't understand what was happening, while sited 
among fellow humans pretending that my heart was in their 
conversation; I have wondered why I have refused to let it 
go. Why I didn't try to put out the �re, instead of escalate it. 
What reason did I have to lash out that night, that particular 
night, when there were so many nights in which he wasn't so 
vulnerable and I not as cynical.

Was it because he was made vulnerable by his poverty and 
I have, unconsciously, started looking down on him? A mor-
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tality-dread induced by my “obsession of the month”, as Joe 
calls it [the daily breast examination until a doctor assured 
me I just happen to have one of those lumpy-bumpy breasts, 
the torn muscle at the ball of my heel that took months to 
heal, an inability to concentrate that felt like an early onset 
of Alzheimer’s disease]?! Or Guadalupe's comment on my age 
a few days ago; after I howled over what a grown-up her 
son looked and she guessed I must be, "what toorty eight? 
toorty nine?!" A guess that shocked me to the core and out-
raged Donna ["Of course she is trying to make you older so 
she can feel better about her wrinkled ass” Donna has yelled 
“Don't think that fucking cunt doesn't know what she is say-
ing because you can't understand her half the time. I stopped 
talking to her after I �gured she calls me ‘Doña’ not as a sign 
of respect but to poke fun at how big I was. She is a bitter 
ole witch who derives pleasure from making people feel bad 
about themselves"] and made me look into every mirror I 
came across for a sign of wrinkle, a graying hair or the dark 
spot of women above 35.

I wondered what was going on in my head while I was say-
ing the things I said to him. Where it stopped being an appeal 
to his common sense and turned into an attack on his per-
son. And what would wash me clean of it.

It was an unfamiliar territory: being the wrong-doer. I was 
used to telling myself to breath in and out. To feeling better 
about it, sometimes even wonder why I let it bother me so 
much, after a long walk. To convincing myself to let go and 
let God, because people like that can be trusted to slip again 
to bring about the wrath that I was unable, through coward-
ice or fear of the law, to rain upon them.

But dealing with the guilt of being the jerk who said the 
wrong thing; the one who has to apologize; the person burn-
ing with the knowledge of having hurt somebody who loved 
and trusted them, somebody not in the best place emotion-
ally, somebody they can't imagine a world without - I didn't 
know what to do with that!
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The pain was the only vindication that I had, for crime 
and punishment were concepts I very much understood. So 
I hung my head and got soothed by the gut-wrenching disap-
pointment when Joe didn't show up outside my apartment 
looking hurt but forgiving. When his Facebook pro�le seems 
unchanged from the last time I saw it. And when my heart 
got jerked awake by the realization that Joe was no longer in 
my life. I spared myself no torment: revisited the places we 
have been to, and wept quietly from where I cannot be seen 
saying how I was a big big girl, in a big big world, was not a 
big big thing if he leaves me; but I do do feel that, I do do will 
miss him much. Then walked the city, the ‘deserted battle-
�eld loaded with emotional land mine’, and enjoyed getting 
blown to pieces at every turn.

I did a lot of meditation those �rst two weeks: I walked 
to the Ethiopian Orthodox church in Beacon Hill and stood, 
bare feet, outside the door with my head pressed against 
the wall and found solace in knowing I don't have to say 
anything to be heard. "Forgive me" I asked: for the sin of 
rebellion, the sin of pride, the spirit of kindness that I am 
reminded woefully lacking in me every time I talked to 
my easy-to-laugh, easy to love, easy to forgive co-workers. 
"Look after Joe" I begged, for I was no longer around to do 
that. And "Help me" I entreated, to let go of him because I 
was incapable of doing that on my own. And when the tears 
�nally start �owing, I wished, earnestly and from the heart, 
to go back to my old life - before him, before America, even 
before Mulugeta; when all I dreamed of was a place [a library? 
a prison?] I can be left alone to read what I wanted; a cloth 
that didn't carry with it the smell of my life [the Injera get-
ting baked, the wot being cooked, the odor of charcoal being 
burnt to keep your family warm in the winter] and an older 
man of middle-eastern origin, [at least the facial hair and big 
nose that comes with it] who is educated and blind as a bat 
to social norms, to make me his.

"You guys are a bunch of kids" was Donna's pronouncement 
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when she gave me a ride to the bus-stop the night Joe came to 
my work place, driving a car I knew not where he got from.

I have almost gagged when he rolled up, with his left hand 
on the window. Surprise, elation followed by a quick fall to 
the ground on the face. It was Joe. His hair was sleeked back 
and his face was as white as sheets. But it was my very own 
Joe, in front of my booth next to a girl with an oily skin, hoop 
ear rings and perfectly straightened hair over boobs that 
were almost bursting out of her black tank top.

It was like trying to conduct business while somebody 
is playing an electric guitar in your head. I have read the 
amount mechanically, �ushed a weak smile when he tossed 
the card into my hand, as if it or I were diseased [the card he 
always rubbed on his pants before handing it for the Cash-
ier to try again]. When he stretched back and drove out, I 
have run to the rest room to throw up the entire content of 
my stomach; a violent reaction I reserved for migraines and 
menstrual cramps.

"You have to apologize and he has gotta stop acting like a 
dick wad" she continued. She has found me in the rest room, 
shivering from the shock of seeing him, 20 minutes later.

"But I told you how he left my apartment the last time he 
was there"

"He obviously loves you or he won't have brought that 
bitch here" Donna said. As amusing as it was, people's eager-
ness to jump on board with your pain, or the weaknesses of 
your enemy, when they know you are su�ering alone; I was 
not sure I was comfortable at the idea of having a fellow 
black woman referred to as a ‘bitch’ by a white lady sport-
ing blonde bangs. Donna hasn't seen 'that bitch'. I certainly 
didn't describe the girl as a ‘bitch'. She was an African Ameri-
can woman, after all. Guilt and/or reverence were what I felt 
around African-American women. Guilt, reverence and the 
need to play an advocate - if not of a liberator [of all black-
kind], a Messiah complex all Ethiopians su�er from by vir-
tue of being the only African country to defeat a European 
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power half a century ago. But I badly needed what she said to 
be true that I over-looked the name-calling.

"You think so?" I said weakly
"I know so. Men like that -�lady, it isn't hard to �gure them 

out. That is probably why he didn't take the job, because he 
would rather stick around and torture you than go some-
where where he can't ‘monitor’ you"

"So what do I do?" I said, deeply satis�ed with this explan-
ation, although it is possible that he has taken the job, but 
hasn't managed to �nd a place there yet "I don't want to go to 
his place. I should have probably not said what I said to him 
but --"

"You had a good reason" she has interrupted me "Don't 
apologize for him. Only apologize for the mistakes you 
made. Go and tell him you were sorry but you have a good 
reason for saying what you did. Once he senses you are 
desperate, he is gonna ride you like his private horse because 
he knows he is gonna get away with it. Never give a man that 
kind of power over you. It is disrespectful already that he 
brought a girl to your work place"

So what is she saying to me again?
"Maybe they wanted to watch the game" I said, doubtfully.
"No they didn't" she said. "If you are scared, call him and 

talk to him. If it works, good. If not – good riddance. You 
have given that relationship more than anyone else would, 
or should. He is lucky you are not American. No one would 
put up with that shit"

I didn't remind her I have actually become a citizen four 
and a half years ago. I said I would think about it.

I did not have to think about it for long. 7 minutes after 
1 a.m., I got up, restless and hot from the excitement that 
was threatening to melt my brain. I opened all the windows 
and walked bare feet till my heart stopped beating. If he has 
really hated my guts and meant to hurt as well as insult me 
so we can never be an item again, would he not have brought 
an Asian girl – one of those who make a point of looking at us, 
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whispering among themselves and laughing raucously after 
we passed [making the back of my neck tingle and my cheeks 
burn]?! Was this not his way of proving he can go out and 
get a woman while I sat at home waiting to be found?! That 
despite my earthly accomplishments, and all the stu� I have 
going for me I was – still – a dime a dozen, a one-dollar dish, 
easy to get and easy to lose?!

Far be it from me to envy ‘a sister’ her man, for I do feel a 
comradery towards all women of African-heritage. But the 
writing was on the wall. This one may still be mine. And if he 
wasn't it was obvious he and I still have issues that need sort-
ing out. I need to call him, not to ask him back but to apolo-
gize for what I said.

After three rings, the answering machine picked up. The 
same answering machine that was always too full to leave a 
message on. Was he ignoring my call or was he in bed with 
somebody else?!

I hung up and tried again, because I can't call an hour after 
midnight and not leave a message even if he was probably up 
and playing a game.

"Hey Joe" I said, "It is me, Metasebia. I was calling to say...” 
and suddenly, my throat was �lled with tears. "I was hoping 
to talk to you. I miss you and I love you. But why I am calling 
is ...”

The quite tone of the answering machine suddenly 
changed to a buzz and I realized my phone was ringing back 
at me. A call was coming through, ‘Joe’ the caller's ID read. 
"Hello?" I said, after �ddling with all the buttons and �nally 
managing to answer the phone.

"Hello?" said a quarrelsome voice. "Did you just call this 
number?"

"Excuse me" I said, panicked and with my heart beating in 
my chest, continue talking? Hung up? "Isn't this Joe's num-
ber? I was trying to call Joe?"

"He is asleep?" the woman answered, sounding impatient 
"Who is this?"
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Joe was sleeping, with his face on his left arm, leaving his 
phone in the custody of a woman who wasn't me. A woman 
he has not dropped somewhere and kissed goodbye but 
taken to his apartment, undressed and had sex with – like 
he has peeled me o� his life as a man does a wet suit. Shak-
ing, I hang up and turned my phone o�. The shame and the 
embarrassment of it didn't leave me the rest of the night. 
I cursed myself and I kicked myself. I swore. I raved. And I 
wept because I wasn't back in my country and I didn't have 
my mother, or Zinash, to tell me everything was going to be 
ok.

When, the next morning, I got a text message from Joe tell-
ing me to please not call him again, I was more embarrassed 
than sad. It was over. He was gone. And all this time, I was 
sure he was sitting around mourning my loss and hoping to 
mend his ways if I were to come back to him. The fact that I 
believed Donna and hoped he will stay put for a month with-
out sex, and pay a pretty girl just to bring her around to my 
work was the most embarrassing of all. How foolish, roman-
tic and unassuming I have been. Daring to think somebody 
like Joe, who looked and sweat sex around the clock, would 
only have eyes for one who looks like me.
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CHAPTER 52

That afternoon, more importantly the phone call I 
made, did not only put an end to my new found 
relationship with God, but would have continued 

sending cold chills down my spine for weeks if I didn’t get a 
more-concerning phone call from home.

This was the afternoon Tony stopped by where Donna and 
I stood, between our booths, gossiping about Jan - a kid 
whose youth never seems to stop us from wishing wishing 
he would go away - and whose vocabulary mostly com-
prised of the word�‘fur real?’�[the way I used ‘that is tough!’ 
when I can't comprehend what people are saying and laugh-
ing about the �rst few months after I came to America]; and 
asked if I was ok. I looked up, surprised at the unexpected 
change of subject.

"What do you mean?" I said not sure if he was referring to 
my crying episode of a few days ago or o�ended at my lack of 
interest in joining in the mild �irtation he had going on with 
Donna "Why wouldn't I be ok?"

"I don't mean you�won't�be ok" he said, smiling in a way that 
seems to beg not to embarrass him, "Only that you look like 
what my high school teacher would call ‘here in body but 
not in spirit"

"I am here as much as I always am" I said, in my o�-putting 
philosophical voice, "But thanks for asking"

"Ouch" Donna said when Tony chuckled - as if he couldn't 
expect any less from me - and walked to where two of the 
Valet guys were standing, comparing phones.

"What is his problem?" I said, giving his back a bad look
"He was trying to be nice, I think" she said, looking less 
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amused than she was, "You could have simply said you were 
ok instead of embarrassing him like that, you know?"

"You know how he is" I protested, surprised at �nding her 
displeased - instead of entertained "Every time I am nice to 
him, he pushes the envelope just a little bit further. The last 
time I became friendly with him, he asked if I can give him 
the address of my family so he could stop by to say hi to 
them on his way to Kenya"

"And what is wrong with that?" she said irritated, as if she 
thought, by not wanting what she has repeatedly admitted 
she could go for if he has showed any interest, I was revealing 
that I saw myself as superior to her.

"You don’t think there is nothing wrong with him saying hi 
to my family?" I asked ridiculous "taking Emirates just so he 
could have a layover in Addis?!"

"If it doesn't bother him, why should it bother you?"
I shrugged my shoulder. I don't know why it bothers me. 

Because by daring to want me, he has - in e�ect - con�ned 
me to the box where black women should only date [ugly] 
black men? That that was all I was good for?! That I wasn't 
pretty enough, or light-skinned enough, to have other op-
tions?! [how I fear, by joining him in Holy matrimony, I 
would prove all those a�ectionate insults from my child-
hood right: 'small nose'/'acne face', "must mean she would be 
good in bed when she grows up"/'googly eyes']

"No I am serious" she said, her eyes gravely probing me 
"What is so bad about a guy liking you and trying to do 
things for you?"

"If it didn't have a catch, I won't have mind" I lied. Although 
I do mind; I mind it as much as a sinking girl does a quick-
sand trying to be nice to her.

"What catch?"
"You know" I said, suddenly panicking over the operating 

assumption that Tony [a dark-skinned African] would natur-
ally want a lighter-skin African like myself. "Didn't you say 
the only reason he comes here was...”
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"To see if you have changed your mind about not wanting 
to date him, yes. That is what I meant. What is wrong with 
him wanting to date you? He is good looking, educated, 
well-spoken. The kind of guy you always said you wanted"

"Maybe" I said, feeling stuck like a mouse on a glue trap "But 
a person can be everything you want and still not be your 
type, right?

"Right. But you can still be nice to him" she said quietly, 
"He is a human being after all"

I can't believe I, the girl who made a point of sticking up for 
the less fortunate wherever she found them being ill-treated 
was being accused of racism by a [mildly racist] White per-
son.

"Of course he is a human being" I said, following her into 
her booth, for in every relationship, he who has little to lose 
wields the power. "But I feel like everybody in here wants me 
to date him, like I should have no choice other than dating 
him. It is like Karissa wanting you to go out with that guy 
because you are both white, single and have grown up kids. 
Remember how pissed o� you were about that?"

"Yeah a 60-year-old loser who wears a pony-tail and drives 
motorbikes is the same thing as a young guy wanting to ask 
you out" she said, turning her lamp "Plus, going out with a 
guy doesn't mean you gotta end up marrying him. And even 
if it was, you can do so much worse. Just saying"

It was �nal. Even if she chose sides over something that 
was none of her business, sort of insulted me, and even 
left the door ajar so I could leave; she was the one looking 
pissed o�. So I walked back to my booth, pondering over 
how I must appear to her right then and wearing my shame 
on my face. I would have normally avoided looking over to 
where Tony stood, �st-bumping with the guys. But I thought 
I should, if - for nothing else - to show I have heard and re-
pented my sin. He looks as una�ected by the negative energy 
emanating from me as he does when a customer yelled at 
him for no good reason.
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A few minutes later; we have all gone back to work: with 
Tony having said goodbye to the guys, but not before stop-
ping by Donna's booth to thank her for being so good to him. 
Then has turned towards my booth and waved his hand. It 
was an undeserved kindness. A kindness that both made me 
feel guilty and wonder if he was that good a man or hop-
ing [like the proverbial tree falling in the forest] as long as 
he didn't show it, no one would know he was embarrassed. 
Or was it, in fact, because he has not forgotten, as much as 
I want him to, that there was a time in which his swinging 
by my booth was a welcome distraction? When seeing him 
on the schedule the evenings I got called in put a smile on 
my face. Until I noticed how the guys were going to great 
length to avoid coming in when we were taking our break, 
[What did they think we were gonna do, make out? Have 
sex? Stimulate each other's genitals?!] and I started to jam 
the word "my boyfriend" in our conversation - even though I 
was a single girl at the time and he has expressed surprise at 
hearing it �rst. How we went from discussing when he was 
going to teach me how to drive [they have been so slammed 
they could have used my help out there] to only saying hi 
when it can no longer be avoided?

That, at least, was what I was wondering on the afternoon 
I called out on – for fear of facing Donna – when I received a 
call from a number I recognized as being from my country. 
I picked it up, my heart beating in my throat. The only non-
birthday call I got from my country was on the afternoon 
my mother fall down and hurt her knees while trying to get 
away from an ox that broke loose and run the streets wreak-
ing havoc to man and vehicle on the eve of "MesQel" [the day 
we celebrate the �nding of the "true Cross", or our version 
of it] four years ago. She was so close to being run over by a 
car where she lay - unable to move - that she has broken her 
strict ‘no calling America’ policy and asked to have Zinash 
let her hear my voice. It was the reason why I went home 
earlier than I planned - before paying all my school-debts - 
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and I freak out every time a phone was hung up on me, or 
‘missed-called’ me, as it is referred to over there, to signal I 
should call back.

"Hello?" I said, tears rushing into my voice. "Who is this?"
"Is this Itaba?" ‘Itaba’, a name given to a young aunt or an 

older sister, was what Zinash’s kids addressed me with.
"Yes? Who is this?"
It wasn't a voice I recognized
"I am Wajo's friend. She wants you to call back on her num-

ber. She doesn't have any credit"
The phone went dead before I can ask to lay it on me, tell 

me the worst.
"Wajo!"�I wailed, when the youngest of my nieces picked up 

"What happened? Is it Emaye?"
"No" my niece answered quickly "No. Emaye is ok. Every-

body is �ne. It's me. I wanted to talk to you about some-
thing"

"Really?"�I could not believe it. Putting aside my tendency 
to freak out at every call from home, this was Wajo: pet-
named after a music-video that was famous the year she was 
born, and the least demanding of her siblings. The closest to 
me, I have been told, in both maturity and love of book – too 
grown-up for her age! "Are you sure?"

"Ok. It's not good news" Wajo said, in a warning voice. "But 
nothing to do with accidents or death; just something that 
has to do with Emaye. But I can't call you from home because 
mommy and Chuchu would kill me"

"Ok?" I said, feeling my way to my bed like a blind person 
and trying to settle my heart.�Sheisok. Theyareok. Everything-
isok.

"Ok. I am going to talk fast so you don't pay much for 
phone. But Emaye - you remember how you were talking 
about inviting her to America and she was like ‘yesyesyes’ 
but you sensed she really didn't want to come and it 
bothered you. Even said you felt like she didn't want to live 
with you?"
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"Yes?"
"Mommy then told you not to worry because Emaye was 

just anxious she would be too lonely if she came to America 
when you have to go to work, and that she would miss out on 
her social life here"

"Yes?"
"Well... I don't think that is really true" Wajo said "Don't 

be mad at me but nobody seems to be listening to me so I 
thought I would tell you so Emaye would stop doing what 
she is doing. You did make me promise to tell you if there is 
anything you should know about - even if they want to keep 
it a secret not to worry you"

"What do you mean so she could stop doing what she is 
doing?" I said, slightly annoyed and surprised by the stress in 
my young-niece's voice "What is she doing?"

"She has started drinking" Wajo said sadly, "It started with 
‘tela’ when she is invited to some ceremony in the neighbor-
hood, or on holidays. But now, all she does with the money 
you send her is buy ‘areQe’ and get drunk"

"What?"�I couldn't believe it. It was both funny and strange, 
imagining my shy, quiet, amiable mother getting drunk.

"Yes" Wajo said "She makes Sileshi and Chuchu buy it for 
her and she hides it from Zinash but I know she doesn't go to 
sleep unless she is drunk. It is getting worse and worse and I 
think she has become alcoholic"

"Are you serious?" I said, still amused by the fact. My 
mother, who has so courageously carried all the burden life 
threw her way in a manner that would hard press the Most-
Saintly person in the world; the very woman who turned 
down the one marriage proposal she got when I was a kid 
[and Zinash not old enough to wreak havoc] by saying she 
won't allow her one child face a step-father's hateful looks; 
turning to alcohol when her life was at its coziest was some-
thing I found hard to believe. "You mean worse as in does she 
slur or --?"

"Worse as in she doesn't leave the house unless she had had 
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some alcohol; like she needs it in her system to function. She 
becomes very cheerful and talkative, which everybody likes 
especially the girls at the hair-saloon. So everybody tells 
Zinash to leave her alone when Zinash tells her to go home 
and get some sleep. But I worry she would fall into a ditch or 
get hit by a car while doing her 'co�ee rounds’ one of these 
days"

Ok. Now I was scared.�Now�I was freaking scared. I started 
half crying half howling. "And nobody told me this?"

"Zinash has been warning her she would tell you. But she 
knows Zinash won't do anything that would upset you, so 
she has been ignoring Zinash. And Sileshi and Chuchu only 
care about the money she gives them after buying her the 
drink; or how Emaye has their back when Zinash is mad at 
them over something. Last Friday, Zinash was telling Sileshi 
to go back where he came from because he came late; then 
Emaye came out and told Zinash as far as she remembers the 
house still belonged to her so Zinash has no right to tell who 
can come in and who can't”

“What? Really?” I said, both proud and aghast at this 
change in my mother.

“I know, right?” my cousin sighed “When she is sober, all 
she says is 'listen to your mother'. But it is like her logic gets 
twisted when she is drunk"

"Thank you" I said, grudgingly. "I will call her right now"
"Mommy is at the hair-salon now. Call her after 9 when 

they are both in the room. Can you-?" Wajo started wor-
riedly "not tell her I told you. She would be very disap-
pointed with me if you did"

"No I won't" I promised. "You know I won't. I didn't even 
tell Chuchu you told me about that guy last time"

"Just tell her somebody from the neighborhood who saw 
Emaye drunk called you"

"Ok. Don't worry. I will give her such a hard time she won't 
even ask who told me. How is Chuchu, by the way? Still with 
that widower she was with when I came last time?"
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"I don't know" my little niece sighed. As much as she was 
modeled after me, it was obvious her elder sister was more 
than a spitting image of her mother. "She doesn't go out as 
much in the evening. She is afraid somebody would see her 
and tell you and you won't send her anything. But the thing 
is... I can't say for sure... but I think Emaye kind of encourages 
her to go out with him."

"What?" I said, in disbelief. "How’d you mean� encourage-
s�her? The guy could be her father"

Wajo hesitated.
"I don't know. Maybe not encourage her as lying for her 

when Zinash asks Chuchu where she was or where she is 
going. The guy has money and you know how Emaye thinks 
she will never be a grandmother because she thinks you 
don't like kids?"

"She thinks that?" I asked, slightly terri�ed. Of course she 
would think that. All my life I have showed I felt the op-
posite to be true every time she or someone grudgingly said 
Children were a gift from God, and it was not our place to 
say we can barely a�ord to feed the ones we have if he felt 
like bringing more to the table. In fact, if memory serves, the 
last time I talked about kids was to say how I saw the pride, 
and entitlement, most women feel when walking around in 
a maternity dress to be downright silly. "One would think," I 
have added in a sneering voice, "They have discovered a cure 
for cancer instead of just spread their legs and lied on their 
backs". When hearing me making the same remark [for a life 
lived in a foreign land is a life lived twice - observations get 
recycled, age-old wisdoms pass o� as personal opinions and 
jokes translated], Joe has laughed, said "Easy tiger" "some of 
them �nd pregnant women sexy" [granted it probably has 
more to do with what she is carrying for you than anything]. 
And if ever I needed help with lying on my back and spread-
ing my legs, he will be the guy to call.

This being my mother, however, she has quietly observed 
how I should refrain from saying things I may not be able to 
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take back when I someday want to.
"Yes there was a Christening a few months ago and when 

she came back she started crying, like somebody has died, 
saying she was crying for your dad because his line was 
going to be buried with him. Zinash yelled at her and she 
kept quiet. But I know she feels that way even when she is 
not drunk. How she worries she will never get to enjoy that 
honor, of being a grandmother, and if you managed to have 
kids it is likely to be long after she died"

"But I thought she is already a grandmother" I said, inter-
rupting her "She has you guys, doesn't she?"

Wajo laughed "You know what I mean!"
I could not pretend I did not know what she meant. Des-

pite their mother being a daughter to my mom even before 
I was born, everybody knew biological children were what 
mattered when it comes to legacies.

But I was in America now. Family isn't just the people you 
were born in it's what you chose it to be. Plus, I do love my 
two nieces and nephew. They took their time about growing 
up, but once they did, they have turned out to be better than 
one could hope for. "I know what people say" I said. "But as 
far as I am concerned, Zinash is my sister and you guys are my 
nieces and nephews. No blood relation can take that away or 
replace it"

"I know" the girl said quickly. "That is how Emaye feels too, 
I am sure. But now that she is at home all day alone, I think 
she wishes she had a little kid to look after to keep her busy. 
Because of that, I believe she has made Chuchu feel Emaye 
won't mind so much if she got married young and have kids"

"So this is … kind of my fault too?" I said, more resigned 
than accusative

"I don't mean that" Wajo said, trying to spare me. "It is just 
what she feels. She can't help what she feels, however proud 
of you she maybe. Just tell her you have - somebody; like a 
guy. Give her hope. She may not stop drinking but she won't 
be so sad every time she saw little kids with their families"
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CHAPTER 53

I called my mother a couple of days later, when I did 
not have to work in the evening and have enough 
credit on my account to rain the equivalent of the 

wrath of God on her. I cried. I accused and even threatened 
to ex-communicate her unless she stopped this drinking 
business ASAP. When Zinash came on the phone, after my 
mother embarrassedly asked her to intervene, she assured 
me my mother doesn't drink because she is unhappy or felt 
let-down by me. She drinks because that is what every other 
woman who had a hard life does when her kids come of age 
and give her some money to spare. Drinking makes them 
happy and, in my mother's case, she actually likes the taste 
of it; just as much as she does a slice of cake from Bilo's Pas-
try and a bottle of Coca Cola. Because they were not things 
she grew up with or used to having around. "What else is she 
gonna do, go out partying?" my sister joked after dismissing 
my worry as much fussing about nothing. "All she does is go 
around the houses of her friends and drink co�ee then sleep 
for half a day. She has been gaining weight ever since the ser-
vant girl took over all her chores that she can't even walk 
to the church nowadays without stopping like 20 times. She 
misses the old life but knows it would make you look bad if 
she was to keep doing it. So she bribes the kids to buy her 
alcohol, takes a sip from time to time and feel good". With 
regards to grand-children, etcetera, there was nothing they 
wish more than my happiness. I have done all that anyone 
could ever ask of me, she added, and they think it is about 
time I stop worrying about them and start my own life. That 
has made me break down and cry.
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"Do you think it is easy to �nd a man you love in this coun-
try?" I have asked, the image of Joe's new girlfriend suddenly 
over-whelming my senses, "Nobody even looks at me now-
adays. If they do, I am not that proud intelligent girl every-
body was afraid to even approach back home. I am another 
black girl who maybe a high-school drop-out, and can't even 
drive. I am in a country where an illiterate, drug-addicted 
bum thinks he has a chance with you because he is black and 
there aren't enough black men to go around. Do you know 
what it feels like, for a loser to think you should feel lucky 
because he took the trouble to hit on you? Being sneered-
at by a loser? Rejected by a loser? It is settle for those kinds 
of people or die alone with my pride, those are my options. 
And I don't want to settle for a loser, or some brainless-
moron. Or somebody I have no interest in just because it is 
politically incorrect to say no. I owe myself more than that"

If I was not on a masochist train-ride, of hurling abuse at 
oneself and enjoying taking a punch, I would have remem-
bered Joe begging to di�er while I made the same observa-
tion. Men hit on women, period, he has said. They do it be-
cause a man is like a lion; and a lion's gotta roar, even if he has 
no teeth to bite with. And sometimes because they� do� get 
lucky. So it would be unwise to build my self-worth around 
who hit on me and who didn't. Plus, that man on Broadway 
who watched me approach from afar then o�ered to sleep 
with me if I paid him 20 bucks, he may have been a gigolo. 
I do give the impression of being a stuck-up and dude may 
have felt I needed a good-laying. He probably gets paid hun-
dreds for that sort of thing.

“The problem is" Zinash was saying, "you think, just be-
cause you were raised to believe the only way you can 
change the life of those around you is by studying hard, all 
the solutions to all the problems in the world should lie 
within you. Maybe there are things that you can't do on your 
own. Maybe you should trust God with your burden. I know 
you have stopped going to church and do not fast anymore. 
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I also know I am partly to blame for your abandoning the 
church of your Mother and Father. But all God wants from 
you is humiliating yourself in front of him and asking for his 
help. We will pray too"

"You will pray for God to give me a husband?" I said, laugh-
ing bitterly.

"Why not?!"
"It is funny, that is all"
"What is so funny about asking God to give you the de-

sire of your heart? Maybe God has already answered your 
prayers. Maybe all he wants you to do is accept his bless-
ing with thanks. Remember that guy you said followed you 
home from church all those years ago?"

"Yes?" I asked suspiciously
"I have been thinking lately maybe he was telling the truth. 

Maybe that is why you haven't found somebody you like. Be-
cause he was the one God wanted you to be with"

"Ok. I am hanging up" I said
"I wish you would listen sometimes" my sister said resign-

edly. "I may not have gone to the university like you, but I 
know a couple of things about life"

"This is not me having no respect for your opinion. This is 
me thinking you may not know what you are talking about 
when it comes to this particular subject"

"I do know what I am talking about" my older sister argued 
"You are evidence as to how God listens to one's prayers. Do 
you think you went to America by accident? Do you think 
God didn't keep Mulugeta up all night long, so he can't rest 
until he has returned the favor your father did for him?"

"Ok. Lemme ask you a question" I said, calculating my tim-
ing "Did you know that guy was a Protestant Christian?"

"Which guy?"
"The guy who said God wants us to be together?"
"Protestant?!� You said he met you outside the church. I 

thought it was at Yeka Michael?"
"Nope" I sprang my lips. "It was outside a protestant 
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church. Didn't tell you I have been going there because I 
know you guys would call a priest and have me dunk in The 
Holy Water until I caught my death or admitted to being 
Beelzebub, Lucifer and "Qorit" put together. The one time 
Emaye slapped me when I was a kid was for saying ‘the body 
of Christ’ tasted like wheat bread. If I told her I have become 
a Protestant Christian, she would have disowned me"

"Are you sure you are still not a ‘Pente’?" my sister asked 
suspiciously "Chuchu has told me you ate pork that time you 
took them out for dinner?"

"I started eating pork because I liked the taste of it" I said 
bitterly. "What is more, the bible says ‘what goes in to your 
mouth doesn't matter as much as what comes out of your 
mouth'. But that is not even the point. The point is he was 
a Protestant Christian. Or a ‘Pente’ as you called him. And 
if he hasn't scared me away, I would have continued being a 
‘Pente’. They certainly know the bible better than you guys, 
at least when it comes to not having sex before marriage 
with Deacons, I might add, who carry The Holy Thurible in 
the day time and come knocking at our door the minute my 
mom walked out"

Zinash groaned. She has accused me of being the most un-
forgiving person she ever knew. It was true there was noth-
ing like the subject of God, children and romance to make 
me lash out. Alas the purpose was not to wound this time, 
only to prove a point. "Now�do you think it was God's will I 
married that guy?" I pressed on

I can hear her mind running in the maze of her upright 
Orthodox-Christian upbringing; trying to �nd answers, so-
lutions, defenses.

"Maybe God was using you" she �nally said, sounding less 
convinced than convincing "to bring him back to the church 
of Our Virgin Mother"

"Of course he did, because he can't do it himself. Alright I 
am running out of money so good bye. Give my love to Sile 
and Chuchu. And keep an eye on mom! I won't talk to her 
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when I call unless I was sure she has cut down on her alcohol 
intake"

I did not wait for her to respond before hanging up the 
phone. I sighed and turned on my DVD player. Suddenly, I 
was happy I was in a country where I can lock the door and 
keep the world out.
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CHAPTER 54

But of course a woman isn't an island; not when she 
was from Ethiopia. A knock came, in the form of a 
phone call. I was sitting in Donna's car, watching her 

�ll up her tank [after she asked if I was ok on Sunday and I 
admitted to having called out because I was afraid to face 
her] when I got an out-of-state call. The number was not one 
I recognized, so I have assumed it was telemarketers calling. 
A telemarketer or that guy from University of Phoenix who 
never gave up on his attempt to enroll me three years after 
I �irted with the idea of going to an online school to justify 
getting internet at home. It was that or dating Tony; who 
has been looking more and more attractive the lonelier my 
nights became (you can, after all, only avoid your fate for so 
long - as Zadie Smith would say). Maybe I can do both: date 
Tony and go to school to study something I would actually 
enjoy doing: social work, paralegal studies, massage therapy 
[because Joe always liked it when I rub his back after a stress-
ful day]. Take a tap-dancing class or go skate-boarding too, 
while I am at it, for a girl deserves to be compensated for set-
tling with a guy she never thought she would have to settle 
for/with. I am sure I would be quite content, going by Zin-
ash's formula for a happily married life, as soon as I adopted 
his kid – in return for having my tubes tied – and gave the boy 
[that he fathered with a woman who not only took a lover 
when his attempt to petition them got denied, but used his 
money to keep the man well taken care of – until a drunken 
bragging unmasked the deceit and slowed down the money 
�ow] all the love I was capable of giving a young-man who is 
likely to see me as the witch step-mother from some Grimm 
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story.
Alas my caller wasn't a telemarketer. In fact, judging by 

the way he pronounced my name, he was someone from my 
country.

"Metasebia? Is this Metasebia?"
"Yes?" I said suspiciously
"This is Dagninet" he said in Amharic, "I don't know if you 

remember me but we grew up together"
"Dagninet?" I said, rolling my eyes at Donna; who was ges-

turing to me about something I can't understand
"Yes. Or Mamush" my caller added unwillingly. "Anyway 

I used to work at the video-store by the entrance of Qim-
bibit? You remember? And you used to...”

"Oh my God,�Mamush!" I said - shocked out of my curios-
ity by the memory of a cute kid, with too much facial hair 
for his age, and the happiest laugh I can think of. His fam-
ily, which was one of two to own a car in the neighborhood; 
had opened a video store that also served as an internet 
cafe with the worst dial-up connection one can come across 
a few years before I came to America. There was a row of 
books they charged a quarter a day for the renting, which 
everybody said was a guise for the hookah-lounge behind it 
that his brother run. The same brother who once came all 
the way to our house and yelled at Zinash, in front of com-
pany, for forgetting to return a video cassette and making 
my mother weep in the process. "He won't have done it if 
there was a man in the house", my mom has said afterwards. 
Mamush was the friendliest of the "Take Fun Video" boys, al-
ways telling me he has just the kind of movie I would like 
when I come in and refusing to charge me when I have kept a 
movie for more than a day; something his brothers frowned 
upon.

"Yes" the caller said laughing "or Dan that is what I go by 
here. No one can pronounce my name right even after I tell 
them it is the same as ‘jalapeño’".

"Me neither. ‘Meyti’ is the closest they can come to. Any-
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way... wow... I can't believe it! How long has it been, ten 
years? Where are you calling from?"

"I live in Virginia Beach" he said, pronouncing 'beach’ as 
‘bitch’ "How are you?"

"I am good. Last time I heard you were, what, in South-Af-
rica?" I said.

"Yes" he said "I worked there for 2 years and left the �rst 
chance I got. It has been 5 years since I came here. Called your 
number immediately after I settled down and your sister 
told me you have actually got here a little before me. I was 
very surprised"

"Called my number?" I said, thinking out loud. Why would 
he call my number and where did he get it?

"Yes we had it on �le, remember, for late-fees etc.? So when 
I settled, I called my brother - he runs the store now - and 
he gave me your house number. I knew you were promised 
to some guy - some family member you were supposed to 
marry - but I was feeling very lonely" laugh "But your sister 
told me you were already in Washington, and said she would 
try to have the number for me next time I called. She never 
did. Looked for you all over Facebook, asked if people re-
membered you, no one seems to"

"Ok?" So what was this about anyway?
He, obviously, was not done. "Last week, when I called 

home, my brother said your sister has come to the store and 
given him your number to give me. So I called you"

"Oh" I said, humiliated, "Well it is good to hear from you"
"Yeah" he said, breathing heavily. "I was afraid you have to-

tally forgotten me"
"Oh no. You were a nice kid. You always gave me an extra 

movie for 10 bucks, which your brother never did. Plus, we 
talked - right?"

"Oh Yeah...” he said, sounding too eager, "Tuesday, Thurs-
day and Friday were the days I looked forward to because of 
our talk. You were - you - I never felt you belonged at Qim-
bibit"
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"Neither did you" I said laughing "Weren't you going to an 
evening school at CPU or some expensive school like that? 
Internet professional?! Networking – was it?"

"Yeah, Web Designing. Was hoping to work in advertising, 
would have paid good too. But I left it after the last election. 
They did not like us 'city boys’ to begin with and after the 
riot they won't leave us alone. If we stood outside the store 
and are more than three guys, they come around and tell us 
to disperse. Plus, there was my brother, ‘the entrepreneur’; 
who has no fucking clue how anything works. After a while, 
it became too much, giving every member of the junta a 
bribe to lay-o� raiding our store in the guise of looking for 
stolen goods or kids who dealt drugs. It was becoming un-
bearable and I can see there was no future in it for me. Funny 
how much grief you are given for Shisha, the mildest drug in 
the world. Here - people smoke ecstasy and walk around like 
it's nobody's business"

"That is true"
There was a quietness interrupted by Donna trying to butt 

in.
"So anyway I heard you are living in Seattle. I have been 

wanting to visit – know some people; I mean there isn't a 
country we haven't put our tents up at, right, we Habeshas?! 
Anyway I thought I would give you a call and say hi and 
maybe meet for a co�ee when I come. Even - I don't know - go 
on a date, they call it a date here, if you ... if you are still sin-
gle. You know, have dinner. Watch movies, etc."

"Of course of course" I said, "Call me when you come. No 
problem"

"Good" little Mamush sighed happily "Good. So - how have 
you been? I heard you graduated from - what -� a nursing 
school?"

By the time I hung up, having given him my email address 
and promised to reactivate my Facebook page; Donna was 
done smoking and we were back in her car. When I told 
her how this kid, who I didn't even know liked me, called 
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me 8 years after I saw him last; she laughed and said it was 
obvious he had "a juju" for me. That maybe it was meant to 
be. "Oooooh wouldn't it be awesome to end up with your 
childhood friend after all you have been through?" she asked. 
Of course, I dismissed it; just the way I dismissed Zinash's 
cunning attempt to land me a boyfriend as silly. Why the kid 
was at least 5 years younger than me and, from what I can 
remember, half the movies he suggested for me were either 
"action" based comedies -Bad Boys�and�Big Momma's House�or 
silly romantic ones, like�Titanic�and�The Notebook.

Despite all that, however, I found out that I enjoyed having 
something to come home to. Even let my mind wonder into 
the realms of romanticism the evening I called Mamush in 
a state of hysteria, confessed to having no appetite for love 
[for I was still ill from the wreckages of a two-year relation-
ship that makes me want to start cutting my arm and vomit-
ing blood almost every night] and he said if I still felt that 
way when he comes to Seattle in September for our New 
Year, then he will get himself a motel. Took comfort from 
realizing, when I made the decision to check his Facebook 
pro�le out, how grown-up Mamush looked and how no one 
would know he was years my junior were I to date him. He 
still has his baby-fat on his face, but with a manly shoulder 
a girl can lay her head on. He certainly doesn't seem to care 
what our numbers were and what people back home might 
say. "Just let me come and prove to you I am not as young as 
you thought", he laughed, when I reminded him how he was 
in 3rd grade when I was having my �rst crushes, "if I haven't 
made you forget your ex-boyfriend's name and you are not 
begging to move to Virginia Beach in a month then you can 
call me a liar"

Regarding my doubt as to how successful a long-distance 
dating would be, seeing how even making an in-state dating 
work has proved di�cult, he said he was at that age in which 
he is seriously considering settling down with a woman who 
can understand what he means in the context he means it, 
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and the value he and his culture placed on it. A girl with�his�
background, or at least uncorrupt by money and Western 
values as most of the women he seems to come across here 
are. Yes, he has been experimenting, he said, laughing em-
barrassedly. You come across a lot of single women, or their 
friends, willing to slip a cute black-guy their number in his 
day job as a sandwich artist at Pita Express - where the fran-
chise owners have felt he looked vague enough to pass o� for 
a Mediterranean guy and fast enough to run the whole joint 
on his own. What?! Oh yeah black girls too! He was from the 
MTV-generation, after all, that music-video type body was 
the stu� his fantasy was made from. But he has understood 
it took more than matching hair-styles, a purple bridesmaid 
dress and a common lingua franca to make a girl stand be-
side his country-women and have her �t in after taking his 
non-Ethiopian girlfriend to a relative's wedding in Atlanta 
a couple of months back. She �ew back to Virginia Beach 
the next day. He stayed there and pre-grieved the inevitable 
break up by partying like there was no tomorrow.

We have tentatively planned for the slow-season of April 
next year, where I could go and stay with him for a week; just 
so he can show me around, when, all of a sudden, I saw a man 
whose back so mesmerized me.
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CHAPTER 55

I was standing in line with Fana's younger sister Selam 
who was back in town from Grand Rapids, where she 
was going to school to study Veterinary Science - an-

other profession I felt people from Africa have no business 
meddling with. She has wanted me to take her to BestBuy so 
she can buy new earphones in place of the old one - which, I 
am led to understand, weren't the latest in the market.

I was waiting for the line to move so I can move an inch, 
while she typed away at her phone; when I looked up and saw 
a tall guy with brownish-blondish hair and long arms, guid-
ing the lines as if he was orchestrating a tra�c light. Some-
thing in me must have registered who the man looked like. 
Because I was looking at him when he looked over his right 
shoulder to the line I was in. In spite of the yellow shirt, the 
black slacks and the odd haircut, the face was one I have seen 
on my pillow for two years.

"Oh my God" I said, panicked. "I am sorry... I can't ... I will 
call you... I will wait for you outside...” I said and run out of 
the line and away from his range of vision. Before I got to the 
restroom, for that seems to be the way I was headed, I real-
ized that:

I was holding an item I haven't paid for [a portable phone 
charger for the two days a week my nieces don't have electri-
city] and

What I was doing doesn't seem to make much sense. I was 
here, I have every right to be here and I was going to continue 
being here if it means I have to face Joe.

Plus, it was Joe, the guy who kept a calendar in his apart-
ment marking the days and weeks of my "cycle".
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I looked back, said I was �ne to a sales associate who asked 
me if there was anything he can do for me and walked back. 
Joe doesn't seem to have seen me. He was leaning to the left 
a little, as if to hear what the short and stocky woman who 
was keeping an eye on the other line at the other side was 
saying; the line where people who need help with their elec-
tronics and returns were building.

I walked back to the line and stood behind the last person, 
almost trying to hide behind him, ignoring Selam's beckon-
ing. She, young as she is, doesn't seem willing to have it. 
"What happened?" she asked, with exaggerated arm move-
ments, after stepping out of her line, coming over in her long 
heel and tight jeans pants and staring at me.

"I - forgot something" I lied
"What?" she said annoyed. "Well what is it?"
I followed her eyes. My hand seems to be holding the same 

thing I did earlier.
"I ... it was expensive. I couldn't a�ord it"
"Are you for real?" she asked, looking dramatically exas-

perated with me.
I smiled. "No... I just saw someone I didn't want to see and I 

was...”
She followed my eyes. "Who, the Security Guard?" she 

asked in Amharic.
I laughed because the Amharic word for security guard – 

‘Zebegna’ - never fails to bring to mind the base-ball bat 
swinging ill-mannered obstacle outside a government o�ce 
or a hospital you have to bribe your way through. Joe's job 
seems to be that of a Loss Prevention O�cer - or a 'muscle 
guy', as I have heard him call it. "We used to work together” 
I added quickly. Joe has de�nitely located the source of wild 
gestures and both he and the other girl were looking this 
way. "We are not exactly good friends"

"Who gives a shit!?"�she yelled in English, making a few jump 
"You have a line waiting there, C'mon let's go"

"No" I said, pulling my arms from her. Oh my God, I can't be-
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lieve she is doing this to me. "Please" I said in Amharic. "Don't 
embarrass me. I beg you in the name of all the Saints"

She knocked her knees together and walked back to where 
she was; very tall and angry on her platform shoes. It didn't 
take long before a suspicious looking Joe headed towards the 
line. OhmyGodOhMyGod. Is he going to ask her to go back 
to the end of the line, where I was standing, hiding behind a 
much taller man's back? Is this going to end up being one of 
those race-card incidents that one hears on the news? After 
all, Selam may have been born back home, but she went 
to high-school here. She has stood up to bullies, Ethiopian 
and Somali alike [who were making fun of her English and 
the food she brought to school]. She is aware of racism and 
can make noise if she felt like it. Even if it didn't come to 
that, and she pointed me out, he would think I was there to 
see him. And as a man who was over me, perhaps even dis-
likes me intensely, he may think I have turned into another 
Mariah, a stalker; may even accuse me as such. And then I 
would go home feeling blue, and never ever want to leave it 
again.

Fortunately, he walked to where Selam stood, and sort 
of �oated around, no doubt waiting for a reaction from 
the other customers; somebody to accuse her for cutting 
in front of them or something. Having received none, he 
drifted back to where the girl stood and continued the chat 
in progress.

Before my turn came, I have prayed that he sees me and I 
have prayed that he doesn't see me. I wasn't looking my best: 
my hair was in the two pu�y braids that I wear when I intend 
to spend the day home or go somewhere where looking your 
best doesn't matter [a hair style that Fana says reminds her of 
those illiterate women from the country who reek of butter 
and bare-feet]. My ‘Harambe’ dress - or ‘kaftan’ as it is known 
in the West - with its African prints would have looked cute 
if it had a waist or a belt and not a side-seam with an arm-
opening that could hide a baby-gorilla. I have a white scarf 
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on my shoulder that almost reached my waist, giving the 
impression of either a leper trying to evade detection or an 
ailing relative coming from a visit to the church. I have also 
planned not to look his way when I get to him. To totally 
and absolutely ignore him and keep my head high, as be�ts 
a woman who had better things to do than freak out at the 
sight of an ex-boyfriend. When he gently called me "Mum" 
and I looked up, however, everything fall apart.

"Huh?" I said, my cheeks suddenly feeling very hot, because 
I have really not heard what he was saying

"Number Seven" he said, �xing me with a gaze that neither 
showed hate, nor love – only a mild curiosity.

"I beg your pardon?"
"Cashier!" he said, a slight smile curbing around his mouth 

"number seven"
"Oh. Thank you" I said, walking past him to where I as-

sumed the registers were. Cashier number seven, a diminu-
tive Asian girl with a short bang and big smile, was waving 
her hand.

"You got it", I heard him say afterwards.
I knew I have done great. I have come across my ex-boy-

friend, the man in pursuit of whose scent I have found myself 
following two marijuana-smoking men into Belltown, and 
walked away with my head still held high. Not only have I 
proved I was no longer the dumb bitch who would call her 
ex-boyfriend in the middle of the night to cry about being 
done wrong; but that I can behave better at his work place 
than he did at mine. Plus, I have a man now. Who cares what a 
guy who broke up with me because he can’t handle the truth 
thinks?!

That, at least, was what I was telling myself before a lit-
tle girl with over-priced shoe and painted nails wrecked my 
peace by saying "He was looking at you, by the way?"

"What? Who?" I said, almost falling on my face from the 
shock of it. It was an involuntary reaction, to look back 
at where somebody is looking when they are talking about 
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other people. "The guard guy" she said, pointing him with 
her chin. "He was looking at you while you were paying"

"Looking at me?" I chuckled "Are you sure it wasn't you he 
was checking out?"

"What?!" she said aghast, "No! He didn't see us together so 
didn't know I was eye-balling him. He’d tell people where to 
go and then look your way - like he was hoping you would 
turn to look at him. See?" she said, right before I tripped on 
the person standing in front of me "He’s looking at us even 
now".

Fortunately, it was the Security O�cer by the door that I 
almost threw to the ground. He stopped me from doing any 
more harm, said he was �ne, made us laugh by comment-
ing how lucky he was I wasn't wearing�her�shoe [giving ‘her’ 
a look of intense desire that communicated itself without 
words,�Pervert!] and gave us back our stu� after checking on 
his scanner we’ve paid for it.

Her mind, however, seems to be where mine has stayed. 
"Who is that guy?" she said, laughing loudly when we quit 
the building. I have seen his name tag. I have recognized the 
look in his eyes. It was this guy who has been naked in my 
bed; walked bare feet on my carpet and broke my heart. He 
wasn't hateful or angry with me anymore. He looked just 
curious, even amused.

"Joe, I think" I said, casually "I didn't know him that well"
"Well he seems to know you alright" she said, still appear-

ing to try and see him, despite being at the edge of the park-
ing lot, waiting for a car to get out of our way "It's like he 
can't take his eyes o� you"

"Oh please" I said, wanting for her to stop and not stop at 
the same time "You think so?"

"I know so. I was watching him while I was waiting for you"
"Oh my God" I said, the excitement and sadness making me 

want to break down and cry. "I wish I haven't seen him. I am 
going to feel bad about it all day long now"

"Bad about what?"
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"Being awkward, coming here"
"Or" the sassy kid said, pointing a 3rd option, "You can de-

cide not to feel bad about it because it was not something 
you could have helped!"

I looked up at her, not wanting to be messed with right 
now. Not really in the mood for smart-ass. Only to be left 
alone with my sweet pain.

She laughed.
"Your problem is...” she said, tapping a response on her 

phone "You live in your head way too much. You are like 
Gash Mulugeta that way. Two years ago, when we went to 
my sister's wedding in Addis, this friend of Fana's took us out 
to this hotel: Real high-end, very expensive. But we were sit-
ting by the door - behind some plants the waiter can't see us 
from- so she went to take the order of this white guy who 
came after us. Gashe went ballistic on her. Saying he was 
tired of being treated as a second class citizen in America 
and he won't take it in his own country. Made a big whoop, 
almost making the poor lady cry! As if that wasn't enough, 
he went out with some friends, got drunk, and the cops ar-
rested him for trying to burn the birr - fucking legal tender of 
the country! It is the reason why we were all selling-out, he 
said, and put a match to it. Fortunately for him, there isn't a 
door King Dollar won't open in Africa so we bribed the cops 
and they let him go." I was almost about to ask what rele-
vance that has with me when she added "Seriously, it's about 
time you guys wake up and realize you are no longer in the 
old country. You aren't in this little bubble where what you 
think and what you do matters to everyone around. People 
have lives here. Jeez. I mean, look at Fana"

I looked at Fana. Then I looked at us. I sighed. Where does 
one even start?
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CHAPTER 56

It was a sick pleasure – love was. Like a boil between 
the thigs; a tall drink of heaven and hell mixed with 
pleasurable pain, emotional electrocution and many 

a goose-bumps. I did not dare go to the Renton BestBuy store 
to see him again. But I knew where he was and it was all I 
could do so I don't grow wings and �y there. I tossed and 
turned about it, burning with fear and desire. Wanting to 
call him, to text him; instead of refreshing a Facebook pro�le 
that he hasn't updated since his birthday in April. In the day 
time, I agonized on whether or not he would be in the next 
car that would roll up. In the line behind me at Starbucks, at 
the bus-stop across my building, in the store I shop in.

At night, I would lie on my back and try to recreate how 
his body felt like on top of me. How much I loved the feel of 
him, even when I wasn't that into it at the moment. How his 
breath used to catch if I brushed my tongue, my ‘shy tongue’ 
as he calls it, against his teeth; how neither Dagninet, nor 
Mulugeta, nor anybody on this planet could come close to 
how even watching his back hallowed by the light from the 
screen while he worked on the computer made me feel!

Was he all those characters whose love story I yearned to 
be a part of when young -� Mr. Darcy? Mr. Rochester? Sydney 
Carton? Passionate men who spoke the truth, led an honor-
able life and/or sacri�ced for those they loved: Men from on 
and o� the silver screen whose kiss melted me, whose whis-
per spoke to me, whose courage saved me?! Was he the White 
guy of all my movies? Is that why I was more tolerant with 
him on issues I considered total deal breakers with others; 
why nothing short of physical abuse or cheating would make 
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me change my mind about wanting to be with him? Or did 
he grow out of my fear of failure? From the knowledge that 
the men I gave my a�ection to, and dedicated my time for, 
were not men who loved me - not in the truest sense of the 
word, anyway. "Make sure they loved you more than you 
loved them", Zinash has warned me repeatedly. The only re-
lationship that came close to working was with men who 
barely stirred any passion in her. So when I �nally came 
across the man who loved me as much as I loved him, wanted 
me in a way I thought I would like to be wanted [the way 
Brian did Abby on “The truth about Cats and Dogs”] did I try 
to hold on to him with both hands?! Hold and refused to let 
go; thereby breaking him, and upon breaking him have him 
hurt me back?! Was this a true loss I was trying to get over? 
Or the pretty suit of clothes Scarlet O’Hara made, fall in love 
with and forced Ashley Wilkes to wear?!

What if, I asked myself in the feverish yearning in loneli-
ness, he knocked on the door right now? Used a duplicate of 
my key to come spy on me while I slept? What if he tried to 
take advantage of me? Would I mind? Would I really say no? 
Would I protest, put up a �ght or throw my arms around his 
neck and thank him for coming back to me?!

How long has it been since I saw him last? Six months? 
Seven months? Eight?

It was no longer just Joe I was missing. It was Carl. It was 
Maima. [His ma]. Eddy, Je� and Ryan - cute, smiling, sleek-
haired Ryan whose wedding I wasn't able to be a part of. 
Even that Ma�a-looking guy, whatwashisname, who gave us 
a ride the day Max was put to sleep. I missed Carl's deli, 
where I bought two scratchers despite Joe's protest [he has 
witnessed what gambling can do to you through his mother 
- who took to it like a horse to a salty snack after her 
divorce] and won a dollar back. I missed Queen Anne, the 
Safeway behind his building we shopped at where a gay Cash-
ier who always seems eager to help Joe completely ignores 
my being there. Mercer Avenue where we took short walks 
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down on cold nights. Even that crappy apartment he lived 
whose �oors I have named according to the scent I was met 
with while ascending to Joe's: 1st �oor, “the smelly-s” [toi-
let or water leaks]; 2nd �oor: “the stoners”, where the smell 
of cigarette and marijuana is the strongest. And the “The 
cooks” on the third �oor, where somebody always seems to 
be cooking something, whatever time of night it maybe.

What I didn't do, didn't feel would be appropriate, was to 
go there, walk up and down the road until I was sure I was 
seen and pretend I was there looking for something else. It 
won’t even have occurred to me to go to his eBay account 
and see what he was up to if it hadn’t been for one of Fana’s 
friend deciding to go home.

This woman – like most of the immigrants I know – was 
the type who works till she dropped in the months prior 
to her trip [to save enough money to splurge while back 
home, while getting all the rest she needs] and going on a 
last minute shopping spree to make up for lost time. Last 
minute shopping sprees are a bad idea when you are, like she 
and I, from a country where you would have at least 20 �rst 
cousins; dozens of neighbors and friends who would expect 
at least two pieces of clothing and a bar of Cadbury Milk 
chocolate for every one of the kids. You would go into panic 
mode, and buy everything that came your way - ending in 
an unexpectedly heavy luggage and lots of money that could 
have been put to better use if you were slowly �lling your 
luggage with "Sale" items throughout the year.

So this year, she has given all those close to her [and those, 
like me, who brought her care-packages from her family 
when they went back home] the option of either bringing a 
small plastic bag full of items that can't be left behind [medi-
cine, hair products and small electronic gadgets that could 
be shoved into nooks and crannies]. Or pay the 200 dollar 
extra a luggage she would have to fork if she was carrying 
anything other than her two 50 pound bags and a carry on. 
My social life not a�ording me the many acquaintances hers 
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does and because I have burst into tears the last time she 
asked me how my “friend” was, Fana has sel�essly trans-
ferred her quota to me. She won't be able to do much shop-
ping, anyway, what with the kids and everything. Not to 
mention how Mulugeta was planning to go home early next 
year and all he ever needed was a change of cloth.

So I have wished for yet another boyfriend who can drive 
me to Tukwila after work and wait outside while I shopped. 
For the days were short, dark and cold; and even I, with my 
apparent death-wish, could not bring myself to wait for a 
bus outside Walmart on a wintery evening like the one we 
were having. That was when it hit me that I�was�in America 
now. I�can�do my shopping from the comfort of my home and 
know it would get to me without going missing somewhere 
on the Atlantic or being pried-open by a postal worker try-
ing to take whatever he/she can get away with. In fact, and if 
Joe's words were to be believed, I may even get free-shipping 
by combining my purchases or the total cost came to more 
than 35 dollars. How about that postage-paid hassle-free re-
turn, huh? One more courtesy you won't have in Ethiopia 
where one would have to keep anything one has paid for, 
even if the change of mind occurred before one left the store.

Then of course I remembered Joe's eBay account and de-
cided to look it up. I was not sure what I hoped to �nd on 
it, other than feeling close to him one more time by looking 
at what he looked. When I get there, however, I found more 
than I bargained for.

Most of the items on his list were newer and more on the 
luxury items side. A vinyl album of Jimi Hendricks. A jersey. 
Lots of bobble-heads of hockey and baseball players as well 
as various sports memorabilia. At the bottom of the page, 
under the duration of “Good Til cancelled” and showing a 
price tag of 9.99 plus mailing expense, was an Ethiopian 
cross. The same cross he showed me at Frankfurt airport 
and has been wearing on a silk thread that I took o� of a 
necklace given to me as a parting gift by my ex-Ethiopian 
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colleagues.�Coptic Ethiopian Brass Cross Pendant�it reads.�Vin-
tage. Handmade item. Origin: unknown. Ships worldwide from 
Seattle, Washington. Even if he hasn't appeared amused by 
my confusion; and then, if a young girl's keen observation 
skill can be trusted, hasn’t shamelessly watched me while I 
paid for the goods in my shopping bag, there was no way I 
was gonna let it pass. He would understand, won't he, hav-
ing been driven by an urge so strong that he risked his car-
eer to execute it?! And [surely/hopefully] won't accuse me of 
stalking him because I wanted to buy the cross that showed 
me his vulnerable side at a moment when he was anything 
but vulnerable?! So, I created the account, giving it the name 
my villagers still called me by even after they found out I 
was going by ‘Metasebia’ now [because of what happened to 
‘Teacher Seifu’]. Registered [after a brief debate over writing 
down Fana's address then remembering how agonizing her 
disinterest to check the mail regularly, or make a duplicate 
of the key, was; as if she feared I would steal her personal 
information were I to go open it – the same personal infor-
mation -credit cards, gift cards, personal cheques - she leaves 
lying around and then accuse of somebody stealing it when 
she couldn't �nd it. Oh the joy of opening one's mail box and 
getting one's own mails after having to beg for it for three 
years!!] Then I have con�rmed my bank details, made and 
paid for the purchase.

Despite the feverish expectation and the lack of sleep, Joe 
didn't call to ask what I thought I was doing that night.

First thing the next morning, however, I noticed "JarHe-
adJr" has asked me a question about the item. Upon opening 
it, I was both excited and disappointed to see a one liner. 
"Dear AbbyS" it said "Did you want me to send the silk thread 
you gave me along with it?"

"Oh No" I typed, while grateful tears run down my face. 
"Not unless you don't want it. And thank you for allowing 
me to buy it. I wanted to ask for your permission before bid-
ding because I was afraid you would be mad at me. But did 
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not want to risk somebody else buying it before you replied"
I was still refreshing the page when another email surfaced 

on my account. "No probs" the message said. "Gotta go now. 
Will mail it after work"

When I came from work that evening, all agog and fever-
ish, I not only got a message from eBay telling me my item 
was shipped, but noticed that I have been given my �rst star. 
"Quick payment" the seller has written "Smooth communi-
cation. A++ eBayer"

Burning with the desire to communicate, I went back to 
my laptop, searched other feedbacks and gave Joe the best 
I can. "Fast shipment. Fair price. Smooz communication. 
Amazing seller. Highly recommend". Ten minutes later, my 
phone chimed to declare it has received an email. "JarHe-
adJr" seems to have sent me another question about the item 
I purchased. I opened it, my heart beating as if it was located 
between my thighs. "Since you are new to eBay, I will let you 
in on a little secret" it said, "Giving a positive feedback to 
a Seller before receiving your items puts your Seller in the 
advantageous position of not having to mail your package 
or mail it whole/on time. Too bad I sent the cross earlier 
or I would have been 8 bucks richer. Cheers. P.S. I know you 
wrote ‘smooth’ that way because you run out of space. But I 
dig it”.

I spent half an hour writing and rewriting an appropriate 
response, a response that was both sweet and funny, before 
realizing "Sorry" smiley face "Maybe next time" was the best 
I could do. Joe did not respond to that, but that didn't stop 
the rest of my night from being �lled with a "was he back" or 
"was he not" tossing and turning. Two days more of silence 
and I was on the verge of a nervous breakdown. That is what 
happens to a �irting di�ered. It becomes a ball suspended in 
the air, where anything and anyone can happen to it. I could 
not let him get away with "cheers" for a last word. I have 
to show him I was a woman on a mission; the mission of 
showing him that I have not let go yet. That his junk was my 
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treasure, his "lol" a breath of my fresh air, that I did not care 
what price talking to him came with - or who it a�ected. So 
when, two days later, I found the cross - without the string - 
in my mailbox, I bought all the items on his gallery that he 
put because we were no longer together:

An Amharic study guide he bought the day he got inspired, 
by Carl's knowledge of Hail Selassie and the Rastafarian 
movement, to learn Amharic.

An ‘I Love Ethiopia’ Metal License Plate Frame Tag Holder 
he bought for when I get my �rst car.

And a�Broken Flowers�DVD I made him buy so he can listen 
to the composition of the great Mulatu Astatke, which was 
used as background music throughout the movie.

The evening JarHeadJr sent me an "LOL" message pleading 
I give him enough time to package the items; I received an 
SMS on my yahoo messenger. "If you really need to buy these 
articles, I won't stand in the way" he said "However, if you 
are doing what I think you are doing, please save your money 
and do not bid on any of the other items in my gallery. I 
won't lie and say I am not excited to have reconnected with 
you again. Or that I didn't �nd your attempt �attering. How-
ever, it has taken me a while to get my head together. And I 
don't want to go through that again, as I am sure you do not 
either"

If the message didn't end with a smiley face and the writer 
didn't seem to be asking more for reassurance than a real 
stay-away, I would have respected his wishes. Seeing it does 
and he has; I was encouraged to text back the words "If it 
means being able to talk to you again, I will buy all the items 
on your list".

He must have been �oating around his computer, for the 
reply came back immediately. "How do you mean talk to 
me?"

“Be friends with you. Even start that blog you said you 
would set up for me if I was willing to write”

"Is that something you would be wanting if I were to tell 
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you that I was seeing someone?"
It was like being kicked in the stomach, or on the shin by a 

little nephew wearing a leather shoe. I almost threw up from 
the pain of it.

"Of course" I answered. What else was I gonna say,�no? The 
pre-text, after all, was ‘being friends’. And however much 
the pain shredded my insides, I can't say I was particularly 
surprised. Of course he would be seeing someone. This was 
Joe. The guy can't stay single for a month without trying to 
hook up with people plotting to murder him.

"Good" said Joe, with a smile. "Because I am seeing some-
one and I don't want to hurt her feeling"

It is a�her. Not an ‘I’ or a ‘you’. It is somebody else. Another 
person. A new girl. A di�erent owner.

"Is it somebody you work with?" I asked, while tears shud-
dered and burned my cheeks. I did have somebody too. Only 
- I never wanted to talk to him, or even think about him, 
after I saw you.

"No. Excuse my French but I try not to shit where I eat. Not 
after what happened with Matt and how long it took me to 
get this job. How about you?" he added, "Any love interest?"

I didn't feel like I would ever love again. Or meet some-
body I want to love. Or can get over him. But I didn't want 
to appear like a pathetic loser to my ex-boyfriend, the way 
my sister appeared to me every time I saw her with a guy I 
knew she was not in love with, by saying how I was planning 
a long-distance relationship with somebody I barely knew, 
was 5 years younger, and a world di�erent. Somebody... Oh 
the shame of it... who has seemed a little less interested – or 
at least a lot more con�dent in his ability to land me after we 
chatted on skype and he said I looked 'aight’ [must be my old 
friend the melasma –or “nose freckles”, as Joe called it – be-
fore it spread to my cheeks from the stress of our break-up].

"Nothing serious" I said, trying to be as vague and un-
interesting as possible. That, I have hoped, would be the end 
of it. He, on the other hand, seems interested to know more
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"Oh yeah?" he asked, "Do I know him?"
Mulugeta. Poor Mulugeta. He is still thinking of Mulugeta.
"No" I wrote, hunting for a character I could date from my 

day-to-day life. Saige, the valet guy, whose body odor has 
been the subject of many a complaint from customers. Na-
poleon, who acts like the car - and the whole world around it 
- belongs to him the minute he got the key from the owners. 
And Asmamaw, the pot-bellied country-man who got me 
the job and has asked me to come out with him ‘to the club’ 
on various Ethiopian holidays - so I could be added to the list 
of his mistresses by being a witness to his generosity.

"So de�nitely not the guy from your building" he said with 
a smiley face

"Who? Marco?!" I said surprised. I have forgotten how I 
have admitted to having slept with Marco, whose smile Joe 
said had told him he has been there, and hit that. It is a guy 
thing, he has added, women won't understand it. "No. I think 
Marco is bisexual. Remember how I told you how I saw him 
coming into the building with a guy one night when I was 
closing?"

"And me saying there were other reasons why guys would 
have other guys over after hours?"

I made a cynical face. Like what?
"So how did you meet him, this other guy?"
"Oh it was somebody I knew from long time ago and some-

body gave him my number"
"White?!"
"No. Ethiopian"
"Ooh rah" he texted back – his way of congratulating with-

out really feeling it. "I always thought you might end up with 
an Ethiopian guy after all"

"Really?" I said, unable to hide my surprise. Where was I 
when he thought that? "Why?"

"Because I was your �rst non-Ethiopian boyfriend"
"Yes but...” I started, wanting to explain how that wasn't 

from lack of desire but an absence of opportunity. How 
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hundreds of eligible non-Ethiopian men pass me by every 
day. Some I �nd attractive, others not. Hundreds of White, 
Asian, Arab, Hispanic, even East Indian men with their signa-
ture backpack and brown-on-brown-frowning friends who 
either have the "nice guy" look about them or the aged eyes 
of the Philosopher that I have always been a sucker for. And 
how the most invasive thing they did was look into my eyes, 
smile, and continue on their way. Gay guys: that was where 
most of the compliments I got came from. Gay guys and 
curly haired white boys canvassing for humanitarian organ-
izations who found my purse cute and my hair “do” [which 
they look at reverently, as if it has a personality of its own 
and would slap their hand if they gave into the temptation 
and touched it], exotic. The few straight men that caught up 
with me and commented on how fast I walked, I have smiled 
and run away from with even faster feet, hoping to be fol-
lowed, met again by "accident", and entreated until I gave 
in. Making him work hard for it, that was how you proved 
your worth. "It doesn’t mean you would have to be the last, 
right?”

“True dat”
“Plus, why I liked him is precisely because he isn’t like 

many Ethiopians. He is kind of chill - very talkative – adven-
turous. Loves movies and isn’t afraid of trying new things”

"What does he do?"
"He is a sandwich artist at Pita Express"
"An Ethiopian and a Greek food artist!" Joe typed back 

"Can't say fairer than that"
I was about to add something, something that would show 

nothing is as it seems. How I would be willing to give up food 
and all was he to come back to me when he said he hears 
someone coming so will talk to me later.

Although my heart was aching all day upon not hearing 
from him, aching in a way that made concentrating di�cult; 
and I was depressed all evening at being this person who 
needs to be con�ned to the computer and kept a secret so 
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she can be disposed of without notice, I couldn't help get ex-
cited when I saw him log into his yahoo messenger a little 
before midnight the next day. "Hey you are up" he said, fol-
lowing the comment with a surprised face emoticon.

"Yes" I replied, adding a smiley face to show how happy I 
was to hear from him before I went to sleep. So what if he 
came online after sending his girlfriend home or watching 
her fall asleep? One can't help but have double standards in 
matters of one's heart, one's pain, one's longings [however 
much one hopes to do the right thing and fears Karma - or 
"Gi�" - the Ethiopian version of it].

"Can't sleep?"
"No” I replied. I have all these violent sexual feelings for 

you that put me in a state of feverish awareness all night and 
half the day – making eating, sleeping, even working very 
di�cult.

"Me neither" he said “Went for a run and took a hot shower. 
Still wide awake - too much energy"

"Same here" I texted, shivering with delight at the pro-
spect that maybe he was thinking about me,� about us, all 
the while he was running "except for the running and hot 
shower part. Was actually looking for a Librivox audio book 
I can download before you came in"

"I remember those” he texted, with a smile. "You went out 
like a lamp the minute you put your head-phones on and it 
was up to me to turn o� your disc man and unplug every-
thing. In fact, I thought you used even the radio as a back-
ground noise when I was around. Said it was the third time 
they were airing that program when I asked why you won't 
turn it o� if you weren't gonna listen to it"

And I have realized, haven't I, how it was because all I 
was looking for was a he through my various obsessions: the 
books, the walks, the movies. Passions to �ll the time and/
or come home to until love came a knocking; to take over 
as the driving force behind all thoughts and actions! As if it 
was inevitable that a woman, despite being the only femin-
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ist in her village and waging a life-long war against turning 
into her older sister, can't help but want to end up being just 
a wife and a mother. Joe's wife, in short, and a mother to his 
children.

“Yes. The radio was a big point of contention between us”
“I am not saying they don’t have some good programs” he 

said “Saturday mornings were fun, as far as I can remember. 
It is their pretending to be impartial when they are anything 
but that pissed me o�. I don’t have to be my father’s son to 
know what government over-reach is doing to this country. 
The homeland security guys have become the fucking ter-
rorists now”

Agree to disagree?
"So anyway...” Joe continued "I should probably let you get 

on with your thing, huh?"
“We can talk a bit if you want to” I typed back, wanting to 

add then changing my mind about being able to stay up all 
night long talking to him, if he wants to.

“I am trying not to get used to this” he said, with a smile 
“Not all of us can drink co�ee two hours before midnight 
and still manage to sleep soundly. Some of us have addictive 
personality”

“I don’t mind” I began “Plus, I have my drugs of choice too. 
Haven’t stopped walking by Madison bridge even after this 
guy kept on parking a street over and drive away when I see 
him for days now”

He took his time before asking "Is this the Volkswagen guy 
you thought was following you a while back?”

“No, this one waits with his engine running until I saw him 
then drives o�. Then waits for me at the next street over and 
does it again. I don't know what he is trying to achieve but I 
assumed he must be harmless seeing I am still alive”

“Or he is waiting for an opportunity to catch you o� 
guard”

“Maybe” I said. Wanting to confess being stalked was some-
thing I fantasized about when the power of my yearning 
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wouldn’t produce the man according to my heart. That a girl 
needs even�that�validation sometimes.

“Maybe?! Wow. You have either come a long way or no 
longer care because you used to freak out at the slightest 
suggestion of danger. I remember how you called me crying 
because you saw some guy masturbating by a bus stop once”

“Yes but he was doing it while watching this girl who was 
barely a teenager” I said, still chocking up from the memory 
“Plus, it is di�erent story when you have a boyfriend”

“Di�erent, how?”
“When somebody cares for you, you start seeing yourself 

in their eyes. As valuable, delicate, fragile. So you become 
more-touchy over things you feel they should have pro-
tected you from if they loved you”

“Interesting” He wrote “So what are you saying that your 
boyfriend doesn’t care if you are hurt?”

“No he does” I typed, thinking on my feet, “I just don’t tell 
him because he would say I shouldn’t walk”

“Well maybe you shouldn’t” he said “Or walk with him. If 
your stalker saw you with a man he may back o�”

“Perhaps”
“Or join a gym” he said “I’m sure your life is worth more 

than what you’d be paying in annual membership fee. Or I 
can ask my – friend, you know Gina? – to get it for you from 
Costco. She goes there to buy stationaries for some of her 
students and she’s told me they have coupons for 24 Hour 
Fitness for like half the price”

I smiled and refrained from mentioning how it would take 
more than the threat of having pieces of me stu�ed down the 
drain to make me wear a tight pant and hu� in front of stran-
gers. “I will think about it”

"You do that” he said “Going to sleep now. Hey thanks for 
keeping me company”

“My pleasure” I answered, �ushing a smile. “Text me when-
ever you feel like talking, Ok? Even on my phone – if you 
want"
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"Are you sure?” he asked with a confused smile “I have a 
feeling your guy may not like that”

"Yes but he is usually not here at this time” I said quickly, 
trying to undo the damage “Plus... he isn’t the kind who 
would go through my phone. He knows I have nothing to 
hide”

"Is that right?"
"I mean we decided to give it a try only recently" I added, 

taking more liberty with the truth, “Because of ... you 
know... you and I. He knows everything and he is willing to 
take it slow"

"That must make you happy" he texted back, "Being prop-
erly courted instead of trying to jump-start a life based 
purely on lust, the way I was doing"

“I don’t think it was all about lust” I wrote, trying to �ght 
the spell of wooziness that came over me. I was feeling faint-
hearted, apprehensive and deeply sick from a slashing across 
my heart. “Not that I think there is anything wrong with 
lust” Do I need to mention how I still lust after him, despite 
knowing he has a girlfriend now. How I dream of his penis, 
his thighs, and how he wiggles away when a hand goes any-
where near his butt.

“No? So all that stu� about me wanting only sex from you 
was just a way to hurt me!”

I sighed. He wants to talk about that now, does he?
“It may have begun that way” I admitted “But you did end 

up loving me, despite what I said last time”
“Well it is good to hear there was a positive side to our 

time together” he said “Tell your boyfriend from me to do 
whatever it takes to keep his job. Because not many relation-
ships could stand that test”

Tears [of love, regret and confession] were blurring my vi-
sion when the following line showed up on my screen. “You 
know" it said "I thought I could do this: get past what hap-
pened, play buddy buddy. But I see that I can’t. Hope know-
ing that would help you move on. Good bye & take care"
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By the time it has occurred to me to protest, to say "Wait” 
“Hold on” “Just one minute”, Joe has added he would unin-
stall his messenger so neither of us would be tempted to 
do this again. What we have been doing was playing footsie 
with danger, we both knew it, and it won’t be fair for the 
woman in his life, or the man in mine.

I have gone to bed in much worse moods. But the fear that 
twisted my stomach like a wet blanket didn't convert into 
tears until the next morning and I got a message from eBay. 
All the items I bought from JarHeadJr seem to have made 
a sudden disappearance. They were "lost, broken, or other-
wise no longer available for sell". Seller has issued me a re-
fund and blocked me from bidding on the rest of his items.
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CHAPTER 57

"I don't believe it" I said, weeping on the phone with 
Donna, after leaving a message threatening to do 
harm to myself unless talked to "He acted like he 

forgave me, then pulled the rug from underneath my feet”
"Men"�she said, bitterly "fucking assholes"
"What am I gonna do?" I cried, "I can't let him go. Not now. 

Not after I know he still loves me?!"
"That is not love" Donna said, after yelling at ‘CareTwo’; 

the woman she started to keep company after her old lady 
was moved into an Assisted Living facility, to shut up; "It is 
jealousy. He came hoping you were still hanging on to him. 
When he found out you were dating somebody else, he de-
cided to go back to his girl but not before making you feel 
you were to blame for it. This is the kind of manipulative be-
havior Toto used to pull on me until his shrink told me not 
to give into it. You are smarter than that"

"But he was so happy when we reconnected" I wept frus-
trated she wasn’t seeing it my way. That jealousy was a sign 
of the presence of love, or at least the fear of loss. That 
no man has feared my loss before and that was part of the 
reason why his jealousy was a turn on. A validation I badly 
needed. It showed me that I belonged to someone, and that 
someone liked for me to continue being his. And as long as 
he didn't start physically abusing me, or be suspicious with-
out a cause, I would have let him keep thinking I was more 
desired than an absence of wooers for half a decade proved 
"I can sense his happiness even in his text. He loves me and 
I know he is scared we would hurt one another. I just don't 
know how to convince him things would be di�erent this 
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time"
Donna didn't ask me why things would be di�erent this 

time.
"If that is how you want to see it" she sighed "you can do 

one of two things. You can �ght for him. Or you can let him 
go. If you �ght for him, you would keep on �ghting for him 
forever. If you let him go, and he really loves you, he would 
come back. In the meantime, you can explore your options. 
Go to those dating websites I told you about - or call that kid 
back again and tell him...”

"But I don't really want to” I howled “That is the truth. I 
was happy with Joe. It is not another man or relationship I 
want. It is him"

Plus, I�have�explored my options on those dating sites she 
told me about - even before she mentioned them. Some of 
them seem to need more questions answered than the ex-
asperating applications I had to �ll a hundred times before 
�nding jobs, not using my resume, but through people I 
knew - or knew of me. And the ones who do not, like Craigs-
list, were full of perverts – even those claiming to be there 
for long-term relationships and have a sense of humor. The 
one guy I exchanged more than an email with, because he 
reminded me of Joe by taking issues with a part of my post, 
the ‘No AA men need apply’ part [not that he blames me, 
he knows how black men’s portrayal in popular media has 
helped create all the biases against them in foreign coun-
tries] has revealed a surprise of his own upon �nding I was 
willing to hear him out. His [educated] [successful] [black] 
father, he said, has made his brothers and him promise never 
to date black women. The reason varies from being high-
maintenance and hard-headed to the hassle of not being able 
to make love to them without worrying about their hair, to 
their reluctance to perform oral sex. When I said it was big of 
him giving me, a black woman who quali�es for most of the 
above, the bene�t of the doubt; he has thanked me for calling 
him big, none of his ex-girlfriends have complained, Haha, 
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"Plus” he has added “it is not like you are from here, so...”. 
At which point I have observed what a real gem they were – 
both he and his dad – then deleted and added his address to 
my spam list.

"Well I am sure that is how it appears to you because you 
got the juju for the guy. You think everything was perfect 
and if you have done this or that you would have gotten 
through it, bla-bla. Unfortunately, he does not feel that way 
right now. And going after him when he isn't feeling it only 
makes you appear desperate and like you have nothing to 
give. Give him time and if he feels the same way you do, he 
will be back to make you wish you haven't gotten back to-
gether again. At least that is the idea"

That comment made me laugh and cry because it was right 
as much as I wanted it to be wrong: Time�wasn't�on my side. 
I�was�desperate for his love. And I fear if I left home alone – 
to go out of sight out of mind – he�would�only realize what I 
have to give only pales in comparison with what others were 
willing to do for him. Which is why the time to strike feels 
now: while the joy he derived from talking to me was still 
fresh on his mind, where the memory of our intimacy was 
keeping him restless, and he has to run or take a hot shower 
before he can unwind enough to go to sleep. But there was 
a point to Joe’s argument, his appeal to the ‘just’ side of my 
brain, the healthy dose of guilt he administered to break the 
fever that was threatening to melt my insides: That this was 
a question of not doing unto others what we would not like 
to be done to us, and nothing else.

By the time I got home, I was feeling drained from all the 
emotional roller-coaster I rode that afternoon. The know-
ledge that if I have half the cousins I had back home, or at 
least a handful of friends, I would have gone to their houses 
- watch their mother or sister make co�ee; stayed around to 
the 3rd round, talked of this and that for hours, watched this 
or that stupid TV, and gotten over this more quickly.

I don't know how long I slept, or when I start dreaming of a 
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scrawny Joe calling up at me from the ground into an apart-
ment building the type of which I have only seen in movies. 
With a verandah that has potted plants hanging from it, 
clothes warming out in the warm afternoon sky, a swing-set; 
exactly like the one I used to see at ‘the Captain's’ compound 
- which belonged to a retired old man and his two kids, Liya 
and Dawit, who were a boy and girl twin and has lost their 
mother to Cancer [the only ones I knew of in my country 
back then]. We used to watch them walking around bored 
when either their dad or their Housekeeper - a mean ugly 
woman their father brought from the country – was home; 
throwing us our stray balls, which we made out of socks, or 
the thick-skinned yellow lemons from their “Lomi” tree 
that we devoured whole. When the older members of their 
house were not home, they would sneak us in and we would 
push one another on their swing-set to our heart's content. 
Until the day they left a hole in our collective hearts by 
being transported to Israel and we found out that they have, 
unbeknownst to us, always been among the chosen few. And 
then that they were really not. That it was money and con-
nections that helped them escape our fate; and how after the 
mandatory military service, the second-class treatment 
and the riots in the streets after �nding out the government 
has rejected their donated blood; they have end up in a state 
far worse than most of us were in back home. I can feel accor-
dion music in the air, and laughter; of wines being pressed, 
oils being poured into jars; steep hills with twisted drives 
ways and green-covered valleys, an Italian village, by the 
look of it. In that beauty, in that sunshine, a Joe who resem-
bles my writer-lover-would-have-been- seems to be accus-
ing my family members, in Amharic of all languages, of hid-
ing me from him "Where is she?" he would scream "Bring her 
out. I want to talk to her". And a scared sweaty I would hide 
behind a washing basin and try to hide my rotting feet – like 
how my dad’s would have been if I were allowed to see it - 
from those around me despite the somber look on their 
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faces showing they know what was going on. On some level, 
I recognize the fact that my feet were oozing lesion wasn't 
my fault. But I would still try to put things in front of me to 
block people's view while worrying about Joe's anger. "Let 
me go" I would silently plead, "Just get this done quickly for 
me and let me go. I know how to calm him down". Then I 
would hear a phone buzzing, and I would realize I was lying 
on my side on the couch, covered in sweat. I have been 
dreaming.

"Hello?" I said, swooping out of my sleep and picking up the 
phone.

"Meyti?"
"Yes?"
"This is Ryan"
"Ryan?" I said, unable to connect the name to a face
"Joe's friend"
"What happened?" I said, in panic, "Is Joe ok?"
"Yes he is" Ryan said, "its Gina who asked me to call you"
"Gina?" I said, dumbfounded. "Is she ok?"
"Well... I don't know... she said you have been talking to 

Joe"
"What?" I said, unable to fathom what he was saying.
"I guess she found your email in his mailbox or something"
"Gina?"
"They are dating. You know that right?"
"What?!" I said, leaping out of bed "Oh my God!"
"You didn't know?" Ryan said, sounding very surprised.
"No" I said, "I didn't"
"I am sorry" Ryan said, sounding it "I thought you knew"
"So they are back together?"
"Again, I am sorry" Ryan said, "She asked me to call you and 

ask what you thought you were doing because she thought 
you knew too"

"No I didn't" I said, in a wailing voice. "I didn't. He just told 
me he was seeing someone. So he has gone back to her al-
ready and I am sitting here hoping he would come back to 
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me?"
Ryan tsked in disappointment. "Man I wish I know what 

to say" he said, laughing embarrassedly "It was like a week 
after his birthday we went out for a drink - and you know - 
Gina has been hanging around ever since she found out you 
two weren't a pair, and there was Maui. Any who he said they 
end up going to her place that night. It was more an accident 
than planned really"

"And she thinks I am trying to take him away from her?" I 
said, almost tearful "Why would I do that? I like her!"

"I think she assumed you liked him more" Ryan said, trying 
his hand at a joke. "Anyway... I am lost at what to say. If you 
didn't know they were together and you wouldn't want to 
hurt her, I guess there was no need for me to call you"

"No" I said "Tell her I was sorry. I thought it was this girl 
I saw him with. He came to my work and he had this ... girl 
with him. She was very - very glamorous and I just didn't get 
the feeling it was anything serious or I would not have gone 
anywhere near him"

Ryan breathed uncomfortably. "I am sorry, Meyti" he said 
then. "I wish I wasn't the bearer of bad news. Are you going to 
be ok?"

"Yes" I said, yanking the tears o� my eyes "Or I will be as 
soon as I left this state - this country".

"You’ll be �ne" he sighed "It just takes longer for a pain to 
heal if you keep tinkering with it, is all. You know I love 
Joe. But he’s a guy. Guys won’t give up what they feel is their 
property unless you, the woman, force them to. Even Gina 
knows that”

Property, huh?! I guess it makes sense, considering the 
drama I have been through. On the other hand, it was com-
forting to know Ryan thinks Joe must have worn me down 
before I agreed to reopen negotiations; that he believes I’d 
have more sense than that.

"Before I hung up" he said, meditatively, "Have you... by any 
chance heard from or come across Eddy?"
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"Eddy?" I said surprised "No I have not"
"Well far be it from me to tell you what to do but I think it 

would be wise to ignore him if he called you or tried to talk 
to you in the street"

"Why?" I said, suddenly feeling sick to my stomach for Joe, 
"What happened?"

"I don't know the details but it has to do with some invest-
ment Eddy tried to get Trudy involved in that turned out 
to be a Ponzi scheme. When Joe heard about it, he told him 
he doesn't want him to come around anymore. And Eddy 
has been trying to ‘mend’ bridges by calling every one they 
know. I didn't tell Joe, because it’d upset him, but Eddy was 
planning to contact you too the last time I saw him"

"Contact me? He knows we are no longer together, right?"
"Well...” Ryan hesitated "let's say there was some friction 

even before that. Eddy said some stu� to this girl Joe was 
seeing right after you broke up. Like stu� about you, how 
strict you were, etc. He was, I guess, attempting to prove he 
has no problem with black people – she was black, the girl – 
or just trying to suck up to her. I don't know. Anyway when 
Joe heard about it, he wasn't very pleased. Then this stu� 
with Trudy happened. And he was like 'I.am.done'. Eddy is 
clutching at straws now and if Joe found out he was creeping 
around your neighborhood; it won't be good. I mean... Joe 
has always been protective towards women who were in his 
life. Especially you because he used to say he was all you got"

"Which did not stop him from breaking up with me so he 
could go to Gina, right?"

There was no response from Ryan.
"Anyway" I said, suddenly feeling very feverish and ex-

hausted "No. I have not seen him. And if I do, I think I would 
know how to deal with him"

"Atta girl" Ryan laughed then said he was, again, sorry for 
the bad news he has to bear. But that I should stop worry-
ing about Joe and to focus on myself "I know he was a wreck 
when you two were together" he added, "But he is ok now. 
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Getting a job always has that e�ect on him. Even Trudy was 
saying how much healthier he is looking these days when I 
went there for the 4th. He has even gained a bit of weight. 
You concentrate on taking care of yourself, okay Meyti? You 
have worked hard enough for every bit of the happiness you 
deserve"

I thanked him tearfully, for I can tell he meant every word. 
Then called Dagninet to say I was sorry I have been ignor-
ing him. That he needn't worry about my ex-boyfriend any-
more, for it was my ex-boyfriend who held me back. That I 
was willing to consider coming to Virginia Beach much earl-
ier because there was no place better that was not better 
than where I was right now.
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CHAPTER 58

N ot all of us may see those we once loved and loved 
us as our personal property. But we all retain an 
interest in their future, a concern – so to say – for, 

much like an ex-colony, whatever happens to them ends up 
feeling like an extension to what we had, if not a reward or 
an insult to our person. I was shaken by the piece of news 
I received. I have felt I was owed an explanation. Neverthe-
less, I would not have given into temptation and asked the 
question that was burning a hole in my heart if I wasn’t bom-
barded by two dozen photos of naked men wanting to come 
over and comfort me. I have tried to watch a movie, listen to 
an audio book, then pour my heart out on a post addressed 
"To JJ" in the "Missed Connection" section of Craigslist [a post 
that detailed the sacri�ces I made to preserve that relation-
ship and the surprise, disbelief and disgust I felt upon dis-
covering how he chose to go back to “his own kind”]. Upon 
deleting the post, however, my anguish has turned into such 
bitterness that I end up grabbing my phone and texting the 
two words I have been seeing before me ever since I hang up 
the phone with Ryan: "Really? Gina?!"

I did not expect a response, or that he would do anything 
other than ignoring my text before changing his number. 
Alas, less than 10 minutes later, my phone rang. It was him, 
not texting or sending instant messages but calling – no 
doubt to ask why I was bothering him after he speci�cally 
told me to back o�. I would have normally shied from an-
swering such calls, or any other that may make me look bad. 
But not this time! I picked it up, burning with a righteous 
anger. This was one �ght I shall not run away from.
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"Hello" I said
"It's me" he said, his voice almost drowned by the tra�c in 

the street
"What do you want?"
"What do you mean 'really Gina'?! What is wrong with 

Gina?"
"You called to ask me that?"
"Yes what is so ridiculous about me dating Gina?"
"Joe?" I said
"What?"
"Go fuck yourself"
It was the one word I have yet to say out loud to anybody, 

although I say it under my breath a million times a day to the 
hundreds who deserve it. To the idiot who almost walk into 
me while looking at her cellphones. To the asshole drivers - 
some of them from my own country - who almost drive on 
my feet when they should have yield to me. To the colleague 
who asks if I was ok every time I pointed out an error that 
could have been avoided. After saying it, I found out that I 
wanted to say it more. In an elation born of a freedom new-
found, I thought about calling him back and calling him all 
kinds of names. To accuse him for being all those things that 
he was, and some that he wasn't. Tell him he has �nally done 
it. That I hate him, will hate him till the end of my days. That 
I was going to fuck all his friends [at least those friends I have 
any shot at] just to get back at him.

Alas, the fever didn't last long. Soon, I was weeping, 
crouched on my couch like a wounded animal. I was crying 
even when the phone kept on ringing before I deleted the 
number and turned it o�. I lay on my couch, with my heart 
in my arms, thinking - nay dreaming - of Gina [for Joe now 
belongs to her; and being in love with Joe, by extension, 
means being in love with the woman who calls him hers and 
gets to spend nights in his arms].

It was their lost childhood [she has to help raise her two 
siblings after her parents died - albeit in a much more 
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middle-class household than his], and mutual love for the 
outdoors that helped them bond at �rst. Gina was one of 
those women who seem to always be on the go: running, jog-
ging, moving something around the house if she was bored. 
Despite having dated women who liked showing o� their 
tiny �gures in a hiking gear [Florde had a whole family of de-
voted hiker-wannabees who seem more interested in North-
face than the Paci�c North-west trails], he has yet to meet 
a woman with the energy of the mongrel about her. She 
watched more wrestling than the men in her life and ran 
marathons regularly. Was the best camping buddy a man can 
have [knew what to bring and what to leave behind] and can 
carry half her weight in camping gear. Yes, she ate slowly, 
and yes, has an annoying habit of taking a sip of water with 
every bite. Alas, she wasn’t as much a Health-Nazi as her 
fellow farmer's market regulars were. Prepped her weekly 
veggies, put them in containers neatly labeled then mix-
and-matched them along with the bit of chicken, �sh or egg 
that would provide her with the protein she needs. The one 
thing she couldn’t stand was condiments. Condiments, she 
has said [back when they were dancing around one another] 
are an anathema to the integrity of food: a Christmas light on 
Michael Angelo's "David". Joe has laughed at the expression 
and agreed; unaware her dislike to condiments was a result 
of an eating disorder that plagued her boarding-school days 
and almost all of her teenager years. And how the mere sight 
of a mayo [or ketchup, or mustard, or sour cream, or dip, or 
jam, or jelly, or gravy, or any kind of sauce] making its slow 
journey to her food can make her gag. When he did, it has 
proved to be quite a trial for him. For Joe saw Siracha as God's 
answer to all bad taste. And basically ate salad for the sole 
purpose of lathering it with dressing. Alas he has decided it 
could have been much worse and compromised by splurging 
when she wasn’t around.

Could that have been the reason why she end up becoming 
this woman he was "seeing", the one he "doesn't want to see 
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hurt", the receiver of his commitment and the co-proprietor 
of his heart and his body? Because it was the most sensible 
thing to do?! The�expected�thing to do: for a White man to set-
tle with a White girl?!

There was a distant sound of a knock. I sat up and waited 
for half a minute to make sure the sound wasn't coming from 
next door. It was something that used to scare the hell out 
of me, how voices that are barely a whisper when the radio 
is o� become more audible when I turn on the radio. Like 
there were ghosts in the building who come out only when 
they expect not to be heard. Then, I walked to the door, with 
vengeful feet; ready to tell him to go or I will call the cops. 
Looking out through the pee-hole, however, I was surprised 
to �nd the knocker to be the woman who I come across 
smoking a cigarette on the outside stairs long after everyone 
has gone to sleep.

I wiped my eyes quickly and opened the door.
"Yes?"
"Hi" she said, smiling her fake smile with cheeks resem-

bling a gum chewed one too many times. "There is a guy 
downstairs asking for you. I wasn't sure if I should let him in 
so I told him I’d look in on you"

"A guy?" I said, neither surprised nor interested
"White... tall... dark-blonde. Used to come here a while 

back?"
"Ok. Thank you" I said and closed the door the minute 

she was gone. Then I walked back to my room, grabbed the 
phone and turned it on. There were two phone calls and at 
least �ve messages: An email demanding for an explanation. 
A text asking why wasn't I talking to him, why I was being 
immature, that he was coming over because he can't go to 
sleep feeling this wretched. And one that said he would be 
standing outside all night long, if he must, until I was willing 
to talk to him. I pressed the call button and yelled "What do 
you want?" when he picked up. "Are you there?" I continued, 
outraged. "I want you to leave me alone. Go ... go home to 
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Gina. Go fuck her, like you have been wanting to all those 
times you were telling me she was like ‘one of the boys’" and 
added “Asshole!” for good measure.

I can hear him breathing. I can also hear the sounds my 
other ear was capturing through the phone. But there was no 
response.

"Are you listening to me?" I asked "Go away or I will call the 
cops, I swear"

"I love you" he said, just that, almost inaudibly.
"What?"
"I love you. I am still in love with you"
"No you are not" I said, bitterly crying.
"Yes I am. There has not been a moment in which I did not 

want to love you or hurt you in the last 7 months"
"You are lying. If you have loved me, if you have any respect 

for me, you won't have gone to her after you broke up with 
me. Do you know how she looked at me that day, how – su-
perior she thought she was to me?!"

He sighed "Meyti...”
"Stop it" I shrieked. "Stop calling my name. Stop calling me. 

Stop ... stop everything. Please leave. Leave me alone, Joe. I 
can't... I have been... I... can't ... I have no strength for this. 
Please ... leave me alone if you ever felt anything for me" 
Then I started crying. And crying I hung up the phone. Then 
I run to the restroom. Looked at myself in the mirror, God 
knows why - for I knew I looked like shit - grabbed a jacket, a 
key [must not forget the key] and run downstairs. It was like 
jumping through the air, there was no emotion, just a drive. 
A drive to get things done; tell him o�; never see him again. 
He was bad for you. He has never loved you. He knew he will 
end up with a White girl; and you were just a good fuck. I 
mean, haven't we seen that movie? Haven't we read about 
it on: Yahoo! Answers, Experience Project, from Mulugeta 
even?! How black women were only a side project for White 
men?! A visit to an exotic land. A wild safari, a jungle fever, 
a sowing of their wild oats before they settled with White 
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women, or Asian girls. I kept my outrage on behalf of myself 
and my kind until I saw, when walking down the hallway, 
his frame blocking the view on one side of the door. Then 
the outrage branched out into a multitude of emotions: ner-
vousness, agitation, excitement and anxiety borne of love 
and the fear of turning into a deaf and mute the minute I got 
to him.

"I want you to go" I said, shoulder-pushing my way out and 
standing with one hand on the door, "I am not mad at you 
anymore. I forgive you. But I want you to leave. Right now"

Joe, who has been looking in through the glass door while I 
came down, slumped with his back towards the wall. There 
was a light shower outside. But I was not sure if those were 
tears or rain on his face when he turned to look at me. I was 
shaking despite the heavy jacket I wore.

He stood there, quietly watching me, without words, 
without reaction, only hunger. Like I was the food he has 
been starving for all these years. That I was the one he 
dreamed of when no one is watching. That I was what made 
his face look thin and haggard.

Did I know I was going to let him in when I �ew down the 
stairs earlier? I do not believe I did. But something must have 
changed between my opening the door and his letting me 
froths at the mouth until I burned out, like a candle, from a 
rage that made my knees weak and wobbly. Because he was 
inside my apartment now: getting me a glass of water, meas-
uring my fever with the back of his hand then with his lips. 
And I have given in with little resistance. For it was not Gina 
that I smelled o� of him, it was the old scent that I knew and 
loved; the same Right Guard Total Defense solid deodorant 
he used to buy for less than �ve bucks from Target that I bur-
ied my head into after doing and folding his laundry. Soon 
we were kissing: in the kitchen, in the bedroom, on the bed, 
inside the bed - pushing, yanking, tearing clothes out of the 
way to do more kissing, more feeling, more worshipping.

It was pain. It was all pain. Even when the pain was hurt-
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ing in a beautiful and torturous way: while we twisted our 
bodies on one another; when he asked me if my "fucking 
boyfriend" knows it was to him my heart belonged to, it 
will�ever�belong to - because he has put a spell on me, for I 
was his; and then entered me [his wife, his woman, his one 
true love] in spite of the many "no"s that passed my lips like 
warning shots from a blank cartridge: that I did not want 
to do this, that this was not right, that it’d be a point of 
no return for us if we do this. I shook, shivered and moaned 
from the exquisite agony when he went in and out of me, in-
creasing the vigor and amount of his thrusts the louder the 
bed became, as if he was trying to dig me out of the bed and 
into the heavens - like he was an angel - an angel of lust and 
all carnal knowledge [suspended over me�not�by the strength 
of his arms and toes, but by hidden wires] before - with an in-
tensity borne of pain and rapture - we both came.

He has then held me for what felt like hours, without 
words, and I have wept with new gusto. Because, with sexual 
release comes clarity. And in this clarity I saw who we have 
become: he was a cheater. And I was the girl who slept with 
another girl’s boyfriend. So I have told him to go when he 
apologized for coming inside me; that I should take some-
thing for it, perhaps, to be on the safe side. He knows how I 
feel about - these things. I will, I have assured him, and�yes�I 
know where to get it and what it is called. This isn't exactly 
the �rst time this has happened. What I wanted right now 
though, I have added - avoiding the hurt look on his face – 
was to be left alone. He has agreed to go, but sooner or later, 
we would have to address this: this feeling we still have for 
one another months after we broke up. Can he call me to-
morrow? How about next week? "That won't be necessary", 
I have answered "And please don't tell Gina". I may never be 
able to understand why a woman would want to be with a 
man she knows doesn’t love her. But Gina has trusted me to 
do the right thing when asking Ryan to make the call. And I 
would as soon betray my own mother than let her �nd out 
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how ill-placed that trust was.
And so I have waited for her boyfriend to dress himself, 

look around as if he has forgotten something, say he guesses 
that was it. Then I have closed the door while he stood in the 
hallway, as if he didn't know which way to take.
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CHAPTER 59

Selamawit was this teenage girl, with more resem-
blance to her older sister than the latter's children, 
who came from Michigan to visit for a month in the 

summer. Despite sleeping in the same room and somewhat 
ending up talking before we went to bed; I was used to her 
either running to the door to give me a hug or refusing to 
look directly at me when I walked in. Her youth and the real-
ization that her mood-swings almost correlated with Fana's 
willingness to put up with me that evening, has made me 
look more kindly towards her - than, say, her elder sister, a 
woman who was named after an Empress and acted as such, 
who I sometimes wonder if wasn't the one who feeds Fana 
bad advices.

Then, suddenly, she was all grown up. And, as suddenly, 
I became not just her con�dant but the only person who 
is willing to hear her side of the argument and translate it 
in a language Fana would understand when the older sticks 
her foot and refuses to budge or when anger rendered the 
younger girl incoherent. The change wasn't always positive, 
however. It was in the clothes she went out to shop for but 
doesn't wear more than twice; the hours she spends in the 
restroom, tucked in with a dryer, keeping Mulugeta awake 
from much needed sleep. The bustier-showing top with a 
hint of a belly! Then she went o� to college a few Counties 
over and became, through the humbling powers of a psycho-
pathic house-mate, a really mature young lady: world-wise, 
con�dent and sympathetic. Ready to lend a helping hand 
with chores she won't have touched with the tip of her �n-
ger. And mostly content at rolling her eyes when her sister 
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starts yelling. She was also showing more than a passing-
interest in her roots that she fought so hard to hide when 
younger, which made both me and Mulugeta proud.

This maturity, however, seems to have creases needing 
ironing out. For three days after I let the answering machine 
pick up Joe’s last attempt to "talk sense" into me, Selamawit 
showed up at my apartment, dragging her luggage. When I 
asked what the matter was, and if Fana was downstairs, she 
said it was "Gashe" who brought her not that woman; that 
she didn't want to talk about it and sat on the couch with the 
biggest pout that made her pretty face almost unattractive. 
When half an hour waiting failed to produce Mulugeta, I 
called Fana to ask what was up.

Apparently they have had an argument and the little girl 
has marched out, and refused to go in until Mulugeta went 
to beg her and she compromised by allowing to be driven to 
my place. "A few days with you should sort her out" Fana has 
added "Tell her she can forget about coming here next sum-
mer unless she learned to shut her mouth up. When I was a 
kid, we weren't even given food that was of the same qual-
ity with the grownups, let alone sit around the table like we 
were equals. A ‘gursha’ from our dad is the best we can hope 
for, and even that was reserved for the cleverest kid. Aman 
may allow her to run her mouth, but I won't tolerate that. 
She is a bloody kid and the sooner she knew it the better".

“Aman”, or “Engineer Aman” as he is known by many, was 
Fana's brother-in-law: an Ethiopian-Canadian who speaks 
both French and English and worships his wife like she holds 
the power of life and death over his head. The couple owned 
a villa on Lake Michigan that seems to be hosting Ethiopians 
throughout the year, providing enough work for the ‘lady of 
the house’ to occupy her time, and a ‘home away from home’ 
for many a single friend. I have never seen the place, despite 
being invited to it for three years in a row, but have heard 
enough of it to know my studio apartment was way too 
small for a teenage girl used to that kind of spaciousness.
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Alas I have been put up with so had no option but to agree. 
Told Selam she can stay with me for as long as she wants 
and I will do all that I can to make her time enjoyable. But 
I have worried about what to do after she went to sleep; 
with her big nailed-feet almost touching my chin. I was still 
worrying about what to do the next day when I lay my air-
mattress on the �oor near the bed. Thinking how wonderful 
it would have been to have had her over when Joe was still 
around - despite my hesitation to have him meet her when 
she was here last year; being in that age group where most 
of the girls from his porn-videos probably were. Then made 
thousand-apologies for leaving her in an empty room to go 
to work; which she said she didn't mind. All she wanted, it 
seemed, was an internet connection to her tablet; and what-
ever she can put in her mouth while waiting for chats, mes-
sages or posts to load from her zillion Facebook, My Space 
and Yahoo! Messenger friends.

She loved the good things in life: sleeping till noon, going 
to the movies and eating fast food - despite that basically 
constituting her college diet. [Now that she was away from 
her ‘Injera’-eating family and got an actual pocket-money, 
she has assured me, she was determined to make up for lost 
time]. We talked while she happily gobbled whatever I was 
inspired to bring home after my day out. She described her 
world: the dating rap-sheet of her classmates, how many of 
the girls she grew up being driven to the house of end up 
having a baby before �nishing high-school– and how many 
saw it coming. And I talked about the various jobs I did be-
fore I started reviewing patient medical records and coding 
healthcare claims for a living. The unrewarding job of a re-
tail-store Cashier with its constant hanging, organizing [by 
brand name, by type, by color and by size] and price-adjust-
ment. The freezing temperature I worked in with gloves and 
boots as a storage-person at Sams’ Club and the various low-
lifes whose abuse I have to put up with not to bring shame to 
Fana.
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Finally, the gas station where I opened on weekends, to 
make sandwiches, pack cold dinners, brew espresso and 
measure beer for mostly men in their middle-age, who 
might have spent the night in their car and were looking for 
a hot morning co�ee and a breakfast of double bacon and 
cheese on a bun that feels soggy and looks oily. The chil-
dren who went in and out of the night-club across from the 
gas station on the nights I 'closed'. How they milled through 
our door, to buy granola bars, energy drinks and co�ee. Al-
ways asking... always begging for a charger for their phone, 
boiled water for a cup of noodle, key for the restroom. The 
little teenage prostitutes, quiet and suspicious, who come in 
with men much older than them wearing next to nothing, 
and wait shivering by the door while the older gents oper-
ated the ATM machine before handing them the price agreed 
on. The homeless and the junkie - of drugs, of processed food, 
of lotteries, who came in, called me "honey" then shoved 
merchandize in their purses and bras the minute they felt 
my attention was otherwise engaged. How I worried I may 
someday [through my fault or fate] become one of them.

That was how I end up being the only occupant of a bus 
stop at 06:00 in the morning on a Sunday, after seeing my 
keep take the �ight to Michigan. I did not need to be back 
at my work before noon. So I have o�ered to wait with her 
at the airport after Fana dropped us both and headed to her 
job in Renton. When Selam board her plane, I have felt bored 
and listless. Not just because seeing her being ogled at by 
black and White, young and old, has brought another truth 
home: that there was no place in America for a woman older 
than 21, but because all I had going for me for the last week 
was lost with her. Like I dreaded to go into an empty apart-
ment again and face my demons. In an attempt to lengthen 
the process and because the bus was delayed - even for the 
slow Sunday schedule, I have decided to take a walk. And I 
have walked, this cold windy morning, for as far as my feet 
can take me [A walk fueled by the energy, suspicion and fear 
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of what might have happened the night I slept with Joe. The, 
maybe, miracle being worked in my body right then; the, 
perhaps, blessing that would come out of that mess. The gift 
I would give Joe no one - not even Gina - can ask him to turn 
down]. I have made my way out of SeaTac Airport, down 
Military road, past East-African restaurants that sell food, 
calling cards and cheap cellphones under the same roof, past 
rows of apartment compounds with their ashen brick build-
ings, and into a territory I recognized as being near where 
I was brought to have my interview and citizenship cere-
mony. When I �nally found a bus stop that I could grab a seat, 
I sat. And as always with my long walks, sitting reminded 
me how tired and more sleep-depraved I was than I thought 
while on my feet.
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CHAPTER 60

The cold metal had an advertisement in two colors: 
The photo of a missing child, and that of a bank-
ruptcy lawyer. I was its only occupant. The street 

on my side was lined by shops whose doors were tight shut. 
A company that produced asphalt materials, whose acidic 
smell of gas can still be felt although the machines have gone 
dead for more than 12 hours, was stretching gloomily for 
miles on end across where I sat, shivering in the cold. It was a 
quite morning, the only noise coming from cars that passed 
by every ten minutes or so and a fountain of water wetting 
the brown earth from a broken garden hose at one side of the 
building.

I've noticed him notice me: a truck driver, a white man 
with a grizzly mustache, in a big linoleum truck. The kind 
who could be one of my early-morning customers at the gas-
station; a man who walks in with his possessions in a plastic 
bag and heads for the freezer; spill his drink when digging in 
his pocket and leave without apologizing after trying to si-
lently and energetically clean the mess he made.

He has honked his car’s horn at me before slowing his truck 
to a stop at the other side of the street. I, worrying having 
looked his way might have encouraged this �irtation, have 
avoided him, looking only the way the bus was coming.

When that seems to turn him on, and he called out from his 
window; I got up and started walking away. He drove on, the 
sound of his engine dying. But not for long! With terror I real-
ized he has made a U-turn and was coming after me. I started 
walking fast then running, expecting to see somebody pop-
up and chase my assailant away any minute.
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Alas I was the only one running on a deserted street which 
appears to be closing in on me; the surrounding area getting 
darker and hollower while the truck seems ever nearer. "I am 
done for" I remember thinking "God have mercy; I am done 
for". I have run, holding my purse in my hand and leaving 
my timidity behind, but have not out run it. It stopped next 
to me with a screech and before I could gather the strength 
from my buckling knees, something came �ying through 
the air and hit me on the back of my neck. It wasn’t some-
thing big, although it made a popping sound when meeting 
my shoulder. But the impact has pushed me forward, face 
down on a grassy land some poor Mexican immigrant has 
trimmed to perfection. When I lifted myself up, grabbing 
grass and earth, I realized my assailant has driven o�. And I 
was covered in pee. The deadly weapon that impended my 
move was neither a gun nor a baseball bat but a plastic bot-
tle with some of its yellow liquid still in it. A prank, that 
is what it felt like, being pranked on a stage. Or be made to 
believe you were in an imminent danger before a man with 
the candid camera came out to tell you it was all a joke. A set 
up that was only supposed to make you look silly and leave 
you smelling nasty. But not the death sentence you thought 
it was. You would laugh, then you would feel bad for your-
self, then you would start to cry because it was not funny. 
It was cruel and demeaning, even if the driver hasn’t opened 
his door long enough for you to hear him call you “a fucking 
cunt, a fucking coon”. You feel like a tiny speck of dust in 
the middle of a big junk-yard deserted by He who has always 
been there to defend you. That you were a sad sad girl.

Then I saw them. Three �gures, three tiny �gures who 
have taken refugee under the shelter of the bus stop where I 
was earlier; sitting there, watching me - watching us, rather, 
with mute interest.

A shot of adrenalin got me on my feet. I was alive, far 
from danger and the sudden force of what was to be done to 
me wiped out the meditative silence of survival. I reached 
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them, laughing and crying hysterically. Follow his car, I said. 
Jot down his license plate number. Call 911. This was an as-
sault. A clear case of racism. Of gender discrimination. Who 
knew what would have happened if they haven't showed up.

I waved, gestured and explained, not knowing, never real-
izing that in its mute agony, my mind has degenerated into 
a tongue they can't understand; the tongue of my childhood, 
the language in which every word I hear ... every gesture I see 
is translate and understood.

They have been looking at me as if I was a mad woman, 
short stocky men in jackets and hats, holding what looked 
like lunch boxes. Now, they exchanged bewildered looks 
and dispersed uncomfortably. Which is when I realized I was 
not at home but some other place, a place where men run 
from �ghts; where defending a woman, no matter what color 
or creed she is, isn't every man's duty. Where strangers, no 
matter how needy or destitute they were, would always be 
treated as aliens - even by the aliens themselves.

I dragged my legs like a drunk to a stone step nearby, 
underneath a �ag-pole waving an American �ag, and threw 
myself on it. Then I hugged my shoulder and cried for what 
felt like an hour. I cried for the country I left behind, for the 
name I was called, and the image of the black man strung 
from a tree I always associated with that name. By the time 
the bus arrived, I was heavily sedated from exhaustion and 
a cold that was shivering my bone. There was still a smell of 
urine coming from my cloth. But all I cared about was going 
home and getting some sleep.

Somewhere between home and nodding o� on my sit at 
the back, there was a terminal. The bus has stopped in this 
terminal and I’ve been advised by the driver, who addressed 
me as “young lady”, that this was his �nal stop. I have got-
ten up, apologized and stumbled out, not realizing I have 
cut in front of a wrinkled white woman who was pushing 
her walking cart in front her. And she has called out�"Good 
morning!"�in a sharp voice, a passive aggressive move to show 
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I was doing something unacceptable. At which point I have 
been jerked out of whatever dark corner my insides have 
gone hiding, looked at her and felt nausea so strong I could 
barely turn my face before I threw up. It was a bad place to 
vomit. It spurted around, and even sent little darting pukes 
on the feet of some students that were walking down the sta-
tion (with their back-packs, headphones & bad hair) to their 
various schools. They cussed, and asked what was the mat-
ter with me.

I was weak. I was sick. I was alone. But I was not totally 
immune to good manners. I was, after all, Ethiopian. I apolo-
gized, tried to pick and cover the mess with a newspaper I 
found in the garbage box, making an uglier mess of every-
thing. Then, tears �ooding my face, staggered into an eleva-
tor I quit using after discovering I never seem to know which 
way it opens.
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CHAPTER 61

I remember how, the �rst week we met, Joe asked me 
if I have faced racism and telling him how I have been 
told I should be grateful that I was at least in-doors 

and not out in the sun picking cotton when I tried to make 
small talk with an old guy who came into the gas-station one 
hot July afternoon. And how a crazy-haired lady had made 
the kind of noise pigs, hogs?�was it hogs?, do when I passed 
her, twice, at the library. The later story has a�ected him 
more than the �rst one did, although he apologized for that 
one too, "on behalf of all ignorant White people". And he has 
wished she made the same noise next time I came across her, 
and he was with me. He would willingly trespass, he has said, 
the time-honored "Alpha male" rule that a real man should 
not raise a hand on a woman and "fucking punch her" until 
she drops. Then drag her by the hair until she apologized and 
promised to never make that sound - around man or beast.

Alas separation means you don't go to him every time 
your feeling get hurt; when you become a victim of racism, 
misogyny or both or when you can't puzzle out how a man 
who must have found you attractive a minute ago can spit 
on you and call you the most hateful of names without any 
provocation from you. What an entitlement hate was, more 
powerful than beauty, or fear. Being single means having to 
manage your deep disappointment alone.

I did not even tell Selam what happened when she texted 
to say she was back on school-grounds safely, and thanking 
me for putting up with her for the days I did. Or even Donna. 
I just took the bus directly home after work and tried to 
calm myself when my shoulder got heavy with the anxiety 
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of being watched and feeling my heart palpating every time 
I heard somebody behind me in the building. Even when one 
of those people was the USPS guy delivering a package to my 
door.

I studied the �re-extinguisher on the wall before he made 
it to the second �oor and I grabbed the box. There was no 
name or return address on it, only a shipping label created 
from a PayPal account. Inside it was a language book, a li-
cense plate holder with a green-yellow-and red �ag colors on 
it, as well as a DVD - all items I tried to buy from Joe's eBay ac-
count before he refused to sell them to me. And an envelope, 
a homemade one - like those you see on arts and crafts pro-
grams, with a stamp a�xed to it.

I took my time about opening the envelope because it 
looked like and smelled of a goodbye letter. What I didn’t 
expect was the two-page printed paper stuck in its midst. It 
went:

I know hearing from me is the last thing you want right 
now. I have trespassed on your privacy and made you do 
something you would not have done however angry you 
were at me. So this is not for you. It is for me. I will see if 
knowing you have all the facts in your hands would help 
me move on. I was never good at letting sleeping dogs lie, 
as you know.
First of no matter what I said during our encounter, sleep-
ing with you was neither an exercise in vanity nor an at-
tempt to use your vulnerability to my advantage. As I was 
standing outside your door, I “have” done the grown-up 
thing and asked myself what I was hoping to achieve by 
being there. The answer was simple: If I allowed you to 
continue thinking what I was sure you were thinking, that 
I was another White guy hoping to ‘play the �eld’ before 
settling with a White girl, I knew I will prove Matt and 
people like him right. That everything I said, and did and 
felt would be false. And I couldn’t let that happen. Because 
I’ve loved you when I said I did, tried to protect you from 
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people like him and paid dearly for it.
I would also like to explain how I end up "going to Gina" 
after breaking up with you. The day I got the Goodwill 
job, I was full of hopes. Perhaps I needed a change of scen-
ery and maybe I thought you would be quite alright by 
yourself, maybe even romanticized the e�ect missing one 
another would have on our relationship – being a man of 
my own while working towards making it home to my 
girl. I wasn't aware, until she told me, that Gina saw me as 
anything other than somebody with whom it didn’t work 
out. When you came into my life and she realized she can 
no longer count on me always being around, she said she 
was heart-broken. But hid the pain well, because she �g-
ured maybe it was for the best. When you and I broke up, I 
asked if she could keep Eli with her while I gave the Mount 
Vernon job a try. I was trying to avoid forming any kind of 
attachment. Besides, dogs aren’t joystick; you can’t go out 
and get another when one breaks. Anyway, we were all out 
one night and she started pestering me about not visiting 
him. This was after I realized I can't move to Ana Cortes 
on a 3-5 hours a day paycheck, and before �nding the job 
I have now. She had the same sexually-frustrated energy 
that she used to have when I was not doing it the way she 
wanted it done. So I knew there was more to it than the 
dog. But I said sure and went with her. What is the worst 
that could happen, right? You sleep with her, say you were 
sorry – it won’t happen again. She gets to loosen-up and 
you avoid going home and facing that room, which has 
started feeling like a tomb waiting to swallow you. Any-
way when we got there, she started crying, like hacking-
sobs. Told me how it has felt like we broke up a second 
time when Max died and whatever time we had together 
died with him. How she tried to get it back through Eli 
Jr, before I went ahead and let you name him. How happy 
hanging out with me in Maui made her, how she felt fate 
was bringing me back to her, and the longer I failed to no-
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tice her pain the more she feared some other girl would 
swoop in and take me away from her again. I have been 
down in the ditches for months. So seeing how much I 
seem to mean to her, it simply wasn't something I could 
walk away from. Until I saw you at BestBuy, and started 
day-dreaming about this girl who fought for me when I 
have nothing to o�er and would even tell me the most hor-
rendous story a person can tell the evening I lost my dog 
just to make me feel better, even I was sure it was meant to 
be.
There are so many things I regret when looking back at our 
time together. I wish we broke up over something other 
than a job I wasn’t even going to keep. That I took half as 
many photos of you as you did mine. That I have not en-
couraged you to stay in the dark because it was either not 
your cup of tea, or I could do without the hassle. But most 
of all, I regret the childish things I did following our break 
up and for never giving your feelings a second thought. 
Unfortunately, thinking is all you do when you have the 
amount of time I do, working with kids twice my size and 
half my age. I know I can't go back and undo all the dam-
ages I did. But the pain makes me feel closer to you. For 
that, at least, I am grateful.
Finally, thank you for loving me in a way even my friends 
can bear witness to. Ryan has told me all the things you 
said on the day you discussed his wedding, and believes we 
would end up together – no matter how big a fan Camy is 
of me and Gina. I hope you will remember me as somebody 
who tried to love you in the way he knew how too. That 
was why I was going to get a tattoo with your name in 
it before going to Mount Vernon; so you would know you 
will always be next to my heart. Even had the draft drawn 
before it, along with all the plans I had for us, end up in 
the garbage. No matter what you are going through, never 
let anybody tell you that you are an ounce less than your 
weight in gold. May your spirit cow watch over you, just as 
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you watched over this lost soul.
With all my love"
I have wept then. La’ame Bora was a story from my child-

hood; about this mother who begs her cow to take care of 
her kids when she dies. And how the cow came galloping 
from afar to give the kids her milk when the step-mother re-
fuses to feed them. I have told Joe how that story may have 
given comfort to my mother, making her believe I will be 
ok if something was to happen to her. And how I sometimes 
wonder if the spirit of my sacred-cow watching me wasn’t 
why people have been extra kind to me in the few times I 
needed help after coming to America. Then I have gone to 
sleep quietly singing the songs that he has played for me, and 
got me hooked on. Songs like: "Scarborough Fair" [Remember 
me to one who lives there she once was a true love of mine]."
Mad world" [The dreams in which I am dying are the best I've 
ever had]. Even that ridiculous "Harvest Moon" song, with 
the "Because I'm still in love with you, I want to see you 
dance again" line that I used to laugh and jeer at. Realizing, 
�nally, how the sentiment was much bigger than the indi-
vidual lines put together.

Day time sleep never works for me, I get weird dreams 
from a haunted mind forced to sleep through day-light and 
wake up with drool and a headache. As soon as I went to 
sleep that afternoon, I have dreamt of Joe: a Joe sitting be-
side my bed, rubbing my leg and telling me I will be ok. A 
Joe coming over to peel my clothes o� of me, make love to 
me and say he can't stay because he has a girlfriend to go to 
- who turns out not to be Gina but Lucy Liu [the only Asian 
woman I considered genuinely beautiful before America and 
discovering these were not the Asians I fall in love with after 
reading Pearl Buck’s ‘The Mother’: the men and women who 
wrote exotic calligraphy in the sand while �ghting with the 
other hand, kept a three thousand year old culture intact 
against all odds and fall in love with their – older – hand-
some benefactors while tip-toeing in an elaborate costume 
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and a painted face]. A Lucy Liu who seems more impatient 
than angry for Joe’s return. I would cower in her presence, 
try to apologize for what we did, but she won't listen to me. 
She just wants us to get done, she would say, speaking in 
Amharic and sounding suspiciously like Fana, so they could 
make it to where they were supposed to be on time. And 
then I will see Joe jogging bare feet along Military Road look-
ing at the �owers that seems to have sprang overnight. Rows 
after rows of Tulips, like the ones I saw from the festival on 
the Skagit County website.

Upon waking up, I have realized a day of reckoning was 
upon me. A reckoning the pain of which once made me write 
a poem, that saw Zinash laughing and crying at the same 
time, asking Eve [our “Hewan”] just how many fruits she ate 
exactly. It seems God has decided to punish me for all the 
nasty things I said about pregnant women by letting Aunt 
Flo pay me a visit. A much lighter-than-usual period but one 
that made it obvious I was not carrying his baby and Joe was 
lost to me once and for all.
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CHAPTER 62

It was quite a melodramatic way of being, the secret-
hope the one time I had an unprotected sex, months 
after I no longer needed to be on the pill, would result 

in pregnancy. There were too many decisions to be made 
and too many questions to be answered. Like would the joy 
of motherhood outweigh the physical, emotional and �nan-
cial toll it takes on one [the having to deal with swollen 
legs, stretch marks and labor pains; sleepless nights, restless 
days, baby-sitters; medical bills, teenage years and college 
funds]?! Would I willingly undertake this responsibility [put 
myself back into the dark room that I fought so hard to get 
out of –�with�a child in it] if I did not have an aged mother who 
wishes to inject me with her aborted dreams; a father who 
wasn’t allowed a son to carry his name and an ex who sees 
having a child as the only way to grow-up?!

What is motherhood, after all, other than all work and 
no play; an 18-year prison with progressively diminishing 
bargaining chips?! Running around like a chicken [without 
a head] hoping to build a future with every cute guy that 
smiled at one, the way Zinash did?!

What justi�cation is there to not wait for a less inconveni-
ent time, like when I was done with paying my debt and had 
a boyfriend or a mother to fuss over me?!

Where was the fear coming from: My biological clock? Of 
regretting it afterwards and/or not being able to live with 
myself if something happened to my mother before I could 
make her proud?

The guilt: From being a social conservative when it comes 
to paying the price for every meal you enjoyed, especially 
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when the meal belonged to somebody else, and your toes 
still curl at the thought of how good eating it was?! Because 
my repentance would not be complete and the checker of 
every uncrossed-‘t’ and un-dotted ‘i’ be paci�ed until I hu-
miliated myself by carrying a stroller up and down a bus?! 
[For what thou sow, thou shalt attempt to reap so it won’t be 
worse for you and your loved ones]?!

Or was it plain sel�shness?! Because having a child is as 
reliable a retirement plan as any? Because it will give me 
something to do?! Because the world is entitled to a Metase-
bia Seifu done right in the person of Abiyot Seifu [a reading-
glasses wearing, home-made beads sporting, spelling-bee 
champion girl-wonder who would be the one person who 
knows what it means to be me]?! Or because I have been hav-
ing these moments of madness, this absolutely irrational de-
sire, to see it through?!

Have�I, perchance, become one of those women? Is it pos-
sible that I was always one of those women, despite my 
[doth] protesting too much?! Or is being one of those women 
something no woman can escape as long as she was brought 
up in this age and time?

For weeks I have been plagued by these fears and doubts. 
Then I have walked down to Fremont bay to watch the boats 
come and go and had a vision of little Tewodros Plaster Seifu 
running in front of me trying to throw pebbles in to the 
water while �ashing an obedient smile for the camera. I have 
become sentimental, a little skittish, a little silly, a "maybe", 
"perhaps", "quite possibly" sort of relaxed resignation at hav-
ing a baby. And the vision of the strange little creature who 
would take my love for granted, come in and go out of my 
place like he was paying for it, call me "Emaye" [my mother], 
refer to Joe as "Dad" or "Pops" before going into the world 
wearing a hoodie, listening to Hip-hop, and wanting to date 
women, or possibly men, who may or may not look like him 
has held despite the emotional roller-coaster I was riding 
through. As much as I worried about him getting shot just for 
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walking down the street, I have smiled and/or been driven to 
[proud] tears over his wild Afro, at how he would speak but 
neither read nor write Amharic; and the green, yellow and 
red �ag he would wrap his Ethiopian nay�African-American 
rebellious self in. I have called him “my child” - me and mine, 
and promised he will have everything I didn’t [self-esteem, 
self-love, self-con�dence]. That I would make sure he in-
herited his mother’s common sense, his father’s optimism, 
and grew up into a bright-eyed young man who loves books.

Alas… life goes on.
And so I have, after drying my tears, changing into a 

warmer cloth and walking out the door. Out into side-
streets I was told I would have been killed at 10 years ago. 
[The time before gentri�cation. Before white couple running 
in spandex on their way to Tutu Bela for brunch. Before the 
shaggy haired man waiting for his dog to do his business 
by a tree nearby. And before an ill-dressed black man with 
a cup full of steaming hot co�ee from the shelter goes into 
a store where he would look around before asking to buy a 
single cigarette for a buck]. Down the hill past the wooden 
buildings, the folks sitting outside a cafe chit-chatting, past 
where the library and the funeral home stood across from 
one another ["the dead can't read", I have cleverly thought 
upon seeing it �rst, "so the books must go"] to the soccer �eld 
where boys and girls of all creeds, chase a ball or Frisbee in 
matching out�ts. Then I have felt the chill, so retraced my 
steps back before deciding to stop by the Redbox outside the 
gas-station I used to work to get a movie.

It was here I become aware of the world outside and a dis-
tinct feeling of being watched. I turned nervously around, 
almost certain whatever I imagined will be there to go up 
in smoke when I looked. Alas, there was somebody there. 
A man who looks warm, despite the cold and the crotched 
sweater even I, an alien to the culture of 'dressing for the 
weather', would �nd a little too casual. "Oh sorry" I said, for 
the leisurely pace I was going through the genre’s section. "I 
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didn't know there was somebody behind me"
"Oh no you are �ne" the man said, revealing a row of small 

white teeth with a gap in the middle, "I came out to stretch 
my leg, I don't even know what I want"

"Oh ok" I said, restarting my selection. Swipe. Soft. Swipe. 
Swipe. Early to mid-30s. Swipe. A comically dark beard that 
seems grown for the sole purpose of de�ecting attention 
from his full red lips.

"If it comes to the worst," the man called out casually "you 
can put your TV in the kitchen and we can both watch yours"

I turned curiously around because I wasn’t sure he was 
talking to me. "The kitchen?”

"I live across from you"
"Across from me?"
"Well at least your kitchen," he said signing a square for 

a window "Asked you if you were ok when the smoke from 
your oven �lled your room like two-three years ago?!"

"Oh my God" I said, out of surprise rather than recognition. 
He was maybe an inch taller than I, of medium weight and a 
nerdy masculinity that was both cute and reassuring at the 
same time. The kind of man Joe once said he doesn't stand 
a chance against but not one that would stand out in the 
memory of a girl who had eyes only for one man for close to 
three years.

"I used to wear a newsboy cap" he said, as to why I may not 
have recognized him.

“Oh!" I said hesitantly, not sure I would know what a news-
boy cap looks like if I saw it

"But the hair started thinning so I have to choose between 
either growing a beard or walking around feeling exposed. I 
chose the bristles"

"Aha”
“Anyway… sorry... you were saying”
“Oh I was going to say thank you for not calling 911 that 

time” I said, cheerfully “I know it looked like a big deal but it 
was just some ‘Injera’ I was trying to dry. That is how we pre-
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serve it; we put it out in the sun and... Anyway I must have 
miscalculated how fast the oven dries it because it started 
burning immediately. I think I would have been thrown out 
if the �re-�ghters showed up”

"Well I am glad you weren’t kicked out on my or anybody’s 
account” he said, his eyes scanning my face happily, "I am a 
transplant here and you and Mike are the only people I know 
in this neighborhood"

"Mike?!"
"7/11?" he said, pointing to it "That is where I do most of 

my shopping. I take it you used to work there?”
"Oh yeah, when it was a deli and gas station. So how is Mike 

these days?"
"Fine" he said "As far as I can tell. He has nothing but good 

things to say about you”
“Really?” I said, doubtfully. Mike would have nothing good 

to say about me unless he was trying to impress the guy.
“Oh yeah ... like the time you fed this customer’s dog. He 

said he’d have made the biggest mistake of his life if it wasn’t 
for you”

“The biggest mistake of his life?!” I said, unable to help rais-
ing the eyebrow, “He said that?!”

My neighbor chuckled, as if my surprise has both amused 
and delighted him. “Anyway” he continued “I was hoping 
you were out of town and not left our neck of the woods 
when I saw you crossing the street”

"Oh no, I am still there. Just don’t cook as much as I used to" 
Then it occurred to me that he probably knows that, too. He 
would have seen me and Joe [as we kissed, argued, or while 
Joe tried to locate which bedroom most of the “action” 
comes from on the nights he spent with me] and registered 
the absence of my plus-one during the months I don't have to 
avoid the cold by keeping the windows shut.

“Good" he said with a smile "because it is kind of hard to 
jump from one window into another, even to save a pretty 
neighbor"
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I laughed, because there was something endearing about a 
shy man choking on his joke while he is trying to hit on you. 
And because you can’t go back to the machine and pretend 
you weren’t aware he was watching you as a starved puppy 
does his food-guy without spreading goodwill �rst. More-
over, a 3rd loner has joined us - a woman clearly displeased 
at having to wait behind two people to return a movie.

The walk to my building, however, turned out to be less 
enthusiastic than my walk to the Redbox has been. I have 
got the movie I came for and a warm goodbye from my new 
friend [and registered how he seemed to have lost interest 
in the movie and strolled back to his building a little after 
I left]. Then I became aware of a feeling that crept up from 
the bottom of my stomach and spread into my other organs. 
Self-loathing mixed with the dread of following the light 
into the dark tunnel of another person’s life – mind, choice, 
action. Of spending nights after nights predicting emotions, 
re-running conversations, imagining futures! Telling stor-
ies: of how a relationship would be built, trust established, 
heart o�ered and received until the wrong word is said and 
he leaves, as the saying goes, for her – she – I to pick up the 
pieces. It gnawed at me as I walked up the stairs, as I changed 
into my striped-green pajama and waited for the trailers to 
�nish. I never considered myself melodramatic. But here I 
was cowering in the face of promise as would an abused dog 
at the sight of a leash.

And so I made-up my mind to �nd my heart a gate-keeper 
– someone to guard against loneliness while discouraging 
temptations. A man I am least likely to weave my dreams 
and ambitions around, and would be to me a resting place 
from the toils of a romantic relationship.

I decided to give Tony a call.
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CHAPTER 63

The only occasion I saw Tony outside work was on 
the morning of Jan’s cremation. This was a week 
after I dropped by the garage to say hi to Donna 

and gab about Lupe’s argument with Drew [the nicest Valet 
in the planet], her subsequent decision to quit and refusal 
to �nish out her shift after submitting a two-week’s notice 
to Valery. Upon entering the “runway” however, I have been 
met, not by lines of cars, but an empty parking lot with co-
workers standing around like the village committee waiting 
for a Dignitary to show up. Seeing my hesitant steps at the 
somber looks given to me, Donna stepped out to meet me 
half way. “You heard, huh?” she said, the minute I got to her. 
“Heard what?!” I said, immediately worried for my job then 
terrorism threats. Then un-worrying. I can go to that school. 
Join that class. Work on the free blog I created a few days 
back that I have yet to post, edit or delete from. Plus, Lupe 
was quitting. Surely, they can’t a�ord to lose two Cashiers.

That is when Donna’s expression became sorrowful and 
she said Bach has just called to inform them, with an eye to 
closing the garage early, how Jan has met with an accident on 
his way home last night. A deadly collision that killed him 
on impact and blocked I5 till the wee hours of the morning.

And I simply couldn’t stop the tears!! I cried, and cried, 
and cried so much that I have to be taken into the booth, 
given water, and be fretted over by half a dozen co-workers 
who looked both sympathetic and embarassed at their own 
inability to cry. Say what they may, I couldn’t get over the 
shock or indeed be able to understand how a man you saw 
last night, and was counting on being annoyed at that very 
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evening can lie dead in the street!
Be that as it may, I did not have any plan to attend the 

funeral service until every one of the Valets felt it his duty 
to ask if I have a ride to “Bonny Watson” on Sunday. The gar-
age was closed for the morning, they argued, and all the guys 
from Wess�plan to meet up for an after-service brunch at a 
Denny’s nearby. I should come because Jan, they added – as if 
they expect the name to have some kind of magical power 
on me – would have liked that.

I did not care what Jan would have liked; it is enough that 
I made a spectacle of myself over him the other day. But 
I agreed to tag along when Donna said she will come if it 
means getting me out of the house on a Sunday, and may 
even consider driving me to the store if I played my cards 
right.

So I have looked forward to a walk in the [cemetery] park, 
to be a part of a Buddhist cremation ceremony, and to stand 
my ground in case the guys refused to let me pay for my 
breakfast. What I did not expect was mine to be the only 
black face in a Chapel full of White and Asian people, until 
Tony walked in – looking tall and strikingly dark-skinned in 
his White mourning shirt. I have felt a kinship to him then, a 
sudden desire to be near and dear to him, which he acknow-
ledged with a smile from the inconspicuous back-seat he 
choose to sit himself at.

After we paid Jan’s family our respect [where two of the 
deceased’s sisters were standing supported by family mem-
bers, the way sisters do in my country] and marched into 
a Denny’s Restaurant to demand the dragging of chairs and 
the assignment of Waiters to accommodate our needs; I have 
assumed that would be the last day I would �nd myself sud-
denly shy of Tony’s company.

Alas, three days after I got Joe’s letter and my period, I 
found him standing outside the Lynwood Mall cinema look-
ing tall and mismatched in his Sounders sweater, dress pant 
and black shoes that has toes so sharp they looked more like 
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a pair of knives than a wearable item.
Seeing him has �lled me with the kind of dread that would 

have rendered me paralyzed if I did not notice the teenage 
boys on skates bouncing around him like vultures.

"What do they want?" I said when they spread out at seeing 
us shake hands. This was the new me, ready to take o�ense 
at the smallest act of unkindness from a white person; as if 
I was endlessly looking for someone to �ing the pee-�lled 
water bottle back at.

He said they were being kids, showing o�, because he has 
been wowed by their capacity to navigate angles on such 
a sti� mechanism and they have thought it cool that he 
coaches his kid’s volleyball team.

"Oh ok," I said, calming down, and watched, quite self-
conscious, when he paid for the movie tickets, our food and 
drink.

Half an hour! That was how long it took me to remem-
ber and locate his company name. Then I have been kicked 
around, told to call back, to please wait [my call was very 
important to them] before somebody remembered to put 
me through to his desk. Upon hearing my name, Tony has 
become breathless, but refrained from commenting on my 
past bad-behavior. So I have felt the need to apologize for 
all the unkind words and gestures I directed towards him. It 
was fear, I said, not hatred. And if he can bring himself to for-
give me, I would like to give friendship and a life of living in 
the present a try. He has said it was nothing. Pretty girls were 
unpredictable and he has accepted that, even learned to ex-
pect it in some cases. He’d rather be with somebody who 
grows fond of him than fall for him at �rst sight and come 
to dislike him. He who tends to the �g tree will eat its fruit, 
right, isn't that what the bible says? I’ve agreed that was, in-
deed, what the bible says. I didn't mention how I hated that 
word ever since I heard it �rst; worried for the little �g tree; 
being touched and tended to by a patient farmer; weighed, 
waited upon, leered at before such time she was mature 
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enough to be eaten. As if her fate was sealed before she was 
born and death by old age wasn't an option for her. [A little 
girl being grope by older men before she understood some-
thing on her wasn't asking for it]. He would watch this movie 
I have heard so much about with me, he has added, but on 
the condition that he pays for it. That way, I would be com-
pelled to go on a second date with him in case his company 
left anything to be desired.

After we got a pop-corn for me and chips with nacho-
cheese for him, we sat outside the auditorium and talked till 
start time. He told me about his older brother who sprung 
him from class so they could go watch a Bollywood movie 
when he was a kid. [A man who wrote poems and the names 
of the girls he had a crush for on the Newspaper-covered 
wall of their mud-hut house; creating curiosity and the love 
of literature in his little brother]. How he feels much in�u-
enced by him. And how crushed he was the day he realized 
his brother didn't know everything. How the incident re-
minds him of that word in the bible ["how the mighty have 
fallen"] and worries him of the day when his little boy real-
izes that daddy wasn't all he was cracked out to be.

What a struggle it was to get out of his brother's shadow, 
especially after Tony started working as a Field O�cer for 
a church-sponsored outreach organization in their village 
with a goal towards ensuring access to education and basic 
necessities. His brother, who saw Christianity as the White 
man's way of keeping the black man under bondage, has 
washed his hands o� of his little brother to the point of 
refusing to attend Tony's church-wedding and the birth of 
Tony's son.

The night before Tony �ew to America, his brother [hus-
band of 2, father to 6 and a respectable member of his so-
ciety] had him called outside, pressed a moth-eaten copy of 
a Harold Robins book in his hand and told him to go live 
for the both of them. Which Tony tried to do, thanks to the 
bonds he makes at the various companies he Valeted for. [An 
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integration which he believes has made him a better per-
son.] Oh, I haven't been to SAM; or the October Fest; or the Alaska 
cruise? I should most de�nitely check them out. No, they are 
not that expensive. You just have to know when to go and 
who to share the expenses with. Maybe we can go together 
someday, I can bring my charming self and he will take care 
of the rest.

We then walked into the movie theatre, and enjoyed 
the Commercials before the lights dimmed and the movie 
started. Then more people came, followed by a lot of get-
ting up and sitting down to let them pass. Then Tony started 
squirming in his sit due to his knees being pressed against 
the back of a chair a woman has tucked herself into. "Do you 
want to go to the front?" I whispered “they have more leg-
room there”. And he looked into my eyes feverishly before 
saying he would be �ne. He was obviously worried sitting at 
the front would stop whatever he hoped would happen from 
happening. So I reached up and kissed his lips. And kept at it 
for what felt like half an hour, because there was gentleness 
to the way Tony kissed a woman, a slow maneuver by a man 
who takes his invasion one stride at a time, instead of the 
consuming �re that left no room for doubt as to his later in-
tentions, the way Joe’s kiss was. When we took a break from 
making out to look at one another [or whatever of him I can 
see in the dark - his teeth, the white of his eyes, his gum] he 
gave the back of my neck a sensual massage, tickled my ears 
with the tip of his tongue then slipped his hand under my 
sweater and felt my nipples. Then he told me he loves me. 
And I said thank you because a guy maintaining enough at-
traction for you �ve years after meeting you was something 
you could work with.

When the movie was over, we walked hand in hand [inspir-
ing neither laughter nor curious looks from strangers and 
skin-keens alike] down the stairs and into the food court; 
where he pushed my hand into my purse and refused to let 
me pay for our drinks. When I protested bitterly, thinking 
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this was gender politics and it won't do, he reminded me 
how he has been trying to get me out of that booth for close 
to six years now. Do I think a mere 10 bucks would be an 
issue?

"Well, it better be if you wanna save enough and become 
the farmer you always said you wanted to be" I said, while we 
waited for our orders to be processed "What was that 'hid-
den-gold' crop you told me about?"

"Cassava?!" he said, excited by my remembrance "Yes. Un-
fortunately, I may have to revise that plan. A friend of mine 
told me to never think about heading that way unless I want 
to swear o� my country for good. It looks like one of those 
'good on paper’ things that you hear about. But, trust me, I 
will survive even after paying for your - what was it, Venti 
Latte? I haven't spent all these years in America dilly-dally-
ing. Have saved enough not just to run a farm but give dowry 
to my bride-to-be in case I have to go home to �nd a woman 
to marry me"

“Oh I am sure you would have no problem �nding a woman 
to marry you here” I said, amused at how he reclines his 
whole body to your side, to show how involved he was in 
your conversation, instead of walk down a road preoccu-
pied, like he was trying to hear the voices that only talk to 
him.

"Well one can only hope” he said, stirring his hot choc-
olate with a meaningful smile “How about you? If you have a 
choice, who’d you rather be married to: a man you met here 
or one from the old country?"

"I don't know" I said, wanting to change the subject. I know 
the motive behind the question is to ask if it was true I 
had a "Whitey" for a boyfriend. And I would talk about Joe. 
Then start crying. And everybody around would think I was 
another black girl being made to cry by another black guy. 
"Most people who go home to get married are either looking 
for a virgin, or somebody they met before they came here. 
I haven't got anyone back there. And if I met someone on a 
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visit, I won't know if he wanted me for the opportunities he 
thinks I'd o�er him, or for me."

"So from here?"
I sighed. "Not sure about that either. I haven't been social-

izing with many Ethiopian men or 'putting myself out there’ 
as the saying goes. Mostly because we can read each other 
well and don’t need to go on dates to know we weren’t right 
for one another. And once word got out you were ‘going 
steady’ with someone, you can't break up with them with-
out ruining any chance you might have with the rest of the 
guys in the community. That is the price you pay for having 
a tightly-knit community. Men talk and - break-ups aren't 
handled as easily or pleasantly as they are in this country, if 
ever. That is why I work as many hours as I can while I can, I 
think. To make sure I never have to settle for someone when 
the times go bad. Also... if you got sick or die, your sponsor 
would not have to beg all diaspora Ethiopians to chip in so 
he can send you home where you can be mourned properly 
and be buried with dignity"

"Wow" Tony said, looking bewildered, "I can't imagine why 
on earth a beautiful and intelligent woman like you would 
prepare for her co�n when she has her whole life before her. 
But I can tell you I won't hesitate to make you my wife the 
�rst chance I got" I smiled when he squeezed my �ngers "I 
mean we are not like these people here. Dating for the sake 
of dating is something a man with no purpose in life does. 
I know where I am meant to go. I don't invest my time, my 
money, and more importantly my emotions unless I believe 
I have a future with a woman. So if you are in it because you 
don't have anything better to do, this would be a good time 
to tell me"

"I'm not in it because I don't have better things to do", I 
admitted, "I mean I never have 'better things to do', even 
when I was in a relationship. So that is not why I called you. 
I called because...” Uh-huh. Tears. Emotion. Go away. "I have 
always thought I should be in a relationship because I was 
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afraid of what it would say about me if I wasn't. And when 
a relationship stopped for me, I stuck by it – even after it 
turned out to be 'an onion you peel while crying'. I never 
considered a relationship could be something I enter into 
because I believed it would add to what I have, not take from 
it. I want to change that now. I want to stop for a person I 
have always thought I would be happy with, after, you know, 
I stopped trying to play where this would go and what would 
happen when we go back home, etc. Because we can be ... you 
know ...” he shook his head as if he was trying to avoid hear-
ing it, just as much as I wanted to skip saying it. "Of course 
I have other things I want to do too. Go to school, do some-
thing I am passionate about, petition my mother. So I would 
like to not do anything rush. But I really genuinely want to 
see if we can - learn to grow to love one another if you - aren't 
seeing anybody. I am actually excited by it"

"Well there is always someone to see," He said smiling, 
"Someone to love... someone to care, as the song goes. Even 
the bible says 'It is not good for a man to be alone'. But I 
have thus far made my position clear and refused to com-
mit to anybody until my son at least �nished high-school. He 
would be 16 in May, my son" he smiled "And been through 
a lot in the hands of a step-father before I could bring him 
here. Not to mention his mother - who used every opportun-
ity to milk me like a sacred-cow every chance she got, and 
goaded him into choosing sides when I wouldn't. No matter! 
Like I said, he will graduate from high-school in a two years’ 
time and I am not getting younger. Not to mention how he 
seems rather lonesome lately. Just last week he told me he 
was saving to buy some earplugs for his half-brother and sis-
ters in Kenya and I have to promise to mail it for him. See, 
I didn't even know they were old enough to use the com-
puter"

"Aw" I said, "What a sweetheart!"
"He is"�Tony said, taking out his phone to show me his son's 

photo. A happy-looking kid who, judging by his costume and 
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the hair-style he was sporting, was a Michael Jackson imper-
sonator.

Then we talked about children - the joy they bring one; 
where I confessed to �nding their neediness annoying, the 
way I do dogs [except for Max, who was like no other dog] 
and he waved his hand laughing. I have got this whole thing 
upside down, he said. There isn't a feeling that would come 
close to how I would feel the minute I laid eyes upon a child 
that was mine. Not by a mile. Then his community: how 
close he was to his pastor, who would de�nitely want to hear 
of this new development in his life. And the fellowship they 
hold once a month at the house of whichever member whose 
turn it was: which was less about the bible, than it was about 
getting together and eating.

Then he squeezed my hand and apologized for putting me 
in a position where I have to revisit old pains. "I don't mean 
to jump the marriage thing on you" he said, "I like to wine 
and dine my lady. Treat her the way she deserves to be 
treated. But I like to plan for the future, too. That's the only 
thing that sustained me through so much pain and disap-
pointment in America; knowing that the present is as �eet-
ing as the cloud in the sky. He who has his eye on the prize 
shall win the contest. I mean you know how there is a jour-
ney and there is a destination? Some choose the straight line 
that would take them to their destination. Others choose 
the most scenic route, they stop by to smell the �owers and 
see the birds" he said, waving his hand in the air like a bird, 
to show the zigzagging of the road, "There is nothing wrong 
with stopping to smell the �owers but it should not distract 
you from your destination. Of course our �nal destination, 
as Christians, is heaven. But God didn't want us to wait until 
we die to enjoy that perfect union between Himself and 
His bride - The Church of Jesus Christ. So He gave us mar-
riage, instead; a little preview of the spiritual joy in heaven 
for the mortal man on earth. It never ceases to amaze me 
how wrong we are interpreting it down here, as we do most 
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things biblical and use it to hurt others, instead of bene�t 
humanity"

"Oh I agree" I said, deeply satis�ed. There was an odd com-
fort to be gained from being with somebody who has got-
ten his acts together. Not to mention how�his�church sounds 
way progressive than mine was [more in line with "Let thy 
fountain be blessed: and rejoice with the wife of thy youth. 
A loving doe, a graceful deer-- may her breasts satisfy you 
always, may you ever be intoxicated with her love." than 
what sex was in my church - a woman's sacred duty to her 
husband, as an extension of her obedience and a service unto 
God].
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CHAPTER 64

Between the morning I asked Tony to be a part of 
my life and the afternoon he decided he’d rather 
not, a lot of things have happened. He has taken 

me to visit Fry’s museum, where we laughed like maniacs 
over the painting of a Victorian man with earrings. And I 
have taken him out to an Ethiopian restaurant that I said re-
minded me of a restaurant in Addis; where the same cheap 
“shemiz” wearing waiter who smiled at all the wrong places 
while trying to show o� his English has raised an eyebrow 
at me for ordering meat on a Friday [as if to say, “Really? 
You don’t fast?”] and the guy who run the Free WiFi service 
at the back, sang loudly along one of Ephrem Tamiru's 80's 
hits without any consideration to the uninterested patrons 
on the two tables: a family of four (where a father was at-
tempting to discipline a daughter by threatening to bring 
out his belt, while the mother babbled about something she 
saw or didn't see in "SanTeeYaaGo") and a trio of “ferenjs”/
foreigners: a smallish Indian or Pakistani woman with a 
beauty-mark, de�nitely Vegan. A gray-haired hippie-looking 
white lady wearing an Ethiopian scarf [the kind I sent for 
Trudy for Christmas and Joe said she is using as a table-run-
ner] talking about how she and her friends like to drop by for 
lunch sometimes, what her favorite dish was and how local, 
organic and gluten-free Ethiopian food happens to be while 
the agreeable-looking man who was nodding listlessly held 
the Injera like it was a bomb he couldn’t decide where to 
drop.

By the time the calling-cards guy gave up actively ignoring 
the 3 second rule with us [to a point where Tony wondered 
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if it was him the man was talking about in Amharic] and 
decided to go give the cable a jiggle, our lunch of Tibs and 
Kitfo has still not arrived. When it did, it surprised me by 
tasting better than I expected it to taste. So what if the 
price was too expensive, the presentation lacking in artis-
try and there was only one toilet for both the sexes - with a 
door that doesn't lock?! It was still the one place I can order 
without the perpetual apologetic smile and over-tip so the 
next black girl who would sit in my place would not have to 
worry about somebody spitting in her food.

I wondered afterwards, while Tony was driving us to the 
Barnes & Noble in downtown Seattle, where people went in 
and out of [to browse books, to buy goodies, to use the rest-
room] if this wasn't what I was meant to have, before I won-
dered into the wrong Gate and tripped over the wrong guy.

Upon arriving at the bookstore, I picked two copies of 
Christopher Moore's latest book [a writer whose mostly 
neurotic, obsessed-with-sex-like-a-16-year-old-boy and jer-
kish leading-men I have been missing lately] so we can sit 
side by side and read them at the same pace. That way, I ar-
gued, we will get to do something together and share a laugh 
without getting on anybody's nerves. It was something I de-
rived a lot of joy from the few times Joe agreed to go to the 
bookstores with me [and breathe "the recycled air" in there 
while I “wasted” good money on a co�ee he and his friends 
look down upon]. The minute we took our seat, however, a 
man (neat, middle aged, looking old and ghastly under his 
shoe-polish hair) a few chairs over dominated the airwaves. 
He was one of the regulars, who always manages to nail a 
naive young woman [White and too polite to walk away] to 
burden with his politics.

"He has talked to me once," I said, when Tony asked why I 
fold the book "starting with my English, as opposed to Mexi-
cans who have lived here for decades and don't know how to 
communicate. Then Immigrants, Islamic-fundamentalism 
and the Middle-East. China. I’ve noticed how easy people 
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�nd it to con�de in me once they discovered I was not from 
here. Like Donna telling me how it was through their own 
fault that African-American women are losing their men to 
other races, because they don't know how to treat them 
properly, ‘like kings’- as she called it. Plus, Americans can't 
wait to show their disapproval of their government the �rst 
chance they got. Even the most patriotic American won't 
hesitate to jump on board if you were to say anything bad 
about US' foreign policy. It's cute because those of us who’ve 
been through civil wars and mass-murders doubt we would 
have acted more honorably if we had their means and were 
in their position but...”

I wasn't sure if Tony didn't want to start an argument or 
genuinely liked the subject we were on the trail of. He smiled 
and encouraged me to tell him anything else I know about 
those around. So I told him about the "study group" ladies, 
with faded skin and slow feet, who always talk about their 
grand-kids and a place they heard about on "Travel with Rick 
Steves" – which is an NPR program which tells you where to 
go and how friendly the locals would be, while neglecting to 
mention you need to be White to reap the aforementioned 
bene�ts. About this kid who drops his laptop bag all over 
the place and walks around with his pants halfway down his 
butt. "You won't believe the kind of car he drives," I added "I 
have seen him talking on his phone by the parking lot. But I 
will bet he doesn't even know how to make his bed". And the 
girl in the Christmas sweater who walked by like she was in 
a trance! She grabs a chair by the wall, sits there hugging her 
knees, and remains in that position for hours; trying to read 
then swiping her phone to see what else was new, talking, 
having �u, a crying �t.

About the baristas: Frankie [a �amboyant gay guy who al-
ways has my name at the tip of his tongue but never manages 
to retrieve it], his colleague, [who also works in the book-
store sometimes, and must be either anti-social, homopho-
bic, or my soul-mate, judging by how easily he gets irri-
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tated by the noise around him] and Lailah [the tall black girl 
who doesn't like anybody o�ering to help her. She can carry 
books twice her size and goes in almost half circles, trying 
not to fall with them]. Then Brandon, who – right then – was 
heading to the back of the cafe with a helmet in one hand 
and a back-pack on the other, bringing to mind one of those 
postcards from the Bahamas where a bronze guy in Hawai-
ian shorts [and a goatee more tangled than his dread] runs 
out into the sea while the sun shone behind him. "He works 
here" I said when Brandon glanced our way, as if wanting to 
say ‘how you doin’ and seem to change his mind. "Part time, I 
think. He hates my guts"

"Hates your guts?" Tony said surprised, "Why would he 
hate you when he doesn't even know you? Plus, he is Rasta!"

"That doesn't mean all of them know what it means." I 
said, keeping my eyes o� Brandon, "I have met a Rasta who 
called ‘Haile Selassie’ ‘Lion of the Desert’. And another who 
confused him with an Egyptian Emperor. My - an ex of mine 
even had a White Rasta for a friend. That's like a black person 
joining the KKK. Personally, I think most do it to either to 
stand apart or because dread looks cute on men."

"You think so?" Tony askerd doubtfully, "in my country, a 
guy who grows his hair long is considered very feminine".

"In mine too” I agree “But I think that's the very reason why 
it makes guys look cute, gives them a more vulnerable child-
like edge. Like with women whose bottom eyelid is swol-
len - Asians and the like. Anyway, why I said he hates me is 
because… you know the little things. He's nice and smiling 
to the other customers, but when I approach he becomes as 
sour as dough. I don't know if he thinks I would naturally be 
attracted to him, both of us being black, and he wants to dis-
courage me because he is a cut-above my grade, a 'White girl 
material'" Tony's eyes were sparkling. Later, it has occurred 
to me the source of that amusement was how I don't seem 
to realize the way Brandon was acting towards me was the 
way I used to act towards Tony himself. That we were all 
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color coordinated actors of that P.G. Wodehouse story about 
everybody working o� the pent-up feelings on somebody 
less fortunate when "being given the run-around by forces 
beyond their control": the merchant prince taking it out on 
the junior clerk, the junior clerk ticking the o�ce boy, the 
o�ce boy kicking the cat, the cat stepping down and �nding 
a smaller cat to kick, who then goes after a mouse, etc. Right 
then, I was enjoying my wickedness too much to notice, "Or 
has a problem with me personally. He won't even look me in 
the eye, nor says 'you are welcome' when I say thank you".

Of course, I did not mention how I avenged myself on 5th 
avenue a few months back. I was waiting for a bus that would 
take me to the Central District, where I will buy an Ethiop-
ian music CD for a departing colleague, and he was �ddling 
with his phone a little further. When the bus came, and I saw 
him walking towards it with his bike, I have made a point 
of letting him go ahead of me and retraced my steps back to 
where I was – to wait for the next bus to come. It was done so 
explicitly, so artfully, even he, oblivious to the world as he 
is, could not help looking thrown by it. Next time I ordered 
a drink, he has suddenly become animated and asked if he 
saw me at such and such a place the other day. My instinctive 
response was to say “can you just get me the drink please?” 
or something along that line. But my better angels have pre-
vailed and I have said “I don’t know – maybe”. Yes, he has 
added – looking considerably happy with that response, he 
was sure he has seen me someplace and it was nice meeting 
me.

I was no stranger to the e�ect outright rejection has on 
men who think the whole world should be at their beck-and-
call. I have dated one of them for two years, after all. But his 
apparent eagerness to make peace has softened my resolve. 
Saying hi when he does, and ignoring him when he ignores 
me.

After observing how sad it was black people keep doing 
that to one another – had come across Christians [good 
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well-meaning Christians] who took o�ense at being con-
fused with African-Americans, "You are right" Tony added, 
"he really tries to show he hasn't noticed us, so he must have. 
Maybe it is true what they say. Hate isn't the opposite of 
love. It's indi�erence. And he obviously is di�erent to you"

"That's his problem" I said, shrugging my shoulder, "I some-
times want to stop him and tell him all this drama is in his 
head. That I am at least 10 years older than him and I won't 
be into him even if he wanted me to. But for kids that age, 
any attention is better than no attention so...”

Joe would have told me I have spent way too much time 
worrying about what the guy thought of me, so maybe "all 
this" wasn't in Brandon's head only. That it was my need to 
dictate the emotions of those I come across that calls for a 
closer look, not how individuals I may never see again de-
cided to act/react in/to my presence. But Tony, the fellow-
alien who knows daily wars are waged through looks seems 
moved by it. "You know what would de�ate all this hostil-
ity?" He asked, suddenly

"What?"
"Being nice to him, going the extra mile. If it works, you 

would have won one more friend. If not, you would heap 
coals of �re on his head"

"Coals of �re?” I said, and laughed “You don't know me, do 
you?"

“I think I do actually” He said smiling "You are quick to 
anger and quick to repent, like David”

"David!? Puhlease!”
"Yes. You are honest, to God and man. You live by what you 

believe. And you are obviously still bound to your covenant 
with Him, even though you think you are 'over' Him. As for 
our little friend over there, I am going to show you how it is 
done"

"How what is done?" I said, watching him grabbing our 
cups.

"I am going to talk to him" he said, rising with the con�-
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dence of a tall black man with a body sculpted like a Greek 
god, "And make sure his hostility is one less thing you have 
to worry about next time you come here"

"You wouldn't dare!" I said, reaching for his hand to admin-
ister a nice Ethiopian burn "I swear I won't talk to you again"

He laughed. "Trust me. I do this all the time"
“What?� "Tony?!"� I called desperately before grabbing a 

book to hide my face in.
He smiled, dumped the cups in the trash can, grabbed a 

magazine from the stand and walked casually to the back 
of the Cafe. And, to my utter embarrassment, he started ad-
dressing Brandon who was hanging by the register looking 
suspiciously at him. There was a hostile start, which quickly 
turned into a smile and soon a �st bump. The conversation 
continued, despite Brandon taking orders; and Tony having 
to �oat to his corresponding work station to continue the 
talk. Frankie was involved. One of the newer girls seems to 
be in it too. There was even a pointing towards me. OH Jesus, 
I thought, burying my head in the book. At least they were 
smiling. Then Tony walked back to where I sat.

"See?" he said, sitting by me, "Every day is a good day to 
make friends"

"What did you say to him?" I said, looking at Brandon - who 
looked self-satis�ed and relaxed

"Oh you know. I asked if he goes to UW. It never fails. Ask 
if they go to school or hum the theme song from Sesame 
Street. Not even the toughest customer can help but break 
into a smile”

"And what did you talk about?" I said, eyeing him suspi-
ciously

"You know... his hair. Bob Marley. I told him you were from 
Ethiopia and he said he �gured. Apparently his father is from 
Africa"

"Aren't they all supposed to be from Africa?" I said, grudg-
ingly

"No, actually from there! Nigerian. A student. His mother 
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married him, against her parent's wishes, and paid a lot of 
sacri�ce over it. When Brandon and his sister were little, he 
left them to go back home and get married again"

"Good for him!" I said, in support of the father. “Teaches 
them humility! I� hate� how spoiled mixed-race kids can be 
sometimes, like the whole world should cater to their every 
whim just because they’re cute”

“You think he is cute?” Tony said, slightly taken aback.
“You know...” I said, scrambling for words. “I mean... he 

isn’t my type. Not because he is – you know – one of them. 
But because men who are aware of how good-looking they 
are tend to turn me o�. A man’s worth should be somewhere 
else, not in the way he looks. But... yeah why? You don’t 
think so?”

“He is rather short, isn’t he?”
So?!
"Well... he doesn’t seem to think the whole world should 

cater to his needs. In fact, he seems very disillusioned by 
his father’s action. Said ‘no way’ when I told him he should 
try to �nd out more about his culture. The last time his sis-
ter tried to do that, his father asked if she can convince her 
mother to send him some money because he has fallen on 
hard times"

"Ew" I said, grossed out "No wonder he hates me"
"He doesn't hate you" said Tony, smiling quietly
"Right!"
"No. Really” he said, holding my hand in a way I assumed 

was meant to calm me down. Like I was a tigress that needs 
to be petted to behave – or someone stopped before saying 
the wrong thing “It is true, he �nds it very annoying when 
Ethiopians stop him in the street and ask him if he was 'ha-
basha'? Even recognizes the question when said in Amharic 
nowadays. A... nd I got the impression he doesn't think you 
are very friendly. And he minds that more than the rest of 
them do because - you know - he is a fellow person of color. 
But he doesn't hate you. He actually told me you used to 
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come here all the time a while back, and would sit on the 
�oor upstairs and read books all day"

“He said that?” I asked, looking amusedly at Brandon. He 
was standing by the counter waiting for another blushing 
customer to decide which one of the pastries to get. “Did he 
tell you how I was being spied upon by every new security 
guy hired!? As if I would stick the book in my purse and walk 
out the minute their backs were turned"

“No” said Tony apologetically "Only that you ordered a 
Latte and a cookie and made sure you �nished it before going 
up. That is why we were laughing. The gay guy said wouldn't 
it be much cheaper to buy the book than spend 5 bucks in the 
café everyday just to read it"

"Unfortunately, the purpose was to avoid going to my 
sponsor's house until I really have to; not to mention how I 
loved reading in the library. Made me feel like I was a little 
girl whose only care was where the next meal was coming 
from and what book to read when done with this one. It is 
weird though” I said thoughtfully “I assumed I was the only 
one watching the world. It never occurred to me the world 
would be watching back. I guess my sister was right. She 
used to say ‘you don’t know who knows you and who will 
someday come to your aid’ when trying to convince me to 
say hi back when greeted by guys I despised”

“Guys you despised?” said Tony, slightly taken aback
“You know, guys I thought were bringing me down to their 

level by showing interest in me. It is the smart-girl curse” I 
added apologetically, “You’ve gotta be extra-unpleasant to 
show you were superior to them because, unlike physical 
beauty, cleverness doesn’t manifest itself outwardly. Or so I 
thought then”

"Aha” Tony said, playing with my hand "Well now you 
know. He even o�ered to make me an Espresso on him. I felt 
he just wants somebody to make him feel he belonged"

"Aw"
"You sound like one of those people in those sitcoms," 
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Tony observed with a disapproving smile "So what do you 
want to do before I have to drop you at your apartment?"

"We can walk to Elliot Bay", I said brightly "Watch the 
Ferry come and go. It is cold and smells weird around this 
time; but that also means there would be plenty of birds, but 
not too many tourists.�Then, you can drop me home"

"Not immediately after it, I hope" he said, looking at me 
sideways with a smile. "I won't ask you to let me into your 
apartment on our second date, but I hope to steal a lot of 
kisses before the night is over"
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CHAPTER 65

Tuesday afternoon he picked me up outside my 
work. The night before, I have given myself a hair-
cut. Nothing fancy; I basically gathered my hair in 

one big braid, took the lower part and run a pair of scissors 
through it. After keeping the cut-hair aside [as a proof that 
I used to have a long hair in case it never grew back] I used 
a roller to fashion the bottom into tiny curls then spent the 
rest of the night touching the back of my head in search of 
something that used to be there weighing me down – like a 
dead hand. When I changed out of my work cloth into a jeans 
and �owery blouse, I felt liberated, light and half-dressed; 
despite my purse, not-matching anything save for my skin, 
being there. Tony was happy to �nally see where I work. He 
said he wouldn't have noticed the missing hair if I hadn't 
mentioned it, he honestly couldn't care less what I did as 
long as it made me happy. But the fact that I’ve taken a step 
to change my appearance for his sake makes his heart ache 
for the evening to come so he can park the car where we can 
over-look a body of water and make out. I laughed, because 
it has felt surreal – walking into the restroom half a dozen 
times, so I would still look good for Tony by the time I leave 
work. It was, after all, a milestone evening. One in which 
I would stand naked in front of Tony and see what I have 
drawn for the rest of my life. A good sex life, which never 
counted for much before I met Joe, has become pretty im-
portant after two years with him.

Of course, no [formal] discussion has been had. Tony cer-
tainly doesn’t seem to understand why I was a nervous-
wreck and don’t seem to have an appetite despite confessing 
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I haven’t eaten much all day. But it can't have escaped him 
it was our third date. And what happens on third dates in 
America. Was I afraid? Yes. I was �lled with absolute dread. 
My palms were sweaty, while my feet were literally cold. But 
I was determined too, determined and excited, high from all 
my senses feeling magni�ed and every touch seeming to tell 
a story. Where one minute my heart would start pounding at 
a smell that I immediately associated with driving around 
Seattle looking for a parking lot where we aren't likely to get 
arrested for some on-top-of-the-cloth action. Then I would 
drift into a dream-like state where I’d try to picture what 
Joe would feel about my sitting next to a man whose arm 
muscles seem to dart under his sweater like a fat rat every 
time he moved them. What he would do … what�Gina�would 
do if they were to drive alongside us?! Would I face them or 
would I turn my face away from them - so she doesn't see the 
sin I have committed against her? Or would I be bold in the 
knowledge that I have given�him�up to pay for that sin, and 
found somebody, a fellow person of color, to hold my hand 
while the sadness, the depression and the sick feeling wreaks 
havoc in me for days to come?

Then I have found it necessary to start breathing through 
the nose, because I have felt the panic I have been attacked 
by from time to time for the last few weeks. Tony pulled the 
car into a Wendy's drive-in, opened the window, and made 
sure I was ok before deciding to get himself a slouchy.

But the question of “where to” can only be avoided thus 
far. “So what do you want to do?” he asked, after �nishing his 
beverage while parked between two stoners who were yell-
ing at a sports radio host.

“I have told Donna I would drop by” I said, “She is working 
this afternoon. We can say hi to her. Then we can go to my 
place, have some food, and watch a movie"

"Donna?" He said mildly surprised "Oh yeah. I forgot you 
are friends with her"

"You don't have anywhere you need to be. Do you?" I said, 
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surprised at the look of unwillingness that passed over his 
face.

"No. I was just ... I was wondering about the wisdom of see-
ing Donna. We’re friends on Facebook and I have to turn o� 
my feed just to avoid all the trash talk. She - how shall I put it 
- isn't very mature for her age"

"You think so?" I said mildly hurt "She loves you"
"Yes sure. And I, as you said, love her too. It is just when 

women reach a certain age it is not very becoming to act like 
a thug. She is a grandmother, after all"

I smiled. "I guess you got a point. I used to be afraid of 
Donna before becoming friends with her. She has a good 
heart and would set you straight when you need it. But … 
yeah she doesn't hold back much"

"No she doesn't. That is why I used to wonder what you 
were talking about when you are locked in that booth with 
her. The guys used to joke she has taken you under her wings 
and you were her apprentice. You know how Americans say 
‘your woman’ when they describe a girlfriend or a wife?! 
They would say "get in there fast or you are gonna lose your 
woman, man!" He smiled mournfully "They are teasing, of 
course. They know - we have nothing going on. I used to dis-
miss it, I thought I knew you better than that. But when I 
heard you were dating a White man and they described him, 
I thought maybe the guys were not too far from the truth"

"When they described him?" I said, my heart beating fast. 
As if, by hearing a description of Joe's I would get a glance at 
him one more time. "How do you mean 'when they described 
him', what did they say?"

He hesitated "I don't know but the feeling I got is someone 
unsavory. Somebody they won't normally associate with 
you. Like... a gang-banger or one of those ‘wannabe’ White 
men you see going around with black women, with the hats 
facing the wrong way, and the tattoos and the pants hanging 
down. Like - who was that rapper?"

"Eminem?!" I said, eagerly
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Tony looked sideways at me again, like he found my en-
thusiasm a little annoying "Yes. I don't know! It wasn't 
very pleasant for me to hear so I didn't inquire further. But 
I thought maybe you were in�uenced by your association 
with her. After all, the bible does say bad company corrupts 
good manners. And none of us can be safe from that"

For a second, I struggled between defending a friend and 
letting the observation lie. It was hard to argue with a man 
who would avoid confrontation at any cost. Plus, I could not 
help but be touched by this innocent, virginal, easily dis-
suadable image of me he seems to have. It is like how I used 
to believe all gay men must have been little boys sexually 
abused by Catholic priests before I heard David Sedaris on 
NPR. Denial does not always come from a place of fear. Some-
times it comes from a place of care.

"I mean I defended you" Tony said, putting his [calming] 
hand on mine, "told them I was sure you know what you 
were doing. Or you will come to your senses soon enough"

I looked up. He was smiling, a big long-tooth smile that 
shows I was being teased. I decided to let it go. "And now that 
the Lord has given us a new beginning, how about we try not 
to involve Donna just yet? I mean, you can of course always 
be friends with her. She seems like a nice-enough lady. I just 
can't - I can't look at her and not have that image of you with 
this person I haven't even met. Is that ok?"

"Sure" I said, dropping the whole thing. What is the use? 
People would continue to believe what they want to believe 
whether I was there to point out the truth or not.

"You are not disappointed with me, are you?" He said, look-
ing down at my face.

It was the kind of voice I used to entreat Joe with, so he 
won't be upset and take away his love from me. It made me 
sick to my stomach.

"Not with you" I said almost near to tears "just with my-
self"

"Why with yourself?"
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"Because it was I who chose that person, Donna did not 
even approve of him at �rst"

"She didn't?"
"No. If anything, she wanted me to be with you"
"Oh, I didn't know that" he said, still unmoved.
"We have fought, not just once but a dozen times, because 

she thought I should be nicer to you"
"That was kind of her" He said playing with his car's wiper 

blades, despite the absence of rain. "I hope you don't mind 
me asking but just why was it never me? I know I am not 
the best-looking guy around but I thought ... at �rst anyway.. 
that we were both excited to have found one another"

Excited, yes. In a romantic way, no.
"Or .. was I wrong?" he asked, watching me zip my seat 

belt up and down. "I remember a time when it appeared you 
couldn't wait for me to take a break, so I can drop by the 
booth and talk to you, just as I counted every second before I 
can come to work to see you"

"You were not wrong," I replied, "You were like the boys I 
grew up with, you loved books, grew up thinking like me, 
and believed in all the things I did, down to being a Born-
again Chrsitian, which my Orthodox-Christian friends only 
tolerated. But when I saw the Valet guys exchanging looks 
every time we came across one another, I don't know, it was 
a huge turn-o�. I guess it felt like fate wanted us to be to-
gether and I have been �ghting my ‘fate’ all my life. Fate and 
all those who acted like our being together was a foregone 
conclusion without bothering to know if I was interested"

“But surely you know neither fate, nor God, nor man can 
force you to be with somebody you do not want to. There is 
always the element of free will, after all?”

I sighed. How does one explain a cultic-mentality to those 
who haven’t been in a cult? What it means to live for the 
pursuit of unhappiness; to yearn for tribulation so one could 
feel close to God. To worry every good thing coming your 
way may have been brought to you by Satan, the ruler of 
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this world. And earnestly believing you won’t be Christ-like 
until you have impaled your mortal �esh, with all its de-
sires, on the cross with Christ.

"I didn’t even stop to ask if I wanted you,” I added, after 
attempting to let him see my view-point, my fear, of back 
then, “I simply decided to say no because everyone around 
me seems to want me to say ‘yes’. On a psychological level, 
a White guy may have felt the opposite of that; a place of re-
bellion, if not of down-right rejection. Does it make sense?”

"In a very twisted very sad way, yes" he said smiling "No 
wonder you �ipped out every time I mentioned our congre-
gation. I’d think twice, too, before joining us, if that was how 
I was led to see Christianity"

"Anyway... yes... Donna has nothing to do with it. I was not 
even in America when I met him"

"Maybe" he said thoughtfully "I made her a scape-goat to 
my pain because I loved you too much to be angry at you?" 
he covered my hand with his, "I know I envied every minute 
you spent with her that you used to spend with me. I guess 
I assumed, foolishly, that I won't have lost you if she hasn't 
come between us"

It was the kind of honesty that makes me open like a 
�ower, as Joe would say.

"You really like me, huh?" I said, laughing nervously. He 
looked up at me like a wounded animal. "Any reason why?"

"Because it has felt like you were made for me when I �rst 
met you"

"It did?"
"Yes. I just never got over that feeling"
"Would you rather go home now?" I said after hesitating 

only for a second. "As in - for sex?! I know you probably want 
to pray about it, and introduce me to your pastor �rst. But...”

"I have not told my pastor about you" he interrupted me 
quietly

"Really? But I thought you two were very close?"
"We are" he hesitated, "I think I am afraid he would tell me 
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something I do not want to hear.”
“Because I am an unbeliever now, and the bible says 'don’t 

be yoked with unbelievers'? Or based on what you told him 
about me?”

“That, and because He is a prophet of God,” he answered 
more quietly than before, as if he worried God was trying to 
eavesdrop even on this, “and sees things sometimes”

"Sees things?"
"Predictions. Hidden desires. Truths we do not want to 

acknowledge"
“So you think God would show him something bad about 

me!?” I said, disheartened, “that God is such a separatist He 
would say ‘There is that evil girl, better protect my son from 
her’?!”

Tony laughed. But it was a laughter �lled with tears. “I 
think God loves you” he said “I don’t mean loving you the 
way He loves everybody else. But you especially, because he 
has not forgotten the covenant you made with Him when 
you were a kid. I did not tell you this but had a dream about 
you a few years ago. I don’t see dreams, most of the time. If 
I do, it’s like a James Bond movie, full of car chases and men 
in suits. But this time I saw you clearly. You were trying to 
swim and I keep thinking ‘I thought she told me she can’t 
swim’. Then the water suddenly turns into sludge, really 
greasy ugly sludge. The more you fought, the more you seem 
to sink. It was so realistic when I woke up, I was covered in 
sweat. So I told my pastor I had this dream about a girl who 
works with me and he told me to pray for you. I mean, I 
didn’t need him telling me you may be in trouble; anybody 
can see it on your face. But when he said the fact that you 
haven’t sunk yet means there may still be a chance to save 
you that gave me hope. So I prayed like I haven’t prayed be-
fore, not for you to be mine but for you to be you. Then like 
4 months later, I came and you looked much healthier. Your 
co-worker told me you have moved out of the old place, and 
got a second job; may �nish school soon. So I took it my 
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prayers were answered”
"Why didn’t you tell me?” I said, looking at him with tears 

in my eyes, “It would have really helped me to know there 
was somebody out there looking out for me even if I no 
longer believed in Him"

“I don’t know” he said, swallowing hard, “You looked 
really angry back then, like you hated everything and every-
one around you. So coming around to tell you ‘God is show-
ing me this’ ... it did not feel like the wisest thing to do. You 
may get angry at me and verbally abuse me. I mean... I don't 
have it in my heart to hate you, no matter what you do. You 
are still my very own Eve, my 'prodigal son', my 'Gomer' - if 
you will - but in the best sense of the word. Because I held 
fast onto what I believed was God's plan, however damaged 
or fallen you might appear in the eyes of men. But the hu-
miliation and grief of you being unkind to me infront of 
others would kill me. So I carried it as the burden it was 
given for me to carry”

“Oh Tony,” I said, passionately ceasing him and kissing him 
on his lips, “I am sorry for what I put you through. But you 
have to believe me when I say I am excited by the idea of us. 
Have been ever since I saw how you completely forgave me 
and never held my nastiness against me. And now that I have 
got a chance to know you better, I want nothing but to be 
yours for as long as you would have me"

"There is nothing more I want than to have you," he whis-
pered holding me close to his body "Heaven knows I have 
waited long enough for it"

"So why won't you?"
"Because sex is a commitment I doubt you and I are ready 

for" he said, freeing his hand, "I mean once a man and a 
woman slept together, the twain become one. As far as God 
is concerned, they are man and wife. Sleeping with another 
person after that is like committing adultery in His eyes"

"Yes but how practical is that?" I asked "I mean are you tell-
ing me you have not slept with more than one woman ever 
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since your divorce?"
Tony looked up, and looked down at this knuckles.
Oh my God! Maybe he has gone without sex all these years. 

Maybe there is still a world out there that not just frowns 
upon pre-marital sex, but actively lives by it. Maybe Tony, 
hot as he was, is one of those men who - like St. Paul - could 
bring his body to subjection lest that by any means, when he 
has preached to others, he himself should be a castaway.

"No, I have ... had occassions to repent of that," he admit-
ted, nodding his bowed head bitterly, "More than once. I 
am not perfect, and my Savior didn't spill His blood on the 
Hill of Golgotha with a time-limit on how often I could be 
washed free o� my sins."

I smiled, because he was smiling. But I couldn't help but 
feel the melancholy in it - the deep yearning to be found 
worth the sacri�ce.

If the man on the Hill of Golgotha was to take it into His 
head to calculate how often I have sinned against Him - in 
word and deed - would He have so cheerfully answered, “I 
tell you, not just seven times, but seventy-seven times"?!

"I have had carnal knowledge of a woman," Tony con-
tinued, studying the inside of his very pale palm, "but never 
with somone I was not sure would want to have a future 
with me. I know you mean what you say right now, I do. 
But when you realize you were stuck with me till the end of 
your days, you would curse me because I was not your �rst 
choice"

"But I chose you," I said, bursting into hysterical tears, "I 
did. The very day I called you - this guy - this neighbor 
I might be interested in, who is everything I wanted, he 
showed me he liked me. I could have called Mike and given 
him my number. Could have stopped by 7/11 and said 'hi'. 
Opened my window... Instead, I chose to cross the street 
when I saw him next and walked away with a ‘hi’ when he 
lingered to talk to me at Walgreens. You won’t believe how 
hurt he looked, but I did not care. Because you are who I 
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want to be with now – we choose our own kind sometimes - 
even after they showed us they were ready for us"

Tony smiled nervously, as if some of the stu� I was saying 
wasn't making much sense.

"If you'd rather wait, it is �ne by me" I said, wiping my 
tears, "But I want you to know I don't mean to settle with 
anyone without knowing how good we are in bed; even if it 
means we have to give it a try on the eve of our wedding"

Tony smiled wistfully and drew my hand to himself.  "I just 
want to make sure," he started, leading it to his crotch – so I 
could feel what a serious endeavor this would be "That you 
are sure about this"

“I am," I said, shuddering a  little. As long as he didn't force 
me to look at it, I am willing to take on whatever he brought 
my way. Dark-skinned penises may have the reputation of 
hitting the spot. Based on the few porn websites I explored, 
however, [before the pain the actresses appear to be going 
through, and next day spam attacks scared me away,] they 
aren't the most appetizing to look at. What the absorption 
of iron does to your stool is, in fact, the closest I could get 
to describing a "big black dick" without being unnecessar-
ily crass. "There is nothing I'm more certain of, and nothing 
that excites me as much: the idea of knowing you that way. 
Because you are so gentle... and so loving ... and so - I don't 
know - restrained, the way a dormant volcano is"

Tony laughed, his head thrown-back, his eyes scrunched, 
his mouth half-open and revealing widely spaced short 
white teeth.

"For the record," I added, eagerly, "I've wondered what your 
body would look like naked even when I thought I hated 
you"

"Good," he chuckled, wiping his eyes o� the tears produced 
by my comment, "I've wondered about your body too, al-
though my desire for you was always more than physical. 
Can we stop by the store �rst? I haven't got a condom on me"

When Tony called that night, to apologize again for having 
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to leave me since he did not arrange with someone to check 
on his son, I told him it was alright. That I had a great time. 
And we should do this again.

What I didn't tell him was how I went out after he left, 
walked aimlessly around in my neighborhood before tak-
ing a bus to downtown Seattle. The main reason was to be 
around people, for I was feeling lonely and vulnerable. But 
I have end up walking to Lower Queen Anne and sat in the 
bus stop across from Joe's building until cold made my knees 
knock against one another and too much staring turned 
everything into a blur. Because when a job goes wrong, you 
go back to the beginning. And here was my beginning: His 
place [his palace], my torture chamber. The �g tree that has 
withered away, and the man who said to her "No man eat 
fruit of thee hereafter forever".
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CHAPTER 66

Tony was avoiding me. Not the way Joe used to avoid 
me, resentment with bitter looks thrown in, but as 
does a man who was not absolutely certain what 

happened is what he thinks has happened. Has he asked, I 
would have told him he has nothing to be ashamed of. The 
person who was unable to perform that afternoon, the one 
with a distinct lack of a libido, was yours truly. And that I 
wasn’t as concerned with it as he seems to, nor think it �nal. 
Isn’t chocking the �rst time a common thing? Was he the 
kind of person who would dump a girl for being bad in bed?!

Can’t we work on it or something?
He hasn’t, so I have played along: Texted cheerfully back 

when he texts, answered quickly when he calls, and pretend 
I believed him when he said he has gotta do this thing or that 
after work.

On one of these evenings, I unlocked my door to a brightly-
lit hallway. I have once or twice forgotten to turn the radio 
o� before leaving for work. But the light, with its ability to 
spill out of the bedroom into the passageway, wasn’t some-
thing I would easily over-look. So I stealthily walked into 
my kitchen, with my heart beating in my mouth, grabbed a 
frying pan and walked towards the light. His shoulders were 
the �rst things I noticed, then his head, then his knees. There 
was a man, dressed in pants and ironed shirt, sited on my 
couch pouring over the year-book I got from my school upon 
graduation.

"Ende Mulugeta?"�I said, almost faint with relief. Was I really 
going to attack the intruder if he has turned out to be one?! 
"What are you doing here?"
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"I knocked and knocked, you weren't opening" Mulugeta 
said, getting up from his reading "I got worried so latch 
keyed my way in. Aren’t you supposed to be o� Friday even-
ings?”

“Yes ... I have to walk to the main o�ce to sign for my 
gift card. You know how we get a 50-dollar gift card for our 
birthday and anniversary? I went there, then walked back”

“Oh yeah, you were born at the end of October, weren’t 
you?" he said thoughtfully. “So how are you?”

I was good, other than going through an emotional shake 
down that seems to have twisted my insides into a perman-
ent knot, leaving me with a bitter taste in my mouth and an 
inde�nite jumpiness two months after it happened.

But greeting comes �rst; for you greet people - pass your 
peace unto them, so to say - like you feed the stranger and 
visit the imprisoned, cry with those who cry and o�er to go 
a mile further with he who asked you to go a mile with him, 
not because you mean it, but rather as a service to God. He 
counteth, puts it all on a scale come judgement day, and re-
wards you with eternal life - sometimes on the merit of your 
good deeds outweighing your bad ones, other times with a 
little help from His Mother who may �nd it necessary to cast 
her shadow to tip the scale in your favor. So I said I was well 
while we kissed one another’s cheeks like righteous folks 
performing the will of God.

It didn't occur to me until he asked me not to laugh at him 
for the way he was dressed, that formal clothes were part of 
the requirement for his 2nd job.

"Oh no it looks good" I said, immediately calming down 
and feeling a little silly for thinking he was dressed like that 
to seduce me. Then I asked, as is customary, if he came in 
peace.

"Yeah everything is alright" he said, going back to the 
couch "I kept your door key, after I gave it back to Fana last 
time and she threw it on the table, like she always does with 
all her keys then yells somebody has taken it or she has lost 
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it somewhere. I wanted to talk to you about something and 
didn't want her to hear"

"Ok" I said, suspiciously.
He put his hand on his knee, looked around and said my 

place looked much more furnished and easier on the eye 
than he remembers it last. The one thing he was tired at his 
own house was the stu� Fana keeps buying, in an inability to 
pass o� "deals", which seems to drown out light.

I stood there, ready to serve and oblige. So what can I do for 
him?

"Sit with me" he invited me, patting the couch next to him. 
I didn't want to say no, in case he came to talk to me about 
something other than wanting me; a terminal-disease, for 
example. Physical intimacy - like food, like love - was some-
thing I did not have a stomach for nowadays.

"So...” he said after locking his hands on his knee and 
stretching. "I am assuming you know by now what all that 
hoopla was about?"

"Hoopla?"
"With Selamawit"
"No," I said, suddenly interested. "She wouldn't tell me. She 

just said they had an argument and she didn't want to be 
around Fana until she left"

"Didn't even mention me, huh?" he said looking strangely 
touched.

"No" I said, suddenly over-whelmed by a jealous curiosity 
"What happened?"

"Argh, the usual" he said, sighing. "She has been on my case 
all evening, for 'embarrassing her’ in front of her friends 
by refusing to come down to say hi although I didn't work 
the previous night. Said they came that afternoon [with 
raw meat, ‘tej’, and everything] after planning for weeks on 
spending it with me after she told them I would be o�. 
Anyway she kept harassing me all throughout the evening, 
throwing sarcastic and snidely remarks. And when, �nally, 
Selam asked if she can at least leave me alone until after I 
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had dinner, she blew up on the girl. Asked her who the wife 
was, she or Selam, to tell her what to do. In fact, her exact 
words were: 'He is my husband, what business is it of yours 
to tell me what to say and not to say to him?'. I mean I always 
knew she gets jealous of everyone, man or woman, I seem to 
be able to talk to for more than 30 minutes. Like she worries 
we are laughing behind her back or the more charming I am 
to others, the less they know how di�cult it was to live with 
me. Have implied I was two faced more than once: some-
body who appears good to outsiders, but is bitter for those 
he lives with. But Selam---" he sighed. "She started giggling 
nervously then burst into tears. I don't think she has seen 
such hostility in her life. Cried for like half hour and said she 
won't spend the night in that house if she has to walk back 
to Michigan. Of course, I didn't tell the poor girl I was the 
one who got more insulted than her. Said ok, drove her up 
here and went back to my dear wife, and her sharp bramble 
tongue. She has been trying to suck up to me for days but it 
was the last straw, as they say"

"I am sorry" I said, wearing a long face "I mean I know Fana 
has a habit of saying whatever that comes to her mouth but 
I don't know another woman who loves her husband more 
than she loves you and is willing to sacri�ce as much as she 
did for you. If she is acting weird sometimes, it maybe be-
cause she su�ers from an inferiority complex and thinks ...”

"I am not talking about a divorce" he said, interrupting me 
gently "I am talking about going back home, to Ethiopia. I 
mean, it is something I have been thinking about for years 
now; on and o�. But after she helped me decide, I realized I 
no longer want to stay in this country one more month if I 
can help it"

"Why?" I asked, concerned "What happened?"
He looked up and smiled. His were beautiful eyes. Deep 

set and of a darker brown shade than other people I know. 
The gray hair seems to compliment the soft baldness at the 
middle of his forehead. His features were so smooth, so fa-
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miliar, so intensely well-known, so achingly beloved, that 
looking at his face from such a close-by point almost took 
my breath away.

"What hasn't happened?" he said bitterly. "I can barely rec-
ognize myself or know who I am anymore. Do you know I 
forgot my social security number three times in the last two 
months? A social security number I have had for 20 some-
thing years?! It is like I am slowly losing my mind. I am 
wound tightly all day long and I don't even know why. I go 
to sleep but I don't feel refreshed when I wake up. It is like I 
have been up all night long twiddling my thumbs. My back 
hurts, and all the doctors say is that it is stress. And I feel like 
I would vomit blood if I started coughing - to get this - thing 
that is scratching at my chest - because of all the anger and 
hatred that I feel. This country - this life is getting to me"

"I am sorry" I said, wanting to give him a hug but not sure if 
it would be appropriate in this case "Does Fana know?"

"Nope" he sprang his lips. "I mean she knows I plan to go 
back home in May. Not the fact that I don't intend to come 
back"

"How about Betsu, Hagere and Babi?" I said, my heart ach-
ing for his little ones and then myself. What the hell am I 
gonna do without him, my only family, in this country?

"I think they are better o� without me" he said weakly "I 
fear I may do something to her or to myself if I stayed. And 
there is no way she would let me live in this city as a sin-
gle man. So it's better for me to go and for them to be sur-
rounded by people who love them and take care of them. I 
will call them at least once a week, and have them over for a 
visit - or even have them there for a year as most parents do, 
so they could learn their language and identity. I mean none 
of us grew with a father and I say we turned out ok, don't 
you?"

I did not agree, despite not saying so. He knows all the 
arguments against being brought up by a single-mother, a 
black single-mother of all people, in America.
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"This isn't an impulsive decision" he assured me, after a 
long sigh. "I have been thinking about it and even been send-
ing money to my brother to build this house in my name for 
about 5 years now. Three bedroom and two bathrooms; not 
to mention a whole service room where I can live in in-case 
my cement-factory plan did not work and I have to rent it 
out to support myself. You have heard how the cement fac-
tory business is blooming back home right now; what with 
all the construction going on to make it easy for the Chinese 
to take over our continent?"

"Yes" I said, smiling as bitterly - it was a sore point for the 
both of us "And Fana knows none of it?"

"There are many things Fana doesn't know" he answered 
"One of them is this villa and business venture I would be 
investing in after I went there. The other is that I have no 
intention of ending my old age in this country. Maybe I have 
become more radicalized as I get older but this country has 
become unbearable as time goes by. Less and less like decent 
society and more and more like the Wild West, everyone for 
himself. A popularity contest over who can out-dumb who. 
More importantly, I would like to live among people who 
know my value and recognize where I come from and where 
I might end up: who I am. It is something that is killing me 
slowly every day, this thing I am being measured with in this 
country. I want to go back and claim the life that has been 
taken from me before I get to enjoy it. That -- world I wasn't 
allowed to become an adult in, the way you and Fana did."

"Yes" I said, "The �rst week I went back home, I wanted to 
change my return �ight to an earlier date and come back be-
cause I couldn't stand the heat and the smell. Four years in 
Seattle and I have become intolerant of those things I grew 
up with!! But two weeks later, I was wishing I could stay a lit-
tle longer. Especially the ‘being lonely’ aspect. It is too bad 
we can't have it all"

"No, we can't!" he said half smiling half bitter "No matter 
how much Injera we tried to eat a week, or attempt to stay 
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true to our traditions. This country isn't our home. It is no-
body's home, except maybe White People. Fortunately, and 
unlike most of the Refugees here, I do have a home I can go 
to. And go I must, while I still have some life - youth- left in 
me. It may prove disappointing. I may miss here. I may even 
want to come back. But it is better than living the life of 
slow-death I am living now"

I sighed and shook my head.
"You won't be interested in going there with me, will you?" 

he said, smiling mischievously
"Me?"
"Yes"
"What would I do there?" I said, half laughing, half serious 

because I wasn't sure he meant it
"Something other than whatever it is you think you are 

doing here" he said, teasing "Help me set up my business, 
run the communication aspect of it for me - that is, after 
all, what you are trained for. And ... perhaps... someday" he 
looked up and hesitated, "be a 'helping mate', as the expres-
sion is"

But...
"I will naturally go there �rst" he said, as if encouraged by 

my hesitance "set up everything. Then you can come check 
it out. If you don't like it, you can always return here. You are 
a citizen, after all"

Yes, but what happens to Joe if I were to leave America? 
When I miss him? Isn't that the only comfort I have in this 
country: knowing he was only a bus or a train ride away? 
That I was breathing the same air he was breathing, walking 
the same streets he walks, face the same cold unforgiving 
wind that he does?

"You will be near your mother" Mulugeta continued, mas-
saging my hand "Your nieces and nephew, me. We can... we 
can start from scratch and build a life together, just the 
way you wanted. Children, a house, a small book-store with 
free Wi-Fi where you can sell co�ee and pastries from!" he 
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laughed "We can vacation here during Christmas time, or go 
to Italy – I remember you saying you would like that. It is 
not a complete nonsense, you gotta admit that"

"No it is not" I said, my heart rising and falling like the 
waves. "I guess I just never assumed I have that option so 
never took time to consider it. Taking a 3 months’ leave, 
going home and getting my head together yes but ...”

“No 'ifs' and 'buts'” he pressed on “If you are going to dwell 
on ifs and buts, you will always �nd an excuse to stay. That is 
how you remain stuck here. The thing to do is say ‘no more’ 
and cut all ties. I mean haven’t you wasted enough time in 
this hell-hole?”

Yes, but what of the hell-hole over there? All the stu� I 
kept from him so as not to shatter his romanticized version 
of the country that awaits him. The reason why people still 
�ee the country they love at the �rst chance they got.

“If you are worried about my wife" he said somberly "Trust 
me when I say she would have no problem �nding someone 
to �ll in my shoes the minute I walked out the door! People 
like her. And someone would want to be with her if - for 
nothing else - to have a roof like that over their head. That 
place is an insanely good deal for any man. I know because it 
was what held me back every time I wanted to walk out and 
never return, after all the blood and sweat I spent on it”

“That is true”
“Plus, why would you put your happiness before hers when 

she never cared for yours? I know that whore sister of hers 
has taken her to at least one ‘wise man’ to inquire after you”

“What?” I said, terri�ed “How did you know?”
“I have my sources” He said, shrugging “She would have 

put something in your food that would make you sick or go 
crazy if she did not fear the ill-omen that follows one's chil-
dren after making a deal with Lucifer”

Oh wow. Of course one doesn’t expect the superstition to 
be left behind just because people left home. But what could 
she be inquiring after, if I have slept with him?!
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“So” he said, a little impatient “What say you?”
"I don't know" I said hesitantly "Either this place isn't done 

with me yet or I am not done with it. But I feel like I am leav-
ing so many questions unanswered if I were to leave now”

“What kind of questions?”
“Like if the problem is with this country or me. I mean 

here I am surrounded by everything that would make life 
worth living and feeling like my hands were tied, you know? 
Considering where I came from, maybe I should look at 
the bigger picture; dream in mono-tone, a more need-based 
more localized dream. Be eager to lay my life for the good 
of others. ‘Ask not what my country can do for me', etc. 
But I feel like it is ok to be sel�sh; to aspire to things; to 
look forward to weekends and holidays. Not to see the year 
as another number added to your age but 365 days of pure 
discovery; that I, too, should have a season where I can rest 
from my toils. Does that make me sound like the colt that 
said no grass ought to grow if she were to die?", he shrugged 
his shoulder to show he didn't care what it sounds like "But 
if I’ve ever mattered as an individual, a separate entity from 
the rest of humanity then it matters to me that I live and die 
a life inspired; rather than the colorless, artless, humorless 
life I used to have back home"

“It is like reading an Ayn Rand manifesto" Mulugeta said, 
smiling, "Still I am not o�ering you the Addis of your com-
munist days, with rationed-food, Mao suit, and "no private 
car on the street on Sunday". This won't even be the Addis 
you knew when going home from work or while saving for 
six months to buy a decent pair of shoes. This is an entirely 
di�erent world only those with money have access to. A 
place where you can do something new every evening [visit-
ing a museum, listening to jazz or dining at the best hotels 
while a piano played in the background] or plan your week 
around where you would be that weekend. And why not? We 
worked hard enough for it. What is the use, after all, of mak-
ing money here if money can’t buy you your independence 
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back home?! And that is what hurt most when I �rst came 
here. It wasn't the ignorance of the masses or that, whatever 
I do and was able to achieve, my lot would always be cast 
with those I moved amongst and looked-liked the most. Or 
how not being angry, never having a reason to be angry, 
keeping my head down and focusing on making money 
made me appear a traitor: somebody to be avoided and 
shunned, or insulted and abused. None of that hurt as much 
as the listlessness, the working like a dog to no perceivable 
end. Being a man who belonged neither here nor there – 
lonely in the middle of a sea of people after being torn away 
from dozens who loved me and desired my company. So I 
lived my life like it was a death sentence. Then I went home 
for my mom's funeral, after being convinced for twenty 
something years that as nothing would shake Mengistu and 
his government, I will never be able see home again. While I 
sat there - this neither 'Ferenj’ nor ‘Habesha’ guy who uses the 
oldest Amharic expressions in the book, says ‘thankyou’ in 
all the wrong places and apologizes for the silliest of things - 
surrounded by the mourners; the women spread out on the 
mattress laid on the ground talking with their mouth 
covered, the kids playing cards by the entrance, the beer and 
the food being carried in by visitors, childhood friends, or - 
at least what was left of them - it hit me: This�was�my home! 
This� was� where I belong. This was the refugee I have been 
searching all my life for, not the country that grudgingly 
gave me an asylum. My passport may read American, but 
there was nothing American about me. I don't live like an 
American. I don't believe like an American. Hell I don't even 
look like an American, if we go by my wife's de�nition of it".

I laughed. It was a joke between her friends, how Fana 
didn't feel quite an American until the year it snowed in 
Seattle and she was able to send a photo of herself in a snow 
jacket to family and friends back home. Her tendency to still 
confuse the word "American" with "White" was legendary as 
well.
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"So...” He said �nally "is that enough to convince you to 
abandon your adopted country less than �ve years after you 
became its citizen or dare I ask if there is more to it than 
that?"

“More to it?" I said, mysti�ed
“If it is about a guy” he said, his lip curled to reveal distaste 

"The one in the military?"
"What?!"�I said taken aback. Before today, every time Fana 

mentioned the man in my life, Mulugeta's reaction has been 
to either see what TV has gotta o�er him, talk over her or 
leave the room. “How did you know he used to be in the 
military?”

"Well... you had this twinkle in your eye when we were 
talking about PTSD, and you said you have a friend who used 
to be in the military. You don’t get that way about anybody 
so it wasn’t hard to put two and two together. Although - I 
must say - I was surprised you would go for somebody like 
that"

"Somebody like that?!” I said with a frown, “But you don’t 
even know him!"

"I am not trying to start a �ght" Mulugeta laughed a dry 
mirthless laugh, "But from what I witnessed at the airport 
and heard, the only women who date military men seem to 
be either really desperate ones or foreigners looking for a 
visa”

“So we should judge a person’s worth by who is willing to 
date them, is that it?” I said smiling in same

"Maybe not, but knowing what purpose these people 
serve, who and what they stand for, and in what condition 
they leave the countries they went into – I don’t know! Any-
way... so what is the deal there? If he wanted to marry you, I 
would have heard about it by now – I imagine”

"We’ve not been together for the last 8 months” I admitted
“So why are we talking about him?”
Because I am afraid of the look you would give me when I 

tell you I was dating a guy from Kenya?!
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"Let me ask you one thing" he said, totally misreading my 
silence, "Do you think�he�would wait around for you the way 
you are waiting for him? Say no if a woman he has been pin-
ning after for years, like you did with me, o�ered him herself 
the way I am o�ering you now?"

"No" I said honestly "I don't think he will" He was probably 
on top of Gina right now, helping her achieve her weekly 
orgasm goals by thrusting himself in and out of her, before 
she decided to get up and change the position of the bed or 
say "Namaste" to a fellow Whole Foods shopper.

Mulugeta looked a little thrown. He obviously expected 
a protest. "Yeah" he said, chuckling sarcastically "a White-
guy saying no to sex and remaining faithful to you - a black 
girl, who he is probably dating to appear more liberal to his 
friends or make them think he has a big dick! They may be 
laughing behind your back on how silly you are for trusting 
them even as we speak. That you are no more than another 
score against the poor black male; another territory the 
White man seizes at will"

"Maybe you are right" I said, because he was hurting 
enough.

"You don't think so, obviously"
I sighed. "I don't know"
"Say it" said Mulugeta, "I maybe everything my wife thinks 

I am but not your stereotypical African male, am I? Dismis-
sive and sneering every time a woman voiced an opinion? 
The right to express oneself, that was what I gave my life for. 
Or, at least, your father's"

"I never held you responsible for Abaye's death" I said, 
watching his eyes �lling with tears. "I hold those who tor-
tured him instead. But -- I think you may be wrong about Joe"

"Like how?" he said, drying his eyes with the sort of hand-
kerchief I haven't seen since coming to America

"I don't know. It may sound silly. But when we broke up - 
after I said something hurtful - he brought this girl to the gar-
age to make me jealous"
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"Go on?"
"She was dark skinned" I said, "You know the kind we make 

fun of back home. With a �at nose and thick African-lips"
"What are you trying to say?" he said, looking genuinely 

confused
"I mean he didn't bring the most light-skinned girl he can 

�nd, or even a mixed-race girl. He just brought this very so-
phisticated - very independent looking - black girl. I have 
always been told, or assumed, that the only black women 
White men are interested in are people who look a little like 
them: Beyoncé, Halle Barry, even our very own Liya"

"That is what African Americans want" He protested "That 
is what�we�want because we are led to believe lighter skin 
is more beautiful than a dark one and soft hair better than 
a kinky hair. But to them - we are 'Silicha QelQelo, QelQelo 
Silicha'"

"Uh-uh" I said, for the mark of the frustrated man was hear-
ing him contradict himself

“Or he can't tell the di�erence between a beautiful black 
woman and an ugly black woman because his base assump-
tion is that all black people are ugly. Just grabs one passing 
by and brings her over hoping she would do"

"Have you considered, perhaps, that maybe he likes pretty 
girls, whatever color they come in?”

“Wanting to fuck a pretty girl is one thing” he said “every-
body wants to fuck a pretty girl; even if you would not want 
to be seen in public with her. Remember how you com-
mented once how Asian girls weren’t as picky as women of 
other races?! There is this ex-pat, you have heard me talk 
about him, who has girlfriends in every foreign city he has 
been to. I invited him home for lunch when I was in Addis so 
he calls me when he needs picking up when he is in Seattle. 
Anyway... I asked him why White guys chase after foreign 
girls when their own women have to �ght Asian girls and 
gay-guys to get dates in this city. You know what he said? He 
said most White guys go after exotic women because� they�
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don’t make them work as hard as White women do. Most cul-
tures see White guys as status symbol, which makes women 
from other ethnic group easy. Is that what you want to be, 
'easy'?”

“No” I said thoughtfully, “But I would like to think I have 
the wisdom to steer clear o� a guy like that. This is what 34 
years of being a woman taught me: that for every girl who 
prostitutes herself in one way or another, there is a pimp 
who sold her out [be it poverty, culture, a mother] and a John 
who takes her home and uses her weakness to make her do 
what he wants. I have never allowed myself to be used un-
questioningly and I hope I never have to. As for your other 
comments, about there being no way a White guy can genu-
inely be interested in any other race other than a White 
woman, isn’t that acknowledging their delusion of being a 
superior race?”

“Not unless you are out behaving as if you think they are” 
he said “The point is people set their own price. You go 
around lusting after them, and wanting to be like them, you 
are saying our problem isn’t famine, corruption and lack of 
good-governance, but a defective culture and identity. Half 
the children my kid's age in Ethiopia are called ‘Nathan’ and 
‘Abigail’. The Jews know you name a child you are in e�ect 
forming his/her identity. So you don’t see them giving their 
kids an Ethiopian name. For some reason, though, we are 
scrambling to name our kids after their religious heroes. 
Every music video made and every movie shot in that coun-
try has a tall skinny woman as the love interest of the lead-
man, as if we need being re-educated on our preferences. 
Our children decorate trees for Christmas when they should 
be playing ‘Ghenna’ the way we did. They say ‘send a lap-
top to Africa’. What do African kids do with their laptop? 
They go on Facebook and study how the rest of the world 
lives and behaves, so they could imitate it. We should be 
proud the world is turning into one big village, they tell us. 
The more connected we are, the more we are able to con-
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centrate not on what makes us di�erent but the same; thus 
paving the way to world-peace. But it really is world-wide 
corruption, the loss of one's identity and assimilating into a 
giant White capitalist value and way of living. That is how 
this war is being won, the cultural war, not with guns and 
blankets but through the TV-screen and the internet. How 
long before Ethiopian parents started naming their kids Ed-
ward and Susan, the way Asian do in this country? How long 
before educated Habesha men start dandying themselves up 
to hook up with White women? How many years before the 
famine-stricken farmer whom Dimbleby witnessed letting 
his more-hungry neighbor go before him learned the value 
of greed and tore the ration-convoy apart? How long before 
Ethiopians followed suit in whoring our identity and be-
came another English-speaking African colony?!"

"Maybe" I said, unable to hide my shaking hands and my 
burning cheeks "We are trying to live our life as we know 
best and not all of us are trying to make a point when choos-
ing a partner"

He looked up at me, shocked at the subtle insult I levied 
against his marriage.

"Are you saying I married a stupid woman just because she 
is from my country?"

"I don't know. Did you?"
He laughed, amused. "I have upset you" he observed, 

stretching. Stretching was his way of trying to relieve bad 
energy

"No you haven't" I answered, chewing my lips "Just disap-
pointed"

"Why disappointed?"
"Because I got humiliated by somebody who probably 

thinks like you last month; only he was White and per-
haps thinks the White race is being made less pure through 
mixed-relationships"

"We are all being made less pure!" he said "Less like our true 
- original - selves, less like the generation that was before us"
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"I don't know how true and pure our original selves were, 
or if our ancestors never mixed and intermingled. But, un-
fortunately, there is nothing you and I can do to stop it"

"And that makes it right?"
I don't know, and said as much.
"For the record", Mulugeta said, as if he considered my lack 

of desire to duck it out as a sign that I was o�ended, "I was 
not trying to insult you when talking about whoring one's 
identity by inter-dating"

"Yes you were" I said, dismissively "But join the club, I judge 
myself for it too sometimes. I wonder why it is easier for me 
to �nd some – redeeming, facial or otherwise – quality in a 
White guy than it is in an Ethiopian or African man. Why a 
black guy has to jump through all kinds of hoops before he 
can attract me, when a White guy can do it with half the 
e�ort"

"Well I don’t know what to tell you there” he said, sighing 
“But I know you’ve loved me before any of them. And would 
have been mine, and not looked sideways at another guy no 
matter where he came from, if I have owned up to it"

I grunted, unwilling to give ground.
"Maybe I am just jealous, have you thought of that?" he 

joked "I mean I am not particularly thrilled at the idea of you 
dating an Habesha guy either"

I chuckled, despite myself. It was Mulugeta, after all.� My�
Mulugeta. The man whose wedding band I still feel on my 
�nger and wake up in a cold sweat when realizing it was not 
there.

"Maybe all this - coming here, going back home, starting 
from scratch - is my way of undoing every damage I did 
ever since I set eyes on you. Before you showed up at the 
airport with your mother, awkwardly carrying those stupid 
�owers, you were this little girl in my head. This little girl 
who talks smart but has no clue what life is really like - ra-
ther like what Selam is now. After I saw you and realized 
you had a crush on me and that you embody this girl I was 
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looking to fall in love with when I was a teenager; I think 
some kind of madness overtook me. I acted like I didn't care, 
like I barely took any notice of you, or even wanted to talk 
to you. I talked about Fana, even when we were posing for 
our wedding photos, you wearing a ring I put on your �nger; 
I wearing a fake smile for my ‘girl’ in America. But inside, I 
was in turmoil, worried I would do something that would 
betray my real desire and make me look like a fool. ‘She is 
Gash Seifu's daughter’, I kept saying. ‘I am already engaged 
to a woman who was the one person to bring the scent of 
home I hungered for into my life’. ‘I can't be the stereotyp-
ical sponsor who pretended not to be interested in the girl 
until the girl came to America’. But deep down... deep down 
I was happy and silly and feverish, wanting to do everything 
I didn't get to do at 10th grade: write you love letters on col-
orful papers, give you novels with red roses pressed between 
them, take you to Abba Billa's tea-house, buy you a cake 
with milk then walk you home before I steal a kiss, one kiss! 
outside Gash Timhirtu's grocery shop so no one in the neigh-
borhood can see us together"

“Please” I said, suddenly bursting into tears “Please 
Mulugeta...”

"Ok I would leave" he said getting up.
“I am not trying to make you leave” I begged, grabbing 

his jacket “I am just sad you didn’t come to me when I 
needed you, when I stood by the sidelines afraid I would be 
an embarrassment to my father’s name if I acted on my im-
pulses. When I needed someone to love me the way ‘Abel’ 
did ‘Tigist’ – the guy from ‘Sememen’ who loved that girl so 
much he almost died for her”

“But I am here now,” he pressed on, kissing the hand that 
detained him before proceeding to put it behind his back 
and folding me in his arms “and if you gave me a chance” he 
continued, kissing my nose, my cheeks, then my eye lids, “I’ll 
make you realize it is not where you are but who you are 
with that makes life worth living. Surely, you can’t have lost 
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all the feelings you had for me”
"No" I said, hesitatingly. It occurred to me, as we stood 

there with our noses almost touching, that I haven’t actu-
ally� looked at his face as closely as I was doing now how-
ever much I dreamed it. It was not a smooth skin. But it was 
cleanly shaven, manly, and oozing sexuality in every pour. 
“You can’t stop having feelings for a person you have loved 
even before you knew what love means. I think you are one 
of those people who made me fall in love with story-telling. 
Next to Wegayehu Nigatu narrating ‘FiQir Eske MeQabir’ on 
the radio and Hailu Tsegaye’s Saturday afternoon dramas, 
the legend of how you got away was what kept us warm dur-
ing cold wintery nights”

“Is that why every one of your bridesmaids was blushing 
every time I went near her?” he said, sucking the side of my 
neck while his hand worked vigorously to get access to my 
nipples.

“And because you were cute” I smiled, tickled by the mem-
ory as much as the kiss, "I mean most of them congratulated 
me on my good fortune, that it couldn’t happen to a more 
deserving person, that they have always known I never be-
longed back home. But what they really envied was the fact 
that I was going to be yours. They would ask me questions 
about you, wonder what your girlfriend would be like, and 
grudgingly say you will never let me go. It was like they were 
obsessed with you"

“It is the Gojjame in me” He said, pushing me gently back 
so I was half sitting half lying on the couch, "My in-laws used 
to ask me what kind of voodoo I put on my wife to make her 
stick by me the way she did, as she used to be the most impa-
tient of the girls"

"Oh yeah?" I smiled, trying to sit up. It was a common myth 
that men from his side of the country were experts at using 
the power of black magic to steal women's hearts

“Oh yeah” Mulugeta laughed, slipping his hand into my bra 
and squeezing my breast, “She used to laugh at that until 
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she realized she couldn’t get away from me even when she 
wanted to. Now she accuses me of putting voodoo not just 
on her, but on the women around her"

"The women around her?!” I said, ba�ed “Why would she 
do that?”

“Because she thinks they have a thing for me”
“Do they?” I asked, mentally scanning the faces of the 

women who I saw visit them at their house: Brave women, 
bashful women, talkative women. Women who teased him 
about working nights to have an excuse not to come visit 
their family in the day time.

“Not all of them” he said looking up and winking
"You don’t mean,” I said alarmed, “you are not telling me 

you cheated on her?!"
"Not at �rst" He answered, giving up the attempt to spring 

my breasts out of my tight bra, "Not until you came"
"What?"�I said, shivering like the day I heard Joe has shagged 

his way to a warm bed "What do you mean?"
“Why? You didn't think I sat around, with my tail between 

my legs, watching helplessly while she treated you the way 
no country-man should be treated, did you?"

“Oh my God” I said, gathering the scattered bits of my shirt 
around me, “I don’t believe it”

"I told her, and told her and told her” he said with frus-
trated passion, “Even warned her I would leave her if she 
didn't stop. But of course she would have alerted the au-
thorities as to how you came and they would have sent you 
back. She knew I won't let that happen, if it cost me my life. 
So I went out and fucked two of her friends: Women who 
envy her life and her husband. One single, one divorced. All 
I needed to do was knock on their door after hours. I think 
they were too surprised to protest, then kind of liked it. In 
fact, every time she hurt you in front of me, I have hurt her 
by going to women who will not come close to her in looks 
or accomplishment as a woman. Fucking bitches who will 
take whatever they can get, from whoever they can get it"
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"Poor Fana," I said, holding my cheeks in horror, "Poor poor 
woman"

He pursed his lips in disgust before settling back to a sit-
ting position.

“I can’t believe it” I said, troubled and near to tears “I can’t 
believe how foolish I have been; thinking I was the only 
woman in your life, the one you would have left your wife 
for if it wasn’t for the kids. That you would keep yourself 
pure until we were able to be together, and be buried next to 
one another like Seble Wongel and Bezabih"

"Sleeping with other women didn’t stop me from mooning 
over you" He said, a tad bored “In fact it only made the desire 
stronger”

"Why because I was young and they were not?!”
"What?!"�he asked, annoyed "You think I loved you because 

you were young?"
"And inexperienced; an idealistic moron who would copy-

cat your personality and �ght your battles? A woman who 
can’t imagine a world existing outside you and will do 
everything you asked, even against her self-interest ... like 
some Republican voting mail-order bride from China?!"

"How dare you!"
"I am sorry" I said feeling suddenly very ill, "Maybe I am 

jealous. Maybe I am heart-broken. Maybe I don't like the fact 
that at least one of Fana's friends has been laughing behind 
her back, if not mine too"

"I did not tell them about you" He said "they have no reason 
to laugh behind anybody's back"

"They would pity her though" I said, "They would pity her 
because she is a fool, just the way I am feeling like a fool right 
now. I am sorry but you don't do that to a woman who loves 
you - country-man or not. You don't betray her behind her 
back and allow those you betrayed her with to laugh at her 
stupidity. You give her a chance to close her doors on them. 
To say no. To defend herself.�That�is the most honorable - the 
most Ethiopian thing to do"
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We stood there facing o�: Me, with my righteous indigna-
tion. He, with an amused and slightly-hurt look.

"I must say" he said, �nally "that is strangely comforting 
for some reason. Maybe that is why I loved you to begin with, 
and can't hate you as much as I hate her, no matter what you 
say or do"

"I am sorry Mulugeta" I said walking to the door and open-
ing it. "I have dealt with more hate than I can handle in this 
country. I can do without one more, especially when she is 
family"

He smiled, kissed his hand to me and walked out.
After I closed the door behind him a few minutes later, I 

set my alarm, turned the airplane mode on my phone and 
went to bed. I have dreamt of the day in which I would 
sleep with Mulugeta. How he would gently take my bottom 
lip between his teeth and tug at it; and saying words... dirty 
Amharic words that we received a beating as kids just for 
knowing them ... would go in and out of me... making me 
reach the height of ecstasy. In the intimacy I ached for in all 
those nights I slept a wall away from him, I have imagined us 
twined; like the two deacons from the urban legend who, as 
a warning against fornication, were found cleaved together 
in the bell tower room of the St. Gebriel church. He was my 
past. He was my childhood. He was everything my dreams 
were made from. It was the end of an era, a world coming 
crushing down around one's ears, and sleeping through it felt 
like the only rational thing to do.
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CHAPTER 67

Tony’s colleague has just married a woman who is 
originally from Côte d’Ivoire. He, the husband – not 
Tony, has been hoping she and I will strike up a 

friendship (so we can go fetch water from the river together 
and braid each other’s hair before getting into a pillow �ght 
while our boyfriends/husbands whistled and cheered over a 
glass of beer). It was not an unreasonable conclusion - how-
ever much it appalled me. We were both, after all, from the 
same continent; partnered to men from a di�erent tribe. 
Both black, so likely to obsess over our hair & be addicted 
to shopping. But I refrained from objecting to it out right. 
Antagonizing his friends didn't feel like a good idea when he 
has reached out to you after a week of absence; and when 
you don’t have good sex to fall back upon. In fact, I had 
a feeling he won’t have asked me to accompany him if it 
wasn’t so important to his friend that his wife has a friend 
outside the faith community she belonged to. So we have 
agreed to drop by [to say "Hello"] before heading to Gar�eld 
High where I would meet Faustin [my future step-son] for the 
�rst time, and have Tony cook for me. When we got there, 
however, carrying a Marie Calendar’s pie that I insisted was 
“the thing”, we found their neat little house, sporting a 
patio with a grill on it, �lled with noise and laughter. The 
voices belonged to family members who decided to drop on 
the newly-wed that very afternoon. A Minister and his wife: 
both from Côte d’Ivoire, both speaking bad English, both 
with more Habesha & Habesheet in them than meets the 
eye.

Although the visit was supposed to be a simple meet and 
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greet, we decided to stick around. Dropping pies and depart-
ing felt rude even for America. Soon we found ourselves in a 
dining room where a steamy pot of rice and various salads 
were awaiting our descent. We sat around the table and said 
grace, at the end of which the Protestant Minister crossed 
himself in a way that made me wonder who the guy was try-
ing to impress more: us or his God.

Of course you can’t sit across your distant cousins, digging 
with spoon and fork, and not talk. So after politely dan-
cing around, studying each other’s moves, the Minister came 
out of his polite shells. And there, sited across me, I saw 
my uncle-in-law: A know-it-all, dismissive-of-anything-he-
hasn’t-came-up-with, “better” half of my aunt. Starting with 
the European cities he’s been to and their exotic cuisine, he 
went on to shamelessly lecture us on what we should and 
shouldn’t eat (making a disgusted face every time he talked 
about the ills of “this country” we were in).

His wife, who looked over-burdened by the traditional 
dress she was wearing, seems to have sat at the dining table 
for the sole purpose of making us feel guilty for eating. She 
kept refusing what’s suggested to her, and chewed the little 
she had on her plate in a way that would impress a Southern 
Lady. (Proving to me how coming to the feast table and tak-
ing pride in not eating isn’t a strictly Ethiopian a�air).

The bride, a demure woman whose wig has covered half 
her face, was the perfect hostess: avoiding our eyes while she 
kept herself busy with �lling out plates every time a clean 
spot showed up. She gossiped with her country-woman in 
English and French even after the rest of us fall into an awk-
ward silence – prompting her Dr. Dre-look-alike husband to 
expound on the subject of Tupac Shakur’s spirituality [a sub-
ject his uncle-in-law hotly debated after I mentioned how 
often “Dear Momma” made me cry]

After bidding every one good bye, and promising to con-
sider his colleague's proposal to do this every other week, 
Tony breathed a sigh of relief and turned to ask how I was. “I 
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know it is not exactly your ‘scene’” he added cautiously “but 
I hoped it wasn't too terrible"

"Of course it wasn't terrible, what are you talking about?" 
I said, the entreating note in his voice freezing all the clever 
things I was planning to say about the “instructive” conver-
sation and my fellow diners

"I don’t know" he said hesitantly "maybe it's Monique. She 
kept telling me to ignore her husband and drop by any time 
I can because you'd probably not want to come even if they 
invited you"

"I wouldn't want to come?" I said terri�ed. "Why would she 
think that? Did you say something about me?"

"Something about you?" he said, looking vexed. "Like 
what?"

"I don't know" That I have a problem with her husband and 
his kind?! That I may look down on she and her kind? Regard-
less of contentment-scale and personal achievement, how I 
may consider myself superior to all dark-skinned Africans?!

Tony shook his head and sighed "No, I did not tell her any-
thing about you. But I don't think she needs me telling her 
to know how you guys don't like associating with the rest of 
Africa. Weren't you the one who said even when it comes to 
born-again Christians, Ethiopians would rather stay home 
or start their own one-man church than congregating with 
non-habashas?"

Yes, but that was for his bene�t only; for his personal en-
tertainment. Not so they can gather together to sling mud 
at us. hasn’t Kalyegira abused us enough?! "Well I hope she 
knows that I am not one of those people" I said, feverishly 
going over what I said and did in the last hour or so "I do 
stereotype – we all do. But when I am proved wrong, no 
one repents it faster than I. How else can you survive in 
this country?! As for the church, you are the one who said it 
would be too much of a distraction for you if I come; I did 
o�er"

"Maybe you won’t be as much a distraction if we go after 
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I formally introduced you to my bible study group next 
month" Tony said thoughtfully, “Been thinking about host-
ing it, as a coming out for you"

Filling snack plates to members of a bible study group, 
even joining hands in prayer, weren't things that would scare 
me more than other group activities among people who 
know and like one another would. I have led many a prayer 
meeting in my college years and have even been recom-
mended for a leadership role until I got my period the morn-
ing of my baptism-to-be and felt both unclean and un�t for 
salvation. But Tony's seeming desire to protect his friends 
from me occupied my mind until we approached Faustin's 
school and it was replaced by the dread of having to meet 
him.

The kid [chubby faced, clear-skinned and with none of the 
hair jell that de�ned his style of yester-years] didn't seem to 
see me as a threat, despite occupying the coveted front sit 
and literally taking his place. "You are �ne", his father has 
dismissed my worry when I o�ered to sit in the back while 
we waited for the boy to materialize out of countless kids 
who could as easily be him “He is a kid, let him sit in the 
back. When he �rst came, I was so guilty for leaving him 
in the care of that woman, I was doing everything that was 
wrong in the book: Getting him fast food on the way home 
after midnight and letting him watch anything he wants. 
As a result, he became twice the size he should be and 
very depressed. I was having a teacher-parent conference al-
most every other day from all the bullying until my pastor 
dropped by to see him when I was not there and said "wait 
a minute", "you are actually harming your son than helping 
him". Kids are like dogs, he said, unless you discipline them 
and showed them who the boss is, they will get it into their 
heads they are the bread winners. That is where talking back 
comes from". And so I have reached back and shook his hand 
when he threw his school bag impatiently and stepped in. He 
seems neither warm nor aloof just sweaty and in a real hurry 
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to get home. I have wondered if we need to make a stop, in 
case he needed to pee and was too embarrassed to say, until 
it turned out what he couldn't wait to get to wasn't the rest-
room - but a Gameboy he wasn't allowed to take to school 
with him. He has come down to get a snack a few minutes 
later, pointed out family members in the album I was going 
through, and gone up until his father asked him if he hasn't 
got that thing he has to do. At which point the boy has put 
back his game, grabbed a basketball and left for a friend's 
house where he would hang out until it was time to have din-
ner and do his homework.

Unfortunately, I didn't stick around long enough to wish 
him goodnight, or to watch him get out of the back seat to 
reclaim his place next to his father after seeing me home. For 
the quick visit to the bedroom that Tony push and pulled 
me to [as if he worried nothing short of a mind-blowing 
orgasm would loosen the tenseness in both our shoulders 
created by the earlier conversation], has resulted - not in 
helping him put his fear and my guilt to sleep - but with me 
o�ering to give him a hand-job instead.

Tony, like the gentleman he was, refused to take advan-
tage of the o�er. But not before asking if maybe this wasn't 
psychological; an inability to move-on judging by how often 
I've called him "Joe" in the past two-weeks. And I have wept 
and assured him it was physical, has been physical ever since 
a water-bottle �lled with urine exploded on my shirt. How 
my body seems to behave in such a way that was alien to my 
mind; that although I liked kissing and cuddling, it feels like 
I have died below the waist line. And even if Joe was to come 
back now, wanting a repeat of what we did last time, I doubt 
I would react di�erently to how I am reacting to him.

Tony has taken it remarkably well. Yes, he is surprised 
and somewhat disillusioned by my sleeping with somebody 
else’s boyfriend. But if God can forgive me, he can’t see why 
he would hold it against me – although it would naturally 
take more than my words to assure him it won’t happen 
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again. For the bible doesn’t say “Stolen water is sweet and 
bread eaten in secret is delicious” for naught. Alas this hap-
pening at the very week his Pastor talked about cutting ties 
and new beginnings, a sermon inspired by Abram who left 
his childhood home and all that was familiar to him after 
God said unto him "Get thee out of thy country, and from 
thy kindred, and from thy father's house, unto a land that I 
will shew thee"; he didn’t think that was just his fear talk-
ing. So he would be there for me as a fellow East-African, a 
"brother", as it were. If I am not willing to settle for that, 
then he hopes I respect him enough to take his parting ad-
vice and sort this out with my ex. For it is an act of cruelty, 
not of kindness, trying to give my body to somebody else 
when my soul was clearly cleaved to that man’s.

I wept then, because I have managed to do the one thing I 
did not succeed in years past, turn Tony against me when all 
I wanted was for him to love me, marry me, and be the com-
panion of my old age on our various trips to Italy, France, 
and Belgium before we took an abode in an English coun-
tryside and lived out our days there. Then I took comfort in 
the knowledge that, although Karma is rather heavy-handed 
when it comes to women, at no time in history has justice 
been served more than it did when Tony dumped me.
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CHAPTER 68

Even if it wasn't the day I was born in, back on a 
cold morning on October the 20th - my calendar, I 
have never been crazy about Halloween as a holi-

day. Having no social life or friends who could get me in-
vited to adult-themed costume parties [where, this year, I 
could have gone as a woman who got knocked up by her boy-
friend 7 months after they broke up] Halloween has been no 
more than one more day to feel sorry for myself.

I did not feel sorry for myself this time, however, not even 
at all the hard work and the opportunities for romance I lost 
in my futile attempt not to become my sister. For nothing 
seems to a�ect me as deeply as it used to after I found my-
self staring at the two pink lines of a home-pregnancy test 
that con�rmed my constant self-disgust of late was inspired 
by something other than – well – self-disgust; that I would 
be pregnant, and remain pregnant, despite a major fall and a 
spotting not a month after it was conceived!

There still were too many questions to ask, too many 
issues to address, too many decisions to make. But I have 
determined to make them when I could no longer a�ord to 
delay making them. In this spirit, I told the co-worker who 
found me head down in the toilet that I have yet to buy the 
pregnancy kit, went through my closet to �nd loose-�tting 
cloth, and decided to stick to my routine:�  walk for as far 
as is reasonably safe, get sick on non-company time, and eat 
as healthy as I can: cut �sh, cut deli-meat, cut co�ee – ex-
cept the complimentary Pumpkin Spice Latte from the Star-
bucks Enterprise to commemorate the day I was born.

The last one was an email I got this morning, o�ering a 
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free Birthday drink upon providing a code on check out. An 
o�er I claimed out of sheer boredom on the long walk home 
to avoid the snail pace with which buses move through the 
tra�c in Downtown Seattle. I even got a birthday wish from 
the Barista who was either a very feminine man, or a mildly 
masculine woman with a spike hair that complimented the 
shape of his or her face. On the way out and while holding the 
door for a West-African couple whose boy was kicking the 
air in his white Martial Arts uniform, I’ve remembered the 
last time I saw Tony and felt the ache I’ve only thus far asso-
ciated with men I have loved and lost.

Would �nding out I was pregnant before Tony broke up 
with me made a di�erence in the outcome?! I doubt it. My 
pride won’t have allowed me to contemplate abortion just 
to be with him. And his principle won’t have allowed him to 
stand by me when he found out I tried to get out of paying for 
my mistake by killing the infant growing inside me.

We are both more Catholic than Protestant that way.
As for asking him to become father to somebody else's 

baby, especially one I was in love with while I couldn't �nd 
the courtesy to be polite to him, it didn’t feel very likely.

Still, I could not help think if he had known the real reason 
why I was turning cold to his touch, my heart won’t sink at 
the thought of him and he would have forgiven enough to 
be friends. For although I am almost certain all it takes for 
my dream [of a Joe trying to feel the movements of and read 
bed-time stories to a fetus who hasn’t even grown ears yet, a 
Joe pushing a stroller beside me while we take a stroll down 
Mercer avenue, a Joe walking up and down the line comfort-
ing a fussy baby as we waited for a plane to take us home so 
we could visit my mother] to become a reality was picking 
the phone and telling Joe I was going to have his baby, I know 
a single mother with no car could use all the help she can get.

Donna, who sees my birthdate as one-more evidence that I 
was "a witch" has texted to ask how the pot-luck went. "Pot-
luck after work" was the excuse I gave when she suggested 
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she takes me out and gets me drunk after we took her grand-
kids trick-or-treating [they have asked for me by name, she’s 
added, after being told how I was one of those grown-ups 
who never went trick or treating as a kid]. I said it went al-
right, keeping to myself the fact that I haven't been party 
to any of the work place pot-lucks ever since I brought an 
Ethiopian cuisine I spent 4 nervous hours cooking and all 
but two of my colleagues touched it [one has heard Ethiop-
ian food was very spicy - which she wasn't a fan of, the other 
had a sour-food intolerance and the last giggled and touched 
the "wot" with the tip of a fork - as if she found it slightly 
weird-looking and didn't want to say what it reminded her 
of]. For this has proved to be one of those evenings which 
are becoming a little less rare nowadays that I wanted to go 
directly home in. I plan to put my feet in my electric blanket 
and fall asleep watching one of the many Halloween movies 
Joe got me hooked on so I can satisfy my appetite for gore 
without having to lay awake half the night shaking like a rat. 
Movies like�Sleepy Hallow,�Young Frankenstein,�Rocky Horror 
Picture Show,� The Corpse Bride� and� Nightmare Before Christ-
mas.

Celebrating birthdays and the giving of gifts weren't 
strictly part of my culture. Most birthdays of kids my age are 
calculated using life events as a reference. I was born a year 
and a month after the ‘1966’ revolution; 1974 European cal-
endar. Zinash's mother was heavy with her youngest when 
His Majesty Haile Selassie I passed by our neighborhood 
on his way to inaugurate the opening of the Adwa Bridge 
-a bridge erected to commemorate our victory against 
Italy. And the neighborhood women used to laugh at how 
Mulugeta's mother hid her baby under a washing basin, and 
sat on it - almost killing him in the process, at the time of the 
"Tahsas Girgir" - where two members of the Imperial Guards 
(one of them the Emperor's nephew) tried to over-throw the 
crown in an attempt to bring about a peaceful change that 
was to cost ten thousands of lives years later. Etcetera.
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However, these were also the times in which Television 
got introduced into my country and kids stood outside the 
doors of their well-to-do neighbors’ so they could be let 
in, to sit on the waxed �oor - avoiding touching the plas-
tic-covered sofa - and witness a black and white version of 
how ‘the other half’ lived. One of them was my sister Zin-
ash who, after getting glimpses of how children are treated 
in the West, grew not only determined that I do not miss 
out on anything Ethiopian kids did back then but tried to 
live her lost childhood vicariously through me. So she did 
my hair, washed my Sunday best and took me to the local 
"Photo Bett" where I was made to stand behind a table hold-
ing at least three of the following four categories of refresh-
ments [a home-baked bread with a single candle burning in 
its midst, a bowl of fruits - oranges or bananas, a tea-cup 
plate full of biscuits and candy, and a pair of soft-drinks (two 
Fanta and two Pepsi - for color; despite the photo always 
coming out sepia) to guard the four corners of the table]. 
After the "birthday" photo was taken, she will pack back 
what she brought and we will head home, where we would 
be received by a gargle of ash-colored kids who are already 
salivating over the treats they get to enjoy only a couple of 
times a year.

Through the years, and especially after I got a job, reno-
vated my parent's house, and bought a color TV with a 
VHS player to go with it, I have introduced the culture of 
gift-giving and birthday-celebrating to my family. Result-
ing in an annual phone call from home whereby my nieces 
and nephew would embarrass me and them self by singing 
"Happy Birthday to you" in a self-conscious voice and ask 
what I was given by whom. I won't tell them a company-
signed birthday card from the Headquarters followed by a 
‘how come you didn't tell us it was your birthday’ admon-
ition from whoever handing it to me is the best I could hope 
for this year. Or that even those neighbors who used to hang 
a jack-o-lantern or put a carved pumpkin outside their door 
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have neglected to do so for my 34th birthday. Alas a sur-
prise came [without ribbons! without tags! without pack-
ages, boxes and bags].
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CHAPTER 69

I was in the kitchen waiting for the kernels of my din-
ner pop-corn to shimmer in their oily torment when 
the phone rang. Assuming it was Fana having Betsu 

call while she was doing something in the kitchen, so he can 
ask me why I wasn’t coming to see them as often as I used 
to [a conversation she always interrupts by taking the phone 
from him to remind me something I was supposed to do – 
arrange a date with her stylist to see what can be done to 
salvage the damage I’d done to my hair, for example] I have 
ignored it. The voice mail would pick up, as it always does, 
and I will retrieve it when I have nothing better to do or the 
weight of my mother's anxiety - of my dying alone - hung 
heavily on me.

After sprinkling salt and sugar on the pop-corn, I sat on 
my bed and almost turned my DVD player on when a rubber 
band I tied to my wedding ring �nger reminded me to adjust 
my alarm clock for the daylight saving happening tonight. 
Groaning, I grabbed the alarm clock and my phone to �nd 
out that the call�wasn't�from Fana, but rather from a man I 
would someday give a call to ask if he can drop by and see 
his son or daughter. There it was, Joe's number, staring at me 
from the screen of my BlackBerry, three months after I de-
leted and blocked it [then, for reasons sentimental and later 
practical, miscarriages were rare but not unheard of where 
I came from, unblocked and saved it again under "baby-
daddy" the very afternoon I discovered he was going to be 
mine].

Could there possibly be something he wanted to talk to me 
about after he said his goodbyes: Death of a family member? 
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A terminal disease? A decision to marry Gina and wanting 
me to hear it from him �rst?! Or something else: a phone lost 
or stolen being scrolled through by a stranger? A Gina giving 
me a buzz to call me names for sleeping with a man who has 
already dumped me?! An ex-boyfriend wanting a repeat of 
what we did last time?

May be I should wait until he called again, I said. Or maybe 
I shouldn't. That one call may have convinced him he was 
still on my block list and unless I called back, I won't �nd out 
what happened and he won't know there was nothing wrong 
with his sperm. That it can still get shit done, has�got shit 
done at one go.

Then there was a vibration, followed by the beginning of 
Ei�el 65’s ‘I’m Blue’ [that Joe once called the theme song of 
my life]�Answer, said a voice inside me,�Answer, for Godssakes, 
now isn’t the time to play coy!

“Hello?” I said, shaking in my boots.
“Hey” said Joe, his voice coming out in a burst of breath.
“Did you just call?”
“Yes I did”
“I was in the restroom,” I said – because it was the shortest 

explanation I could come up with.
“Right on” he said, still breathing weird “Anyway thank 

you for taking my call and-erm” [here he stopped because I 
have interrupted him to say "Minim aydel" - it was nothing – 
“de nada”] “I called to ask – I was wondering if you have the 
radio on”

“The radio?!” I said, surprised
"Yes... the NPR one that you listen to"
"No. Why?”
“Can you turn it on?” he asked “Please?”
“Of course” I said warily turning the radio on, Beijing's air-

pollution problem – again, “Is everything ok?”
“Oh ... it is just... I called to leave you a birthday message” 

he said, sounding slightly embarrassed, “Because I know 
you won’t tell anybody it is your birthday. And the radio, I 
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hoped, would be neutral. No chance of, you know, disrupt-
ing your life. Besides, it is the only kind of surprise I know 
you would like"

"That is true" I said, smiling into the phone "I do like the 
radio”

“But I worried if you don’t have it on it won’t do any of us 
any good”

"I see" I said wondering where I have been when NPR 
started hosting birthday-shout outs. "Well thank you. I will 
de�nitely listen to it"

"Good," said a dissatis�ed Joe "I hope you know I am not 
trying to – that this is me extending an olive branch. Because 
you were a good in�uence on me and I know you could use 
a friend. So if you feel like calling to say hi, sometime in the 
future, feel free to do so. If not, then that is �ne too. I don’t 
think we should treat one another as enemies just because 
we still have feelings for each other”

"That is true" I said, swallowing jagged tears. "We 
shouldn’t. So how is Gina? Do you still see her?!”

“She is �ne" he said hesitantly "Considering...”
“Considering what?” I said, taken aback. What is she – 

dying of cancer?! Still mad at him?! On another Union-trip in 
Portland?!

“That she is in her �rst trimester” he said “Her body isn’t 
exactly made for child-bearing”

What is he talking about? “What are you talking about?!" 
I said, unable to keep the hysteria out of my voice "Gina is 
pregnant?”

“Yeah” said a Dissatis�ed-Joe “It wasn’t – I wasn’t ... we had 
a �ght the week you and I ... reconnected. She asked why I 
would not simply break up with her instead of acting like a 
douche-bag and leaving my phone lying around with all its 
attempts at contacting you. So I told her!"

“Told her what?!”
“The truth; how I can't stand being alone but feel really 

discontent when I am with her. Maybe she was too emotion-
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ally healthy for my taste. Or too much like my mother, I 
don't know. It was the �rst time we were able to lay every-
thing on the table… you know... like grown-ups, and it was 
very liberating. She listened to me like no woman has ever 
listened to me and we decided it was worth another try"

Wait. Hold on. This isn't how this was supposed to go. This 
isn't what is supposed to happen. Go back. Ask the question 
again - ask di�erently and it shall be answered di�erently. It 
is your birthday, Goddamn it, he can't call you, tell you he 
still has feelings for you and how all avenues for a future to-
gether were closed.

"I don't understand" I said, clutching at straws “How do you 
mean ‘like no other woman’? I listened to you. I listened to 
you whenever you felt like opening up"

“Yes but you listened to me like a lover – focused on the 
parts that implicate or exonerate you. Because you assume 
you know people, you never bothered to �nd out what 
they might tell you about themselves. I am not trying to 
make you the bad guy here. I wasn’t much better either. But 
Gina...” he sighed “she is skilled at listening, at putting her 
ego aside. It maybe the teacher in her, but when she listens to 
you, you forget all these other things about her and just get 
transformed. Anyway she listened and said she’ll let me go if 
I think going is the solution. And I realized I didn’t want to. 
It’s like being waken up from a heavy sleep and realizing how 
lucky you were to have been loved by someone like that. 
Afterwards we... you know...”

Had sex borne of an intense sense of relief, got it! Maybe did 
it over and over again, like you were meeting one another 
for the �rst time; like you are discovering the whole world 
through each other’s body.

“So it wasn’t an accident” I said, a little disappointed at 
someone I thought I knew as well as myself; a woman I was 
sure was above lowering herself to such depth to keep a man 
–�my�man.

“No. But she didn’t say she would get rid of it if I didn’t 
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marry her either. Only that it was the right decision for her – 
nearing 40 and all - and I would always be a part of my kid's 
life whether I chose to be with her or not"

But he�does�want to be with her. He wants to be there for 
her, love her and build a home around her. It wasn’t just 
about the baby. It was about what Joe discovered in Gina – a 
revelation that was turning him mushy even as we speak.

I guess this is what they meant when they say “falling for 
someone”

"Well… good” I said because it was over and it felt only 
proper to quietly mourn its loss rather than �ght against the 
inevitable “good. Congratulations”

“Thank you” Joe said weakly, as if he had a whole speech 
prepared in case I came at him with a rod and not the 
spirit of gentleness. “I mean you know I saw this happening 
di�erently, even after we broke up. But you have obviously 
moved on so I decided I can do one of two things: go from one 
person to another without learning anything about myself. 
Or stop and take a long look at myself. You said so yourself 
when talking about being content with what you have? How 
having more choices like we do in America only makes it 
harder to know what you want?”

“True”
“How about you?” he continued uncomfortably “Things 

good between you and -- what was his name?"
"Tony?"
“Tony?!�Is that... I thought ... wasn't he... is Tony a common 

name in Ethiopia?"
“No"
"Oh ok" he said, clearing his throat, "So how is he?"
“Still wondering if he has been wrong about me after hear-

ing I fucked another woman’s boyfriend,” I almost answered 
“maybe even hating me and my kind because of it”

But what other purpose than muddying up the waters 
would that kind of response serve? So I took a deep breath 
and gave up the ghost of lovers-past. "He is good, thanks for 
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asking"
"Of course" Joe said, sounding hurt, "there is nothing I want 

in this world more than for you to be happy. You know that, 
right? No man, woman, or child would stop me from trying 
to make sure you stayed a part of my life until you say go”

Yes, but for how long?! How long before his baby-mama de-
mands that he cut all ties with the woman who has wreaked 
much havoc in their relationship? How many months before 
he stopped being his own man and becomes one half of a 
couple willing to try anything to keep the missus happy?

"Sorry Joe" I said, because tears were bubbling up with 
every breath I was taking, "I have to - I have to take this. Can I 
call you some other time?"

After hanging up the phone and being thoroughly sick in 
the bathroom, I crawled to my bed and lay down – with tears 
streaming down the side of my cheeks like sagging breasts – 
trying not to let the grief over-take my sanity. To say good 
bye to the picture-perfect family I will never have and a life 
of contentment that was never mine. To let Joe’s �rst-born 
be Joe and Gina's, instead of whose he could have, would 
have, should have been.

That is when a voice came over the radio. Not a stranger's 
voice, rather a familiar voice relaying an expensive mes-
sage for a woman whose name the reader was �nding hard 
to pronounce. "Today's KUOW day sponsor is Joseph Plaster 
Junior” it said “wishing Metasebia Seifu a Happy European 
Birthday”.

There would come a day in which Joe would call my 
number and I won’t be there to answer. But the meaning of 
that gesture would go beyond my birth night to keep me 
warm through all that followed: the process of terminating 
the pregnancy, the long nights thereafter, and the �ight half 
way around the world to �nd refuge and healing in my fam-
ily’s arms. It would make me smile as I accompanied Wajo 
on every one of her errands, while I watched Zinash walk 
around the house spreading the smell of frankincense and 
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myrrh in preparation of her elaborate morning co�ee cere-
mony and when my mom tip-toes into my room to make 
sure my heart-ache hasn’t stopped my breathing.

So what if life is kinder to men, allowing them to have 
their cake and eat it too; then providing them with some 
woman willing to take them [back]?! What if not all of us can 
be children – allowed to sit and eat at the table – but have to 
be content with the crumbs that fall o� the Master’s table?! 
If you [have faith] stay put and not panic [never panic!!], one 
would eventually come along. And that one [the one?!] would 
make you laugh, he would make you cry, then go out on a 
limb – risking much and demanding nothing in return – just 
to show you what you mean to him.

[And if you happen to be one of the lucky ones, he may go 
to an even greater length to make you happy.]

– Insh Allah.
The End
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